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PREFACE 

A NTHROPOLOGISTS are hard put to it when asked to 
recommend a book that shall give the layman a brief 

•ummary of what is now known regarding their science as a 
whole or any one of Its branches. They are usually obliged to 
ronfess that such an up-to-date synthesis as is likely to satisfy the 
questioner does not exist. In no department of anthropology 
has the want of a modem summary made itself more painfully 
felt than in that of social organization. Sociologists, historians, 
and students of comparative jurisprudence all require the data 
the anthropologist might supply, but lor lack of a general guide 
they have been content to find Inspiration in Morgan's Ancient " 
SociettJ, a book written when· scientific ethnography was in its 
infancy. Since 1877 anthropologists have not merely amassed a 
wealth of concrete material but have developed new methods 
and points of view that render Morgan hopelessly antiquated. 
~is work remains an Important pioneer etrort by a man of 
estimable intelligence and exemplary industry, but to get one's 
knowledge of primitive society therefrom nowadays is like getting 
one's biology from some pre-Darwinian naturalist. It is em
phatically a book lor the historian of anthropology and not for 
the general reader. 

As I discovered during a year's lecturing at the University of 
California, the college student who takes anthropological courses 
sutrers as grievously from the wiUlt of an introductory statement 
on primitive social organization as the interested laymiUl or the 
investigator of neighboring branches of knowledge. It is the 
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requirements of these three classes of readers that I have had in 
mind in the preparation of the present volume, which purports 
to present the position of modern American workers. 

I am naturally under obligations to more {)f my colleagues than 
can conveniently be named here .. Above all I must acknowledge 
my indebtedness to my preceptor, Professor Franz Boas, the 
champion of scientific method in all anthropological research. 
To Dr. Clark Wissler of the American Museum of Natural 
History I owe abundant and varied field experience among North 
American Indians and a great deal of stimulation in our com
mon field of specialist investigation, the Plains area. To Pro
fessor A. L. Kroeber I am indebted for the opportunity to lecture 
at the University of California during the academic year of 
1917-18, which led to a systematization "of my views on primitive 
society and thus indirectly to the present volume. Among many 
of my Berkeley associates from other departments I found quite 
unexpectedly a most encouraging interest in anthropological 
theory. More particulafly, I was stimulated by my friend, Pro
fessor Francis S. Philbrick, now of Northwestern University, 
whose broad knowledge of comparative jurisprudence helped 
greatly to enlarge my own vision of primitive law. Finally, I 
must express my obligations to iny friend, Mr. Leslie Spier, of 
the American Museum of Natural History, for reading and 
acutely criticising the typescript o( chapters II to VITI before 
setting out on a field trip; and to Miss Bella \Yeitzner for the 
competent preparation of the index. 

ROBERT H. LOWIE. 
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PRIMITIVE SOCIETY 

CHAPTER I 

INTROOUCTIOI'I 

P RlMITIVE society is in a sense coexteusive with primitive 
civilization. For civilization or culture, to substitute the 

ethnological term, Is according to Tylor's famous definition 
"\hut complex whole which includes knowledge, beli.;!;--art, 
murals, lu~,- cust'um, and any other capabilities and habits 
ucquirod by man us a member of society"; whence it follows 
thut a complete consideration of society involves a study of all 
tho phases uf civilizution. No such stupendous task is here 
uttcmpled. I will !imit myself to those aspects of culture known 
n& sodal oroaui:ation, i.e.; I will deal with t_he g~~ps into 
which society is divided, the functions of these groups, their 
mutual relations, and the factors 'defermlning their growth. 

\'ct . ,;;, .closely are the seV.rul departments of civilization 
knitted hJgether thut concentration on any one of them to the 
exdusion of nll others is W1 impracticable undertaking. Recent 
events have fnmiliurized us with the mutual dependence of 
R)lJinrently dispnrute brunches of culture. I Military operations 
fHillhll he surr£'ssfully conducted without the activities of the 
luhnrutnry sdentist nnd of the hu$;bnndmnn. In stages of lesser 
ndvnncement the same principle holds. If we wish to study 
sndul or~nniznthm it is impos5~ible to ignore industrial factors 
hc'C"HH$0 oft(\n snt"iety is organized prerisely along industrial 
lim•s, into guilds of blurksmiths nnd nrrhitects. shipwrights ond 
tntttlllt•rs .• Onr ronrPrn. lwwever, will not be with the technical 
pt'O<'t'!l.!>t"'S employed by UtE'se artiauns, even though they are 

• 
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characteristic of the society to which they belong; we shall 
rather dea.l with the position of each body in the community, its 
comparative status of superiority or inferiority, its prerogatives 
and duties as one of a nuffiber of parallel or intercrossing aggre
gates. Similarly, if we have occasion to take notice of religious 
corporations, interest Will not centre in beliefs or observances, 
but in the position which the several groups occupy in the 
general polity. If we were to view Christianity from this angle, 
differences as to auricular confession or the theory of tran
substantiation would figure mainly as group labels, while tho 
rise to ascendancy in the state of one body of believers, the 
degradation of another, the disabilities of a third, would pri
marily engage our attention. Nevertheless it is impossible to 
anticipate how much knowledge of religion proper would prove 
necessary to illum~nate th~ main problem, and unawares we 

• might find ourselves plunged head over ~ls into the subtleties 
of scholastic disputation. It is not otherwise with savage 
peoples, and in order to gauge with accuracy the character of 
a social organization it is sometimes essential to take note of 
data representing all other phases· of aboriginal activity. 

Scientifically the study of primitive s;cieties does not require 
justification. They exist and as part. of reality Science is bound 
to take note of them. But the manner and spirit in which they 
have been regarded in the past have differed widely, and it will 
not be amiss to consider sorpe. of the ideals pursued in their 
investigation. 

For one thjng, it is possible to assUme a predominantly mono
graphic attitude. Some students fix their gaze upon a single 
people at a single epoch of its existence, nnd endeavour to de
scribe this one culture with the utmost fidelity. In the higher 
reaches of this type of work the ethnographer becomes an artist 
who sympathetically penetrates into the latent spirit of his cul
ture and creates a picture after the fashion of Gobineau's Re
naissance. That is the ideal of humanistic research acclaimed 
by the philosopher Wjndelband and his school. To them each 
manifestation of human history represents a unique pheno-
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mcnon, an absolutely indefinable set o! values that can merely be 
experienced through the visionary's intuition and then trans
mitted in !uiutcr tints to his public.\ Ethnographic eflort con
ducted in this spirit would result in a gallery o! cultural por
trait•, each complete In itself and not related with the rest. 

Such nn attitude toward the data o! civilization is by no means 
inconsistent with scientific aims, and inasmuch as it reveals the 
su!Jller phiisee o! culture it may even contribute indispensable 
elements to a complete description o! reality. But it is equally 
true that Science cannot rest content with this aesthetic immer
sion In distinct mani!estntlons o! human society. Indeed, a 
student pnssi..ng successively !rom one o! these reproductions to 
another would Imperceptibly yield to a mental exercise quite 
different from the impulse that fired the painter in pl~IJ!bing the 
individuality of his subject or !rom his own initial attempt at 
re-creation. Spontaneously comparison of later and earlier 
pictures would blend with merely absorptive processes. Against 
the mnrtinl cust of one culture would stand out the devotional 
twiNt of another or the blot of money-madness in a third. Re
Al~mhlnnces would he noted as well as ditferenres, and the 
qu••stion would Imperatively obtrude llselt how both are to be 
PXJl)uined. , In other words, phenomena would be not merely( 
llllJlcrceived by themselves but viewed in their relations. 

· In pnrt it would be a problem of causal relations. It is natural 
to suppose thnt like phenomena muRt have like cause-s and 
uccordlngly it would become the ethnologist's duty to determine 
tlle'f: n prlorl they might be supposed to lie in racial affinity, 
or the similarity of Reop:raphical en\'ironmeut, or some other 
tundnmcntul condition shared by the cultures compared. Prac~ 

ticully, however, os will nppear Inter, it is not so ensy to isolate 
surh Uet('rminnntR nmit.lst the tremendous romplPxiti~s of 
rulturnl data and to demonstrate thnt they nre the significant 
tat'tors. lndt"eotl, 81)11\e ethnoltlgists have abandoned all hope of 
t'\'f'r unrll\'f'liug tht:'m. nut whrtheor the quest of causal relations 
ho o. hoprh~ss one or not, one kind of relation can never be ignored 
by the sciPntiflc shldPnt nf rultnt't'-the rhronnlngienl one. As-. 
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\ sume that our cultural picture gallery contains delineations of 
\all distinguishable cultures. It would then embrace separate 
'pictures of the successive cultures of the same people. Aesthetic 
contemplation might rest content with apperceiving the picture 
of Japan in 1000 A.D. and the picture of Ja!'an in 1900 as re
presenting two disparate embodiments of cultural ideals as in
dependent of each other !lS either is of the Italian Henaissance. 
But that could not possibly be the attitude of the scientific 
student. To him the fact that one culture has grown out or 
another, that the same culture has varied with time, is an all
important fact; without a knowledge of the tin1e relations of 
cultures that are merely links of one chain he would feel that 
he had missed the most essential part of reality. To put it 

tersely, whatever else the investigator of civilization may be, 
he must be an historian. 

But what kind of an historian shall the ethnologist be? Some 
eminent savants whose thinking has been moulded in experimen~ 
tal laboratories have prescribed with much emphasis what kind 
of history is worth while. Accustomed to seeing physical phe
nomena described in the stenographic equations of the calculus, 
they cannot conceive of any branch. of knowledge as worth a 
candle unless it conforms to the patt~rn of celestial mechani,s. 

J Says Professor Pearson in The Grammar of Scienre: "History 
can never become science, can never be anything but a catalogua 
of facts rehearsed in more or l~s~ pleasing language until these 
facts are seen to fall into sequences which can be briefly resumed 
in scientific formulae." Applying his tenet specifically to civili
zation, t]Jis ~au!hor contends that in f~rond outline the develop
ment of man has followed the same course in Europe, in Africa, 
in Australasia.; that it can be briefly resumed in tenns of certain 
basic principles; and that except in so far as the historian 
undertakes to ascertain these, his efforts are hardly worthy of 
~erious consideration. Similar opinions have be-en voiced by 
Professor Ostwald, the chemist, and Dr. Driesch, the zorllogist. 

The attitude just defined displays a surprising naive!~. No 
doubt ethnologists and other historians would he greatly ut 
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fault If they failed to discover the laws underlying civilization, 
thus giving to their data the highest degree or coordination to 
which they are amenable. But the first question Is whether 
uny such luws exist and what measure of coOrdination is feasible. 
The exiMtcnce of uniformity in culture history cannot be assumed 
Pimply because it would be convenient. Even in physics the 
Investigator Is not always fortunate enough to reduce his phe
nomena to a N cwtonian formula. He must theoretically accept 
the fuel thut water has its point or maximum density at four 
degrees Centigrade, as men at large have had to reckon with It 
pructicully, without wuiling unlil water shall assume the pro
perties of other liquids. So the ethnologist cannot permit his 
tnsk to be pre-determined for him. If there nre Jaws or social 
e\·olutiun, he must assuredly discover them, but u:hethcr there 
nre any remains to he seen, and his scholUrly position remains 
unaiTected by their non-existence. His duty is to ascertain the 
course civilization uctunlly has followed; and the kind of 
Rynthesis he gives must depend on the nature or his facts. To 
strive for the ideals of another branch of knowledge may be 
positively pernicious, for it can easily lead to that factitious 
slmplitlrulion which means fulsitlcalion. It would be equiva
lent to insi~ting that water must condense in freezinfl. It every 
people or the globe had a culture history wholly diiTerent from 
thul of e\'ery other, the historian's task would still be to record 
tht"~c singularitiC'S and nutke tho best of them: and in cuntribut
lng his shnre to the sum total or knowledge he would suffer no 
loss In scientific dignity from the unmnllenbility or his material. 
\Ylthoul, th.c!"f'fnre, at the out.!-lrt renouncing the senrch for laws 
of suriul t\Volution, we will P.lllJlhnticully derlure our indcpen
clt'IH'C of that p~('Udo-srit•ntillc dof,!mntigm whkh insists on formu
lntinA" nJl phC'IlnJll(.lJlU Rftl~r the fashion that ha~ pro\'f'd sen·ice

nhJo In a diminutive <'l)rneor of the ftt:'ld of human knowledge. 
l'ninHttt•nr('d by nny hius f,lr or o~ninst histnric~l re~ulnrities, 
wo shnll ut.tNnpt to dPff'Mlline whnt nr~ the fads and what. ha~ 
hl'f'll tht•ir nrluul SC'qUf'nrt". 

lll'rt\ huwt'Vcr, tho rthnoiLIS"i::!lt encounters an obstn.C'Ie from 
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which the historian of the higher ch·ilizations is exempt. The 
~uccession of events in primitive ('()mmunities is rarely a matter 
of recorded knowledge except for the most recent period, and 
when positive infonnation extends back to several centuries ag(J 
the student considers himself unusually fortunate. This presents 
a real difficulty but not an insurmountable one. For in addition 
to the sparse documentary sources the ethnologist possesses a 
~tack of established ethnographic and linguistic fact, and when 
this is combined with the data of geographical distribution 
it is often possible to reconstruct history with practical certainty. 
\\'ith regard to phenomena of social organization instances will 
be supplied in later chapters; I will therefore elucidate the 
method by a technological illustration. In smelling iron the 
natives of 1-ladagascar employ the piston-bell-ows, a type quite 
different from the bellows of the Negro blacksmiths of the neigh
boring African continent. In a splendid example of historical 
reconstruction Tylor pointed out that the piston.bellows occurs 
also in Sumatra, in other parts of the Malay ·Ar~hipelaga, and 
the adjacent portion of the Asiatic mainland; and that anthro· 
pologically and linguistically the Malagasy of Madagascar are 
members of the Malay family. Hence the piston.bellows is 
undoubtedly a Malay invention, which was carried hy the Malays 
to various regions in the course of their migrations. By thus 
combining general anthropological knowledge with knowledge of 
the distribution of a trait T)ior succeeded in establishing the 
history of a mechanical contrivance Deyond any reasonable 
doubt. 

In the historical reconstruction of culture the phenomena of 
distribution play, indeed, an extraordinary part. If a trait 
occurs everywhere, it might veritably he the product of some 
universally operative social law. If it is found in a restricted 
number of cases, it may still have evolved, throu,C"h some such 
instrumentality acting under specific conditions that would then 
remain to be determined by analysis of the cultures in which the 
feature is embedded. On the other hand, as in the instance of 
the 1\falngasy bellows, there may be no law jnvoh·ed but n. 
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CJuestion of genetic relationship. Finally, the sharers of a cul
tural trait moy be of distinct lineage but through contact und 
burrowing have come to hold in common a portion of their 
cultures. 

Thus the duto. us to distribution demand an interpretation, 
whether in terms uf S!Jme causal factor, or of tribal aftinity or 
iutcruationul intercourse; and the answer elicited with the aid 
of extruuoous ethnuJogicnl infurma.tion is necessarily cast in 
historical form. If we were tracing the history of ironwork, 
we should assign to the Malay bellows a relatively late date 
because It Is a specialized form evolved in a region of Asia 
remote from the unr.ient centers or metallurgy; and we should 
r<•gard the Malagasy bellows as a relatively recent importation 
bocauso Madagascar represents the f3rthest outpost of ~lalny 

civilization. 
Since, us a. matter of fact, culturul resemblances abound be

tween peoples of diverse stock, their interpretation commonly 
Jlnrrows to a choice between two nlternutivs. Either they are 
due to like rauscs, whether these can be d~termined or not j or 
I hey aro the re•ult of borrowing. A predilection for one or the 
;otJtrr cxplnnution has lnin at the huttom of much ethnological 
.lisrussion in the pa~t; nnd at present influential schools both in 
Englund and in continrntnl Europe clamorously insist that oll 
l'Ultural parallels are due to dilTusion from a single center. It 
:s inc\'Hnble to envisage this muot.pr.)blem at the start, since 
unrnmpr\Hnising championship of either alternath·e has far· 
r<\IH'hing practirul cun~equenres. For if e\·cry pnr~tllel is dt:.e tn 
ln1rrnwing, thC'U snl'inlogical laws, which cun be inferred only 
frnm intlt•petllltmtly dev<'ltlping like-nN1St'S, nre burred. Then the 
l1i~lt1ry of re1igit1n or snrin.l life or technnlngy consists exrlush·cly 
in n stntrmflut of tho plnro or nrigin nf belirfs, customs nnd 
imph'nwnts, and n redtul of their travels to difterent parts of the 
•~J,,hf'. ()n tho tlth<'r hnnd, if borrowing ctwers only part of the 
(lb~t'n'ed pnrnllt>ls, nn ex:plnnntillfl from like causes becomes at 
lt•nNt the ideul ~"ul in an invt'stigation of the I"'E'mninder. It is 
thr~f,1rn prnprr hl jnstity in th~ brp-lnnint: whatf'v£>r pC1silinn 
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one is inclined to take in the conflict between the rival theories 
of diffusion and independent evolution. 

The great strength of the diffusion theory lies in the abun
dance of evidence that transmission has played an enonnoue 
part in the growth of cultures. This is often not merely a matter 
of inference but of recorded observation, as in the infl.uente of 
Egyptian on Greek, or of Arabian on mediaeval European civi
lization. To this vast body of testimony must be added numerous 
examples of borrowing established by inference but in a manner 
that admits of no doubt. Whenever a well-defined trait is dis
tributed over a continuous area, the conclusion can hardly be 
avoided that it has developed in one spot within that area and 
has thence traveled to its confines. Often that conclusion is • 
corroborated by a quantitative test: the feature in question is 
found in a state of high elaboration about the center of origin 
nnd dwindles towards. the periphery. Thus, Professor Jloas has 
demonstrated with great elegance that the Raven cycle of 
Canadlan mythology originated about the northern part of 
British Columbia and thence traveled southwards. The farther 
one proceeds from the point of origin the smaller is the degree 
of elaboration of the cycle until it finally tapers away. This 
combination of legendary adventures_ could not be contined lo 
a narrow coastal strip if it were the· product of some Ia w of 
myth-making; and there would not be noticeable that progres
sive diminution of comple~ity if. w_e were not dealing with a case 
of successive transmission to districts farther and farther rc
moyed from the fountain head. 

Diffusion must accordingly be hailed" as a vera emu; a. But js 
it the only one? What shall we say when like traits crop up in 
widely severed regions of which the populations are neither 
racially related nor have been in contact so far as is known? 
In that contingency the diffusionist must have recourse to the 
auxiliary hypothesis .that contact at one time existed; and he 
does so because of his conviction that every element of culture 
is ultimately due to so extraordinary a confluence of circum~ 
f:tances that the conditions for a second invention Cftn never 
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recur. This is the basic tenet of the dirtusionist creed that we 
must face. 

It may at once be admitted that some of !he arguments leveled 
nt this position in the past have not been especially fortunate. 
Thus, the duplication of scientific discoveries has been ·cited to 
prove thut the sume feature may develop independently. Yet in 
jlenerul this argument laclis cogency. A careful historical 
examination usually shows that the co..discoverers both borrowed 
largely from the same cultural stock, us did Newton and Leibnitz 
In the discovery of the calculus. Such a case, then, cannot be 
likened to the iudepenent creation of cultural elements in com
plrlcly sPpurated areas. Fu~her, when modern scientists dupJi. 
rnlo ouch other's resul!s th~y are not merely building on the 
~umo foundation hut are trained workers who consciously seek 
to add definite stones to the structure. This deliberate striving 
on the basis of special training is a motive that must be wholly 
hnnishod in considering the ruder civilizations, and the Iikeli~ 
houd of a repeutrd invenqon is proportionately lessened. 

The weukness of the dirtusionist doctrine in its extreme form 
lie• In lis luck of discrimination. Few would deny that a highly 
C"nmplrx. invention ronld not rendi!y be made several times, but 
when !his principle Is extended to the simplest devices and con
rep! Ions It flies in the f;~ce of probability. It is true that man 
~tuNers fr.1m pnver1y of inventiveness nnd ever prefers to follow 
the puth of les~('f rt:'sistnnre by borrowing, but his failing is 
not so greut us is rnntendcd. It it were, that admirable adapta
tion to rnvironment which we occnsionnlly note in widely 
f't~Jlnrnt.f'd Urf'ns rnuld ll(IVer hnve tnker.- place. The Micronesian! 
would not have lennwd to suhsli!u!e the shell of the ginnt clam 
fllf the stone no longer ovnilable on their islands for axe blades; 
tho Andnmnn lslnndPrs und Routh AmPrirnn nnti\'t'S would 
Hf'\'f'f ha\'e lt~nrnf'd ttl ~tupefy fish with poisonous ptnnts: nor 
WtlUhl nn~· of n lf',:inn of in~£>nious industrial proressPS of 
Ft rktly limited rnn~e hnYe hr('n achieved. Mu~t we a~sume 
!hat tho Plains Indian who was ohle to per!ert a highly complex 
rmhrt,iti('ry tl"rhnique in port"upine quills wa1 inc&p&ble of dls-
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covering for himself that buffalo dung could be used in .fire-mak

ing and had to leafn it from some alien source? The Hidatsa 
Indians of North Dakota still cross the Missouri in boats resem
bling the Welsh coracle, an umbrella-shaped frame being covered 
with a hide. Must we countenance the assumption that a con
nection once existed that has merely been obliterated _in course 
of time? We shall. certainly not yield to that view if among 
neighboring tribes there turns up the prototype_ of the Hidatsa. 
bull-boat,-an improvised raft of tent skins supported by cross
pieces of wood and proving the autochthonous invention of the 
boat. Again, there is the case of the Australians and the Tierra 
del Fuegians, ·both of whom readily noted on becoming ac
quainted with glass that this material offered a good substitute 
for stone in the manufacture of certain implements. Thus a 

fairly long catalogue might be made of simple ideas that are 
either positively known to have been conceived more than once 
or that at least in all probability originated independently in two 
or more places. Indeed, there is not lacking evidence that even 
more abstruse notions have in rare instances been re-invented. 
None is more remarkable than the occurrence of the zero figure
in the notation of the Maya of Yucatan, an achieYement not 
equaled by the Greeks or Romans and duplicating that of the 
Hindu without the l,east possibility of mutual influence. 

However, the illustrations cited apply only to a limited section 
of the cultural domain, that in which mechanical or theoretical 
problems are solved by intellectual means. The religious, socio
logical and aesthetic aspects of culture are founded in response 
to totally different motives. It is conceivable that in these, where 
there is greater freedom from rational control, where in other. 
words the analogical faculty functions in unrestrained vig~r, 

the chance for independent evolution is lessened or annulled. 
Indeed, some observers would sooner admit that the most im
portant inventions of mechanical ingenuity could have a multiple 
origin than that any human mind couJO independently have 
retraced the tortuous path that has led to some grotesque mytho
logical conception. Neverthelet;;s the non-rationalistic depart ... 
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ments of culture are not lacking in examples of the independent 
origin of similar features. A single illustration will suffice. No 
worse affront can be hurled in the teeth of a J{urnai Australian 
thun to cull him un orphan; and the same is true of the Crow 
Indian in Montuna. Thut so harmless a term should be resented 
ns the most ofTensive Imprecation seems strange, but there is au 
explanation lor it. Among the ruder peoples Influence is often 
directly dependent on the greater or lesser number of faithful 
reiativos. The kinless orphan is consequently damned to social 
uupotence and considering aboriginal vanity it is natural that 
the vocu.bulury of vituperation should contain no more degrading 
epithet. It is therefore not only certain that neither tho Kurnai 
borrowed frurn the Crow nor vice versa, but the reason for the 
observed pnrullel is clenr from known facts of primitive life. 

It Is not ueces!'lnry to multiply instances of thi~ type because 
an iuexhuustihle supply of relevant duta is furnishPd by a single 
clepnMment of culture, to wit, language. Linguistic processes 
lwlong to the same catf'gnry psychologiral1y os the processes br 
which the nnn-intellcctualistlc part of culture hns come into 
being, nnd what npplies to them has accordingly a wider appli
rntion. English hns come to uppronch Chinese in the sirnplicit}' 
of Its ~rammnr nnt bernu!le of the direct influence exerted by 
Chinn on the sp<'ech of the British Isles but from internal causes. 
lllho Shoshnnenn Indian languages of the Great Basin of North 
America hal'C n dunl number it is not because they have 
horrowrd the notion from the ancient Greeks but because it is a 
notion that rnn and does arise Independently. In this manner a 
host or instanrrs cnn be enumerated showing that the same 
modo or cln~~ifying or dC'srriblng phenomena hns been evoln•d 
[n lnnFtun~rs uttrrly unrelated in origin and wholly discj'fl~ 
ned.N1 in point of rontnrt. If that is sn, even though the reason 
fnr tho rt•~t'mhlnnres he f,)rt"\'er hidden fnlm our ken, the rnct 
I~ Pstnhll~hrd thnt rt"n!l'nning nnd clns~iflrntinn by nnnlt'~Y ran 
prndure nnnlognus rPsults. Arrordingly it is sheer do~matism 
to tiP('I'f'~ thnt sueh J'(IS\llt.s rould not orrur in the en sf'! of customs 
l~r myths. 
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In short, there is no reason for excluding the possibility of 
independent development in the study of social organization. 

I will accordingly treat each case of resemblance on its merits 
and shall not strike the balance between the rival theories before 
the close of my investigation. 

In the foregoing remarks lies the reason for the important 
place assigned to matters of distribution in the subsequent 
chapters. From the range of a phenonmenon we know at once 
whether it can even tentatively rank as a necessary cnnsequeHcb 

of human gregariousness, while a comparison of linked traits 
may reveal the conditions favoring its appearance. The distri
bution of an institution may demonstrate that it has been 
diffused, and when coupled with other information it may aid 
in a fairly complete reconstruction of historical processes. \Vhen 
we know only the range of a usage, we may not yet know ,·ery 
much, but we have at least a point of departure for amplifying 
our information. \\"hen we do not know the di~tribution of a 
phenomenon with unrecorded history, we know nothing that is 

theoretically significant. 

The knowledge of primitive society has an educational value 
that should recommend its study even to those who are ·not 
primarily interested in the processes· of culture history. All of 
us are born into a set of traditional institutions and social con
ventions that are accepted nut ~mly as natural but as the only 
conceivable response to social nee~s. Departures from our 
standards in foreigners bear in our biaSed view the stamp of 
inferiority. Against this purblind Provincialism there is no 
better antidote than the systematic study of alien civilizations. 

/Acquaintance with adjustments in one society after another 
·that rest on wholly different foundations from those with which 

l 
we are familiar enlarges our notion of social p(1trntialities as 
the conception uf n-dimensiona1 spare enlarges the vision of 

. the non-Euclidean geometrici;~···\y;- See our receiYeU sPt of. 

~opinions and cusfOiTis as met ely ~ne of an indefinite number of 
possible variants; and we are emholdened to hew them into 
shape in accordance with novel aspirations. 
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I 1-' SOCIAL organization 
be understood solely 

1\fARRIAGE 

is but one phase of culture and can 
in conuection with other Phases, a 

l·orrespunding stutemeHt holds even more decidedly fur any uue 
ut tho aspects of social organization. \\'e may begin by con
sldl'l'lug the primitive family, but very soon we find that in 
ordt!f to comprehend its pheuumenu. we must consider what at 
Hrst H~em qu itc irrclevunL series of facts. In parts of Oceania, 
wlwre n man l'<'gulurly ~t~~-s and sleeps at his club, this .. type of 
uult nf!ects family life sn profoundly that the two cannot well 
IJe divorced in picturing either. If, on the other hand, we begin 
with rluLs, we shall very soon be engaged in a. discussion of 

llropt'!~Y __ ·c·~~l,l'Ppts because membership in these organizations is 
S<lllletimes equivalent to the holding of 8. proprietary title. 
Hut nny treatment of property invoh·es the noTIOils of kinship 
thut determine inheritance or pn.1perty. And so forth. In short, 
tht•se st•verul topirs nre so closely interrelated· that none of them 
ran be trE~ntcd Ul'l the bnsic one frnm which all others are logically 
dt•dudhlf'. llnwt•,·er we commence, there must be constunt 
unth'ipntinn nnll constnut cn•ss-referendn~. for by the sheer 
n(llt't'SI'\itit•s of rxpusitinn we are driven to examine fragment 
nfh'r rrngntE'llt or un urgnnic whole. 

This ht'inp: so, nny stnrting-pnint will do. I will selert the 
rumily us the first sudal unit to be ronsider~d; and will naturally 
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begin by describing the conditions that confront the individual 
who desires to found a new family,-the social prohibiiions and 
prescriptions to which he has to submit in the selection "of a. 
mate and the traditional means of acquiring orle. 

M.o\RRIAGE PROHIBITIONS 

In every part of the world there are restrictions on the choice 
of a mate. based on propinquity of relationship. Those who 

..,-. .. ---·~ 
transgress the rules are guilty of the dread crime of incest. 
Within the narrowest family circle sexual relations are 
universally tabooed. There are no tribes \Vhich countenance 
the mating of parent and child, and where brother-sister unions 
have been recorded they are not the result or primitiveness but 
of excessive sophistication. That is, in communities where pride 
of descent obtains in hyp,.!_rtro.P_~ed form, as in ancient Egypt 
and Peru, the sovereign may find no one of sufficiently high rank 
to become his mate except his nearest blood kin. Such instances 
are, however, decidedly rare o.nd do not affect the practices of 
the common herd. 

It is not the function or the ethnologist but of the biologist 
and psychologist to explain why man has so deep-rooted a 
horror of incest, though personally I accept Hobhouse"s view 
that the sentiment is instincth·e. The student of society 
merely has to reckoilwl!hthe fact that the dread or incest 
limits the biologically possible number of unions. He must 
furtheT register the different ways in which different com
munities conceive the incest rule. For while parent and child, 
brother and sister, are universally barred from mating, many 
tribes favor and all but prescribe marriages between certain 

.. more remote kindred. That is to say, while the aversion to 
marriage within the group of the closest relatives may be 
instinctive,' the extension of· that sentiment beyond that re

~ stricted circle !~-conventional, some tribes drawing the line far 
more rigorously tha~--,~th.ers. For example, the Blackfoot of 

1\:Iontana not only discountenance the marriage of Ctmsjns but 
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look askance at any union within the locnl band " because 
there is always u suspicion .that some close blood relationship 
may have been overlooked." The S!luswap and Tho_mpson 
Jliver Indians o( llritish Columbia deprecate unions of second,' 
cousins, the Nez P•rce of Idaho even those of third eousins. 
According to an educated member of the Paviotso of Nevada 
the most remote cousins are still reckoned by her people as 
kindred, nnd consequently matrimony is barred. 

This repugnance to in-~reeding must be connected with a \ 
common prin!)ti~~-SU.ge. A Paviotso, e.g., addresses all . 
cousins, regardlcs~ of degree, as his brother or sist~r. Now 
among rude pet 1ples there is a great deal in a name and from 
calling n girl sister to regarding her as a sister for matrimonial 
purposes is but n step owing to the superstitious indentillca
tion of things bearing the same appellation. Hence, provided 
n. tunth cousin he callrd by the snme tem1 as the first, the ir~st 
horror will be naturally extended to her as well. 

There ure, indeed, fur more startling extensions of this 
sentiment. Frequently there is not merely a rule against the 
marriage of actual blood·kin but even of individuals between 
whom no relationship can be traced and who are regarded as 
kin simply through the legal fiction that' fellow·members of a 
rPrtuin ancial group are ultimntely de~cendants of the same { 
ancestor. The magical putency of the group name doubtless, 
plnys a large pnrt here. Thus tn Australia a mnn of, say.·. 
the Emu group In one tribe would not mate with an Emu 
wnmun of an aliPn tribe o. hundred miles away. though blood .. ; 
kinship is absolutely precluded by the conditions of the case. 

The rule which pr('scrihPs th.ut nn individual must find a) 
mRte outside of ~is own J:tftlUp, wll('fhl'r thut group be the fnmily, 
the villa~on.~. or Aome other snrial unit, is known as t.rogamy. ~ 

The rontrnry rule which makes It compulsory for a mnn to 1 

mnte within his group Is labeled tndoaamu. Endogamy I 
flnuril'-hrs whl're soriul distinrtit~ns hnve come to be mutters 
tlf parnmnunt irnportnnrP. The Hindu rnste system is the ~tock '\/ 
illustrnth\n, Eul'\1lH."an nristocrary supplies another. At a lower 
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leYel of civilization the Tsimshian of British Columbia frown 
upon the marriage of a chiefs relatives with those of a chiefs 
attendant or of an attendant's with commoners. II is only the 
notion of obligatory marriage within the social unit not the 
de facto occurence of unions within the group that constitutes 
endogamy. For example, the young men of Kalamazoo 
naturally find their wives for the most part among their towns
women, but there is nothing to prevent them from seeking a 
bride in Ottumwa or Przemysl. It is only where there is lurking 
the notion of a prohibition that we can speak of an endogamous 
tendency,-say, in connection with the feeling that a Catholic 
ought not to marry a Protestant. 

Exogamy and endogamy are not mutually exclusive except 
with regard to the same unit. The Toda of the Kilgiri Hills in 
Southern India are divided into two groups, the TaJ!harol and 
the Teivahol, between which legal matrimony is prohibited. 
nut each is subdh·ided into groups which are exogamous. A 

person of the Pan section of the Tartharol may_ not choose for his 
~pouse a girl of Teivaliol affiliation, but must seek a Tartharol 
of some section other than his own.• 

MEAN• OF ACQUIRIN.G .l MAT!': 

Generalizations about primiti\ e tribes are dangerous., but 
few exceptions will be found to the statement that matrimony 

~ with them is ~~~- ~q ____ m~-~~-.!1. Sacr_a~1ental as a c_i_:~~ i~~titution . .! ,' 

It differs, however, notably from· modern arrangements in 
Caucasian civilization in that the -contract often binas not 
individuals but families. This appears clearly in two forms of 
matrimony known as marriage bv exchange and marriage by 

~ 
purrha se.. In both a..Jtirl is treated <._!-S a~et which her family 
will not surrender without receiving adequate con1pensation. -· Among the Kariera of \\"·estern Australia the acquisition of a 
bride is complicated by certain rules of preferential mating. 
That is. a man is not only forbidden to marry his sister ana 
rertain other kinswomen, but is practicaHy obliged to mate with 
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a particular type of CIJUsin or some more rP.mote relative deslg

nut<'d by the sllme term (see below, Preferential .Mating). \\"ith 

this limittLtion ~QO i.~..monly pract~sed. A man, A, 
having one or more sisters finds a man, B, standing to him in 
tho proper cousin relationship who also posSesses a sister. 
Tlicsc men each luke n sister or· the other as wife. This method 
f!ccms to ha,·e a very definite distriLution. It is common in 
.\uRlralia. nnd the Torres Straits Islands hut rare or absent 
rwm In the neighboring region of Melanesia. 

Ap.1rt from ~urh t'xchange ,,f sisters, the Karirra elders arrnnp-e 
\·mnrriagf's nf the orthodox type between juvenile cousins. The 

tlt>ath of one of them may effect a change b~t th_e_ new-afrange
BH'nt will still conform tAl the matrimonial nonn: the prospective 
spuuRrs will he couRins t1f the prescribed type, though perhnps 
nwre remotely related. In tho cnM of info.nt betrotho.Js a boy 
rrrows up with the und<'rstanding thnt n certain mnn is his 
probnhle fntlwr-in-luw nnd 11.'1 surh is entitled to occasional 
preernts and ecrvk('l'J, Hut since hie fiancee may die, there is 
u whole group of potential fothers-in·lnw who n.re entitled to 
!'imilnr ronsiclrrntinn, thouRh in lesser dr~ree; these attentions 
mny bt rnnrei\'cd os n. fnrm of rompcnsn1inn equivalent to the 
purl'Jw:qe form of othf"r nrcas. \Yhrn a J::"irl attains the proper 
n,.:rr, shr is fl.imply handed o\·er to the bridegoronm. That we nre 
\'t;rlly drnling with a family compact apprnrs clearly from 
rertnln nrlditinnnl rlrments of 1\nricm matrimonial life. 
"\\·here thrre nrf:' sf:'vrral sisters in a family they are all / 
rf'!X:trrlrd ns the '' ivrs Clf l11r. mnn who marDe~ the eldPst of, 
thf'm." This is a wirlrsrrrad rnslom known ns th£1 snroralr. ( 

On lhr nlhf'r llnnd, n mnn's wh·rs are nutomntirnlly inherit('d 
hy his youngf'r h~tlt!H'r or n kinsnHln ranking ns such, a usnge 
lt1t'hnknlly rt•(t•rn•,l to ns the lrw•irntr. Finally, a man mny 
wni\'e his prrl'mpti\'e rluim on his v.:!ft''s younger sister in 
fn\'Of of hi~ ynU111!PT hrvthl'r. 

CtHnpan•tl ·with t•xt•hnng-f', pun·hn::;p hns nn l'::treedin,:rly widf' 
di~trihutinn. lt is, howr\'er, imPortnnt to distin[!uish se\'E"rat ... 
\·nrit•tit'! Pt pnrrhas(' whlrh ore nl'ith£'r psyrhnh1~irnlly nor 

c 
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legally equivalent. In some regions woman is to all intents and 
} purposes a transferable and inheritable species of chattel; in 

others, there will be found only the appearance of purchase, 
since the price offered is balanced or even out-weighed by an 
equivalent gift or dowry. 

To begin with 12_urchase in the strictest sense of the term. 
Among the Kirgiz, a Turkish tribe of southwestern Siberia, a 
man will betroth a ten-year old son to a girl and commence 
forthwith to amass the bride-price, which is as high as 81 head 
of cattle. This is paid in instalments; only when a large portion 
has been conveyed to the financee's family may the young man 
visit the girl, and the marriage takes place with the completed 
payment. Owing to the high amount exacted by the bride's 
family, few men have more than one wife and very rarely is a 
woman divorced, though under 'the ~Ioharnmedan law the hus
hand's authority would be unrestricted. Here the woman is 

;, quite definitely conceived as her spouse's property and loses 
\ contact with her own family. 

\\'ith the Ho, an Ewe tribe in the interior of Togo, \Vest Africa, 
there is ~ series of payments a.nd services which establish a 
proprietary title to the wife, but there is no complete severance 
from her family and altogether her sncial status is distinctly 
hetter than among the Kirgiz. H~e the initinl arrangerrien~ 
are often made even before the girl's birth: a man who likes a. 
woman is wont to bespeak the next daughter she may bE>ar. If 

the proposal is accepted, tl'ie 'fiance must give a preliminary 
present to the prospective parents-in-law, which is followed by 
monthly gifts of cowrie-shells to the infant girl and horticultnrol 
assistance to her parents, together with a variety of other 
services. At puberty the young woman is turned over to the 
bridegroom, but if the compensation offered by him r~ppears 
inadequate the parents will previously annul the contract hy 
sending him a stipulated amount of cowrie money. There can 
he no doubt that in a certain sense .the Ho woman is a form of 

1 property; she may serve as a pawn in a crerlitnr·s custody and 
is inherited bYtier·-hllsband's brothers while her.:elf barred from 
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luhcritiug auy of his pus~essions. Nevertheless in practice the 
thuoreticul rigor of these conceptions is considerably weakened. 
\\ umeu may exercise a great dcul uf influence on their husbands, 
have been kuowu to leave them in joint rebellion. and are 
entitled tu compensation fur supplying their spouses with 

cuttou. 
The erroneous notions that might be suggested by the catch·'""· 

word 'purchase' ure clearly exposed by a consideration of the , 
l\ai, u. Pupuun people in New Guinea. Here the bride-price, -cousisting of a boar's tusk, u hog and other valuables is paid to 
tho girl's mnternul Ula·les anc.l brothers, while the father is 
merely entitled to a cct·to.in amount of work. In a. sense 
tho huHIJUIId ngain bccumcS the O~~f of his wife through the 
lt·ausuctitm: ):;IIC is iullcritcd by his brothers or kinsmen, is 
punishnhlc hy her hushaJJLl for udultcry, und in cases of elope· 
mont lwr loss is compemmtcd hy a return of the bride-price. 

\llut \\hilo jurirlirnlly .the wile is nil, her person hns not been' 
1mrrcutll~red uhsolutely hy ht!r kin. If the man breaks his wife's 
pollt•ry, lw mu~t inclrmuify her family j he is as little entitled 
to inlwrit her prnpm1y us she is to appropriate his legacy; and 
tho rhiltlrPn belong <kfiuitcly to her und her h.in. 'In short, 
whnt. tht• mnn urqoires l•y purchase is an exclusively sPxuat 

prt·rngnti~·e i Pvrn in return fnr his wife's economic--;;;-niceShe 
iH·ohligcd to dn nn eqnivnlent amount of work on behalf of t.he 

n'mrnun houst•hold. 
In cnutrn~t tn 1\ni custom stands the lol1ora usage of the 

Th<>11ga n! South Alril'n. To be sure, here too the suitor and his 
fnmily nt·quireo a Wl'lllnn throllgh otfrrin,:: a stipulated bride
prh'eo (lot•ola),--rattle or hors; ond the widow is ns a matter of 
t•nur~f' inhrrftt•d h)' a mcmht•r tl( her husband's fnmily,-nne 
llf his youn~rr b~1tht'l~, ur E~i~tt·r's snns, or sons by another 
wift'. lndt•Pd, the propt•rty <'onrrpt is consistently npplied to 
a still ~n.·att'r t"xlt•Ht. \\"hrn n man hns surrendered tho 
ru~tmnnry l1ritl('-prkl", his vdfe's fnmily fnt1hwith use it to 
JlHrt•hn~t" a wife f•'f nn ndult ~on. It, now, th£' tlrst man's wife 
£'1npt>s, her hushand mny claim the lot1ola: slnre it hu9 already 
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been expended in buying a wife for his brother-in-law, the 
eloper's insolvent kinsfolk may be driven to the point of sur
rl!ndering this newly bought woman to her fueritive sister-in-law·s 
husband. So far it is simply a case of rigorously applyin;; tile 
purchase principle. But in IJne respect there is a fundamental 
dh·crgence from l(ai practice: the lvbola is must emphatically 
understood. to pay not only for the woman but for all her 
h:sue, so that a husband may claim restuiation of the bride

price if his wife dies childless, while, on the other hand, the 
offspring of a woman belong to her family provided the lobola 

remains unpaid. 
Again a different conception preYailcd among the Hidatsa of 

!'\oMh Dakota. Purchase was here the most honorable form of 
marriage for the woman, and only girls nen·r previously 
married were bought. But thoug-h some proprietary right was 
acknowledged, as e,·!de!!ced by the levirate rule, its development 
was relatively weak. The husband" had no absolute power over 
either his wife or the children. lie was indeed entitle<! to wed 
his wife"s younger sisters but on the other hand he frequently 
figured in the beginning of his .matrimonial lif~ as a sort of 
sen•ant in the father-in-law's household. It is also important 
to note that the purchase was often no more than an exch~nge 
or gifts, the bridegroom·s being sorri~tirnes exceeded in value by 

the return presents received from the bride's kin. 
This equivalence of dowry and bride-price is by no means 

rare in North America. It ,..,.as-characteristic of the matrimonial 
uuions of the Tlingit of Southern· Alaska. Olwiously in such 

1 
cases we can hardly continue to speak of purchase. The legal 

! concept.ions bound up with such usages are interesting. \Yith 
I the Tlingit the children always belon.~ed to the mother"s family 
! in case ot divorce. If the hushand S.C!)arated frnm his wife on 

account of sheer incompatibility, he was ohliged to restore the 
dowry to her parents, who retained his gifts. If. howeYer, the 
cause was adultery on the woman's part, he was entitled to have 
his presents returned to him and kept the dowry. 

Enough has been said to show the great variability of the 
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fHirchase coHcept and lite runge of juristic notions associated 
with it in different regioJJ.s. Before leaving the category of cases 

in which colllJWUMutiun cJf some sort is oflered for the wife it is 
well tu PJJint uut that the uotinn of service for a bride, which is 
fnHJIIUIItly merely a suiJstitute lor purchase or ~upplementary to 

it, wuy display u quite diHerent significance. Thus, with the! 
1\oryuk of northeu8lcrn Siberia sc;nicc is the established method 
uf wiuuiug a bride. Even when the son-in-law settles with the 
wife's parents, so that they nut merely avoid losing tho 
daughter's ussistnnce but gain her husband's permanent sup
JlOrt, the rule is not relaxed. The suitor not only must nccom
plish UHcCul worl\, but must CIH.lure privation and humiliating ~ 

treatment; hi~ service perincl is o. t~~~huracter and skill; 
rnlh1•r tllun the PC}Ilivalcmt of u Lride-price. , 

Suitors' trinls, indeed, pluy a very prominent part in aboriginal['' 
folk-talc~, wllit~h delight in depicting the hero as overcoming 
tho mnst t•xtra.ordinary obstacles. Heality is less romantic, but 
ttofiuile tests arc not wauting. Thus, among the Arn.wak of 
llri!lsh Guiana the prospective husbund was obliged to prove 
hia murli..~mnnshlp hy shooting un arrow into a woodpecker'a 
urst from a mo\'illg l1ont and to give further demonstration of 
Ids nwttlt:! hy rlrariug n flt~IU ond fllling o. large number of 
rrah huskets within u :--pl'rifled spun of time. The idea ot the ) 
l1ottom uf sueh tasks i!i of course to make sure that the young 
man is rupuhle of providing for u family. Tld5; moth·e occurs as\ 
n rPnstaut rl'frnin in the utteruncrs of North American Indians, 
wht•rt' tht) RkiUul hunh•r fignrrs ns the ideal son-in-lnw. 

Common us is the notion thut some sort of compensation must 
)10 yit•hlt•d In rl'turn fur thl' bride, it is by no menns universal. 
Evt•n in Stllll" of the rasPs rit<'d nho\'e n closer examinntion hns 
~~1Jtl\\'fl that the form or rPmlcring n consideration muy harbor 
~\:h$tantinlly dirTt•rt•nt cnnrrpt.inns. 'ILJ.·here can be no renl pHr- rl 
l'llllnl wht'l't' tlw t1;1Wry f'qunl~ thP hrhl{'~rnom's gifts; nor where 
th~ prl'st•nt ,,rr,•n•tl dwludlt·~, ns nlllllUJ.l tlle Indians of the north~ 

wt•st Amazons rmmtry, tn n pot or tohncro and another of 
cora. A m1mb('r or furm~ of mnrriugeo must be mentioned, huw
eh~r. whkh lttck f\'t>n the s~mhlunre nf compensation. 
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• In the first place, there is marriage by capture. Though it 
plays an exaggerated rOle in the earlier speculative literature of 
the subject, it is really of distinctly minor importance. For 
example, the warlike Plains Indians frequently enough 
captured women of hostile tribes and took them to wife; but the 
vastly preponderating number of alliances for obvious reasons 
took place within the tribe. There, however, the appropriation 
of a woman by force was not so simvle a matter because it might 
at once precipitate a family feud. It is true that among the 
Northern Athahaskans of the l\lackenziP River region there were 
wrestling matches between rival claimants, the stronger being 
entitled to carry off a woman even though she had already been 
married; and similar practices are reported frCJm the Eskimo on 
the west coast of Hudson Bay. But1 on the whole, social sanction 
of the rights of brute force within the community is grunted by 
very few peoples. v-fo be sure, there occurs in a fair number of 
cases a dramatization of bride capture. Thus among the Kot·yak 
the bride, often assisted by her friendsl resists the groom's 
advances and he may receive a sound thrashing before reducing 
her to submission. Such usages· were interpreted by an older 
school of anthropologists as survivals of a condition in which 
marriages were normally contracted by capture. nut it is far 
simpler and less hypothetical to conl'lect it with other incidents 
of Koryak pre-matrimonial experiences and to rerognize in the 
symbolic capture merely the .final te~t of the suitor's adroitness 
and prowess. Elsewhere we may-plausibly assume with Dr. 
Hobhouse· ·that the dramatt~.- pe~o~~tnce o~ capture symbolizes 

::..UJ:P~9P_~~-~~ion and .~··iSll-~t necessarily a sur\'ival of something 
more real but mny be rather a legal expression of the character 
or the act performed." 

Secondly, there ore those cases in '"'hich the young- couple, 
rlefying it may be the wishes of elders or the dictates or con
vention~ marry by mntnul rnnsent, possil>ly overcoming obstacli's 
through elopement. Instances of this type are reported from 
e\·erywhere but the implications of such lo,·e matches vary 
enormously. In modern America marriages based on mutual 
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love represent theoretically the highest type, l.ut this notoriously 
Lloes uot huld for the upper strata of European society. There, 
ns among the Kul, legal wedlock and the gratification of the 
~exuul instiuct are two distluct things, The latter is abundantly 
~utisflcU opu.rt lrolll marriage; _mai:riage .!!-l!l!'g~IJ dissociated 
from love in it~ higher ancl lower forms and is based on con
fliderutions of un e~~~o~~~c, social, ur plJlitical chiif~cter. The 
type of union that seems highest" to us mny thus be regarded by 
others pr.rhaps _us unequivocally inferior in social value. Among 
the Crow Indians of Montana there was abundant opportunity 
f11T philandering nt picnicking excursions or similar occasions, 
and snme of the attachments thus formed ripened into more than 
Lemporary uuions. Yet in tribal estimation such marriages 
wt•re not to he compared with marriages by purchase, which 
ranked us mortl honorable and are said to have hnd fur greater 
likelihood of prrmnnrncP. This doubtless was due to the fact 

thut a man would ouly buy n woman or girl with an established 
rcputntion for chusti1y. The matrimonial history of a typical 
Crow might thus ronsist of several love matches and a single 

\.~~-~-l~od~-~~·~-~r-iug-e __ h_y _r_~1!:rh~, which through the sor.ura.t.a 
tdtcu hPraniC J-lulygamous. A woman did not become an outrast 
by nssori;.ting herself with o. man from inclination: she merely 
fC'll f'hort nf idt•al pt•rfection. Indeed, she would not even rous!l 
lmrnvorahlo cummPnt unless she frequently chang-ed mates. A 
hantlsnme or brave man was expected to have an indefinite 
mlmht•r 11f Jove affairs, quite apart from anything resembling 
mnritul ulliant·rs. The matter might he formulated thus, that 
the nwre permun<'ut love matches ocquired a stntns superior 
to nwre philnndl'rin!{' or conrublnnge but never attained the 
pn~stiJ{e ,1f mnrringe hy purchns~. 

The Crow data s11ggNd n principle (If wider application. 
r.t'lll'ndly th(lre is mt-.~ than one wny of ac.-yuirin!l o. permanent 
nnltt\ though the ~evt>ral nwthuds mny be graded difr'E>rt-ntly in 
the sen It\ tlf Jlnblic npprubntinn. A_Cr_ll'Y may get a wife by!>~
in~ tlllt' (lr hy lnhrriiin~ his brnthf'r's widow, be may entPr an 
nTlliuH~tl of h~~-e -,~·ith~ut payment or }('gitimately aCquire 
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\ additional spouses through the --~OF_()_~_ate after purchasing the 
\ eldest daughter in the family, or l!apture an alien womau in 

an attack on a Dakota carnp, or under special conditions legiti
mately ta~-~-~~·ay a !rib~sman's wife if she has previously ln!ell 

his mistress. Ill other regions the particular means may diff~r 
but multiplicity is fairly common. This fact renders a numerh:ul 
estimate of the several methods of arranging marriage in tile 
world peculiarly difficult, and the task is rendered even more 
onerous by the different connotations of such tcrmg as P'·~rchase 
or service. Shall we reckon the Crow us a bride-buying people 
because purchase is the ideal nwde, even though possibly sixty 
per cent.- of all the stable unions may be nonconformist? Or is 
it permissible to treat l{irgiz, Kai and Hidatsa as wife-purchasers 
without djscrimination? ProfeSSllf Hobhouse has attempted a 
census of the bridewbuying peoples, giving the percentage of 
pastoral, agricultural and hunting peoples who render com
pensation for their wives. But though every effort to enhance 
the precision of sociological statements mu~t be hailed with 
pleasure, in the present instance it seems foredoomed to failure 
because of the variability of matJ:"imonial arrangements in the 
same tribe and 4se of the varying significance of pnrcha~e.• 

.~ 0 

'~ PREFERENTIAL MATING 

\\.hile'}>rimitive· society frequently interdicts unions which 
to us seem unobjectionable, it often favors and even prescribes 
the marriage of individuals in a manner foreign to modern 
Caucasian usage. Several instances have alreftdy Leeu 
cncountered,-a type of cousin marriage, the levirate, and the 
sororate. 

\\'hen primitive peoples f~vor cousin marriage, this is nearly 
always limited to those relatives technically known us crossf cottsi~lS, while ?Jarallel,. or identical cousins are barred from 

r intermarrying hy the incest rule. The children of a man and 
\ tho~e of his brother are one another's p~rnllcl or id2nticnl 

cousins; so are the children of a woman :1~1d tlw~t? r:f her sister. 
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On the other hund, the children of a man are cross-cousins of 
hi~ si~:~tcr's children, the relationship being reciprocal. Every- 1 

Uuy speech lucks a generic word to include brother and sister, 
hut the uthrwlogist may cuuvenic11tly Lorrow the biologist's term 

V ~iblinus, which designates lh·sccudauts. of _the same pureiJt 
regardless of their sex. \\.ilh the uill of this term we may put 
the ruatter tlluij: the children ul siLli1~gs uf the same sex &re , 
parallel comdns and Ul'e usually themselves called siblings in 
primiti\'e langunges; the children of siblings of unlike sex are 
crosB-couRins u11d ure generally designated by a t~rm expressing " l ... } 
greater rt•nwteuess uf kinship. Cross-cousin marriage may \ Q.

theordically be uf h\·o types: a man may marry either the I 
daughter or a mother's Lrother or of a father's sister. Practically 4 

tlu·se two forms mny coincide through the fact thut the mother's 
hrother by tribal custom usually espouses the fo.ther·s sister. So 
fur u.s this is not the cuse, marriuge or n mun with the maternal 
uncle's daughter is decjdedly the more common variety. 

Cross-cousin murringe hus a very interesting distrilmtion. Fur: 
from heiug uui\'crsal, it is nevc'rtheless reported from every\ 

}lrand di\'isiun uC the globe. In '\'est Australia and about Lake 
Eyre tribL•s prC'scl'ibing murrioge with a maternal uncle's 
dtw~;hh1 r jostle others which prohibit any such union. The 
custum flou ri:iht>s ln several of the Melanesian Islnnds, notably 
iH. Fijl, hut is di~countennnced in ne[lrhy Polynesian groups, 
~m·h as Snmuu. Suuthern ,\sin may turn out to Le the center\ 

wlwre the institution nttains Its highest development; at all 1 
tlVt•nt~, it hus hrcn fully described for the Todn and Vedda, 
lll'l'nrs nmong \'urions prnplL'S of India and Fm1her India, such 
ns the 'l'iht'tll-llurman 1\likir of As~nm, and nl~o in Sumatra. 
Nor is it lal'king in Siht•riu; the Gilyuk enjoin the union of n. 
man with his muthPr's hrotlwr·s daughter, nnd it is ot lenst 
lili.rly that the cousin mnrrin~~·~ permitted by the 1\amchadal 
nntl Tunt-rus l"tlll(!lflll tn the ~:une pattern .. \Yhile reolati\'el}~ rnre 
in Anwrkn, this \l~tu•~e i~ rL•pnrt<'d rrnm the northern const of 
British Colnmblu, frnm <'t>ntral Califnrnin, nnd Nicnrnf!UU; nnd 
the fuL'l thut in Sl•Hth America Chihl'lta \\'l)men have n single 
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\V('rd for husband and father's sister's son sugge>ts that they 
I . 

too frequently mated with cross-cousins. Whether this type of 
preferential ma.ting is comltenanced by the Sudanese 1'\egroes, is 
doubtful; but it is orthodox in parts of South and Ea•t Africa,
among the Hottentot, Hereru, Basuto and Makonde. 

It may be asked what happened in these tribes if a man had 
no cross-cousin,-if his mother had no brother or her brother no 
daughter. From our best accounts it is clear that in such cases 
a substitution of some m-ore remote relative occurred who \Vas 

reckoned of the same status. This took place, we are told, 
among the Kariera or \Vest Australia: preeminently it was the 
daughter of a man's mother's own brother that was his pro
spective spouse; but faili!"g such an uncle, he would apply to 
a mother's parallel male cousin or if necessary e\·en to a more 
remote maternal kinsman provided he too was called maternal 
uncle. 

In this connect..f6ri" an important. question arises. If primitive 
folk commonly extend the term for cross-cousin so as to embraCE' 
many more remote relatives, are we not here ·confronted with a 
serious source of error? Is it ndt possible that our authorities 
have mistaken the native meaning and given the impression that 
near kin are expected to marry w.hen in reality the forrp of 
marriage favored may be that between far more remote relatives 
or even between fictitious relatives? Fortunately modern in. 
vestigators have made their r~c<?rds ~ufficiently specific to render 
an answer possible. The Toda., the Vedda, and the Fijians de
finitely prescribe the marriage of 'actual cross-cousins in the 
~trict sense of the term whenevei- possible. Thus, nearly 

/30 per cent. of the Fijian marriages tabulated by 1\lr. 
Thomson are of this type. With the Toda the figure 
does not quite come to 12 per cent., but this is ex
plained by the transfer of wives in Inter life, which follows 
no definite rule and thns obscures the orthodox arrangement 
of infant betrothals. Even so there are families rigidly adhering 
to the nonn, with six out of eight unions conforming to theory. 

'Disparity of age is no obstacle, so that a ,,;oman of twenty 
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may be wedded to a Loy of two. On the other hand, Mr. Gifford 
informs us that among the 1\liwuk ot California local differences 
have arisen us to the favored degree of the cross-cousin unions. 
~ome divisiuus countenance al'tuul cr,,ss-cou'sin marriages, 
11then1 reMtrkt them to cousins (Jf the surne status but nw1·., 
distantly reluted. 

Altogether our data suflke to pruve that in one's own genera- J 
twn the fJl<'PRt st\utiment cannot be ins!_in<:_li~e so fur as tlrst t 
rousins al'e coul'erued I.Jut must be cun_un..llwla.l. If it we1·u 

instinctive, why are unions of pn rnllcl cousins generally tabooed 
und those of cross-cousins frequently enjoined? \Vhy does one 
tribe permit cross-cousin mo.rriuge, while the institution is 
unnthcn111 to its next-door neighbors? \\'hy do some com~ 
munities license mnrriuge with the daughter of a maternal 
unrlo but mult•r no conditionR ullow the other variety of t•ross
cuut~in mnrriuge (l\Iiwuk, e.g.)? 

Another qtw~linn that nrises in cnnnertinn wilh this institu. 
tion is to whut extent it is not only permitted or even prescribed 
hut ohligutury. \\'hile tho data are genC'tally too meager .to 
permit o. gPncrul nnswcr, it seems that tribes dirrer widely in 
this rf'g-ard. Tho 1\ariern, if I interpret the evidence correctly, 
mnke rros~-cnusin murria!{e practically compulsory ; the lt'ijians 
mndo nllownnr•s to indivhlual nntiputhy; while with the Todn 1 

u"nd Miwok other en-existing ft~rm~ of Ol'thuclux mnrringe share 
the fit1ld wHh rrn!-ls-cousin unions. 

Can nny hth•rprt'lution he offrred as tn the- essential meaning 
mu.l origin of this institution? It!nr, following Fisnn, gtves n. 
plnusihlo (lXplnnatitm why marriages of cross-cousins nre pE'r· 
mi:-1~ihlo while" those of pnrallt•l cousins are tabfloed.Vfle 
n~~11111t'~ t.hat the custom nrose in communities subdivided into 

t'x~g;lmous_ hul\'r!'l with fhe~ rul~s .. _of _dt•sceuL. In such cases 
parnlh•l rousins will nlwnys beJou~ to the samr half. hf'n'l""e wHl 
ht\ pl"t•vt•nttlll from marrying hy the ex~'l~tamons lnw, while erN~~. 
t'tlU!-tins will hrlt1ng tn t"nmpltlmf'ntnry halves and hence remain 
nnnfTt•rh•d hy tho E"Xngnmnus rf'stridion. For eXample if 
anllintinn Le inh('ritt>J from the fathl'r, then the fllllowing 
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t•ondition develops. A man and his brothers und sislers all 
belong to their father's half uf the tribe, A. The children uf 
this man and those of his brothers will also be A, hence are 
preduded frt)m intermarriage. But his sistPrs are oLligcd to 
marry men ot B, and their children arc all B, hence of the 
~n·oup which the lJrl)ther's children must marry into. 

This wuuld be an exemplary solution if cross-consiu marriages 
were merely the marriage between members of certain group:i 
regardless of degrees of kinship. But ns Rivers has pointed out, 
and as the data from Fiji, the Toda and elsewhere prove, this 
assumption is contrary to fact. It is often the first cross--cousin 

I that is regarded as the preferential mate, more remote members 
of his kinship category being only substitutes in case of 
necessity. This is what Tylor fails to explain. All he shows is 

""that in a dual organization cross-cousins in the strict sense of 
the term would be among potential mntes. lie does not explain 
wny the next of kin among these potential spouses are con
sidered preeminently the proper ones and the.remainder merely 
makeshifts. A further difficulty lies in the fact that by no means 
ull of the tribes practising cross-cousin marriUge are organized 
into exogamous haives. The Todu are halved but into en
dogamous groups; while the Gilyak, Tsimshian and the Squth 
African tribes mentioned above lack' the dual c.rganization alto
gether. Further, Dr. Rivers has shO\vn that in l\.Icla:1esia it is 
precisely the tribes lacking such an organization ·which practise 
cross-cousin mr.rriage, while ihis institution is absent where the 
dnal organization is in full swing: Hence it cannot be the 
simple consequence of an exogammis dual system. 

For :Melanesia Dr. flivers offers an alternath·e hypnthesis 
avowedly constructed to cover only the Oceanian data. .H.o 
nssumPs that at fin'-t the old men in power arrogated to them
selves the avaHahle women, but later gurrendC'red their marit~l 
privileges to their sisters' sons, ultimately substituting daughters 
for wives. An analogous intelllrctation, bt:t or a rather less 
hypothetical cast, is presented by ~!r. Giff•'rrl. He ft~ds e\ldence 
that the cross-cousin marriage of the l\Iiwok is a relatively 
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re<'Cllt illf:stit uti on n111.l "us !Jrecellcd Ly marital rights over the 
duughler of one's "iCes brother. These rights, Mr. Gifford 
plu.usihly orgucs, were pas~cu un by inheritance to the man's 
son, wlwncc marriage with t!Je daughter of the maternal uncle. 
Jt is importaut to note that in consonance with their respective 
tlula Ur. !livers und Mr. Gifford assume different rules of 
tlcsccnl, 11 matter to be dealt with below. In Melanesia it is or 
wa• the sister's son, in central California the son that held the 
p.)sltinn cJ! hcir-appnrcut, hence if croRs-cousin marriage is nt 
u II tlw consequence ot inheritance rules, us hoth authors assume, 
<'ilhl'r explanation is satisfactory but applicable only to tribes 
with corre~pundiug laws of succession. 

It is of course conceivable that cross-cousins Clune to marry 
Pttrh other hy a les.s round-ubout method. \\'here the possession 
of prnpf'rty plays a dominant rllle in the tribal consctousness.

1 
u~ in BriliRh Colmnhia, tile motive of keeping desirable be
longin~s within the family cirrle may well lead to marriage

1 
with the rather's own sister's daughter or the mnther's own 
hrnthrr's daught.rr, ns 8wnnton suggests. Another, though often 
Tf'lnted, cnu~e lies in the ~entimf'nt of cnste, which discounte
nnnres uninn with n person of lc~ser runk. To be sure, such 
rn<l• would be equally served by the mnrriage of pnrn.llel cousins. 
Jlnt these, ns hns been noted, are commonly called siblings and 
with tht' primitive tendE"nry to identify what is similarly namrcl 

ore rrrknnfd ns siblings, t.e., the incest feeling is extended to 
lhl'lll. The C'fO~~·rnt~~n..s wouhl thus remnin ns the next of ktn / 
who~~!lln.rrin~(', hf'in~ prmtissihle hy rustornnry Jaw, rould at ·J 

thf' _ !tnme timft. pn•srn·e the prnpPrty and the social prestige ) 
wilhin thf' fnmily. · 

It !llhould he tllll<'d thnt ull the f'Xplnnntions nffC'rrr1 r,f lute 
n f1' lln!'<'d on ~prcific ronditinns. Cros~-rousin marriage is in 
nil pn.lbnhility nnt n phrnnmenCln thnt hns E."Vol\'ed from n. ~ingle 
ran~e hut Cltl(' thnt hns independ('utly nrisC'n in se\'~rol centt'rs' 
frnm dh·r~~ nwtiH•s. 

fll·r~'rf' lrn,·inJ: this lnterr~tlng in~titution, n frw words must 
l1t llt.'\'lllf'd to Hs influrnC'e on the clnssiftcation of kindred. \\'here 
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a man regularly weJs the daughter of his mother·s brother or 
of his father's sister, a maternal uncle will normally be his 
father-in-law, or a paternal aunt his mother-in-law. Hence it 
is not at all remarkable that in many tribes practising this 
form of marriage the men designate muther·s brother and 
father-in-law by a single term and also have another single 
word for futl;).er's sister and mother-in-law. This is the case in 
Fiji and among the Yedda. But the effect of this form uf 

1 marriage may go farther. Since a man's mate is normally his 
, cross-cousin, we sometimes find that there is no distinct word 
't for ·husband' or ·wife' but one term for both the husband 
· and male cross-cousin of a \voman, and another for both the 
\wife and female cross-cousin of a man. Furthf'r, a brother~ 

in~law may be called by the same terms as a man's male cross~ 
cousin, while a woman will call her sister-in-law by the same 
designation as her female cross-cousin. ll(Jwever, by no means 
all tribes proceed with uniform consistency in this regard, and 
where other fonns of preferential mating coCxist with cross~ 
cousin marriage (as among the Miwok), the influence of the 
latter may be dwarfed or even reduced to nothingness. 

\Videspread as is the distribution of cross-cousin marriage. 
it pales into insignificance before that of two f'lther fonns of 
preferential mating, the levirate and the sororate. Thoufrh ·fre
quently in association, these customs· also occur ~epnrately and 
accordingly are best treated in juxtap0sition rather than as a 
single phenomenon. 
·• Tylor found the levirate in fully one-thirrl of the tribes for 
which data were extant in hiS day~-- N~~·~d.a);s the proportion 
found would undoubtedly be far gre:iter. (indeed. it is easier to 
rount cases where the custom is positively known to he lacking 
than to enumerate instances of its occurrenc0 In !S'orth 
America it seems to be definitely discountenanced only among 
the Pueblo groups of the southwest, while even among the neigh· 
boring Navaho Indians usage requires a widow to wed her 
husband's brother or some other one of his close kinsmen. 
However, the levirate does not everywhere appear in the same 
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lurm. First ol all, u fair number of tribes restrict the widow's 
remurriugc to younger brCJthcrs of the deceased husband, as do 
the Kuryuk and the Andaman !slanders. Though perhaps mos~ 
t!olllmonly rcC<Jrdcd in Asia, the junior levirate is by no means 
rouflncll to that coutineut, for it is reported from Santa Cruz 
iM<Jiunr•ia) unci \\'est Australia. Owing to the inadequate 
iufurwtiiT(m uannlly vouchsafed on this subject by ubservers, we 
cannot even he sure that the levirate is not commonly of this 
type. Neverthele~s, for some regions our data are sufficiently 
Rpccific to prove that the levirate does exist in the unrestricted 
form ns well. This holds, e.g., for the Banks Islant.ls and the 
Torrf's Straits. 

!-'rrondly, the juridical nnd psychological implications of the 
h•\'iratc may he quite different. With the Thompson River 
ludiaus the brother of the deceused hod an incontestable right 
to tiJo widow j. in mnny other plares1 as umong the Thonga, the 
womun Is pr.1·mitt£'d to choose from among o. considerable number 
of hPr hw~hand's kinsmen; in stiH other regions the arrange. 
mont np'penrs to be in no sense obligatory. Indeed, the 
nhoriglnnl uttitudo is sometimes almost antithetical to what 
mi~ht be conjectured orf-hnnd: the womnn is not so much\ 
rln.lmrd by wny of prerognth·e ns she is inhr.rited ns an obliga .. 
tlon-thnt Is, the l>rnther.ln-lnw is required to furnish protection j 
"!'d support to the widow and her children. This is often the 
'lnture of the relationship among the Chukchi and apparently 
nlso nmnng the Gournditch-Mara of southwestern \'idoria 
(Au~trnlin). 

\\'h.re th'Te is much difference in conception and so little 
txnrt Jnfnrmntit,n, it would he vnin to roncort a theory for all 
thl' known cn~P~. The one p-enPrRCfPmark that may snfely be 
t~fft•rrcl is Tylor's vit•w thnt the le,·i•·nte rfl'sults from 1he notion f 
11f mnrringt' ns u. rnll!fliH't lletwN~n groups rather thnn 
lncti\'idunl~. Frl)m thiR principle it fnllows that wh(>n a union 
tt.•rmlnntN~ hy the dC'nth tlf one of the matrs, n snhstitute is 
nut~Hnutknlly :;;.upplied by the- gl"(mp of the deceased. Beyond 

this Jlt'int we shnll hn\'l' to inquire into the ~peciftc conditions of 
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the social environment, the status of woman in the crjmmunity 
examined, the accepted methods of acquiring a spouse. 

For a large numller of cases we can account by the rules pre~ 
V \·alent as to the acquisition of a wife. \\"here the woman is 

\ 

de.Jj.!0.£_lx._J2~ll'l_ed in the strict sense of the term, she naturally 
torm~ an inh.~r~~ .. <;l_l_attel. Thus among the Kirgiz a yfJUnger 

. brother inherits the \Vidow even if he is a minor. Similarly, a 
Kai widow becomes the property of an unmarried brother of her 
deceased husband; a man from another family wishing to mJ.rry 
her is obliged to offer payment. The underlying conceptions 
appear with great clarity in Shasta )a,v. Since a man·s brothers 
and kinsmen practically alwaY~ibute to the bride-price in 
this Californian tribe, they establish a secondary claim to the 
woman, and on the husband's death she naturally passes into 
the custody of n. brother or, failing one, of a more remote male 

I relative. 
' J . : ;y That pr;.operty con_~.e_p~£!!.r;..n lig_ nt the r~_t~ate 
~ / nppears from other forms of preferential mating which coexist 

with the levirate or supersede it. In a polygamous Thnnga 

1 
household of five wives the principal widow is likely to fall to 
the lot of that one of the husband's younger brothers whn 
becomes master of the estate, the second and third ,, .. ives go to 
two other brothers, the fourth to a nephew (sister's son) of the 
deceased, the fifth to one of his Sons. who of course must no_t he 
her own. That is to say, those kinsmen who inherit part of a 

1 
man's wealth also are entitled to inherit a widow. Similarly 
we find in the Melanesian Banks Islands and on the Northwest 
Coast of North America in add it inn to the levirate the rule that a 
wife may pass into the possession of the deceased hushand'! 
sister's son. It can hardly be an accident that in both these 
regions the sister's son is reckoned the heir-apparent to his 
uncle's property. 

Though this principle explains much, it obviously dnrs not 
explain everything. Why do we often encounter the levirate in 
the restricted form? As Jochelson points out, both elder and 
younger brothers inherit a deceased man's p0ssessions, yet only 
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Ilia juniors nrc permitted to wed the wiaow. A common sense 
cxplunuiion suggests itself, but it should not be taken as more 
Hum n guess. other things being equal, the elder brother Is 
li11ely to marry !Jelore the younger, who may sometimes be 
hard put to it to acquire a mate, either because of an exorbitant 
bride~price or because available women are scarce. Under such 
conditioHs the junior levirate may have arisen on the vi.ew that/ 
to llim who has not shall be given, and this tendency may have 
been standardized into customary law. 

Another limitation to the property conception of the levirate 
lies in the !net thut there ure peoples practising it who do not 
purchuse wives and do riot regurd women as property in the 1 

strict sense of the term. In not o. few of these cases, however 1 we 
mny reasonably full buck on Tylor's general principle of primi
tive 111__arringe us o. familv contra_ct: since from the abori8'1"11ai ---- ----· --- --------· 
point u! view the union of individuals is often largely symbolic 
ol un ulliunce ol groups, a deceased mute is naturally superseded 
in the mutrimonial relationship by u member of the same group. 

This assumption guins in weight when we find it nlso n.ccount
lng udmira!Jiy for the complcmentury custom of the sororute. 
Tho Shusta levirate hus been described above. It is coupled 
with the sorornte in an illuminating manner. Just as the man~s 
!Jrnthcrs unite to pay for his bride, so the bride's family are 

r

joiutly resiJO~l~ihlo for the services normally to be expected from 
u wifo. II she !ails to beur children, they gratuitously furnish 
n sijt•r or COl!)in ns a supplemenhiry spouse; and the so.me 1 

rule ohtuins nftl'r the first wife's demise. There is hera involved 
not merely o. right but an obligation on the husbund's part: he 
mny murry uut!iillc his wife"s family only by their specially 
gmntt:'d lt•avr. 

On the bnsis of Tylor's tlwory we ~hould expect the Jevirute 
n11ll· tho ~~'N'rato to C'llt'xist., nnd in very large measure thPy 
uruluubtt•dly do, while ror~rnriwise the Pueblo Indians who 1 
\\'('fO flltnh.l to lnrk the ll~virnte likewise do not practlso the 
Slll"\lrfl.l.e. This intimate rorr~Jlation is ri~htly insisted upon by 
FrHlt•r, wh1.l hns cnlltwted instnnces ut U1e ~ororate from all 

I) 
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regions of the globe. The connection would undoubtedly appear 
to be even closer were not much of our information on the mar
riage rules of primitive tribes of rather haphazard character. 
That is, it may safely be assumed that in not a few instauces 
it is sheer negligence or defective observation that has wade 
writers report one of the two customs wiihout the other. There 
are nevertheless some noteworthy cases of negatiYe correlatinn 
that must be accepted at their face ,-aJue. Wllile the Koryak 

, practise both customs, the neighboring Chukchi haYe only the 
levirate; and the snme applies to the Masai of East Africa, who 
expressly prohibit marriage with two women between whom 
there is any blood-relationship4 Such exceptions, however, are 
not frequent enough to interfere with the conception of the 

'levirate and the sororate as two closely.connected in~itutions. 
The sororate, like the levirate, exists in two main forms. 

though the principle of differentiation is not the same. A man 
may be entitled to marry his first wife's sisters during her 

r lifetime; or he may be restricted to marriage with a deceased 
wife's sister. A precise statement as to the distribution of these 
two types is hardly possible at _present, but in North America 
the restricted sororate seems· to flourish west of the Rockies, 
while simult.a.neous wedlock with sisters i.s common to the east 
M them. A parallel to the junior_ levirate is afforded by the 
probably universal rule of the sororate that a man is merely. 

1 
entitled to wed his wife's younger sisters. This limitati(Jn is 
easily understood when we" remember that in primitive society 
girls are· almost invariably married off at or soon after puberty, 
so that a marriageable girrs elder- sister would already be the 
wife of another man. 

Like cross-cousin marriage, le,·irate and sororate tend to 
1 produce a definite terminology of kinship. As Sapir has pointed 
out, their influence may he exerted in two distinct ways. On 
the one hand, since these fonns of marriage lead to the identifi
cation of the stepfather and the paternal uncle, the stepmother --- --·-·- ' -
and the maternal aunt. it is natural to designate each pair. c.f ---these relatives by a single tenn. Converst">ly, a bn~ther·s child 
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becomes the strprhild nf a man; a sister's child, the stepchild of 
u woman. These features were actually found by Sapir among 
t'lw \\T.."i;ram of southern \\'ashingtou. lllore interesting still is 
the set'ond method of formulating in language the social usages 
under di~cussiun. Since the paternal uncle may come to marry 
one's mother and thus occupy a luther's status, he is called 
futher without ·qua1ification; and for o. corresponding reason' 
the mother's sisters are called by the same term as the mother. 
Further, lt will be natural fur a man to class his brothers' 
cldldrcn with his own, and for a woman to treat in similar 
fashion the children of her sisters. Moreover, since a man 
(1rtcn marries his wife's sisters, it is not surprising that 

o. single word suffices for these sisters·in-law a0d the wife; 
I 

while a woman will have but one appellation lor her husband 
ond her potential husband, his brother. These designations 
nctuully Ol'Cur among the Yuhi of northern California. Now 
this Yuhi method of designntiug relatives has an enonnou:J 
tliRtrihntiou throughout the world, und iuusmuch as the levirate 
nnd sorurate ure nlso very widespread institutions they of'Cer a. 
sati:ifnt•tnry explutJaUuu of what from our point of view seems a. 
puzzling phenomcnon,-to wit, that a man should have perhaps .,, 
a dnZL'H 'fatll('rS' O!Jd U dozen 'mother~.' Of this matter we 

~hnll hnvo ocrnsion to flpeak more fully Iuter uu. C, )( 
· Cro~!\~l'llUSin mnrringe, levirate, and sororale are by no means~·~ tJ 
the only fnrms of preferential mutiug. In fact, inritlentally wtt 1l 

have already ml"t scverul ot.hers,-the inheritance of a widow by 

a sister's sun or sh~psml (Thonga), the marriag-e of a man and 
his wile's brother's daughter (Miwok). The last-mentioned 
''nrit~ty is interesting be-ruuRf\ it hns nppreriubly affected Miwok 
kin~hip trnninolnp-y, As Mr. Gifford shows, not less than 
t wrlve h'nna refiN't this institution. F~1r example, the word 
wnllli is uppliE'd not nn)y to a wife's brother or sister, but nl~u 
t1) thtl S1lll or daup-hh•r of her hrotht"r; for since a man marries 
his wiff''s brother's daught('r, the sibling-s nf this seeond wife 
lwcnma his sihlings.fn.Jaw. It i1 beru.use so lllnny terms of 

kiushill rt•ltt•ct this trpe t1f morringe while nlmc sut:gest the 
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cross~cousin marriage that Mr4 Gifford convincingly argues for 
the greater antiquity of the former among the Miwok. 

Though no attempt is made here to exhaust the extant 
varieties of orthodox marriage, one more additional type may be 
cited. It is characterized by the marriage of a man not with 
his mother:s brother's daughter, but with the daughter of his 
mother's mother's brother's da,ughter. This form of marriage 
suggests the cross-cousin marriage but differs in diminishing 
the closeness of relationship by one degree. Restricted 
to Australia, it occurs both in the central and western sections, 
its area of distribution adjoining that of the cross-cousin 
marriage.l 
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CHAPTER III 

POLYGAMY 

T HOUGH popularly polygamy is understood to mean 
marriage with two or more wives, it properly designates 

marriage of either a man or a woman with m;:e~-t'han one mate. 
\\hat is commonly reckoned as polygamy is accurately called 
polygyny, the complementary institution being polyandry. In 
addition must be considered the union of a group of men with a 
group of women, a custom known as group marriage. 

-~-

POLYGYNY 

Polygamy is one of those dangerous catchwords that require 
careful scrutiny lest there result a .total misunderstanding. of 
the conditions it is meant to characterize. In every human 

( society the number of male and of female individuals born is 
approximately equal. Hence !n. order to have either polygyny 

\ or polyandry as a fairly common practice it is ohviously neces~ 
I . 
, sary that some non-biological factor should disturb the natural 
\..ratio. The first thing to do on hearing" of a polygamous people ls 

to demand a census of the marriageable members of both sexes. 
(Among the Eskimo such are the rigors of an Arctic sea-hunter's 
~~life that the ~~ltinate population is seriously reduced, so that 
-.rolygyny becomes arithmetically po'"ible. Holm reports n settle-

ment in southeastern Greenland with a population of 21, of 
whom only 5 were males. But the genf:::'ral ratio en~ountcred hy 

'this traveler was only that of 114 women to every 100 mC'n. or 
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tho Cnntrnl E•kimo the Kinipctu (in 18~8) numbered 35 men, 46 
women, 38 boys, 11nd 27 girls; the Aivilik 26 men, 34 women, 27 
J>oys, 15 girls. West of Hudson Hay Captain Comer in 1002 found 
119 men, 123 women, 138 boys, and 66 girls among the Netchillik; 
and 4G men, 58 wunten, 41 boys, 33 girls among the Samnik
tumiut. That is to say, in none of these instances save Holm's 
fh"Hl·mcntioned settlement is even bigamy possible as a universal 
Institution. Indeed, in Cranz's day hardly one Greenlander in 
twenty had two wives, Captain Holm never found a man with 
three, and even an Unusually influential Aivilik contented him
Bl'lr with two. In short, even among the Eskimo, who consti-\ 
tute nn a fortiori ·ca8e, monogamy is the rule in practice, 
though polygyny is pC"rmittcd ; and marriage with more than, 
two wonwn is undoubtedly exceptional. 

It is true !hut from ~frira there nre reported instances of ant 
f:xtraordinury multiplicity of wives. Even disregarding such i 
nnomalics tlS the Duhnmi court, where all the Amazons are by at 
ftrtlon considf'rcd wives of the king, we find well-authenticated 
rnRfiS of mPn with flve, ten, twenty and even sixty wives, and 
t1w~ nt lPnst Ro far ns tho flrst.mentioned figure is concerned 
nrc d1·srrihed ns fairly common. Unfortunately none of the 
nuthnritics I have seen on the subject deigns to furnish us with 
datu ns to the relati\·e numbers of the sexes. From remarks 
inrlthmlnlly dropped by them it seems certain that only the 
\\·Nllthy and the eminent men have polygynous hons(\holds. 
Thus, nmnn!( the Kikuyu nf Ea•t Africa Mr. and Mrs. Routledge 
fntmd lllOIWFtumy 11 quite usual"; two or thrpe wives were com
mnn: nnd tho rich hnd six or sev£'n. It is rlear that even so 
HltHlf'rnte nn lnc.J.nl~-tf'nre in polygyny on the part of the socially 
distiTJRUished would make it vrry difficult for ronny young men 
{tl nrquire a mnte nt all. nut the cnnsPquent hardship js 
mit.i~ah\d hy two rnnditlons. In the flrst place, thrre is the 
rhntH'e of inhl'ritin~ n wife thrnngh the le-virate or one of the 
nthC\r tlrthndnx mrthtHIS. S.t'rondly, th('rta is n widf"sprend 
{l'tult•nry to t'nnni\·e nt whnt we should ronsitlt'r irrt>gularitif'S 
nm,1ng ynung prnplo prit1r to W('rHnrk. A Thtmglt is thus in n. 
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po•ition to gratify his sexual appetite long before his kin hav• 
amassed the amount paid for a legitimate wife. 

r 
The African data show that in addition to the biological 

limitation of polygamy there enter the restrictions imposed by 
\ economic conditions. Where the bride·price is of considerable 

vaiM,even bigamy is practically out of the question for the 
average man, though it may be sanctioned by theory. The 
Kirgiz, though converts to Islam, cannot as a rule afford to buy 
a second wife, and a man hardly ever avails himself of his legal 
privilege unless his first mate is barren. Similarly, for the vast 
majority of the Kai the practice of even bigamy is impracticable, 
though pennitted, and it remains largely confined to the chiefs. 

Another purely social factor limiting polygyny requires atten
tion. Some peoples Practise what is known as matrilocal 

~ 

~nee, i.e., the bridegroom settles with his wife's parents .. ·. 
Unless the sororate is in vogue, the espousal of a second wife 
thus becomes dependent on the permission or the parents-in-law. 
Thus, the Zuni and Hopi, who practise matrilocal residence but 
not the sororate, are strictly monogamous. It cannot be said 
that this custom absolutely bars polygyny, bnt it certainly 
strongly tends to limit it. The Yukaghir of northern Siberia 
tell of instances where a man lived part of the year as son-in
law with one household and the rell)ainder of the year in lhe 
same capacity with another; but mowgamy was decidedly the 
prevalent form of marriage. 

In seeking to understand the.~l~~-~ilixa-pQ)~y 
we must first of all eliminate the conventional preconceptions on 

~ .the subject. Polygyny is not by any. means a sign of feminine 
•. 1 inferiority or felt as a degradation by the women concerned. 
1 The husband may be prompted to take a second wife not by an 

excessive libjdo but by his first wife's eagerness to shift p:trt of 
her household duties on other shoulders. "\\"hy have I to do all 
the work; why do you not buy another wife?" f!uerulously asks 
the Kikuyu wife. In the same spirit, a Kai chief's consort will 
have so many social obligations to fulfill that she gladly welcomes 
tho arrival of a helper; and similarly a Chukchi woman mAy 
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even ln•ist that hor husband acquire an additional worker. With 
the Kal, ind"ed, the possibilities are so ample for gratifying one's 
•cxual desires ln adultery that in legal marriage with a •econd 
wile the sexual motive is eliminated. In general it may be said\'\ 
thnt the economic and related factors are far more potent. 
Among tho l'honga it is only the well-to-do that can alTord to 
buy several wives, but the investment yields ample return 
through the services rendered by them, whioh not merely suffice 
to supply the hush1Ln<l's wants but enable him to become a lavish 
ontertuiner of outsiders nnd thus raise his social prestige. In r 
!his way polygyny becomes a budge ol distinction. In a very , 
different environment, the Mackenzie River basin of northern 
Cunn.da, the Athubasknns had their women transport goods, and 
the chief Mntonubhee had as many as seven or eight of these 

tlPrvant~wives. A.uother. motive. f.or taking additional wives lies~~ ~ \. 
in the uni\'ersnl lon!(ing for progeny. When the first wife is ~ \ 
barren, lrTST!ilisa widespre~d- practice for the husband to 
espouse n. Reconrl woman in the hope of gaining issue through 
lwr. Tho S()xnal rnrtnr pure and elmple is of course not to be 
wholly ignored in the discu~8ion, but everything goes to show 
thnt its influence on the development of polygyny is slight. 

The nnuly:o.i~ nf polygynous marriages found in o. particular 
tribe will pro\'o illumlnnling. Among the Reindeer Koryak Mr. 
J_ochrlson found thnt ot:ly six per cent. of the men had two or (, 1 

. I ' 
filflro win"s each, a single one having three. In the last-
mentioned cn.e the first wile had borne children but had been 
t.li:dlgur(ld by illnC"ss, nnd the second w!fe proved barren. In 
somo of tho romnininA" rn.sf's bignmy was rt"sorted to because of 
tho first wife's sterility; In others she had been inherited through 
tho levi rat!.' nnd wns considered too old. 

It f(\mnins to discus~ the rC'Intion to one anothrr of the several 
wivf'~ in n poly~ynous fnmily. ln Afrira, where their numbrr 
j~ frt"qnPntly rnnsidrrnhlC', each rnmmonly occupiE's a sepnrnte 
~with hrr chiltirt."n nnd munng-Ps nn indrpendent hous('hold; 
the ThnnJZa nrrnng-rs thrge hut.s in tht- nrr: of a cil'('le and his 
i•h'~l is to •r~lli,.. ~nnug-h "'i\'eft t<> rnmplote tM ring of b~bita-
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tions within his enclosure. As to the mutual sentiments of 
fellow~wives, accounts vary. M. Junod, possibly from a mis
sionary's bias, draws a dark picture of domestic bickerings 
among the women, but no suCilSCeii'eS were observed by Mr. and 
lllrs. Routledge in East Africa and, as they rightly remark, 
the separation of wives in independent establishments makes for 
peace and" places the whole on the footing of a village under one 
head man." Sporadic instances of jealousy must, of course, 
be expected to occur everywhere, but when an additional wife 
is taken at the request of the first the danger is minimized. The 
same result may be effected by the sororate; at least among 
the Hidatsa the natives have developed the theory that sisters 
are less likely to quarrel in this relationship than unrelated 
women. Among the Koryak and Chukchi our authorities 
generally found harmony in polygynous families but record 
occasional instances of ill-temper, and this probably represents 
the most typical condition wherever polygyny is practised. 
: '· Doubtless an important factor in producing harmony lies in 
the definite superiority_ all but universally accorded to _ _!!:'• fi!~t. 
\\_:ife. Thus in the Siberian tribes just cited the second wile is 
to all intents and purposes her p-redecessor's maid. Precisely 
the same relationship obtains among the distant Kui in New 
Guinea, where the first wife sends th~ other women for firewqod 
or water and orders them to prepa-re meals for the guests. 
Similar conditions are reported from the Masai. Here, too, the 
first wile superintends the others,_ receives a larger portion of her 
husband's cattle for use, and is distinguished by the number 
and value of his gilts. 

Altogether a study of the facts leads to a rather different view 
of polygyny from that which might be assumed on the basis of 
modem prejudice against the institution. But the one fact it 
is most important to remember is that while probnbly a 
majority of primitive tribes permit polygan1y, biological and in 
some measure social conditions prevent the majority within any 
one group from availing themselves of their theoreticnl prcrogn-
tive,1 --~------
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PoLYANDRY 

Polyandry hns a far more restricted distribution than 
polygyuy. Indeed, well-authentical:e<t-eases may be counted on 
the fingers or one hand. It occurs in some (by no means all) 
l~lO communities and os an occD.sional device among the 
\\'ahuma (Buhimn) or E11.!'t Af.rica, while its highest development\ 
Is seen In Tibet and southern India.. For those who incline to a \ 

' . . 
purely economic interpretation or social life it may be interest-
ing to have polntC'd out the differences in economic status among 
the peoples in question. The Eskimo are maritime hunters, the 
\\'ahuma and Toda are pastoral, while only the agrJcultural, 
not the nomadic, Tihetnns have been found to practi•e polyandry. -In another sense, however, the economic factor enters among 
the Wuhuma and the Eskimo. 

Wuhuma polyandry is an altogether unique phenomenon. 
While legitimate, it is not a dominant institution but occurs 
only under :;~peciu.l rircumstnnces and f~r a restriJt.ed period. 

1 When a mon is too poor to buy a wife alone, he is assisted by 
his hrnthcrs, nnd these shnre his marital rights until the 
woman's prl'gnanry, when they become his exclusive preroga. 
t i\'e, 

In this form polyandry does not require a disturbance or the 
r~nturul rntio between the sexes, bnt where it is the 8-eneral 
ruAtom it pr('suppnseg nn nrtiftcinlly produced pr~ponderance 
of the mnrriugenble males. This mny be e!Tected in di!Terent 
way~. In cortnin Eskimo communities the conditions of life arc 
:;;n arduous thnt ft'male c-hildren nrf! considered a burden and are 
frrqu•utJ.r.Jill!•d •hnrtly ufter bir1h; and thus the polygynous 
ti"'IHif'nry duP In the pf'rils nf mn~ruline life is more t11an checked. 
Ft'lllnlf' inr:JnUridt\ thnu~h npparently not founded in economic 
nN·rs~ity, is likewi~c nt the bottom of Toda polyandry. But the 
n~ric'nlturtll Tihf'tnns dn nnt prnrtise infanti<'ide exc£'pt wh('n 
c.Jirf'rtly influf'nr€.\d by Chinese e~ample; yet they are ptllyandrous 
11011 thr f:hinf'~t' nrr nnt. l"nfnrhmntt'ly the Tihetan dnta on 
tlli~ t'nint nn' far frnm dPliT. 
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Among the Tibetans polyandry is of the fraternal variety, i.e., 
several brothers share a. wife. In cases of barrenness it is 
interesting to note that a second wife is chosen, who may be a 
sister of the first. Though our infonnation is not so precise as 
we might wish, it seems that some ecrJnomic considerations are 
potent in the moulding of Tibetan marriage customs. Why. 
e.g., is polyandry restricted to the agricultural natives and to 
the fraternal type? Rockhill assumes that the ca_!l~es in the 
rlesire to transmit an estate undivided. 

Our data on the 'foda are far and away the most satisfactory 
and permit us to gain an insight into what polyandrous life is 
like. First of all, we find that as far back as trustworthy 
records extend there has been a marked exce:;s of men over 
women, coupled with the practice of fem~fanticide. But 
this custom has been abandoned in ever increasing measure as 
a result of Caucasian influence, and accordingly there is a JH'n~ 
@'l"essive diminution of male preponderance. " In 1871 there were 
140.6 men for every 100 women; in 1881, 130.4 for every 100; in· 
1891, 135.9, and in the census of 1901, 127.4 men for every 100 
.women." These official census reports are confirmed by Dr. 
Rivers' independent genealogical records. For three successive 
generations these show that the numbers of males for every 100 
females were 159. 7, 131.4, and 129.2 iq one of the Toda divisicms, 
and 259, 202, and 171 respectively in· the other and more con
servative group. The motive for female infanticide among the 
Toda remains obscure, for tbere is nothing in their present 
or past history to suggest that they were driven by economic 
necessity. Its obsolescence has affected marri3.ge cnstoms Jn 
a most interesting manner, which will be described helow. 

Most commonly, but not always, Toda polyandry is of the 
fraternal variety. That is, when a man marries a woman it is 
understood that she becomes the wife of his brothers, whn 
normally live together. Even a brother subsequently born will 
be regarded as sharing his elder hrother's rights. In cases of 
fraternal polyandry no disputes ever arise among the husbands, 
tmd the very nntinn of such a possibility is Routed by the Toda ----
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mind. When the wile becomes pregnant, the eldest of her 
hushuuds per1orms n ceremony with o. bow and a!l"ow by ""-~ 
which legal fatherhood is conventionally established in this 
trihe, but ull the brothers are reckoned the child's fathers. 

The situation becomes more complicated when a woman 
weds several men who are not brothers and who, as may 
happen, live in different villages. Then the wife usually lives 
f,Jr a month with each in turn, though there is no absolute rule. 
h1-8urh cu.se~~th-c--·d~lCi-ifl~;;ation of fatherhood in a legal sense 
Is extremely iuteresting. For all social purposes that husband 
who performs the bow and arrow ceremony during the wife's 
prcguancy cst11hlishes his status as father not only o! the first 
child but of any children born subsequently until one of the 
other husbands performs the requisite rite. Usually it is 
o~Tecd tlmt the flrst two or three children shall belong to the 
fl'rst hushand, that at a later pregnancy another shall establish 
Jlaternlll rights, nnd so forth. Diologiculjl_:>ternity is completely 
diHrcgnrdcd, for o. mun loug dead is considered the father of o. 
erdld provided no other man has perforn1ed the essential rite. 

The statistics cited uhovc show recent approximation to the 
normul rntio uf the scxC's owing to the diminishing of female 
inlnntiddc. It might he suppused that this development would 
ll'ad directly to muno~nmy, but t.hut would be failing to reekon 
\~·lth tht\ furre of consrn·utism in the adjustment of social re .. 
lations. \\'hnt tha Toda hnve done is to cling to polyandry nnd 
tt•mpor it with polygyny. \\'here formerly thrPe brothers shared 
n sln~le wit£', thfoy now tflnd to share two, in this way adapting 
tht'lll~PI\'C'S hJ tho f'~CC'MS of women os compured with their 
ftlrmC"r Sl'nrcity. 

Alt\lgt'lhC'r the fads rrlating to pt,Jynndry nre instructive In 
lllnminnting the wrouknrs..;; of the unili_!!.E>~~ of evolution, 
tho tlw•1ry thnt nn lnlu:-rt>nt luw cnusrs all societieS--ttl. evolve 
tltt' sa.me rn!"toms in n uniform sf'quence. Toda nnd Eskimo 
p111yanllry nrt"' lhlth C"nu~aHy r<'lnted with femnl~ infantiride; 1 

so fnr, tht'n, there is parallelism, the same cause lending to the 
same Pf1't1rl. But whut li<'s back of female infuJ,ticide? In the 
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Eskimo case, the rigors of economic existence in the Arctic ; 
anwng the Toda the cause of female infanticide is obscure, but 

\Ye know poSitively that it bears no relation to the economic 
life. Again we may compare the ancient Tuda flnd the Tibetan 
conditions. In both tribes a pauc~!.Y .~!__ ~-a.~riageable women 
renders polyandry possible, but that paucity is produced in 

'different ways since infanticide is not practised by the poly-
androus Tibetans. In developing their polyandruus usages tlJe 
Eskimo, Toda, and Tibetans have not been impelled to follow 
the same series of stages, though one stage-scarcity 0f women 
-naturally leads to polyandry as its sequel. The tact that the 
Toda have come into contact with a foreign culture which 
~uppresses infanticide has exercised a greater influence on the 
history of their marriage customs than any inherent law of 
social evolution. [rhese foreign influences may ultimately force 
Eskimo, Toda, and Tibetan alike to adopt compulsory mono
gamy, but if that result be achieved it will be because all three 
tribes have borrowed the sam& custom from the same cultural 
center, not because of some myFtical tendencY of polyandry to 
pass through like stages into obl_igatory monogamy. 

Before leaving this type of marriage, it is necessary to dis
criminate true polyandry from the customs by which men may 
temporarily waive their marital rights in favour of oUrers. 
This usuage proceeds from the prop"rietary claim of a man to 
his wife's favors. which he may therefore yield at his pleasure, 
eithCr to conciliate a __ superior·or- us a token of friendship. Thus, 
among the Ct"\lW-~~~ung man would te~-p;-;;r·ily surrender his 

"Wife to a comrade or to an older man.whose supernatural powers 
he desired to share; indeed, such surrender was a nonnal part 
of the transaction by which ''arious Plains Indian tribe! 
acquired certain ceremonial privileges. As a matter of simple 
ho,•pitality this custom is reported from the tour quarters of 
the globe. A Masai visiting a strange settlement at once calls 
on a member of his own nge-class, who forthwith nLa.ndons 
his wife and hut to the visitor; and to mention but one other 
instance, in various Australian tribes the men consider it a 
duty to furnish their distinguished ~u:-sts with bPd-mates, 2 
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)( SEXcAL CoMMl'NISM • 

If we conceive the recent tendency of the Toda. to
wun.L combined polyandry and polygyny developing into 
Uw domiuuut furrn of marriage, we shall huve many 
groups of brothers each united to a corresponding gruup 
nf two or uwre wives. The units involved . in what has 
bt•en culled yP'oup marriage nlUy, however, vary consider
ulJiy uccurdlng to the size of the groups, their constitu
tiun, utu.l the restrictions on marital intercourse which are 
cuforcet.l. If there were a complete lack of incest rules in a 
community, so that not merely brother and sister but even 
parent o.nd child .would mute without incurring reprobation, w~ 
ohould have a condition of perfect promiscuity. At the other 
end of the scule would be the definitely regulated marriages oi 
the modern Todu. Sihce the te.nn • marriage' is hardly np
plirnhlo h> some of the !'onditions lnl.Jeled group marriage, I 
will follow Dr. Hivers' suggestion and substitute as a generic 
equivnlt'nt srJ"ual commurli&m. Deferring a theoretical discus
flinn of this condition, let us flrst consider some of the conrrete 
d.at.u. 

In tho first plare we must recognize that far-reaching sexual 
communism mny exist side by side with individual marriage. 
'fhnt is tn sny, one portion of the rornmunity may live according 
tn the fl1rmer principle, the remainder according to the other. 
Our own civilit:ntion with its ronnh·nnce at prostitution preFoents 
nR riN\r nn exnmple as poRsible. Primitive societif's differ 
muiuly in thnt srxual communism is openly sanctioned within 
tho rnrrt.spnnding limits. The nnror6 of the !llnto GrosM nre 
divitlrd inlt.l the oldPr men rPgulurly married and living in 
srpnn•te huts, nnd the bachelors inhnbiling " spednl dwelli.n!<, 
whrre thf'y jointly pns.s£1ss such girls as the-y cnp1ure from U1e 
\'illnJ.tO nnd for whom thPy pay to the-ir mistresse!'t' brothers or 
mnternnl unrll'-s eithrr nrrows or nr1icles of personal adorn
mont. While these firu•ilian data are unfortunately inadP.. 
qunte f11r n full cnmtlrehe-nsion of the sorial regulations invoh-ed, 
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the Masai situation is perfectly clear. Here, too, there is a 
segregation of the unmarried warriors, all men below approxi~ 
mutely thirty, who cohabit freely with the immature young 
girls. Each brave has his favorite n1istress, who tends his 
cattle and manufactures objects for his personal decoration. 
This mistress is never identical with the girl betrothed to a 
man in childhood, lor his fiancee is obliged to dwell in another 
warrior's camp. So long as the warrior remains in his kraal, 
his sweetheart remains faithful; but if he absents himself for a 
single day, his exclusive claims upon her lapse and she may 
choose another lover. In all these relations, however, the tribal 
incest rules are strictly obeyed. When a bachelor has had his 
fill of the warrior's life, he leaves the companionship of the 
kraal and settles down in a separate establishment with his 
fiancee, provided she has succeeded in avoiding pregnancy, 
~hich is considered disgraceful. 

Boror6 and Masai usages, like the practice or prostitution 
among ourselves, obviously. in no way conflict with the institu~ 
tion of individual marriage, which on the 'contrary is the 
normal condition after the period of youthful profligacy. There 
are, however, tribes from which sexual communisrn is reported 
without any such limitations. 

The most authentic case is that of the Chukchi. It is im
portant to note first of all that among these people sexual com
munism is a general practice embracing practicully all families. 
Second or third cousins, or .ev..en unrelated men desirous of 
cementing a firm bond of friendshiP .. will fonn a group exercis~ 
ing marital rights ·over all the wiv~s of the men concerned. 
Brothers do not enter such agreements. Bachelors are rarely 
admitted into the union since this is based primarily on reci
procity. At times sexual communism extends to as mn.ny as 
ien couples. \Vhen we scrutinize the concrete data cited by 
Bogoras, it becomes obvious \Vhy the term • group~ marriage • 
which he used in common with other writers is really inapplic
able. The Chukchi 'companions in wives • do not dwell together 
wlth their spouses in a common household. Th('y .are members 
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of distinct camps and the obvious object of the institution is to 
prnvide travelers with temporary bed-mates. A Chukchi thus 
hns but rarely the opportunity to exercise the potential right 
arquired by the mutual agreement. "The inmates of one and 
lito same camp are seldom willing to enter into a. group
marriage, the remion obviously being that the reciprocal use of 
wives, which in group-marriage is practised very seldom. is 
liable to degenerate into complete promiscuity if the m~mbers of 
tuo group live too close together.~· In <lther words, the institu
tion hns nothing to do with unrestricted sexual license but is 
fnunded on aboriginal notions of reciprocal hospitality. It is 
true thut sometimes a • companion ' takes another's wife, lives 
wllh oor for several months, and then returns her; or thot an 
~xchunge of wives muy become permanent. But these very 
!nets, while clearly demonstrating that Chukchi notions of con
Ju~al fidelity dir!er frnm ours, establish beyond a. doubt the 
lntlividutu nature of Chukchi marriage. Bogoras records isolated 
instunces of polyandry, but never did he find several companions 
simultaneously sharing their several wives' services. The ex
rhnnge of wives does not Imply group marriage but merely the 
eurcr~eion of one indlvidunl mnrrioge after another. Chukchi 
mnrringc is lndh·iduul mnrringe ternpPred with the occasional 
nnd temporary extension of the husband's purely sexunl rights 
tn his frllow-rontractors. 

Sf'xunl rommuni~m ns & normal condition, thus excluding 
indiviuunl marring~. hns been ronfldently ascribed to the 
l'rnbunnl\ nnd Dlerl, two Austrnlinn tribes inhnbiting the 
virinity of Lake Ey,..., Owing to the fragmentary nature of the 
l'rnhunna evidenre, it will be ignored in favor of that from the 
Dierl. 

Among the Dif'ri the orthodox form flf marriage for a man 
is union with his mothrr's mofhpr's hl'\""~1hrr's daughter's daughter 
or with his mother's ruther's sist.r's dnughter's doughier. 
\\'hen a h<>)' and n !lirl stand to eorh other in this relntionship, 
they n.ro potenUnl spou""s ond a rhilhood hetn,thnl may be 
arrnn!led hy th<•ir mothers n.nd maternal uncles: normally there 

E 
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will be an -exchange of girls by the two ·Contracting pa.rtiee, so 
that a boy in each family is provided with a mate. No woman 
is ever the affi.anced wife of more than one :man~ However 
after the marriage is consummated~ it is possible for the wife to 
become the concubine of several other men, married or single~ 
Precise statistics showing to what extent and between whom 
such marital relations obtain are unfortunately lacking, but a 
number· of specific statements by Howitt enable us to form 
some picture of the resulting condition of affairs. It should be 
noted that in every case the man and woman indulging in 

. sexual intercourse must stand to each other in the orthodox 
relationship as defined above. In perfect consistency with this 
rule we find that brothers who have married sisters may share 
their wives and that a widower in return for presents takes his 
brother's wife for his concubine. Moreover, a visitor of the 
proper relationship may be offered his host's wife as a temporary 
concubine. Norma.lly, however, concubines seem to be ·assigned 
through fprmal allotment by the council of elders, which confers 

1 rights of concubinage on individuals who are potential spouses. 
In practice, it seems that only men of distil1ction are likely to 
have a number of concubines; others will he advised by the 
dominan~ elders to confine themselves to a single olle. A 
further· check to excessive concubinage lies in the mutual 

'jealousy of the subsidiary mates, each of whom discountenances 
new relations of concubinage, being' permitted to pour hot coals 
over the mats suspected of contemplating a new liaison. A 

. bachelor's concubine is especially prone to exercise surveillance 
over his sexual life. 

In all this the two most significant facts are : (a) that a 
wile invariably takes precedence over the concubine when both 
occupy the same camp; and (b) that the husband-the duly 
affianced spouse~njoys an undisputed preemptive right over 
his wife. No coneubitant can lawfully abduct his concubine 
from her husband except at periods of general license ; he may 
merely exercise his subordinate rights in the husband's absence 
or with his consent. Again, a. wife may indeed take the ·initio.-
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th·e und o~k her hu~hund tu select a propet·ly related man for her 
fiJIJcuhituut; but if her husband refuses, she has no redress, and 
cnutrariwi::;e she has no puwcr of ,-eto when allotted as a con~ 
cuhine. 

Inadequate us are our data, which suggest various queries 
that remain unanswered, it is clear that what Howitt describes 
ns • gruup marriage ' dues not represent a uni!onn psychological 
ur sociological phenomenon. It is surely on'~ thing for a man 
to ~:ield marital pri\"ilcges tu a widowed brother, ami something 
tptile c.JifTcrellt fnr him fd cunriliate nn hdnoured guest by 
lilllrrf'udf•ring Ids ht•ct; n~ul nf'ither practice bears even a remote 
Tf'8eOJblanre to tJu.• f11r111al nllntmcnt tn one another of potential 

~"P"IIs.•s hy u couuril of ciiiPrs. • Group marriage' might rightly 
he pn•dirated of a community in which groups of men shared 
maritu..l rights on t'fJUal trr1r11 over corresponding groups of 
wnuu•u. ~~• such c..'mlltition obtains among the [)jeri: the 
ltu~hnud h~ tlar well-nigh uhsolute overlord over his wife's sexual • 
lifr, the rPH<'uhitaut a m<'rc suhstilutc. Even • sexual com-
JJHmi:-<111' Sf'C'rtli'it to hr u \'CT}' migJrnding term f0r what actually 
r 1rrur~. ~inrc eommuni!'m hardly SUEl'g-ests the complete O\'Cr

~hadnwing hy nnr partnrr <1f the othrr • communists.' More
nn·r, f'\'f'ryU•ing we ran gathrr flJ\ the suhjed suggE.",sf.s that 
whiJ~ nwrriu!;t~ nmong the Dieri is piorman€'nt the act-ual stnte 
0( C'UIIf"llhillR/o{C ~~ nrdinnriJy Of QUite temporary duration. 
Final!~·. tlaP population pf the Australian lncal group is so small 
that lh~ numh<'r of proprrly rrlatecl in~li,·irluols who might be
rni!IP rnnrut.ilanl~ i!i!. Pxfr('tnPiy l't":-<trirlrd to hPgin with. \\"hen 

'"P ron~idt'r thr nrldilinnaJ N'~trktinm~ r1f C'"nrnhinnge by 
~t'ltml j('n)on~r IIIHI the admonitions nf (')drrs, h~~th of which 
fart••r~ nrt" s1N"~s··~t hy nur outhnrity, it jq nhvi•~n~ thnt in the 
P\'Prydny lift"' of til(' U\'C'rnge Pieri man ronrnbin!lge cannot 

J'll!ot..qihly play tht' part su,::rgt:strd hy the pretrntions tl'rms 

\ '~T\Iup marri:lfH'' nr 'srxunl communism.' Thrre is os~urrdly 
n rrrtuin nn11ntnt tlf fratt•rnnl Pl'lyandry mixrd wi1h polyg"yny; 
~Hmo ~urrNulrr tlf mnrit.nl p~n.,gativ(IS on the .c:;.rore of hospi
tality: and ~till nwre in dl'f(lrt'nce to men of social prt"s.tige. 
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But that the majority of Dieri men live in indivir!ual wedlock 
for the· greater part of their lives is obvious. Communism on 
the Tudo. plan there may be when two brothers dwell with two 
sisters; but when a concubitant assumes an absentee husband's 
place there is at best merely one individual relationship super
seding another. Altogether we have seen before that primitive 
marriage cannot be regarded solely or even predominantly from 
the sexual point of view; and to leap from the fact that more 
than one man may have access to a woman to the conclusion 
that there is an institution of group marriage is little short ol 
absurd, as Dr. Malinowski correctly remarks. 

Besides the Dieri and the Chukchi, a few other tribes, such 
as the Gilyak of the Amur region, have been reported as prac
tising sexual communism to the exclusion of individual mar
riage. The data, however3 are of so inadequate a character 
that they may be ignored until adrlitional information is avail
able. Considering the extre~pe paucity of all the reported cases 
of ' group marriage • and the results of our anal_ysis of the 
sexual communism found among the Chukchi and Dieri, we are 
justified in concluding that hitherto no C\"idence has been 
adduced to show that any people in the world have in recent 
times practised sexual communism in a manner destructive of 

1 the individual family.J 

1-lYPOTJIETfCAL SEXPAL COM!IH1NISM 

However, it i~ possible to harmqnize thit-~ verdict with the 
theory that though primitive tribes. no longer practise group 
marriage they have risen to the practice of individual marriage 
ailer passing through antecedent stages of sexual communism. 
This has in fact been the dominant view among modern sociolo
~ists and its historical significance requires a brief examination 
of the reasons for its vogue. 

\Vhen evolutionary principles, having gained general accep
tance in biology, had begun to affect all philosophical thinking, 
it was natural to extend them to the sphere uf social phenomena. 
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<:..-l 
Among the first to embark on this venture was Lewis H..Jlorgrw. o; f' 
whose ethnographical treatise on the Iroquois had established 
his rcpututinn us un accurate .o.nd syn~~'lthetic oLserver of 
primitive custcm1. Under the influence of evolutionary doctrines 
1\lt~rg:JII ouUiued u cumvlete scheme for the development of 
humun mu.rriuge. It \\~us eminenUy churucterisUc of the iutel
!ectual atmosphere of the pe1 iod that Morgan's first stage should 
Le a cunditiun of perfect promiscuity, in which sexual lust was 
unrestricted by any incest rule. Complete lack of regulation of 
sex life is manifestly the diametrical opposite of obligatory 
monogamy, and the evolutionary theorist of the day was bent 
un connecting the most diverse phenomena by o. graded series of 
intennediuries. Fur the mid-Victorian thinker it was a fure· 
f{one conclusion requiring only statement, not .proof, that mono
p;umy is the highest form of marriage In the h<•st of conceivnble 
universes; und it wu.s equally uxiomtLtic that early man must 
huve lived under conditions infinitely removed from that ideal 
goul. Sn Morgn.n mude no pretense at producing empirical ~ 

prl>O( uf pristine promiscuity, which in fact he assigned to the · 
JH•rlod when man wus still hovering near the border line be- ~ 
twren humanity ond a ll)wer organic stage. He advanced ~ 

• 
promiscuity a.s u logkal JJOsfulalc preriscly as SllntP evolution· 
ury philosophers advaure the axiom or spontaneous generatiou; 
Ulld thcrelJy p}UCl'd it bepmd the range of scientific diRCUS..<;ion. 

It wus otherwise with Morgan's second stage, that of the 
' • C'tlllHIIIIguino family,' bnsl~d on the Intermarriage or brotners 

und sish•rs but barring thut or purents ond children. For this 
stage. while nowhere ohservable, us a general triLal usage, wns 
inft•rrNl by Mnrgnn ns the only pl>SSible c::mse or certain empir!~ 
rnl phPnonwnu~ In other wonls, he was here no longer inc.lu}g. 
ing In logirnl axioms but prnceNHng in the spirit of the srientists 
whtJ invent{'d the ntnm tn nceount fur the beha\'ior or chemical 
sui.J~tnnrt'S. The fact which l\.l"•rgnn adduced as conclusive 
prnof uf the (ll'Tfllt'f inttlnHarringe of bn.lthers and ~ist.ers \\'88 

the Hawniin.n lllllthod of desig-nating kin. Thut method is or a 
!!limpltir rhnru.t·ter than the oue usually ruumJ 'in aaYagi tribea. 
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\\"hile many primitive peoples carefully distinguished between 
maternal and paternal relatives, the Hawaiians not only draw no 
such distinction but apply their kinship terms so as to include 
all relatives of the same generation regardless of propinquity. 
For example, makua designates buth the parents and all their 
brothers and sisters, sex being indicated by qualifying W·ords 
n1enning ' man ' and • woman.' Morgan argues that tlle 
maternal uncles were called by the same term ns the fathers 
because all were fathers in the sense of having free access tu 
their sisters; that similarly all of a man•s nephews and nieces 
were called sons and daughters because all his sisters 
were his wives, as they were the wives of his brothers; and so 
forth. It is l\lorgan·s contention that while the customs reflected 
in kinship nomenclature have a tendency to pass out oi existence 1 

the terminology itself is more conservative and thus furnishes 
a sort of palaeontological record of social institutions. 

In the first place, while Morgan's inference a.s to the prior 
existence of the consanguine family bus an empirical foundation, 
this does not hold for the place he assigned to the inferred. 
stage in his scale. Even admitting that his data prove the 
former intermarriage of brothers· and sisters, we are not com~ 
pelled by the evidence to assign to that practice any particular 
age. If l\lorgan does claim a hoary antiquity for this condition,~ 
placing it immediately after the reigrl of utter lawlessness, it is 
because of the tacit assumption per'lading his entire scl~eme 
that a unilinear series may be .PQ.Stulated bridging by degrees the 

gap between promiscuity and mpnogamy. Only on that 
hypothesis does it follow that the !nferred stage of the con
sanguine family must come directly after one of antecedent 
promiscuity and before other types of the family: Yet had 

" Morgan not been smitten with purblindness by his theoretical 
prepossessions, he might well ha,·e paused before ascribing to 
the Polynesians the part they play iu his scheme. For 
the aboriginal civilization of Polynesia, im~tead of sug
gesting by its crudeness an extreme antiquity for any 
nnJ. all of its constituents, must rank among the \'ery 
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11ublcst o! cultures devoid of the metallurgical art. 
\\"hen Morgan assigned to this settltd, politically organized 
and marvelously aesthetic race the lowest status among 
IIU'Vivlng divisions of mankinll, he attained the high
witter level or ullsul'dity, which accounts of Oceanian explora
tiun ncce~si!Jie even in his day would have sumced to expose. 
It is ta·ue thnt mis~iunary reports hnd described marriages of 
brother and sister in the uppermost social stratum of Hawaii, 
ln1t this merely Indicates that in Hawaii, as in ancient Egypt 
und Peru, such uuiuns resulted from pride of blood evolved in an 
inordinately sophisticated civHization. 

1\lurgun, however, not merely assumes the relative chronology 
nf the consanguine family nnd his other stages without ihe 
'li~;hlcst emJiiricul wurrant, but lays himself open to the still 
more serious charge uf drawing wrong inferences front the 
l'Xistenr.c of the Hawaiian system. Some of the objections 
ug-ain!it his logic hnve b£>en forcibly urged by Herr Cunow. whose 
~tridures are nil the more noteworthy because of his apprecia
tion nnd pnrtiul ucc~ptnnce of Morgan's work. To begin with 
n. specific point, Morgan overlooks the tact that the Hawaiian 
~ystl•m 011l merely embraces blood~kindred but also distinguishes 
from them fl'lativ('S by affinity; there nrc thus distinct tenns 
fur b'J"(lthf!r-in-law and sister-in-law nnd even n specifie word to 
tlonotc tho r.-lationship o! the husband"s parents to the wife's. 
Jf tho llnwniinn nomenclature repre~ents the consanguine 
fnmily stnge, Cunow acutely argues, then such terms of affinity 
hnve 110 pln,~e in it. For with intermarriage of brothers and 
sistpr~ my wife's brntlwr is f'lt/ hrother, while her parents n.r., 
my uwn parents or nt ll•nst my parents' siblings. 

Tho rrlllly fun1htment.ul error, howe\'t'r, lies in Mtngan·s nS
snmption that n nntivc- tPrm translated • father • is synonymous 
in th(\ nnti\'e mind with • procr£~ator.' l-Ie cannot ronreive that 
a llnwniinn couhl {'\'('r hn,·e cnllC'd the maternal uncle • fathC'r • 
unl~'l nt one timP the unrlo cohabited with his ~iF:ter nnd was 
thus 8- pt1SSihle prorff'Otllf of hE'T rhlldrPn. nut this is to mis
Uilllt•~tn,nd the l'Yith•nr~, which does not t~'lch us. that the 
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mother's brother is called father but that lwth mother's brother 
and father are designated by a comrnon term not strictly cor
responding to any in our language. That such linguistic identi
fication must have for its basis conjugal intercourse with tlle 
same mate is an arbitrary assumption. which in fact Jee.t.ls tu 
nonsensical consequences. For as McLennan observed before 
Cunow, the theory that all 'fathers' are potential begetters 
involves the parallel view that the • mothers' whmn a Hawaiian 
reckons up by dozens are believed to have all conceived and 
borne him. To be sure, Morgan lamely sidestevs the fatal 

-difficulty by asserting that here the native intends to denote a 
marriage connection rather than a blood-relationship; he calls 
his mother's sister • mother' because she is the wife of his 
reputed father, hence after a fashion his stepmother. This, 
however, is sheer subterfuge. The :extensions of the terms 
translated ' father' and 'mother' respectively are strictly 
parallel; they form part of a single system and demand a 
single interpretation. If the noUon of actual parenthood under
lies the system at one point, it must do so unifOrmly; and since 
this supposition leads to a monstrous conclusion, it must be dis
carded. The simple explanation o!"the Haw.aiian system lies in 
Cunow's suggestion that it represents the stratification of blood 
kindred by generations. Our own nomenclature is not so far 
removed from _this type as might at first blush appear. \\'e 
group all our parents' siblings under the terms 'uncle ' and 
' aunt '; the essential differenc.e Jies in our segregation of the 
immediate family circle by using distinct terms for father and 
mother. It is not difficult to understand how in some societies 
stressing the age factor, as many pi-imitive communities do, 
terms of consanguinity might come to indicate merely generation 
to the extent of merging the next of kin in the group of their 
contemporaries. 

In short, Morgan fails to prove that the Hawaiian nomen
clature must have had its origin in the intermarriage of brothers 
nnd sisters; and Aven if it had arisen in this fashion, there 
would be no proof that either the terminology or its hypothetical 
rnuse is of great antiquity. 
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On the latter point we cun go somewhat further. While tho 
numlwr of primitive tribes following the Hawaiian system uf 
uorueucluture is limited, a fur greater uumber follow the Dakota 
auU lroquoiij plan ot bifurcating blood-kindred according to 
whether they ure maternal or puter·ual. The Dakota, ljke the' 
Uuwuiiun~, have u. single word fur father and fuTt~e;:·s brutlter .. 
nud another for mother nnd nwther"s sister; )Jut the mother's 
brutber, lnstcud or being classed with the rather, and the 
l11ther's sister, Instead or being classed with the mother, are both 
designated by specific terms. Now in scrutinizing nomenclatures. 
In general coufonnity with the Dakota plan, we discover details 
ol distinctively Hawaiian complexion. A priori these might be 
accepted us survivals ol an older purely Hawaiian system, but 
•peclfic circumstances prove conclusively that the opposite inter
prctnllon Is the only possible one. For example, a <:row nd· 
dresses his !11ther's sister as mother, just as does the Hawaiian. 
Now tho Crow tongue is a specialized representative of the 
llidntsa branch ol tho Sinuan family. All the olher Siouan -l11nguuges, Including the Hidatsa, discriminate between mother 
nnt.l father's sister; nuy, Crow speech itself does so whene\•er the 
pntPrnal aunt is not directly addrtlsscd. Hence it is •JUite clear 
that Crow \'ocutive usnge is not a survi\'al but an iunovatinn. 
Similar f('('eut chnt1ges nre rep1n1et.1 from thP Iroquoi~, the 
'l:orres Straits Islanders, the Gilyak or Siberia, nnd the Timne or 
·\\'e~t Africu. It is therefore justiflah1e to Ct)n~ider Hawaiian 
lenturt•s us frequently the result or secondary development; and 
when these specinc data are combined with the high culturul 
stntus uf tho PnlynPsians, th£>y constitute a c.-rushing argument 
n~ulnf't the priority of either the 113wniian terminology or of 
nny sociul customs suppoS('t.lly linked therPwith. 

AftPr the discussion of the ronsanguinP family, we mny dl'nl 
briefly with Morgan's evidence for his next singe, which repre
ftl'nts what In common f'thnogrnphic pnrlal1ce is ('Riled group 
ruarrln~te, \'lz .. o r-ondition in which .. the group of mf"n were 
conjointly mnrrh1d to the group of womf"n.,.,. MnTJlnn consiJers 
pn.rlknlarly the institnthlll of seH'ral sisttl~ shnring n gr,)up 
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of husbands not necessarily kinsmen of one another; and of 
several brothers sharing a group of wives not necessarily related 
to one another. Group marriage might of course be conceived 
somewhat differently, though always involving a combinatiou 
of polyandry with polygyny. Thus, Professor Kuhler seeks the 
origin of the Dakota kinship nomenclature in the custom by 
which the brothers AAA marry the sisters bbb, and the brothers 
BBB the sisters aaa. It is, indeed, again the ki~l:_ip_!_e!:I_nino
logy that furnishes the main argument for the speculative eth
nologist. As in the previous case of the Hawaiian~em;-he 
ignores obvious alternatives and assocbtes our concepts oi 
parenthood with primitive terms bearing a \Vholly diverse signi-

. ficance. Social phenomena. already described amply account 
for the Dakota nomenclature. In the levirate and the sororate 
we find usages. explaining fully why father and father's 
mother and mother's sister should be classed together. 
These phenomena show that kinship -terminology is not 
necessarily expressive of actual sexual relations. A man 
may never come to inherit his brother's widow, either 
because his brother survives her or because she is married by 
another brother. Quite regardless of this fact, he is called 
father by his brother's children, and corresponding considera~ 
\ions hold for the sororate. The (act that conjugal relations 
with 'One's mother are theoretically· possible for a number of 
individuals is sufficient to label them all with a common designa
tion. There is no reason for .assuming that the natives ever 
-meant to imply more than a like social status when applying 
like kinship terms. 

It is true that Morgan interpreted tl•e sorornte as a relic 
1 of group marriage, and Frazer has extended the jnterpretation 

to the levirate as well. nut these are empty guesses, which 
may be disregarded. Levirate and sororate are real institutions 

\ -- . \ intelligible in their context; they are not rendered one wh1t 
.' more intelligible by conceiving them as survivals of a condition 
that has never been observed. 

To sum up. Sexual communism as a condition hlhi11g the 
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place of the individual family exists nowhere at the present 
time; ond the arguments for its former existence mu~:Jt be re
jt~etcd us uwmtisfuctory. This conclusion will find confirmation 
In the phenomena of primitive family life.• 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FAMILY 

BIOLOGICALLY every community must rest on the family,
the grou11 compri~t~~ married couple and their children. '. -- -·----- ~- -- '-....-.-- -- -- ~ . 

But Ltinl,lgical and sociological necessity need not coincide. It 

does not follow that the biological family must exist us n unit 
differentiated from the rest of the social aggregate of which it 
furms part. Indeed, in such a stage of sexual communism as 
is pictured by Morgan's school the family would be whully sub
Inerged in a wider group. The matter is thus one not for a 
priori argument but of empirical {act: 

Before undertaking the inquiry suggested by this considera· 
tion, we had better briefly scrutinize the family concept us it 

appears in our own civilization. Ttre first point to be specially 
nuted is its bilateral character, which indeed is involved in our 
definition. That is to say, the family as a so<j!!.!_l:_nit incluae-~ >v" 
both parents and in a secondary sense the kindreaonlioth 
sides. This appears in the duties of parents to their children 
and also in our laws of inheritance,. which rec1)gnize the bqnd 
with buth maternal and paternal rehtives. The desirability of 
emphasizing this feature will become manifest later. In one 
~ignificant respect, however, the bilateral principle is abandoned 

· in favor of another: our family is patronymic, ~he wife and aU 
the children taking the father's name-:-ln!hls way the husband, 
his sons and their male descendunts through mnles together 
with win•s and unmarried daughters, are segregated ns Smiths 
or Browns from the rPmainder of their kin. To be sure. this is 
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a poiut rather of comparative than of practical importance. 
II would be otherwise il ull tho Smiths, however remotely rc
lnt~"?d, formed a. definite social unit set over against the rest of 
tho commuuity, e.g., U in the inheritance o( property the most 
remote kinsman u( the sume family name took precedence of 
su<'11 cl1JSO relatives as IIIUrricd daughters or the sons of sisters. 
l:'incc one-sided emphasis on the paternal branch of the family 
is unt ln vngue with us upa11 from the transmission of the 
WIIIIC, we nre justified in Ucsrrihi11g our family as an essentially 
IJilateral one. 

The qncslion, then, that concerns us above nJI others is whether 
primitive trihes 8imilorly recognize the bilateral principle in 
their conception of• fnmily life. \Vhenever they do, wo shall be 
juHiiflerl 111 holding tlmt they recognize the lamily ns a social 
uniL rrgnrdles..<~ of whatever other units mny coexist with it. 
LPt 11R tlu•n flrsi consider the evidrnC"e fur the presence of the 
hilnlt>rnl principle and next pnss in review some of the more 
1mpor1ant fuC"tur~ thn.t tend to m·ould primitive family life, often 
rauF~ing it to devialr. npprecinhly from the \Vest European norm. 

TilE UILATERAL KrN GnoUP 

Ohjrrtive fc~timony of quite incontrovertible character is 
rnrni•hed on brhall or the universu.lily ol the lnmily unit by the 
n-rorrl~d Ay~trms of kin~hip te_rminolngy. As even Morgan 
pnint~rl nut in n. discussion "ith McLennan, every tribe has 
tPrm8 of rrlalinn!tldp for both the paternal and tho mat-ernal 
linr!ll. nnd in ~n far arknowl('dgrs bilnternl kinship. But to limit 
this ntlihu.lo t.o the mnttcr of norrienrlature would be to under
l'lnte the rn"'e h('youd ull reason. In by far the mujtlrity of ' 
Jlrimitive trih£"s both sidt·~ of the family nre reckon!'d ,., ith not 1 

only in \"ornbulnry but in CUAtomnry law, definite functions 
h('iug rummonly ns....o;o<'lnt.('d with definite types of relntit'llship. 
Thu~. the Ilupi unlike ours<>h"f"S ore mntronymic since whnt 
rorrt\spmuls tu our family name is transmitted from mother to 
rhilll: but tht' pcrAonul unmc is invnrinbly bes1owrd by a 
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woman of the father's kin and symbolically suggests that group . 
. \mong the likewise matronymic Hidatsa a variety of social 
usages bear witness to the importance of the paternal kindred. 
Thus, sacred objects descend from father to son; the father's 
relatives are entitled tu gifts on all occasions; nicknames are 
frequently given not for a man's own peculiarities but for those 
of a father's kinsman; and it is the father's kin that conduct 
the funeral proceedings. On the other hand, we find the 
patronymic Thonga assigning a very remarkable positiun to 
the maternal uncle. Here the mother's brother lays claim to 
a portion of the bride price and plays an important part in his 
nephew's ceremonial life, while the sister·s son may appropriate 
his uncle's food and claim part of his .legacy, at times even 
inheriting one of the widows. To cite but one other instance, 
the patronymic Torres Straits Islanders permit a boy or man 
to take his .maternal uncle's most valued }Xlssessions, while the 
nephew immediately obeys his mother's hruther·s injunction 
against fighting. 

The subject of kinship usages is a large one and cannot-be 
exhausted in a paragraph, In the present connection it is 
simply important to note that both paternal and maternal 
kindred are regularly recognized and that such a thing as taking 
the family name o! one parent in nq wise precludes importaJJ,t 
social relations witb the kin of the other side. 

Such social usages as have been cited above involve an implicit 
recognition of the parent. Bqth parents are of course also 
directly recognized by virtue or the sentimental bond connecting 
them with their children, and further because husband and wife, 
together wilh at least their younger children, form an economic 
and industrial unit. Marriage, as we cannot too often 
or too vehemently insist. is only to __ a. .. Jim_it:ed extent based on 
sexual consideration~. The Prim;ry motive, so- far as the 
individual mates are concerned, is precisely the founding of a 
self-sufficient economic aggregate. A Kni does not marry 
because of desires he can readily gratify outside of wedlock 
:without assuming any responsibilities; he marries because he 
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needs a woman to make pots and to cook his meals, to manu
facture nets and weed his plantations, in return for which 
he pruvidcs the lwuseltold with game and fish and builds the 
dwelling. In Queensland the father supplies the family with 
larger game and fish, the mother with yams, grass-seed, 
fruits, molluscs, and smaller fish. In central Australia therll' 
ls a Nimilar division uf labor and from Dr. Malinowski's cum
!lilnlion uf facts it is clear thnt throughout the continent the 
Individual family on this basis normally constitutes a definitely 
sPgregalcd unit. As Mr. Drown remarks regarding the West 
Australian 1\.aricra, .. the unit of social life in the Kariera. tribe 
wus the family, consisting of o. man and his wife or wives and f 

their chiltlren. Such a unit might move about by itself without 
rden·m·e to the movements of tho other families of the local 
~{roup. In the cump each family has its own hut or shelter 
with ils own fire. The family hnd its own f<Jod supply which 
wn~ cooked nud commrned by the family. The man provided 
lho fleHh food aud his wife provided the vegetable food and such 
1hi11fo{S ns small munuuals or lizards." The economic and 
illdtll:llrial rclutious of the E_WC__!!.'Iates are regulated with equal 
rh•tlnitem'""· It is the husbnnd's duty to furnish meat and fish, 
nnd tho wifo'R to supply su.lt; both share the hortirultural work; 
the womnn spins, \\ hile th~ man weaves and mends the clothing . 
. ~'uch fa~l• might ·he multiplied indefinitely. On the strength 

nl lhi• lllliH<'DI trait we are justified in concluding that regard
k~s (lr nil otht•r sodul nrrnngf'ments the individual family is au 
omniprP~t·nl. f'11rial unit. It. rlol"s not matter whether marital 
rc-lut i1111~ n rt' pt•rnm ru•nt nr lt•mporn.ry; whether there is polygyny 

C\r pnlyandry or srxunl lirrnse; whether conditions are compli
rnfNI hy tlu.' ndtlil ion nr 11l('InhC'rs not included in our family 
ri1·l'lco: the nne fart stands out ht•ytmd nil othrrs thnt everywhere 
tho hu~HnHI. "lff1 nnd imn~lture rhildrt'n <"onstit11te a unit apart 
from th(' rt'mnindt•r uf tho rtmmmnity. In primitive society 1t 
i~ hu1rl'J u:mnlly the cnse that nn individual owes certain 
<lutit's t,> u wh•liP dns.~ of individunls from nll of whom he In 
turn ('XlX'l'tS n drflnit(" mnde or treatment. nul 89 Mr. Drown 
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admirably points out in the article quoted, there is no confusion 
as to the intensity of the obligation, which varies with proximity 
of kinship. Though two dozen paternal uncles and fathers' 
cousins may be addressed by the same term a• the father, it IS 

the real or putative father that preeminently supplies his 
wives and·children with such necessaries as ought to be furnished 
by the man in accordance with primitive custom. ySo we have 
seen that though a man's nth cousin may be called his brother, 
it is his own brother that inherits the widow through the 
levirate, and only in the absence of brothers does a. more remote 
kinsman function as a substitute. 

The only possible escape for adherents of the theory that the 
bilateral family is unknown to primitive man is to flee from the 
patent phenomena of the cruder contemporaneous societies to 
the obscurities of a remote past. The hypothesis that the family 
is everywhere a relatively late product of social evolution has 
a1 ready been touched upon from one point of view and will be 
reexamined later in another connection. For the present it 
suffices to establish the present universality of the bilateral 
family concept. 

But this does not necessarily involve the thesis that family 
life must therefore everywhere assume the same form it does 
among ourselves. Indeed the fundamental changes brought 
nbout within a century in our own family life through economic 
developmenU. and an altered conception of woman's statu.s 
would reduce any such supposition to nn absurdity. Usngeo 
like polygyny and polyandry are bound to affect the character 
of the family, as has already been indicated. Recalling some 
data presented in previous chapters and anticipating facts to be 
more fully treated below while postponing still others for later 
consideration, I will briefly indicate some of the factors that 
vitally affect primitive family life.i 

... 
t• . LOOSENESS OF THE FAMILY UNIT 

/ 

Even in the higher cultures the individual family is a con-
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splcuously unstuhlc unit. '\Vhen daughters marry and take 
up their ubode wilh their husbands or when sons establish 
independent households, the intimacy of the bond that united 
them with the pnrental family is almost Inevitably weakened it 
not wholly destroyed. Among primitive peoples who rarely il 
crer interpose religious scruples against divorce all sorts of 
disruptil•e forces must be reckoned wilh. Sheer bravado often 
lempted Crow men publicly to discard their wives on festive 
occnsions by way of exhibiting their strength of soul, and ap
parently it mattered little whether they had children or not, 
infunts naturally accompanying their mother. Again two rival 
military organizations of this tribe indulged in licensed wife
stealing nt the beginning of every spring, the sole qualification 
hclng that a man might abduct only women with whom he had 
onee been on terms of Intimacy. In such a case the husband 
wns without redress and any attempt to resort to force would 
permnncnlly injure his social prestige. 

Notwithstnndlng snrh usnges, it is important not to confound 
the actunl frequency of divorce with its theoretical possibility. 
EYrn nrnnng the Cn1w a chnste woman would be exempt under 
tho ncrrptcd restriction of kidnapping, while others would be 
linhlo to cnpt.u re only if married to a member of one of two 
•orieties and if 11. former mistress of a member of the other. 
·Tho puhlic 'throwinll' awny' of wives wns indee<l unlimited by 
surh rule~, y.Pt in prnctire n man would hPsitate a long while 
hf'fnrA divorcing n virtuous nnd industrious wife. Here, as 
elsewhere, prortical considerntions interfere very largely with 
the exrrrisr of an nhslrurt prcrogntive. A Kirgiz who has paid 
nn enormous prire fnr his wife very rarely exPels her, regardless 
nf 1\fnhnmmrdan snnrtitlO. Similarly, a_ Kni husband is un· 
willing 1o surrendrr his wife evt'n in cnses of Plopement. Ho 
hns bought hC'r eoronomic servh_~Ps nnd demnnds n. restitution of 
hrr person or the e!Juh·nlent. of her price; and unl<lSS her lover 
fnrnishf's the rf'qHislte property, the woman's kin rt"store her to 
hrr purchn•cr-hushnnd. Ewn where both sexes are equally 
ft't'<' to srpnrnte from the conjugal roof It does not follow lhnt 

F 
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divorce will be proportionately common. In the Amazons 
" country a \Vitoto woman is never Llamed for leaving her hus

band because such unnatural procedure can be due ouly to 
gross maltreatment since under the existing conditions a woman 
without male protection is sure to die. On the other hand, the 
reprobation meted out to a husband who rids himself of his 
wife without adequate cause acts as a deterrent on the other 
side. 

The presence or absence of children, though sometimes dis-
~'~regarded, usually exerts a profound influence on ihe stahility of 

marriage. Barrenness is very widely accepterl as an adequate 
reason for the repudiation of the wife. Con,·ersely, as with us. 
children tend to unite parents. This is very dearly exemplified 
by Eskimo conditions. Before the birth of children divorce is 
countenanced by Greenland society upon the slightest provoca· 
lion; Captain Holm encountered a woman barely turned 
twenty who h.ad just separated from her si:dh husband. But 
after children are born the conjugal relationship becomes more 
stable, and in long-continued unions there is 'loyal attachment 
and even deep n!!ection. The latter remark holds true for the 
Chukchi and according to my own observations for the Crow, 
though both of these tribes display a strong tendency to sewr 
the bonds of marriage for meager cause. 

Difficult ns it is to generalize, we shall not go far wrong in 
stating that while the primitive family is not nearly so loose 
a unit as the theoretical power.to divorce might suggest, it is 
nevertheless on the whole consider~bly looser than our own, 
though its instability diminishes m~rkedly after the first few 
ye~ns of matrimony.:~~ 

MATRILOCAL AND PATRILOCAL RESIDENCE 

Rules of residence exert an incalculable influence on the life 
''.of the family,! for physical propinquity affects not merely seJ<ual 

lnvP but all human sentiments. A -newly married couple may 
settle rermanently or temporarily, with the wife's or the hus. 
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band's family• or they may set up a household of their own. In 
order to gain a provisional picture of the conditions resulttng 
from the•e facturs, we may begin by comparing the family life of 
two tribes, the patrilocal ~a and the mo.trilocal ~ 
l ndiuns. 

Among the Hupa a man looked for a mate in some other settle
ment and regularly took his wife to his own village. Hence a 
mnn nnd his sons, wHh his and their wives. as well as the 
unmurried daughters, were united in one locality, while the 
daughters on marriage followed their husbands to another 
villo.gc. Thus, o. man was born, lived and died in the same 
phtce, while a woman spent the greater po.rt of her life away 
from her native village. This rule of residence inevitably 
established n unilateral grouping of kin: there was a local 
srgrogo.tion of Individuals related through their fathers. 
Nent1helrss this pntcrnul line, while objectively distinguished 
from other kinsf11lk through a cummon residence, was not 
sperlf\cally recognized as a distinct unit by the Hupu. Thus it 
might come to puss thut u mnn unable to pay the bride-price 
wns obliged to Bl'n'e in his father-in-law's village and the 
children of the marriage belonged to the wife's people. In such 
ra..os, then, the lapse of the usual patrilocal rule carried with 
it n quite diff..rent association of kindred from that normally 
pn>ducetl. This would of course huve been impossible hod the 
1Ju(m recogni•rd the local S<'gregation of patrilineal relatives ns 
unt mPrely rust.omnry but ns reflerting the nbstrnct prinC'iple 
lhnt in rockont"ng kinsh(p there should be a uniform stressing of 
I he pnt<>rrml side. 

A distinctive alignment of kin Is effected by the matrilocal rule 
of the Pueblo l'!dinns, combined ns it Is with female ownership 
of the house. The nucleus of the household consists of the 
mntrrnnl Ft"rnndmother, the mother and maternal Rnnts, th{" 
unmarried brothers of the mnthPr, and all the children of the 
ndult wom€\n. 'The hnshnnd of o. woman li\'PS in his wife's home 
hut without onfe tenure of re.slrlence rights: in rase of dh·o,.,e he 
must lenve and will return t., the house of his childhood, the 
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divorce wHI be proportionately common. In the Amazons 
country a \Vitoto woman is never blamed for leaving her hus
band because such unnatural procedure can be due only to 
gross maltreatment since under the existing conditions a ,.,;oman 
without male protection is sure to die. On the other hand, the 
reprobation meted out to a husband who rids himself of his 
wife without adequate cause acts as a deterrent on the other 
side. 

The presence or absence of children, though sometimes dis-
.'{regarded, usually exerts a profound influence on the stal•ility of 

marriage. Barrenness is very widely accepterl as an adequate 
reason for the repudiation of the wife. Conversely, as with us, 
children tend to unite parents. This is very clearly exemplified 
by Eskimo conditions. Before the birth. of children divorce is 
countenanced by Greenland society upon the slightest provoca
tion ; Captain Holm encountered a woman barely turned 
twenty who 1\ad just separated from her sixth husband. But 
after children are born the conjugal relationship becomes more 
stable, and in long-continued unions there is loyal attachment 
and even deep affection. The latter remark holds true for the 
Chukchi and according to my own observations for the Crow, 
though both of these tribes display a strong tendency to sever 
the bonds of marriage for meager cause. 

Difficult as it is to generalize, we shall not go far wrong in 
stating that while the primitive family is not nearly so loose 
a unit as the theoretical power to divorce might suggest, it is 
nevertheless on the whole considerably looser than our own, 
though its instability diminishes markedly after the first few 
years of matrimony.2 - -

MATRILOCAL AND PATRILOCAL RESIDENCE 

Rules of residence exert an incalculable influence on the life 
''·of the family,! for physical propinquity affects not merely sexual 

lnvp but all human sentiments. A newly married couple may 
'"ttle permanently or temporarily, with the wife's or the bus. 
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band'o family• or they may set up a household of their own, In 
order to gain a IJroviaiono.l picture of the conditions resulting 
!rom these factors, we ""'Y begin by comparing the family life of 
two tribes, the patrilocal Hupa und the matrilocal ~ 
Inllians. 

Among the Hupa a man looked for a mate in some other settle
ment nml regularly took his wife to his own village. lienee a 
mnn nud his suus, with his and their wives, as well as the 
UJJIIHJrricd daughters, were united in one locality, while the 
rtaughters <>n marriage followed their hu.sbands to ano~her 
villugc. Thus, n man wo..s born, lived and died in the same 
phtcc, while a woman spent the greawr part of her life away 
!rum her native village. This rule of residence inevitably 
r•lublished a uniluterul grouping uf kin: there was u. local 
segregation of indivitluals related through their fathers. 
Nevertheless this pnlcrnul line, while objectively distinguished 
from other kinsfolk through a common residence-, was not 
speclflcnlly recognized as a distinct unit by the Hupu. Thus it 
mi~ht come to puss that a mnn unable to pay the bride-prtce 
wns ohli~?ed to Sl'M'e in his father-in-law's village and the 
children nf the mnrriuge belonged to the wile's people. In such 
ru~<'s, thf'n, the lnp~e of the usual pntrilorul rule curried with 
it u quite difft•ront nssociutinn of kindred from that normally 
pnalurfld, This would of course have been impossihle had the 
Hupn. rerngnized the local segl'('gntion of pntrilinenl relati,•es as 
uot nwrflly cu!=ltomnry but ns refterting the nbstrnct prinriple 

. thnt in rerkoni'ng kinship there should be a uniform stressing of 
the pat.ernlll side. 

A distinctive nlir:nment of kin Is el!ected by the matrilocal rule 
of the Puehlo In,dinns, combined ns it Is with female ownership 
of the house. The nucleus of the household consitrls of the 
mntC'rnnl Rrnndmoth~r. the mother and muternnl aunts, th~ 

unmarried hrothers of the mothPr, and all the children of the 
nllnlt wonum. 'The hnshnnd of a wnnum liYes in his wife's home 
hnt withnut Mfe tenure of N'.sidfl'nce rights: in rase of divorce he 
must lenve nnd will l't'turn to the house of his ~hildhood, the 
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C'ne owned t·y his me-iller •-·r c·:r.te ~:,f tis ~~~i-rs.. TL.s t>::::::.g 5~, 
a man c--...:-m.iD.u€'5 tXt-ll ai&.er !La~.:..;e b re-~ard t..:...s :c:~_:_:r ~ 

ra.:t .. cr \.han his wife·s huu_~ &S Lis h:·LJ~. In. ;:t...:.S u~y ::_:: 

chi.dri:n c•f ar.:y family are l·rou;l.t .i~"'i"'-' C-c r..std..:.:ii. ~~-...:~.:;,: __ ....: 

wi:h l.t;.eir P.JJ.i.i:rnaluncl~s, ~h05t' no.rns is .;...,-)"· ir...L'- :y -G.-:-s...·r ".::·: .:i 

· l:·y .Miss Fr-eJ..rc-.l!arr&'l:l: - Tn.e"!- tilt ihtir J:·:a\.'~ a1 c=..=...:.s ~-"' :-;; 
as a mali.er (•f c.c:urs-e, inYil.e ~.!.511-t•J"S. i.::, -E:O.l... .tof2:..a.>.·r a.s t~·~.s 2.= 1 

masters of the h;)u_~; tbDugh tb.ey dCt net :_~ 12:.ey ~ r:·- 3~i-e-.:. 

c-c-ntrilmt.-a an_y1hlng lr< the m31l?!"ial ~:1rp.·:,rt c~ ,..::··..l!' t-~·~.sc==.:: i 

~ince they haoe t.oJ supp:y r:c·rn, n~t-....:.1 ar:::d w~·o::·d t~:· 1t.::.I ~i'•=-s· 
Lomes..- Tb~y ke-ep tbe~r t-c~d.s a.Ld :Entry uz::-:17r i3:~ ~a-I-t !'I:~ 

rc•c'f and giY-e a.dxi.c.o2- a Tid repr:·d 1.:1 tt~ir s.:s.ers· {"f..i:i!'t~. !r-- :::.! 

wh·:·m 1hf'y ha're a n.;bl t.t) ex3..t1 ':.~~e-d.2e:..ce. 

Thus we find ili..:.t tte rule- ·:-f ~d:-::~:L'e ffi4Y pr:--.O:.:.~e :a sr-:-~5-

. i:IJg (·f ('ne s.ide t,f 1be fa..rrj}y and in s.Jo f-.:ir fc-r.h U:1~r:~re v.-j~L2 

:he m.a:rernal u:wcle. li~lr::e: r..s tf' d.-·: ... ..:s n•_ !"!:':!.-L..:y ~n :a::::::~:
,-D1a;-e. canrJ•:>t !)·:lSS~by ir.t~:Jence 1b~ ifth.Jr:a:;j . ._::,n ·r! 'tl>~ ct~2=-~~

wbth will ine\i1.:ll,)y be mouJdcJ. r.y -pa1~.Ji::?::.} i.z..S.'..2~:.L'::5.. !::J 

~e Pue:blC~ bc-u5<fhd·i~ th::-·:.:ifb t't:e t.;.::.:er c··,~:.:.:::·:.:r~ 1·-:> Lr-=: a:1 

f-C'.Jr.r::-!llit unit v.-ii:h his niie- and bi'r ·=-f~r!.I.g. b..:s a:::::::-~~Y 

(lTer tht? children is. at lea-'1: s.haJ">.?'.j t-}- ~!:-a men t·::-1-~::.;-:r.g '1-·~ L-_::
hDt:s.e i!! whl-rh he himself li"\€.:5 O..S :1 Ti5i:.·:r. P.::o S:~ .. ~.::·.~s: •Cf 1_:_>-_~ 

~-use hi!IL~ is thus pr:•fc·-u!:d:y a:!-::·~-?--1. 0~'ri-:·-.:5:y a !:1-.:..::t 

c.o(".rupl£1'5. a d.:fffrent pr~si1~·:-n n!!do:?r _l.t:s -':''"~ r-,.-! 21~ r-:.;3.r~::: -~ 
c.n]y parental bu1 C-0ICj':~ s:.a1:~s-... -In a !!::?;:r:J:--c-sl i"·:::.:::.:"::-.:::.· 
be can.noi De ma.s:t~r c-f his ttl.f~·s _r,:.rs·n in an :.1:~::-::::~ s--:-:-.s.e :. 
in any dispute tl:.e h'!Js't.and .h-.:-s t·) l"'\?'("k·"~ v.---::3 t..:-r ki::J 3::·.1 ts: 

,liab1e to br ex-p.ellM. Fur.!J.er. !!:3.'Iri::---t'..11 r~::.:~::....-e r:-.:.~-_::_;_::y 

limlis p-:,)." ~.5 ny ftC€pt in ihe f-~·rm ·c,f thi' ~-~·r--:r.;.:i:~ 

H·:-Wf'{"f'r~ w~ mu~ nc-,i fr·rg~ tb.':.i r:::t3i~1:--'l""~ a.!'.d r-.::.:~: >:-.::.! 
nsiden..:.e- rtpf"i'5.->:nt merely the erlrt:m€'5- (fa s:.~~?-S ·:-f f.·_·~·.:::.:

ing c-.f'nditinns.. Th€' P,.Je:tl·::. 1..-:d:ar.s are i::J. :~.2' !·.::.:-?.~ x-:::se 
mairDxa.l: n-~t so perhaps a ma3::-·T::~-y -rf 1!:~ p::-·;:e '":~:...2::-- So"'\ 

cJa_c;_~d. \-ery r-vmmonJy v.e End t1"L:s.i a lr•.Js't· . .=::::d t.~;:=-~ !!:a~-?-:i 

EYe wt:h his paren1s-in-lau-~ fu.~fill.i~g i.o- all jD.\i''r::':.S sr:j Fir:;:·:-~ 
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rhe functions of a seJ"VW>I, but sets up an independent house
hold nt n later singe, say, alter the birth of children. This 
npplies to the Hidatsa, the Ovwnbo of South Africa the Khasi 
of Asswn. In such cases the influence of the maternal kinsfolk 
is of course less prouounced than in permanently matrilocal 
arruugements. Again, there DlUY be no tlefluite rule, the young 
couple Jiving at will either )Jy themselves or with the wile's 
parenb. 

In order to understuud the phenomena involved we must 
resolutely decline to rest content with such classificatory catch
words us 'mutrilocul ' nnd 'patrilocal ' nnd study the data 
Loth s!u!lsticnlly and with reference to correlated usages. For 
CXIUllple~wrthern Siberia both the Koryak ___ a_n-.d"'t~h~e·"Ynkaghir 
suitor serve fur the Urhle, but the former takes her to his own 
lumily, while the l:ttter resides with his parents-in-law. There 
thu~ scmns to be iu this respect n clear-cut, unbridgeable distinc
t inn between these tribes. Yet the d;;arcation 1S not nearly so 
definite as a bald statement of gross results would suggest. In 

, 11 out of 181 recorded 1\oryak marriages the son-tn-law settles 
in his fu.ther-in-lu w's house, viz., when there ure no sons in the 
bride's family und lwr lathor invites him to take the place of 

' uno. On the other hand, nmnng the Yukaghir it occasiunully 
h:tppens that twl) households exchange daughters o.nd retain 
their sons. Further, u bride's father who hn.s sons may waive 
his cluims on tl•e lwshund's residence if he is an only son. 
Finully, it Is cul'Jtomnry with the Yuknghir that the youngest 
son should stny with his parents. The Eskimo datn are equally 
illurninn.ting. lll're we encounter locnl differentiation: the 
GreenlnndC'rS ure pntrilocn.l, the tribes of Lnhrndor nnd Baffin 
Lnnd nt toast hegin with matrilocal marriage. Indeed, even 
among the Central E:.-khno difft>rences have bPen observed, some 
cmnmunlties following tho patrilocal, others the mlltrilocal rule. 
Siure the former practice on the whole predominates, we may 
rt)gnrd it as t.he more fundamental Eskimo custom. The question 
tiH'Il nri~PS whot cnnsed the dC'vintions. Here we mny fall back 
upon the general rt>ason that when a suitor Is unable to furnish 
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!ldequate compensation for L..is bride he naturally becomes her 
p1re.:1ts' sen·ant. \ ... ,!ore specifically. we learn fr~.)m Holm tba.t 1: 

when there are many suns in a family sometimes only the e.:!.der 
vnes bring their brides under the paternal l"''(Jf, while thfir 
yuunger brothers go to reside with their p:trC"nl~in-!:!\\. 

By substituting the whole range of otsen·ed data for the m . ..:.:S

Jeading catch\vords, we gain a better insight into the nature uf 
matrilocal and patrilocal residence, nay. we are able to picture 
the processes that might tren.sform the rele,·a.nt marri3.ge 
customs of a tribe. General impoverishment could at any time 
have made t.he patrilocal Hup3 matrilocal by standardizing 
:heir now anomalous makeshift. Contrariwise Professor Kroeber 
has shown that eYer:J. in the generally matrilocal comumn..i:ies 
oi the Pueblo are3 si,;nificant de' iations de,eleop. Incc.mpati
hility between s. man and his wife's hor:semates SL•metin::::-s 

leads Zufti spouses to snap their fingers at the traditiL•nal rulc:
and a wife will follow her husband to his mother·s home. This 
migration may produce strange consers-uences. fL•r siJJCI? the 
husband may not have :-illy sisters or only childle-ss ,-,nes and 
the dwelling is always owned by women a h11nse will thus 
come to pass from the possessil•n C•f one family in1·1 ihat nf 
anoiber. 

To sum up. The mode of residenc-e must in any indiYidu;"Jl 
. <'ase produce a profound influenc-e on family life J:.'.H'a1~s.e- the 
alil[:!l.IIlent of kin, the ~us of the spouses and the rel.:!.ll:::n• 
of the children to maternal and paiernal relati\·es will ,,.,. 

with the matrilocal and patrilocal n1le. But we must r€-!I1?:n'!:·er 
that it makes all the difference in the world whether tf:e rule :S 

followed throughout married iire or 0nly !or a lim:terl p2r:iod at 
its commence-ment; whether the rUle is nearly absolute or 
admits of modification; and what are" the motives that operate in 

anomalous cases and may under proper conditions rise to 

ascendency.3 

SEXt:' AL DIVISION OF LABOR 

It is a commonplace of modern sociology that increasing 
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eeu1w1uic iw.le!Jentleuce has transformed the status of woman 
and thereby the character of the family. Accordingly, it is 
nut surprisiug thut tlie sexual division of Jabor should color 
the family li!e uf simpler cultures. This division is very largely 
cunventiunul, I.e., in nu way connected with the physiological 1 
charucterislics of the sexes, us may often be proved by contrast-. 
Jug the regulations of different and even neighboring tribes. 
Thus, the Southern llantu rigorously exclude women from their 
herds, while the llottcntot women regularly milk the cows. 

Contrary to the widespread popular notion that primitive 
wurnun is invariably a drudge, we llnd on the whole a rather 
cquitullie assignment of tasks. Among hunting tribes the wite 
odds to the go me brought by her huslland wild ruots, berries and 
shell-fish. AI a higher level man remains a hunter, while woman 
Iukes the important step of not merely gathering but planting 
,IIJt.l hur\'(.'Sting Heeds. In techuicnl ethnologic parlance it is 
cuMtnumry tn U.istiuguiMh between agriculture or plough~ 

hmd.mtu.lry uud horticulture or tillage with more primitive 
hnpleme-nts. In Africa und ln most horticulturu.l American and 
<konuiun trihes, p;ardening with the hoe is womun·s distinctive, 
N~onomic ~mploymenti as Eduard Hahn was probably the first 
t·o 11nlut out. On the other hand, the domestication of such 
n nimuls as the ox wns muloubt.edly achie\·ed by rueon. Geueral1y 
"~IH'uh.illg, the rure of the herds hns remained in the hands of 
rw•n, wlln have sometimes jm.1.lnusly guarded thdr prerogatives. 
The 1\nntu tuhoo against wnmen's entering a Cflrral has been 
lllt~llti•IIH't.l, und the Tntla RO SL) fnr as nnt tn permit their wives 
In t'nnk f•1oU uf which milk is an ingredient. Jn connection with 
lhP donw~tit•ntion of the ox men also deYeloped the use of the 
pl••u~h in ngrit'nlturc-, thus diminishing th<' relative impurtnnrc 
ot ,, .• ~man's rnntrilmtiou to the larder. 

In ndtlition to ernnomic activities we must ronsider industrial 
Ol'Cnpntlons. Here there is, as already suggested, a gre-'lt deal 
nf vu.riation r\'t~n within the snrne general re.fl'ion. For example, 
with most of the Nnrth Am(\rirnn nboriqines the drrs.~ing of, 
~Klns Is rel~kn1H"tl n. distinrtlvC'Iy fl~minine task, but in the 
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Southwest this work is dune by the rneiL In northern Arizona 
the Hopi men do all the spinning and weaving, while these tasks 

,. are invariably performed by women among the neighboring 
Navaho. \\-ith respect to primitive ceramics we are i11debttd to 
Dr. Laufer for a generalization comparable to Hahn's: wherever 

1 earthenware is manufactured by hand, it is produced by the 
women, while the wheel~turned pottery is made by the men. 

The position of woman in society forms so important a problem 
that a special chapter will be devoted to it. In the present 
connection it suffices to note that each people has its traditional 
conceptions of masculine and feminine employment and that 
differences in this regard cannot fail to affect the course of the 
family life. A polygynous Thonga becomes a parasite supported 
Ly his gardener~ wives; a Kirgiz wife performs the household 
tasks, while the husband not merely tends the herds but also 
supplies firewood, tills the soil, and manufactures all household 
vessels; the Toda woman has hardly any duties besides pound
ing and sifting grain, cleaning the hut and decorating clothing. 
It is not a question of woman~s theoretical status. for that is 
doubtless lowest among the Mohammedanized Kirzig, and prob
~bly lower among the Toda than with the Thonga; it is simply 
:l question of what labors are conYentionally allotted to each 
sex. Dr. Laufer has forcibly poii;>ted out how at a higher level 
of civilisation "the forms of Chinese family life and the psychical 
relations of the members" are radicaJly different from our own 
because woman never superintends nor e''en approaches· the 
kitchen, which is always far remo,:ed from the center of the 
house and thus never serves as a. family rallying-point.• 

SEGREGATION OF 1.."!\'").IARRIED 

Among the customs often giving to primith·e family life a 
very peculiar cast as compared ,,.·ith ours is the segregation or 
unmarried young men and women frnm the ~:emainder of the 
community, frequently at adolescence, sometimes even at an 
earlier period. Thus, among the Dravidians of southern India 
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the youths no longer sleep with their parents but in a separate 
club house, nnd the girls in a dormitory of their own, superin
tended by a matron. Every Kariera camp is divided into the 
married people's and the bachelors' camp, the latter including 
widowers, the former single women and widows. The Masai 
usage has already been described by which the bachelor braves 
reside in a special kraal with the inunature young girls, while 
oil married men have settlements of their own. 

These customs introduce us to the principle of dividing a 
community on the basis of age, with or without a further recog~ 
nition of a sexual recognition. The relevant problems of distri
bution und interpretation will receive· detailed discussion. 
Suffice it lor the present to call attention to the inevitable rending 
asunder or ut least serious weakening of the family ties where 
the adolescent children ure 8eparated from their parents by these 
fixed institutions.• 

SEXUAL SEGREGATION 

Still more drastic in its e!!ects on the family as a social unit 
is the separation of husband and wife either by the segregation 
of men in a club house of their own or by exclusion of the women 
rrom thoso forms of public activity which especially engross the 
utteution nf the men. This. too, is a subject for nmpler treat~ 
ment further on. but one or two characteristic illustrations 
JJHJst be citell here by way of anticipation. 
· Among the 1-Iupn. the women lived in the family house, where 
their husbands cnme to eat meals before nnd after their daily 
tu.sks. In the evening the men retired to the sweathouse, which 
St'I"Ved not only as a Turkish bath ond club but as a dormitory 
us well. Th.is, however, does not compare with the isolation of 
the wnmrn in pnrts of Meluneosin, sudr as the Banks Islands, 
where the men and indeed the adolescent boys not merely sleep 
but eot npurt f"'m the women, membership into the men's club 
being enrly pul'('hused to shorten the ignominy nf having to 
fet•d with the women. Finuliy may be mentioned the well-nigh 
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universal Australian custom of barring women from attendance 
at those sacred rites about which most of masculine thought 
revolves in its more serious moments. 6 

ADOPTION 

The very constitution uf the family may be altered by the 
legal fiction through which parents rear as their own the 
children of another couple. In many cases the children are 
related to their foster parents, but, this is by no means pre· 
requisite. A common motive for adoption is lack of issue. Thus, 
a Chukchi couple without offspring will adopt the child, prefer· 
~bly the son, of a relative, and the boy then becomes the 
principal heir. The sentimental relationship comes to 
approach very closely that based on the natural tie. With the 
Crow Indians it is common for men and women to adopt a 
•ibling's child, and if anything there was exaf!gerated demon. 
stration of affection as if to compensate for the subconscious 
feeling that after all the tie was factitious. Rut probably no
where is adoption so prevalent as in Murray . Island of the 
Eastern· Torres Straits group, where children for no manifest 
reason are adopted even before birth and brought up entirely 
as members of the a .. doptive parel}t, often remaining in ignorance 
of their real parentage till adult life or even till death.' 

SUMMARY 

Although the character nf the primiti\·e family is appreciably 
altered by the usages sketched above, these modifications do 
not invade the bilateral principle .. A man may spend the major 
part of his working and sleeping hqurs away from his wife, but 
for all that he is linked to her by the common interest in the 
children of the household, really or putatively his own, and by 
their economic and industrial partnership; and similar con· 
side rations apply to the other conditions mentioned. which often 
strangely affect the dynamics of family life from a Caucasian 
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pniut of view. ln short, the bHateral family is none the less 
nn absulutely universal unit of human society. 
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CHAPTER V 

KINSHIP USAGES 

I N PROVING the bilateral character of the family, I have 
called attenti~n to the oocial relations that obtain between 

an individual and the relatives on both his father's and his 
mother's side. As a matter of fact, primitive law usually goes 
much further and establishes definite functions for every re
lationship not only by blood but by marriage as well. .In our 
society no fixed conduct is prescribed towards a maternal 
uncle or a sister's son or the husband of a father's sister. In 
primitive communities, on the other hand, a specific mode of 
behaviour may be rigidly determined for each and every possible 

'form of relationship. From the point of view of any individual 
this means that his tribesmen are classified int11 certain cate
gories, each one of which implieS. an altogethet' special 'set of 

, social rules to be observed by him. He is bound to render 
services to an individual of one class; with a member of another 
he may jest and take liberties; with persons of a third category 
he must have nothing to do except through intermediaries; and 
so forth. Proximity of relationship may or may not count; 
usually, as Mr. Brown has explained for the Kariera, a savage 
owes the same type of conduct to a more remote as to a closer 
kinsman addressed by the same relationship term, but the 
intensity of the obligation is greater for the nearer relation~ 
ship, As this author further remarks, a native may be at a 
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coinplete loss how tu treat a stranger who falls outside of the 
cstuh!ished rubrics. What most frequently happens is that by a 
legal fiction, or it may be by marriage with a member of the 
conununity, the new arrival comes to occupy a definite status. 
Thus, in a Plains Indian myth a young boy finds a strange girl 
whom he adopts as his sister; automatically she becomes the 
"ister of his brothers, who accordingly are prohibited from 
marrying her. In real lite these Implications are consistently 

. rarricd out, so that the stranger would be a daughter to her 
ntlopters' parents, a sister-in.lu.w to their wives, and so forth. 
In short, she would be classified for the entire family circle and 
her social relations would be regulated thereby. 

It Is largely the character of these kinship usages thl\1 
""differentiates family life among different tribes and divides its 

operations in primitive society from those of our own i and they 
ore so numerous and diversified that a special chnpter must be 
devoted to the mutter. They involve both duties to reluth•es and 
rluims on their help and property; both strict prohibitions as 
to intercourse and sanctions of extravagant fonns of intercourse. 
The systematic study of the subject, which owes much to the 
energy of Dr. Rivers, is still in its Infancy; yet something of 
value moy already be extracted from the vast array of detail. 

MOTHER"S AND FATHER'S KtN 

Ccrtn.in peculiar relations with the mater11al and paternal 
kin must profoundly affect soda.l intercourse. For example, 
where a mother's younger sister is likell' to become the father·s' 
SPrond wife through the sorurat(', the initial attitude of the 
rhildren towards her is bnund tn be influenced by the circum
!l=tnnrrs, and \'ire \'ersa. Correspondingly, the le,·irate creates 
•1 hond between n futher's brother nnd his hrother's son to 
which tht're cnn be nothing analogous in civilizf'd society. There 
nre functions cnnnPrted with other maternal and paternal r·e-

lntiv~s ~qunlly fur-reaching in their efT eel<!. . , 
Ethnologists describe under the bending of .tJt"unnJlafc the tf ,; -
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customs regulating in an altogether special way the relations 
of a .nephew to his maternal uncle. These relations often have 
humorous features to which attention will be paid later. In 
their more serious aspect they involve nn unusual authority 
on the uncle's part and the inheritance of property not by the 
•on but by the sister's son. Some examples have already been 
furnished; the Kai suitor must obtain the consent of the girl's 
maternal uncle, and in the inheritance of Thonga widows it 
has been seen that a nephew may acquire the wife of his 
mother's brother. Phenomena of this sort are common. Among 
the Winnebago of Wisconsin, Dr. Radin informs us, the nephew 
acts as-a--sen~ ant to his mother's brother and formerly accom
panied him to battle as a sort of squire. On the other hand, 
he was permitted to take liberties expressly forbidden with 
his paternal uncle, e.g., he might appropriate his uncle's be. 
longings. Among the Omaha the maten1al uncle had full ---control of OfP!uw.ed. children and even during the parents' life. 
time showed a parents's zeal in defending them or avenging an 
injury to which they were subjected. In the Hopi household the --mother's :brother instructs the children in their ceremonial 
duties and in the traditional lore. On the coast of British 
Columbia the nephew goes to live with his maternal uncle, 
works for him, marries his daughter and beromes his legal heir. 
From Oceania similar ,customs are reported. The Torres 
Straits Islander obeyed his mother's brother more readily th.an 
his father, and it was his mother's eldest brother that guarded 
him at his initiation into the status of manhood. Here, as 
among the \\"innebago, a man might take anything belonging to 
his maternal uncle. This latter feature is carried to excessive 
lengths by the Fijians. In Africa the avunculate is also fairly 
common. Among the Makonde of East Africa the maternal 
uncle must consent to his niece~s marriage and receives part of 
the bride-price, while it is the sist<>r's son that is entitled to a 
man's legacy. In Upper Guinea the AnJ!Io-Ewe grant I<> a 
maternal uncle greater authority over the children than to their 
father. The nephew, being a man's heir-apparent, must work 
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for him and accompany his uncle on his travels. Among the 
probably lialllltic Nandi of Eo.st Africa the mother"s brother must 
consent Lctore a boy is circumcised; he is entitled to a cow when 
his nephew has made o. successful raid; and nothing seems 
more t.errihle than to incur his wrath. 

Thnt some of these resemblances cnn hardly be due to mere 
chance, iH obvious; but the avunculate is so closely bound up 
with certain other phenomena. of primiti\'e life not yet described 
!ha.t a diMeusshm uf its meaning must be postponed. \\'hat we 
nre here interested in is the unexpected shifting of whnt we 
t.'tH1~ide1· paternal authority on avuncular .shoulders and the 
equally remarkable tendency to make a nephew his maternnl 
uucle's compllnion und heir. That family life must in large 
meiLfHJre nHsumc n difforent uspect under such conditions, re

quires no proof. 
There uro u~ugc-s rqulllly dflflnitc connected with the paternul 

kin. To Dr. lli\'ers we ure indebted for data on the extra
ordiunry impnrtunre assumed in Oceunian communities by the 
fnthrr"s si•lcr. In the Bunks Islands n man not only treats 
hia mntt!rnnl uuut with great respett, greater than that accorded 
hiR mother, but it is she who nrrnnges his marria~e and may 
<teflnillvcly veto n projected match. A father's sister mny take her 
nrphrw"s prnpcrty so fur ns he has derived it from her brother, 
nnd he may appropriate any of hrr Pl)ssessi(lns. Her power to 
fnrbld ur crrect marrlfiJ{C Is common in Melanr~o;;ia and even 
('Xfrnds t1l Pulynrsinn Tonf{n. where this relative is viewed with 
t:.rrat<'r \'f'Hf'rution than fathl'r and paternal unrll". Concerning 
~his kin~wnmnn among the Thonga. of South 1\frica we hear 
llttlo, hut she Is !rented with greut respect, while among the 
Totti\ ::~ho bflstows o. nnme nn a newborn girl. In Hopiland thts 
funrtf,,n is rt"gulnr}y 1\Sf'lllllf'd (nr n11 rhildreon by the paternol 
f:'rnnthnoth€\r. The f.rnw haYtl o vnrieoty of u~fi~Ps as...~cinted 

with thP. fnth~r·s P.ihling~ Rntl hi:-1 mnrE' rt'moteo kind~d nr e-ven 
!'tn1n~:f.\rs fl~urin~ 1\!11 his brnthE'1'8 and si~tent. All these a,-e 
\'ii'Wf"tl with n'~pt"rf; n pe!"!lnn will not wnlk in f1•ont of thPm. 
rt'~tlrdlt'R..q of Uwir og(' nr St'X. Th('y ore pretiminent1y thtl 
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individuals to receive gifts when the nephew has captured booty 
from the enemy, and in turn the father's brother will chant 
his nephew's praises throughout the camp. Names of honor 
are derived from a paternal kinsman, and nicknames too 
are based on his rather than one's own deeds. In addition to 
the foregoing the related Hi<Jatsa have the rule that a person's 
funeral must be conducted by the paternal kindred. 

Vitally as these rules respecting one's attitude toward blood 
kin affect social relations, they are eclipsed by equally signifi· 
cant and more spectacular regulations of behaviour towards 
the relatives by marriage, notably those connected with a 
person's parents-in-law.• 

PARENT-IN-LAW TABOOS 

Among a great many primitive peoples the husband, and more 
rarely the wife, assumes an altogether peculiar social relation
ship with regard to the parents-in-law. There is either complete 
rupture of all direct intercourse with one or both of them, or 
intercourse is hedged about with restrictions that may or may 
not be relaxed either with prolonged matrimony or through the 
performance of a special act. A ~ri}'S of concrete statements 
will make the matter clear. 

A Yukag_h_ir daughter-in-law must not look into the face of her 
father-in-law or husband's elder brother, nor must a son-in-la\Y 
look into his father-in-law's qr m"other-in-law's fare. In "giving 
orders to the son-in-law, who it must be recollected lives with 
his wife's family, the father-in-law speaks impersonally or by 
hints. A daughter-in-law ;,ust not uncover her body before her 
husband's father and vice versa; and a similar rule holds for 
the wife and her husband's elder brother. Other Siberian 
tribes possess almost identical customs. No maiTied \Ostyak 
woman may appear before her father-in-law, nor the bridegroom. 
before his mother-in-law until he has children; at a chance 
meeting the face is muffled~ and a woman must continue to cover 
it throughout her lifetime. Before the full payment of the 
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~ride-price the bridegroom visiting his sweetheart must turn 
his back or cover his race ii he accidentally meets her lather. 
Ti•e Uuryu.t wile never addresses either parent-in-law by name, 
her lace must never be uncovered in the presence of her bus· 
!Jund's lather or elder kinsman, she must not remove her dress 
iu uu~ir pre.~:~ence, nor steep in the same tent or cross their path 
or ride in the same wagon. They, on the other hand, must not 
tlrcHS or undress in her presence or utter obscene language 
bcfure her and must signal their approach so as to pernut a 
df!corous adjustment of her dress. The Kalmuk ohserve similar 
restrictions, as do the Altaian Turks and the Kirgiz. The 
Kirgiz woman dues uot look into the face of her husband's 
ruther or elder kinsman and must never utter their names even 
if these contuin designations of common ohjects. There is an 4 

uuecuute ur a Kirgiz woman who was prohibited !rom employ
iug the usual words for lamb, wolf, water and rushes because 
they formed part or the names of her relatives by marriage. 
,\C("ordingly, in telling her husband of a wolf carrymg ofl a 
lamb througil the rushes on the other side or the water, she W~Uo 
1•hlig-ed to paraphrase: "Look yonder, the howling one is carry· 
i11g the bleating one's young through the rustling ones on the 
other side of the glislening one!" 

Tlln.t a group uf tribe-s occupying adjacent territories in 
Situ•rla und with intimate cultural relations should share this 
Sf•t of taboos~ is ut once intelligible through diffusion. But • . . 
wl1<~t shall we say when similar usages turn up in distant 
l'··~·lon'! Tht•re no Ycddn mny so much ns approach, let alonE', 
(!Hich his wife's mother. If he meets her in the jungle, he moves· 
asitle urr the track. lie will not enter a rock-shelter occupied 
hy her ulnne nor take food fnnn her except through a third 
purty nor Sll<'ak ttl her ~a,•e in the presence of others. Quite 
~irniltlr tuhoos ohtnin between n man and his son's wife. 
Furlht'rmnre, nll th<"se restricted relatives avoid each other's 
nnnH•'"-, u~iug kinship terms Instead. 

But this·pnrliculnr type of ovoidanre extPnrls its S~\·ay -~v!r r_ 
\he fuur (.'(lrners of the gltlb~. In the Banks Islands, ~lelanesin.., 

G 
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the .sun-in-la,\' wust nvt utter the name of either parent-in-law 
11ur the daugtner-i11-1aw tn.at of her hus.La..nd·s father; ina~t:U, 

any word eutt:riu.~ tucLr names is tH.scarded Irum tne vocabu1ary 

tv be supp1ewc11t~u by ma.ke::;~t_~-~~p!'_esswns. furtuer, a rm.u.1. 

will not jest witn his wile·s father, or address him familiarly, 

vr t.a.ke anytn.illg Irum abo\'C his head. As for the mot.her-in
law, he will nut e\,.en enter a house if she is near the door, and 
1i he meets her in the bush he will turn uti the path and ma.b.e 

a c}eto}II tu a\·oid her. She, on the vther hand, must nut pass a 
tree he has climbed. nor drink water from any bamboo he has 

carried, and il she requires his assistance she must ask lor it 
through her daughter. Transgression ol these rules is expiated 

by money payments. Similar regulations apply tu t-he relation
ship between a woman and her father-in-law. 

Passing to other parts ol Oceania, we find that the Bukaua of 
liuon Gulf, .Xew Guinea, do nut permit parents-in-law and 
sons-in-law to touch each other or utter each other's names. 
The lather-in-law must cover his lace il he eats before his son

in-law; should the latter see his mouth open. the lather-in-law 
ieels ashamed and runs into the wood.!>· ll the older desires to 
gh·e the younger man a present of betel lime, he may not place 
it in his hand but deposits it on a lea!. In the Western Torres 
Straits a person of either sex neYer mentions the name of the 
parents-in-law ; a man holds no conversation with them except 
through his wile or in cases of absolute necessity, when. he 
will speak Yery little and in a low voice; a woman does not give 
food directly to her lather-in-law but only through her mother
in-law. 

Probably throughout Australia parallel restrictions occur. 

:\!other-in-law and son·in-law must avoid each other and in 
s0me localities she is not even supposed to hear his name spoken. 
Accidental contact between the two may lead to divorce ot the 
young couple; infraction of the taboo might lead to the man's 

.. b'lnishment and in some tribes even the d~ath penalty is 
inflicted. Among the Kariera a hut or brush is interposed 
between them as a precaution against a man's looking at the 
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wife's mother, but the taboo breaks down with the lapse of 
years. Here und pr-ol.mlJly m Australia. generally a woman need 
Jwt shun her father-in-lu. w. 

Nu less striking are the parallels lrom Alrica. A Zulu covers 
his luce with his shield if be accidentally comes -upon his 
molher·hl'luw, throws away the mouthful he is eating it she 
chances to puss by. and must ne;,ver pronounce her name. With 
the pus::~iug ot time, however, the severity of these rules is con
•ideru!Jiy mitiguted. Similur customs are cited by Frazer !or 
v11rious li~l}tu tribes and ulso fur the Musai. Among the \Vest 
A!ricuns they do nut seem to flourisil,-thougb a Matse·Ewe 
regulutlon pruhil.liis parents-in-law from eating in the son-in
law'~:~ house und vice versa, an infringement being reckoned 
disgruce!ul and regurded us preventing the birth of children. \ 

American exumples abound. A Crow must not speak to his 
wife"s parents and vice versa. The father-in·law taboo Is less 
exucling, but the molher·in·luw rule is still rigidly observed. 
A man muy speuk tu his wi!e"s mother only through 'his wile 
und he must not pronounce her name nor any word forming 
p;u-t u! it. The Iutter tuboo Involves the use of circumlocution, 
u.s among the Assiuilwin, where a knife may have to be referred 
to us " something sharp " und o. horse as " the animal we ride." 
The !ather·in.luw·s name muy be pronounced but to do so Is not 
considered polite. It was possible in former years to remove 
the tuhoo by the !ormul presentation of a substantial gilt to 
the purents-in-law i among the Hida.tsa and Mandan by bring
ing thrm an enemy's srnlp. Further, a Crow mother-in-law 
may remove ull restrictinns nfter her daughtE'r's death by 
uddn•ssing lwr son-in-law as her sun. There is no correspond
ing tulx,o between a woman and her father-in-law among the 
Crow und Hidutsa, but it occurs among the Dakota, Assinibain,, 
1\iowa, Arapuhn, ond Omuhn in conjunction with the taboo 
bt•twt~£>n sun- and mother-in-law. 

Contrury to what might be supposed, wherever we obtain 
datu us to the subjective aspect of avoidance, there is no sug
p•stinn or hnstility between the tabooed relatives, the stress 
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being entirely on the mutual respect shown. An Hidatsa 
int~rpreter had married a woman from the Arikara tribe, which 
dues not observe these customs. Accordingly his Hidatsa 
friends once saw his mother-in-law speaking to him and ex
claimed in horror. " \Vhat's the matter \\'ith your mother~in-la w, 
Joe? She does not seem to have any respect for you at all ! '' 

From the extremely wide range of parent-in-law avoidance, 
the absolute universality of these rules might be conjectured 011 

the ground that where unrecorded the customs have merely 
eluded notice. It is true that a mere absence of statement even 
in otherwise excellent accounts cannot be taken as decisive on 
this subject. However, in North Amerka the distribution of 
the taboo has been systematically in,,.estigated of late years, 
and it appears conclusively that a considerable ·number of 
tribes completely lack the custom. Among these are the Nootka, 
the Arikara, Zufi.i, Hopi, various Plateau Shoshoneans, and a 
number of Californian j)eoples. On the other hand, avoidance 
flourishes among the Plains Indians and occurs tn the Soulh· 
ea~t, among the Southwestern nomads, a number of Californian 
tribP.S, and in northern British Columbia. 

The first problem that presents itself for solution is one of 
c!istribution. How do customs so similar happen to be so widely 
spread? That we are to some extent dealing with diffusion 
C'!lnnot be questioned for a moment. The Siberian data, e.g., 
display so far-reaching a resemblaf!Ce in detail that a single 
source of origin is the only possible assumption. Again, when 
we find that of all the Shoshonean peoples of the Plateau area 
only those in contact with tl)e .Northern Plain tribes practise 
the taboo, the inference is sound that they have borrowed it 
from their neighbors. But how shalt" we interpret the similarity 
of the name taboo of the Kirgiz of Central Asia nnd the Assini· 
boin of Montana, with consequent use of paraphrase for word• 
of everyday speech? To my mind, this case is instructive in 
proving that resemblance may develop independently. For while 
the taboo Itself is marvelously similar, it obtains between 
different Individuals. With the Kirgiz it is the daughter-in-
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law that must pamphrase words in her father·in·la.w·s name, 
nmong the Asslniboin it is the son-in-law who must not utter 
the father-in-law·s name. Dut so far as the po•sibiiity of 
borrowing goes, this makes all the difference in the world. 
For by whut mechanism can usages of this type be supposed to 
lm disReminuted? They surely are not imposed by· a conquering 
d>ief on o. vanquished tribe in the way in which U1e Chinese 
woro mude to wear pigtails. Further, they are of far too 
intimate and recondite a character to be understood by a random 
visitor; such a one might note that certain of his hosts shun one 
another without the faintest notion of their relationship; hence 
witJwut tho possibility of transmitting such a custom to his own 
people. Certainly, it he observed a woman cutting a male 
relative by marriage, he would not be stimulated thereby to 
concoct o.n Jrmovation for his own people by which a mnu should 
avoid his mother-in-law or father-in-law, or transfer the name 
tnhoo to n. quito new relationship. The custom cannot be so 
much ns comprelumded without intimate contact; and if it is 
not set down as merely a barbarian idiosyncrasy, it will be 
ndnpt~d ns it is found. Most commonly, I have no doubt, its 
propu.~atlon must have been tho reeult of intertribal marriage: 
brou!(hl up with the notion that the wife•• mother or, for a 
womnn, the daughter's son, must be tabooed nnd that contrary 
(~oncluct is ridiculous if not nutrngeous, o. foreigner may by his 
personal influenre come to affert tribnl custom. Imitation of his 
r•n.mrle will thus establish the taboo where it hnd not been ; 
found hrfc>re but it could not pst.abiish whnt I<> the concrete 
mind of primitive mnn is an utterly distinct practice. Hence I 
unhrsltntinJtl~· rejt'ct, quito npurt from ~en~rnphicnl considern· 
!inns nnd others hnsrd on the probable n>Paning of the Siberian 
'''""" (p. 9R), lh• hypothesis thnt the Kh·giz nnd the Plain• 
Indiun tnboos are historirnlly connected. 

The rn~ is somewhat difttlrent when we rompare, say, the 
Africnn and Anstrnlinn, or l\l~lanPSian and American data. for 
hrn> the n>irs relate to the oame individuals nnd nre really 
rrmnrknbiy similnr. As to cerln in striking details, however, we 
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must remember that if there is stringent avoidance it is bound 
to take certain forms: e.g., a man then must make a detour if 

he chances upon his mother-in-law. Similarly, if the Banks 
Islander and the Crow must not use words entering the parent
in-law's name, pa_raphrase is an inevitable consequence. The 
specific coincidences are thus not nearly so cogent as they might 
at first appear to be. In other words, the question is whether 
(he bare fact of avoidance between individuals in the same re
lationship is necessarily an indication of a single source of 
.Jri:;in. The reply will partly depend on the interpretation of 
the custom, for if it is derived from conditions that may plausibly 
be regarded as existing in many localities the. assumption of 
independent origin will be greatly strengthened. Waiving this 
point for the present, I hold that both the probable mechanism 
of the borrowing process for this trait nnd its ascertained 

-absence in c~rtain regions, negative the probability of diffusion 
over disconnected continents. Transmission of the usage has 
been seen to involve an unusual intimacy of contact such as 
cannot be readily assumed, even if some contact be admitted, 
between Oceania and Africa or between Melanesia and 
.,merica.. It is surely not very probable that a custom which 
failed to traverse California or to pass from the Hidatsa to the 
neighboring Arikara and from the Omaha to the neighboring 
Pawnee should have leaped across oceans. 1\ly conclusion;·· 
then, is that diffusion has played its part in the history of. the 

'parent-in-law taboo but that indepe~dent development m~st be 
assumed for distinct geographical areas. 

Turning next to the prob)e'!' of interpretation, we find a 
theory advanced by Frazer which with all its deficiencies cannot 
be readily ruled out of court entirely. Frazer rightly points 
out that rules of avoidance are not restricted to parents-in-law 
but aJ.qo may apply to such blood kindred as brothers and 
sist'lrs. All relevant reg·ulations, he argoe•, must be put under 
a !lingle head and must be explained as " prer!l.utions des.ilrn~d ' 

~to remove the tempt:'l.tion to sexual intercourse between person~ 
whose ma.rriaie union is for any reason repngnant to the moral 
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scu8e of the community." The explanation, he recognizes, 
!11nffers frorn a serious, though in his opinion not fatal, difficulty, 
to wit, the taLoos restricting the social relations of individuals 
P( the su.me Pex. These, according to his contention, are due to 
a se.coudnry extension of rules that once appHed only to relatives.
uf oppo::~itc sex. It is impossible to do justice to Frazer's argu· 
ment without anticipating what must be said nbout various 
other kinship usages. One remark, however, may be orrered 
at this point. Granting that taboos restrain individuals whose 
union would be incestuous, It does not follow that their purpose 
is tu prevent sexual intercourse between these individuals. It 
Is pos•Jihle to admit the empirical correlation but to reject the 
... nmml interpretation given. To this topic we must revert later. 

An explnnution of pnrent·in-law taboos similar in trend but 
with psychn-nnnlytit motivation has been gien by Dr. Sigmund 
Frt•ud, whose views merit consideration not only on their own 
Jh'Cnunt but ns typical of any psychological interpretation of 
sncial fuel•. Freud applies to the data of mother-in-law 
nvoidunce the concept of l nrnbivnlence,' thnt i!!l, he conceives -4o 

th,...m r~3 bn.'icd on n blending of-;cr;ction anct animosity. Some 
of the hostile motives in tho Cnl'le. h~ argue&, are manifest~ the 
woman's rc1urtnnrc to flUrrender her daughter, the suspicions 
directed ngalnst the stranger, her desire to maintain the 
dnminnnt poRition created in her own household; the man's 
rl"~nlute ll\'E'rsinn from subjection to an alien wll1, his jealousy 
11f nll who precC'dt1d him In his wife's affe-ctions, his resistance 
81(alnst having his sexuru llluslons disturbed by the personality 
nf n Wtlmnn who rernlls his wife by many common traits yet 
1nrk~ the rhnrm nf ytlUth and beauty. To thPse elements Freud 
ndtls ln.tPnt fnrtors of spC'ciHrnlly psyrho.nnnlytic nature. The 
RJrmg mnt.ht'r·in-lnw is prematurely rut short in her own psycho
"""'"! life nnd Is able to snti•fy her emotit•nal needs only by 
hlentiflcntl<>n with her children's p•yche. But ldontiflcatlnn 
wllh hor dauf'hter may rendtly lend to love for the man her 
tlnu~hter ltWP51, nnd In the ~su1ting conflict of sentiments the 
hn•tlle, Mdl•tle component of pn.ssion Is directed toward the 
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son-in-law so as to suppress with greater certainty the tabooed 
incastuous emotion. On the other hand, the son-in-law Is 
stirred by similar impulses. He has conquered, so psycho· 
analytic theory will have it, the infantile passion for his mother 
and substituted an unrelated woman conceived in her image. 
\\"ith the appearance of his mother-in-law there is a tendency to 
relapse into the jm·enile state, which shocks his incest feelings 
since these demand that the incestuous source of his bride-
choice remain barred from consciousness. Inasmuch as the 
mother-in-law's personality~ unlike the mother's, has not been 
known from the earliest stages, so that her image has not beea 
!or years slumbering unaltered in the suhconsciriusn~ss, it is 
relatively easy to conquer temptation, which nevertheless re
mains a reality. i The motive for the avoidance rule is accord
ingly the prevention of. incestuous intercourse. 

The first stricture that must be directed against Freud"s ex- · 
planation relates to a simple matter of fact. He paints the 
subjective state of mother-in-law and son-in-law with the lurid 
colors that tinge our modern family life but are wh_<>l!l_l,ae!<ing 
in the savnge relationship. To repeat what has already been 
said: whenever we gain a glimpse of what the connections by 
marriage really feel, there is never a trace of hostility: respect 
is inYariably the dominant note in the mutual sentiments, which 
are thus of a totally different character from the ones that so 
persistently figure in our comic weeklies. 

The data concerning other taboos. have of l!ourse 1he s.rtme 
bearfng on Freud's as on Frazer's views. But Freud's psycho
logical motivation suffers from a fatal defect shared with all 
psychological interpretations ·of cultural data. The facts of 
psychology to which Freud appeals 'pogsess avowedly universal 
validity, they must accordingly act· with equal force in the 
most diverse, in all communities, except so far ns there may 
be racial differences. But the parent-in-law taboo is found to 
have a most capricious distribution. In North America the 
Navaho avoid the mother-in-law, while the neig-hboring Hopi 

view the custom merely as a Navaho peculiarity. The Lemhi 
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-f'lloshoui regard a man as insane ir h£; speaks to his wife s 
,j~U~~r; among the Comanche, who are not merely of the 
same stock but even speuk practically the same language, I had 
ttreut ditnculty in mukiug my informants so much as grasp the 
notion of the taboo. Shall we assume that the infantile senti
ments of the Hopi male diverge so widely from those of the 
Nnvuho? That the emotional reactions of Hopi and Navaho 
mothers-in-la.w will regularly be quite distinct in character? 
Indeed, in order to adapt the theory to the facts we must assume 
one type of psychology for the Banks Islanders, Australians, 
Zulu, Nuvuho. and Lemhi Shoshoni and a different psychology 
for the llopl, Comanche, and Arikara. vBut to conceive this 
HN511.Wlption iA to re<..lnre it to nn absurdity. The psycho-al).nlytic 
theory ralls to the ground been use it is n psycholo-gical- theory, 
nnd hecnuse we are not dealing with simple psychological facts 
hut with psychological facts sociully determined. The reason why 
n Nuvnho mother-in-luw avnids her son-in-law is nnt because shA 
lndividuully feels this way _or that way about her son-in-law but. 
hr.rn.use sh(' is n mf'mber of a snciety which taboos intercourse 
hrtwcrn certain relatives by marriage. Any conflict that might 
conceivably nrlse in her situation would be a conflict not be
tween nne sC'1 of feelings and another set of feelings for her 
dnu~htrr's hushnnd hut hetween snme personnl reaction and "the 
.entlment of blind obedience to an accepted social norm. The 
qnl'..qtion is why snrinl norms dif'fPr, und that cnn be answered 
solely by correlating the snrlnl diiYerenres with other differences 
!if ll ~orinl ordPr. 

In thi~ rP~pl:'<"t Tylnr's int.Prpre-1ation accord~ much b~tt.er 

with mrulrrn S<"i('nfifi<" rrquirements, for he derives parent-in .. 
lnw nvoidnnre frnm the rule of residence, i.e., one sociological 
fNlhlrf" frnm nnnthrr. In mntrilocnl mnrringe, he explains, the 
hu~hnnd is rPgnrdNl ns nn intntder nnd is simply not rerogniz~d, 
rorre•pnnding l!'t'ntment hring mrted out to the wife in pntrilo· 
('nl romnmnitit"s. while both kinds of tnboo occur in the intt-r
ml'dinte ronditinn of 1Pmpnrnrv mntriloC'nl rt"c:iriPnrt". On 
~tntistiC'n) prh1dplC'~ hr ~h<lWS !hn.t tht' mntriloral f('Sil'll"n<"r nnd 
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mother-in-law avoidance actually are combined more frequently 
than they would be if mutually independent, thus establishing 
a c~-~~1 connection between the two phenomena. 

Tylor's attempt to introduce rigorous methods into anthropo· 
logical inquiries must ever rank as an heroic pioneer a.;hieve· 
ment of the very first order but his statistical results cannot be 
accepted unscrutinized. Unfortunately the data on which his 
conclusions are based have never been published, and it is 
therefore impossible to check them satisfactorily. It is clear, 
however, from his statements that Tylor takes for 
statistical units the several tribes for which relevant 
facts are reported. But this is hardly a defensible method. For 
example, there may be a dozen cases of the daughter-in-law 
taboo among Siberian tribes. If in each one of them there has 
heen an independent association · of patrilocal residence and 
evoidance, then the case for a causal nexus is tremendously 
strengthened. But we cannot take such independence for 
granted. It is entirely p<issible that the avoidance rule was a 
feature already characteristic of certain ancestral Siberian 
tribes, that in other words it originated but a single time so far 
as each stock is concerned and has merely persisted in the 
several branches into which the ancestral tribe has broken up. 
In addition, it is more than probable that this applies strictly 
to only one stock from which the tribes of other stocks have 
merely borrowed the usage in its entire setting. But this alters' 
the logic of the case completely. ·.Let us assume, for the "sake of 
simplicity, that we have a single contradictory case elsewhere 
to pit against the dozen Siberian cases; let us take some 
American tribe, like the patrilocal Blackfoot, who lack the· 
Siberian rule and practise the ·taboo proper to a matrilocal 
people on Taylor's scheme. If·the Siberian cases represented 
twelve instances of the taboo arising independently from ante
cedent patrilocal residence, we should admit at once that they 
completely outweighed the negative testimony of the Blackfoot 
data. But if there has been historical connection, the twelve 
Siberian units are reduced to a single one for our purposes and 
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we hove one case of connection hannonizing with Tylor·s 
theory and one case contravening it; In other words, the theory 
then remain~ unproved. 

This Is merely to show that Tylor's results, while based on 
mntltematiwl principles, may nevertheless be Jacking In validity 
L•ecau~e of erroneous premises, viz., a faulty choice of units. 
Indeed, if we take larger units, the correlation is hardly favor
a hie to the hypnthe•is In an unojualifled form. Silieria, to be 
au re, hus both patrilocal residence and the taboo between 
doughter-ln-law nnrl luther-in-law; but neither the Australiau 
nor the South African data harmonize with the theory, In both 
nr<'as the wife goes to her husband's people yet not only is the 
Sih(•rin.n prohibition lacking, but the reverse rule holds, viz., 
the son-In-law taboo, which ex hypothesi should develop only 
In a rnntrilocal community. Further, It is rather remarkable 
thut ourh diatinetly matrilocal tribes as the Zulli and Hopi lack 
the •upposerlly et•rreluted avoidance rule, while peoples only tem
pnmrily matrilnclll like the Hidatsa rigorously observed It as 
lihl the patrilocal Dlnckfoot, who are deflnitely known to lack 
tho daughter-In-law taboo, which on Tylor's theory should 
tltnari~h among them. 

There is still another oversight In Tylor's interpretation. He 
oxplnlno why b•1th n! the parents-in-law and the son-in-law 
wnuhl avoid Mrh nther among matriloenl, and why both of the 
pnrrnt•-in-law nnd dnughter-ln-law should avoid each other In 
pntrilnrnl trihe•. Rut In mnny of the recorded instances the 
tnbuu I• restricted to Individuals of opposite se:r. In some 
An•trullnn trlhos there is no ohstoelo rnlsed between the inter
('nur:o;e nf father-in-law and son-in-law, nor in Siberia between 
mnthrr-ln-lnw and daughter-in-law; ond on the whole these 
ra•r• are too frequent to bs Ignored. 

Novrrtheh'.-. when nil deductions are made, I still belien 
thnt Tylnr's thMry cnntnins a vnlunble element. Residence if 
not, rlonrly ennu~h. the oole emrient e3use of the parent-in-Jaw 
tabm>s hnt it mny well he one of the determinants or ad "-" B • 

rause In the •wsenee of deterrent factors. A finer analysis than 
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any yet attempted may to that extent qualify the negative con
clusion reached above. Here a mere suggestion must suffice. 
The ·patrilocal Siberian tribes enumerated were shown to enjoin 
avoidance of the husband's father or male kinsman older than 
the husband's, But the Yukaghir who are matrilocal not only 
share the taboo of the patrilocal Siberians, a fad qnite intel
ligible as the effect of diffusion, but also differ practically from 
all the rest in adding the son-in-law taboo. It is difficult to 
evade the inference that there is a connection between the unique 

·mode of residence and the unique taboo. 
In view of Frazer's reasonable suggestion that parent-in-law 

avoidance represents but one species of a wider genus. its 
interpretation is best deferrd until we shall have surveyed pro
hibitions affecting other relationships.' 

OTHER TABOOS 

Since it is impossible to deal with all the recorded kinship 
taboos, we had better limit our attention to a few thoroughly 
studied tribes and the restrictions on social intercourse imposed 
in each case. The consequences of these rules for the everyday 
family life will be readily imagined. 

Probably no people has gone further in this respect than the 
Yukaghir. In addition to the son-in-law and dau;;hter-in-laV.: 
prohibitions as met elsewhere we find rulrs barring speech be
tween the elder brother or male cousin and the younger brother's . 
or cousin's wife; between the elder brother (cousin) and the wile 
ol the younger brother's (cousin's) son; between the elder 
brother and the wife of ·hi's younger sister's son; between the· 
elder brother and the younger· sist;,r's htisband. But blood
kindred are likewise subject ta restrictions: brothers should 
not converse unrestrainedly with one another. nor brothers with 
sisters, nor sisters with one another, nnd this rule e~tends to 
cousins. Persons in any one of these relationships must not 
uncover their bodies in one another's presence, not even if of the 
same sex, and they must refrain from discussing anything re· 
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luling lo cohubilaliun. They must nu~ address one another 
<lireclly nur luuk at une another, must neither call one another 
!Jy name nur !Jy a kinship term. 

In the Anuaman Islands I du nut lind the parent-in-Jaw ~abou 
t'ccurdcu bu~ Jts vlace is taken by a similar rule. Until midule 
ugc a man evinces great shyness in the presence of his younger 
brother's wife, iwvcr commuuicatlng with her except through 
.. 111 iutomteUiary. There is no such prohibition of social inter· 
course with U10 elder bruiher's wife. 

The Melanesians prescribe circumspectness of behu.viour for 
u number of vurylug relutlunships. There is a fairly widespread 
prohibition of iutercourse between brother nnd sister. In 
Leper's lslund they never see "ach other after the girl's puberty 
tutll••ing, lur she leaves the house to take up her ab6de wlth a 
matcmul uncle. II they meet subsequently, the girl gets out 
of tho wuy nnd buth avoiu louklng at each other. They never 
spouk of euch other or utter each other's names. If the man 
wiHIH~ to Hl!O llis twpllews, his married sister will leave the 
lumHe before htl enters. Anciently the Fijians observed 
uuulogous rt~gulutillllH: brother und Risler might not speak to 
E'uch llther or play nnc.l eut together, and communication was 
thruugh nn intermediury; neither pronounced the other's per
t..onul 111une. In New lreluud, where cross-cousins of opposite 
l"t'X nr~ rlas~ed with ~iiJiings, tho same re-stridions apply to 
them. In the Bunks Islands the sibling taboo is weakened into 
u rnlt' ugninst nmtuul jt'sting, but n host of other regulations are 
repnrted. Foll1er und son muRt nnt eat together. A mnn must 
nut tnke something hanging ubove his maternal unrle's head but 
must wait until his uncle is guno. The father's sister is not 
nnly trt~uted with diStiu~tuished respect ns previously explained, 
but her nume is not nttorod nor will she prono~nce that of her 
t>rt>hew. A hnsbnnd mny cull his wife by nnme but it Is con
sid<•red hi1<hly disrespcrttnl on her part to address hlm corre
spondingly (sE'o p. 103). Brothers-in-law refrain from uttering 
NJ.ch other's names. and so do slsters·in-law; jesting between two 
lndl\·ldnnlo ln thls rolntlonahlp ls conaldered objectionable. 
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To take a final example from America. The Crow include In 
the son-in-law taboo, as commonly happens among primitive 
tribes, not only the mother-in·law's and father-in·law·s sisters 
and brothers respectively, but also the wife's grandmothers; 
and the husband's own brothers are subject to the husband's 
taboos. That is to say, there is a tendency to extend the restric· 
lion to individuals addressed by the wife as if they were her 
parents, and to individuals occupying the husband's status. 
Further, a man is obliged to shun his wife's brother's wile, and 
vice versa. The relations of brothers-in-law are peculiar. They 
are bn terms of the greatest friendship and may indulge in 
sood-tvrmored raillery, but anything savoring of obscenity with 
a personal application is out of the question between them, and 
if a man transgresses the rule his brother-in-law may strike 
him. A man may not speak obscenely in his brother-in-la w·s 
presence even if he is conversing with other individuals. Brother 
and sister are not indeed prohibited completely from conversa
tion, but after puberty they no longer speak freely to each 
other nor are they supposed to be together alone. A man enter
ing a tent and finding only his sister indoors will depart forth
with. A Crow interpreter once twitted me with the indecency 
of the Caucasians who dare reproach the Indians with looseness 
of morals while themselves so shameless as to speak freely with 
their own sisters. Finally, husband and wife generally avoid 
calling each other by name except after years of marriag~.' 

PRIVILEGED F AMIUA.RITY 

Representing the opposite pole of social intercourse are the 
series of customs that permit and .all but prescribe various forms 
of often but not always reciprocal familiarity, such as chaffing or 
hillingsgate between individuals sian ding in a specific ~ion
shlp. .Tnese usages, like others connected with kinship, did not 
attract systematic inquiry until recent years, and there is little 
doubt that a far greater amount of information remains to ba 
garnered. At present most of our data come from Melanesia 
and North America. 
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TlJe avuuculu.te, despite its more serious aspect, demands 
cuutJilleratiou from th.is ungle also. 1 In Fiji the sister's son nut 
merely treuts his uncle's property as il it were his father's, 
but rcckleBBly and wantonly kills his pigs and destroys his 
pluntutions fur the fun of it. On the other hand, when he seizes 
•tufl at u.n exchu.nge between his uncle's tribe and another 
gruup, he gets u drubbing from his uncle's sons; they are ut 
liberty to bent him but may not recover the .property. Among 
the 1\'iunebugo lmliu.ns, tou, It will be recalled, the nephew may 
upprupriutc the belongings of his maternal uncle. Viith the 
Thuugu the •Isler's sun tnkes his uncle's food and among the 
Jluttcntut the uncle may seize his nephew's property if damaged, 
while the nephew freely indemnifies himself with his uncle's 
uuiujured possessions. 

One of the best-authenticated instances of privileged 
lamiliurity is that between brother-in-law and sister-in-law 
among the lllackloot and Crow Indians. There is no limit to 
the obscenity ol language that may be bandied back and forth 
by the.':ie connections. As to behaviour, I have myself seen u. 

rnidtlle.ugetl Crow -:_omping with his wife's sister in a manner 
thut would strike us as transcending all limits ol decency, yet 
Loth were quite unconcerned at the presence of the man's wife 
nnd ud.ult son. 

Of a distinct churucter is the joking-relationship of the Crow 
uud llidaum. The ppople Involved are not necessarily kindred 
ot ull but merely children of fathers belonging to the same 
tribal subdivision (see p, 110). Within this group license runs 
riot: uny mcmlwr muy ploy tricks on any other and tmjoy 
rnmpll'te immunity. Hut the relutionship has a more serious 
ftmct iuu. A man's jukers are nlso his moral r~nsors. If he 
hnotn nny way trunogressrd the tribal code of ethics or etiquette, 
n jokt'r will suddonly confront him on a public occasion and 
twit him with It nloud so that he feels like sinking into the 
gruund with shome. Yet he has no redress but to await a chance 
fnr rt."qnital. 

Pril'ih'gt'd liconse Is t'l'ported from Melanesia lor a diiTerent 
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relationship. In Fiji one cross·cousin may impudently appro· 
priate another's possessions just as a nephew does a maternal 
uncle's; the despoiled cousin may chide his robber but must 
not attenipt to retrieve his property, for that would be a sign 
<'f low breeding. Even if of opposite sex cross-cousins may take 
liberties with each other, and formerly sexual intercourse be
tween them was condoned. Abusive language among cross
cousins is sanctioned as proper and is accordingly not resented. 
In the Banks Islands there are localities where brother-in-law 
and sister-in-law indulged in horseplay, though not to the extent 
noted for the Plains Indians, definite sexual references being 
avoided. A Banks Islander, however, may heap almost any 
indignity on his father's sister's husband, threatening him and 
mocking him continually.• 

TABOO AND LICENSE 

The examples of taboos and of license cited from various parts 
of the world abundantly justify Frazer's contention that it is 
unwarrantable to discuss parent-in-law restrictions apart from 
all others. Evidently these prohibitions represent but one special 
type of a broader class of usages regulating, the social behaviour 
of relatives by blood and marriage. That all of the taboos or 
all of the cases of privilege should have a common psycho
logical basis, is a highly improbable assumption on the face of 
it. It is clear without argument that the Crow custom per
mitting familiarity with the sister:in-law differs fundamentally 
from the phenomenon of the jol1ing-relationship with its blending 
of serious and comic elements. Hence it is desirable to re
nounce once and for all a theory that shall embrace all the 
data cited. The regulations in a particnlar locality should 
rather be viewed in conjuncti-on ·With the whole culture, and 
whatever interpretations appear from such an inquiry may then 
be compared with corresponding results from other region~. 

Since our data are still so inadequate, definitive explanation5; 
can hardly be expected at present; nevertheless some inference~ 
may be stated with considerable assurance. 
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In seeking u guiding principle for the l!'aze of detail we had 
!Jest begin with a simple case, one where we are not obliged to 
contend with a multiplicity of regulations possibly based on a 
variety or motives but where the taboos are few and can readily 
be correlated with sume coexisting usage. Such an instance is 
furuished by the Andamun Islands. From there a single taboo 
is reported, that against social relations between a man and 
his younger brother's wife; and we are expressly informed that 
there is no 1·cstriction on Intercourse between a man and his 
elder brother's wife. This rule, 'then, is directly connected 
with the coexisting forms of marriage known as the junior 
levirate. For this people, at least, we may enunciate the 
principle that social and sexual Testrtctiona go hand in hand, a 
conclusion adopted in more general form by Dr. Goldenweiser 
on the basis o! Sternberg's unpublished Gilyak data and by 
Dr. Rivers as a result o! his Oceanian researches. I would 
supplement this statement with another, viz., that licenaed 
familiarity generally obtain• between pote11tial malu. 

Let us now test these propositions by the evidence !rom 
several distinct regions. The Crow restrict intimacy between 
siblings, whose union is o! course out o! the question; and they 
permit excessive liberties between a man and his brother's wife, 
whom he may inherit by the levirate, and also between a man 
and his wife's sister, whom he could until recently luke for an 
additional wife through the sororate. In Melanesia a similiar 
correlation, positive and negative, has been noted : siblings of 
opposite sex shun each other, brother-in-law and sister-in-law 
are on terms o! familiarity. From South Africa there comes 
corroboratory testimony· not yet cited. A Thonga womi\Jl is free 
iu her reiati<JnS with her husband's younger brother, whom she 
muy some dny wed, but distant reserve characterizes her inter~ 
ronrse with the husband's elder brother, who ran never marry 
her. This Is simply the Anda.man Island ruse repeated. But 
n wife mny n.lso be inherited by th~ ~i~ter's ~nn, and we vPrily 
find that this nephew may take nil snrts .,r lihert ies with his 
mnt~rnal uncle's wife even during hrr hushand's lifPtimc. 
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Finally, a Thonga man shuns his wife's elder sisters, who are 
not among his possible mates, and treats with the utmost free
dom her younger sisters, who may become subsidiary wives. 

To these examples I will now add the Siberian parent-in-law 
taboos. The peculiarity of this set of restrictions lies in the 
inclusion of the husband's elder brother together with the 
husband's father: a woman must shun or reverence both in the 
same fashion. Further, there is (except among the Yukaghir) 
complete absence of the taboo between mother-in-law and son
in-law and \o"irtual absence of any restriction on relations 
between daughter-in-law and mother-in-law. These facts are 
at once intelligible if we conceive the • parent-in-law' taboo as 
essentially a brother-in-law tsboo based on the junior levirate, 
which many Siberian tribes share with the Andaman Islanders. 
The extension of the prohibition to the father-in-law is readily 
explained from another Siberian trait, the emphasis on sheer 
seniority in the classification of kin, to the point of disregarding 
a difference in generation. Thus, the Votyak have a single 
word for any male kinsman older than the speaker, and the 
Yukaghir denote by one term the husband's father and the 
husband's elder brother. On my hypothesis it is clear why the 
Siberians, with the single exception noted, lack the taboos so 
frequently found elsewhere. For the mother-in·law is not con
cerned in the daughter-in-law's inheritance by her husband's 
kinsmen ; nor does the levirate affect the relative status of son-
in-law and father-in-law. 

The Siberian example is interesting from another angle. lt 
illustrates the possibility of c_onv~rgent evolution. The causal 
sequence in Siberia is: jtinior levirate, hence taboo between 
sister-in-law and husband's elder brother; indentification of 
husband's father with husband's elder brother, hence extension 
of avoidance to the former. From the Assiniboin the daughter
in-law and father-in-law avoidance has also been reported, but 
since this people neither practise the junior levirate nor identify 
husband's elder brother and husband's father, the history of 
their taboo must be different from that of, say, the Kirgiz taboo. 
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ll•us,''tne same result may be arrived at through varying stages 
uf development. 

To return to the main proposition. The cases quoted yield 
uiii!Jle evidence fur the reu.Hty of the correlation staWd above, 
\·iz., between social and sexual taboos, aud between social 
Hceul:)e u.nd the puSHilJility of sex relations. Hut the existence 
of tui.Juos between members of the su.me sex indicates that this 

principle by no meu.us explains all the phenomena with which 
we ure Lloaliug. It is permissible to argue that a rule has been 
extended from one relu.tive to another when, as in the Siberian 
cu~e, there is specific evidence to support the assumption. We 
cannot, however, content ourselves with Fro.zer·s labor-saving 
assumption that every taboo between members of the same sex 
hus grown out of a taboo affecting persons of opposite sex, an 
hypothesis rightly repudiated by Dr. Parsons. Such wholesale 
iuterpretutlons will be eschewed by the sane historian in favor 
of an intensive study of all the taboos of a particular tribe in 
their normul cultural setting. 

At this stage a point temporarily dismissed before again raises 
Its head. II there ir an empirical correlation between social and 
sexual taboos, why not follow Frazer's psychological Interpre
tation of the correlation so far as it holds? Why not assume 
lhut sociul relations are tabooed in order to prevent sexual 
intercourse between the restricted individuals? My answer is 
thnt incestuous relations are amply prevented by other !actors 
of a far more basic nature than the taboos In question. II the 
h«rror of incest between brother and sister is Instinctive, as I 
assume with Hobhouse, then no social restriction Is required to 
enforce an innate aversion. But even if that hypothesis be 
ropudiut.od, there are fundumental social lnws that preclude 
iurt•st. In Australia we find matrimonial laws of which the 
trunsgrPssion wus punished with death even where nothing 
wo regnrd as incestuous wns Involved: a man might mate only 
with a member of a specified class, say, his mother's brother's 
daughter. Aguin, in many parts of 1\lelanesia, the tribe is 
divided into exngnmous units, all siblings belonging to the same 
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unit. Under such conditions a man and his sister cannot 
possibly be mates. 

I must confess that in the cases mainly discussed hitherto, 
" viz., those affected by the junior levirate and sororate, the 
psychological interpretation seems simple. Convention has 
dichotomized biologically desirable mates into those who are 

• and those who are not sociologically possible. "Hence there 
naturally follows a difference of attitude, which in the one 
case may degenerate into license, in the other assume the 
grotesque prudery of avoidance. That is, with certain relations 
once definitely established as incestuous, I believe that taboos 
are no longer required to enforce continence but that they are 
the spontaneous outgrowths of the artificially extended incest 
horror. Anything that even remotely suggests sexual relations 
produces a feeling of revulsion and this frame of mind leads to 
complete severance of interc·ourse. 

But I am not at all convinced that the parent-in-law taboos are 
always or even frequently to be considered in the same category 
with the taboos affecting members of the opposite sex and the 
same generation. For example, the Crow restrict intercourse not 
only between mother-in-law al'ld son-in-law but also between 
father-in-law and son-in-law and between two brothers-in-law. 
It is certainly remarkable that a people far from averse to 
grossness in their mythology and everyday conversation should 
exhibit such delicacy in the C<>nduct imposed on a man. in the 
r.ompany of his wife's brother. This trait has also been observed 
nmong the Blackfoot and Arapaho and may turn out to be of 
far more common occure~ce than might be imagined from our 
meager records. So far as· this region of North America is 
concerned, then, we may ultimately find that the basic senti
ment is one of respectfuf reserve to be maintained towards 
members of the wife's family regardless of age ; but that a 
difference in both generation and sex has naturally intensified 
the feeling in the case of mother-in-law avoidance. 

The necessity of viewing all the taboos of a region jointly is 
especially manifest with regard to name tuboos. Considering 
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the superstitions clinging to names in Sa\'age communities, 
where they are usually supplo nted by kinship terms in daily· 
Intercourse, the existence of such prohibitions in connection with 
kinHhip presents no great puzzle, but it is essential to note whose 
nume Is tabooed. Among the Toda a man never utters either 
pnrcnt-ln·law's name but neither does he pronounce that of 
either grandparent, and only reluctantly does be mention his 
wire's. Honro this taboo cannot be regarded as a specifically 
purcnl·in-law taboo, nnd it certainly cannot be connected with 
•oxual restriction•. This interpretation applies equally to the 
Crow, among whom spouses norntally avoid uttering each other's 
names. Among a Melnneoi~n people the husband is permitted 
to call his wife by nnme, but not vice versa; Dr. Rivers' infor
mant plausibly explained this us a sign of femnle inferiority. 
Tho avoidance of the name of a particular relative is thus liable 
to comtllete misintcrpreintion if we connect it merely with a 
corresponding taboo on the other side of the globe instead of 
rorrelaUng it with corresponding retilrictions on the use of 
numes of other relntives in the snme society. It is only frum 
this thoroughgoing invesligntlon of particular regions and 
Auhs~qucnt compnrlson of different orens, not from random 
running nf parallels, thnt we cnn expect light <>n the meaning 
of avoidance rules. 

This Intensive type of inquiry, If anything, will also !llumin
nte the absonre of taboos thnt might rea•onably he expected. 
\\'hy, e.g., do the Knriorn lnck a taboo between son.in-law and 
fnther-!n.Jnw? I do not profess I<> know but the dirertion in 
whirh nn PXplnnntion mny he sou!(ht Is worth indicating. It 
is possibly to be found In the fact thnt a man's father-in-law 
is nonnnlly his mulerm\1 unrle nnd thut the Knriera. conception 
of the avunculnr bnnd procludes n\·oidnnce. This explanation 
W<mld of cour.o be limited to tho 1\ar!ern ~nd such tribes as 
shnro their notions of kinshjp. At all events, it. is clear that if 
we desire to !(et at the bottom of taboos we must get to the 
lwlltnm of the culture of the tribes observing them; and since ' 
they moy have borrowed their tnboos the culture of the entire 
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area must be subjected to careful examination. There is no 
royal road to the comprehension of cultural phenomena.s 

• 

TEKNONYMY 

\\nen an Ewe child is born, the parents are henceforth no 
longer addressed by their own names but are designated as the 
infant's father and mother, e.g., "Father (Mother) of Komia." V" ; 
This practice of naming the parent (or other relative) from a 
child was first conceptualized and interPreted by Tylor, who 
coined a Greek derivative, teknonym.y, to label this curious 
phenomenon. Applying the statistical method noticed above, 
he inferred that teknonymy was causally connected with the 
institution of matrilocal residence and also with the son-in-law 
taboo. The son-in-law, he reasoned, is at first cut as a stranger 
by his wife's. family but subsequently gains status in the house
hold as the father of the child horn there, whereupon he is 
addressed, as it were, in terms of the child. 

Tylor knew of some thirty peoples who named the parent 
from the child, though he cites only three,-the Bechuana of 
South Africa, the Khasi of Assam, artd the Cr.ee of western - -·· Canada. It has since become clear that teknonymy is far more 
widely disseminated over the earth. Thus Frazer's compilation 
proves its occurrence in Australia and New Guinea, in Malaysia, 
China and northern Siberia, among various Bantu tribes of 
Africa, in northern British ColuffiJ>ia, in Guatemala, and Pata
gonia. Even so his list is remarkable for omissions that can 
be supplied from available literature. For examp1e, in the 
Andamans, among the pea.Sant Sinhalese and the Henebedda • 
Vedda, the custom has attracted ·notice, and among the Gold of 
the Amur a woman always calls- her husbaud u Father of So
and-so." Teknonymy has been found in Fiji and other sections 
of Melanesia and in various parts of America. Among the 
Zui\i and Hopi its vogue is unparalleled. A Hopi woman 
addresses her mother.in.]aw ns u Grandmother of So-and-so" 
and her father-in-law correspondingly; a man will use cor-
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responding uppellations for his parents-in-Jaw. My interpreter 
never spoke of his wife except as "So-and-so's mother," men
tioning the name of any one of her children; she, in turn, 
referred to him teknonymously. Sometimes a mun having no 
children is called " Uncle of So-and-so." 

In tho light nf our present knowledge Tyler's interpretation 
uppeurs untenable. For one thing it fails to take into uccount 
thltt the mother, 118 wen as the father, is often referred to in 
tenus of her children. As for the supposed correlation with 
matrilocal residence, the Austro.lfans, the Melanesians, and the 
Gold, to cite <Jnly a few instances, are patrilocal. On the other 
hand, among the matrilocal Zufii and Hopi it is impossible to 
conceive teknonymy as supplanting the son-in-law taboo, 
t,ccause no such taboo exists and also because various relatives 
beside the lnther are named from the child. Thus neither of 
the two 11Ssumed correlations holds. 

Can a more reasonable hypothesis be advanced? We shall 
n~nin do well to renounce n. generic theory and to attach our
Rrlvrs to tho correlates ol teknonymy In its particular manifesta-, 
tiuns. It is first ol nil essential to know who refers to whom 
teknnnymously. Among tho Gold it is the wife who must so 
nddress her husband, wi1ile he may can her by name; prior to 
the birth of her first child, the woman has no way ol designat
ing her husbnnd at all. Correlated with this phenomenon we 
find thnt a brother mny call his sister by name, while she lacks 
the corrc•ponding privilege, and that among the Gold the female 

. •ox is hold in \'Cry low esteem. It follows that in this tribe 
ll'knonymy is n result of the wile's inferior status; it is a 
natural solution of the difficulty thnt a woman may refer to 
her husband neither by name nor by a term of relationship. 
Obviously an entirely different explanation must be sought in 
tho rn..•e of the Hop!. There the abundant use of teknonymy Is 
r•per!ally evident in the rase of relatives by affinity; and it is 
hnrdiy nn nrcident thnt the Hop! vocabulary reveals a surpris
ing paur!ty of words for precisely these relatives. Here, then, 
lt'knonymy mny ha\·e developed from the necessity of referring 
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to individuals for whom other designations were lacking and 
may have been secondarily transferred to some additional cases. 
In short, teknonymy again furnishes a case of convergent evolu-

1 !ion, and its multiple sources must he looked for in specific 
conditions. Still an<Jther interpretation will be offered in con
nection with a phenomenon to be described below .• 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE SIB 

BESIDES the. omnipresent family group we frequently find 
In primitive societies a type of unit that resembles the 

family In being based on kinship but otherwise differs funda
mentully from it. Following Professor Philbrick, I will 
cull this unit by the good old Anglo-Saxon term sib, for the 
hopelt•ss confusion of nomenclature in this department of our 
snhjcct impernt.ively calls for o. new word and the one chosen 
Is rccnmmcmlcd alike by its alluring brevity and phonetic 
~llg~cstivencss. 

The sib (' clan ' of British anthropologists) is most briefly 
doflned us a unilateral kinship gronp. The family is bilateral: 
t .. l sny thnt un individual belongs to a certain family implies 
that he rccoguizes .-elationship with a certain mn.n as his 
father and a certain woman as his mother. 'fhe sib traces kin
<hlp through eitllrr parent to tho total neglect of the other. 
H a trihe is organized intn mnther-sihs (' rlans' of most American 
nnthrnpoh•ghils), Pvery child rPgardlt>ss ·of sex is considered a 
mombor of its mother's sib nnd takes the maternal sib name If 
thflro is one. If the tribe is orgnnized into father-sibs ('gentes' 
of most American anthropolog-ists) every child follows· ihe 
fntht>r's sib nnd takes tho luther's sib name. The other parent, 
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tor sib purposes counts for nought, just as in European countries 
outside of Spain the mother is neglected as regards the trans
mission~;;fth--e-ramily name. (If all men and women inheriting 
the name Smith were united by their common patronymic into 
a definite social group set apart from all Browns and J oneses, 
we should be justified in saying that they formed a sib.' If we 
deny to them that designation it is because in our society there 
is no bond whatsoever connecting even all those Smiths who are 
related by blood ; in inheritance a closely related Brown takes 
precedence of a more remote Smith. But for purposes of illustra
tion we may assume a Smith sib founded on actual blood re
lationship. Such a sib would include the ancestral Smith with 
all his sons and unmarried daughters, his sons' sons and un
married daughters and so on ad infinitum. In order to convert 
this unit into a typical primitive sib only one change is required, 
viz., making affiliation (except for cases of adoption) wholly 
dependent on birth and unaffected by marriage. The father-sib 

, thus embraces a male ancestor, his children male and female, 
and the children of his male descendants through males. Cor
respondingly, the mother-sib includes a. female ancestor with 

• her children and the children of her female descendants through 
females. 

From the foregoing there ·develops at once a significant 
-distinctioJ:Lbetween family and sib: the former is a. loose, the 
'l;ite;:-; fixed unit. Divorce and migration rend the family· 

asunder; -nut the sib bond is permanent. This trait is well 
exemplified by the Hupa phenomena described in a previous 
chapter. It was shown that through patrilocal residence the 
children grow up in the paternal village, which the daughters · 
leave only on marriage. Until ·that time, then, a number of 
brothers with their chidren would form the core of a patrilineal 
sib, held together by a common residence. But owing to local 
exogamy the very rule that cements the union of the group leads 
to its partial dissolution when the girls marry. The married 
woman, whatever her sentiments, is no longer a member of the 
same social unit when she has settled in her hushand's locality. 
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On the other hand, in the anomalous case of a man's serving 
lor his bride the children are counted as belonging to her 
1 ill age, contrary to the normal course of events. B11t if the 
Jlupa were <Jrganized Into father-sibs, neither the married 
woman nor the children of men serving for their brides would 
lose affiliation with their father's '!lib, the facts of residence being 
then irrelevant. Any individual would automatically take the 
patronymic on birth, preserve It till death, and if a male, trans
mit it to his children. 

As a corollary it follows that the sib, while eliminating halt 
of the blood-kin, is far mJI.[Ll~:._ than the family with • 
re•pect to the relatives who are recognized. With us a third 
or fourth cousin hardly ever functions as a member of the 
family nt all ; but by the fixity of the sib bond even the most 
remote kinsman is still known as a member of the same unit, 
which is most commonly designated by a name borne by all 
members, thus leaving no doubt as to sib affiliation. The 
feeling of community thus established is reflected in the 
terminology of kinship: sib-mates of the same generation usually 
cull one another siblings, and from this, given the primitive 
nttitude townrds names, it is but a step to the feeling that 
marriage between sib-mates would be incestuous. Hence we 
llnd as one of the most common traits of the sib the law of 

1 exogamy. The intensity of the sentiment tho.t marriage should 
be outside the sib varies considerably. In Australia it was so 
pronounced that a man or woman guilty of transgressing the 
n1le would hnve been promptly put to death; and a stranger 
would not marry into the similarly named sib of a tribe hundreds 

1 
of miles away even though actual blood connection was out of 
the question. In North America, on the whole, the native ...,_ 
nrtions were of a murh mild~r rost. The Crow would mork 
ofTonrlers, comparing them to dogs, but they took no steps In 
the direction of punishment. ~imilorly, the Jroqunis eY!nce no 
horror or sib Incest, punishing transgressions with nothing more 
painful than ridicule, while the Miwok content themselves with 
pointing out the impropriety or marrying within the sib. But 
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disregarding IJJ.e character of the reprobation t.'lat non-exoga
mous unions evoke, we may say that exogamy is one of the 
most common characteristics of the sib. 

As already stated, the sense of kinship among sib-mates is 
associated with a special tpye of kinship nomenclature, the most 
remote relatives of one generation frequently regarding one 
another as siblings. The kinship terminology of tribes 
organized into sibs conforms indeed with extraordinary fre

quency to what I have called the Dakota type (p. 57). The 
correlation was pointed out by Tylor and more particularly by 
Rivers, who has shown how well such a system of kinship 
accords with a sib scheme. Given exogamy, a man must marry 
a woman of some other sib, and his brothers and certain of his 
cousins are equally eligible mates for her, her sisters, and 
certain of her female cousins. But brothers and sisters. as well 
as far more remote kinsfolk of the same sih, are barred from 
marriage by sib exogamy. Hence it is quite natural that the 
father and father's sib-mate be grouped together and di!Ieren
tiated from the mother's sib-mates. The alignment of kindred in 
sibs goes hand in hand with their alignment in terminology. It 
is therefore plausible to c~nvert the functional connection into 
:t causal one and to say that a sib organization produces a Dakota 
terminology. 

Before, however, accepting this view, we must inquire whether 
there are not other possible causes that could fashion such a 
classification of kin. And here "'~ may recall that the Dakota 
alignment is also singularly in harmony with the 1.-·irate and 
sororate (p. 34). There is thus an alternative hypothesis; or 
possibly sib exogamy and th€$0 two modes of preferential mat
ing may be themselves causally· connected. To this point we 
must revert later. But whatever qualification may be made as 
to interpretation, the empirical fact remains that tribes organized 
into exogamous sibs have a Dakota type of nomenclatu~.-~:mo 
in which collateral and lineal kin on the paternal or maternal 
side, respectively, are merged regardless of propinquity. Stimu
lated by Rivers, I have tested his ,·iews in the sight of Xorth 
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American datu and found that practically all tribes with 
exogamous sibs have 11 system of the Dakota. type; that some 
~ilJiess tribes, whether through borrowing or other influenceil, 
shure such n nomenclature; but that many sihless tribes dis
liuguish collateral and lineal kin. It also appeared from 
personal investigation that the Hopi, the only Shoshonean 
people organized into sibs. are likewiEe the only one with a' 
Dakota terminology. The generalization that the Dakota 
uomencluture Ia connected with the sib organization thus stands 
llrm.ly established though its meaning cannot be detennined with-' 
out further luquiry iuto the influence of the levirate and 
sororate. 

To revert to other aspects of the sib unit. The rule of 'once a. w -sib member, always o. sib member,' suffers hardly any excep ... .. 
lions us a result of marriage. I know of no case whatsoever In 
,vhich a man enters his wife's sib; and of the contrary possibility 
the only good illustration seems to ba that of the Toda, where 
the wile adopts her husband's sib. It is true that the ancient 
Alhcniuus enrolled n woman In her husband's phratria, but the 
(;rc'<'ks were hardly primitive and their regulation seems to 
anticipate our modern law. On the other hand, adoption plays 
1\ more lmportnut part.'\ When a man adopts a. child, then In 
n patrilineal community It becomes automatically a. member of • 
his sib, und In a matrilineal community of his wife's sib, just as 
Wt•uld a. real child. 

However, it Is not these iudividunl adoptions that have most 
deeply luftncnced the constitution of the sib. When we investi
~ute hy Reneulogicul methods the average sib, we generally 
lind It impossible to d~rive nil the members from a single 
nnl'estor. \Yhnt we dis:over is a series of ln<!ependent lines of 
dt•srrnt merely theoretlcnlly united by a common ancestry. It 
lA uf course pnssible that the native informants hnve simply 
fnr!lnttrn the bond connecting ancestors of the more remote 
J,:"enl'rutions, but this Pxplunutkm cannot apply to all cases. 
Thus, In Inking a census of the Hopi I found thnt several very 
smull mother-sibs were not composed wholly of indl·lidunls re-
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lated to one another by blood but could be separated ir.to two or 
three distinct matrilineal groups which regarded then:selves as 
related only by a leg-al fiction. What we know of primitive logic 
makes such wholesale adoption quite intelligible. It two men 
co-operating in a ritualistic performance adopt 'each other as 
brothers, their respective sisters would likewise b& brought into 
the mutual relationship of sisters, and ipso facto the descendants 
of the • sisters' would be viewed as though they were connected 
through real sisters and theoretically classed as descendants 
from a single ancestress. 

Before closing this preliminary consideration, it is well to 
solve what may otherwise appear as a puzzle. It the bilateral f 
family is ubiquitous, how can the sib ever coexist with it? Does 
it not cont~aven;the law of identity to victure societies which 
simultane<>usly recognize both parents and. yet ignore one of 
them? Of course, recognition and neglect refer to distinct 
phases of social life. As we recognize the mother but ignore her 
with respect to the family name, so primitive tribes may recog
nize both parents in a variety of ways yet disregard either for 
speci(luurposes. -

Hitherto the sib. has been considered mainly from a morpho
logical angle; we must now turn to the functions of the sib. 
These are best illustrated by d&Scribing a selected series of sib 
organizations.• 

TYPES OF SIB ORGANIZATION 

To begin with a simple case. The Crow Indians are divided 
into thirteen exogamous mother-sibs. These units are designated 
by nicknames; one is called • They-bring-game-without-shooting,' 
another • Bad~\Var-honors,' a third • Bad-Leggings; and so 
forth. Sibmates not only address one another as though they 
were blood-kindred even when not related, but actually act 
towards one another as such, gladly giving help when an 
opportunity of!ers. Their relations are, however, restricted to 
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the social sphere and do not in any way touch the lleld of 
religious activity. The Crow were locally divided Into a 
northern and a southern branch, but in each were found 
members of ull the sibs. 

When we turn from the Crow to the Hopi of northen> Arizona, 
we at once meot a very different series of traits. The Hopi, like 
the Crow, have exogamous mother-sibs and there is a close 
social bond uniting the members of a sib. There, however, 
umdugy virtually ends. The very numes of the sibs are of a 
wholly different character; they are In no case nicknames but 
nro derived for the most part from natural phenomena, the 
Snake, Sund, Lizard, Cottonwood sibs furnishing typical· 
examples. Property, which among these eedentary people plays 
n greater part than with the roving Crow of buffalo-hunting 
days, is to some extent held by the sib and inherited in the sib. 
Thus, each sib has its distinctive territory for hunting eagles; 
und the most Important prerogative of assuming certain cere .. 
mnniul oOlces descends in the sib, being held by actual blood
kinsmen through the mother. This involves what to us seems 
an outrage on equitable inheritance rules. For since the Hopi 
sii.Js aro mntronymic and exogamous, father and son are never, 
In the snme sib; hence o. father cannot pass on his ceremonial 
privileges to his own child, but must transmit them to his 
nearest sib relatives, his brothers and his sister·s sons. It is 
in this manner, for Instance, that leadership In the Snake fra
t,•rnity continuos to be inherited. The tremendous role of 
ritunlism nmong lhe Hopi thus colors their sib concept and 
sharply dil!erentiates it from that of the Crow, where sibs and 
rt•rcmnnil'S ore quite dissociated. 

The mullllnrluus functions with which the sib mny be Invested 
und the cumplrxitles of which this type of organization is capable 
nre well lllustratl'<i by tho Winnebago of Wisconsin. Here we 
encounter, In the flrst place, what Is known as a dual organila-, 
tio11; that is to sny, the entire trihe is divided Into two sibs, 
which In this cnse are patronyq1ic. These two father-sibs are 
~xognmous like the more numerous sibs of the Crow and Hopi. 
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'fhey are symbolically connected with the sky and the earth, 
one gr<)up being called · Those above,' theother · Those, ;:;n 
earth.' llesides regulating marriage through the rule of 
exogamy, these sibs play a part on the warpath, in ball-games, 
and in one of the tribal feasts, for on all these occasions indi
viduals are grouped according to membership in the two sibs. 

An important complication, however, results from the fact 
that among the \Vinnebago the two father-sibs are sub-divided, 
--the c•ne 1nto four, the other into eight lesser grllUJ)~. These --..: . -- -

are no less father-sibs than the dual divisions. Since nomen-
clature is of subordinate significance, we might without detri
ment call the subdivisions sub-sibs, or sections of sibs, or invent 
a special tenn for them. I will now, for convenience sake, Cdll 

the lesser units ' father-sibs' and give to the larger Winnebago 
groups the self-explanatory designation of moieLics,-an old -
Shakespearean word derived from the French moitie, 'one-half.' 

The sibs into which the patronymic Winnebago moieties are 
divided present a number of interesting features. They are 
exogamous, but in a different sense from the \V:ffinebago 
moieties or the Hopi and Crow mother-sibs. These latter units 
ure exogamous in their own right, so to speak; the \Yinnebago 
sibs are derivatively exogamous, i.e., they are exogamous be
rause the larger units embracing them are exogantous. The 
exogamous feature is really not distinctive of them but of the 
greater moiety. On the other hand, a numl>er of novel concep-' 
tions appear. Each sib not only·pears the name of an 3.nimal, 
such as Snake, Eagle, Thunderhird, Bear, but further postu
lates descent from the animal species ill question; and its 
members carve, weave or engrave representations of the sib · 
animal. though there is no evidence of any cult in its honor. 
Further associated with each sib -is a set o! distinctive personal 
names. In this respect the contrast with the other tribes Ots

cussed is striking. Among the Crow there is no connecuon 
whatsoever with the personal name of a child and any sib: 
the name-g\ver, a distinguished tribesman, calls the child by 
a name reminiscent of his deeds or experiences. If he has at 
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one time struck three enemiee in battle, the child (whet!>er boy 
or girl) may be named l'Strikes-three-enemies. With the Hopi 
the name likewise depends on the name-giver, yet also on her 
sib, which is never the child's in this matronymic tribe; for she 
regularly belongs to the father's ·sib and beetows a name re
ferring, often in mystic fashion, to her own sib. Winnebago 
practice dil'!ers in that each individual gets a name from a 
series of appellations belonging to his own sib, such names 
frequently auggesting the story of its mythic origin. Like the 
llnpi, the 'Winnebago attach to their sibs ceremonial· functions. 
Eueh unit owns n sacred bundle and performs the ritual 
nR~lcialed therewith. ~'inally must be mentioned as a new 
trnit tho ussnciation of units with political activities, differen
tiating tho aibs from one another. Thus, the Bear people 
exorcise police functions, the tribal chief is invariably chosen' 
from among the Thunderbird&, while the public crier is always 
nf the llul'!uln sib. 

One more American illustration must suffice. The Miwok of 
l'rntrnl Culifondn. o.re divided into exogamic patrilineal 
nwlctics '"'"'"'luted with Water or the Bullfrog and Land or 
the lllucjuy. Unlike the \\'lnnebnp:o moieties, those of the 
I\fiwok dn not comprise le~SC'r sibs. All natural phenomena are 
divided between Land and Water in rather arbitrary fashion, 
und this thenrct.lfal. dichotomy of tho universe has its praptical 
rnuntrrpnrt. In the nsslgnment of pPrsonal nnmPs. These are 
rrmnrknhlo In rt1fl'rring nnt directly hut symbolically to the 
brnr£'r's mnloty. Rit.unlistirnlly the Miwok divisions are not 
nPnrly sn sl~-tnitkunt us the Hopi or \Yinnehago sibs. Never
tholo.s in funornls nnd puhorty perf•mnances the alignment 
followo thnt of lhe dual division. 

Turning to western Siberiu, we flnd the Ostynk divided into 
a romfid£'rahlo num~r of Pxng-umous fnth!'r...sihs, ench con
•tiluted of a numhor of men nnd thoir descendants. Although 
tho sibs frt'qn£>ntly romprise not on1y hunrlrcds but thousands 
of individuals and thou!(h mnny of ths members are unable to 
trace any blood-relationship among themselves, there is a 
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distinct belief in an ultimately common origin. The male sib
mates keep together in their migrations and there is a spirit 
of brotherliness that makes the rich share their produce with 
tne poor as a matter of course. The sib is not merely a social 
but also a politic_al unit; each has a headman of its own, whose 
office descends to his son or next of kin and whose main function 
is to arbitrate disputes. Several sibs are combined into a 
sort of league presided over by a prince. Over and above the --socio-political aspects of the Ostyak sib there remain its re-
ligious functions. Each has its distinctive idols kept by a 
seer or shaman. and the members join in rendering sacrifices 
and performing other ceremonies. 

Passing to still another region of the globe, we encounter a 
highly developed sib system in Melanesia. In Buin, Solomon 
Islands, Dr. Thurnwald discovered eight exogamous matrilineal 
sibs, each definitely associated with some bird, such as the 

·owl or parrot, which members of the sib neither kill nor eat. 
Indeed, the Owl sib would resent" the slaying of an owl by 
men of other sibs to the extent of precipitatipg a blood-feud, 
hence none of the sacred animals is hunted by nny member of 
the tribe. The natives do not trace their descent from the birds 
but conceive the mystic kinship in a different way~ the Parrot 
sib, e.g., tell of a human ancestress who wedded a parrot and 

'gave birth to a bird of that species. In the Admiralty Islands .. 
the obligations between the sacred animal and its &ib are 
expressly recognized as mutual,· so that men of the Alligator 
sib are believed to be safe from attacks by alligators. In con
trast to the Winnebago system that of Buin is quite dissociated 
from the political organization _of the people. To mention but 
one fact, the succession to the c~ieftaincy is from father to son 
in direct contravention of the matrilineal scheme followed by 
the sib. 

To content ourselves with just cne more illustra.tinn for this 
provisional sunrey, the Kariera tribe of ""estern Australia is 
subdivided into moieties and some twenty patrilinPal sihs lack
ing distinctive names, but each holding a definite territory by 
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on inuiienable right. Further, each sib is assoriated with a 
varying number of animals, plants and natur.!!:!_ phenomena. 
Thus, one sib Is connected with the rainbow, the white cockatoo, 
tho Murch fly, two speciC6 of fish, and a conch shell. Each of 
theso species or object• has a ceremonial ground of its own 
within the domain of the correlated sib, and it is there that 
special ceremonies arc performed by hoth male an<l temale 
members for the purpose of multiplying the animals and plants 
In question. Most of these are edible, and it Is noteworthy that 
there Is not the slightest restriction as to the killing of the 
unimuls or the eating of either animals or plants by sib-mates. 
As usual, the sibs are exognmouR; residence being patrilocal, 
a boy grows up in his lather's sib territory and since he Is 
expected to marry his maternal uncle's daughter his bride will 
como from another sib and another locality. 

Theso examples should suffice to elucidate the diversity of 
function that may be as..oclated with a sib system. The sib 
tlms a.ppenrs as an extraordinarily changeable social unit. It 
Is commonly exogamous but is sometimes only derivatively so 
{\\'innobngo). It may be linked with animaLs and plants 
towards which 11 dcflnito attitude is prescribed (Buln) and it 
may be wholly divorced from nny Ruch connection {r.row). It 
mny bo 11 local {1\nrierR) or a non-local {C:row) unit, a political 
{Ostyuk) or non-political {Duln) division of society. This 
vnriu.bility su~~ests nn lmportRnt problem.• 

UNITY OR DtVEIISITY OP ORIG!N 

To Morgan the sib orgnnir:ntion nppenred to rest on so 
nh~tn1~c n. rnnrtpt that he f~Jlt ohligl'd to assume a single origin 
ol~ftli -rt'cnrdf!d sihs. That is, he supptlSt:'d that the institution 
hnd spntng lnh) rxi~t£'n<'e in one pluce nnd thence Rprend over 
hnnwns~ nrt'US. This is PRpE"<'ially remarkable because Morgan~s 

v th('ory of '!J!!.lC of St)C'inl evolution nrcording to whirh nll man· 
kind must progress !rum one stag~. to another favored the 
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assumption of many independent inventions of like institutions 
and customs. It may be conceded that if primitive man had 
evolved an arbitrary n.nd elaborate scheme for separating 
certain of his kindred to the exclusion of others, it would be 
improbable for such a grouping to be repeatedly re-invented. 
Below, however, we shall see that the classification of relatives 
characteristic of the sib is a very natural one under certain 
conditions, so that the improbability of parallel and independent 
sib formation does not hold. Waivipg this point for the present, 
we may inquire whether the resemblances of sibs in different 
parts of the world are sufficiently far-reaching to call for the 
hypothesis of a single origin. Th~ >ariabi!ity noted above is 
hardly favorable to that assumption. The argument would be 
clinched if we could show that even in a restricted area, such 
as North America, there are several independent centers of 
sib diffusion, for then a fortiori one origin for the whole world 
would be out of the question. 

In North America there are four, or possibly five, discon· 
nected areas in which a sib organization fl.ourishes,-the \Vood
lands east of the Mississippi, the Northwestern Plains, the 
Southwest, and the Northwest Coast, to which Central and 
Southern California should possibly be added as a distinct 
region, though some are inc'lined to consider the sib scheme 
there merely a ramification of the Southwestern system. W~ 
are, then, confronted with the. problem whether these. several 
organizations have evolved independently-whether possibly 
even within each continuous area there have been several 
distinct foci for the de-:el?pment of sibs-or whether all the 
sibs of the continent have sprung from one source. 

East of the Mississippi and· even including the southern 
Plains to the west there is an iriunense continuous area peopled 
by tribes of varYing stock, some of them matronymic, others 
patronymic, but practically all sharing the institution of sibs. 
Passing from the Iroquois to the Menomini and Omaha or 
Choctaw, w& cannot fail to note that the sib scheme is largely 
fashioned after the same pattern. The sibs are commonly 
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nu.med after animals, the same species often recurring in differ
ent tribes ; each sib hus a set of distinctive personal names for 
n.S !HemUers ; and almost. every sib system is bound up with a 
moiety grouping ut which the most constant function is thtt 
ulignnumt of men in a.thletic games. Even remote tribes with
in the region defined share highly specific traits. Thus, tne 
Osage in Missouri have moieties associated with peace and war, 
respectively, and so have the Creek of Alabama. Exogamy is 
uuivcrsul, sometinws as a function Qf the lesser, then again in 
n•sociatlon with the major (moiety) eib. The resemblances are 
tuo numerous und specific to be explained by chance, but must 
be explained Ly dif!usion. On the other hand, the rule of descent 
llivid"s tho sib systems of tho urea into two categories, which 
ulso cnrrcspuud closely to the geographical grouping of tribes 
II we uccept the approved theory that the Iroquois wer~ origi
nully u southern people. Thus the Iroquois may be conceived 
to occupy one connected territory with the ·matrilineal Creek, 
Choctaw, Chil'kusllw und Yuchi, whilo the Central Algonkians 
lLIH.l Southern Siouuns represent another definite geographical 
nren. lliv~n the resemblances mentioned, we certainly can 
nut nR.sumo more than one center tor the notion of unilateral 
dt~srcnt in either rt>gil)n, It is simply a question whether the 
llirft~rt•IH'O in dcsrent requires two Sl'parate inventions of the 
sib or unly one fur the entire area. In fither case we should 
hnn'l to allow f11r diffusion. This is obvious if only one center 
iA ussumcd. But {'\'en it, say. the matrilineal IroqUois sib and 
the patrilinl'ul Omahn sib rrpresent two ultimately independent 
lnn•utions, there must have been subsequent borrowing, 
dirol'lly or Indirectly, becuuse o! the character of the shared 
fPaturt•s. To tnke but ono, sets of int..lividunl nnmes distinrtive 
nf sihs tlu not orrur fnr hundreds of milPs to the west of the 
nre-a undf!r con~idt•ra.tion, hence their distribution among both 
the pnt@rnnlly n.nd mnternally organized peoples east of the 
!\Jissis.'iippi and on U1e south~m Plains is 11 sure sign of bol'TOW
ing. For my prt'sent argument it is not essential to decide 
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whether the Eastern sib area corresponds to a single or a. 
double evolution of the sib, so I will leave the question open. 

This question may be waived because the theoretical point 
involved is settled with ample decisiveness by a comparison of 
the Ell.stern sibs with ti1use of the Northwestern Plains. In this 
region five tribes require consideration,-the Hidat.sa. and 
Mandan of North Dakota, the Crow of Montana, the Gros Ventre 
and Blackfoot of l\lontana and Alberta. Of these the Blackfoot 
ha,·e an incipient rather than a fully developed sib organization: 
they have nicknamed localized bands with predominantly patri
lineal descent, but without a fixed rule, so that a man may 
change his band affiliation and that of his children as well. 
Exogamy also is not absolute and rests on the suspicion that 
band mates are probably related by blood. In the winter the 
tribe breaks .up into the several bands, which scatter from 
economic motives, while in the swnmer they unite for the 
chase or ceremonial purposes. This organization is almost 
duplicated among the Gros Ventre but with one significant modi
fication ; corresponding to the band there is a full-fleged sib 
with definitely patrilineal descent and rigid exogamy. The 
three other tribes, all members of the Siouan family, regularly 
trace descent through the mother. 

Now, if we assume that alJ. the Eastern sib systems had a 
single origin and make a corresponding hypothesis for the 
Northern Plains systems, the two composite photographs of the 
sib concepts in the two areas reveal hardly the faintest resemb
"lance to each other. The Eastern sibs are almost invariably 
named after animals and are sometimes connected wtth their 
eponyms by descent or definite religious obligations. In the 
Northe?a Plains animal names ·hardly ever occur and never 
in connection with the notion that there is a mystical bond 
between the eponym and the sib members. By far the most 
common appellations of these sibs are of the nickname variety; 
members are dubbed the Ugly-ones or Those-who-do-not-give
away-without-return or Bring-game-without-killing. Equally 
important is a difference already alluded to: while all the 
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Eastern sibs have distinctive set.s of personal names, such sets 
are never found in association with, the sibs of the Northern 
Plains. Finally, tho moiety frequently found In the East as a 
ceremonial or exogamous unit and In connection with athletic 
games occurs only among the Mandan and Hidatsa, and there 
uuly as a relatively unimportant aggregate of sibs with hardly 
uny serious fuuction. It Is thus clear that the sib systems of the 
Eust uud of the Northern Plains represent two wholly distinct. 
patterns and there is not the slightest reason tor deriving them 
from a conunon source. 

But by applying established ethnographic knoY.Iedge 11 IS 
possiUle to go a step further; more particularly can we trace 
with sume assurance the history o{ the Gro~ Ventre system. 
'lne Gros Ventre are a recent and relatively small oflshoot of the 
more southern Arapaho, a people lacking anything in the nature 
,f sibs. In their· ,;e~ home the Gros Ventre have been most 
dosely uflllillted with the Blackfoot, and the twofold effects of 
their Arupnhu origin und Bluck!oot contact are manifest in their 
<'ulture. As ulrcudy explained, the Gras Ventre sibs, except for 
their firmer integration, resemble the Blackfoot bands to a re
llturkahh~ extent, und if this is taken in conjunr.tton with the 
knuwu relutions of the two tribes there can he no doubt of an 
historirul connection between the Blackfoot band and the Gros 
Ventre sih. Now the Gros Ventre had no sibs when they broke 
uwuy fN.llll the parent tribe and since they o.re numerically in
ft•rior to the Blackfoot it. is highly probable that they were the 
h,ornH\'{'rs nnd by pPrfecting notions found among their new 
nPighburs evoln'd a genuine sib sy~tem. At all events, the genn 
or the system was developed either by one of the two tribe• 
or hy both in conjunction. If it evolved independently of the 
othrr sy~terns in this region, then the diverse origin of sibs in 
N,1rth America is demonstrated o. fortiori. 

The Hlurkfnot-Gros-\'entre sib scheme does represent an in
dl'Pl~ndent developmenL For geographical reasons, if it were 
rumwrt.Pd wiUt any other Northern Plains system, it would be 
t'onnerted with thut or the Crow; and ns a matter or faet, the 
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great development of nicknames for social units, a feature far 
more prominent in this trio of tribes than among the Hidatsa 
and 1\landan, suggests that this particular trait bas actually 
been diffused. But there resemblance ends. The Crow are 
matrilineal, the Gros Ventre and Blackfoot patrilineal; and what 
is still more important, the Crow units are not localized but are 
all found in each of the local subdivisions of the tribe. The 
Blackfoot and Gros Ventre could not derive the basis of their 
organization from the Crow, because that basis did not exist 
there; and vice versa. Hence in this restricted area there are 
at least two sib patterns that evolved separately, making at 
least three altogether east of the Rockies. A fortiori the general 
query as to the diversity of the sib schemes of the world is 
answered, but it may be well to envisage the remaining North 
American areas. 

Conditions in the Southwest have been clarified to an extra
ordinary degree by Kroeber's acute analysis, one of the master
pieces of ethnogrriphic research, which I will follo\r..• in summing 
up the essential facts.· The Zuni sibs are exogamous and deri,·e 
their names from animals, plants, and natural phenomena, but 
there are no taboos after the fashion of Buin nor is any venera
tion extended to the eponym. Descent is matrilineal. The sibs 
are associated with ceremonies, notiilThe sense that they 
perform rites as units but rather inasmuch as specific ritualistic 
offices must be filled by persons of a particular sib. These 
essential characteristics are share(~ by all the Pueblo Indians, 
who differ mainly in the presence or absence of moieties OV8l" 

and above the lesser sibs: while on the Rio Grande there is a 
dual organization not associated with exogamy but with im
portant ritualistic and political functions, in the western section 
of the area no such division occurs. This difference, however, 
pales into insignificance in view of !he extremely complicated 
scheme of sibs shared by all the Pueblo tribes and first brought 
to light by Kroeber's etlorts. All th~ four linguistic groups of the 
region link together sibs in larger aggregates after the identical 
and purely conventional plan. Thus, the Hopi class together 
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the Badger and Dear sibs, and so do the Znili, the Keresan and 
tho Tanuun villages. ~imllarly the Fire and Coyote sibs are 
everywhere coupled. The identity Is as far-reaching as could 
pussiuly be expected; where a modification occurs, it is usually 
uf un obvious churucter involving the substitution of a Horn for 
a llecr sib, or a! one bird sib for another. As Professor Kroeber 
puts It, " a single precise scheme pervades the • . . organiza
tion of all the Pueblos." Nothing cowparable is round outside 
this region, hence the system of this area stands out as a distinct 
historical entity rrum the sib organizations hitherto considered. 

It is, however, possiLle though by no means certain that the 
siiJ orgu.nizu.tiun u( southern California is an attenuatid outpost 
of the Pueblo system, us Mr. Gifford has suggested. The 
geographical concentrution of sibs in that part of the state more 
or less adjacent to Arizona favors that view, and it is supported 
by another !net. This is the very region of California that ia 
cullurully linked with the Pueblo urea in other respects, notably 
through the occurrence of pottery. Nevertheless, there is one 
sc>rious diniculty In tho wuy of 1\!r. Gifford's hypothesis: the 
CttliCorniun sibs u.ro uniformly patrilineal, those of the Pueblo 
tribes are matrilineul. Were there clear evidence that the Cali. 
forniuns pnss~ss the unique Pueblo scheme of arranging sibs, 
we should or course be obliged to assume historical connection 
und a rhtwgo In tho rule of descent. As things stand, the 
(l\'idenco is sn,::t"gcstive rather thn.n conclusive and the question 
must fnr the present remain op-en~--- -

· Fur lo tho north, extending from the southern tip of Alaska 
tn tho northern coust of British Columbia nnd contiguous dis
tril'ts, lies the last sib center, represented most charncteristically 
hy the Tlingit, lluida, nnd Tsimshian. The Tlingit are divided 
into exogamnus Ra\'en and \\'olt (or Eagle) moieties; the Tsim
shiun intn exogamous quarte-rs. two of which are named Engle 
nnd \\'olf, while the remaining two bear names not referring to 
nnim1Us, though thPy are ronnecteod with the bear and ra\·en 
r.spe~·tlvcly. Descent Is throughout matrilineal. Associated 
with Mel! of these tribal divisions are series or highly-prized 
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ceremonial privileges conveniently comprised under the heraldic 
tertn • crest ' and involving among other things the exclusive 
right to use designs representing certain animals or objects. 
The importance attached to the crests gives to Northwest Coast 
organisation its distinctive character. Often a supen1atural 
relationship is alleged with the animals in question, but taboos 
and religious veneration are noticeably lacking. :\or is it 

always the eponym from which the principal crest of a moiety 
or quarter is deri\·ed. Thus, the Haida Ravens have tne 
killer-whale for their main crest, and among the Eagles of the 
same tribe the beaver rivals the eagle crest in importance. Ac
cordingly, in tracing the historical relations of the exoga.mic 
divisions of the three tribes the crests prove more significant 
than the designations; the Tsimshian Havens turn out to be the 
equivalent of the Haida Eagles. Furthermore, not all the mem
bers of a division need share the same crest. There are matri
lineal subdivisions each of which owns its peculiar crests. A.s a 
matter of fact, it is these lesser groups rather than the moieties 
or quarters that are in the strictest sense to be regarded as sibs, 
for it is they that are preeminently bodies of real or putative 
blood kin, while the larger e.xoga.mic groups are not deriwd 
from a common ancestor except among the Haida. Each sub
division or sib is a. localized g~up, presumably at first a matri
lineal village community buJ. now dispersed over several 
villages. 

The organizatio_!l of the !\orthwest Coast resembles the systems 
of none of the other areas. It is furthest reiil<)ved from th~ 
system of the Northern Plains, which if diffusion had occurred 
ought to resemble it most elosely since it is geographically 
nearest. \Ve have already seen that the Plains system in turn 
is radically distinct from that of tile nearest Eastern tribes and 
from that of the Pueblo region. How t-orrowing could have 
taken place under such conditions passes comprehension. Xor 
Lq it possible to suppose that the sib idea in a generic form was 
once generally distributed over North America and .has since 
become differentiated in the several areas, for I shall prove later 
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that the sib never existed outside the regions mentioned. There 
is then no escape from the conclusion that the sib evolved at least 
lour times in North America and accordingly has had a multiple ' 
origin in the world. llelow I shall point out that there are 
sevt'ral widespread conditions favoring the independent evolu· 
lion ol unilateml kin•hip.• 

SIBS OF HIGHER ORDER 

The survey of sib systems given above demonstrated sibs of 
diiTerent order in the same tribe. The Winnebago were round 
tu be divided into two rather-sibs, each of these moieties being 
further suhdi-;ided into lesser father-sibs. In British Columbia 
tho Tlingit nru.l T!:~imshian exogamous groups comprise each a 
11umbe-r of matrilineal sibs and by an allowable extension of 
the tl'rm muy themselves be called sibs since there is an un
doubted sen~c uf kinship though without a distinct belief in 
commo11 nncC"stry. Frequently the higher unit is of a. rather 
rulorless character. The thirteen Crow sibs ure linked together 
into fl~~~~_upll's und ~~ .. hut the functions of the larger groups, 
dl numeh•ss nre quitP. insignificant. They are not exogamous, 
the cnnstitue11t sihs l,eing regarded as not related but merely 
us tril1n<lly. Similurly. the Zuni aggregations have no inftuence 
~~n mnrrhq~~ nnd little etrect on social lite apart from ritualistic 
al'livity . 
. \\'hPrc such IC'sst:'r and greater units coexist, the question 
hll'vltably uris•s us to their relutionship. It is conceivable that 
tho grt'ltter f:'\'olvPd from nn original sib by subdivision, the 
frn~nwnts still presen·ing a sense of their former unity and co
lu~ring- ns the sibs ot a sib-aggregation, which may or may not 
be u moiety. It is equully conoeimble that soda! groups once 
<tistiul"t should huve come to unite for certain purposes yet ' 
prP~t1r\"e a sens,e of tht'ir :Wristine separateness. Again, it is 
po ... ible for two radically distinct plnn9 or organization to be 
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coordinated in such fashion that the unit of one system shall 
embrace several units of the other. 

lw'lorgan pronounced exclusively" in favor of the first-mentioned 
course of development; and it must be confessed that there is 
a good deal to be said on behalf of his theory. It has consider
able a priori plausibility; nothing seems simpler than that an 
increasing sib should split up into segments 1·etaining a certain 
cohesion. Further, as Morgan pointed out, there are instances 
of the larger aggregate bearing the name Qf one of its sub
divisions and also of several lesser sibs representing different 
species of one genus designating the greater division. For 
example, in the tripartite organization of the l\lohegan one 
third is called Turkey and comprises lesser sibs called Turkey, 
Crane, and Chicken, respectively; another third is called Turtle 
and embraces the Little Turtle, .Mud Turtle, Great Turtle, and 
Yellow Eel sibs. 

Still more convincing in view of the great importance whlch 
the Eastern Indians attach to the series of personal name• 
peculiar to sibs, the Onondaga-Iroquois have a Big Snipe and 
a Little Snipe sib, which not only suggests fission by the 
similarity of designation but by the common possession of a 
!:et of individual names. 

Nevertheless, while fully prepared to accept the occurrence 
of segmentation, we should not rashly bar alterna live explana
tions. There is no reason whatsoever why both divisio~ of a 
unit and accretion of distinct unitS. should not have occurred in 
different places and at different periods. The evidence for accre
tion is in more than one case convincing, in other instances at 
least suggestive. No one cari doubt that the Crow sibs are the 
fundamental units of their social organization, in view of the 
almost complete functionlessness of· the larger aggregates. Yet it 
is readily conceivable that in course of time the bond between 
linked sibs would have grown firmer until on£> function of the 
sib after another would have been ~>SSUmed by the sib couples 
and trio. In the corresponding Hopi case I was repeatedly 
told that certain sibs were connected because they had once 
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united for ceremonial purposes. Here, too, the step from 
mechanical aggregate to an organic synthesis of sibs into sibs 
of higher order could be readily taken. An extension to a new 
group of the kinship terms often used ceremonially might ron
tribute to the work of consolidation. 

In short, a. generic solution of the problem must be rejected, 
and each case of coexisting sibs of greater and lesser order must 
be discussed on its me.rits. 

The third possibility, while of great Interest, is largely so 
In an academic way. It is ea.sy to apply the principles used In 
comparing sibs of different tribes to sibs of different order in 
the same tribe a.nd prove th:1t they are units of quite distinct 
ch!Lructcr. Take exogo.my, for example, as one of the most 
important and widespread functions. It the greater unit Is 
exogamous, any of Its parts must be so by logical necessity; 
hence It Is possible to argue that the lesser unit Is not really 
exognrnous, accordingly differs in essence, hence in origin, from 
the larger group. Contrariwise, the large unit might be found 
wanting in point of exogamy and he ruled out a.s a phenomenon 
distinct from the exogamous sib. Such arguments cannot In 
the nature of the case be frequently refuted but ~either do they 

, estahllsh the hl•torlcnl diversity of the leoser and the greater sib. 
For, if, suy, the proce~s of Flegmentntion uJere to take place in 
nccordnnce with Morgan's view, the result would inevitably be 
les.•er sibs only derlvotively exogamous. 
Th~re Is another foetor that should be considered In this 

context as tending to obscure the historical relations of the 
)o,..or nnd tho gn>ater sib: functkns may be transferred from 
nne to the nther. Thuo, Dr. Goldenweiser holds that the Iroquois 
moi('t.iN• wPro onre exogamous, while to-day this function is 
ro•trirted to the murh srnnller sib. Contrariwise, a function of 
the smnllrr moy be extended to the greater unit, and if In full 
fnreo it wnu)J be impn••ible to reconstruct the actunl history of 
the cnM. 

Ry fnr the most interesting type of major sib Is the moiety, 
though it also occurs os a simple undivided sib, ns among the 
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!IIi wok and Yokuts of central California. Again it is necessary 
to remember that the moieties need not be exogamous. Those of 
the Hidatsa have nothing to do with marriage, and the Toda 
moieties are even positively endogamous. Nevertheless it is the 
exogamous dual organization that occurs mo•t frequently and 
accordingly demands special attention. 

\\'here there are only two exogamous dhisions, there follow 
by logical necessity certain consequences that sharply differen
tiate a moiety organization from one with nwre than two 
exogamous sibs. \\ Oere the number of exogamous sibs is 
greater (unless special rules are superimposed) a man may 
marry a woman from any sib not his own. Thus, a Crow may 
marry a woman from any one of twelve sibs; twelve-thirteenths 
of the marriagable women of his tribe are his possible spouses. 
Uut with only two exogamous divisions a Winnebago is restricted 
to half the women of his people, a very considerable difference. 
There is still another implication of social significance. Among 
the Crow a man has special relations with members of two sibs, 
of his own (i.e., his mother's) and his father's; but the number 
of individuals in both relatively to the total p.>pulation is small. 
Given a moiety system, a. man may have specific relations with 
all tribesmen, for one half of them belong to his own moiety, 
the rema.inder to the moiety of that parent through whom 
descent is not traced. 

, A striking feature of moieties is the development of recip,rocal 
services. At an Iroquois burial the fnnctionaries are always 
selected not from the deceased person's but from the opposite 
moiety, and the same holds for the remote Cahuilla of southern 
California. On the coast oi n'orthern British Columbia certain 
festivals are never arranged except in honor of the complemen
tary moiety. It is a puzzling question how this reciprocity is to 
he interpreted. Is it fundamentally a matter of the moiety 
or merely incidentally so because either moiety includes one 
of the parents? The Hidatsa case is illuminating because there 
we find that in burial it is not the non-exogamous moieties that 
function but the sib of the deceaserl person's rather. It is thus 
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possible that the Iroquois and Northwest Coast phenomena 
l•clong In the same category, and that In these matrilineal 
t1·il>es reciprocity merely signifies social recognition of the father. 
Other functions of moieties have already been cited. Those of 
tile Iroquois are clmro.cteristlc of the Eastern Indians. At such 
~ILtrws as lacrosse members of oppoBite moitics are pitted against 
•·arh otller. At feasts unct ceremonies there is a corresponding 
1:4patial grouping; one moiety faces the other, each being re
presented by a speaker. 

It was shown above that there is a peculiar fitness in the 
association of the Dakota type of kinship nomenclature with a 
sib organization. But that fitness is especially marked when the 
sibs appear In the form of moieties. Certain features of the 
Dnkota terminology would harmonize in equal degree with an11 
sib system regardless of the number of units. For example, 
!hut fllther"s hn>thers and even the most remote of his male 
rouoins, if of the sume sib, should be called by the same term 
ns tho father might happen W! readily In a tribe with fifty sibs 
ns where there are only two. But other features cannot be eo 
wt•ll rxplnined from o. multiple sib organization. Take, for 
example, tho comnwn clussifico.Uon under one head of the 
mother"• brother and the fnther"s sister"s husb"and. With 
l'Xngnmlc moieties nnd, any, mnternal de~cent, I belong to my 
mother's moiely A, und so does her brother; my father, on the, 
other hand, nnd his sister are of moiety B, ond the latter is 
obliged to nu.rry a mnn of moiety A .. Thus, the father's sister"s 
hi1sband and the mllternlll uncle are bound to belong to the 
snme moiety, nnd If the nomenclature reflects primarily the 
•orlnl Ol"!(llnizntlon, it Is proper !hilt both should be culled by 
u rnmmnn term. 

!'till more common Is tho classification of oousins into parall•l 
nnd cross-cousins. As Tylor pointed out, this, too, is admirably 
C'llnlilnnnnt with a dunl or~nnizntion. As..~uming the same ron
dltinns ns blof<>ro, we find thnt if IL man bPlnngs to moiety A, his 
hn>thor will nlso belong to !hilt group: both must marry women , 
<•f moiety B, and their children will all be D. Correspondingly, 
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two sisters of moiety A must marry men of moiety B, and their 
'chlldren will all be A. That is t<> say, parallel cousins, the off
spring of several brothers or of several sisters, will always be 

• of the same social group. Not so with cross-cousins. For 
though a brother and a sister of moiety A must both mary indi
viduals of the opposite moiety, the brother's children by 
maternal descent become members of B whlle the sisters's 
retain their mother's affiliation. Thus. cross-cousins are bound 

' to belong to different moieties. 
But if we add only one sib, the situation changes. A man of 

sib A may then marry either a woman of sib B or of C ; hence 
the wives and consequently also the children of several brothers 
will belong partly to sib B and partly to sib C, and there will 
be no reason in the sib alignment for classing them together. 
Thus, the presence of more than two sibs does not explain the 
most common form of the Dakota terminology nearly so well as 

.. does the dual organization. For this reason, among others, 
some scholars hold that moieties represent the earliest type of 
sib. 

This theory is extremely captivating. Besides explaining the 
Dakota nomenclature, a dual organization is certainly the 
simplest that can be conceived. Nevertheless there are im
portant objections to this assumption. In the first place, the 

• distribution of moieties is by no means so extensive as the type 
of kinshlp terminology consistent with them. The ab~nce of 
a dual organization with exogamy in most, possibly in all, 
parts of Africa, and among many American and Asiatic tribes 
bids us hesitate before committing ourselves to the hypothesis 
of a dual division as the earliest form or all sib organizations. 
It may hold for Australia and Melanesia, but that proves nothing 
for the rest of the globe. Of course it is possible to assume that 
moieties once existed where there are now more numerous sibs, 
hut that is arbitrarily to complicate the theory with a baseless 
a-uxiliary hypothesis in order to a&ve the simple:::t interpretation 
from the onslaught of cruel facts. Then, too, we may reasonably 
doubt whether a dual organization is really the simplest for pri-
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mitive man. Logically it undoubtedly is; and historically it 
would be it a. primitive tribe always developed sibs by fission. 
Out if, us we may with great Hkelihood assume for many cases, 
exngamous organizations evolved by the fusion of originally 
distinct bodies, then it is fur more probable that matrimonial re· 
lations should not be restricted to a single external group llUL 

should be established with a number of them, the coo.lescence or 
all of which would yield the characteristic community organized 
into an indefinite numb..,. of exogamous and intermarrying 
sibs, which might subsequently be arranged in opposite halves. 

This is not an altogether hypothetical condition of atrairs. 
Among the Toda the moieties are endogamous but subdivided 
into exogamous father.sibs, so that each Toda moiety corre
sponds to the whole of an exogamous tribe. Now within the 
Teivnliol muiety, which embrnces six sibs, the one named 
Kuudr is numerically preponderant to such an extent that in 
order to obs(lon•e exogamy its members have married nearly all 
the o.vnilo.ble members of other sibs, leaving very few of these 
to Intommrry with nne nnothcr. Dr. Rivers recorded 161 mar· 
riagt~s brtwr('n 1\.uudr people and the rest of the Teivaliol u.s 
nguiust 16 between members of the other five exogamous groups . 
.. Owing to the enormous development of onP clan (sib), the 
Teivali division hus nJmost rome to be in the position of a 
romnnmity with u dual marrying organization in which every 
nwmiH'r of nne group must morry a member of the other group, 
hnt tht•re is no renson whatever to think that this is due to nny 
othrr rPoson tlann the exressi\'e development of nne clan (sib} in 
numbers." 

The cnnditinn npprnximated by the Todn, viz., n secondary 
nrrn ngl"mrnt in two complemf.'.ntary units, was according to 
Dr. nnas ntt nined by the Haida of the Northwest Coast of 
Amorirn. Dr. non.s sug~ests thRt several tribes of this area 
w~rr fonnrrly rharnrh~rizPd by n tripnrtite organization. Thus, 
thr Tlin~it in some lornlitif"~ nre not strictly ort{anized into 
mnipties hnt. hnve n third eoxognmir unit fr~ly intemlnrryin[l 
with the othf'r two. Tt is thPrt'forp P~)~~ihlp that the mni(ltif'S or 

" 
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the Tlingit and Haida are the result of a reduction in the num
ber of original units, leaving two equivalent tribal divisions. 

Finally may be cited the data for the Masai. In British East 
Africa ~Ir. Hollis discovered four sibs, the Aiser, Meiigana, 
Molelyan, and Mokesen; with the exception of the last-mentioned 
these were also found by Captain Merker on German territory. 
There, however, the Aiser and Molelyan are after a fashion 
united in opposition to the Mefigana, whom they nickname 
' Gluttons' because of their legendary transgression of a dietary 
taboo. Apparently the grouping is not basic and has not 
affected marriage Jaw. Nevertheless it does illustrate how a 
dual division may arise not as a pristine form or· organization 
but as a later development 

Such concrete data, coupled with the more general consideraw 
tions given above, lead us to reject the theory that moieties were 
necessarily or even frequentJy the most ancient representatives 
of a sib organization. That the dual organization accords better 
with the Dakota terminology than other forms of sib organiza

.. tion, is no reason for assuming its uniform priority in contra
vention of the facts of distribution and definite evidence of the 
secondary origin of moieties. 4 

TOTEMISY: 

Brief as has been our survey 0~ sib organizations, it Suffices 
to illustrate the frequency with which sibs bear the names or 
animals and plants, other natural phenomena being sometimes, 
though far nwre rarely, sUbStituted. This mode of designation 
is fairly often coupled with beliefs and practices revolving about 
the eponym. Sometimes, as in Buin, the animal is held sacred 

. and there is a strong sense of kinship with it on the part of the 
sib. Elsewhere, as among the Kariera, groups are not named 
alter plants or animals but are nevertheless definitely associated 

• with them, say,. through the performance of rites for the magical 
multiplication of the correlated fauna or flora. Frequently 
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there is a belle! in the descent of the sib !rom the eponym. All • 
these und similar usages ure brought together under the head o! 
tolt:mism und the animal, plo.nt or object in question is called -· --!.'.J.~.'-"~n. Among the Arunta the group associated with an 
animal or plant is not a sib since membership depends not on 
that o! either parent but un the mother's belie! that such .1nrl 
such u child is the reincurnu~ion of a particular totemic spirit. 
Thus siblings are often members ol different groups. Never, 
theloss, the group activities so closely resemble those of neigh
boring tribes where the totem group is a sib that it would be 
unwnrruntahle to e:':clude the Arunta manifestations from the 
category of tutemlsm. 

Totemism has a \·ery wide distribution, being found in 
A111crira, Australia, Melanesia, Africa, and parts of Asia. This 
txt.em~ivc dirrusiun deeply impressed the scholars who first in
\'estigated tho relevant datu, and following the theoretica.l bias 
ul their time they assumed without further inquiry that all the 
phenomena labeled h1tcmism represented identical psychological 
proresses nnd hud originated independently in different area! 
through the psychic unity o! mankind. Latterly it has become 
fn.shionnble in some quarters to deny the possibility of inde· 
JlP.IIllent cultural irivent.ions, and accordingly we find Professor.~ 
Elliot Smith broaching the hypothesis that totemism developed • 
lu or ahout northeastern Africa. and thence spread to the lour\ 
cnrn~rs of the globe. 

O(lJl<'"''d us these interpreta(iuns nppear at first blush, they 
ll're unitt'd by a rommon basis, viz., the conviction that totemism 
t•vt•t·ywlwre is esse1~tiUIIY- tho Bnme. It was this na'ive assump
tion thnt led to a srries of hypotheses purporting to explain 
hnw tntrmism in gPnernJ originnted, the modiflrations found 
lu•rt• nml fh(ln> heinF{ trented as negligible. For example, there 
Wtl!'l n. throry thnt. totPmhml dPvcloped from the practice of 
hnin1:1l niektulmrs.. Sorh ntlpellatinnf' were ~uppnsed to lend• 
to t•xplnnntory h•Rtlnds mnking the men who had adopted the 
st~hritJut.'t the drsrent.lnnts of the eponym, when<'e there fol
tow(ld the tabuo against killing or rating a member of the 
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•pecies. On the one hand, it was these prohibitiuus that arouse<! 
interest and led to the view that wtemism was a form of 

•religion, or even a necessary stage in religious eYolution; on the 
other hand, it \Vas the exogamous character of the totemic sib 
that was stressed as the ' social aspect ' of the phenomenon, 
which, however, was directly deducible from the belief of the 
sib-mates in a common totemic ancestry. 

It was in 1910 that Dr. Goldenweiser approached wtemism 
from a quite distinct point of view. Professor Boas had re
peatedly shown that apparently simple ethnological phennmena 
were as a matter of fact ·the result not of primary unity but of 
secondary association. Thus. when primitive tribes call geo
metrical designs by animal names it does not follow that their 
artists attempted to represent animals, and that their sketches 
were subsequently conventionalized into lozenges or triangles. 
These patt~rns can sometimes be proved to have had an inde
pendent origin and to have received a convenient designation at 
"later period. Further, Boas·bad proved that the resemblances 

' noted between remote tribes were often illusory; they represented 
no basic likeness comparable to the homologies of the anatomist 
but rather correspond to his superficial analogies. That is to 
say, ethnologists had erred i~ the same sense in which the un
tutored mind errs when it classifies the whale as R fish and the 
!>at as a bird. 

Applying these principles to what had been regarded as a 
u~if9"!?- coml?!~~~<~f features, GoldenweisPr discovPred that totem-

.. ism, instead of being everywhere alike, differed to an extra
ordinary degree. For example, Central Australian totemism 
with its emphasis on ritu;JiStic performances for the magical 
increase of the totem differs tolo coelo from that of British 
Columbia ; where artistic representation of the totPm and the 
guardian spirit idea are in the foreground of ahoriginal con-

; sciousness. Passing in review one after another of the alleged 
criteria of totemism, this author found every one of them 
\\·anting in even approximate universalitr. Exog-amy may or 
may not be coupled with the other features. totemic tabnos may 
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Le dissociated from a. totemic name for the group practising 
Uwm; descent from the tote1n inuy or may Dl)t he postulated; 
uud so forth. 

Thus no feature or set of features was found to be necessary 
or characteri&tic of tot.ernistn, hence none was regarded as 
~~ntiulJy primary in either a psychological or an historical , 
ttf•nse. If, then, there be any bond linking the totemic mani
fe~tatinus of various petlp)es, it cannot lie in the common posses
bion of certain traits but only in the mutual relations of these 
traits. Here Goldenweiser reverted to the earlier distinction of 
a !;(!Ciul untl a religious phase of the phenomenon. Hut his 
iuquiry ~md demonstrated that the religious factor was often 
of a most ntteuuated kind; hence in his final furmulu.tiun a less • 
pretentious term was substituted a11d totemism was defined as 
•· the tendency of definite social units to become associated with 

• uhjects and symbols 'Of emut.ionnl value"; or as "the process of 
S{leciflc socializatinu of tJbjects nnd symhols of emotional value ... J 
The socialization of emotional values within groups tracing 
d(•scent in dcftuite fashion saved tutemism frnm becoming a 
catchword not corresponding to nny reality whatsoever. \Vhile 
tho psydwlogiral unity of the phenomenon was thus vindicated, 
it~ historical din•rsity was insisted upon. Owing to the hetero
J..t<~Hcous rhnrader uf the totPmic complex and the complexities 
of historieul e\'olution, Dr. Guhlenwciser concluded that such 
N'Sl•mhlanres tLS on·urred are the result of convergent evolution., 
That is 1o ~ay, in one region one feature had bf'en the starting
point, jn another a different one; and only through later cum
hi nat inns t'lf thl'Be elements had the complexes come to present 
thl' observed similarities. A ready e:xpluno.tion for the frequent 
combination of cet1nin particular C'lemt"nts was found in the 
"ide distribution of such traits ns taboos. animal names, etc., 
whil'h made their roolesrenre a matter of mathematical pro
buhility. 

Bl'f\lre cotnmeuting on the-se views, we had better refer briefty 
1o n tar bulkier contemporaneous publication by Dr. J. G. Fra.zer, 
in which a. painstaking compilation of rele,·an1 data is followed 
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by a quite different theory of totemism. With respect to some 
specific conclusions, to be sure, both authors are in accord. 
Frazer no less than Golden weiser dissociates exogamy as a nun

. essential part of the totemic complex. It is when Frazer derives 
the totemic complex minus exogamy from a single psychological 
source, the Central Australian belief that every child is the 
reincarnation of the totemic spirit supposed to haunt the spot 
where its mother first becomes aware of conception, that he 
1isplays a fundamental departure from the method of his fellow-
student. For while the belief mentioned seems to Frazer a 
sufficient explanation for the taboos, belief in descent, and so on, 
Goldenweiser regards these residual phenomena as not less 
independent of one another than is exogamy from any and all 
of them. Frazer, in other words does assume an inner nexus 
among the several symptoms of totemism (apart from exogamy) 

' and regards one of them, the identification of totemite and 
totem as the basic one. Goldenweiser considers none of the 
symptoms as fundamental and their combination is to him a 
conjunction in Huffie•s sense of the term, an empirical union of 

• traits, rather than an organic synthesis. His stressing of the 
mere relation of the elements to each other is diametrically 
opposed to Frazer's adherence to a particular symptom. Further, 
Frazer·s selection of a Central Australian notion as the core 
of all totemism would impress Goldenweiser as the height of 
absurdity. He might concede that Frazer's conceptional )heory 
had some application in Central A·ustralia but certainly not that 
it could hold for other areas whence comparable beliefs have 
never been reported. 

Our random selection of iotemic data in the surv.ay of sib 
organization suffices to corroborate the destructive results of 
Dr. Goldenweiser•s acute aoaiysis. · \Vhat connects the totemism 
of the Kariera with that of the Buin? The Kariera totem groups 
are nameless local sibs with multiple totems, which are neither 
worshipped nor tabooed but only magically increased. The 
Huin totemites hold their animals, one for each sib, sacred to 
the point of avenging an injury inflicted on them by other sibs 
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und have no rites for the propagation of the species. In the 
one cu..se there is no kinship between totem and sib, in the other 
o Jegendury basis exists for th~ sense of relationship, though· 
there is no belief in descent. The Winnebago, on the other band 
hn.ve totemic descent, totemic names for groups as well as 
personA, artistic representations of the totems, but no taboos or 
cult. There is not the slightest reason for assuming thut 
phenomeun. so heterogeneous have had n. common origin either 
historically or psychologically; and if all of them are to be 
luhelcd u.s totemic it will not be for any community of specific 
truits but for some such highly abstract formal resemblance as 
thut dl'fined by Goldenweiser. 

But is Dr. Goldenweiser's definition of the totemic content, 
nttennuted as it is, sum~~ntly so to cover all cases? I o.m not 
pcrRunde<l that it is. fThe Ruin totems certainly represent 
enwtionnl vu.lues; those ·of the \Vinnebugo possibly; those of. 
the Kuricrn only by a stretching of terms that would convert 
hlllrk into white. Why not content ourselves with n9ting that 
the severnl sor.iul groups of one tribe ore commonly differen
tintt•tl hy distiuct" nnmes ofk'n borrowed from the organic king
dom~, or by heraldic devices of similar origin, or hy distinctive 
tnhoo~, or whut nnt? \Vhy not abandon the vain eftort to 
thrwd into one ~rorntstcan bed a system of naming, a system of 
horuldry, und u f'ystem of religious or mugico.l observances? 
Each of these might with pront be studied sepil.rutely and where 
ronnN·t.ions orcur their rntinnnle must of course be likewise 
hwe•lignted. But the fact that they represent diverse phP· 
nnnwnu. should not be obscured by the deceptive caption or· 
' enwtionnl values.' 

In 11 later pnper Dr. Goldenweiser has greatly clarified the 
prohlt•m by a searching analysis of 1!1'au,ois totemism so-called. 
The ln>quois sibs are nnmed after birds and beasts and are the 
""'!!lllllOUS units of to-do.y, though formerly this function wns 
pn>bahly characteristic of the greater sib or moiety. But there 
is no tuhno against killing tho sib animal, indeed the very notion 
of surh a pn,hibition lmpre...q,.,o;;("s the Indians ns nhsurd. Nor is 
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there a trace of any belief in descent from the eponymous 
species or of any sense of kinship with them. One of the most 
prominent features of the Iroquois system is the existence of 
sets of individual names, each sib having its distinctive series; 
but these names are in no way connected with the animals. It 
is true that carvings of the eponyms were placed over the doors 
or houses in which the correlated sibs predominated; yet there 
is no proof that the right to such carvings was confined to 
members. Are, then, the Iroquois sibs to be regarded as 
tt.,temic? Do the Iroquois possess a totemic complex? Golden
weiser's answer is in the negative. Animal names are too com
lllOn a feature in primitive society, he argues, to permit the in
ference of a special relation between a species and the group 
merely deriving from it its name. Only when the name involved 
a ··psychological association with the animal in the minds of 
the givers or the receivers of the name, or of both" or when 
the exogamy is traceable to this association, is it desirable to 
speak of totemism. Otherwise sibs with animal designations 
have no more claim to be considered totemic than sibs with 
nicknames, local names, or appelJations derived from a human 
ancestor, 

As Dr. Goldenweiser rightly insists, the question is not a 
purely terminological one. It is at bottom this, whether 
merely naming groups after animals is tantamount to definite 
}teliefs and practices associated with the eponyms. The im
portance- of names for the a.borigi"oal mind is undoubted; but 
whether it necessarily results in a totemic complex is a matter
for empirical inquiry. Dr. Goldenweiser's DP.f!ative seems 
eminently reasonable and 'in'deed might properly be supple
mented with a refusal to class together the various beliefs and 
performances. To go through rites for the increase of an 
edible species is not the same as to regard an animal or plant 
with superstitHms awe, and that in turn differs from a mere 
1.ahoo. 

In a still more recent contribution to the subject Dr. Golden
weiser assumes the position that t.otemism is after all a specific 
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phenomenon, being characterized by " the association of the 
totemic content with a chm (sib) system." This is said to be a ' 
conclusion bo.sed on the introduction of an historico-geographi
cal point u! view: Dr. Golden weiser now argues that the sib and 
tlte totemic complex are almost indissolubly linked, complexes .. 
without sibs and sibs without complexes being 'very rare.' 

I consider this argument to be singularly infelicitous and to 
cout.ravene some of the most valuable results o! Dr. Golden
weiser's earlier studies. It is utterly inconceivable to ine how 
iu tho light o! dtLta, mllny o! which were cited by himsel! in his 
critical study, Dr. Goldenweiser can claim an historico-geo
graphical sanction !or his nstouncling generalization. The 
Cruw, Hiclatsn., Gros Ventre, Apache all have sibs without even 
totemic nnmcs; and since Dr. Golden weiser does not repudiate 1 

his cnncl11sion that the nume by itself does not establish totem
iHrn, we may add the Iroquois and at Joost some of the Pueblo 
lmliuns. \\·hut Siberian tribe is known to be organized into 
totemic sibs? And in whut sense are the Arunta totem groups 
~il•H? The conclusion that tutemism is an "all hut universal 
tuljuurt" of the sib orgn.nizntion is :reached simply by ignoring 
tLwkwnrd contradictory fuels. It ls regrettable that so keen ond 
erudite n thinker should hove deviated so far in his latest dis
ru.ssion fnun the straig-ht and narrow path of historico-ethno
f!raphirnl invC'stigation. 

To sum up my own position on the subject of tutemism. I am 
not rnnvincf'd that nll the acumen and erudition lavished upon 
tho •uhjert hns established the reality of the totemic phe
unmpnon. Assurrdly Proft:'ssor Boas is right when he points 
nut the f.t'tHieury of kinship group~ to become associated with • 
"t'Prt.nin typps of Pthnir uctivit.ic>s.'' nut this is merely saying 
whut Nf'l~ms ~(llf-evitlt'nt, to wit, Umt definite social groups do 
nnt pxiRt in t•acuo, Ro t.o spPak, but must be characterized by 
~omeo functinn or other. The question is whPther the nature of 
the a~sorinted activitie-s does not mntter so long n..s somrlhina 
is ns..q{H.'iatt'd, nnd this ''iew I rnnnot o.rrPpt as justifio.ble. For 
me the r,roh)('m of tntemism N"Solves itself into a. series of 
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specific problems not related tu one another. The association of 
animal names with sibs is one problem and where it appears in 
a continuous area as in the Eastern United States ita hh>torical 
implications are obvious: there has been borrowing of a mode 
of sib designation. This has nothing whatsoever to do with 
the Kariera and Arunta custom of multiplying the supply of 
edible plants and animals, but that such a usage is shared 
by Central a,nd West Australian tribes is an important fact with 
similarly clear historical implications. That sibs fairly often 
taboo the eponymous animals is a. phenomenon of great psycho
logical interest well meriting study~· But only confusion can 
result from envisaging what is disparate under a single head.s 
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OP THE SIB 

T II E bilat•~ral family 18 uu absolutely un~sal institution; 
on tho uther hand, the unilateral sib has only a restrlctPd • 

though wide distrihutiuu. lt is true that n1any of the more 
highly dvilizf~d nutiunH of the world, like the Greeks, are known 
l.u hnve JIUNsed through n period in which they were organized 
inlt• ~ihs. But this may simply indicate that at a certain level 
tho Rib Rysit•IJl t~IHJS to decay, leaving the always Coexisting 

fumily in l"'""""s.'ion of the field: It does not by any means 
pru\'4' that th~ sib is older than the family. A survey of the 
rlata clearly shows thnt the family is nmnipresent nt every 
stage of culture; that nt a. higher level it is frequently coupled 1 

With IL ~ih organilulion; and that at a still hi~her level the ~~ 
di~n.!!,pean~. 

PRJOIHTY OF THE FAMILY 

This simplo statement of fact, however, runs counter to one of 
lho mnR-t gNH:'rnlly nrrPpted ond lenst warrantable of Morgan's 
RpPrulntions. For M"rgo.n hl'ld thnt the family was n latt" pru~ 

'''""I whi<·h hud ~ePn nlmn•t uniformly preceded by the sib. In 
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his scheme the exogamous sib represents a remarkable reforma
tory movement that retrenched the ,intermarriage of blood re
relatives, gained a foothold through the biologically beneficial 
results produced thereby1 and spread in consequence over an 
enormous area. In this theory two elements require examina
tion,-the alleged effects of the sib system, and it~ pr-etended 
Jistribution. -

Or;-the former point we can afford to be brief. Apart from the 
fac.t that modem biological opinion is by no means agreed as to 
the necessarily evil results of inbreeding, there are certain 
obvious difficulties in the way of Morgan's interpretation. It 

, would not be fair to object that sib exogamy does not prevent 
the union of father and daughter in a matrilineal, and of 
mother and son in a patrilineal, society. For Morgan believes 
that incestuous relations between parent and child had been 
eliminated at an earlier stage, and that the sib merely added 
to matrimonial restrictions by barring the union of siblings. 
But what Morgan may fairly be criticized for is his failure to 
reali~e that exogamy does much more than. proscribe the mar
riage of brothers and sisters: it precludes sexual relatio!L9 
between certain cousins of the most remote degree of propin
quity, nay, even between wholly unrelated sib members while in 
no way interfering with the relations of even first cousins who 
are not of the same sib. Cross-cousin marriage is perfectly 
consistent with sib exogamy ; but so are also marriages be
tween certain parallel cousins. ·For exa.nlple; in a tripartite 
matrilineal tribe two brothers of sib A may marry women of 
sibs B and C, respectively, and their children will not be pre
vented from marrying by the rules of the sib. What the sib, 
then, really does is to bar incidentally the union of certain close 
kinsfolk along with that of remot~ nnd putative kindred, while 
permitting the marriage of certain other close relatives. 

The assumption as to the practically universal occurrence of 
t.he sib in primitive society requires more extended scrutiny. I 
shall endeavour to establish the counter-proposition that the 
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5ib is lacki11g pre~.:isely umuug the nwre primitive tribes and as 
a rule appears only when horticultural or pastoral activities 
have partly ur whuly supersed.Cdllie chase as the ba.sis of • 
PConomic existence. From this, I arg.ue, there directly follows 
the chronological priority of t.he family. But in order to give' 
oo_g~ncy to this .argumentation it is necessary to ward off one 
hostile criticism. 

\

It is au undoubted fact that the peoples of the world do not 
V dvance uniformly in the several departments of culture. The 

skimo rouse our admiration by their mechanical ingenuity yet 
their political and social life is of the crudest order. Architec· 
turully the Maya of Yucatan tower above the Negroes of Africa, 
hut their lu.ck of metallurgical knowledge puts them on a lower 
plano from another point of view. Accordingly it is conceivable 
that a very lowly people might distance its compeers with respect -to social organization and rupidi:V climb the giddy heights re. 
preRented by the family in Morgan's scheme. Hence, it has been 
m~serted, nmtcriul advancement is no criterion of social progre~s, 
and wo uro not wu.rranted in inferring that the rudest tribes .. 
in thC'ir general culture also represent the earliest fonn of sociu.l 
t•rgu nizution. 

But this itt pushing a. legithnnt£' point to a manifest absurdity. 
lTndnubtf'dly one phn.se uf culture does not absolutely detennlne 
nnother, und we muy expert backwardness in one line of 
activity to be Rometimrs compensated with progressiveness in 
onothrr. Yet n moment's reflection suffices to show that the 
<"t•rrelnUon, while not. ~h.._~)lute, is nevertheless a strong one. 
Thore iR no record of a hunUng penple who hnve achieved archi
tt>rtnrnJ run.rvt"l!i comparahle to those of Peru or Yucatan; for 
8t'itmtiflc ond nrtistic progrr-s~ a certain stage of technological 
k~;owlfld,:t'£\ which in tnrn implies a sorinl division of labor, is n 
.rinr qua 71011 ; and ~o f,,rth. It mny therefore be readily granted 
that O<'cnsionolly n. very rn1de <'lllture mny go hnnd in hnnd 
with nn nhnonnnlly intricnte sorinl fabrio. But that all the 
triht'!'! whirh rank ns the lowe~t. in the srale of p:eneral rivilizntinn 
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should in the one phase of culture represented by family lite 

have risen to the high-water mark of attainment, wbile tribes 
of a far more advanced status should uniformly have Jagged 
~ehind in this one particular,-that is a proposition so monstrous 
that to conceive it clearly is to repudiate it as sheer nonsense. 

{-Hence if we really find the family present and the sib lacking in 
the Jowliest cultures almost without exception, we shall obey 
the dictates of reason in concluding that the family is an earlier 
and the sib a later development. This inference is of such 
fundamentaJ importance that its empirical basis must be fully 
set forth. 

The first who threw down the gauntlet to the current dogma 
by a trenchant application of the principle of cultural appraisal 
was :OJ:.Jobn R. Swanton. He confined his discussion to North 
American data, and I am not aware of a single student in this 
field who bas failed to accept his position. Swanton showed 

"conclusively that virtually all the ruder Indian 'Cultures lacked 
the sib scheme; while the sib appeared among tribes with a far 
richer, economic, industrial, ceremonial and political equip
ment. Thus, the immense sibless region of northern California, 
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, with all of north
western Canada save a narrow coastal strip and its immediate 
hinterland, represents uniformly the lowest grade of human 
existencE;' on the continent. The Paviotso roami~g over the 
Nevada desert in search of edible roots cannot. be co'?pared 
for a moment with the settled IroQ.uois, Hopi, or Tlingit in point 
of general cultural condition. 

It may be asked why the complete lack of sibs throughout so 
vast an area remained uni1oticed for so long a time and is still 
unknown to Morgan's disciples; The reason is an astonish. 
ingly simple one. Morgan was a· New Yorker and accordingly 
commenced his researches among the Iroquois. thence pro
ceeding westward through the zone in which the sib organiza
tion is dominant. In his time the Indians of the Far West 
were almost completely unknown for ethnographic purpos.Ps, 
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hence his generalization that all North American tribes had 
Hi~s Wll8 pardonable. Had he begun work in Oregon or Idaho, 
his entire scheme would presumably have been different. But 
what WIU! excusable In 1877 is no longer so forty years later; and 
while a premature conclusion as a result of partial ignorance is 
but a venial blot on the master's escutcheon, its tenacious 
cluunpion•hip to-duy must blight the scientific reputation or the 

• e_e~~U· 
But the North American duta do not necessarily agree with 

the phenomena observed elsewhere; we must consequently look 
for rorroboratory testimony in other continents. Turning first 
to the southern half or the New World, we find that the lowest 
culture, thllt of the Furgiuns, is aguin characterized by the la.ck, 
of u. Mib organization. In Asia. the evidence is especially sug
geHtive. Sibs ure typical of the Turkic people&, who possess 
u highly doveloped system of st.or~r-•. Lising and nre renowned 
for Uwir skill ns mcta..!!.nrgists; but they n.re wanting among the 
Chukchi and Koryuk~ whose marginal culture has only recently 
and pnrtly embodied the feature llf r<'inde£>r~breeding nnd was 
formerly on 1he level nf the seal-hunting Eskimo. The Khnsi of 

\.:~Astun, hnrticulturul nnd tinctured with the political notions'
or n higher rivilizution, have sibs; not so the crude Sakai and 
~emung h\Httcrs of tho Malay Peninsula. Most convincing of 
uti, the Andnman Islanders uf Nrgrito stock, isolated in the Bay 
or Brngal, untnurhed by the waves of enlightenment that carried ~ 
in111 uud hurticulturc even to the remote Philippines, are 
dt'Ynid uf the sib institution. 

Our ktwwleclf.{e of Afrirnn sndolngy is still sadly deficient, 
l1ut tltt~ro is ntl rvidelh~(', so far u.s I am aware, that contravenes 
111y p:t•twrnl proposition. Sihs orrur in Dantu nnd SudaneAe 
trihN1, nftrn in C'tmjunrtion with complrx political orA"nnizations;· 
hllli thry nre repnrtt"'d frum pnstoral peoples like the Mnsni, who 
prt,bably ming-le Hnmitic with other s1rains nnd cccupy in 

muny wny~ n l'f'lativt:'ly hh:h plane. The rruder Hottentot. non
ht'rtkulturn.l nnd r~prrsrntin~ thf' la~t dwindling rnmiftration 
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of Old World nomadism, apparently lack sibs. At least the 
reported transmission of the father's name to the daughter and 
the mother's to the son is completely at variance with the uni
lateral tracing of descent, by which all the children toke the 
name of one of the parents. Finally, I have found no mention 
of sibs in accounts of the still more primitive hunters, the Bush
men and Pygmies. 

There remains Australia. In the island continent the sib ts 
' a widely diffused institution and presumably an old one. But 

this does not involve the admtssion that it is older than the 
, family; for here, as elsewhere, we do not find the sib without 

the family but both institutions side by side. Hence the utmost 
that can be conceded is that in Australia the problem of priority 
remains indeterminate. Even were it otherwise, the Australian 
data would prove nothing for the sequence of stages in other 
regions, for the Australian culture is by no means more primi
tive than that of the Paviotso or Andaman Islanders. 

• 

In short, with the one notable exception of the Australians 
the simplest cultures lack the sib and possess the family, and 
even in Australia there is no evidence that the sib is more 
ancient than its invariable concomitant. 

But here we are once more confronted by a hostile objection. 
What if the tribes enumerated as sibless are really organized 
into sibs that have merely escaped observation? To the field
worker the suggestion savors of the closet. There is nothing 

'I especially recondite about a sib '?rganization; where it 'exists it 
penetrates the social life to such an extent that an inquiret: is 
bound to stumble across it at every corner. An intelligent 
visitor cannot spend marty ·weeks with people like the Crow or. 
Hopi and fail to note the presence of hereditary and unilateral 
divisions. When, therefore, prolonged inquiry fails to elicit a 
trace of such institutions, the only permissible inference is that 
they are not there. This conclusion attains practically absolute 
certainty when corroborated by a number of independent in
vestigators. Thus, the Northern Athabaskans have been visited 
by Samuel Hearne-an incomparable observer-and among 
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modern students by Urs. P. E. Goddard, Frank Russell, J. A. 
Mason, unU the present writer; yet not one of them has recorded 
anything reRemhling a sib. 

But it may be urged that failure to note a sib system is no 
Imputation on the recorder's intelligence, that the system may 
escape detection simply because lt is no longer there, having 
been destroyed by the impact of civilization. This argument, 
too, smells o! the study-lamp. It assumes gratuitously that 
sibs have u tendency to puss out of existence readily upon con
tile! with Caucasian Ideas. Dut this does not hold true. The 
Hopi C!lrne into contact with the Spaniards in 1540 but they are 
still organized into mother-sibs; so the old social system of the 
Jruquois hu.s weathered French, EngHsh and American influence 
In the heart of New York State; so the handful o! survivin!f 
Mllndan o! North Dakota preserve a knowledge n! their sibs and 
the old nmtriline11l tradition. Californian data are likewise 
llhuninuting. The sume observers have found ·sibs in one 
r<>Rinn und failed to find them in others, so thnt here at least 
perKnnlll llia.s is harred. Moreover, it is not nt all true that the 
trihrs rerord(ld us sibless have lnst all cognizance of ancient 
l'\Hilum. The llupu still maintained tho curious division of the 
F.Pxes hy which husbands nevt>r siPpt in their wives' houst>s in 
the winter; u.nd th.e Maidu of twenty yeonrs agn still had u p:rent 
dt'ul to say nhnnt ceremonies and their S<'Cret sociP.ty. On the 
nKsmnpti11n thnt all Californian pNlples formerly shared a sib 
~ystPm, the Jlrf's,~nt limHntion of that system to certain regions 
uf ·<'l'llfrul und southern Cnlif11rnin is not at nil clear. \\'hy such 
nh'l' utlht>rt'IH.'f> tn t{eogrnphiral conlinuity whr-n modern cundi~ 
tinn1-1 ure !\upposl'<.l to usher in a period of chaos? On the con· 
trary ultt:'rnalivf', howeve-r, we cnn readily rnnreh•e the more 
soutlll'rn Cnliftlrniaus us the extt'f'me outposts of the highly 
Pluhnrn.te Stll'ial stntrture distinguishin~ the native tribes of 
Nt'W M''Xirtl untl Ariznna; nr we ran nssnme n lorul rlevelop
nwnt. of sibs in C:nliforniu thnt has spread only to a moderate 
t'XIt•nt. 

L 
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The position that cases of lacking sibs are nut due to recent 
disintegration of native custom can be rendered impregnable 
with the aid of the heavy artillery of kinship nomenclatures. 
As an empirical result there has been determined a correlation 
between the sib organization and the Dakota type of kinship 
terminology,-that which distinguishes maternal and paternal 
relatives in the parents' generation but merges kindred regard
Jess of degroo of relationship. It has been pointed out that in 
different regions there is a tendency for the Dakota classification 
to become even more inclusive so that relatives are grouped 
regardless of anything but generation. This fact is favorable 
to the theory I am now attacking. Thus,. Dr. Rivers thinks 
that in Oceania the Polynesians once possessed the sib organi
zation and the Dakota system still found in many parts of 
Melanesia, and that these features gave way to a sibless organi
zation with a Hawaiian nomenclature. Accordingly the 
Hawaiian terminology, though not consistent with a sib insti
tution, might be interpreted on the hypothesis that a sib organi
zation once existed in the tribe under consideration; and 
naturally this view will suggest itse!f also when a sibless tribe 
is found with a Dakota nomenclature. It is not by any means 
a stringent demonstration of the former existence of sibs since 
there are alternath·e explanations,-the terminology may have 
been borrowed, or it may be due to other social causes {p. 34). 
:\evertheless the argument has the semblance of plausibility. · 

But what recourse is left to th~ disciple of Morgan wllere the 
terminology, instead of merging collateral and lineal kin, care
fully discriminates the parent from the parent"s sibling? Such 
a result is exactly what "'e ~hould expect from a family organi
zation, in which the father and mother would take an excep
tional position sharply differentiated from that of more remote 
!<in. Here there can be no question of recent breakdown of an
cient custom or of innovation due to white influence. For it is 
one of the cardinal doctrines of 1\lorgan"s philosophy that kinship 
terms are more stable than the social fabric in which they 
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originuted and mny persist for ages after it is rent asunder. 
lienee If the kinship tenninology linked with a siblese organiza
tion yields no evidence of fonner sibs, then there is not the 
slighest reason for assuming that the tribe wns ever organized 
into sibs since ex hypothesi the tenninology would vanish later 
thun tho correlated social structure. 

I llffi not urging this point In order to gain a dialectic victory. 
For in this matter I am of opinion that Morgan was on the 
right track. l{inship tem•s represent a lingui.stic phenomenon, -1 

and language is notoriously conservative. We speak of the 
setting of the sun, though we no longer believe that he moves 
round the earth. The impact of new conditions may vitally 
trans!onn and even shatter aboriginal society without ruffling 
tho traditional mode of uddreBBing relatives. A colonial ad
miniHtrn.tor or Indinn ugent wiJl abrogate human sncrifices and 
impose improved tnf'thods of tillage, but he is not interested 
wlwthcr his wards hose one word or a. dozen for the father and 
the paternal tmcle. Accordingly, the distinction of lineal and 
rollnt.f'ral kin would fortify the evidence of observers as to the 
ubt~Pill'C of l\ Sib institution. 

Turning now to the concrete data, we find repeated realization 
of tho contlition suggested o.bove as merely hypothetical. In 
CaliCorniu, ontong various Salish and Shoshonean peoples, and 
in Eskimo tC'rritory, we encounter relntionship systems differ
••nlillling the lineal and collateral kin. Outside of America , 
t.lwro are the Andarnnn Islanders, the Chukchi and Koryuk. 
In .nil these instances, then, whieh could doubtless be mutipliod 
wrro rt'lcvnnt data. on aibl<'ss tribee more abundant, the recorded 
nbsenc.o of the sib receives the stump of finality. The dogma of 
the uniwrsulity of the sib In primitive communities thus lies • 
shuttt'rC'd. 

Tlll're is still another line of argumentution that may be 
nd\'1\Tll'Nl on h<'hnlt of the view thnt is hero set forlh. In con
~\H\1\tU''-' with the important rtlle whirb names assume in savage 
thought the lnclusiven(ISS of primitive ,kinship terms is usually 
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far more than a mere matter of terminology: like designations 

involve like social relations. It is a misconstruction of this 
fact that has often favored the mistaken notion that the indi
vidual family and individual relationship were non-existent 
where there were a dozen • fathers' and ' mothers,' scores of 
siblings, and so forth.. The error lay in assuming that in thts 
connection likeness meant identity. But we have already fuund 
that in various contingeilcies it is the closest relative of the 
appropriate class that takes precedence. By the provisions of 
the levirate an own brother inherits the deceased man's widow, 
other kinsmen being merely substitutes. Cross-cousin mar .. 
riage in the best-recorded cases means marriage primarily wtth 
the real mother's own brother's daughter or with the father'3 

·own sister's daughter. Among the Crow Indians all men called 
brother-in-In w are entitled to a peculiar form of respect; but 
in this regard the real brother-in-law enjoys an unchallenged 
preeminence. Considering the wide dissemination of the sib 

concept in Australia, it is especially gratifying to find these 
results so emphatically corroborated by the most competent of 
Australian investigators. Mr. Brown, too, finds that while 
social functions are the same in kind, a~ he happily puts it, 
they are not the same in degree; and the difference in 
degree varies with the degree of propinquity. In short, it is 

• the relations of the narrow family circle that are primary, and 
there has simply been a secondary extension in attenuated form' 
to wider itnd wider circles of "real and putative kin." The 
Australian phenomena, whose import has hitherto been l~ft 

indetenninate, thus fall in line with the data from other regions. 
In Australia, as elsewhere, the family is basic and primary, the. 

, sih relatively unessential and n: secondary development. The-
reversal of the traditional seqnence is one of the safest con
clusions of modern ethnolngy. 1 

ORIGIN OF THE SIB 

How, then. did the sib originate on the basis of the earlier 
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family t:ouccpt'? In settiug out to answer this query we musL 
J'ecollcct whut the sib really is. The sib is a gr•mp of selected 
k1u, and the problem is whence comes the principle of selection. 
\\'hy uro certain relatives Jmt together to form a social unit to 
tho exch1sion of other kin'! In attempting a solution we mus\ 
~<'I'Utiuize the social conditions found among sible.ss tribes in 

1 he hope of dclecting facturs favorable to the development of 
llw unilateral priuciple; and we must also examine the cor
I'Pintcs of sib orgrmizations in search of agencies that may have 
l'rnduccd them and tend to maintain them in operation. In my 
npi11in11 the t rausmission of properly rights and the mode of 

l't•~idt•Hce utter marriage have been the most effective means of ' 
\'l"tahliHhiug the principle or unilateral descent, and I will 

t'lulcnvor to show how they might originate both a patrilineal 
und a matrilineal community. 

Lrt us rcrnl! once more the dllta from the Hupa (p. 66). With 
ihem reHidc>tH'C l:i potrilocul but not quite definitely so. That is 
to Rny, in the majority of C(U~es the paternal grandfather. 
father, sun and son's SHH uf u. mnn are natives and occupants of 
tho same village, taking their wives from without. In other 
wnr(IH, the llupa system uctnully unites by residence those mn.le 
rt•lati\'es who ure united in a. futhPr-sib. \Ve have here the 
J.rt•rm out of whirh a (ather-sib might readily develop. Only two 
lnotlillru.tiunR ure requh•ite. The patrilocal rule must be made 
Htringt'nt, sn thut f'very family shall fnllow the same principle 
n( St'f.:I'C'Hation; nncl seeondly, there must be a means of fixing 
tlh• nnlliation of the ft•malP no less than nf the mule members ot 
a fumily. Thf' lattt~r pntl i~ most rradily efferted by the use of a 
11/HIH' f<~r lhe ~t>,Ltrt•gated ma}('S; Umt lllune would naturally come 
to ht' !o{iVt'n nt hirth to tJil rhildren hon1 in the vlllage, whether 
fll<'y nrc• mn1t• or ft•luale; and thus girls as well ns boys wnuld 

ht'HI' and rPtnin n pntronymir de~ip;nn.tion. Then it no lo~ger 
matft•rs wlwt1wr u wnmtln drparts from hf'r nntive locality; 
thr mmw nlnrw sHffice~ tn fix ht>r affiliation. Similarly, wht>n 
tht• priuriplf" nf Jlatrilint>nl rt>rknnin1-! 'is once established in this 
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fashion, the residence rules may decay without affecting the 
system since a man's membership is fixed once and forever by 
the group appellation. 

A corresponding influence of a common residence is clearly 
brought out in the case of a South American people. In the 
Northwe.t Amazons the social unit is the house community o! 
possibly two hundred individuals. Since marriage is always 
patrilocal, the normal Hupa grouping o! male kinsfolk takes 
place without exception, and the evolution o! a typical sib would 
merely require the permanent indentilication of the female 
children with the house group into which they are born. One 
additional detail is especially illuminating. Physical pro
pinquity, here as elsewhere, has engendered a sense of particu
larly close relationship. The children o! brothers, being in
evitably reared in one house, are regarded as too closely related 
!or m,arriage, while no such restriction applies to the children of 
sisters. The house community functions as an exogamous unit 
permitting and preventing precisely those parallel cousin unions 
that would be permitted and prevented by an exogamous patri
lineal sib. 

Professor Speck's intensive researches among the northeastern 
Algonkian peoples demonstrate the joint action of contiguous 
residence and common proprietary rights. Hunting-territories 
are here definitely transmitted from father to son; the wife is 
taken to her husband·s abode; .and brothers in some measure 
share economic privileges. It is' obvious that such conditions 
again effect an alignment of kindred which approximates tfiat 
of the characteristic father-:;ib. 

The explanation offered for the segregation of patrilineal kin 
may in corresponding fashion be applied to the assemblage of 
matrilineal kin. In this connection Tylor has already urged the 
importance of matrilocal residence. Obviously, whenever the 
bridegroom comes to reside permanently in the house of his 
parents-in-law, the children will as a matter of course be 
associated with his wile's rather than with his people. It has 
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been shown that this is the natural correlate of anomalous 
mutrilocul unions even among a predominantly patrilocal tribe 
like the Hupa. !Jut influence of matrilocal residence appears 
most clearly in such cases o.s those of the Hopi and Zufii, where 
there is not merely matrilocal residence but hereditary trans
mis.:-;hm of the house from mother to daughter. Grandmother, , 
muthcr, nnd daughters are thus united into the core of a sociul 
unit, und ull children born in the house are naturally linked 
with this permanent group. 

But although matrilocal residence in this form adequatelr 
accounts for the evolution of a matrilineal kinship group, there 
are two serious obstacles to this interpretation as a general 
theory. For one thing, not a few matrilineal peoples nre patri-· 
locrLl. This is true of the Australians and Melanesians, and 
al.ao of some African nnd American tribes. Of course, it is 
possible to prop up the hypothesis with the auxiliary assumption 
thnl all m"atrilineul peoples were formerly matrilocal but that 
would be idle conjecture. Secondly, matrilocal residence is 

. . 
ortr.n not a permanent condition. If at the expiration of a year 
or so tho younR couple set up house for themselves, what tnotive 
Js thrre fur aftllinting the issue, or ut least the issue after the 
first rhild, with the mother's kin ruther than with the lather's? 

It is therefore dcaimble to supplement the factor of matrilocal 
rrsidrnfe nnJ femnle house ownership with snn1e addition·d 
fnl'tur that might ciT~ct a similar alignment of relatives. Here 
it sroms useful to consider whn.t we know concerning the sexual 
·clivisinn of lnhnr. Hahn hos familiarized us with the notion that 
lilla~e at primitive levels is frequPntly a feminine occupation . . 
This fud seems to me to have ruther significant implications. 
The girls growing up to maturity will learn from their rnothor 
how to rultivnte the soil as they learn any other technique 
dmru.l'tt1 ristil~ of tlwir sf'x. Rut in some cases their exclusive 
nt•cnpntion wHh horticulture tnny establish a. proprietary tit1e 
to d.l·S~t'ntl ff'lHB mothors to daughters, and in this way a ma.tri- • 
lint1al st1t t'f female kin is defined. That is the rondition which 
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formerly prevailed with the Hidatsa, where gardens were jointly 
iilled by a woman, her daughters and granddaughters, and 
where the title descended correspondingly. The female descen
dants of sisters were thus actually united by common property 
rights and association in economic activities. Had ther~ b~f'n 
a corresponding segregation of patrilineal kin, say through 
descent of hunting.territories, as among Dr. Speck's Algonkian 
tribes, it is possible that the patrilineal principle would have 
survived or that the clash of systems would have prevented any 
definite role of descent from originating. But among the 
Hidatsa there were no individual hunting prerogatives to be in
herited by sons and the residence roles were neither strictly 
patrilocal nor matrilocal. Hence there was no patrilineal 
principle to counterbalance the active matrilineal one. Since, 
then, the garden-owners formed the most definite group, It was 
natural for any child to have its affiliations indicated from 
birth by reference to the garden group. In short, there thus 
de\·e!oped matrilineal descent and the mother-sib. 

It may be asked how successive generations of women could 
be united in a patrilocal group. The answer lies in the fact 
that patrilocal and matrilocal residence frequently do not imply 
,a change of either spouse"s community but only of his or her 
uwelling within that community. The Pawnee villages were de
finitely endogamous, the Kai allowed a girl to go to her hus
band"s house but hardly ever to another settlement, and in !"any 
other instances the majority of m'arriages were between mem
bers of the same loca.l group. Hence, though the domiciliary 
arrangements in such cases must react on the family life, as 
pointed out in a previous "cliapter, they would not affect the 
segregation of matrilineal or patrilineal kindred in the manner 
suggested. A Kai woman, though living in a different house 
rrom her daughters and granddaughters, has no difficulty in 
associating with them in her daily employments since they are 
all residents of one village. 

The succession of events outlined for the Hidatsa must not of 
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course be taken to represent a verified historical tact but only 
u.n interpretation, which, however, seems to me to enjoy a high 
clcgree ot probability and to merit examination wherever there 
are matrilineal trihes in which women perform the work of 
husl.taru.lry. Even in other cases similar considerations apply. 
The Atudruliuns are patrilocal and at least -often in the sense 
tllut a wife removes to her husband's band. While her husband 
rou.ms over the hand territory to hunt, she gathers vegetable 
food within the sume district. Now in a part of Queensland 
Khe is recognized us individual proprietor of certain patches of 
pluuts und transmits her prerogative to her daughters. If, as 
Aometimcs hnppens in Australia, the men had only communal 
rir,rhts over tho territory whil1> the women established individual 
IIWHCTMhip over definite sections, we should have a condition 
fnvoring mutrilineu.l descent amoug a patrilocal people. 

From the point of view here assumed it is intelligible why 
u considoruhle numher of tribe~ should lack a. sib system since 
tmiluterul reckoning uf kinship is found to depend on certain 
1-'prdal usagr-R, such ns u definite rule of residence, which are i 
conunnn hut unt universal; aud further because there may be a 

t·nnflkt"of mutunlly exclusive unilnterul prinriplf.ls, yieldin~ the 
palm t.u nl'itllrr. On tile otiH'r lmntl, the fn•quPury of the sib 
iuHUtutioll Sl'l'IHS rnulo[hly to cnrre~pond to the wide distribution 
of thfl cnust•l'4 ht're reckoned with. Finally, the multiple ori.~in 
of tlw sih, whkh wus prpvinus1y sug,.wstPd on oth!'r grounds, is 
f('ntkn•d Rl ill more likely if unr1Prlying the sib are phenomena 
!"l!dt n~ the n•!'lidl'tH'P rule or iuhPritance Jaw. F11r in these 
rult·~ lny the pn~sihility f,,r 1111 iudeflnite nmuher nf independP.nt 
dl'Vt'hlJHIH'IIt~ t•f Jlntrilint'al aut.l mntrilin('nl d1•srent.• 

THE ~1o Aso nn: n ... KOTA Tr.n\ttNm.oGv 

As not('c.) prt"viously, the- empiriral tnrrelation between an 
t'XORfiiHtJ\I:q ~ih systt•m nnd the Dnkntn trm1innlo~y iR snmetimes 
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interpreted in causal terms: the sib is represented "" producing 
the characteristic grouping of kin. There can be little doubt 
that when a sib organization is once firmly established it will 
react upon the method of designating relatives: all persons of 
one's generation and sib will be reckoned siblings, all males in 
the father's sib are addressed as father and so forth. But what 
is true of the sib scheme in Cull swing cannot possibly be true 
of the nascent sib. For that..i.!.§imply a peculiar alignment of 
kindred ; and if it coincides with the Dakota system of align
ment, the relation between the two is one of identity, ntJt of 
canse and effect. Consequently, if we desire to understand 
that alignment we must not rest content with uttering the word 
'sib' as though it were some peculiarly illuminating abraca
dabra, but must penetrate beyond the concept it represents. 
In the preceding section I have shown how under some con
ditions a father and his brothers with all their sons and sons' 
sons may be segregated into a definite social group ; and how 
under other conditions there may arise a correspondiGg assem~ 
blage of a mother and her sisters with all their daughters and 
daughters' daughters. But for all I have said a father and his 
brothers, while members of the same social group, might be 
discriminated in designation,-a very rare occurrence among 
tribes divided into sibs. Hence it is desirable to show how this 
and corresponding classifications of kin carne into being. 

First of all, it may be worth while to point out that a o:epara
tion of paternal and maternal kin is just as natural for a family 
as for a sib system. The mother's brother, e.g., is as decidedly 
the representative of a different social group from the paternal 
uncle's in one case as in the other. We find accordingly that 
this disHnction is clearly drawn·by a number of sibless tribes. 
Where their nomenclature often differs from the Dakota pattern 
is in maintaining the distinction between father and paternal 
uncle, mother and maternal aunt. If we can show how this 
distinction may vanish, we show how the sib-mates not merely 
become united into a group but how they come to assume the 
mutunl relations so charo.cteristic of a sib organization. 
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1 mn or the opinion that the levirate and the sororate are 
older institutions than the sib and that by their joint action they , 
can produc~ and often have produced that very classification or 
relatives characteristic of the sib and following the Dakota 
pattern. That they veritably can effect this result, has already 
been explained; but the chronological sequence I am postula.t
iug demands proof. For it would be possible to suppose that 
levirate nnd sororate are the consequence rather than the cause 
or the sib; thl\t fundamentally any fellow-member took the 
place or a deceased spouse, the brother and sister functioning 
not by virtue or their family relationship but only as sib-mates. 
But in the first place Ibis assumption is refuted by the known 
fucts concerning the levirate and sororate. These rules, as in· 
dicated above, apply primarily to the real brother or sister. 
Their precedence Is unchallenged' among sib-members, who are 
only substitutes Cor own siblin!l'9. Secondly, the distribution or 
the loviru.te and surorute is Car wider than the distribution or • 
the sib, and what is more they occur among not a few of the 
sibless tribes or rudor culture. This fact not only suggests their 
relative priority but also explains why some sibless tribes share 
the Dakota terminology of the tribes with sibs. If that nomen
clutur~, though consonant with the sib institution, is not its 
fJroduct but the l'csult of older marriage customs, then where ... 
these cu~toms exist the terminology mny also arise, whether 
the sib co~oxisls or not. 

My theory does not involve the dogma that all Dakota termino
logirs nre the rl'sult of these two fom1s of marriage. In special 
ras~s quite different principles or interpretation are admissible 
anti indeed necessary. For exumple, the Hopi practise neither 
the sororute nor the levirate, yet they have both the sib institu
tion nnd an interesting variant of the Dakota. k.inship nomen
elature, characterized by Ute frequent overriding or the dill'er
Pnce of generntinn. Thus, o. father's sister's son is not dis
tinguished fn.)lll the father, and the father's sister's daughter nnd 
her duu~hter's daughter are cla.ssed with the Cather's sister. Dut 
th""e deviations Cr.1m the Dakota norm and the norm itself are 
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deducible from those antecedent conditions of Hopi life that 

gave rise to the sib. Matrilocal residence and the female tenure 
of dwellings amply account for the pheJ?omena. The father's 
sister's son comes from the same house as the _father; the 
father's brothers are one anrj. all original inmates of the same 
household. Similarly, all sisters are house-mates; and so are 
the father's sister, her daughters, and their female descendants 
through females. The t~rminological equntinns of the Hopi are 
thus based on common tenancy and are intelligible without the 
Jevirate and sororate. The principal point is that in every case 
we must look for some correlated usage, whether it be a rule nf 
marriage or of residence, that may have consummated the 
observed nomenclature so far as it is at all dependent on social 
custom. 

There is an important point that becomes intelligible in the 
light of the principles expounded above. It can be readily 
understood why marriage between parallel cousins should fre
quently be tabooed. Given the classification of fathers' brothers 
with fathers and of mothers' sisters with mothers, parallel 
cousins logically call one. another siblings and with primitive 
exaggeration of the meaning of names they generally eschew 
intermarriage. But except in a dual di\·ision of society only half 
of the parallel cousins are prevented from marrying by the n1le 
of the sib. As Morgan clearly showed, in a matrilineal society 
only the children of sisters belong necessarily to the same unit, 
yet an parallel cousins are called siblings. This indicates that 
after the levirate and sororate or other conditions had brought 
about the kinship nomenclature found with sib organizations 
there must have been a sifting of parallel ronsins by which 
only half of them were segregated t? form part of the sib. 'But 
t.his process has already been explained in the discussion of the. 
origin of the sib. The Amazons case is typical: by patrilocal 
residence there is a dichotomy· of parallel cousins, the children 
of brothers o..re united in one house, those of sisters are not. 
Here we even find the marriage rulas profoundly affected by the 
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fact c,f physical CI1Hliguity; brothers' children may not marry, 

while those of sisters may. However, whether this effect be 
produced or not, the separation of parallel cousins into two 
groups of sib-mates n"nd ntembcrs of different sibs, respectiveJy, 
Is ooundantly accounted for by the Hupa, Northeast Algonkian, 
und Pueblo phenomena. 

. 
To sum up. The sib grows out of the older family by a number 

of processes that naturally lead to the characteristic classiftca- , 
!ion and unilateral segregation of kin. The associated Dakota 
nomenclature is probably in large measure due to the prior 
action of the levirate and sororate. But this would not suffice 
to produce the differentiation of parallel cousins that accom
panies a multiple sib organization. This does, however, 
naturally rmmlt from those facts of residence and transmission 
of property right~ \\·hich establish unilatP.ral lines of kin.3 

MoTHER-SIBS AND FATHER-Stns 

There is Rtill another • historical problem of the utmost 
ttu~oroticn.l importance to be considered. \\'hat is the chrono
logical relationship between mntrilinPal and patrilineal descent"! 
A nullll)(>r of nhstrart p .. ssihiliti('S Sll!lf!'CSt themS<'lves. Mother
oihs may have grnwn out of futher-sihs (If. vice-versa; either 
type of sib may he of Iuter origin thnn the other without develop
ing from tho carlit~r form; or there may be no regulur sequenrA 
whaf.~tlover. 

This ln.:d poRSihility is one naturally repu~nant to those whu 
Nt'<'k the t?!'ltablishment of sociological laws; and accordingly 
1\forgnn und his followers postulate nn invariable order nf 
dovf'lnpmt•nt. :\reuJ•ding to thPrn, t.hP archaic sih was neces
~arily nlways matrilinf'nl because marriage between single 
pairs was unknown in :::wcient times, rPndPrin~ paternity doubt
ful. AOHintiun waq thu~ with the mnther·s group and such 
prtlJWr1y n~ E'XistPfl was transmittf:'d within the matPrnal sib, 
from brt\thPr to hr1)lhl"r or frum maternal unclP to sister's son, 
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but never from father to son. But with the increase of property 
a natural antagonism arose against this form of inheritance 
that excluded the owner's children from the legacy, and this 
motive together with the increasing certainty of fatherhood 
sufficed to overthrow matrilineal descent and to establish the 
father-sib. It is an essential part of this theory not merely to 

• assume that matrilineal passes into patrilineal descent but that 
all father-sibs without exception have grown out of mother-sibs. 
For example, the historic genos of the Greeks and the gens of 
the Romans were patrilineal; but applying the principle of 
uniform chronological succession, Morgan infers that these 
institutions were anciently mother-sibs. 

Everyone of the basic points in this line of argumentation may 
be dismissed as contrary to ethnological evidence. In the first 
place, marriage between single pairs is not absent but com-

' mon among the simplest tribes and no ground whatsoever exists 
for assuming a condition of ancient promiscuity. Indeed, on 
the very lowest cultural plane we frequently encounter matri
monial relations that would be rated exemplary by a mid
Victorian moralist. Among the And'aman Islanders " conjugal 
fidelity till death is not the exception, but the rule" and cor
responding reports are extant for other extremely rude tribes . 

. But even were paternity doubtful, it ~ould prove nothing as to 
the necessity of matrilineal descent. Biological paternity is 

• one thing, sociological fatherhood ahother. The polyandrous 
Toda do not trouble themselves about the former but establish 
the latter by a purely conventional rite (p. 43). \Vhere adoption 
plays the part it does in the Andamans and Torres Straits 
Islands, biological paternity counts for little and the foster 
father fulfills all the obligations of a progenitor. The connec
tion between sexual intercourse aiid conception is, according 
to competent authority, unknown to various Australian groups, 
yet at least some of these. are patrilineal like the Toda and 
Torres Straits Islanders. 

Further, some correlation assuredly exists between the rule of 
inheritance and the rule of desce,;t, as follows from the part 
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the transmission of property played in establishing a unilateral 
group of kin. But this correlation is a partial one. On the 
whole it is more likely that matrilineal not filial inheritance 
will be found in a matrilineal society, and filial succession with 
paternal descent ; but the exceptions are too numerous to be 
Ignored. There are matronymic tribes like the Crow and 
llidatsa, where some kinds of property are transmitted matri
linou.lly, others putrilineally; there are patronymic tribes like 
the Wu.rrnmunga among whom the legacy goes to the maternal 
uncles nod daughters, husbands of the deceased, i.e., to his 
mother's moiety, not his own. These data can of course be 
twisted into concordance with the traditional scheme by assum
Ing that in the fom>er case there is a nascent father-alb, in the 
latter o. survival of the pristine matrilineal condition. But ugly 
facts can always be swept aside by making a sufficient number 
of auxiliary hypotheses. The alternative explanation is just as 
rellsonllble that the paternal traits of the Crow persist from 
o. prcviouR pn.trilinenl stage and that the \\"arran1unga are in 
a nascent stage of matrilineal organization. 

l'intLIIy, what evidence Is there that the development of pro
JH•rty may cause, nut merely the establishment of patrilineal 
tiNot'tHit substituted for o. sibless organization, ns I myself have 
<'ont,,ruJcd, but tho rhangc from mfl.trilineai to patrilineal 
d<'~<'l'rtt.? The possihilit-y exists no doubt, but a number of 
hi:-~t.nrh'ully known casC's show that there is no automatic neces
sity. For example, the Navaho of northern Arizona profited by 
the lnt.roductlon of sheep Into the Southwest some time In the 
•eventeenth century so as to develop into a prosperous pastoral 
pnoplr, yC't in spite of their thriving flocks, tended by the men, 
they hnve remnlned obstinately matrllineal. Simllarly, the 
Introduction of the horse surely revolutionized the property con
cepts of the llidntsa and Crnw, but they still reckon descent 
through the mother, and it wns not a spontaneous e\·olution but 
Govornnwnt edicts thnt ef!octed patrilineal transmission of real 
estate when I first visited the latter tribe. Indeed, the posses-
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sions of some primitive tribes are so meager that ~lurgan him
self shrank from attributing all change of descent to the father's 
solicitude for his children's patrimony and invuked the power 
of recent Caucasian influences. However, this suggestion seems 
little short of absurd when we recall that peoples like the Hopi 
and Iroquois, who have been subjected to Caucasian contact for 
centuries, are among the most typical of matronymic tribes in 
existence, while the Blackfoot, whose relations have been 
both less intensive and more recent, are predominantly patri
lineal. 

In short, Morgan's theory is untenable from various points of 
\oiew. For its demolition it suffices to show that, as among the 
Crow and Hidatsa, it it quite feasible to transmit certain kinds 
of property from father to son without any change of descent. 

Nevertheless to refute Morgan's scheme is not yet to refute 
the sequence it is meant to establish. His conclusions might be 
right for all the weakness of his evidence; and other arguments 
must be subjected to examination. 

In an article that remains one of the classics of anthropo· 
logical literature Tylor, among other things, essayed to show 
that patrilineal tribes had passed throug-h a matrilineal stage. 
Advancing what he himself designated as a geological argument, 
he maintained that " the institutions of man are as distinctly 
stratified as the earth on which he lives. They succeed each 
other in series substantially uniform over th~ globe, independent 

.of what seem the comparatively superficial differences of race 
and language, but shaped by . similar human nature acting 
through successively changed conditions in savage, barbaric, 
and civilized 1ife." This principle he applies to the case under 
discussion. 

Tylor begins by postulating three layers corresponding re.
spectively to the maternal, the maternal-paternal nnd the pater·~ 
nal system. In the first "descent . . . is reckoned from the 
mother; authority is mainly on her side, the mother's brother 
being habitually guardian of the .children; succession to rank 
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and office, and inheritance of property, follow the same line 
puSHing to the brother or to the sister's son." In the paternal 
stage " descent Is from the father; he has the power over wife 
and children; succession and Inheritance are from him to his 
offspring." Connecting these two there is a "transitional stage 
in which their characteristics are variously combined." Tyior 
cb utlously admits the vagueness of the classification and at the 
same time boldly proceeds to build upon It as though it provided 
a linn foundation for historical Inference. Before expounding 
!lis argument it will be well to regard this point somewhat more 
closely. 

From o. logical point of view Tylor"a classification is impec. 
cnble. The question is merely whether historical verities cor· 
respond to his logical categories, and this can only be admitted 
with such quo.liJications as to render the whole scheme of little 
value. Tylor, It should be noted, substitutes tor the simple, un
mistakable, discrete ditrerence between matrilineal and patri
lineal descent the complex, admittedly vague and fluctuating 
ditrerence between a matrilineal and a patrilineal complex. He 
assumes, that Is to say, that Inevitably or at least usually linked 
with the rule of descent there are certain correlated customs, 
all of which Jointly form an organic whole; and where only 
•orne of the features occur, he postulates an Intermediate con
dillon. Now It may be admitted that there an> some Instances 
of peoples with a genuinely paternal system, e.g., the ancient 
numans nnd the Chinese. But by far the majority of the known 
peoples of the world are clearly In what Tylor calls the matemal
palernal stugo, as might be expected from the co-Pxistence or the 
hllaterul family with tho unilateral sib unit. The Khasl father 
Is respected even during his temporary residence In his wife's 
bousehnld nnd lal<!r gains an undisputed ascendancy; the Tsim· 
shlnn fnlher Is found actively promoting his son's Interests re
gardless of mntrillnenl descent; the Pueblo father is recognized 
us tho provider, and It Is his kin that bestow o. name on his 
rhlhl, reflerting their and not the child's sib nffillatlon. Yet .. 
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these ar.e extreme cases of • maternal ' status; a fortiori we may 
infer that virtually no purely maternal tribes exist. 

There is another and ·even more fundamental question that 
obtrudes itself. How does Tylor derive his matrilineal com
plex? Is it an empjrical fact that the phenomena he cites as 
characteristic of maternal societies are regularly united or is 
this merely a logical deduction, plausible but not based on the 
concrete data? The truth is that both motives are at work. There 
are some tribes in which, say, avuncular authority is linked 
with matrilineal descent, and from the point of view of abstract 
logic this seems in harmony with the eternal fitness of things. 
Accordingly these particular tribes are selected as maternal 
tribes par excellence, as norms of what a self-respecting matri
lineal tribe should be. But, as l have shown elsewhere, this is 
an inadmissible procedure. When matrilineal descent was first 
discovered by Bachofen, it seemed very plausible that such a 
usage implied the former sovereignty of the female sex, yet 
this notion is now gracing the refuse heaps of anthropological 
science. Consequently we must not rely too much on abstract 
probability; if we desire to determine whether, or to what extent, 
tbe avunculate and matrilineal descent cohere, we must take 
either custom as the pivotal one and ascertain to what extent 
the other occurs in conjunction with it. But such an investiga
tion is fatal to the assumption that the avunculate is a safe 
criterion of matrilineal descent: first, beca:use there are matri
~~"lineal tribes without the custom; secondly, becau!le there are 
patrilineal tribes which practise it. 

It has been customary on the part of the older school of anthro
pologists to treat all of the second group of cases as survivals 
from a prior matrilineal conditioq ; and recently Dr. Ha"rtland 
has again advocated this interpretation with mnch skill an.d 
learning. Adherents of this view thus convert what at first 
seems a fatal objection iritO an argument favorable to their 
theory. Of course, they will say, the Omaha are patrilineal 
now; but their having the avunculate proves that they once 
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traced descent through the mother, for on no other hypothesis 
can such u. u..age be explained. It is this last aasumption that 
delivers them into their opponents' hands, for the avunculate can 
JJe reu.tlily conceived as due to other than matrilineal conditions. 
First of nil, we have to reckon with the possibility of diflusion:
Grant that the avunculate arises naturally in conjunction with 
a matrilineal orga.nizatiun; it may neverth~less subsequently be 
adopted by a patrilineal people, anti in that case its occurrence 
there could nul be cited as proof of former matrilineal descent in 
the burrowing tribe. To take an actual example: the neighbor
lug Pawnee nnd Omaha share avuncular usages, the fonner • 
being mutrilineui, the latter patrilineal. We may assume with 
Tylor und his followers that tbe customs arose with tbe Pawnee, 
hut on that hypothesis their presence in Omaha society is proof 
that the Omaha borrowed o. Pawnee institution, not that they 
themseves ever paased through a corresponding matrilineal 
stage. As to the influence of borrowing on uniform sequences 
generally, more will be said below. 

Secondly, the avuncula.te is sometimes couvleod with cross
c:uusln mn.rrit1ge of the more con1mun variety. In that case it is r 
by no means ('ertuin that the relevant customs are directly due 
tu the relationship of nephew and uncle: they moy just as well 
Le the result of the prospective relationship by marriage. For 
example, among the patrilineal Kariera a young man owes 
certain duties to his tlnncee·s father and in lesser degree to all 
mt•n standing in the same relationship to him, to wit, that of 
moth~r·a bn>lher. 1\lr. Brown's language leaves little doubt 
that it is the marriage connection rather than the blood tie that 
tlotennines kinship usages In this case, and this may well hold 
fur o. number of other instunres. The nvunculnte may thus turn 
. out nn urroshm ttl hnve no direC'"t association with the maternal 
kin at all. 

This brings us to a more genernl poinl In discussing kinship 
usngM we found that primitive tribes assign definite functions 
t<l n>lutiv .. , bnth maten1al and paternal, both by blood and by 
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affinity. From a wider point of view the avunculate is simply 
a specific type of kinship usage. That the mother's brother 
should exercise a certain amount of authority over his sister's 
children is no more remarkable than that the father's sister 
should be able to veto her nephew's matrimonial plans or that 
the father's sub-mates should be entitled to gifts in a matrilineal 
community. If the avunculate among the Omaha is a survival 
of a matrilineal stage. then the prominence of the father's kin 
among the Melanesians and the Crow may be urged as a sur

. viva! of a one-time patrilineal reckoning of descent prior to the 
observed matrilineal condition. This is of course a purely 
dialectic thrust. In truth neither argument can be recognized 
as cogent: both sets of usages are exactly on the same plane. 
exemplifying the range of kinship rules on either side of the 
family and bearing no necessary relation to descent. 

In short, it it not permissible to treat a given example of 
avuncular customs in a patrilineal society as evidPnce of an 
antecedent matrilineal stage because their existence may have a 

. quite different origin. On the other hand, it is a fact that the 
avunculate is fairly often lacking in matrilineal tribes. The 
Australians with maternal descent do not practise it in a typical 
form, and in such distinctively matrilineal tribes as the Crow 
and Hidatsa there is no trace of it. It may ultimately turn out 
that additional conditions besides maternal descent are required 
for the origin of the avunculate ; its highest development seems 
often to be coupled with a sedentary existence and with definite 

•matrilocal residence, and possibly this latter feature or all these 
favoring conditions jointly are required to produce it. At all 
events, Tylor's assumption that avuncular authority is a mark 
of matrilineal society rests on ali_ unwarrantable selection of 
data. Not that we need deny all correlation whatsoever, but i~ 
is clearly of a more involved kind. Perhaps the safest way to 
formulate the facts would be to say that certain conditions favor
ing the origin of maternal descent are also favorable to a.-un-

• cular prominence, but that the result is not inevitable and may 
also come about through other channels. 
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Now what holds for the avunculate as an ingredient of the 
matrilineal complex applies likewise to inheritance rules, though 
possibly in lesser degree. They, too, cannot be regarded as 
abaolutcly correlated with the rule of descent when we find on 
the one hand patrilineal tribes recognizing the ri~hts of the 
sister'• son and on the other side matrilineal tribes in which, as • 
at Buin, office Is inherited in the male line, or where as among 
the Crow some kinds of property are transmitted from father 
to son. In short, the classification into maternal, maternal
paternal and paternal systems, while not devoid of an empirical 
foundation, represents far more nearly a series of abstract 
logicul posaibllities than the nonnal actualities of primitive 
society. 

Dut let us return to Tylor's geological argument. Applying 
his triple stratification, he collates with these layers certain 
primitive usages and draws !rom their presence in some and 
uh~ence In others the far-reaching conclusion of matrilineal 
priority. Two examples will suffice to explain his method. 
Tylor finds tho.t tho leviro.te occura In all three of his strata, 
but In tho mlltomal-paternal ll new feo.ture Is superadded, viz., 
the son's Inheritance of wldowo except for his own mother. That 
Is, fllllll widow-lnherito.nce as 11n accompaniment of the levirate 
Is limited to the mixed and the purely paternal stratum. Hence, 
argues Tylor, the mo.ternal must have preceded both, for other
wise there would be found vestiges of Hlio.l succession In th• 
maternal layer. Another custom to which the same argument Is 
applied Is the couvade,-the strange !nshion observed in some 
countries of confining the lather ro.ther than the mother on the 
birth of a child and subjecting him to a series of rigorous taboos 
in order to anfeErunrd the infant's welfare. The couvade, also, 
lulls to appear In the maternal layer; It is most strongly 
developed ln the maternal-paternal, and dwindles considerably 
in the pulenml. From this distribution Tylor draws a con
clusion Identical with that bused on the previous case. Sum
ming up, he writes: "Just as the !onns of li!e, and even the 
artuul fossils of tho Carboniferous !ormation, mny be traced on 
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into the Permian, but Permian types and fossils are absent 
from the Carboniferous strata formed before they came into 
existence, so here widow-inheritance and couvade, which, if 
the maternal system had been later than the paternal, would 
have lasted on into it, prove by their absence, the priority of the 
maternal." 

It is hardly unfair to object that for an adequate proof of 
Tylor's proposition a somewhat wider basis for induction would 
have been desirable. The inheritance of widows and the couvade 
are only two of an indefinite number of usages that might he 
selected to test the theoretical sequence, and what warrant is 
there that other features would not yield contradictory results? 
But this consideration may be waived in favor of another. What. 
after all, are Tylor's immediate data? Not a chronological 
succession, not a stratification in tl;le sense of the geologist's 
observed superimposition of layers, but merely a positive and a 
negative correlation. The paternal features are linked with 
filial widow-inheritance or the couvade; the maternal are not. 
Direct observation does not extend beyond the perception of a 
)limultaneous relationship. The dwindling of the couvade in the 
purely paternal stage might be taken as direct indication of the 
course of social evolution, but erroneously so. If the couvade is 
more common in the intermediate status, this directly suggests 
no more than that certain features of the full paternal .system 
tend to counteract the influence of certain other paternal features 
that favored the evolution of the custom. There are functional 
relations between the phenomena but nowhere is a chronological 
order to be discerned. That order is injected only if we accept 
as an axiom Tylor's and l\lorgan's belief in uniform laws of 
social evolution. Only on that as~umption is every diffei-ence 
at once invested with a sequential significance. Obviously if all 
peoples pass through the same stages, then a matrilineal people 
has either left the patrilineal stage behind, or is developing to
ward it. Tylor's evidence thus merely tends to demonstrate 
that if there be a definite sequence the matrilineal stage is the 
earlier one. 
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Now in rPgard to this basic postulate we may first urge Mait
land's caution that the extensive spread o! cultural tri).its by 
borrowing is bound to play havoc with any hypothetical ten- • dcncy of communities to traverse certain stages in fixed succes-
sion. lJndcr a powerful alien influence a people with cultural 
clements naturally promoting the evolution of patrilineal 
descent may he led to adopt matrilineal descent; and vice versa. 
II number o! striking ethnographic instances lie at hand. By 
far the mujorily o! the Northern ·Athabaskan tribes are sibless, 
]1ut sn fnr us authority and inheritance go they conform to, 
Tylor's puternul pattern. However, those Athabaskans in im
mediute contiguity to the coastal tribes have modeled their 
orgunization on their neighbors', borrowing the rule of matri
line~tl descent. The Hopi are known to be of the same linguistic 
stock as the Shoshoneans o! Utah and Nevada, all of whom are 
sihless and all o! whom lack even the germs o! a matrilineal 
sdwme. Accordingly, the ancestors of the present Hopi probably 
dcrivrd their present organization by borrowing either mntrl
hncnl descent or the conditions favoring it from their predeces
sorA in the Southwest. The Gros Ventre ns a recent and numeri
rully wcnk orfshoot of the sihless Arnpnho came into contact with 
the lllackloot r.nd by assimilation and further development o! 
nlnck!oot id•us evolved father-sibs. Thus foreign influences 
will sometimes produce a chnnge from sibless to matrilineal and 
in othf'rs from sibless to patrilineal status without either con-

• dilirm bring anlrcrdcnt to lhc ot11n. The history o! a peoples 
•nrhll organization will vary with its intertribal relations. 

The suggestions mude as to the origin o! sibs likewise indicate 
thnt npnrt !rom borrowing either matrilineal or patrilineal sibs 
mn.y ~voh·e direrlly frnrn a sihlE'sA condition. This view obviates 
a Sf'rious diffirulty, viz., thnt of accounting for the hypothetical 
l'hnnge from one rule of dN~rf'nt to the other. As already shown, 
Morgan hhnsel! balked nl UJ>plying the property principle to 
trllws nmnng whirh property is infinitesmal. Moreover, it is not 
en~y f,, Bf'e why n trnditionnlly snnctioned inhrritanC'e rule 
~hnuld suddt'nly rouse antagonism, especially since a man is as 
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likely to benefit as to suffer by inheriting from a maternal uncle 
rather than from his father. If certain Algonkian tribes actually 
developed patrilineal sibs from the patrilineal transmission of 
hunting-prerogatives, while the Zuni evolved mother-sibs from 
the mode of matrilocal residence with feminine house-tenancy, 
the difficulty vanishes since neither rule of descent then appears 
as a necessary antecedent of the other. I am strongly of opiniou 
that in a large number of cases, whether through borrowing ot• 

spontaneous evolution, both mother-sibs and father-sibs have 
' grown directly out of a sibless organization. 

Siberia is now so well known that it supplies an ideal field for 
the testing of any sociological doctrines. What, then, does 
this region suggest as to the history of sib organization? It is 
remarkable that throughout this vast area there is not a single 
tribe that is matrilineally organized. The Chukchi and Koryak, 
who represent the simplest culture, are sibless : so far as in· 
heritance rules may be taken as indicative of potential dev~::lop

ment in either direction, they suggest the germs of a paternal 
organization. We may assume that the introduction of reindeer 
as a highly prized form of property strengthened the importance 
of patrilineal kin but this was not carried to the creation of 
definite father-sibs. The history of Chukchi and Koryak society 

• is thus an extremely simple one, representing throughout a sib
less status with paternal bias. 

At the other end of the cultural scale in Siberia are peoples 
like the Kirgiz and Yakut expert cattle and horsebreeders dis
tinguished for their metallurgic skill. These tribes, like the 
Tungus, Ostyak and Samoyed, · are organized into definite 
exogamous paternal sibs. Furthermore we find among all these 
populations the functionally related. customs of clear-cut bcide
purohase and patrilocal residence; further correlated with 
extremely uniform treatment of women, who are everywhere 
regarded as inferior. That thi$ complex should have developed 
over and over again in a continupus area is unthinkable. 
In other words, the paternal an~ indeed definitely patri
lineal features evolved and spread over their present range of 
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distribution. Of anything even remotely suggesting maternal 
traits there Is no trace here. We shall not go far wrong in 
Inferring that the father-sibs of this group of aborigines 
developed directly from a sibless condition of the Chukchi
i{oryak pattern. 

But lnt.errnediutc between the Chukchi-Koryak and the Yakut 
and Tungus are the Yukaghir, who are surrounded on all sides 
by tho Iutter tribe. The Yukaghlr differ from all other peoples 
of the region In being matrilocal. The Koryak serve for the 
bride and In exceptional instances settle permanently In her 
household, and these practices seem to have culminated among 
the Yukoghir in nonnal matrilocal residence. Nevertheless, 
this feature has not created a matrilineal kin-group; property is 
transmitted from father to son and the blood-feud is waged by 
the paternal kindred. Indeed, the Yukaghir, doubtless owing 
to Tungus Influence, have developed luther-sibs, though without 
the exogamous rule. \Vho.t is most interesting, however, is the 
nssimilutinn of Tungus customs by some Yukaghir bands, and 
vice versa. Tho Yukughlrized Tungus no longer practise 
exogamy; the Tungusized Yukaghir have adopted the custom of 
purcllllslng the bride with patrilocal residence and greater re
cognition of the sib. Thus, the development ol society instead 
of following the same stages among ull peoples may even within 
the same area pursue Its course In opposite directions; In one 
hand contact with a non-exogamous people will loosen the sib 
bonds, while in another contoct with patril'neal sibs will foster 
inchoate germs of 11 pnternal organization. 

In short, Siberian duta lend no support to the doctrine of 
inherent laws of social progress. They show that matrilocal · 
t'tlsldrnre muy fail to prndure matrilineal descent; they show sib· 
less tribes with no vestige of a. fonner sib system, whether 
1lmternnl or put~rnnl, and no apparent haste to develop a de
finite pntrillneal system by spontaneous development. Above 
all, they show the extrndinnry leveling influence of contact with 
ulien cultures. 

Of course, it would be dogmatic to deny that a change of 
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descent according to Tyler's and Morgan's scheme is possible. 
For example, a fair case can be made out for the relative priority 
mother-sibs in at least parts of Oceania. First of all, there 
is no question that in various Melanesian tribes matrilineal sibs 
are observed phenomena; accordingly, the assumption that 
related peoples now patrilineal may at one time have been 
matrilineal is admissible as a working hypothesis, which gains 
in plausibility in view of certain conditions of Melanesian life. 
The Melanesians, like many matrilineal groups, are horticul
tural, and gardening often devolves on the women,-a situation 
previously recognized as favorable for the development of 
mother-sibs. The avunculate, though not by itself decisive for 
reasons explained, can be used as corroboratory evidence in this 
case because some correlation may be assumed to exist between 
it and a matrilineal system and also because in certain Oceanian 
tribes the avuncular power appears in exaggerated form. Thus, 
among the patrilineal Western Torres Straits Islanders a man 
would instantly cease fighting at his maternal uncle's behest 
while he might override the wishes of his own father. Further, 
when we pass in review the matrilineal tribes of the area, we 
find a series of conditions precisely of that type which would 
tend to establish patrilineal descent in a sibless community. 
Patrilocal residence is universal ; and while the ancient here
ditary gardens are transmitted to the sister's son the land cleared 
by a man's individual efforts is inherited by his children, as 
are also his trees, which rank as a distinct form of property. 
The Kai data are especially noteworthy. Here the children be
long unequivocally to the mother's kin and inheritance is within 
the maternal line; however, succession to the chieftaincy is from 
father to son and only secondarily from uncle to sistel"s son. 
Residence is indeed patrilocal in the sense that the bride follows 
her bridegroom to his home ; but, as pointed out, the Kai wife, 
though living in her husband's house, is not pennitted by-her 
kin to move to a distant village b~cause they wish to retain part 
of her services. Given such facts, I see no reason for rejecting 
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ao impossible the theory countenanced by Dr. Rivers that in 
parts of Oceania a change from matrilineal to patrilineal descent • 
has taken place. What I maintain is that this does not prove 
the priority of matrilineal descent anywhere else, say, in Aus
tralia or Siberia or America; and even in Oceania the matrilineal~ 
condition may in turn have been superimposed on an earlier 
paternal one. 

Hitherto the question has not been broached wh•ther matri
lineal or patrilineal descent is generally coupled with a higher 
form of civilization. The traditional view naturally assigns 
mother-sibs to a lower plane, and even so sane a writer as Pro .. 
fl'esor Hohhouse, who declines to accept the universality of a 
matrilineal stage, finds that broadly speaking maternal descent 
occurs among the uncivilized, and paternal descent among the 
civilized stocks of mankind; and that within the range of the 
uncivilized races maternal descent is coupled most frequently 
with tho lower cultures. It is of course a fact that the highest 
known civilizations, while devoid of sibs, are essentially paternal 
In type; and we know that the ancient Greeks and Romans 
were at one time organized Into father-sibs. Nevertheless it 
does not follow that patrilineal descent Is the uniform symptom • 
nf a higher civilization. In Australia there is not the slightest 
indication that matrilineal peoples like the Dieri enjoy a poorer 
culture than the patrilineal Arunla. Negro tribes with mother
sibs match their patrilineal congeners in industrial activity and 
politirnl organization. In America north of Mexico, as Swanton 
hns pointed out, the tribes with mother-sibs are on a generally 
higher level than those with father-sibs. A decade before 
Swanlon, Herr Cunow, whose puerile pugnacity must not blind 
us to his mcrite as a painstaking scholar and Independent 
)hinkor, had already shown that the North American natives 
who cultivate the soil intensively are mainly matrilineal, while 
the tribes reckoning descent from the father represent a lower' 
eronomie condition. Furthe-r, if we e-mbrace in our sunyey not 
only communities with definitely organized sibs but also sibless 
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tribes, which have been shown to possess a simpler culture, we 
find that in the vast majority of cases such germs of unilateral 
descent as exist are of the patrilineal variety. That is to say, 
the lowest sibless cultures, so far as they tend to segregate one 
line of kindred by the processes previously noted, segregate the 
paternal kin. Thus, the Bushmen had the site of settlement 
descend from father to son and son"s son; not only the reindeer
breeding Chukchi but also the maritime division representing 
the pristine condition of this people practise filial inheritance 
of property; the Thompson River Indians of British Columbia 
and the Shasta of California recognize patrilineal descent of the 
title to fishing-stations ; and the influence of patrilocal residence 
on Hupa and Northeastern Algonkian life has been sufficiently 
discussed. No doubt instances of matrilocal residence occur 
among sib less tribes; but they either alternate with patrilocal 
residence or are restricted to the commencement of matrimony, 
so that they fail to lay the basis of a unilateral sib, whence the 
rarity of mother-sibs among hunting tribes. 

In short, Professor Hobhouse's generalization is by no means 
in accord with the facts. It is true. that the highest known 
civilizations, like those of the Chinese, the ancient Greeks, and 

• our own, are predominantly patrilineal. But this also holds for 
the lowest known cultures so far as either side is stressed at all, 
while the position of matrilineal peoples is intermediate. Con
trary to my intention. and previous declaration, this statement 
might he misinterpreted as favoring a fixed sequence of stages. 
I therefore hasten to dispel thi~ possibility by sketching what I 
conceive a possible line of evolution in a concrete hypothetical 
case and then showing that the accepted correlation between 
certain economic and sociological phenomena is quite consistent 
with the view that maternal descent does not represent a uni; 
versa! stage in the history of mankind. 

I can imagine the Andaman Islanders, a. sibless people with· 
out any noticeable partiality for either side of the family, rising 
by successive borrowings to any .stage of civilization without 
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necessarily developing either father-sibs or mother-sibs. 
\Vhether under the assumed circumstances they would evolve 
such units, would depend very largely on the nature, intensity 
und prolongation of alien contacts. I do not mean to assert that 
such industrial advancement as I am assuming would have no 
crrect on the social organization, but simply that it need not 
produce unilateral kin groups. If, e.g., the Andnman Islanders 
borrowed the blacksmith's art, this industrial advancement 
would imply ur at least favor the social evolution of a pro
fessional guild. This might develop Into an hereditary caste, 
as hus actually happened among the Masai, but there is no 
necessity for such a development. There might be simply a 
segregation of those having an individual aptitude in this direc
tion, producing indeed a trade guild and consequent complica
tion of society, but not an hereditary sib. Besides, even if the 
profession became hereditary, it would not need to create a sib 
organization ISo long as the entire remainder of the population 
failed to organize along similar lines. In other words, the Anda
mun Islanders could make the leap from the Stone Age to the. 
Iron Age not indeed without some social readjustment but 
without adopting the principle of unilateral kinship. 

In picturing the social history of mankind as a whole it is 
well constantly to keep in mind the phenomena connected with 
tho sexual division o! labor. I have already shown how matrl
lineul descent might evolve in a sedentary community where 
women till the soU with the hoe. It should be noted, however, 
that where tillage is practised intensively, though still with 
primitive implements as In the higher American cultures, man 
usually assumes at least the major part o! the work. Accord
Ingly It Is quite Intelligible that under such conditions father
~ibs should have developed. The matrilineal descent o! the 
Pueblo Indians cannot possibly be explained on the same prin
cipl•• as thnt o! the Hidut•a because the male Pueblo plants 
and tends the corn; It Is based on the very dlll'erent !actor o! 
mntrllornl residPnre with feminine landlord•hip. \\'lth011t this 
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element the Hopi would presumably either have remained with
out unilateral kinship groups or would have organized into 
father-sibs. That is to say, the gardening stage does not neces
sarily imply maternal descent; for since men may share or 
perform altogether the labor of cultivation (as they do in parts 
of America and of Melanesia), the conditions for the segregation 
of matrilineal kin may be lacking. 

Now, as Hahn has taught us, the agriculture of advanced 
civilizations rests on the use of the plough with the domesticated 
ox (or its equivalent) and these cultural possessions are cer
tainly linked with the male sex. Domestication is undoubtedly 

,. a masculine achievement and it is interesting to note the rigid 
taboos which sometimes separate women from the herds and the 
still more important fact that in the most highly developed 
pastoral tribes woman occupies a position of definite inferiority. 
That agriculture and domestication appeared at a later period 
than horticulture is unquestionable and if they grew out of 
horticulture we should again have a fixed sequence of stages to 
which there would presumably correspond a parallel sequence 
of maternal and paternal descent according to the time-honored 
scheme. But the assumption is not essential. Apart from the 
fact that intensive gardening, as noted above, sometimes con
stitutes man's share of work, there is no proof that agriculture, 
so different in its methods from horticulture, developed out of 
the latter. It is entirely possible that the agricultural complex 
as evolved in Western Asia evolved independer.tly of the horti
cultural complex through male.effort; and accordingly there is 
no reason to suppose that the bearers of the great historic cul
tures ever passed through a maternal stage. This is not a 
dogmatic denial that any of them ~er reckoned descent from the 
mother, which might in special instances have occurred as 11-

result of foreign influences. but merely a denial of the dogma 
that they must once have traced descent from the mother. For 
example, I see no reason why the ancestral Greeks should not 
have passed directly from a sibless condition with paternal bias 
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iuto the definite pu.trilineal condition represented by the genoa 
and the phratrio.. 

In viewing the phenomena. from all parts of the world we 
cannot full to note that while definite patrilineal descent is often 
lacking an asymmetrical stressing of paternal influences is 
~xtremely common. In comparison the hypertrophy of matri
liueal factors appears as a highly specialized event superadded 
to ruther than substituted for the paternal traits. That is why 
even in distinctly matrilineal societies the father and his kin 
uouuily tlgul'e more promineutly than do the mother and her 
kin iu such distinctly paternal societies as those of China and 
of tho Turkic nomads. From this point of view we can also 
comprehend the instability of matrilineal institutions in 
spccitlc cuoes, e.g., in Oceania, It is not so much that the 
mntcrnul fuclora have an Inherent tendency to vanish in favor 
of the putenml ooes, but rather that the paternal factors, never 
~uppresMed but merely in abeyance under specific conditions, re
nssert themselvee when those conditions no longer hold sway. 
Thla development, however, like all others, is not an inevitable 
one urul will Le atrected by the influence of nt>ighboring cultures. 

To sum up. There is no fixed succession of maternal and 
put(lrnul dcsceut; sibless tribes may pass ·directly into the • 
mutrilineul or the putrilinenl condition; if the highest civtlisa~ 
tlons emphnl4izc the puternul side of the fumi.ly. zso do many of 
the lowest; und the socinl hi•tnry of n particular people cannot 
he r.,..onstructed from any generally valid scheme of evolution 
but only in the light of its known and r>rohnhle cultural relations 
with neighboring peoples. • 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE PosiTION OF \YoMF.N 

D !AiiiETHJCALLY opposite views are current amung the 
ednratt•d h.1ity regarding woman's place in primitive 

society. On the one hand, she is conceived as little better than 
u slave or beast of burden, condemned to perform the hardest 
drudgery, bought ns u. commodity, and without redress against 
}lt'r muster's brutalities. But those who have read of tribes 
reckoning de~<"-~~-~Jrom th~ m~~thcr and have imbibed the shop
worn nnthrnpologicul doctrines of half a century ogo are likely 
to view primitive woman ns undisputed mistress of the family, 
if not of communal life ns well. Bot}) conceptions, so far as 

~ 

the ovcn\·helming majority of peoples are concerned, fall ludic--rously wide ollthe mark. However, there is so much variability 
'in tho rt•lations of woman to society that any general statement 
mu~t bo taken with caution. It will he best to npproach the 
suhjort through n numher of different avenues before venturing 
on eYrn u. qnnlifled dictum. 

N 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE 

First of all, it should be noted that the treatment of womai -is one thing, her legal status another, her opportunities fo1 
public activity still ano'the;, while the character a-;;;! extent o 
her l~o!_s belong again to a distinct category. Whateve1 
correlations exist between any two of these aspects are empirical 
conceptually they are diverse, and only confusion can result fron: 
ignoring the fact. This is at once made clear when we con
sider certain well-known phenomena. The har~auty is no1 
compelled to perform the drudgery of a menial, yet her position 
is not consistent with our ideals of human dignity, and th< 
same applies in only slightly lesser degree to the European 
lady of quality in the age of chivalry. In a very different en· 
vironment the Toda women, while well-treated, rank as inferior - . and are excluded from·the ritualistic observances that occupy the 
foremost place in Toda. culture ; they are indeed left with very 
little employment on their hands, being prevented even from 
cooking, at least whenever the food contains milk as an ingre
dient. 'On the other hand, the Andaman Island wbman is virtu
ally on a plane of_equality with her husband, though a some
what larger share of th;-;.-ork ~ay fall upon her shoulders. In 
.~central Asia a comparison of ,nrgiz and A~ conditions ia 
·especially instructive. Both tribes assign to woman a position ,,f 
distinct inferiority. The Kirgiz, moreover, p~s~ibly under the in~ 
fluence of Islam, treat their wives with much greater severity 
than the Altnian Turks. A sup~rficial reading of Radloff mi~ilt 
readily swrgest that the legal status of woman is approximately 
the sctme among both peoples, but that among the Altaians her Jot 
is a decidedly easier one. Closer S{'rutiny, howevf'r, reveals the 
fact that in spite of legal conceptions reinforced by religious. 
sanction, the Kirgiz woman is decidedly better off. Her Altaian 
sister is at work from early in the morning till late at night. 
being employed not only about the house, but attending the 
cattle, bringing fuel, milking cov-:s, sheep and goats, manu-
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facturing oll utensils, nay, even cultivating the barley plots. 
The men do lillie but chop firewood, milk mares, and give sub
•idiary help in the manufacture of household article•. Among 
the Kirgiz the division of labour is a far more equitable one, for 
men tend the cattle, secure fuel, make containers,. and till the 
soil. Possibly in consequence of this very fact the Kirgiz women 
enjoy a much greater freedom than is granted tu their sex in • 
tho Altai : they participate at festive occasions, visit back and 
forth ut pleasure, attend games and public assemblies, and take 
part in competitive singing concerts. In short, there is ample 
l~~~mpensation for the reported harshness of treatment. 

This case illustrates the great caution required in summing 
up the status of the female sex In a given society. The condi
tions involved in the relations of men and wnmen are ronny .. 
xided and it is dangerous to overweigh~ one particular phase of 

' · them. -'t Least of all should excessive significance be attached ·.• 
to theory. i'i'heory may and does affect practice, but often only 
in modcraie degret-) Theoretically the Mohammedan Kirgiz 
muy divorce ~q wife at will, pructically he very rarely doea ao. 
Chinese metuphysirs as.~ocintes the female principle of the uni~ 
verse with evil, and the legal status of woman is one of abject 
i11fcl'iority. This has neither prevented a fairly large' number 
nf women from establishing their supremacy in the household 
hy sheP.r strength of personality nor from playing an appreciable 
part in literature und alTa irs. If in~tead of taking so extreme a 
rase we revert merely to recP.nt periods of Caucasian civilization, 
we flnd thnt Amerirnn women we-re not maltreated prior to suff~ 
I'UR~ nnwndment!'l; t!tat disahilitiPs us to holding or administer~ 
ing" propf'rty hnve not involved subjection to a husband's will; 
thnt ot n time in whirh I itt I• was henrd of emancipation the lead
''J'A of the Pn ristnn salonA exerted o. social influence hardly to be 
nv~rf'stimated. In other words, it is important to ascertain 
whnt C'URtnmnry or written law o.nd philosophic thoory hnve to 
~~t~· nn fPmlnine ri~=thls and ohlilzntions. But it ts more impor-
t nut to know whether sncinl practice ronfonna to theory or 
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leaves it halting in the rear, as it so frequently does. The exag 
gerated weight- often ascribed to abstract propositions and Iffi!!I 
euactments is part of that perverse rationalism which has so 
often be~ed the understanding of students of human insti
tutions and human psychology. • 

/THE MATRIARCHATE • 

As noted, matrilineal descent was at one time interpreted to 
mean that women govern not merely the family but also the 
primitive equivalent of the state. Probably there is not a 
single theoretical problem on which modern anthropologists are 
so thoroughly in accord as with respect to the utter worthless
ness of that inference. The testimony of the ethnographic data 
is too clear to be swept aside by a priori speculation. or the 
Australians some tribes are matrilineal, others patrilineal, but 
the lot of woman is not one jot better or more dignified among 
the former. The same holds for Melanesia. In British Columbia .. -
the Tlingit and their neighbours trace descent through the 
mother, but such authority as her side exert over the children 
is wielded not by her but by her brothers. Here property of 
certain types is highly prized; however, it• is not held by the 
women but transmitted with automatic regularity from mater .. 
nal uncle to nephew. \In ~a we hear .of fe~rs h11t 
their occurrence seems independent of the rule of descent and 
no more affects the status of the average Negress than the reign 
of Catherine the Great affected the position of Russian peasant 
women. 

There are a few instances of ma:~rilineal communities. sb rare 
that they can be counted on the fingers of one hRnd, in whic)l 
women either exercise unusual pro.E[dY rights or play a re
markable part in p~ fire. Probably the best-known illus
trations are furnished by the Khasi of Assam, the Iroquois, and 
1'10 Pueblo Indians. - - .. -
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Aruung the Khasi there is a well-nigh unique combination of 
fmuale prerogatives. Here houses, re~estate and the prized 
f<~mily jewels ure nut uuly transmitted in the maternal line, as 
Is also the--case in British Columbia, but are held by the women 
()( tltc matcrnnl line, i.e., they descend from mother to daughter. 
In one locality even the position of l2£!lllfL is held by a woman, 
her successor being chosen from a group of her female kin. Yet 
it woultl L~ a grievuu& error tu iufcr thut mao counts fur nought 
In Khasl communities. In the household, in spite of feminine 
ownership, the woman's elder brother rnnk~ as the tlead, and 
when the husband, a!ler initially matrilocal residence estab
lishes an independent domicile he is its undisputed lord; more
over, the husbund"s right to kill an adulteress taken in flagrante 

delicto is recognized by customary law. Politically, the 
sovereignty is transmitted in the maternal line but from male 
to malo member; only where male heirs are wanting does a 
woman succeed, and she in turn is succeeded by her son not 
}l(lr duughter. This system is assuredly called matriarchal only 
by courtesy. 

It Is prulmbly the Iroquois that furnish the closest approxi
mation to 11 mntriurchnl condition. Here the women arranged 
mnrringe and probably owned both houses and land. Some 
of the mmd lmpnrttLnt ceremonial orgnizations were largely 
cnnstilut.ed nnd munnged by women, from whose numbers there 
were also taken three of the six ceremonial officials of each sib. 
\\'omf:'n nominated a candidate foro. vncanry in the council of 
chiefs and had the right of admonishing and impeaching an 
unworthy chief-elecl ,j Nevertheless it remains a fact that even 
nmong the Iroquois no woman hnd o. place in the supreme 
council of the lengue. 

In ~' villages the stntus of woman is decidedly less im
portant than among the Iroquois. As Professor Kroeber has 
well put the case, " It Is In the woman's ownership of the house 
that the so-called mntrinrchnte of the Zufil centers nnd rests." 
\Vnml"n hn\'e Oll voire in g-oveornmentu.l ntrnirs; they piny a. 
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part, but a subsidiary one, in ritualism; and even within the 
houses, men, so long as they are inmates: are the real masters. 
These observations coincide very largely with my own among 
the Hopi. 

Th'e foregoing cases supply the a fortiori basis of the con
clusion that a genuine matriarch<:!_t.e_ ls...J!pwherc to be found, 
though in a few p~-;~remi~Tn;- prerogatives~-nave-·-""e-~ul\·ell 
to a marked degree in certain directions. Surely the fact that 
such privileges are in a handful of cases linked with maternal 
descent does not warrant the inference that maternal descent 
is the efficient cause, for the phenomena from Australia, 
!l!elanesia · and British Columbia are decisive on that point. 
Since we have recognized maternal descent itself as the result 
of more fundamental conditions, such as residence and economic 
performance it will be desirable to examine whether these, 
rather than descent, have influenced feminine activity and 
rank. In other words, if there is any causal relationship, the 
sequence is likely to be not maternal descent, hence, matrilocal 
residence and a certain improvement in woman ·s , juridical 
status, but rather: matrilocal residence, hence improved statu• 
and possibly also maternal descent : and similarly with the 
other basic phenomena.• 

MATRILOCAL RESIDENCE 

The effects of matrilocal resiqence on woman's position have 
already been briefty expounded. Here, ns everywhere, we mu~t 
uot allow ourselves to be dazzled by catchword3 or to draw 
extreme cone I usions from a slender basis of fact. 'f Th~ im- t·. 

mediate result of matrilocal residenCe is not feminine superioritY. 
but only the superiority of the wife's kin. _There is a great 
difference between the Central Eskimo househo1d~ in which a 
wife settles with her husband's .family and those where the 
bridegroom goes to his wife's parents; but the difference does 
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not affect the status of woman as woman. In the former case 
she becomes the subordinate of her mother-in-law, in the latter 
Bile romuws tHe subordinate o1 her uw u llluther; and in outh 
cases, the supreme ruler Ia a man, her father or her father-in
law. Naturally, when not surrounded by her own relatives, 
Hhe is potentially more liable to .abuse than where the husband 
Ia obliged to consider the sentiment• of his parents-in-law and 
hosts. Among the Kai the consistency of matrilocal rasidence 
with decided female Inferiority appears clearly. While the 
Kui are patrilocal In form Inasmuch as the bride goes to her 
groom's dwelling, they have been shown to be substantially 
matrilocal since the wife's kin resist any effort to remove her 
beyond their sphere of Influence. The result Is that a man 
Is responsible to them for excessive maltreatment of his 
HfJuu!ie or for destruction of her belongings; but in any event 
sho remains n ward under the tutelage of some male, whether· 
II bo her brother or maternal uncle or grandfather. It is further 
clenr that matrilocal residence by limiting polygnous unions 
also tends to eliminate those difficulties to which n woman is 
sometimes exposed through conjugal favoritism in a polygy
nous household. Altogether, then, there can be no question 
!hut pructiclllly woman profits from continued residence under 
her parents' roof; but this need not in the least emancipate her • 
frt)m the thraldom of an alien will; and where, as among the 
Yukoghlr, the husband may ultimately gain the mastery over 
t lie huusl'l1uld, aile will th('n he in exactly the same position as 
thnugh Rho hnd soUled with him !rom the start. 

Tho Rilun!lon must be rndiraily ditlerent where the house is 
nwru•d hy tho women. trnder aurh conditions mntriloral resi· 
donro veritably gives to woman the whiphand insofar as she 
muy then banish her husband from the home, as happens 
nn11n1g the Pueblo tribes. This assuredly io an advantage in 
mnrltnl rrlntlons hut it does not atrect man so seriously as 
ml~ht be suppnsed at first blush sinre he is always certain of a 
wdrt"lflH~ rrnm hlfl mothrr or nne of his sisters, i.P., he n]wAys 
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finds shelter through a recognized claim on his house-owning 
female kin.· 

THE EcoNOMic I"TERPRETATION 

Economic factors have palpably moulded some aspects of 
latter-d~zation and in some schemes of interpretation 
they have come to play an exaggerated part. The problem 
how and how far they have fashioned the status of woman i• 
one of extraordinary intricacy, and here we must be particularly 
careful to specify our precise meaning. A far-reaching econo
mic change .seems bound to produce a modification of some 
sort in woman's life, in her share of work if in nothing else as 
an immediate consequence. Yet .the Amur River fishermen, th~ 
Chinese agriculturists, the Turkic horsemen and cattle-breeders, 
and the Ostyak reindeer nomads, all share essentially the same 
conception of the female sex. If it be objected that these peoples, 
howe,·er diYerse in their mode of life, are at one in the im
portant feature that woman does not materially add to the 
food-supply, we turn to regions like South Africa and South 
America and find that while there women pl::tnt and harvest 
they are not indeed in a humiliating but still in a decidedly 
•ubordinate position. On the other hand, there are hunting 
tribes, like the Vedda and the Andaman Islanders, where 
woman contributes only moderately to the commissary depart
ment yet ranks as man's equal in society. 

There is one gross correlation, nevertheless, that has con~ 

r.ider:tble empiric:J.l support and hils been repeatedly emphasized. 
Among stock-raising populations tl~ status of woman is almost 

''nniformly one of decided and abs~lute inferiority. vThus :Pro
fessor Hobhouse finds that the percentage of cases in which 

1 
woman occupies a low rung in the social scale is 73 among · ~ 
rultivntors of the soil, but r~se_s to 87.5 among pastoral tribes. 
On economic grounds the matter is readily explained. The 

'-domestication of animals was undoi1btedly a masculine achieve-
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ment and practically everywhere the care or the herds has 
remained a masculine occupation. But such complete dissocia
tion or woman from productive toil is bound, according to the 
argument, to lead to her social degradation. In my opinion 
this consideration should be extended to agricultura.J (as dis
tinguished from horticultural) tl"ibes. For, asl_!!lllJl has taught, 
It Is not merely domestication but also plough-culture that is 
linked with masculine el'!ort in the history or civilization. We 
thus tlud n very plausible explanation of the relation of the sexes 
throughout those centers or Old \Vorld civilization which sup
plied the basis for our own. We see why the economically 
dependent women or China, or Central Asia, and India should 
be on an unequivocally lower plane than man. 

• 

Nevertheless I do not reel that the case tor a necessary causal 
connection is so strong 118 it at first appears. No one doubts 
that the cultivation or barley, millet and wheat, the domestica
tion of the ox nnd the horse, the use of the plough and the wheel, 
are features which have originated once and have been dil'!used 
over wide areas. It is accordingly possible to assume that the 
sor.iologicnl correlate of thia economic development, viz.,, 
woman's lower status, was only an historical accident. That 
i• to suy, it so hnppened that uta certain period and in a certain 
re!(ion the economic dependence or woman led to her being 
assigned to o. low stntus, that this, however, was not a neces
sary con•equence but one that might have been precluded by 
nn nppropriate complex or ethical or other ideological concep
tions. These happened to be lacking and accordingly the 
rmpirknl nssortntion of inferior status with non-participation 
in nn advanced eronomic sYstem could evolve once, was dis
sominnled as a unit, and has persisted from sheer conservatism. 

I myself believe thnt the forces of suggestibility and mental 
hu'rtin nre ahown to be AO powerful by anthropological evidence 

• thnt the prope!(ntion and preservation of an accidentnl complex 
Is entirely possible. It mny be contended that the very fact of 
extended dil'!usion and prolonged retention argues nn inherent 
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fitness in the combination diffused and retained. That much 
may be conceded. On the other hand we find that among the 
Hottentot pastoral life goes amicably hand in hand with sexual 

,equality, while among the neighboring Bantu where the women 
till the soil they occupy a lower position. These facts are 
certainly favorable neither to the doctrine that economic 
activity automatically raises woman's status, nor to the theory 
that pastoral life as such prejudices her status. The economic 
factor is perhaps an efficient cause but at best it is only one of 

• a series of determinants, so that its effects may be minimized 
and even obliterated by others. For example, a well-defined 
religious tenet might retard or even prevent Hottentot acceP
tance of the sociological inferiority of woman though the people 
might willingly adopt the utilitarian essontials of the stock
raising complex. 

We have here touched the important principle that a people 
may adopt part of a. diffused complex. But it is the sociological 
as well as the utilitarian constituent that may spread indepen
dently of the residue, and I am firmly convinced that this has 
taken piace so as to obscure the causal nexus between economic 
life and feminine status. Whatever ultimate fitness there may be 
in the observed phenomena, the immediate reason for the views 
held with regard to women in a great part of Asia is, that the 
people entertaining those views have been in contact with other 
peoples holding the same views. This becomes obvious on dis
covering that we are not dealing with a vague but with a per
fectly defined notion as to feminine inferiority. As the Kirgiz 
case indicates, that notion does not involve seclusion as in 
some other parts of the world. It does involve the principle 
that woman is a dependent, a cha~tel that may be sold tb the 
highest bidder, may be inherited by her husband's kin, and, 

• being property is incapable of ~olding property. When these 
ide~;)~tions -~c·cur ~~tl-g· the Syryan,--· Ostyak, Altaian, 

Kirgiz and other tribes occupying a continuous area, it is 
manifest that we are dealing with .a definite ethnographic troit 
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that has been diffused over the territory in question. Tbls 
becomes a certainty when we find that among the palaeo-Asiatic 
tribes of eW!tern Siberia woman, while still on a lower level 
than man, does not approximate the West Siberian woman In 
the humility of her station. Thus the Chukcbl woman Is not 
lluught by her husband, may leave him on provocation, and is • 
not dchurred from owning property. Some changes have been 
brought uhout in her Jot by the introduction of reindeer, us will 
he seen later, but she has not by any means been reduced to 
the level of her Oatyak sister, because her status is fixed to a 
predominant extent by the past culture of the Chukchi and their 
neighbors, and that status a new economic factor cannot simply 
blot out of existence. 

That woman's position in a particular tribe is indeed a 
fnnrtion of the historical relations of the people under examina
tion, hecomes rlenr when we turn to Oceania. and Australia. 
The outstnnding churactcrislkR of feminine inferiority in this 
area are very dirterent from those which impress us in Siberia. 
Throughout most of Australia, o.s well as in parts of Melanesia 
nnd New Guinea, we find a strong tendency to separate the 
sexes, sometimes even at meals and most emphatically on cere
monin.l occnfdons. The consequent exclusion of women from 
public life stnnds In striking contrast to her participation In 
Kirglz frotivilios and •hows how vnrinble mny be the content 
of the catchword ' Inferiority.' But it cnnnot be mere accident 
thnt so sharply defined a conception Is spread over the South 
~ens; the occurrence of the phenomenon In any specific locality 
nf thnl urea Is undoubtedly due to the circumstnnce that the 
lncuiity fonns pnrt of a geographical region over which the 
t.rnil hns been diffused. Whatever may be the origin of the 
custom, Ito ~~conilary cause nnd accordingly Its scientific ex-. 
plnnnt.lon lies not In nny economic factor but In hlstorlcnl and 
gf\nf{rnphicnl relntions. 

North American dnta furnish corroborative testimony. In by 
fnr the ~renter purl of the continent the Indians, whatever mny 
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be woman's position, do not maintain the sedulous separation 
of the sexes so conspicuous in the South Seas. The importance 
of the Iroquois women in ritualism has already been noted. 
Even in tribes where their status is much less exalted, they take 
part in ceremonial performances, and among some of the Plains 
Indians the notion that husband and wife are one person cere
monially appears clearly in the transfer and care of sacred 
objects. It cannot be an accident that all suggestions of a 
sexual dichotomy of society are reported from the vicinity of 
the Pacific coast. Only in Alaska have the Eskimo men a 
house from which women are excluded; only among the Northern 
Athabaskans are girls segregated from boys and women barred 
from attendance at any dances; only in California do we en· 
counter men's societies comparable in the jealous exclusion of 
the female sex to the organizations of Melanesia. The reasort 
why the Hupa men sleep apart from the women is probably 
that they have had cultural relations with other Californian 
populations which favored that arrangement. For all tribes 
except the one which evolved the diffused phel)omenon its effi
cient cause is not this or that economic factor but simply borrow~ 
ing. In the usually unknown place of origin economic factors 
may conceivably have been at work; everywhere else their 
function must have been at most selective, i.e., they may have 
favored or arrested diffusion without acting as a creative force. 
This view explains at once why tribes utterly diYerse in their 
means of sustenance have come to share the identical view of 
woman, a fact that remains qui~e mystifying on the economic 
theory. 

A gross consideration of the economic data thns fails to indi-· 
<':lte a particularly close correlation· between them .and woni.nn's 
JlOSition. To repeat some of the more significant facts. In hllrt1·. 
cultural communities of Melanesia and South America \Vhere 
women hoe the plots their prestige is less than in such hunting 
tribes as the Yedda or Andamnn Islanders. Pastoral life has 
not degraded the Hottentot woman, Everywl]ere the influence 
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of intcrt.ribal cultural relations is shown to have been enormous. 
Nevertheless it is highly desirable to make a more precise 

study of the possible Influence of economic usages. A number 
of significant problem~ suggest themselves to the ethnographer, 
but gener~lly the concrete information is lacking for their 
solution. Thus, of all the Bantu the Herero are the only purely 
stock-raising people. Accordingly It would be interesting to 
compare the status of their women with that of the neighboring 
Ovambo, where breeding goes hand in hand w1th gardening. 
But I am not acquainted with any adequate source of enlighten
ment for this subject. Again, the Navaho have developed into 
" prosperous pii.Btoral people since the coming of the Spaniards, 
hut we are ignorant of the social condition of their women in 
the sixteenth century. The Plains Indians furnish instance• 
of purely hunting tribes and of closely related tribes combining 
corn-planting with the chase; but it may reasonably be objected 
that since all of them depended very largely on the buffalo, the 
presence or absence of crops could not produce any profound 
social transformation. Certainly there is no sensible dil'terence 
between the atatus of womRn among the semi-sedentary Hidntsa 
and among the nomadic Crow, their next of kin. In Melanesia 
local dif'f'erencea have been recorded as to the sexual division 
of horticultural labor, but adequate data with special reference 
to correlRtcd soclologlcnl customs are nof available. 

Probably the most satisfactory case for our purpose is that of 
the Chukchi, being fully described in Bogoras' ethnographical 
masterpiece. The Chukchi were originally a maritime hunting 
people resembling the Eskimo In their general mode of life. 
PRrt of the trlhe adopted reindeer-breeding with the result thnt 
there nre now living side by side two branches of the same stock 
with ldcnllrnl culturnl trndltions and dll'tering solely In point 
of !l<'nnomlc life. Hence the economic fnclor rnn here be isolated 
from other rnuses with as close an opproximntion to complete
neos u possible. How, then, does the status of woman compare 
in Maritime and Reindeer Chukchi society1 It we are willing 
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to cover a wide range of facts with vague catchwords, we shall 
detect no difference, for in both groups woman assuredly ranks 
as subordinate to man._ The differences are nevertheless inter
esting. The sea-expeditions of the 111aritime hunters are 
arduous and full of danger; naturally women undertake these 
masculine pursuits only under extreme necessity. Among the 
Reindeer Chukchi it happens more frequently that girls take the 
place of men as herders, being thus able to lead an independent 
existence, and the wife normally assists in tending the animals 
besides doing all the skinning and butchering. To the Rain
deer nomad marriage is a necessity : •• no man can live a toler· 
able life without having a separate house of his own and a 
woman to take care of it." A man needs some one to mend and 
dry his clothes, he requires assistance with the herd, and un
like his sedentary brother he must have a woman to lake care 
of his traveling-tent. Hence it is not surprising to learn that 
celibacy is somewhat more common among the sea-hunters. but 
.woman·s indispensableness in the nomadic bands is coupled 
with a remarkable increase of her work. Her household duties 
have multiplied and economic labors have been snperadded. 
The Maritime hunter is hardly ever able to support more than 
one wife; among the nomads polygynous families occur with 

1retaqve frequency, indeed, a wealthy breeder will a"'pire to haYe 
one woman for each of his herd's. Among the Maritime 
Chukchi a woman is almost bound to be a dependent; with the 
Reindeer people a widow has an opportunity of administerin7 

1her husband's herds during her children's minority and. failing 
issue, she may even lord it over a second husband by virtue 
of her legacy. 

The alterations produced among the Chukchi hy th• introduc
tion of reindeer are thus none the leSs significant because they 
cannot be pigeonholed as either ]()wering or exalting woman's 
position. In a ~laritime community she is a non-producer living 
a fairly easy life but uniformly supported by man: with the 

. Reindeer Chukchi she is economically active, is subject to a far 
harder lot on the average, but has a better chance to achieve 
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indcpcndeuce. The Chukchi case thus proves that economic 
phenomena can be efficient causes in the development of feminine • 
status. 

!Jut in view of the current tendency to overestimate economic 
motives it is worth while insisting that they merely constitute 
a co-determinant. If we compare the Reindeer Chuckchi with 
tho Ostyuk, there are differences inexplicable through economic 
conditious since those conditions are alike. The Reindeer 
Chuckchi does not buy his wife and he acquires none of the 
uiJsolute rights of un Ostyak husband; his wile may leave him 
or he curried off ·by her family notwithstanding his services 
IJefore murriuge. Again, under Ostyn.k custom a widow cannot 
Inherit u herd or reindeer because no woman can hold property, 
l•ence nll women ure necessarily life~long dependents. In other 
words, it is the pre-existing culture that largely determines • 
how a new economic factor shall affect woman's status. Since 
tho Chukchi held no anterior conception as to woman's 
!nubility to hold property, it was possible for the new factor to 
br·ing about u. result thut is barred by Ostyak ideology. If the 
Chukchi had couceivcd woman as a purchasable commodity, 
they would ha\'e submitted reindeer for bride-service; but their 
cult.urnl traditions precluded that result. It mi(lht be objected 
that the time element must be considered; that if the Chukchi 
hnd owned reindeer for a sumciently long period, the results due 
to reindeer breeding would be far more intensive. Dut this is 
nn Idle os•ertion until it Is supported by some evidence; and 
if the Chukchi women were some time reduced to !he level 
of their 0Atyuk si•ters, it would be a serious question whether 
1he C"auso is to be sou~ht in the common economic factor or 
rnther, ItS would be my first n~~umptinn, in the gradual extenp 
Plnn by horrowing of sociological notions fonnd in the more 
,\•estern pllrtS or Siberia. 

To sum up. The economic furtor appears to have potency 
hut potenry or a strictly limited kind, liable to be offset and 
rrrn nrg-nti\'rd hy nth{'f deicnnlnnnt.s.l 
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CORRELATION WITH STAGES OF C!VILIZA TION 

Hitherto nothing has been said explicitly as to the correla
tion of a higher status of woman with a higher stage of civiliza
tion. However, from facts cited it is already clear what attituae 
the ethnologist must assume toward the popular opinion that 

V":.oman's status is a sure index of cultural advancement. That 
proposition is utterly at variance with the ethnographic data. 
In the very simplest hunting communities, among the Andaman 
Islanders and the Vedda, woman is to all intents and purposes 
man's peer. This does not hold for most of the higher primitive 
levels, say, for the average Bantu village, where woman, though 

'hardly a mere slave, does not at all events rank as man's equal. 
Finally, on the still higher plane of Central Asia and China 

1 woman is definitely conceived as an inferior being. Or, to 
look at the matter from another angle, George Eliot and Mme. 
Recamier, in spite of their social influence, did not even remotely 
approach the legal position of the average Iroquois matron. 

This leads us back to the original proposition that the codified, 
or at least rationalized, customary law is not a uniformly trust
worthy criterion of social phenomena. It is true that in by 
far the majority of both primitive and more complex cultures 
\\rOman enjoys, if we apply our most advanced ethical standards, 

•a less desirable position than man. But the frequent assump
tion that she is generally abused or enslaved as compared with 
her Caucasian"' sister is a travesty of the fads. In some regions 
as among the Northern Athabaskans, women were undoubtedly 
obliged to perform the heaviest tasks and in addition were 
brutally maltreated by their masters. But it cannot be too ve- . 
hemently stated that well-autheaticated instances of this sort 
are of extreme rarity. Much nearer to what may be considered 
the average primitive condition is that reported by Spencer arid 
Gillen for Central Australia:· "Taking everything into account, 

. . . the life of one of these savage women, judged from the 
point or view or her requirement,s in order to make life more 
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ur less comfortable, is far from being the miserable one that is 
so often pictured." Usuedly the division of IaLor is an equit
ullle one. Otten, to be sure, the wife appears constantly oc
cupied, while her husband enjoys prolonged periods of rest; 
hut by way of compensation his work, as among the Eskimo,, 
is of a more strenuous character and subjects him to frequent 
jeopurdy uf life und limb. As to property rights, even among 
llridc-lluying tribes the lugical consequences of purchase have 
heen seldom drawn in rigoroUs fashion. Except in rare in· 
stunces womun holds property and disposes of it at will. In 
!Juying ethnographic specimens in North America I never en
countered an Indian who would part with one of his wife's 
pusscsHiuns or set n price for them pr~or to consultation with 
her, und South American tro.velcrs recount similar experiences. 
Apart !rum theory, primitive woman by force of her personality 
is probuilly us often the ruling spirit of her home as with us. 
This, us noted ubove, is equally true in the sophisticated civili
zation of Chinn, despite the abstract propositions as to feminine 
depravity concocted by native philosophers. 

lle!,(urding !cmlnlne disabilities, it is necessary to allude to 
111111~ roatnrc nf primitive psychology, the wide~preud horror of 
nHm~truution. This has often led to the segregation of women A 

in RCJmrate huts during the period of illness,-a usage so per
•istcnt thut. I wns uble to observe it in full vigor among the 
lduhn i"hoshoni 118 lute as 1906. I have little doubt that it Is 
tho l<•nr of pollution !rom this cause that accounts !or much 
or tho debarment of women from activities invested with an 
atmosphere of sanctity. It Is Indeed sometimes avowedly the 
rrnsnn for dissociating women from certain sarred objects. 
Evt>n t•durnt.ed Indians have been known to r£lmuin under the 
swoy of this sentiment, and its influence In moulding savage 
conceptions of tho female sex as a whole should not be under
rat••tl. The monthly seclusion of women has been accepted us 
n proof of their degradation In primitive communities, but it Is 
!nr more likely that the rausol sequence is to be reversed and 

" 
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that her exclusion from certain spheres of activity and conse
quently lesser freedom is the consequence of the a we inspired by 
the phenonema of periodicity. 

That neither this superstitious sentiment nor man's physical 
superiority has produced a far greater debarment of primitive 
woman, that she is generally well treated and able to influence 
masculine decision regardless of all theory as to her inferiority 
or impurity, that it is precisely among some of the rudest 
peoples that she enjoys practical equality with her mate,
these are the general conclusions which an unbiased survey of 
the data seem to establish. I! contrary statements have been 
sometimes made with much. vehemence, they relate either to 
exceptional tribes like the' Chipewyan, or they are the result 
of misunderstanding,-most commonly of the observation that 
primitive man does not practise that sentimental gallantry 
which comes to us as a heritage of the middle ages and which 
progressive women themselves repudiate as prejudicial to their 
dignity as human beings.• 
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CHAPTER IX 

PROPERTY 

N OTIONS of property tinge eve~se of social ll!e •. 
Marriage is in part consummated by the transfer o! com

uwditlca und the woman acquired as a mate mo.y herself be 
regurded us a chattel, a conception that reacts on her status 
in tho family. Polygyny was seen to depend on the husband's 
fortune; and at least among the Wahuma temporary polyandry 
results !rom the lack o! property lor the purchase o! an indi
vidual spouse. If the theory advanced in this book is valid, 
the transmission o! property has been a potent factor In the 
creation o! U1e sib organization; and In a subsequent chapter 
will be truced the lntlucnco thut wealth exerts uu the develop
ment ut rank and castes. So a volume might easily be written 
•nlcly on the !unctlooa o! property in aociety. In the 
present chapter we· are concerned more particularly with 
the manner in which it is held and Inherited, and in the 
,forms it assumes among primitive peoples; and above all must 
be atturked a mout-P"'blern of long standing, the question In 
how far primitive tribes recognize individual ownership at all 
or merl\ly pro.rtise communism. 
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PRIMITIVE COMMUNISM 

Those who set out with the evolutionary dogma that every 
social condition now found in civilization must have developed 
from some condition far removed from it through a series of tran
sitional stages, will consistently embrace the hypothesis thut the 
property sense so highly developed with us was wholly or largely 
wanting in primitive society, that it must have evolved from 
its direct antithesis, communism in goods of every kind. This 
assumption is demonstrably false ; nevertheless something may 
be urged in extenuation of those who deny to savages a.nd to 

1 early man the notion of private ownership. 
In the first place, while full-fledged communism, to the ex

clusion of all personal rights, probably never occurs, collective 
~ship, not necessarily by the entire community but P<msibh 
by some other group, is common. As marriage was seen to be 
in certain respects an arrangement between groups of kindred, 
so property is often associated with a group rather than with 
an individual. ¥That profound and in the highest sense histori
cally-minded thinker, Sir Henry Maine, was so powerfully im
pressed with certain phenomena he had observed in India that 
he set forth the theory of collective ownership as the ancient I 

condition generally preceding personal propertr rights. <:It 
is more than likely," he writes in Ancient Law, "that joint
ownership nnd not separate ownership is the really archaic· 
institution, and that the forms of property which will afford 
us instruction will be those which are associated with the rights 
of families and of groups of kindred." JQ~int0ownership, as 
already stated, is_ by no means i]ecessarily communal 6wner
ship. The co-proprietors may be a pair of partners, an indi
vidual household, a club, a religious fraternity, a. sib or that 
fraction of a sib comprising·only close kindred through either 
father or mother. But there are conditions where an entire 
village is settled by men of one rather-sib who jointly own the 
arable and waste. In such a case the landowning corporation 
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uml the commune coincide nnd thete is accordingly veritable 
communism within the precincts of the village. 

Secondly, a lrgal state of communism is often simulated by 
phenomena belonging to quite a different category of social 
thought. Even in our highly sophisticated civilization the Jaw 
sometimes fails to prevail because jurors l)_re swayed by ethical 
conceptions which public opinionex~lt;· ~bove the decrees of /• 
jurisprudence. Where law is uncodifled and possibly every 
tribe•mnn is linked with every other by some personal bond, 
the practical effect of such sentiments is proportionately greater. 
NeverthelesH, though the juridical point of view may become 
blurred, it Ia rarely effaced; and In many lnatances the line 
of demarcation is drawn with unmistakable clearness. Thus 
hospitality is a primary element of Plains Indian etiquette. A 
host who should not regale a visitor at any hour of the day 
or night with such provisions as were at his command would 
hl" set down us o. c~url and lofle his standing in the community. 
But it Is a far cry from this generosity enforced by standards 
of ethics and good breeding to a communistic theory that would 
permit the guest to appropriate food unbidden. No such theory 
Is maintained or put Into practice, hence the rights of private 
ownership remain unchallenged. It is true that many primitive 
•nclotloo asoume an attitude toward the necessitiea of life which 
puts them into a dlatlnct category of possesaions, the theory 
hoing that in circumstances of stress no one shall go hungry 
sn long ns any one holds supplies of edibles. But that is a point 
of vlnw lntPIIiR"ihle from the precarious existence led by many 
of these pAOples, and doubly intelligible since the European 
W••r has familiarized us with the Issuance of ration cards. 

~ 

Another example may be riled to illustrate the reality of the 
.rliffernnre hetwenn ethic.s nnd law nmnng the snme group of 
Indians. A Crow wnrrlor who had organized a martial ex
rrditton And returned CO\'@'~d with glor~· wns in strict thenry 
111nle mn~trr of thP booty C'nptnrf'd, just ns heo wns wholly rP
~pnn~lhlr. for nny lnl'\s of mrn. A rnnn who txerris£td his le-gnl 
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prerogatives to the limit of actually retaining everything for his 
own use would certainly be flouted for his greed ancl would 
hardly succeed in recntiting followers for a second venture. To 
h:n1rd the spoils in miserly fashion is so repugnant to Crow 
sentiment that probably no captain ever thus laid himself open 
to universal reprobation. But it is quite clear from native 
statemen~s that if he had chosen to do so, his soldiers would 
have been without redress. The5e men jeopardized their lives 
under the captain's leadership, yet there was so little recogni
tion of communistic privilege that they were bound to put up 
with their leader's disposition of the wealth their joint efforts 
had accumulated. 

The reality of private ownership among ruder peoples is far 
too important to be established by a pair of random illustra
tions. Indeed, the longer portion of this chapter will be devoted 
to this subject. For a preliminary orientation a.few additional -examples will prove serviceable. 

An excellent missionary observer mentions the Kai of New 
Guinea as a communisitic people. Yet on the next page he 
writes that a thief caught in the act on another man's field 
rna y be put to death at once without fear of revenge by the 
slain culprit's kin, that men who have stolen such valuables as 
boar's tusks or dog's teeth must flee lor their lives, that every
fruit-tree has its owner. A native may indeed plant a fruit
tree on a stranger's soil but he is not permitted to erect his 
hut there without leave. Proprietary rights to game are 
established by the hunter who-first sights it; similarly a man 
who discovers a bird's nest is reckoned its rightful owner. 
When a Kai desires to cut a tree and is interrupted in his task, 
he may establish a title to it by a i>.roperty mark and no moe see
ing this will touch it. Add to these illustrations instan~s of in
tangible possessions to be described later, and it is obvious that 
the Kai have well-defined D.olions of private ownership. Their 
alleged communism is reduced simply to a sense not of com
munal but of j.alJI.HU solidarity that prompts relatives to assist 
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one another In the purchase of wives and to cooperate in labors 
transcending the powers of a single individual. 

A still better case for critical scrutiny is furnished by the 
Arctic populations preci•ely because many of their usages really 
smock of communism. In Greenland a. large whale Is not 
considered the exclusive property of the harpooners but Is shared 
by passive spectators though they number a hundred. A man 
was privileged to use a trap not for some time set by Its owner 
and the Iutter had no claim to the catch. In Baffinlaod when 
food is scarce a seal's flesh and blubber are distributed by the 
hunter among nil the Inhabitants of the settlement. This in· 
difference to individual property rights Is also well exemplified 
hy tho Eskimo about Bering Strait: " . . . If a man bor· 
rows from another and fails to return the article he is not 
hold to account for it. This Is done under the general feeling 

phnt if a person hos enough property to enable him to lend some 
•lot it, he has more than he needs. The one who makes the loan 

under the circumstances does not feel justified In asking a 
return of the article and waits for it to be given back volun. 
tn ril y." 

The conceptions underlying such usages recur in almost 
identirnl form among those Asiatic tribes whose mode of life 
most closely npproxlmotea that of the Eskimo. The ideal hunter 
of ancient Korynk times "heaps the results of the chase on the 
shore, nnd bids the inhabitants of the settlement divide among 
them•clvcs, and he tukeo for himoelf only what Jo left." With 
the Chukchi a mnn who has killed a walrus does not appro
priate to himself the product of his labor but shares it with all 
pnsslve bystanders. 

nut a closer rending of the sources shows that even in these 
ttntlsun lly c-ommunistic societies the individualistic motive, 
while Sllhmorged, is not wholly lacking, and at the same time 
It Sll]lplles us with an explanation of the predominant com· 
mnnism. From snperstitlous or other reasons individual rights 
ore' In some cases acknowledged without challenge. When a 
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whale has drifted to the Chukchi shore, the meat is indeed 
shared by all present, but the whalebone belongs wholly to the 
person, whether child or adult, who first sighted the whale: 
appropriation by anyone else would be sinful and cause the 
death of the transgressor. Analogous notions have been re
corded among the Central Eskimo and South Greenlanders. 
West of Hudson Bay the hunter who first strikes a walrus re
ceives the tusks and one of the fore-quarters. The Koryak and 
Yukaghir recognize private ownership at least of clothing and 
ornaments, while certain other possessions nrc neither personal 
nor communal hut hound up with the household. A Chukchi 
custom brings us to the core of the matter. A man with an 
extra boat allows his neighbors to use it: " It is contrary to the ' 
sense of justice of the natives to allow a good boat to lie idle on t , 
shore, when near by are hunters in need of one. n Nothing is 

1 

paid for the use of such a boat even in cases of extraordinary 
good luck. In other words, Arctic society recognizes two 
axioms the altruistic sharing of food supplies and the necessity 
for effective use of extant means of economic production. Arctic 
communism thus centers in purely economic considerations. 
Apart fr~m them there is room for the assertion of individual
istic motives. 

It follows from the foregoing that we cannot content. our
selves with a blunt alternative :(!:ommunism versus individual
ism:) A people may he communistic as regards one type o1 
goods, yet recognize separate ownership with respect to other /!Jl-
forn11! of property. Further, th~ communistic principle ma 
hold not for the entire political unit of however high or low 
an order but only within the confines of a much smaller or 
differently constituted class of individuals, in which case tllere 
will be indeed collectivism but not communism in the proper 
sense of the term. These points must be kept in mind when 
surveying successively the primitive law of immovable and 
movable property, of immaterial wealth and of inheritance.• 
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TENURE OF LAND 

Primitive real estE<te law is affected by a variety of circum
stances. It is often correlated with the political condition of a 
people nnd the conception of chieftaincy in vogue among them. 
The economic status is naturaJly of great importance, and 
r,cogruphicul factors, impotent by themselves, may in combina
tion with the culture of the occupants exert a considerable 
influence. It will be convenient to group tribes according to 
thoir meanR of sustenunco und to examine briefly the regulation 
of land ownership among typical htmters, stock-raisers, and 
tillers. 

It is often ossumed that when peoples support themselves by 
the chase !hero is of necessity communal ownership of the hunt
inA"-grounrls. This proposition, ·ho·w-eVe;.-has been not only 
seriously shuken hut invalidated by testimony from a number 
ol diHtinct regions.- · li hoid.s for such areas ns the North 
Amerirnn Pluins und for rmch tribes ns the Maidu of California 
und the Thompson niver Indians of British Columbia, but not 
generally. The lnst two instances are instructive because 
virtual rommuniRm for members of the tribe was coupled by 
these peoples with jealous exclusion of all aliens. Tho.t is to 
say, the trihe regarded a certain area as its hereditary grounds 
open to ~xploltntion by any native, but resented trespasses hy 
othero. An intruder on Thompson River territory forfeited 
his lifo, nnd tho 1\laidu safeguarded their boundary lines by an 
f"lnhornto !'lystem of sentry service. Tribal socialism was 
ryunliftC'd only na r<'g~rds rertnin improvements on the land; if n 
Thompsnn Hi\•C'r Indian or Maidu had constructed n. dePr
f,~nre nr fll'\hlnJ{-slntion, he was entitled to the exclusive use of 
1\'hnt hi A lnrlividual e1Tor1s hnd produced and the rip;ht descended 
f,, his hrirs. Thnnks to Profe-E~sor Sperk's capital investigation 
of north~nstern Al~onkian ~roups, it must now be regarded 
os on estahlish~d Inc! that in parts of North America not only 
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such improvements but the hunting-grounds themselves were 
the property of individual families. " The whole territory 
claimed by each tribe was subdivided into tracts owned from 
time immemorial by the same families and handed down from 
generation to generation. The lllmost exact bounds of these 
territories were known and recognized, and trespass, which, 
indeed. was of rare occurrence, was summarilYP'Unishable." 
Among the Timiskaming the penalty might be death;· though 
more commonly witchcraft was resorted to. As a matter of 
courtesy the privilege of hunting over a domain might be g·rant
ed to another family, but it was understood to be tempor
ary. If dire necessity had prompted trespass, the poacher at 
least felt obliged to transmit the pelts to the injured landowner. 
o'nly when all the male claimants to a tract had died off, it was 
parceled out among the surviving families. The boundaries 
were so definitely established that Dr. Speck succeeded in map
ping the districts held by each family. Quotations from 
older travelers are rightly interpreted by Professor Speck to 
indicate a rather widespread recognition of individual hunting 
privileges among the Eastern and Central Canadian Indians. 
Similar evidence may be adduced from the coast of British 
Columbia, where each house group owned its salmon creek 
or portion thereof, while individual families held their own 
halibut and shellfish banks, berrying and root-digging patches. 

A word of caution is here required. ,,.h~n speaking- of indi
vidual families, .our authorities often fail to define their precise 
meaning. An individual family in the sense in which I have 
hitherto used the term would include both parents, but at least 
Professor Speck shows clearly that the titles he is discussing 
are not associated with the bilat_eral unit but with its' male 
head and his male descendants. This is quite natural, becaus.e 
hunting is a masculine employment and primitive sorieties tend 
to connect effective utilizalidn with ownership, which in this 
case automatically excludes women. Another question arises 
as to the possibly joint ownership of a tract by several brothers. 
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Tu what extent did such sharing of proprietary rights conflict 
with individual ownership? While our data are not altogether 
conclusive on this point, so much appears clearly: territorial 
rights were at most vested In a body of closo blood-kindred 
through the lather, never in a more inclusive body of real or 
putative kin, never in a larger political group. 'II Communal! 
ownership in any legitimate sense of the term Is thus e2'cluJied,-f• 
The only point that remains doubtful is whether the hereditary 
lund belonged to one man Individually or was shared with his 
suns or his brothers. My personal interpretation of Professor 
Speck"e data Is that both conditions arose at different times, 
thut joint ownership was simply due to joint inheritance from 
the luther, but that there was at least a tendency to adjust 
nmtters on a purely Individualistic basis by occasionally assign. 
lng to each son a special domain. 

The at!ltude of the Australian aborigines toward their land 
ls extremely interesting. A loco.l group. not necessarily the 
whole tribe but possibly the localized male portion of the 
father-alb, as among the Karlera, occupied a certain tract and 
wns Indissolubly connected with it. Wars occurred but the 
no!lon of expropriating the vanquished never even dawned upon 
the mind of the conquerors. It Ia not surprising, then, to learn 
thnt naturnlizn!lon In eome other group was likewise lneon
relvahle. "Just as the country belonged to him (the Kariera), 
so he belong"d to it." Trespass was extremely rare and the 
white settlore In West Australia found It difficult to make black 
shepherds herd sheep anywhere but on their ancestral terri
tories. lnformntlon on some of the tribes suggests that the 
Intensity of this nttnchment to a particular tract of country 
may be due to mystical reasons, more especially, to the local
lration of the lndlvldunl"e totemic ancestors; temovnl to another 
ro!(lon would destroy contact with these mythical beings. 
Apart fn>m the assoclntlon of definite groups with special 
lnrnlit.iNI, there are 1/mportant regional dit'lerences. The 
1\oriera exploited each tract of land In common, so that any 
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member of a. father-sib might at any time hunt over the com
mon territory or use any of its products without limitation by 
special proprietary claims. Not so in Queensland, where indi· 
vidual families, in Dr. Speck's sense, hold the right of gather
ing roots or seeds and of hunting in particular spots. Poach
Ing is rare, though not regarded as a serious offence if com
mitted by a fellow-tribesman. Generally, the prerogatives 
mentioned descend to brothers and sons but in one district 
patches of edible plants are apportioned among the women 
and inherited by their daughters. 

Finally, the Vedda of Ceylon may be cited as a hunting 
people with a remarkably keen- sense of ownership, which at
tracted the notice of the white observers as early as the seven
teenth century. Each group, like the Maidu, meticulously 
guarded its boundaries by means of archers, and trespassing 
led to serious bloodshed. But unlike the Maidu the Vedda also 
recognized holdings of lesser scope, so that Dr. Seligmann was 
able to map the territories of distinct Henebedda families. A 
man would not hunt even on his brother's land without per
mission ; and if game ran into an alien region the owner of 
the soil was entitled to a portion of its flesh. The conditions 
of transferring land give us an insight into the true nature 
of Vedda ownership. Such transfers of hills or pools were 
normally made only to children and sons-in-law, but not with
out the consent of every adult male member of the ·family~ 
Whether this means merely every adult son or also includes 
the brothers whose birthright to. bunt on the owner's land is 
denied, does not appear. At all events, there was a non-com
munal, though collective, interest in real estate on the part 
of close blood-kindred. To symbolize and ratify conveyll.nce 
the donor gave to the new owner a stone or two, to which one . 
of his teeth might be added. Usually the boundary of an 
estate was defined by natural··features, otherwise a mark re
presenting a man with drawn bow was cut upon tree trunks 
along the line of demarcation. 
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We thus find incontestable evidence that hunting tribes not 
infrequently recognize non-communal, Inheritable claims to 
particular portions or the trllio.l territory. 

Among pastoral peoples, there Is usually a highly developed 
scnHe of private ownerohip as regards their live-stock but in the 
mutter of lund, which alone concerns us at present, there is 
frequently complete or nearly complete communism. A Masai 
shares pasturage with all the other inhabitants or his district 
rmd when the gruss is exhausted there is a general exodus. In 
this region the steppe is admirably adapted for grazing so that 
the herders have an abundance of territory at their command. 
Among the Todu. likewise the local group, which here coincides 
with the sib, owns the pasture land collectively. The Hot
l<•ntot practised tribal communism with regard to grazing 6nd, 
Lnt formerly intertribal warfare was often waged for the pos
f'CH8ion of suitable grounds. Nevertheless one form of immov
uhle properly was associated with individual families,-the 
LHHhc..~ from which the people derive the nara gourd. Tres
passing on uara patches led to complaints before the headman 
If fellow-tribesmen were ut fault, while poaching strangers were 
mercilessly •hot down. 

Far more complicated arrangements obtain among the Kirgiz, 
who own immense herds of sheep, goats, cattle, and horses. 
Cumels nre raised only on B small scale and in pasturing them 
the conununul principle is generally observed. But the 
lontnral requirements of the other species under the existing 
Reogrnphical conditions necessitate a careful partition of avail· 
nblo territory. In the summer the herds need well-irrigated 
pin ins not infested by an excess of Insect pests; the winter 
l'(l~nrt must arrord shelt~r against the rigors of the weather, 
nn obnndonce of water nnd wood, and pastures free from 
henvy snowfalls. Since the prerequisites for favorable winter 
quarters nre far less rendily secured, the earlier history of 
the 1\irgiz hordes consisted largely In squabbles over the best 
winter territories. These bickerings have long since ceased, and 
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in the sixties of the last century each family was found in 
possession of an hereditary winter domain. Since the neces
sity for land varies with the size of one"s herds, this system 
is inevitably c~nnected with a transfer of territory in accor
dance with exigency. A breeder whose stock multiplies must 
purchase additional pasturage; if his herds diminish his land 
becomes partly useless and it to that extent sold. The winter 
quarters are usually marked off by natural boundaries, such 
as streams, hills or lakes; failing these, their confines are 
indicated by posts or rocks. The limits of each preserve are 
generally known, and every individual is assisted by his sib in 
warding of1 trespasses. In marked contrast to this apportion
ment of winter domains is Kirgiz practice relating to the 
summer pasturage, which is not owned privately at all but 
shared by the whole community (au!). Here is once more a 
striking illustration of the futiliiYO'f"'tossing about convenient 
but meaningless catchwords. The Kirgiz are neither com
munists nor individualists in an absolute sense as regards the 
ownership of land: they are the former in one season of the 
year, the latter in another.• 

/Regarding the real estate law of tribes depending on tillage 
' our information is often both scanty and, what is worse, vitiated 

by time-honored preconceptions. This applies with special force 
to North America, where our ignorance is deplorable. This 
Is partly due to the extinction of primitive usage over large 
portions of the continent but far more to the befuddling 
agency of the sib dogma. Any statement in the literature men
tioning the sib as the proprietary unit should be subjected to 
the closest scrutiny, for this is frequently not an observed fact 
but an unjustifiable inference frdl)l observed facts. Thu"s the 
retention of property within the sib must not be confoundeq 
with ownership by the sib. When a Hopi woman dies, her 
house is inherited by her ·daughters, members of her sib by 
matrilineal descent ; it does not become, as it never has been, 
the property of the sib. First of- all, by Hopi law the men 
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are excluded !rom lwu.., ownership eo that roughly haU of the 
si!J cannot possibly figure as owners. Secondly, there is no 
c•JIIective ownership of a house by ail the women of' the sib 
but at best by o.ll the actual female descendants through 
females o! the deceased. The law of inheritance may, as I 
howe myself argued, lead to the notion of the sib, but that is 
very different from assuming that the fully developed sib in-
eluding not only remote but o.lso merely putative kin holds pro-
perty us n corporate body. 

Fur the Zulli there is uncontroverted evidence that the land 
was never held by the sib. Communal property exists inas
much us the unused soil, the streets and wells are free to ail 
the Zulli; but the fields, corrals, houses and chattels belonged 

• 

to individuals or household groups of blood kindred. This 
view ot Krocber'a only corroborates Mrs. Stevenson's earlier\ 
stu lemont: " The fields are not owned by clans (sibs), and the 
Zunis clulm thu.t they never were so owned." Title is acquired V 
by simple appropriation and tillage, and it is important to note 
tlmt alienation muy occur. The little gardens tended ex
clusively by women are transmitted to their daughters; this 
evidently bus nothing to do with sib ownership but merely with 
the sumo principle that makes hunting territories ·descend from 
luther to son. 

Whore ancient conditions have sul!ered to a greater extent 
!rom the inHuencs of civilization positive statements cannot be 
sulely made. Thus Dr. Speck leaves us in doubt whether 
purtirulur portions of the arable Yuchi territory belonged to 
indlvidullls or to sibs. Nevertheless, when he speaks of occu
pation and utilization establishing ownership and of comer 
stones with optional designs serving as property marks, the 
prt'sumption is in favor of private proprietorship. 
· For by far the most precise data on horticultural holdings 
In o\meoriC'a north of M«:>xlco we are indebted to Dr. G. L \Vilson's 
researches nmong the Hidatsa. His data have already been 
used to show how the notion of a mother-sib might naturall1 
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develop from the assignment of all horticultural labors and 
holdings to the women. There is no question that the sisters 
and their descendants who joiutly cultivated a plot also shared 
the produce, and in this sense collective proprietorship .may be 
ascribed to the Hidatsa. But \Vilson's informants leave no 
doubt that it was invariably the actual blood kindred through 
the mother not the larger mother-sib that cultivated and uwned 
the plot. In the rich bottom lands of the Missouri the women 
of a family, i.e., the grandmother, her daughters and daughters' 
daughters, made a clearing, which was subsequently bounded 
with wooden stakes, stones or little mounds. Difficulties some
times arose through conflicting claims, but there was a strong 
sentimeut against quarreling about land and usually an 
amicable settlement was arrived at by offering compensation 
for a ceded strip. There was, however, probably no sale of 
entire gardens. \Yhen a woman died, her relatives sometimes 
failed to appropriate her plot. In that case some other woman 
might use it but not before asking permission of the deceased 
owner's family. 

With regard to ancient Mexico Bandelier has lavished all 
the resources of his vast erudition on an attempt to interpret 
the historical sources in a sense favorable to ltlorgan·s sib 
scheme. Rejecting completely the notion of a Mexican feudal 
monarchy that had been popularized by early Spanish annalists, 
he conceived central Mexico as a confederacy of independent 
tribes which had indeed subjugated other populations but never 
to a condition of vassalage. T.hat is to say, instead of acquiring 
dominion over the soil of the vanquished, the conquerors con
tented themselves with exacting tribute, certain plots being· 
~egregated for crops to be surrendered to them. As ·for the 
hereditary territory of the dominant tribes, or indeed of any 
other native peoples, the father-sib lfor Bandelier identified the 
aboriginal term calpulli ·as- a designation for the sib) formed. 
the proprietary unit quite independently of other tribal sub
divisions. Alienation was impo~ible-. If a sib becami' extinct, 
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its lands were added to those of another with inadequate ter
ritory or were distributed among the remaining sills. The sib 
tract was parceled out among male members, who were obliged 
to cult.ivate their allotment or at least to provide substitutes 
if other duties interfered with horticultural labors. Otherwise 
their plots reverted to the sib at the close o! a two-year period 
and were re-allotted. The !unction o! supervising the distri
bution o! land belonged to the chief o! the sib, ~isted by a. 
council o! its elders. Bandelier strongly insists that even the 
tribal chiefs had no territorial domains in a feudal sense but 
merely held certain plots as sib members, while certain other 
plots were reserved !or their official requirements without any 
notion of ownership by the chiefs. In,short, Bandelier's view 
is that the abstract notion o! ownership by either chief or 
nation was foreign to the Mexican natives; that the sib had an 
inalienable possessory right in its territory; while the indi
vidual families merely enjoyed the hereditary usufruct o! plots 
within the sib area. 

Unfortunately none o! Bandelier's successors has re-examined 
the Spanish chronicles with equal thoroughneos and accordingly 
the discnsRion cannot be' considered closed. Bandelier·s con .. 
t(lftUon thut feudR.l ovP.rlords were unknown in Mexico will 
probably stand, and the collective tenancy o! land by the ca!
pulli with mere usufruct by individual families is accepted 
by the latest writer on the subject. On the other hand, there 
Is serious doubt whether the calpulli were father-sibs; Dr. 

, Splnden interprets them rather as military oro;anizations 
taking Into their membership all the men o! the tribe." A 
complete reinvestigation o! all the older sources without theor
rticnl prepossession is thua indispensable for a satisfactory 
.understanding of nncient Mexican )and tenure. 

Precise etntements ns to South America..n conditions are not 
nhnndnnt. In a country practising a form o! state socialism 
like ancient Peru individual land ownership would hardly be 
expected. By a tripartite division lands were set aside !or 

I' 
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priestly and governmental uses, the residue remaining for 
the support of the population at large. Tracts were possessed 
by the father-sib (ayllu), and within each of them the several 
families received an adequate allotment for utilization. For, the 
Chibcha. we have an over-summary declaration that rea.! estate 
was individually owned: " La propiedad individual de las 
tierras cxistia entre los Chibchas, y los bienes raices se trans· 
mit!an par herencia d las mujeres y d los hijos del di{unto." 
Somewhat greater detail would certainly be welcome. From 
the ruder tribes, both individual and communal ownership are 
reported. In the northwest Amazons the tribal plantations 
belong to the chief, apparently not because he exercises any 
abstract dominion over the soil but from the practical reason 
that since all the unattached females in the communal dwelling 
belong to him he is best . able to cultivate the fields. This in 
no way prevents individual Indians who have private lodgings 
in the bush from having their special patches of manioc. Tribal 
boundaries are often carefully maintained. Within them the 
Bakairi plant communally, though Schmidt observed that on 
the Kulisehu communal labor created a usufructuary and poS
sessory right for an individual by making a clearing for him. 

Thus, so. far as the scanty data permit any generalization, 
it appears that the New World aborigines followed a. variety 
of systems as to land tenure. Communal ownership certainly 
occurs, especially in the south, non-communal though collective 
sib ownership has at least been vigorously asserted, while 
ownership by close blood-kin through the mother occurs among 
the Hidatsa and individual ownership in Zuni.• 

With relatively few exceptions American society was organised 
on a democratic basis. As we Pass to the remaining 'conti
nents, the effect of other polities on land ownership oftep 
appears with great clearness, especially where as in Africa and 
Oceania greater and lessei- degrees of monarchical power ar, 
found side by side. 

As a result of their JlOlitical conceptions the African aborigines 
frequently consider the land the king's or chief's property. It 
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follows that purchase of land becomes impossible. Neverthe
less apart from re"traint on alienation the man to whom ter
ritory hua been allotted may become its absolute master. The 
method pursued by the Thongo. may be used for Illustration. 
A headman, having obtained from the king a considerable 
tract of lund, apportions it among his fellow-villagers, who 
begin to till the must fertile sections of their allotments. When 
n newcomer wishes to settle on the territory, he is taken to 
u n uncultivated plot, of which the boundaries are fixed by 
natural landmarks, such as trees, lakes or ant-hills. Hence
forth he is rightful occupant of the premises, but if he leaves 
either because of dissatisfaction with the soli or some personal 
ditllculty with his neighbors, the property cannot be sold, but 
escheats to the grantor. On the other hand, in the normal 
course of events possessory rights descend to the grantee's heirs. 
The headman's title would similarly be inmlldatcd if he left 
the country, lrrespecti~e of the period of his occupanc~. But 
so Jong ns tho tenant remains in possession, his control is un .. 
dl•puted and he may in turn parcel out his tenitory among 
his kinsmen. Strungely enough, the grantor suJTenders his 
lnt<•rest to such an extent that he must obtain the tenant's leave 
for so murh ns picking up rotting fruit from the assi!'ned tract. 
In this and other details there Ia naturally local variation 
nmong the Bnntu, and much doubtless depended on the powen1 
uf lndtvidunl headinen nnd rulers, yet on the whole one deriv~s 
tho lmprMsion that tenure was relatively secure. Thus, among 
"nmo of the southern tribes a chief might indeed expel a com
moner from his eAtnte nnd f'eize his standing crops on behalf 
nf another chief, but it wa.s illegal to dispossess the cultivator 
ln favor of another commoner. An Interesting deviation from 

. Thon~:n pructlre Is also noted for their southern congeners in 
rnae nf nbnndonmrnt. This did not void the title: the Iormor 
occupant might recO\·er the arable formerly used by him, 
lhouRh he had no claim to the grounds broken up and broug)lt 
under cultlvntion by the newcomer. 

Among the s.mthrrn nnntn, then. the cultivator remains a 
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tenant, though generally one in secure occupancy of his land, 
effective use of the soil by a grantee depriving the grantor or 
any one else of the right to interfere, except sometimes for politi
ral offences. So far as I am able to see, the pti.ssessory rights 
&re held individually_ 

Among the Ewe of Togoland chiefs are of rather less conse
quence than among the Zulu and their relatives. On the other 
hand, the individual seems to count for less as compared with 
the group of his patrilineal kindred. These two conditions give 
a different coloring to Ewe real estate law. Each tribe and each 
village has its distinctive domain· caref~lly demarcated from 
that of neighboring units of like order by boundary lines marked 
with a species of shrub generally used for this purpose. Within 
the village area each paternal family has its own land, which 
is again properly bounded. Theoretically the title is based on 
ancestral appropriation and prescription. So far as the 
tribal and vill<ige land is concerned, ownership is public. The 
subdivisions of the village area are owned by groups of patri
lineal blood-kindred with the heads of families acting as ad
ministrators. The head of a group is <>bliged to assist other 
members in times of stress, and any kinsman is permitted to 
till a portion of the hereditary soil. A family of diminishing 
numbers may cultivate only a relatively small portion of the 
land they own, nevertheless their title does not lapse through 
non-use. Other families are permitted to occupy plots in such 
cases without the necessity of paying rent but they are required 
to observe local customs as to rest-days and to plant palm
seeds so that the owner may some day have a palm grove on 
his property. Within the paternal family group there is ~ardly 
individual ownership: occupatioa of a definite plot by one 
member is neither prejudicial to the interests of fellow-members 
in the land he tills nor qoes it interfere with the cultivator's 
rights to the hereditary land outside his plot. So far as personal 
titles are recognized, they seem to hold only for the palm-trees 
planted. 
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Since the very existence of the Ewe rests on the possession 
of tlleir fields, a sale of the ancestral property as a whole is 
out of the question and formerly it was deemed preferable in 
cuRe of deLt to sell or pawn members of the family who had 
contracted the CJ}Jligation. It happens, however, that special 
patches are sold with the consent of the administering head of 
the group. In such co•es, there is a strong likelihood that the 
follow-members will strain every errort tO retrieve possession of 
the herditory plot by r<~·purchase. Otherwise the transferred 
property is transmitted to the buyer"s heirs according to custom
ary rules of inheritance. Conveyance is not without its formal
ities. The purchaser pays the price agreed upon, then the seller 
!>rings a fixed amount of cowrie shells to be divided between 
him and the buyer. Next a string of cowries is divided into 
hulves and torn in the middle, whereupon each party ties his 
hull of the string with the shells to. his stool or carrying-basket 
us documentary evidence of legal purchase. Finally both buyer 
und seller, nccompanicd by witnesses, repair to the transferred 
property, where three shots must be discharged. This counts 
ns 11 pul>lic ratlllcution of the sale and is the first point ascer
tulned Ly Judges in cases of subsequent litigation. If it can 
he shown lhe1t tho customary shots were fired on the field, the 
tltlo is established. Dissensions concerning land ownership 
have always been common and were formerly adjudicated by 
the rlllef uud n cnnuuis.o:tion of two expert ndvisers, before whom 
euch li!lgunt was obliged to recite the names of all the preceding 
owners and to indicate the boundary lines of the estate in dis
pute. li'uilure in either respect led to an adverse decision. 
Sometimes an ordeal was resorted to and the disputant who 
n,.,.t died wn s regarded as the wrongful claimant. 

The real estute law as outlined above did not hold for the 
kingdnm of Dahoml, where the autocratic ruler was In theory 
nhKolnte owner of nll the land,. of which he merely permitted 
or Nperially granted the usufruct to individual cultivators. Ac
rordinl(ly it was his prerogative, thou~h It was not normally 
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exercised, to oust the possessor at will and invest whom he 
pleased with the rights of occupancy. 

In the highly organized state of Uganda the theory of tenure 
approaches, as in Dahomi, that of· tiie· feudal system. The 
king is owner 'of all land and disposes of iti'irwill with the 
exception of sib burial grounds of long standing, whi~h are 
liable to taxation but not to a shifting of proprietorship. The 
king grants land to the chiefs, and the chiefs allot lesser tracts 
to the peasants, who in retum are obliged to work for them and 
render military services. No sale of land is possible since that 
would be encroachment on the king's ownership, even the burial 
grounds remaining inalienable. 

Thus in Africa the whole question of land tenure assumes 
a distinct aspect. It is inextricably bound up with the nature 
and extent of. royal dominion, which sometimes d warts the 
possessory rights of the occupant into those of a mere tenant 
at the master's will. Additional factors undoubtedly enter, as 
in the case of the ~. where kinship solidarity largely con
flicts with separate ownership of the soil. Considering that 
horticultural work devolves so largely on the women, we might 
expect to find women more prominently associated with terri
torial rights. As a matter of fact, a Kikuyu woman owns the 
patch she cultivates, and though Bakuba soil is the chief's its 
produce belongs to the female planters. But such references are 
rare ; in Africa the chattel conception of woman has generally 
prejudiced her proprietary status.• 

In Oceania the Melanesians, except where influenced by Poly
nesian example, approach a democratic condition; the Poly
nesians everywhere prized nobility of descent but except in 
certain groups lived rather in a· .commonwealth of gentlemen 
than in an autocratically ruled state; in Hawaii, however, an.d 
part of Micronesia a large body of the population groveled in 
the dust before the patrician 'Caste. These differences inevitably 
affected the law of land. 

In Melanesia generally there -is little indication of feudal 
tenure; nay, Codrington cites· an interesting case of landless 
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chiefs. Even in Fiji, where under Polynesian influence chiefs 
attained an exalted position, responsibility to the ruler as an 
1rullvic.Jual seems to have arisen only through special conditions. 
According to Mr. Thomson, the chief as tribal representative 
would assign plots to fugitives asking for protection, and the 
tribute presented to him was at first divided up among his 
people. Uut Ly usurpation of prerogatives not originally vested 
iu hirn he was able to make special levies and even to obscure 
the originul form of tenure to the extent of figuring as an over
lord to whom the tenants wer& personally subject. 

Speultlng again in a general way, the waste lands wer& tribal 
property in the sense that any tribesman was permitted to 
p;JsE.es~, rlear, nnd cultivate an unappropriated part of the area. 
An important distinction is drawn in the Banks Islands and 
neighboring sections of Melanesia between the ancient here. 
ditary lund and that recently reclaimed. The former belonged 
to tho mother-sibs or at least to the constituent maternal 
!nmilirs, so that when a man died his gardens became the pos
•ession of his sister"s sons, all of whom jointly owned the pro· 
JHHiy unU each of whom chose a plot within the inherited estate. 
On the other hand, plots recently brought under cultivo.tion 
hy u nllln"s individual labor were his o.nd descended to his 
sons, who did not hold in common, each becoming owner of 3 

distinct part of the field. 
A wry interesting deta~l of Oceanian real estate law is the 

proprietorship o! fruit trees apart from the soil on which they 
~row, a circumstance thnt has led to much confusion on th~ 
p1ui or colonial udministrntors. In Fiji, In the Banks Islands 
und part of New Guinea the planter has an indefensible claim 
on cncounuts or other valuable trees even if he has not obtained 
lt•ave to plant them on another man's soil, though pennission 
is usually nsked and granted. European settlers are accord
ingly ohllged to Indemnify not only the landowner but every 
native who lms fruit trees standing on the property they are 
urquiring. 

Alionntion of land wns decidedly uncommon. In the Fijian 
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state of Rewa there were nine methods of transfer but in six of 
them there was definite provision for redemption by a special 
ceremony, though not for a spontaneous reversion of the pro
perty to the line of original owners. Thus, an estate might be 
given by the bride's family as her dowry to be used by her 
husband and her male children. Failing male issue, the donors 
rould redeem it with a suitable present, but until this formality 
was gone through the husbapd and his representatives could 
till or lease the land, though without rights of transfer. There 
was no specified statute of limitations, but if the donors' kin 
allowed the matter to lapse for three or four generations the 
descendants of the grantee would be upheld by public sentiment 
in rejecting a subsequent offer of redemption gifts. 

Fijian land tenure varied enormously in different localities 
and the statements of our authority, possibly reflecting tribal 
differences, are not wholly consistent as to the matter of com. 
munism. It is, h-owever, clear that at least in certain regions 
individual ownership was recognized. This was noticeably the 
case in Rewa, where every plot had to be reclaimed from the 
river or sea by individual effort, which established personal 
proprietary rights. Indeed, it would seem that the so-called 
communism of Fiji dwindles into the dominance of moral over 
legal conceptions: the land cultivated by a man and the trees 
he planted were his by legal right but the ethical claims of his 
kindred in practice went far to level the benefits accruing to 
the holder of an estate with those derived by his kin. 

Probably, there is no part of Oceania in which individual 
property rights as conceived by us are better developed than in 
the Torres Straits Islands. Every rock and waterhole had its 
owner, the only piece of common "land being the village street. 
Gardens were leased, the first fruits constituting a sort of rent 
payment. Contrary to widespread primitive usage, alienation 
and testamentary dispositibn· were allowable. An~ father 
might disinherit his children or apportion his property among 
them at will, which proves that there was no inalienable birth
right to land nor joint ownership even by blood-kindred. 
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In sharp contrast to the democratic polity of Melanesia stands 
the caste system ot the Marshall Islands. Here the upper and 
lower nobiliJ.¥. __ _lleld undisputed sway, looking down with 
supreme scorn upon their plebeian serfs and only granting to 
a rniddlc-claaa of ' professional men ' a sort of feudal tenure of 
lands in return for distinguished services.-fiTs -thus merely 
the limited patrician caste that exercises proprietorship of the 
soil and ita control is an absolute one. A nobleman's title is 
Lased on inheritance or conquest; he may give away or sell 
his territory at will though the lesser chiefs yield tribute to 
those of higher rank. The estates are cultivated by serfs w~o 
are completely subject to their master's caprice. Some of these 
plebeian families are allowed to remain in the same spot for 
geuerutions but such association establishes no claim to safe 
tenure. The serfs toil for their master, who is wholly sup. 
ported by them and in addition exacts an annual tribute . 
.. In .. Ne~11lund, on the other hand, a gener!!..!.quality of 
political status proved consistent with high veneration for noble 
lineage. The muss of the population may be described aa 
lauded gentry, whose position in their tribe could never descend 
to the l"vel of degradu lion characteristic of the Micronesian 
serfs. The precise prerogatives us to lund accorded to chiefs 
and reserved to individual tribesmen are not clear. Individual 
und co11cctive rights, too, coexisted in a manner at times puzzl
ing·. Generu.lly it seems thu.t communal claims related to the 
tribal nren not yet definitely occupied; but as soon as a man 
flllll'ked us Iris property a tree which he designed lor a canoe his 
title would not be disputed. Utrlil<e the Australians, the Maori 
put irrlo practice the principle thut the territory of the van
quished belongs to the victor; it was in tact regarded as an 
l!td<•mnity for the lives lost by the conquering host. Whether 
tPrnrro con!onncd to the feudal pattern remains a question. 
The esteem In which chiefs were held, and indeed the specific 
s!atPment that unappropriated tracts were parceled out by them 
us they saw fit, would indicate that conquered land too would 
bo divi<Ied up according to this system. On the other hand, 
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we are informed that in settling land secured in walia1·e any 
one might acquire proprietary privileges by active possession 
and would come to own as much territory as be could travel 
round before meeting a rival prospector. The setting up of his 
spear would then suffice as an emblem of occupancy. It is of 
course possible that these prospecting tours were among the 
prerogatives of higher rank. 

Title was allowed on a variety of contentions in addition to 
those of conquest and inheritance. For example, claims could 
b'!l advanced on the ground that the litigant's ancestors had 
been buried on the disputed property, that his umbilical cord 
had been cut on it, that he had been wounded o;c.;-;;ed there, 
and so forth. Thus purely religious or even fanciful notions 
obtruded themselves into the real estate law of this complex 
culture. Though the Maori were predominantly tillers of the. 
soil, land represented a variety of economic values, and accord
ingly specific privileges were owned by individuals or families. 
One might gather shellfish here or berries there, another had 
the exclusive right of hunting birds in certain localities. It l:il 

especially interesting to note the occurrence of .Jll!!1tiple seisin; ~ 
sometimes one family had the right of digging fern-roots in a 
certain place, while another hunted rats in the same area. 

In Samoa political conditions roughly resembled those of 
N'e,v.Zeo.land. The information on land tenure, though meager, 
presents the points at issue with greater clarity. Each district 
guarded its boundaries against the encr_oachments of neighbor
ing settlers. \\'ithin the district the individual families, each 
represented by its head, owned the estates in severalty. The 
headman, 'in spite of their honorable position, could not aJ ienate 
the land without consulting tl)eir kinsmen, who would other
wise depose an arbitrary administrator of what was evid~ntly 
regarded as a family estate. 
Joi~rship by the"family is also highly characteristic .of 

the real estate law of the Ifugao of northern Luzon, who may 
serve as a final illustration of Jand tenure among ruder peoples. 
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To them, if t.o any people, may be applied Sir Henry Maine's 
.j-lwtlun.-thut primitive individuality is swallowed up In the 

f•;.nily,-the turnily in tbis. case apparently including kinsfolk 
from both the father's and the mother's side. Rice fields and 
In some measure forest .lunda are here held rather by trustees 
thun by u.bsolute owners. "Present holders," says Mr. Barton, 
" poKHe8s on I y n trn.nsient and· fleeting possession, or better, 
occupation, Insignificant In duration In comparison with the 
decades and perhaps centuries that have usually elapsed since 
the field or heirloom came Into the possession of the family." 
When thoro Is one field and a. multiplicity of heirs, the first
born takes it because apart from practical difficulties It is 
deemed better to have one powerful representative of the 
family t.o whom the rest of the group may repair for aid than 
to divide tho estate Into diminutive holdings occupied by men 
of little consequence In the conununity. As trustee the holder 
Is by no mouns free to dispose of the property at wlll, ,but may 
do so only after proper consultation with his kinsmen. No 
trnuafer Is ever attempted without urgent necessity, such ns the 
need for sacrifices to secure the recovery of some member of 
the f1unlly whose life Is endangered by sickness; and con
\'t>yuncf' is solemnized in o. manner to which there is no parallel 
In the Bille- of perHonul possessions. 

Two form~ of trunsfer outside the family occur, pawning and 
snlo. If a landholder requires a loan, say, to detr;f the ex
p';:"nRl'S of a funerul, he mny give his rice field ns security to 
the creditor, who then plants and harvests the field until the 
amount Is refunded. Whenever the borrowed sum, usually 
equi\'llleut to nbout hull the vnlue of the field, Is restored, the 
r"tnte revorts to the pawner, with the qunllficatlon that the 
<:rNiitor rt'mnins tn possession until the crop is harvested. 
Tho trnn~fe1·re muy ln turn puwn the property, but never for 
n greater amount thnn that advanced by himself, so that pay
mont of the debt will restore the field to the original holder 
wtthnut undue frlcth>n, which might otherwise l'I'BU!t. All 
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pawning is witnessed by. an agent through whom the loan is 
negotiated; his fee is advanced by the creditor but it must be 
refunded with the debt. 

Far greater solemnity is observed whe!' a sale takes place. 
The price is divided into ten parts, each represented by a 
notch cut in a stick or a knot in a stri.;g." The first two pay. 
ments are the heaviest and must be rendered within a set 
period while the time of the residuary payments remains un
fixed. Possession is yielded after the receipt of the initial 
amount. The witnesses include the seller's remote kin and the 
indispensable go-betweens who have arranged the whole trans
action and are entitled to a fee. The transfer of ownership 
is not possible without a ceremonial feast, and on the other 
hand the commencement of the eating nullifies all obligations 
on the buyer's part to render further payments, so that he some
times resorts to trickery to beguile the seller into premature 
banqueting. 

If the landholder abandons a field and it is taken up, pre
pared and planted by another man without interference on 
the part of the hereditary occupant, the latter forfeits all right 
to the land for a length of time equal to that of his neglect 
to utilize it. At the end of that period the field reverts to its 
former possessor, but if he desires to regain it at an earlier 
date he is obliged to repurchase possession.• 

A review of the systems of land tenure described in the pre-

/ 

ceding pages establishes beyond doubt the re~ljjy_of that prim!-

J live joint ownership which. so strongly impressed Sir Henry 
Maine. But it is by no means a fact that the co-proprietors 
always constitute a social unit of the same type. Communal 
ownership, apart from the geperal tribal area, we bave en~ 

countered only in that highly special case wherq a father-sib 
is localized and thus becomes coextensive with the commune. 
Far more frequently Proprietary privileges are shared by 
corporations of another type; groups of close blood-kindred,' 
unilateral as among the Ewe or bilateral as apparently among 
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the llugao. That is to say, there is no communism in land 
so far as the territorial body goes but only within a. strictly 
limited body of actual kindred. '{Further, joint ownership, 
while frequent, is not universal. We also find individual pro
perty rights as in the Torres Straits and in Rewa.; na.y, com
munism and individualism sometimes coexist; as in the case 
of the Kirgiz pastures. The burden of the proof surely rests 
with those who believe In a. universal stage of communal 
ownership antecedent to Individual tenure of land. Let them 
advance evidence to show that land was once communally 
owned in the Torres Straits; that the Algonkians at some 
dc!luite period failed to recognize the individual hunter's 
domain; that separate ownership was unknown to the Vedda. 
of some specified period. 

Fortunately It is not necessary to assume altogether the at-
titude of a passive skeptic. Baden-Powell's researches in India t/ 
permit us to \;uzo tfie olfensive and t;lsnow'niat T.1!;'il proba.-
vility this region has witnessed an evolution of real estate law 
dinmetricuily opposite to that rashly assumed by speculative 
anthropologists. Iladen-Powell points out that the area in 
which joint villages prevail Is considerably less than half of 
that In which separate ownership of land predominates. More-
over, this Iutter condition occurs precisely among the popula-
tions possessing a ruder civilization. The K<Lndh of Orissa 
furnish a c<Lpitnl Illustration. Here the head of the family 
u lone owns the homestead and the land attached to it. The 
sons live with him after marriage but hold no property rights 
until their luther's death, when the estate is divided equally 
nmong thrm. There is no trare of common ownership nor of 
the allotment of fractional shares oi the village area to the 
oevornl families. Each family clears and occupies a portion 
of t~e ample waste according to exigency. Once occupied in 
this fashion, land becomes heritable. property that may be 
hnu~ht and sold. Upon this type of individual tenure by agri
cultural aborigines there was superimposed, In cert<Lin local-
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· i.ties, the principle. of the joint-village,-often in the form of a 
conquering non-agricultural group assuming the dominion of 
the soil and degrading the native proprietors into mere tenants. 
In such cases the landlords formed a brotherhood owning the 
village area inclusive of the waste land as a. unit estate. Shares 
might be assigned either on a per capita basis, each household 
receiving a number proportionate to its members; or the ances
tral shares were calculated according to the pedigree table, 
su that the sole heir of one of the original assignees would 
hold a larger territory than, say, one of three heirs. In a 
strict sense, Baden-Powell finds, there is never a holding of 
the soil. in common by any major group, though there is a 
sense of kinship and obligation to mutual assistance ; beyond 
a certain limit of blood-kinship the joint holding never goes. 
Equally important is the conclusion that in so far as the joint 
condition obtains, it is u not original, but consequent on a prior 
Bingle title of the founder, grantee, etc., of the village; the 
joint holding was the result of the joint-succession (on ancestral 
shares) to that one founder." 

Thus the intensive study of a single, though vast area, leads 
to an historical reconstruction that directly contravenes the 
sociological dogma of a primeval communistic tenure. This 
condition appears not as a universal but as a highly specialized 
case, as a late rather than an early development.• 

CHATTELS 

The primitive law as to movable property is much simpler 
than that of real estate and may .accordingly be treated in more · 
summary fasiiioli. Generally speaking, purely personal tiUes 
are more clearly established than in the case of land. Com
munism with respect to Plantations may go hand in hand with· 
complete individualism in point of chattels. This applies e.g., 
to the Bakairi where every man and woman has personal 
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pl'upcrty. It is particularly noteworthy that the right of women 
tu such possessions is not challenged even where their status 
is one of definite inferiority. An Ewe woman is bought by her 
husbuml and regarded as incapable of inheriting land, but she 
may hold movable property, such us goats and poultry, and the 
cotton grown by her efforts is given to her husband only in 
return for compensation. It is not less remarkable that some
times even the child's individual property rights are regarded 
n.s inviolable. On a Paviotso reservation in Nevada I once 
offered to purchase n little boy's blanket. His parents not only 
referred tho rcr1uest to him as the rightful owner but wer' 
willing to uhide by the ridiculously low price he set, which i~JV 
luirness I felt obliged to raise. In Brazil Dr. Schmidt had a 
similar experience in attempting to purchase the mat of an 
PlPven-yrar-old hoy, which his father refuRed to sell without the 
hoy's consent. 'I I 

Ofton the title to movuhle property rests on individual effort; 
this Is why women so commonly own the. pottery they have 
manufactured. Another principle relates to what might be 
culled efloctive utilization. Each Yukaghlr owns his clothing, 
tho hunter owns his gun, the woman her sewing implements. 
Nevertheless this very notion may lead to 11. collective ruther 
than personal ownership: the Yuknghlr consider boats, houses 
und nets ns the joint property of the entire family. But these 
widespread principles may be completely overridden by the 
Rtn1cture of politirul society. Where the caste system attains 
the rigidity rhurncteristic ol the Mnrshal Islands, the laborer 
Is utt.erly at the mercy of a chief, who may appropriate not 
only the produce ol his horticultural labor, but also all his 
m<wnhlrs. The organization of society in this case introduces a 
sp_erltlc typo of property In the form of serfs or slaves, whose 
stntns will be discussed elsewhere. On the west coast of Africa 
servitude mny be merely temporary, the slave functioning as a 
pnwn or security lor the pnyment of debts. 

Another category of chattels Is represented by live stPQk. 
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Among pastoral peoples ~s and herds constitute the only or 
at least the most conspicuous form of wealth, the ready means 
to matrimony and prestige. There is accordingly a tremendous 
accentuation of the sense of individual property rights, attested 
by the branding systems current among suC"lltribes as the 
Chukchi, the Kirgiz and the 1\Iasai. Among peoples who are 
predominantly stock-breeders individual ownership is often 
vehemently asserted even against the claims of family ties. A 
Masai elder will assign some of his cattle to each of his wives, 
who must care for them in return for usufructuary possession, 
but they remain the husband's property. Only when she has 
a son of ten or twelve whose services are not required for the 
paternal herds, the boy becomes owner of the cattle hitherto 
entrusted to his mother's care, but she and her son must forth
with leave the kraal and establish a small one of their own 
at a distance of several kilometers lest the father's and the son's 
herds intermingle to the former's detriment. The Chukchi who 
has become impoverished by the loss of his herds may indeed 
look to his brother or cousin for assistance that shall enable 
him to resume reindeer-breeding, but he has merely an ethical, 
no legal, claim against his kinsmen; and an old herder jealously 
guards his full property rights against his own sons.1 

In short, with regard to chattels separate proprietorship is 
seen to predominate. 

INCORPOREAL PROPERTY 

Contrary to what might be supposed, the notion of patents 
or cupyrights is well-developed. -in the lower reaches of civiliza: 
tion, and its prominence among certain peoples reduces . the 
dogma of a universal primitive communism to a manifest 
absurdity. That this f~ct. has not been adequately grasped by 
earlier writers is in part due to that rationalistic prejudice 
which is the bane of all "historical inquiry. To minds 
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steeped in the spirit of an industrial era it is difficult to con
ceive that privileges without obvious utilitarian benefits may 
be highly prized and sometimes distinctly rank as wealth. 

Even in so humble an environment as that of the Andaman 
Islands · chuses in action,' to use our legal phraseology, are 
nut wauting. This is all the more remarkable because with 
reference to utensils, such as cooklng.vessels, the aborigines 
display a large-mindedness actually approaching communism: 
.. the rights olPI=~~ property are only so far recognized that 
no oue would without permission appropriate or remove to a. 
diHtance auythlng belonging to a friend or neighbor." But no 
such latitude holds with regard to the songs composed for the 
occasion uf n tribal gathering. A song that has been received 
with applause may be repeated by request at lesser gatherings, 
but lrreHpoctive of its popularity no one dare sing it except the 
composer himself. 

Th;-K.;yllk believe that the course of events may be shaped 
l'y mugic formulas, which serve to banish disease, lure game, 
rotuu_•crute chnnna and exorcise evil spirits. All incantations 
originated from the Creator. They are now held by elderly 
women, who treasure them o..s trade secrets; indeed, there is o. 
l•rliel that tu divulge the formula Is to destroy its efficacy For 
chanting a formula the owner receives from her client cakes 
of pressed tea, or several packages of tobacco, or n reindeer. 
" \\'hen a woman sells ao incantation, she must promise that she 
l(ivos it up entirely, and that the buyer will become the only 
possessor of Its mysterious power." 

On nne of the Eastern Torres Straits Islands Professor Haddon 
dis,·overed distinct ideas of proprletor•hip in local legends, for 
un lnformunt never liked to tell a story connected with another 
!orality. This type of experience has been shared by many 
lmr•tigutnrs of the North American Indians. Additional 
examples of copyright are furnished by the Kai. Among them, 
•• In the Andamans, a gort is the alj•olu~ owner of his com
pn~itlon. No one else mny sing it without his consent, and 

Q 
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usually he exacts a fee for granting it. Similarly, there is 
ownership of magical formulas, the instructor being entitled to 
compensation. Certain carvings, too, must not be copied without 
special leave. Even personal names are in a. sense a form 
of patented property, so that a young man adopting a name 
already held presents his elder namesake with a girt by way 
of conciliation. 

Among the natives of British Columbia the Nootka are con
spicuous for the number and variety of their intangible goods. 
From data kindly supplied by Dr. Sapir it appears that the 
patent rights of these people are divisible into two categories, 
those called topati which are necessarily transmitted from father 
to eldest son and those which a father normally surrenders to 
his son but is not obliged to transmit. That is, such a privilege 
as the knowledge of the family legend could not be withheld -from the eldest son since it iS!iiS""birthright. On the other 
hand, a father may exercise some discretion in regard to such 
a secret as the ritual for spearing fish; if he consider his son 
unworthy, he will refuse to give him the requisite instructions. 
The topati are exceedingly numerous. They include names,
not only those designating the owner himsel!, but also those he 
has an exclusive right to apply to his slaves, his houses, canoes 
or harpoons; the right tQ certain carvings on grave posts or 
totem poles; the prerogative of singing certain songs, including 
even lullabies, and of executing certain dances; and many 
other privileges. Some of these are of an amazingly special 
character. For example, in the Wolf ritual the particular 
coloring and decoration of cerlain performers are the inherited 
patents of the man who arranges the festival; the right to set 
u trap to capture the wolf-impersonators is associated with a 
particular lineage; one actor who.limps and howls in a p~culiar 
way does so by virtue of inherited prerogative. The same 
applies to solem~ants sung at particular junctures, to the 
lassoing 2f .J!OYices, the lo\ld and rapid beating of a drum 
at one point of the drama, the wearing of bear skins at another, 
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the blackening of all the spectators' faces. Other ceremonies are 
marked Oy corresponding exhibitions of topati ; thus, in the 
girls' puberty festival the right to receive a ceremonial torch 
wao a. jealously guarded hereditary privilege. 

While the Nootka stress the hereditary character of their 
inunutcrial forms of property, which is tantamount to making 
the privileges the joint property of a group, the individualistic 
character of Incorporeal property is on the whole strongly 
marked among the Indians of the Plains. In order to under
stand the phenomena found in this region we are obliged to 
transcend for a moment the sphere of purely sociological data 
und enter the domain of religious belie!. The center of Plains 
Indian religion is occupied by the conceptions and practices 
connected with visionary experiences. These sometimes came 
unsought to the fortunate man favored by supernatural beings 
hut were far more commonly stimulated by a several days' 
fa.~t on a lonely hilltop. The tenor of the revelation would often 
LletenuinB the course of the successful visionary's future career. 
1f he saw o. lluffnlo recommending the use of a certain mixture 
of roots for the treatment of wounds, he would set up as a prac .. 
titioner and success would gain for him fume and riches. If 
h~ wns Instructed to organize a new dancing society with a 
definite set of songs and regalia, he would forthwith become 
tho founder of such an organization with a probable rise of 
pre•t.ige and possibly other benefits. If he saw a horseman 
currying a peculiarly ornamented shield and escaping unscathed 
from a hostile onsln.ught, he would henceforth feel secure in 
nny encounter and establish a reputation for reckless bravery. 

Dut the visionary experience might extend its beneficent 
influpnces to other individuals who had never ventured in quest 
of a revelation or had tried and !ailed to obtain supernatural 
ftlVors; and they might come to shnre the benefits not merely 
i'n u subsidiury fashion, us patients cured by a visionary or as 
portirip1mts ln the dance he founded, but ln the fullest sense, 
us though they themselves had enjoyed the spiritual blessing. 
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This was rendered possible by the notion that privileges con
ferred by a spirit are transferable ; and this conception became 
a source of gain to the visionary through the additional con
ception that they were alienable only through sale. Why 
certain rights should have come to be prized by the people of 
this or that tribe is not always obvious any more than in the 
case of the Nootka; the imporant fact is that they are highly 
esteemed and thus add to the social standing of the possessor; 
that no one ventures to infringe his patent; and that any one 
desirous of sharing it or buying it outright will sacrifice pro
perty to what we should consider an absurd amount. Transfer 
Ly gift is excluded even where the relationship of the negotiat
ing parties is as close as possible: I know of a Crow who bought 
the right of using a special kind of ceremonial paint from bls 
own mother, and the Hidatsa medicine bundles, uniformly de
rived from ancestral visions and hereditary in certain families, 
must nevertheless be bought by sons from their own lathers. In 
many instances, as in the one last mentioned, tangible com
modities too may be transferred, but the principal thing is not 
the corporeal object-the pipe or feather or rattle-but invariably 
the immaterial privilege with instructions about correlated songs 
and methods of handling the sacred object or warnings as to 
taboos indissolubly bound up with the visionary prerogative. 
Because of the comparative insignificance of the visible object 
a replica may readily be substituted for the visionary's own 
emblem, nay, may be supplied by the purchaser himself. It 

does not matter whether he Lakes the seller's rabbit loot, ermine 
skin and eagle leather or secures them by his own eflorts: what 
he is buying is the right to use this particular combination of 
objects together with the right to the associated songs and 
activities, but also with any coe~istent duties and restr~ctions 
on conduct. 

The rules as to different ceremonial privileges naturally vary 
somewhat. Sometimes the. s~Uer does not alienate his owner
ship completely but merely permits the buyer to share in its 
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benefits in return; but sometimes there is the qualification that 
the owner may not dispose of his rights more than four times, 
the fourth partial sale terminating his own proprietary rights. 
In other cases the buyer purchases the privileges in question 
outright, a single transfer completely divesting the seller of 
ownership. 

These general principles are best driven home by concrete 
illustrations. I will select two examples, the right to plant the I 
sacred Tobacco of the Crow and the ~ase of me-mbership 2.. 
in the military organizations of the Hidatsa. 

In order to secure the right to join in the planting of the 
sacred Tobacco, It is necessary to be initiated by a member of 
the Tobacco society, to be adopted as his 'son.' This feature 
emphasizes the individual character of the proceeding. No 
man can be taken In by the society as a whole; he is "fathered 
by his Individual sponsor as he in turn was fathered by the 
pc1'"8on who introduced him, and as the founder of the society 
was fathered by the supernatural being that bade him plant 
Tobacco for his own and the tribal welfare. The fact that the 
plnnting privilege is shared hy a group is from the Crow point 
of view Incidental : it has merely happened that in the case of 
the Tohncro those purchasing the snme medicine have shown 
greater solidarity than those buying, say, the same war medi
cine, and that consequently they have come to form a society 
instead of a mere series of unassociated individuals with similar 
privilegNI. In addition to the generic right to plant Tobacco, 
Pnch novice nrquires specific m~dicines, which he i~ allowed to 
choose from those unfolded hcfore him by the adopting section 
of the society. Further, there is a multiplicity of specific privi
lr!(es recalling those of the Nootka but differing in their non
hereditary character. For each medicine object and each privl
lr~e el'pnrnt.t' payment must be mnde. Thus, a womnn named 
Cut~the~plckPted-mule pnid a hone for a Tobarco bog, another 
horse with otterskins for a brenst ornament, a horse for the 
privilege of sitting next to the door. These payments were over 
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and above the initiation fee given to the ' father' and were 
yielded to such members of his section as held the prerogatives. 
Since the novice is aided by friends and relatives and because 
the main privilege he seeks is held jointly, an appearance of 
collective purchase is produced that is quite foreign to the 
essence of the transaction. Inasmuch as it is a matter of pride 
to do things handsomely at an initiation, the candidate is more 
or Jess liberally aided by his kin, his friends, and his club. 
On the other hand, the 'father' who receives, say, fifty horses 
would incur the reproach of avarice if he retained the fee without 
making adequate deductions on behalf of fellow-members of his 
section. These are, however, merely personal or ethical motives 
intruding on a strictly legal procedure. by which an individual 
A yields a share in his planting privilege to an individual ll, 
who is obliged to furnish compensation. 

A remarkable blending of the collective and the individualistic 
element appears in the Hidatsa. military clubs. Other features 

~~--- ~~~~~~~ of these organizations will be noticed in a later chapter; here 
·it is the conception of membership as properly that alone re
quires attention. ,According to Hidatsa theory, these societies 
with their songs, regalia and functions were revealed to vision
aries who subsequently founded them in obedience to super
natural instructors; when an Hidatsa does not know the 
legendary vision on which a society is based, he at once suspects 
its alien origin. In other w<>rds, we meet again the notion of 
an individual revelation bestowing on the beneficiary transfer
able prerogatives. Since the visionary was instructed to 
found a society, the collective feature is inevitable under normal 
conditions. Yet in principle we are merely dealing with a pro
prietary right that may be shared by a group but may also be 
held by a single person. This is proved by the fact that at one 
time when all the owners of a certain society with a solitary 
exception had been carried off by disease, this survivor actually 
was sole propriet<Jr and sold his membership to a group o~ 
young men eager to acquire it. As compared with the Tobacco-
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p1n.nting privilege, the membership in a military club differs in 
that It is sold outright, so that the 'father' wholll: . ..abdicates ' 
his place in favor of the l son.' -

Normally the collective feature appeared in that a group or 
buyers jointly purchased membership from a group or sellers. 
A reason for the collective procedure will be suggested later. 
\\ uut concerns us here is that the tran~er of the property was 
essentially Individual. There was an Initial accumulation of -goods by the ' sons ' in a body, and through this property they 
sought to Induce the owners to consider selling their membership 
rights. But with the commencement of the sale itself each buyer 
selected a seller belonging to his own father's sib as his indi· 
vidual 'father,' nnd henceforth the affair was an individual 
transfer. In purchasing certain of the societies it was custo. 

• mn.ry to surrender one's wife; but there was never a wholesale 
surrender of wives by the buyers to the sellers as a group : each 
mnn took his wife to his individual 'father.' Again, if the 
' fn.ther' held some special oftlce and regalia In the society, then 
they were automatically transferred to his 'son.' The entire 
trn nsuctlon wns at bottom not the transfer of proprietary rights 
from one corporation to another but resolved itself Into a multiple 
simultaneous transfer of individual ownership rights. 

Thus the individual character of proprietary rights founded 
on visionary experiences asserts Itself even wh&re the rights 
nre shared by a company of individuals. A fortiori, it will 
hnve to be accrpted as unquestioned where, as in the case of 
mnny ":!!!JllCdlclnes and medk~undles, there is a negotia· 
tion between only two individuals, the buyer and the seller. 
Corlnin Incorporeal forms of properly thus support beyond cavil 
the possihill!y of personal ownership at a rude atage of civiliza. 
lion. This I• rertninly quite unequivocal where a father cannot 
trnnsmit a mode of painting the face nor even an hereditary set 
of ritunls to his own son without receipt of compensation. Of 
rourse we must not forget lhnt Incorporeal property, as among 
the Nootka, may also des<'end automatically and In that sense 
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be joint property. The point i3 that among the Andaman 
Islanders, the Kai, the Koryak and the Plains Indians, regard• 

~
ess of any laws relating to material possessions, there are also 
atents and reserved rights which are held personally and 
pon which no one not duly qualified dare encroach.• 
Incorporeal property, however, should not be considered 

merely from this angle. Its very existence among the simpler 
peoples is of the highest interest; and not less remarkable are 
the Protean forma it assumes under favorable conditions. 

INHERITANCE 

Nothing brings out more clearly the difference between indi
vidual and collective control of property than the varying 
degrees of liberty accorded to the individual by different 
societies as to testamentary disposition. The. contrast Is 
marked between a Torres Straits Islander who may deprive 
any of his children from a share in his estate and the Kai whose 
possessions are automatically disposed of by customary law,
whose pigs are slaughtered for the funeral feast, whose boars 
tusks and dog's teeth bags pass into the hands of his brothers 
or maternal uncles, and whose sons inherit the fruit-trees he has 
personally planted. 

This last-mentioned case illustrates an important principle 
already envisaged by the penetrating intelligence of Maine. 
Archaic law often establishes a differentiation between hereditary 
and acquired possessions, as has already been pointed out f0r 
Melanesia. Where this classification occurs, the tendency is 
to assign greater freedom with regard to the acquired belong
ings, a man being reckoned master of what his personal efforts 
have produced. This consideration may naturally be overruled 
by factors of a different order. A Plains Indian cannot simply 

transmit the rights acquired through fasting for a vision be
cause of the principle that ·such rights can be acquired only 
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by like visions or by purchase; and, as shown for the Hidatsa. 
bundles, the feeling on this subject may he so strong that even 
nn hereditary privilege can be validated only by formally buy
lug It from one's father. 

Rules of inheritance are sometimes greatly simplified by the 
<'nstorn of burying or otherwise destroying all of the decedent's 
effects .. Thus the Maidu burn practically all of the dead person's 
llclougings, the meager residue being apportioned among the 
eldest son as chief heir and other children and relatives, and 
the right to fishing-holes and deer-drives descending in the 
direct mole line. Among the Assiniboin th~ weapons, clothes and 
utf!nAils of the dend were deposited with the corpse, as were 
~urrPrl RhiPlrls and pipes. Here nnd in other p:n1~ l1f the PIAinR 

urea ilie <.lead IIIUn's best horses were sometimes turned loose or 
killed, leaving a very small remnant for distribution among the 
survivors.· In addition we sometimes learn of the abandonment 
or destruction. ot the lodge in which the demise occurred, a 
custom resting on a morbid fear .of death. Thus the Pima of 
Arizona not only kill and eat what live stock may remain and 
dcRtroy personal belongings, but also burn down the house
holder's hut. 

Cortain principles already describNl in connection with the 
titles to ownership necessarily apply to inheritance. Thus, a 
womnn's articles of dress or artifacts mode and used by women, 
~uch ns enrthcnwnro vessels, generally pass into the hands of 
her dunl!'hlers or other female kin because only they could 
mnko t'ffectlve 11sc of them, while a mnn's weapons are inherit
nhlc only by men. It is thiA principle, doubtless often in con
junrt.lnn with othf'rft, thnt nccounts for one of the most frequent 
rulos nf inlu~ritnnce, viz., the exclusion of the widow from the 
numhcr of her hu~bnnd's hrirs. Her disabilities cannot be wholly 
(\XplninP£1 hy hf'r lowly status, for they obtain nlso in regions 
wlwre women OC'<'liPY n fuir position in society, n.nd they are 
pnrnlleled by the hnshnnd's inuhilily to inherit from the wife. 
\\'bon, thrrefore, nn Ostyuk widow is described as incapable of 
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owning her deceased husband's reindeer, the matter may be 
conceived as follows. The domestication and care of reindeer 
by the male sex established an empirical association between 
men and this form of chattel so that it appeared as unnatural 
for a woman to hold property of this type as for a man to 
inherit feminine apparel. Accordingly, the herds went to a 
man's nearest male relatives and \\'omen were barred (rom any 
share. This in itself need not affect their status since a priori 
they might have property rights offsetting their disabilities. 
Empirically, however, no such compensatory privileges exist 
in pastoral tribes, hence the relative ~egradation of women 
among them. 

Another factor that must be considered in this connection is 
the conception of marriage as a contract between di:gtinct groups 
of kindred: husband and wife are allies whose individuality 
remains separate, i.e., merged in that of the groups they re
spectively represent, hence their property reverts to the group 
of their origin.·. Thus it happens that while a Kai man's heirs 
are his brothers and maternal uncles his wife's val<Jables are 
appropriated by h1!1' brothers and mother's brothers. This 
factor may appear very prominently where the groups are 
sibs, in other words, where the kindred group is defined with 
perfect precision. Among the Altaian Turks property is in
herited by the sons or, failing male issue, by the father's 
brothers or male kinsmen; only when all of these are lacking 
can a daughter become the heiress. 

But in recognizing the potency of the sib factor in moulding 
inheritance rules we must be careful not to exaggerate its im
portance. In the first place, while a sib system once firmly 
established often reacts on property law, we have found reasons 
for assuming that fundamentally it is often the rules of in' 
heritance that lie at the bottom of the sib notion. What the· 
sib organization can do is to make a remote relative who belo!'gs 
to the dead person's sib take precedence of a close relative out
side the sib, but probably it is never strictly correct to describe 
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the sib as the proprietary unit. For the sib embraces both men 
and women, yet by the ever-present division of sexual function 
whatever proprietary rights occur are usually not held by both 
mule and female members but either by one sex or the other. 
The Hopi furnish a favorable illustration. Houses invariably 
belong to women and consequently descend from mother to 
daughter; the position of ~lest likewise remains within 
the sib but It Is transmitted from brother to brother, or from 
uncle to sister's son. It Is somewhat misleading to say that the 
sib owns the dwellings and the ceremonial office; the real co
proprietors nre fPmalo Aih·mntes in one case and mn1e sib·mafP~ 
in the other. Further, frequently it cannot even be asserted 
thut all the mule or femnle sib-mates are co-proprietors since the 
reul owners ure the blood-kin within the sib. Just as with the 
levirate so in the cnse of other proprietary rights descent is to 
the neareKt kinsman of the Aib, not to any sib-mate without dis
tinction. \JThe sib organization, in short, involves the e~ion 
of cerlttiA close kindred from inheritance and the inclusion of 
romote Oli: putative kindred, but it acts in conjunction with 
existing notions as to sexual functions and the precedence of 
•·eiutives on the bosis of propinquity. 

Equally Important Is the circumstance that in communities 
organized into sibs property is not all necessarily transmitted 
within the sib. The Crow when in recent years confronted with 
n. new type or property in the fnrm of real estate, applied their 
matrilineal scheme to the Inheritance of land; but a different 
principle usually obtained with regard to inheritable sacred 
JHlH~rs:-;ions, which were transmitted from parent to son a.nd 
from hrotlwr to brother. In this respect they resemble the 

f llidatsa, who transmitted gardens matrilineally and sacred 
hnndlos patrilineally. It can of course be argued that such 
im~tnnct•a exl'mplify n transitional stage from one unir"rm rule 
or inh('rifnnce to another. But that is to assume that rules of 
lnherihtnce must follow a consistent plan for all forms of 
property. (The trouble is thnt historical processes are not 
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shaped with such logical nicety) Granted that a. fixed rule of 
descent were followed by a people regarding one form of pro
perty, the borrowing of a new form of wealth might produce an 
entirely new set of laws for its transmission. This new code 
could either originate spontaneously or be simply borrowed 
together with the property itself_ Accordingly, I am not 
inclined to accept the theory, unless supported by concrete data, 
that mixed rules of inheritance are a sign of a change in the 
rule of descent, either from the maternal to the paternal or 
vice vers8- For example, the Melanesian custom of transmitting 
fruit-trees patrilineally and land matrilineally may be due to 
the distinct history of these forms of property; and no unifica
tion bas taken place simply because the concrete mind of 
the sa~e jurist does not develop an abstract conception of 
real estate property, under which are subsumed both trees and 
land, but conceives trees as one thing and land as another. This 
mode of thinking was forcibly impressed on me when in an 
heroic attempt to render a nursery tale into classical Crow I 
spoke of a. little girl who owned nothing but a. loaf of bread 
in her hand and the clothes she wore. I was at once informed 
that the two possessions could not be coupled; between food 
and raiment there was no connecting link for the Crow mind. 
It was not possible, accordingly, to express the English thought 
in a single sentence, which had to be resolved into two distinct 
predications, the one relating to the limitation in the food supply, 
the other to tlie category of movables represented by dress. 

In other words, if we substitute a psychological and Jtistorical 
for the irrelevant logical point of view, the coexistence of different 
rules of inheritance for different classes of property is quite in
telligible. Those inheritance Jaws which give rise to the sib 
concept will of course often persist in accord with the fully devel
oped sib system; but other laws of equal or greater antiquity· 
mn.y continue to apply to speci.al types of property, and ~till 
other laws may be added in connection with novel possessions. 

I will now discuss more ·particularly certain rules of inheri, 
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lance merely mentioning the avunculate here because its im· 
plicu!ions have already been discussed. 

Primogeniture occurs but is relatively rare in primitive society 
even where the eldest child enjoys a certain nscenda.ncy over 
lu~ siJJ!iJJ~ti. ::wJU~LJ.Ult:l:t tllt~J"e .is llU thscri.J.u.ilJuLion Oll the basiS 

ol seniority; the Yedda distribute property fairly among the 
adult cllildren, the daughters' shares being often nominally 
given to their husbands. The Kundh ol Orissa also have au 
equal divil<ion ol land among the sons, though the office or 
lwuumun descends to the eldest. Th~ Ilugno allot to the first 
Lorn the major portion of the estate, yet we have seen that he 
Is virtually uot more than its administrator lor the benefit of 
the entire group ol kinsmen. Among the Maritime Chukchi the 
eldest son bus the best share ol his tather's weapons and im
plcnwnts, but an the brothers receive their portion, even the 
house being frequently divided into parts. Primogeniture is 
fu r1hcr qualified in polygynous communities by the superior 
status ol one ol the wives, usually but not always the first one, 
regardless ol the age ol the sons. Among the Masai it is the 
eldc•t_s~>n ol the princlpll.!.$.i!e who Inherits the largest portion 
~ -

of his ruther's stock and assumes control of the girls in the 
lmnlly. However, all the other sons Inherit that share of the 
herds which hus been previously assigned to their respective 
mothers ft)f usufructuary possession. In practice all sorts of 
rumplicu.tions may arise. The testamentary powers yielded to a. 
decpdent will modify the customary disposition of property. A 
dying Kikuyu mny allot larger and smaller herds to his 
sPvoral Rous according to their place in his nflertions. \\'hiJe 
tho clt..loRt adult son takes possession of the legacy, he is merely 
un exr•cut.or administering the estate according to the testator's 
ut'lJIWSt. Il there ore only infant children, the property goes to 
one or severtLl of the deod person's yqunger brothers according 
to his will. But they, tuo, ure merely trustees carefully watched 
by the wives ol the deceased, whose sons claim their legacy on 
reaching maturity. Among some of the Kallr tribes of South 
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Africa two wives were formally appointed as taking precedence 
over other consorts,-"the great one" and the "right-hand one." 
The eldest son of the great wife inherited his father's rank and 
all the property lhat had not been specially assigned to the son 
of the right-hand wife. A father could set asi<le some portions 
for the eldest sons of his minor wives, but if undue preference 
was shown to them his settlements were invalidated after his 
death. In the absence of issue, brothers inherited the estate; 
failing brothers, it was appropriated by the chief, daughters 
being barred from the legacy. 

The Kikuyu and Kafir tribes introduce us to the rule of col
lateral inheritance, which in some other parts of the world 
attains a far greater importance, brothers being the principal 
h"eirs, at least in a possessory sense, to the exclusion or dis
advantage of sons. This custom is clearly brought out in the 
Thonga law regulating succession to office, which seeks to 
reconcile two disparate principles, the preeminence of one 
branch of the family and the collective ownership of property 
by brothers. When a headman or chief dies, the oldest son of 
the principal wife is viewed as the rightful heir, but he cannot 
succeed until all the deceased ruler's younger brothers have in 
turn held office and died. This system likewise regulated the 
succession of Aztec war chiefs in Tenochtitlan. The Maori 
case is likewise of interest. As regards rank, primogeniture 
held sway : the priest-chief was the eldest son of the eldest 
son of the eldst son, etc., of the line claiming descent from the 
gods. But in the inheritance of land . primogeniture was 
tempered with collateral privileges: " If a father had sons 

{named A, B, C, D, on the d<lath of the father the property 
[passed to A, but not on the deat.h of A to A's son. It went 
l to B, and on B's death to C, and so on to D, but at D's. death 
I it reverted to the son of A." Sometimes the claims of collateral 
\ heirs were still stronger. Among the Arapaho Indians the 

bulk of the property, which ln recent times consisted largely 
of horses, was appropriated· by the siblings of the deceased, 
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the adult sons being to all intents and purposes disinherited. 
l;imilar practices oLtained among the Crow as regards both 
1uJHJ u.ud horses. 

\\'here a rnutrilineal organization affects the rules of inheri
tance both estate and ollice lnay descend by preference to a 
JJruthcr und ouJy t;econdarily to the sister's son, either method 
uf course us:mring the reteutiun of the property within the sib. 
From this fact some writers have drawn the conclusion 
LJmt fru.teru.u.l iuheriiuuce in a given tribe constitutes 
u t~uniHil from a. former ruatrilineal scheme. The Arapaho, 
who ure uescribeu us sibless, would by this school be classed 
us ut une time lllatrilineo.l. It is difficult to advance a. weaker 
urguwcut in suvpurt of o. hopeless case. Of course, brothers 
uru wcmbers of the SUllie mother...sib if descent is matrilineal, 
but it is equully true thut they are members of the sume luther
sib where descent is patrilineaL The mere fuct of fraternal 
inheritance is thus utterly inconclusive o.s to either maternu.l 
or paterual descent. On the other hand, the collateral rule has 
much to commend it on grounds. of equity, in which respect it 
ii:J certainly far superior to primogeniture. If a title is 
cstaUIL!theU on the basis of effective utilization, the mature 
l!ruthcr must certuiuly tuke precedence of tlie adolescent or 
juvenile son. Aguin, if a unit estate is founded by a father 
with fuur sons and partition is impracticable, it is assuredly 
one of the fairest of conceivable plans to transmit the superin· 
tendency to tho eldest son and then successively to each of the 
othora. Culluterul Inheritance Is consequently not in the least 
mysterious when found within a patrilineal society. 

The antithesis of primogeniture is represented by a custom 
that held sway in purts of llriluin under the name of • borough. ; -english' und is ethnologically known as ;unior-rioht "becaUSe 
it mukcs the youngest child the principal, ~eU..t the pre
ferential heir. India forms one center fur this usag~. \\"ith the 
Uadngu, neighbors of the Toda, the sona of a fo.mily leave 
the purrntul rout on marriage llnd set up households of their 
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own; only the youngest remains with his parents, supports 
them in their old age, and automatically acquires possession 
of their home when they die. To a Jesser extent junior-right 
occurs among the Toda themselves. The father's buffaloes 
often remain the joint property of all the sons, but if the need 
fur partition arises there is an equal division except that one 
additional animal falls to the share of the eldest and one to 
that of the youngest sun. If there are only two sons, each would 
luke half of the herd. With four sons and sixteen buffaloes the 
eldest and the youngest take four each, the second and third 
brothers take three apiece, and the remaining animals are either 
sold, the purchase money being equally divided, or taken by 
one of the brothers who indemnifies the others, dividing three
quarters of the value of the buffalo among them. The Naga 
of .Manipur, while on the whole inclining to limited primogeni
ture, practise junior-right in certain localities, the youngest 
son inheriting both the father's house and the most valuable of 
his movable belongings. Most interesting are the inheritance 
rules of the Khasi, who blend feminine prerogatives and junior~ 
right. Here the youngest daughter performs the family ritual 
in propitiation of ancestors, inherits possession of the house 
and contents, and receives the lion's share of tha family je\\·elry; 
however, she may not dispose of the house without the unani
mous consent of her sisters. On her death she is succeeded 
by the next youngest daughter, and so on. ·Failing daughters, 
the inheritance passes to the sister's youngest daughter, who in 
turn is succeeded by her youngest daughters. Failing sister's 
daughters the estate reverts to the mother's sisters. But 
the laws regulating successi?n to office rest on a different 
principle. A chief is succeeded by his eldest uterine sister's sons 
in order of seniority, and, failing issue, by the sons of the nex~ 
oldest sister. In one district where the pontifical po~ition ~s · 
held by a woman, she is succeeded by her eldest daughter .. A 
trace of junior-right has likewise been noted in the higher levels 
of Hindu civilization, fop the Laws of Manu, while assigning_ 
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a larger share to the first-born, also mention a special allotment 
In favor of the youngest son. 

This usage, eo contrary to current legal notions, also appears 
farther north. During his lifetime a Kirgiz father seeks to 
(~stahliHh his sons as independent stock-breeders. He will 
ussign to hiS first-born a large portion of his herds; if necessary, 
ho buys new winter-quarters for him, otherwise he assigns to 
him a section of his own grounds. In similar fashion other 
sons are provided Cor, and the youngest remains heir of the 
pat~rnnl pastures and other possessions. If several sons remain, 
there is an equitable division of the herds and the winter 
quarters are used by them jointly or are divided up by com
mon agreement; a division, however, rarely occurs as it would 
he to the disadvantage of the youngest son. For by Kirgiz Jaw 
It is the eldest brother's duty to acquire new winter pastures 
as soon us the herds multiply beyond the capacity of the in· 
hcritell or assigned territory, and if the increase continues after 
his snpurution the obligation still rests with the eldest of the 
remaining brothers to find new grazing-land, until finally only 
the youngr.st remains In possession of his father's land. Among 
the Yukughir a like result is accomplished by another cause. 
The prevalence of matrilocal residence brings it about that the 
elder brothers leave the (ather's house, which accordingly to
f'Oiher with other property is inherited by the youngest son. 
It i~ doubtless nn extension ot this basic custom that junior
rif(ht is applied to distinctly feminine articles, which pass from 
the mother to the youngest daughter. Those tundra-dwelling 
Yukaghlr who have borrowed the Tungus custom of bride
purchase are naturally patrilocal and in. their case the bulk of 
tho property Is shared by all the brothers, their surviving mother 
administering the household and the eldest son controlling the 
reindeer herds. Dut ancient usage Is suftlciently strong to 
pr('srrve for the younge-st son's share his father's gun and 
clothing. 

Eskimo Inheritance rules are illuminating both a~ to junior

R 
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right and primitive property conceptions in general. At first 
blush a profound difference of principle seems to divide the 
practice of the Alaskans about Bering Strait, where the fathers 
rifle and most valuable heirlooms descend to the youngest son, 
and that of the Greenlanders, who generally transmit property 
to the eldest. But a closer reading of the sources clarifies the 
situation. The Greenlanders in reality modify the rule cited 
by the principle of ownership based on effective utilization. Now 
since no one can take care of two tents or two boats under 
Arctic oonditions, the eldest son, if he already owns such pro
perty, will not take possession of his useless legacy. If his 
brothers are minors, he may abandon it to an utter stranger, 
and the sons growing up to maturity will have no claims on 
it. Accordingly, Greenland primogeniture, so far as it exists, 
does not imply any mystical exaltation of the first-born, and 
we are not surprised to meet with the explicit statement 
that among the Central Eskimo it is the eldest son living with 
his parents that figures as the principal heir, while sons and 
daughters with households of their own are excluded. We 
need only assume that the Alaskans of Bering Strait observed 
the Yukaghir or Kirgiz custom with respect to the separation of 
adult sons and the devolution of the paternal estate on the 
youngest follows as a natural consequence. 

Junior-right, like so many other cultural phenomena, sug
gests once more the problem of diffusion versus independent 
origin. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that to some 
extent borrowing has taken place. The sporadic occurrence of 
junior-right among the Naga living in a country where the 
usage attains fuller development indicates that it is merely 
with them the weak reflection of an institution characteristic 
of neighboring tribes. Again, th~ ~al prefer~nce for th~ e~st ' 
and the youngest son found in the ta,,-s of Manu and in tha 
Toda inher~nw suggest;-;n hist~ connection. On 
the other hand, there is not the slightest evidence that the Asiatic 
custom is connected with' Jiorough-english; and since junior. 
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right Is so commonly associated with the departure of the elder 
brothers from the paternal rout any condition favoring such 
separation would tend to establish this mode of inheritance. 
That Is to say, there is no necessity for deriving the Alnskan 
frotn the Yukaghir, or the Yulv.1ghir frnm the Kirgiz practice. 

The data are thooreticully interesting from another point of 
view. Departure uf elder sons as an antecedent condition may 
produce junior-right ns n result in remote regions. To that 
l·Xteut, then, there is parallel evolution. 'ilut this parallelism is 
Mtrict)_J limited. \\'e need merely go back n single step in 
~ 

comparing the evolution of Kirgiz and Yukaghir junior-right 
in order to encounter quite different phenomena. Preceding 
and effecting the breaking up of the Yukaghir family is matri
local residence, while no such cause operates among the Kirgiz. 
Thus, back of the portia! parallelism the lines of evolution lead 
to the diRtinct determinants, in other words, we are once more 
dC'uling with a case of convergence. 

In this Pxtremcly sketchy treatment n( primitive rules of in .. 
heritnuce it has heen Impossible to do more than allude to 
some of the ramifications nnd intricacies of the subject. In 
cnncluHion I must"remlnd the reader that the operation of the 
ru~tomnry Jaws mny be far more variable and complex than 
this brief description would suggest. An unscrupulous Thonga 
rrl{ent may seek to divert the succession from his elder brother's 
to his own line. Elsewhere failure of issue and extinction of 
the entire lineage in the presence of a valuable inheritance may 
stinmlnte the nbnriginnl jurists into novel arrangements, estab
li,hing original precedents. Finally, the example• quoted suffice 
to show that inheritance of ditferent kinds of property may 
follow distinct principles, that sacred objects may be trans
mitted from fnther to son while horses are appropriated by 
the drst'endent's broth"r~. thnt the rhieftninry mny df'!U"end in 
the pntf'rnnl line while real estafe is inherited by the sister's 
•nn, that office mny go to the eldest born while movables and 
immovables may be passed on by junior-right. Here, as every-
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where in ethnology, the obstacles to a clear understanding of 
reality lie in the bewitching simplicity of catchwords.• 
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CHAPTER X 

ASSOCIATIONS 

PI\lMlTIVE society 119 pictured by Morgan and his luilowera 
is un atomistic aggregate. The tribe consists of units 

fllHhioned on n single pattern, the sib concept, all sibs being 
gcncrully siruilur in function and of equal dignity; and within 
each si!J the constituent members are on one level of democratic 
equality. In other words, if Morgan were right, Individuals 
in lower cultures would differ from one another socially only 
us members of this or thut sib. We have already seen that this 
scheme is in11dequate because It ignores the bilateral family; 
hut il suffers from un equally vital deficiency in failing to take 
intlJ urcotmt principles of clussitlcation in no way dependent on 
kiuship, whether uniluteral or bilateral. Primitive tribes are 
Hlrutifled by n~e distinctions, by differences of sex and of 
nwtrimoniu.l status, nnd affiliation with one of th"e resulting ..._ -
groups may uffect the individual's life far more powerfully 
lhun his sib membership. Herr Cunow was perhaps the first 
theorist tn recognize the part played by age discriminations in 
snvngo society, but it is to the late Dr. Schurtz that we are 
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indebted for a systematic treatise on all associations, as I pro
pose to cull the social units not based on the kinship factor. 
Somewhat later Professor Hutton Webster in a meritorious 
compilation described practically the same range of data, but 
to Schurtz above all others belongs the glory of having saved 
ethnologists from absorption in the sib organization and 
stirred them to a contemplation of phenomena that threatened 
to elude their purblind vision. Though like other pioneers he 
erred and erred grievously in many of his interpretations, his 
insistence on the theoretical· significance •)( associations must 
rank as one of the most important points of departure in the 
study of primitive sociology. 

In trying to give some notion of the types of association it 
would be easy to group the facts in a seriel!' of separate com
partments. But these categories would hinder rather than pro
mote a synthetic understanding of social organization. For 
example, we might deal with sex dichotomy under one head and 
with age-classes under another; yet such treatment would lead 
to all sorts of artificiality. It is true that in Australia the 
sexes are often rigidly divided in ceremonies, but feminine dis
abilities are shared by the younger males, so that in one sense 
the real division at a particular moment is into initiated males 
and the remainder of the tribe. Elsewhere there is a tripartite 
division into the ma'1!_ed couples, the bacJ;,:.lors, and the 
spinsters, so that sex dichotomy applies only to the unmarried. 
Ag.tiii, there is little doubt that the bachelors' dormitory and 
the men's clubhouse are often geneticaJiy connected; the men 
arter marriage continue to resort for pastiffie or work to the 
dwelling they occupied before '1\Cedlock. Yet a logical classifi
cation might easily lead to a separation of these related insti
tutions. In the present chapter, then, I will rather select a 
number of tribes from different geographical areas and · will 
describe in each case their social oi-ganization apart from sibs. 
and families. In this selection I shall be guided partly by the 
quality of available literatnre, partly by the desirability of 
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p1·eseniing at least all the main variet,ies of associational units. 
In the following chapter the treatm~nt will be topical, embrac
ing o. nuzub~r of points of theoretical interest.• 

ANDAMAN ISLANDS 

Since the Andumun Islanders are sibless, each of their com
munities should, on Morgan's theoiy, resolve itself into an 
uuurgunized horde of individuals, but they perversely insist on 
dividing themselves into groups independent of the sib concept 
''r iw..l~ed uf rl:llutiunship in any sense. In every encampment 
there is a triple arrangement of huts for bachelors, spinsters 
u.1u.l married couples, tlJe last.mentioned group intervening 
betwcl'll the single men a.nd the single women; and even in the 
llomcs cure iM taken to segregate the unmarried of opposite sex 
und to have the married couples occupy the intervening space. 
Tlli~ cla!:Jsiflcution by ma.trimoniul status and sex is not equiva
lent to a simple grading by age such as will be encountered else
whl•re, ~:~iu('C C\'en elderly widows will dwell in one of the huts 
lll'tlicated for the use of spinsters. Nevertheless, indirectly 
un appreciable correlation with the age factor Is effected since 
umoug primitive tribes marriage ns n. rule is rarely deferred 
long beyond the girl"s physiological maturity, while in the 
Andn.nmn Islands the economic obstacles to early marriage for 
tho men do not seem to exist. Indeed, the part played in native 
conscillUBIIt'~S hy age together with its correlates, conjugal and 
parental status, appears dearly from the fullness o! the relevant 
vorubulnry, which permits an unambiguous definition of any 
individunl of either sex with reference to age and matrimonial 
cnudition. Thus, nn infant is designated by one term during 
tho first year, by another during its second, by still another 
during the third nnd !mirth years, while special words define 
the pf'ritHI from the fourth till the tenth, and from the eleventh 
"to the twelfth yeurs. The husband of a lew months' standing 
i• distinguished !rom the man who hns been married lor only 
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a few days, and the prospective is differentiated from the actual 
father of a child, corresponding refinement of nomenclature 
obtaining for wives and mothers. Among the socially most 
significant status terms, however, are those relating to the 
initiation of boys and girls into the status of full-fledged mem
bers of the tribe, and the relevant ceremonies demand special 

notice. . ! ,j_J 
Beginning approximately with the eleventh year both boys 

and girls are subjected to a probationary period of fasting, 
during which turtle, honey, pork, and other delicacies are for~ 
bidden food. Abstention from these luxuries is regarded as a 
test of the neophyte's self-denial and the period terminates only 
at the chiefs suggestion. Thetotal period is trisected, each 
lesser division closing with a formal ceremony that absolves 
from specific restrictions; in this way the taboos against eating 
turtle, honey, and kidney-fat of pig are successively removed. 

When a lad is permitted to break his turtle fast, the chief 
boils a large piece of turtle-fat, allows it to cool, ai>d then pours 
it over the novice's head, those present rubbing the grease into 
his person, which he may not wash off until the close of the next 
day. He is then fed with turtle flesh, led to his hut and ordered 
to sit cross-legg~d in silence, a group of friends supplying his 
wants and keeping him awake by chanting. It is believed 
that he is now entering on an important epoch of his life with 
its incident trials, hence there is great l~l>.t...J!is 
mother and female relatives generally. These paint and other· 
wise decorate his person, and with broom-like bundles of leaves 
in his hands he rises to dance vehementiy to the accompani
ment of the women's time-beating, while the men look on or 
participate in his performance. \\nen worn out by his efforts, 
the youth ceases dancing and mingles with his friends as a· 
member of what might be called ·the first grade of majority. A 
similar ceremony raises girls to all equivalent rank in society .. 

After this performance, subsidiary taboos, say, as to the 
eating of ray-fish kidneyo.fat, may be removed by the chief 
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without further ceremony than the necessity of strict silence on 
the part of the neophyte when first breaking his fast. It is 
otherwise with abstention from honey, 
terminated only by formal procedure. 
novice to a large portion of the hitherto 

which can again be 
The chief helps the 

tabooed delicacy and 
anoints him with honey, which, however, is washed off in order 
to guard against the aggression of ants. ~Hence is again 
enjoined, but no other prohibitions are recorded. On the 
following morning the boy, adorned with leaves, wades into 
the sea und splashes water on himselt and the spectators, also 
ducking his head, the whole performance being considered a 
n_t~J_gi_(;rtl J?I"otection against snakes. Young women pass through 
a Himilur procedure, but only after the birth of their first 
child. 

Generally a year after the breaking of the turtle fast comes 
the final ceremony removing the taboo on pig kidney-fat. The 
novice's friends organize a pig hunt, a boar being killed for a 
youth and a -sow for a. young woman. The candidate receives 
of the hitherto forbidden food, the melted f~tt of the pig is 
poured over him, and he is obliged to hold his tongue, sit still, 
and rl'lnain u.wnke. The next morning he dances as on the first 
OCC!lSion, 

For comparative purposes certain facts relating to these per
formances require attention. First of all, it is clear that in a 
rough way the brginning of in!.!J_ntion coincides with pt,!£erty. 
Moro accurately the maturity of a girl is indicated by her 
assuming a 'tlowflr name,' i.e., o. name derived from a flower 
llloRBoming nt the time of her first menses, this designation 
ronwinlng In vogue till the birth of a child. Secondly, while it 
is not nhlign.tory for a boy to undergo the three ceremonie~ 
lwtnre marriage, many postpone wedlock until they have 
Jlllssed through the several grades and It is a mutter of honor 
to do so nt an enrly opportunity after marriage. 

In viewing Andnman society as a whole, we find its members 
rlns~cd In o. number of varying ways. The most conspicuous 
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grouping is that into married people, bachelors, and spinsters, 

since it_ has an objective equivale.nt in the spatial arrange~ 

ment of the camp. Apart from this, it would be exaggeration 
to speak of sexual dichotomy of the tribe. Though such occu
pations as shaving, procuring water and fetching wood are 
reckoned as distinctly feminine, while hunting, fishing, and 
canoe-building devolve on the men, this division of labor does 
not imply the separation into practically distinct castes found 
in some other regions. On the other hand, the assumption uf 
a flower name by mature girls creates a definite demarcation 
between the rnembers of the female sex who have and who have 
not reached the age of puberty. The abundance of status terms 
yields evidence of a further classification of the community 
.none the less real because men or women of the same category 
are not necessarily bound together by a common purpose but 
merely share the same more or less honorific appellation. Re
trospectively, punctilio in this regar:d furnishes a plausible 
partial explanation of teknonymy, as has been previously sug
gested by Dr. Elsie Clews Parsons. v\"here the status of a 

person is appraised differently on his becoming a parent, de
fignation in terms of parenthood ceases to puzzle. The pro
bationary fasting period is of course correlated with the status 
classification_ Roughly it has been found to coincide with 
the age of adolescence, but the subdivisions of the initiatory 
period are manifestly no longer correlated with nny physio
logical condition. 

On the whole, the Andamnn Islander~ are less rigorously 
organized than many other peoples will be found to be ; never
theless, the segmentation of . their communities according to 
definite principles not connected with kinship is an undeniahle 
fact.• 

AUSTRALIA 

While the Andaman Islanders exhibit associational groups 
in a sibless society, Australia furnishes one instance after. 
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another of the coexistence of associations o.nd sibs, the former 
!rcqueutly playiug ut least as important a rOle as the latter. 
Since Australian conditions have been repeatedy described in 
popular or semi-popular books, o. summary treatment seems 
permissible. Several features recorded for the Andamans are 
Cc{uully characteri~tic of the Australians, and in connection 
with certain additioual principles, such as the hegemony of 
nld men uud a sc11Re uf feminine disabilities, they have pro
duced u more conspicuous division or society along associational 
liues. 

First of ull, the mutter of sex dominates social activity in a 
' distinctive way among nearly all Australian tribes. To be 

born a girl not merely determines industrial and economic 
employment, nor is the import of womanhood exhausted by the 
theory of feminine inferiority. The Kirgiz women, as already 
shown, are both practically subordinate and theoretically 
inferior to men, yet thu.t does not bar them from tribal festivities, 
where they participate on practically equal terms. But to the 
Australian woman the public activities of the male are largely 
forbidden mysteries shrouded in fabulous tales ad mulierem. lt 
is true that her disabilities are shared by the uninitiated lads, 
hut sinre Initiation Is each male"s birthright there is after all 
~enuJne sex dichotomy: the men form a secret society for which 
"very woman is ineligible. This fact must be collated with the 
dutu on sib anllintion. Sex dichotomy ts bound to rend 
asunder tl}e bond that might conceivably unite all male and 
r.,mule members of the sib, for by grouping all the men in a 
tribnl nssor.iution it supplants sib solidarity with what Professor 
\\'ebslt~r properly culls • s~x~~_nl_.sqlida.rity.' An Emu man who 
conslnuUy nssociutPs in ritualistic perfonnances and political 
IHl·H~mblies with Eagle-hawk, But, Crow and Frog men will 
dt•\·C'Inp for mrn of all sibs a. sentiment of class consciousness that 
Is ~imply impossible under the Circumstances between men and 
women of the Emu sib. True, all Emu individuals must abstain 
wholly or hugely from the flesh of their totem, but parallel 
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dietary restrictions hold for women as women. The Yualaroi, 
according to Howitt, prevent females from eating emu and their 
eggs; and among the central tribes no woman, irrespective 
of her sib, may eat a brown hawk. Thus, even in matters of 
food, sex figures as a rival ·or the sib motive ; the fact that 
an individual is a woman is not less significant than that she 
belongs to a certain totem group. 

But while sex is socially far more important in Australia than 
among the Andaman Islanders, age and status also play their 
part. The Kariera and Kurnai are typical in segregating the 
bachelors from the rest of the camp, though there is no cor
resJ?onding separation of spinsters. Generally, too, there is great 
nicety in distinguishing the stages of social progress. The 
Kurnai infant is called by one term, the boy of eight or nine 
by another, while the uninitiated youth living with his parents, 
the novice, the bachelor, and the mature paterfamilias are 
each designated by a distinct term. Elsewhere the several 
steps of the initiation are carefully discriminated. A noteworthy 
trait is the relaxation of the food taboos for old women. 

The initiation ceremonies of the Australians resemble those 
of the Andaman Islanders in being performed ahout the time 
of puberty, but otherwise the differences are rather remarkable. 
Among the Andaman Islanders every one undergoes the period 
of probationary fasting with its successive grades of freedom 
from dietary taboos, but the performances are not reckoned an 
essential preliminary to marriage. In Australia, however, no 
one is allowed to have a wife until he has passed through the 
corresponding rites; and in the central region there is even 
un analogous nubility rite fo~ the females. '\mnng the Andaman 
Islanders theirubalion rites are not conceived as mysteries 
never to be revealed to women, as they are in most Australian 
tribes. In other words, the Australian initiation is definitely a 
rite preparatory for matrimo~y and asserliYe or mascu)ine 

ascendancy; even where the nubility ceremony occurs it is con
ducted by men in the pr~sence of male spectators, while women 
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are almost always barred from the more important proceedings 
of the boys' initiation. Finally, the character of the initiation 
i!Relf is diffcre11t. There are tribes like the Kariera who content 
themselves with decorating the neophyte in a conventional 
mannot, say, hy tyi11g a string tightly round each biceps. But 
far more commonly the Australians promote lads to the status 
o! munhood by an infinitely more severe ordeal, the knocking 
out of a tooth being characteristic of one area, circumcision and 
Rllhinrision (additional operation on the genital organ) of 
anolJwr. In still another region the youths ready for initiation 
nre Aegregated in a lonely spot~ where they receive Inadequate 
food ond are severely cuffed and kicked by the old men, a. 
trial to be borne without wincing; besides which they are 
<'ompelled to cut and roll heavy logs or perform 'other kinds of 
l111rd labor. When they have passed their examination satis
fndorily, the old men in charge give to each novice a sacred 
HI i<'k (' bull-roarer') to be secreted in a safe place. In short, 
formally the Anstrulinn initintion is a severe teat of the adolea
rent's self-control. But substantially, too, it is a far more 
solemn affair than that of the Andamans. It is a genuine pro
pnrdeutic course in tribal knowledge and ethics: the neophytP
is Pxhorted to ohcy implicitly the teachings of his elders and 
to kN1p mum in the prest::nce nf the uninitiate on the arcana 
div11lged to him; he is told what food is tabooed to him and 
nl:qo gets prnctire in finding a living by his own etrorts. 

One detail nssocinted with the Australian initiation merits 
•pe<'inl mention. Among the secrets imparted to the neophyte 
1~ the real cn.use of a curious buzzing noise that has alarmed 
him prior to initiation nnd which the women and children ore 
tn11ghl to regard as the voice of a spirit presiding over the 
rit11nl nf initiation. He now learns that it is produced simply 
hy whirling n bull-roarer, i.e., a tiRt stick or stone slab, through 
the nir nt the end nf a string-. Strang-ely enouj:th, the greatest 
f'frf':qS i!'l laid on the necessity for keeping the wnmen in ignorance 
of the true nature of the bull-roarer, which they are never per-
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mit ted to view. Indeed, formerly some tribes had the rule that 
if a man showed a bull-roarer to a woman, both must be pun
ished by death. The reason for now singling out this feature 
will appear later. In exceptional tribes the bull-roarer is indeed 
associated with initiation but no attempt is made to conceal it 
from the female sex. 

Initiation, while qualifying a youth for marriage and other 
social functions, by no means raises him to a status of equality 
with the older men. His place in society is indeed a distinctly 
humble one for many years to come; he has nothing to say in 
affairs of political moment and even in the matter of food he 
will be well along in years before he is freed from the last re
strictions. These are the facts whkh Schurtz and, before him, 
Cunow rightly insisted upon as proving that apart from the sib 
organization the Australians are subdivided into social units 
not less significant in the individual's life. Every person be
longs from birth to the male or the female sex moiety, to the 
caste of prerogative or of disabilities; every person in the course 
of his life progresses through a series of social steps, at each of 
which hls behaviour must conform to a conventional pattern. 
A Warramunga man may belong to the Wild-cat sib and be 
free to eat emu flesh so far as any sib regulation goes; he must 
neveriheless abstain from emu food till he is at least a middle
aged man. He may be of either moiety and of any sib or 
family whatsoever, but if he is an initiated bachelor he will live 
divorced from his family, sib, and moiety in the company nf the 
other bachelors of the encampment. Thus, in everyday activity 
the joint influence of sex and age may well ontwei!!h that of 
the kinship groups. 

There is one feature of Australian organization which I hav,e 
advisedly refrained from mentioning until the prese1;1!. Over. 
a large section of the island continent there holds sway what 
is known as the ~~~em, which appears in a. four-da~c; 

nnd an eight-class varirt~. For our purposes considerntinn 
of the former will suffice. I have already mentioned the . 
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occurrence of the dunl organization in Australia. Frequently 
the moieties are subd~d each into two classes, making four 
11ltogether in the tril!e. Until recently our authorities generally 
repreRcnted the four classes as matrimonial groups, the principle 
on which they regulated marriage being as follows. Taking the 
pat.rililwnl Kuriera for illustration, we may designate their 
exogamous moieties as A and B, the former composed of classes 
1 and 2, the latter classes 3 and 4, numbers being substituted for 
tho phonetirnlly difficult native names. Then according to 
Kn.rirra law a member of 1 cannot marry into either his own 
class or Into 2 because both are divisions of his moiety. But 
ncilhrr may he marry int() 3; he is restricted by the four-class 
system to one nnd only one class in the choice of a mate, viz., 
4. However, It rnay he asked by what method an individual's 
clmo\B afllliation is determined, nnd here develops the most 

curin11s pnrt of the scheme. The child of a man of class t must 
hf'long to Its father's moiety because descent among the Kariera 
Is pntrilinr.nf; ncverthelPss it cannot belong to his class, but 
must cntrr the complementary class, to wit, 2. CorreApondingly 
when u mnn of 4 marries a woman of 1, the child is 3 since it 
IIIIlS! belong to his moiety and cannot belong to his class. If 
instend of the Karie-rn some matrilineal four-class tribe were 

tn kf'n, a corrpsponding principle would apply; every child 
there belongs to the mother's moiety and to that class in 
her moioty which Is complementary to her own. An interesting 
trait. of t.hiA syst.em Is the fellowship of grnndparAnt and grand
child In the snme cla~q. Taking the Kariera, a man of class 1 
not only has children of class 2 but also a father of thnt class 
Rinre fnther and Rnn belong to the snme moiety, though never 
to the snme elMs. Thus, father's father and son's son are 
fellow-members. 

I said nbove thnt thiA scheme of AuAtralian marriage systems 
i!t· the one followed until reC'ent yenrs hN""ause ot prPSent Mr. 
Rrown'a r<'~<'nrrhP~ indicnte thnt while the four-clnss scheme i~ 
formally correct it does not penetrate to the core of the 
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phenomena. For, as had already been clear from earlier 
accounts, though any one class might marry only into one of 
the three remaining classes it is not permissible for any member 
of class 1 to marry anu individual of 4, there being still further 
restrictions. Mr. Brown showed that the essence of the arrange
ment was simply that a man must marry a maternal uncle's 
daughter (or a woman so designated in the aboriginal nomen
clature) and no one else .. The four-class scheme fits the data 
merely because the possible mates as just defined are bound to 
belong to the opposite moiety and to the class different from 
the prepotent parent's. But in reality marriage is regulated 
by consanguinity alone, by a particular kind of cros.._'"-cousin 
relationship, and it is for this reason that I have mentioned the 
relevant facts merely under the caption of preferential mating. 

Mr. Brown's interpretation explains admirably why the sup
posedly marriage-regulating classes really fail to determine the 
union of individuals since these depend on the cross-cousin re
lationship. But with their matrimonial occupation gone it is 
not easy to understand what may be the functions of the classes. 
That they exist as social units of some sort, is attested by a 
dozen observers, and often they have definite appellations where 
the moieties have none. Some scholars have suggested that 
they are merely halves of moieties, but this is an utterly ridicu
lous assumption, for in that case they would follow the same 
rule of descent instead of the curiously indirect one they do. 

Although I am not acquainted with any fully satisfactory 
theory of the Australian classes, Cunow's. contribution must be 
cited as a suggestive addition to the far from ample stock of 
original ideas relating to the theory of social organization. 

'I.. Cunow assumes that the classes represent age-strata and are 
associated with the rule that only members of the same straturh 
are potential mates, while th~ moieties were originAlly two· 
distinct but intermarrying local groups. Then, since a cJ'lild 
cannot belong to the same age-group as its parents it is intel
ligible why the rule of claS!i descent is of the observed anomalous 
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type: the child is of the parent's moiety but not uf his (or her) 
cluss !Jecauoe the class scheme is at bottom precisely a method 
fur differentiating age. 

~ Cunuw's theory suffers !rum a number of diJ!lculties. If the 
cluBscs ure age-grades, class affiliation should ot course vo.ry 
with uge, yet us u mutter of fact each Australian belongs to 
his clu.stJ from Lirth until death. Cunuw assumes' tha.t affiliation 
wus made immutable to prevent a man's being married to two 
wives of distinct grades. According to his scheme there are 
three grades, thut of childhood, that of an initiate, and that of 
uu old. porlifm, i.e., of one who hn.s a child in the group of 
initiates. When Cunow Insists that only age-mates were per
mitted to marry, he means that husband and wife must both 
belong either tu the grade of initiates or to that of elders. Now 
on this assumption it may evidently happen that a man after 
ten or fifteen years of wedlock takes a second wife who will be 
of his own and the first wife's grade but who will remain in that 
grade after her husband and her fellow-wife have attained 
loigher •tutus, That is, she will be of like status with her fellow
wife's eldest son. In order to prevent this condition, Cunow 
argues, it wus necessary to render the class names permanent 
like the sib designations. It cannot be denied that the reason
ing is ingenious, but nothing indicates that it rests on more 
than sheer conjecture. 

Furthermore, since there are only four class names instead 
of the six demanded by the tripartite organiz11.tion of each 
moiety, Cunow Is driven to assume that the members of alternate 
generations designated by the same class name are not really 
IIH'mhers of the same class but of difo\tinct classes which merely 
for convenience' sn.ke are similo.rly named. This again seems 
nn urbitrary interpretation. Cunow himself calls attention to 
the fnct thnt in many Au~tralinn kinship nomenclatures grand-

, Jll!rt'nt'nnU grandchild are designated by one term used recipro
cally; to him this is an inexplicable phenomenon, which, how
l'\'er, reodlly su~gested th• npplication of the snme class name 

• 
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to grandparent and grandchild. But another interpretation is 
possible. Grandparent and grandchild may be designated by 
one term precisely because by the four-class scheme they are 
what they are ostensibly, members of one and the same class, 
in which case classes and age-grades would not coincide. 
Ne,·ertbeless, in spite of its drawbacks Cunow's theory furnishe• 
so simple an interpretation of the enigmatical feature of class 
d•scent that we may cling to its core in the hope that some day 
the difficulties in the way of accepting it will be removed. 

T, Summing up the Australian situation irrespective of all 
hypotheses, we find that in most tribes every individual is simul
taneously a member of a variety of social units. He is born 
into a sex, a moiety, a totem sib and a class, with all of which 
his affiliation is permanent; he is also born into a certain 
status from which be advances through a special ceremony into 
that of maturity, and by less perceptible stages into that of a 
full-fledged elder. At any one period of his life his duties and 
privileges may depend as much on his associational as on his 
kinship connections.' 

MASAI 

While among the Australians sibs and associations are per· 
haps of equal importance, the former are definitely less signifi
cant in 1\Iasai society. Not that it is possible to ignore theni. 
In earlier times they regulated. marriage, and at present re
ligious functions and specific cattle brands are connected with 
the major or lesser kinship_ groups. Moreover, chiefs and 
medicinemen are recruited exclusively from the paramount 
section of a single sib. N e,·ertheless the activities dependent 
on affiliation with the sib are· meager compared with those 
affected by membership in other units. . 

First of all, there is a spatial separation of the bachelors and 
their paramours, the immature girls, from the rest of the. 
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community (aee p. 47). This condition is strikiogly different 
lrum that uf the Andaruan Islanders, where :,achelors and 
spru•lcrs are sedulously segregated by the interposition of 
married couples. 

5ecoudly, mules and females are definitely grouped according 
to status. As among the Australiane, every male is subjected 
to u puLerty .ordeal (circumcision), through which he attains 
the position of a warrior. During the period of initiation and 
until the wound is healed he ranks no longer as a boy but as 
a ueo(Jhyte (literally, • recluse'), while for the first two years 
lull.mTr;g he Is design~ as an apprentice (' shaved one '). 
Until 28 or :JO he figures as a lull-fiedged brave, whereupon he 
murri~~, leaving the bachelors' kraal and assuming for the 
remainder ol his lile the dignity of an elder. Since the 
initiation and recruiting period~ are obvious!~ preparatory, we 
need recognize only three stages lor males, that of boy, of 
warrior, and of elder, the bachelor braves playing the most 
prominent r<ile among this warlike people. As an equivalent 
ul the boys" circumcision the girls undergo clitoridectomy after 
tho flrst menses and are subsequently known as nO\'ices until 
the healing of the wound. Then they maintain a distinct rank 
until the menopause, whereupon a new word deftnes their status, 
which only alters with the blanching of the hair. Unrelated 
pers<~ns of either sex address each other by terms dependent 
un their relative status. 

With these stages there are linked definite usnges. Married 
women are distinguished from girls by iro~klaces and~
rinf<s; indeed, without the latter no wile would dare confront 
lwr husband. They are also recognizable by their long gar
nwnts. Boys and girls put increasingly large blocks of wood 
into their ears, while the bachelors and elders wear chain ear
rings and bracelets. Alter circumcision the bachelors carry the 
.sword, spear, club and shield distinctive of their rank, also 
donning a special cup, ostrich-leather headdress, cape, anklets, 
arm-clump, calfskin garment, and a. piece of goat's skin for the 
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waist. \They plait their hair, subsist entirely on meat, milk a.nd 
blood, and must abstain from intoxicants. Before recovery from 
circumcisi,on the novices mimic women as to dress and ear-rings, 
and if they have stood the ordeal without flinching they are 
permitted to shoot small birds and wear them on the head. 

In addition to the dichotomous division of society into the 
inmates of the warriors' kraal and the rest of the settlement and 
the essential trisection of the male population by status there are 
still other groupings. It is obvious that the tripartite organiza
tion of the males links together in a single grade the benedict 
of thirty and of eighty. A suggestive subdivision of this step 
has taken place, those elders having circumcised children being 
distinguished by the privilege of wearing a certain kind of ear
ring. However, it does not appear that elders of this type are 
united by any feeling of solidarity. There is distinction among 
elders, inasmuch as owners of large herds who have many 
children may wear an arm-ring of elephant's tusk or buffalo 
horn as a badge of artluence. This ill-defined criterion, how
ever, has also failed to produce a determinate social group and 
remains interesting mainly as demonstrating the variety of 
classificatory devices to which the natives resort. On the other 
hand, there is a division based on the period of initiation that is 
of far-reaching significance. The circumcision rite not merely 
separates the categories of boy and warrior but underlies a far 
more refined classification of society. 

All boys circumcised during the same quadrennium belong 
to the same • age.' There follows a period of three and a half 
years during which no initiation takes place. After this inter
val comes another quadrennium during which boys are circum
cised. Reckoning from an apparently arbitrary or at least 
unknown starting-point, the Masai designate the individuals 
circumcised during one quadrenn'i.um as of the 'right-ha'nded • 
circumcision, those of the subsequent quadrennium being • left
handed.' That is, the age-classes are not dextral or shiist;;.l 
relatively to each other, but absolutely so by virtue of their 
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position with reference to the point o! departure. (.A right- NJ 
handed age and the immediately following !ott-handed age are 
said to constitute a • generation. j The processes by which one 
age-class relieves its predecessor as representative of the warrior 
grade and by which correlated clllSses are welded into a 
generation must be described in some detail. 

Immediately after initiation and restoration to health the 
apprentices flnd themselves In a peculiar position with reference 
to the full-fledged warriors. In order to flgure llB genuine braves 
the tyros must flrst secure a name for their class, a distinctive 
design for the decoration of their shields, and a separate kraal. 
About the former there is no special difficulty since an appella
tion Is bestowed by the headman of the tribe in return for a 
herd of cattle; but the shield pattern is not so readily acquired. 
Black figures for the purpose are selected by the most eminent 
elder, but it Is the red coloring of the shield that is held as really 
chnrncteristic of a. warrior's dignity. No sooner, however, have 
the novices attempted to paint their shields red and to construct 
" cnmp than the warriors swoop down upon them, attacking the 
new establishment, and if possible efl'ace the paint. It the older 
mon are victorious, the recruits must bide their chance, improv
ing the meantime with raids against hostile tribes. If they 
cxhihit conspicuous prowess in such enterprises, the warriors 
may gracefully assent to recognize them as their peers; otherwise 
the youth• must conquer opposition by force. When they finally 
oucceed, there are then two distinct bachelors' kraals In the 
district, though united in all martial undertakings. But this is 
nn anomalous and transitional condition. according to native 
standards. Soon the older warriors dedde on their departure, 
leave singly alter an appropriate feast, marry, and settle down 
In Individual homes. When all members of the age-class have 
married and discarded the bachelors' kraal, they collectively 
nR~ume the rnnk of elders, leaving their succeeeors in aole 
po••Mslon of the warrlor·o estate. 

Tho algnlftcant thing In all thia Ia that simultaneous initi-
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ation creates ties transcending the bonds due to equal status. 
Though two age-classes may temporarily share the degree of 
bachelor, they remain distinct units. Similarly, the new group 
of married men is by no means simply merged in a society of 
elders. The only close tie, formed at a much later period, is 
between the dextral and sinistral classes of a couple, which are 
fonnally united into a • generation,' receive a common name and 
adopt a distinctive arrow brand. But before and after this 
union the age.class preserves its name and individuality and 
determines its members' actions. It is, above all, an agency 
regulating sex relations. Girls initiated during a certain quad
rennium are reckoned as belonging to the age-class of the boys 
circumcised during that period; and no Masai is permitted to 
have sexual relations with a woman of his father's class. On 
the other hand, fornication with a woman of one's own class 
is not considered an offense, so that widows or divorced women '\.. 
may consort with their husband's fellmV-"meiiibers:·-~A~Yis-i"t;r 
from another district at once enters the kraal of an age-mate, 
who withdraws from the hut, leaving his guest to sleep with 
his wife. In this there is no choice, for an unobliging host incurs 
the curse of his age-mates. A wife beaten by her husband may 
seek refuge with one of his age-mates, and thereafter the hus
band will leave her in peace lest he be cursed by his class. 

On the strength of our data it is fair to say that the group of 
elders does not form a firmly knit unit but that all the social 
solidarity within that status is attached to the smaller associa
tions described, the generation and particularly the age-class. 
Reverting in conclusion to a comparison Of the Masai associa
tions with their sib organization, the initial appraisal of their 
relative importance seems !uliy vindicated. Even a feature so 
peculiarly typical of the sib as its marriage-regulating function. 
is here more prominently connected with the age-class. If 
from IVIasai communities the diviSion into sibs were eliminated, 
an ample residue of social relations would still obtrude itself 
on our notice ; but without .the bachelors• kraal, the initiatory 
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• subgrades, and the age-classes, Masai society would assume 
an aspect of baldness and drab monotony.• 

BANKS ISLANDS 

In the Banks Islands, as among the Masai, there is a sib 
structure that is overshadowed by associational units but these 
vary fundamentally in the two arMS; indeed, the Melanesians 
introduce us to entirely novel principles of aggregation. Never
theless, one feature that arrested our attention in surveying the 

I Australian field recurs in the Banks Islands in a still more 
conspicuous form. The cleavage of society into sex moieties 
here attains its maximum intensity. Not only are women de· 
burred from public solemnities, but even in everyday lite there 
is a well-nigh complete dichotomy. Men neither eat nor sleep 
with their wives but in a separate establishment, which boys 
try to enter nt the earliest opportunity. Henr.e the males, as 
ln Austrnliit, constitute a sort of tribal secret organization. Yet 
there Is an ~ll-importnnt difference: admission in no way 
depends on puberty, but may occur at any age; and it is 
secured not through an ordeal involving personal disfigurement 
or bodily mortification but by the payment of a fee. Further, 
the men's society is not a single body or at best one in which 
the older men nre set oft from the younger initiates by more or 
less imperceptible degrees of dignity, but comprises an hierarchl
rnlly grnded series of divisions. 

The tangible manifestation of masculine exdusiveness is the 
vlllnge dubhouse, a lounging-place and refertory by day and 
a dormitory by night. The house is subdivided into a varying 
number of compartments of successively higher rank, each with 
Its own oven as a rallying.place for members of equal degree. 
Failure to join means remaining a nonentity in point of social 
estimation; hence, while admission may be deferred, it always 
occurs sooner or later. " It a man cannot enter the Sukwe (club) 
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he has to feed with women and this may sometimes so excite 
the pity of a friend that he may undertake to act as introducer, 
knowing that he will thereby have to spend a large sum of 
money." In the lower ranks the introducer, ·often the candi
date's maternal uncle, defrays most of the expenses; in the 
higher degrees the charges devolve on the novice, his kindred 
and friends. The act of initiation consists in the ceremonial 
eating of food by the tyro's new messmates; but all the club 
members regardless of rank seem to profit by his payments. 

As a respectable place in the community is impossible with
cut club affiliation, so a gain in prestige is directly proportionate 
to advancement in the society, which invariably demands in
creasingly greater pecuniary sacrifices. Hence the man who 
has climbed to the highest rung of the ladder is quite exceptional, 
ranks as a chief in real hfe, and figures as the hero of legend. 
He is then in a position to retrieve with interest the fortune spent 

in achieving eminence, for he can wring exorbitant fees from 
subsequent aspirants to honor. The common herd never dream 
of such eminence; though they enter the club as boys, they 
will be lucky to rise to the middle degrees of the organization. 
It is true that though the divisions are definitely localized in 
the clubhouse, each invested with a clearly defined relative 
rank, there is an abstract possibility of leaping at once to a 
high station in the society. But practically the fees would be 
too extravagant to convert theory into reality, and all that is 
ever attempted is to dispense with entrance into some of the 
very lowest compartments, which have accordingly fallen into 
decay in some of the villages. Besides, even the theoretical 
chance has one limitation: in order to progress beyond a certain 
point in the club a man must belong to another organization of 
a related though distinct order that will be treated below. 

The club of the Banks Islander js seen to be bound up. with 
property rights. It is only the man of wealth who can reach 
the highest degrees and thus acquire prestige. Yet the 
aboriginal conception is not \~t of avariciously hoarding wealth 
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but rather of displaying one's greatness by exhibiting contempt 
for property. So a man of the loftiest status in the club may 
still promote his renown by providing the lavish entertainment 
nsHociatcd with certain festivals; nay, a suggestion of niggard
liness on these occasions would go fur to destroy his influence. 

The several grades of the club were anciently marked orr with 
such rigor that to enter a compartment higher than one'a own 
wus to incur certain death. Yet there is very little individuality 
ulmut the various steps. They have their distinctive masks or 
hats, some use peculiar pudding-knives, and only in the higher 
degrees ure members allowed to drink the native stimulant, 
kuva. But it is difficult to say in what way the functions and 
privileges of adjoining degrees differed. The. essential Idea 
soems to have been simply that by making an additional sacri
fice for o. new initiation a member was entitled to higher honor, 
which fuct was expressed in visible terms by the assignment of 
n spatlully distinct compartment. 

The significant traits of the Banks Island system at once 
stand out in relief when we compare it with that of the Masai. 
Tho Eust African scheme is thoroughly democratic, that of 
Molrlllesia is un essentially tlmocratic one. Every Ma.sai is 
bound to advance from boyhood to bachelorhood and from 
bachelorhood to the elder's estate, and the differentiation of 
;Jge-rlasses among elders carries with it no suggestion of 
suprrior and inferior caste; an outward emblem for prolific 
and wealthy elders has been reported, but the practical con
sequences of this distinction are negligible. . It Is of course 
pnrt of this generally democratic conception that status 
should be attained collectively by a group of approximate 
coevals. In the Danks Islands the exaction of increasingly pro
hihitlve admission fees inevitably prevents the steps from being 
~:ained with equal rapidity by age.mates. At every stage beyond 
tho very lowPst perhapg we must be prepared to encounter n. 
cnmmen•ality of varying years and vastly different social pro
•I>ects. Seated round one oven and for the time being on & 
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par in the public eye, are the elderly laggard whose strait,ened 
circumstances will keep him from transcending the plane to 
which he has just struggled by his utmost efforts, and the soar
ing youth for whom family connections have gained precocious 
preferment, bidding fair to raise him in course of time to the 
pinnacle of native aspirations. 

So far, however, only one phase of the complicated associa
tional life of the Banks Islands has been described. Its com
plement is represented by a host of secret organizations, ' Ghost' 
societies, as the aborigines call them, of which the din~ti;e 
island of Mota boasts not less than seventy-seven. Unlike the 
clubhouse the equivalent meeting-place of the Ghost associations, 
whether a lodge or mere clearing, is not situated in the village 
~ut in the relative seclusion of the bush, and the path leading 
to it is tabooed to all non-members. Notwithstanding Codring
ton's and Rivers' noteworthy contributions to the subject, the 
intricacies of these organizations have been by no means oom· 
pletely unraveled and in this chapter the merest sketch of what 
seems fairly certain must suffice. 

The secret organizations vary enonnou~ly in character, but 
ordinarily they figure as so many additional clubs. With one 
another and with the men's club they share the feature that 
entrance is dependent on an initiation and the payment of a 
fee. But some of the societies may be entered even by boys who 
have not yet joined the club, while for others that would be 
simply unthinkable. In certain organizations several men may 
enter together and jointly pay the amount requisite for an 
initiation; but no such economizing is permitted by the more 
important societies. 

Practically all the societies have distinctive masks or objects 
to be carried in the hand. These objects are exhibited to the 
uninitiated only when the members stalk about the island on 
certain solemn occasions and nOt even then at close range. At 
all other times non-members, and especially women, must under 
no condition see or come near the sacred articles. Most of the 
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socjeties also possess badges of a. totally different nat~re, with 
which the desirability of entrance is largely bound up. Tbese 
emblems consist of the leaves of croton plants; when they are 
stuck. into the ground by a member, they protect his property 
against the inroads of ail tribesmen who are not fellow-members 
of his fraternity. Any one who should transgress the taboo must 
pay a pig to the affronted society, and a similar fine is required 
it a non-member cuts down or uses the particular species at 
l'roton serving as a. bndge fur some organization. Since women 
are ineligible ta all fraternities, they are obliged to refrain from 
destroying any of these plants. Joining a particular organtza~ 
tiun is thus in a measure equivalent to taking up a policy in an 
insurance company against loss of property. Since protection 
is secured only against non-members, the smallest organiza
tions are naturally the most effective from this point of view, 
which results in an amusing cycle of vicissitudes. One of them 
becomes popular because of its protective value, automatically 
loses its efficacy ns the membership increases, hence sinks in 
general estimation, dwindles in numbers, and may then again 
be revived. Certain of the fraternities are not liable to these 
fluctun.tions because the motives for seeking admission are quite 
Jnder)(lndrnt of those connected with property insurance. For 
example, entrance to the Tamale liwoa organization would be 
sought as an indispensable preliminary to gaining the higher 
degrees in the club. 

A feature characteristic of the secret societies is the attempt 
to terrorize the uninitiated. A man will blacken his face and 
body to irrecognizability and snlly forth, a cane in the left hand 
and a clnb in the right. He hits people who do not get out of 
the way with the club and continually moves about his stick so 
that no one can see it distinctly. Occasionally there also occurs 
the wanton destruction or spoliation of a luckless individual's 
proporty by an organized band of fraternity members. Thus, 
when a cnndidate is admitted to the Tamale liwoa, It is neces
sary to pull down a house, which is chosen by the novice·s 
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father. The members partly in disguise, rush out, scare off 
women and the uninitiated, and destroy the dwelling selected. 
At a later stage in the ritual of admission not only the candidate 
but any person met by the fraternity who has not yet attained 
high rank in the club receives a beating. 

Certain proceedings connected with entrance into the Tamale 
liwoa recall the tribal initiation of Australia. The one secret 
learned by admission into the Melanesian fraternity is how 
to produce a curious sound by rubbing a stick on · a stone. 
Though the details are not alike, this strongly suggests the 
Australian attitude toward the bullroarer. Again, though no 
mutilation is inflicted, the tyro must undergo all sorts of trials 
during a probationary period of a hundred days. People come 
to throw his food into the fire, break his knives and fine him 
if he voices a complaint; difficult tasks are set, and when he 
offers the product of his labor, it is spurned. Here again the 
analogy is general rather than specific, yet it is illuminating as 
an example of the notions commonly underlying a formal accep
tance into the fold in the cruder levels of culture. 

If we now pass in review the position of an individual Bankl! 
Islander with reference to his various social relations, their 
potential multitude is startling. The significance of sex has 
already been sufficiently commented upon. Another affiliation 
follows from the occurrence of the dual organization. Every 
person is thus born into an exogamous moiety, and since the 
moieties are subdivided into sections with specific taboo• he 
automatically enters still another group. Sooner or later he 
will join the men's club, belonginf.( succ~ssively it may be to 
nine or ten of its grades. But concomitantly he is likely to 
hold membership in half a dozen of the secret fraternities, either 
in order to safeguard his possessions or to enhance his social' 
status. It hardly requires proof that to reduce the social' organ
ization to the sib divisions would obliterate all that . i• 
genuinely distinctive of the Banks Islands scheme of society.• 
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PUEBLO INDIANS 

The multiplicity <1! ceremonial organizations among the Pueblo 
lndiuno converts their social scheme into a bewildering maze. 
Fortunately since the publication ol Kroeber's guide-book there 
is lair promise o! seeing the light o! day as a sequel to much 
lu.byrinthine wandering. 

The religious corporations o! the Zutli may be listed under two 
heads. On the one hand, there is a l\1j).sked Dancer society 
comprising by necessity all the males and no females; secondly, 
thl:'re is o. series of fraternities into which entrance is· optional 
and open to both sexes. The !unction o! the Masked Dancer 
•ocioty cent&rs in the magical production ol rain under the 
direction o! Rain priests; the fraternities cure the sick and give 
demonstrations of magical power. 

From the constitution o! the Masked Dancer society it appears 
thut we must conceive it as the' equivalent of the tribal club 
o! other areas. nut though there Is a supreme director of the 
club it Is strictly speaking not a single men's organization as 
in Au•trulia, but a series o! hall a dozen units, each associated 
with a distinct ceremonial chamber. These six subdivisions 
•ymholize the cardinal directions, zenith and nadir being classed 
in this category. This arrangement of spatially separate lodges 
would suggest the Melanesian grouping of messmates were it not 
for the absence of grades in the Southwest: the Zuni groups 
appear as coOrdinate social units. Membership In a particular 
one is settled at birth ; the infant is allotted to the lodge of 
the hushand of the obstetrician who first touches him. It is 
this man who acts as sponsor for the child both at the earlier 
involunt~try nnd subsequent voluntary Initiation, the latter 
taking place at the age of twelve or thirteen. At the second 
initiution the boy is severely whipped by members who lmper
sqnnte gods. Ench novice, for several boys are admitted jointly, 
receives a rain-maker's mask, which becomes his Individual 
property and Is buried at death. On this occasion the boys 
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learn for the first time that the supposed gods, who have re
moved their masks, are o~ly men. The god-impersonators put 
their masks on the neophytes and surrender their whips to 
them, and the boys thereupon lash their former tormentors. 
Finally the mummers replace the masks on their own beads, 
o.nd the ' novices are warned not to divulge the initiatory 
mysteries lest their heads be cut oJI with a stone knife. It 
happens, but very rarely, that a man in later life alters his 
lodge atllliation from choice, though in such a case he may 
at any time return to that of his boyhood. Further, a man con
victed of adultery with a fellow-member"s wife may be expelled 
and driven to seek admittance in!q another chapter; yet there 
seems to be a strong sentiment against expulsion even in 
extreme cases. 

Since the Pueblo Indians have a remarkably well-developed 
sib organization, the question arises whether and to what 
extent sib affiliation affectS membership in the several cere
monial units. From the mode of entering a club lodge, it is 
clear that mere membership in a subdivision of the men's club 
has nothing to do with the sib. But there are special offices 
in the Masked Dancers' ritual which are more or less associated 
with the sib. Thus, the director-general of the club is invariably 
of the Deer sib, certain masks are in the custody of an Eagle 
man, and the rain songs at the close of a quadrennial cere
mony must be chanted by a Frog man. Yet there are numerous 
deviations from this rule of determining ceremonial office, which 
fairly often alternates between the member of a certain sib 
and a son of that sib, who with maternal descent and exogamy 
can of course belong to any sib whatsoever except his father's. 
The rain priests of the tribal club are theoretically associated 
with definite sibs, yet in the actual personnel of the priesthood' 
the same departure is noted as fl) the case of other positions of 
dignity. The heir-apparent and other associates of a ranking 
priest may be his sons, who cannot possibly be of the same sib ; 
sometimes they are brothers· or sister's sons, in other words, sib-, 
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mutes; and sometimes they ma.y not even lJe kindred of any 
sur\. On the other hand, there are letiches manipulated by each 
set ul prie11ls, and these are stored lnspecified houses and are 
detluilcly linked with the sib unils. 

Jo general, then, the rank and file of the club are nut grouped 
according w sib membership, but association with the sib 
principle occurs lor ceremonial club offices, being especially 
conspicuous in the case of the priesthoods and their fetiches. 

Far less prominent are the bonds between the fraternity and 
the sib organization, as becomes at once 9bvious from the mode 
of entrance. The usual basis for joining is a cure affected by 
the fraternity; the patient is not compelled to enter if he pays 
adequate compensation w the acting practitioner, but com
monly he prefers to enter the society. In a typical fraternity 
34 of 42 members had entered in this fashion. Another method 
is compulsory initiation when a person has stumbled into an 
executive session of the fraternity. '\\~ith one or two exceptions 
there is a possibility for the member of one fraternity to shift 
his nlleginuce to any other, in which case a purely perfunctory 
ceremony Iukes the place of regular initiation. The indepen
dence of the sib implied in the regulations of entrance applies 
in virtually equal degree to the ritualistic offices; in an Im
portant fraternity Professor Kroeber found that only a single 
function wns neressarily executed by members of a specifled sib. 

Professor Kroeber has fortunately not confined his attention 
to the Zuni, but has furnished an analysis of the Hopi fraterni
ties ns well. These are theoretically of special significance be
cause previous writers treated the fraternities as a natural out
growth of the sib, as basically representing the ritualistic aspect 
of the sib concept. This view seemed to derive support from the 
furl tllllt Hopi fraternities frequently bear the same names as sibs 
nnd thnt native speculation ascribed the founding cit a society 
t? Its name-snke or some other particuta•r sib. fly tabulating the 
concrete material available as to the sib membership of Hopi 
fraternities, 1\roeber shows conclusively that in most cases the 
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alleged bond does not exist. Of 35 Snake fraternity membe1·s 
only 7 !Jelong to the Snake sib; only 3 of the 10 Antel<Jpe 
fraternity members are of the Horn sib; not more than 6 Rabbit 
sib people are found in the supposedly associated fraternity. 
i\oly personal census in the field largely corroborates Kroeber's 
conclusions~ though with the qualification that ritualistic oftice 
commonly descends in the sib. Thus, in the village of Mishong
nuvi the Snake dance is performed by members of the Corn, 
Parrot, Bear, Badger, Eagle, Cloud and Masiqwai sibs, but the 
Lizard sib, which represents the Snake sib of other villages, 
holds the leader"s position. The mode of entering the :Snake 
fraternity is quite like that generally followed by the Zuni in 
joining any of their fraternities : a man cured by a Snake mem
ber joins in lieu of paying a fee. It is clear that very little 
importance attaches to the coincidence of name. In the village 
of Shipaulovi there is no Snake sib and the directorship of the 
Snake fraternity is vested in a Bear man, from whom it will 
descend to his sister's son, i.e., another Bear man. In one 
respect Kroeber may have overstated the case inasmuch as one 
or two of the societies seem to recognize a birthright of members 
of a certain sib to fraternity membership. Nevertheless, 
generally speaking, the validity of his interpretation is sustained. 

In other words, Pueblo society no more than that of other 
regions can be regarded as an atomistic structure of sib blocks. 
A dual division on sex lines is created by the compulsory 
initiation of all men into a club, and within this tribal organiza
tion affiliation with a special lodge is again independent of the 
sib, whatever may be the rule of succession to rjtualistic service. 
The curative fraternities of the Zuni are even more largely 
free from the sib influence, and the same may be stated for the 
comparable societies of the Hopi. Thus, the importance of the · 
associational as a concomitant of~he kinship grouping is" mani
fest. As Kroeber points out, an individual of sib A ma.y belo~g 
to family B, have a father of sib C, join fraternity D, priesthood 

E and lodge F: his sib mate may be of family D, have a father 
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of sib E, and join fraternity F, priesthood A and lodge 
B. There is no reason to suppose that the one bond represented 
by the sib must at all costs take precedence over all other 
social connections. It is as though we assumed that a 
man who votes the Republican ticket is bound to act as a 
llcpublican at the meeting of his church, in an assembly of his 
labor union, and in the privacy of his home. 1\!anifestly there 
is no need to assign to any one social tie a predominant posi
tion; the individual normaJly nets as a member of the group 
with which he is at the time linked and these several groups 
need not come into contact at all, whether by way of coincidence 
or collision.' 

CROW 

In the chapter on Property mention was made ot the Tobacco 
Rocicty of the Crow into which Individuals of either sex gain 
entrance by payment of too to their adopter. The novice is 
properly trained during a preliminary period, learning certain 
songs selected for him by his ' father,' i.e., sponsor, and gains 
the •latus of complete membership with the privilege of hence
forth planting the sacred Tobacco In the course of a public 
solemnity. There are numerous chapters of the Tobacco order 
nnd the tyro naturally joins that of his 'father,' but there is a 
rom;id~rnble esprit dtt r.orp1 am.ong the several subdivisions, so 
that members of any and all chapters may participate in the 
proreedings, though only those of the adopting group are 
m•>rnlly entitled to a share In the Initiation fee nnd give the 
noviro the choke of their sacred objects. The Tobacco initiation 
is quite devoid of attempts at chastisement or mutilation of 
the candidate; It centers in his receiving appropriate instruc
t ion, rrrPmonial songs, regalia and prerogatives in return for 
t.he heavy payments demanded. Formerly it wns usual to 
apply for admission but latterly members pique themselves on 
the numher of their adoptive chlldren and are likely to urge 

T 
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individuals to join. It has also been customary for a. person 
in a position of hardship, say, when his own or a beloved re
lative's life seemed in danger, to pledge entrance provided that 
things turned out in accordance with his desires. Another 
difference divides ancient from modern usage. At an earlier 
stage membership was restricted to a relatively small number 
uf elderly couples and the religious features were predominant; 
more recently it has become a matter of social prestige to belong 
to the order, so that almost all adults are members and even 
young children have been adopted. Nevertheless, the cere
monial character of the society has not by any means been 
obliterated. The preservation of the tribe is still believed to 
hinge on the continued planting of the sacred Tobacco, which 
symbolically represents the stars. From a strictly social point 
of view the Tobacco organizations are important since an 
altogether special bond unites the persons standing to each 
other in the ceremonial relationship of father and child, who 
will treat each oth"'llr wlth the loving-kindness of genuine 
kindred. Another feature that merits notice is the tendency to 
initiate husband and wife at the same time. 

At the present day there is also a quartet of secular clubs that 
figures prominently in trtbal life,-the Night Hot Dancers, Big 
Ear-Holes, Last Hot Dancers and Sioux Dancers. These share 
the same performance, the Hot Dance, which was introduced 
by the Hidatsa in the 'seventies of the last century. Practically 
all of the men now living belong to one of these clubs. Unlike 
the Tobacco chap~ers, these do not exact an entran('e fee, nor is 
there any suggestion of formal initiation. Each club aspires 
to have a large membership, and consequently so far rrom ex
torting payment the members will present substantial gifts to. 
clubable men in order to make them join, individuals of. known 
liberality who are likely to entertain members being specially 
sought. It even happens that persons of renown in this reg~rd 
are enticed to transfer their membership by a tempting offer 
of property. These clubs "must be conceived as in large measure 
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mutual benefit associatious. II a. member of the Big Ear-Holes 
is required to perform a certain amount of labor, all his com
rades in the society will cooperate. When one man seeks 
Initiation into the Tobacco order, every club member helps ac
cumulate the amount requisite lor going through the performance 
in due style. On such occasions the candidate's club acts in 
precisely the same fashion as his sib. From time to time feasts 
nrc cclcilmtcd by the club, which has no special assembly lodge 
hut meets in the tent of one of the comrades. 

These clubs, however, represent merely the bowdlerized 
edition of an earlier form of association that still flourished in 
the second hall of the nineteenth century. In 1833 Prince Maxi
milian of Wicd-Neuwied had found no fewer than eight of 
these organizations; somewhat later they dwindled down to 
!our,-the Muddy Hands, Big Dogs, Foxes, and Lumpwoods; and 
nbout the 'seventies only the two last-mentioned were in lull 
vigor. These clubs were in part military associations seeking 
to gnin renown on tho bnttlcflcld, and they were accordingly 
confined to mnle membership which, however, did not lead to 
a rigid exclusion of the women. On the contrary, women com. 
mnnly participated In the feasts and excursions of the clubs. 
There was a public function a.ssigned by the tribal chief each 
year to one of the clubs,-the preservation of order during the 
communal buffalo hunt. Further, each society had its dance 
and song, but religious features were absent to a surprising 
extent In \'iew of the well-known tendency of Plains Indians to 
Invest all sorts of phenomena with a religious glamor. 

The method of joining a military club was as Informal lUI 

that noted for the clubs of to-day, that is, there wao no 
adoption, no solemn procedure of any sort, no purchase. If 
a member died, his comrades sought to replace him by a 
brother or clooe kinsman and would offer gilts to this person in 
ordor to gain his consent. But there was no ohligntion for the 
oovernl brothers of a fnmily to belong to the snme society, and 
In any of the clubs all sorts of families and sibs were repre-
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sented. Even when there was no vacancy the members might 
offer presents to a renowned warrior inducing him in join 
their band, whether he already belonged to another club or not. 
A personal grievance likewise would lead to an occasional 
change of affiliation, but on the whole membership was for life. 
Some persons joined a club simply because they liked its songs 
and dances. 

Like the modern clubs, the military associations are coordi
nate units. Each embraced young and old men, each might 
in rotation execute the civic duties of a police force, each had 
an equivalent set of songs and performances, and all modeled 
their internal organization on a single pattern. Of course, 
equality of status did not extend to an imitation of the adult 
dubs by the boys, who under the name of a Hammer society 
mimicked the activities of their elders. 

Impossible as it is to give in this chapter a complete account 
of the Crow scheme of military associations, evpu a moderately 
vivid picture of their spirit is out of the question unless one 
of them is described in some detail. Accordingly, I will select 
for this purpose the Fox organization. 

The Foxes were subdivided into several minor groups accord
ing to age, but in point of dress, songs and eligibility to posts 
ol honor there was no differentiation. There was little in the 
wny of distinctive badges for the rank and file except for a fox
skin cape worn by the members. Some of the officers, how
ever, were distinguished by special emblems. Their dignity, 
it is essential to note, had nothing to do with any such status 
as attaches to the presidency or secretaryship of one of our 
organizations. The functions corresponding to such offices were 
executed rather informally by the older members. As for the 
Crow officers, their eminence rested on prospective or tried' 
prowess in battle. In the spring· pf every year the older "men of 
the club summoned the others to assemble in a lodge a:p.d 
choose the eight or ten braves who were to shed lustre on their 
association. Of these, the four standard-bearers had the most 
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dearly defined duties. Two of them were presented with curved 
nnd two with straight staffs; in sight of the enemy they were 
expected to plant these emblems into the ground and defend 
their standards without budging, even at the risk of their lives. 
To abide by the rule, whether for survival or death, meant 
achieving fume in the society and the tribe; to retreat was to 
Jose caste o.nd be despised as " a menstruating woman." Owing 
to the danger incurred by acceptance of office, many would 
decline the peril-fraught honor but in case of necessity the 
elders could force a mandate on a particular person by stealthily 
touching his lips with a pipe. Even close relatives thus com· 
pelled a young warrior to become an officer, not because they 
wished him ill but because they were eager to have him gain 
di•tinction. With the first snowfall of the year the arduous 
duties of the position ceased, and the following spring a new 
iucumhent would receive the fatal lance. 

One of the must remarkable phenomena 1inked with this 
Hucicty is the spirit of rivalry that animated the Foxes and the 
Lumpwoods, I.e., the two clubs which ultimately gained the 
uscenduncy among Crow military organizations. There was 
no trace of personal hostility in this relationship, which was 
shurply defined. In certain games the Foxes with their wives 
were pitted against the Lumpwoods and their wives; in war 
each club tried to score the first blow struck against the enemy; 
nnd in the beginning of spring there was a brief period during 
which a Fox might abduct the wife of a Lmnpwood If she bad 
n t some previous time been his mistress, and vice versa. 

The lust-mentioned custom was remarkable In several ways. 
A~ &linn ns the l<idnapping season hnd been announced by 
mutual signuls of dcftnnce, the men of both clubs sallied 
forth to seize fonner mistresses now wedded to members of 
tlte rival society. Resistance was in vain, for if necessary there 
wus recourse to force. Lenst of nil might the hu~bnnd offer 
the •li~<hte•t sign of resentment or he would completely Jose 
his eoclt\l standing In the tribe and berome the common laugh· 
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ing-stock. The only way for a woman to evade abduction was 
to throw herself on her former lover's generosity. For the 
husl.Jand the ideal behavior was to assume a brazen fa.ce and 
encourage the abductor in his enterprise. As soon as the Foxes 
had kidnapped a Lumpwood woman, they took her to one of 
their lodges, where she received from her paramour's kin all the 
finery customarily bestowed on a bride. The next day there 
was a solemn proc•ssion in which the members exhibited their 
captive to the public gaze. However, she must ride double only 
with a Fox of coilspicuous war record, otherwise the Lumpwoods 
would throw her and her companion from the horse they rode. 
Apart from this the Lumpwoods attended merely as interested 
bystanders, making an ostentatious display of feigned indiffer
ence. Usually the kidnapped mistress was soon abandoned by 
her lover, but under no condition might she return to her 
former husband's tent. A man who took back a kidnapped 
wife not only utterly disgraced !J.imself but brought ignominy on 
his society as well and the rival club was at liberty to cut up 
the blankets of all the members. 

Almost equally curious was the custom connected with martial 
competition. If a Fox struck the first blow of the season, the 
Lumpwoods thereby forfeited the right to sing their songs, 
which became for that year the property of their rivals. All 
this emulation was confined to the period from early spring tlll 
the first snowfall, when it automatically ceased, the two organi
zations thenceforth living together in perfect amity. 

To sum up. The classification into sibs ·constituted but one 
type of social grouping, which was criss-crossed by other divi
sions of equal and perhaps even greater significance.• 

HIDATSIA 

The Hidatsa, too, had a &erjes <>f military organizations, many 
of which closely resembled those of the Crow, as might be 
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wx.lJeCtcc.J front the partial itltmtity of uwnes. Thus, the Fox 
uud til~ LUJU[lwuud, Hammer and Uog societies are common to 
l!uth triJJes, and often the similarities are of the most detailed 
kiud. The houked-speur ullicers o! the Crow Foxes reappear 
iu the Hida~a equivalent with precisely the same duties; and 
iu uoth tribes the Dug men carry peculiar rattles of dewclaws 
tied tu u. .stick, while certain olflcers wear sHt sashes. But 
while corrt:spuuding clubs were fundamentally alike and doubt
less served Himilar social ueeds of the members, the mode of 
eulmucc was wholly different. As already explained (p. 231), 
the Hidulsa were not invited to join individually and gra
tuitvm;ly, let u.louc, were tempted by desirable presents, but 
\\'ere ol.Jiiged collectively to buy membership, which was hence
fu•·th n•uounced by the previous holders, so tbut tile whole 
t rummclion was tantamount to a transfer o! property rights. 

Hut there wus unother basic difference between the two 
M'hemes in addition to the differences as to mode of acquiring 
uwmuership. The adult men's clubs of the Crow were coordi
nu.to llfgunizu.tions with which men were as a rule permanently 
nssncluted. Among the Hidatsa the military societies formed a. 
graded series, and in the course of their lives the men passed 
!rom one grade to another. Since purchase played so decided a 
part in the arrangement, it might be conjectured that this is 
morely u retJlica of the Danks Island scheme. Yet there is a 
profound distinction between these systems. Among the Melane
sians there is individual promotion, so that the af!luent youth 
nmy anon stride post the indi11ent dotard; with the Hidatsa 
mh•anrement is uniformly collective, and the buyers are all age
IIHtles. In other words, the Hidntsa recognize a dual basis !or 
memhcrship, purchase a11d age. No group of persona can 
nutomnticnlly become Foxes or Dogs when they have attained 
a certuin age; they can only become members by paying the 
lees exacted. On the other band, no man can become a Fox 
or Dog alone but only In conjunction with a whole body of 
novices all about his own age. 
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An interpretation of this dualism will be given in the next 
chapter; at present our concern is with the stratification of 
•ociety consummated by the Hidatsa scheme. Since there was 
variation in detail at different periods, I will take a definite 
point of Hidatsa history fur illustration. In 1833 Prince Maxi
milian found all the male population beyond very young boys 
grouped into ten societies. The youngest were the Stone Ham
mers, aged from ten to eleven; lads of fourteen or fiften formed 
the Lumpwoods; youths of seventeen and eighteen owned the 
next higher society; and so it went un to the Raven club, which 
united the oldest men in the tribe. Strictly speaking, it is not 
true that the males of the tribe were divided up among ten 
societies but rather into ten age-classes. The societies really 
correspond to degrees, and according to the liidatsa scheme, 
which precluded automatic promotion, certain degrees would 
be vacant whenever an age-class had sold its membership since 
its members might have to wait a long time before being able 
to buy the next higher degree. In other words, each age-class 
was a permanent unit but it was not always possessed of a 
definite place in the series. In epeaking of age-classes, how
ever, we must recollect that these Indians never knew their 
ages by years and that the grouping found was only an approxi
mate one. In this as well as in other respects a comparison 
with the Masai age-classes is illuminating. In bnth tribes there 
is a certain latitude from the point of view of a strict age-group
ing. Some Masai are initiated at a rather earlier age than 
others either because of economic reasons_ or because circum
cision occurs only during certain periodE-; the age·class is thus 
indeed constituted of approximate coevals but arbitrarily in
cludes some and excludes others who might just as well be 
ntherwise classified. Among the Hidatsa the age-class is like
wise founded on rough-and-ready' _princi_ples: a group of play
mates decide to buy their first society together, but as soon as 
they have been united in the purchase this joint experience 
converts them into a definite ·social unit. Thereafter the Masai 
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or Hidatsa individual's age-class affiliation ia immutable like his 
•ib relationship. 

There was a somewhat amusing alliance between alternate 
Hidatsa age-classes. When age-class 2 attempted to buy the 
memuership then held by age-class 3, it could depend on the 
asBistance of class 4, and indeed of the other even classes, 
"hile a similar bond united the odd classes- The reason for 
this ulternation may be sought in the mutual relations of adjoin
ing classes. Between these there was neceesarily a ' class 
struggle' since the sellers would always extort the highest pay
ments possible; hence alternate classes would be united by 
their common antagonism to the intermediate class, which was 
the prospective Hayer of the lower group and the future victim 
ul the higher one. 

While tho Crow women had no societies of their own, their 
llidatsa si•ters had a smaller but parallel series slightly en
larged by borrowings from the neighboring Mandan. The 
mode ol purchase was lndentical with that of the men's clubs, 
and there was even a direct affiliation with the male series, ln
a.smuch us certain groups ol women aided the odd and even 
male classes, respectively. Naturally these organizations were 
not distinctively military, but Indirect martial associations are 
recorded. The Skunk women would celebrate the slaying o! 
nn enemy, while the Enemy women performed a. dance in com .. 
memorution o! braves who had !allen in a recent engagement. 
In the higher units o! the series, notably the Goose and the 
\\'hite Buffalo Cow organizations the secular aspect practically 
vanishes, the mo8t significant activities being of a mngico
religious nature. The Goose women were expected to promote 
the growth o! the corn, while on the white Buffalo Cows devolved 
the duty o! luring buf!alo herds to the village in times of 
scarcity. These societies were accordingly invested with an 
atmosphere of holiness quite a.bscnt both from the lo.wer mem .. 
Ioera of the series and the mnjQrity o! the military clubs. In 
the women's societies the age factor was not wanting, but it 
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was lesa clearly marked. Uu the one hand, it was customary 
to admit one or two infants to the older groups of White Buffalo 
Cows and Goose women. Secondly, it is doubtful whether all 
the women were grouped into these societies; it is quite possible 
to infer from the data that while fellow-members were generally 
approximate age-mates many women belonged to no definite 
age-class, in other words, that the sex as a whole was not stratiw 
fied by age. 

In addition to the age-classes, which will have to be discussed 
later from still another angle, the Hidatsa had distinctly sacro
sanct bodies linked with bundles of holy objects and performing 
the correlated rituals. Every Hidatsa had a birthright to his 
father's bundle and ceremonial prerogatives, but before the 
potential privilege could become an actual one it had to be 
validated by purchase from the parent, siblings usually combin
ing in the transaction. This would not create an association 
but would merely fortify a kinship group were it not for the 
!act that the same bundle and ritual were shared by distinct 
families, so that individuals totally unrelated were brought to
gether by identical ceremonial prerogatives and ritualistic per
formances. Thus, ' despite their ·hereditary character, the 
Hidatsa bundles led to the formation of still another type ,,f 
social unit. In these ritualistic associations women played a 
part, notably as custodians of the bundles bought by their hus
bands. 

Thus, a typical Hidatsa individual would be born into a sib, 
but would in boyhood help in the formation of an age-class. 
passing with his comrades from one degree or society: to 
another through successive joint purchases; and independentlr 
of these affiliations, he would by purchase of tbe patrimonial 
bundle become a member of one <>f the ritualistic associations of 
his village. A woman, while perhaps not necessarily connected 
with an age-class, was often so affiliated, and also held a definite 
relation to her husband's bundle.• 
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SUMMARY 

Briuf as Is the preceding survey, It demonstrates the Import
ance and variety of associations both in sibless communities ana 
those orgnnized into sibs. Sex moieties, divisions on the basis 
of matrimonial status, social clubs, secret fraternities, all criss-. 
cross the bonds of the fnmily 'ii:nd the sib, cmting new units 
of incalculable signiflcnnce for the individual's social existence. 
!:io fnr, then, Schurtz's view of primitive society is wholly justi
fied, and the descripllon of the Morgan school must be recog
nized ns Inadequate. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THEORY OF ASSOCIATIONS 

I N the preceding chapter I have merely pointed out the 
important position of associational groups in primitive 

social organization. No attempt was made to grapple with the 
problems historical' and sociological that develop from these 
data. In examining these it will be well ·to begin with an 
exposition of Schurtz's scheme, which furnishes a convenient 
set of pegs for the attachment of theoretical considerations. 

SCHURTZ'S SCHEME 

According to Schurtz's theory, a profound difference in the 
J psychology of the sexes underlies the differentiation between 

kinship and associational groups. Contrary to received notions, 
• woman is an eminently unsociable being and refrains from 

forming unions on the basis of _like interests, remaining centereQ. 
in the kinship group based on -sexual relations and the repro
ductive function. Associations created or even joined by women 
on equal terms with th~ ~en are rare and must be considered 
weak imitations of the exclusively male associations. Man,. 
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on the other hand, tends to view sexual relations in the light 
of episodes and fosters the purely social factor that makes "bi~ds 
of a feather flock together." Thus the psychological differences • 
between men and women lead to a sociological separation. 
There is another form of cleavage within the family circle, 
but one that not merely destroys but also creates social ties. 
The antagonism between the older and the younger generation 
that separates parent and child forms the germ of a claa•iflcation 
hy age, which Schurtz accordingly regards as the oldest type of 
associated grouping. 

Schurtz does not contend that the kind of age-grouping found 
in the simpler cultures has a purely natural basis. It rather 
represents o. blending of physiological and oonventional factors .• 
The typical condition is the tripartite division of a community 
into children, mo.rriageable youths and girls, and married 
couples. Here the separation of the first two groups depends 
on o. natural difference, while that of the second and third is an 
nrtiflcial one. Schurtz sees its raison d'nre in an effort to 
rr!(ulate oex relations on the Masai plan of permitting free 
love to the young and establishing firm conjugal bonds in later 
lifo. In such o. society the bo.chelors form the best-marked • 
nnd organised gnmp, the spinsters representing merely a de
generate reflection of It on account of the feminine inaptitude 
for comradeship. Entrance into the important body of bachelors 1 
nt the time of puberty is properly signalized by complicated ! 
solemnities, while the girls' initiation into the status of maturity 
is of relatively insignificant character In correspondence with 
the less definite organization or the spinster class. 

Srhurtz assumes that wherever a greater number of age
clnsses occurs this Is the ef!ect of oerondary elaboration of the 
trlpnrl.ite division. Thus he recognizes the possibility that 
simnltnneouo initiation may establish a bond of union; but he 
hnlds that the r~sulting classe-s ha.ve been superimposed upon 
the simpler scheme. In the case of the Hidntsa and related 
systems, which he specifically deals with, he derives their 
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secondary origin not only from the great number of the age. 
cjasses but also from the qualifications for entrance. For it is 

•. une or his axioms that the grouping by physiological age and 
matrimonial status preceded all others, purchase as a factor for 
the admission into a social unit representing a later stage of 
evolution . 

./ In intimate connection with the age-clusses and more parti
cularly with the dominant role played by the organized bachel
ors there develops the men"s house. It is characterized as a 
structure in which the adult bu"t single men cook their meals, 
work, play and sleep, while the married men dwell apart with 
their families. Women and children are usually barred from 
the premises, while the mature youn!< girls may freely consort 
with the inmates. Though he regards this as the archetype of 
the institution, Scburtz recognizes that its observed representa
tives deviate widely from the assumed norm. Such divergences 
he interprets invaria-bly as later differentiations and he admits 

• that several lines of evolution have been pursned. For one 
thing, the bachelors' dwelling may retain its hold upon the 
married men and thus be transformed into a general club and 
even become a dormitory for all the adult males. On the other 
hand, the bachelors' house loses its original character if it.s 
facilities for convivial assemblage and dancing are accentuated, 
which may even lead to the admission of women. Still other 
lines of development will convert it into a sw~athrmse, a. council 
~l'gtmber, an armory, an inn or a workshop, to mention only 
eome of the possibilities. Schurtz does llOt ignore the objection 
that the men's ,house may be characteristic only t1f certain re.. 
lated stocks of mankind and that its distribution could be ex
plained as the effect of historical connection rather thfln of a 
eociological law. Indeed, he admits that the most typical forms 
are restricted to the Malaysiari.family. Nevertheless, the ethno
graphic evidence as a whole leads him to the conclusion. that 
societies have an inherent tendencv to develop the men's house, 
which is merely " the· external phase of a simple, extremely_ 
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c:bvious (nahe liegenden) division intO age-classes and in this 
sonse an almost inevitable transitional stage in the evolution of 
higher social structures." 

But sex und age do not remain the only socializing agencies . • 
At a more developed stage of society the tendency to exclusive
nc~s makes itself felt and clubs arise, supplanting the earlier 
age-classes. This trend Is fostered by a differentiation acoord
lng to rank and wealth. Slaves and paupers are harrod from 
tho ugo-cla.sses, which thus naturally acquire a club-like charac
ter. \\'here entrance fees a.J'e required, the age-qualification 
t.nd with it the age-stratification of society vanishes, and in
stead there appears a system of grades such as characterizes the 
orgunizution of the Banks Islands. Clubs may follow either 
uf two lines of development: they wiO grow into ceremonial , 
nRsociations, representing distinctly religious orders; or they 
will stress the strain of convi,·iality .. peculiar to male groups 
from the start and become groups of banqueters whose sym .. 
pol'lia hnve no more serious aim than the promotion of good

Jollowshlp. : - _. ·fl!l 
l"erret societies represent the last form of association founded . 

by masculine gregariousness. They are not a necessary stage 

in the social evolution of associations from the primeval age· 
r,rnuping, nor ron all the secret societies be tra<'ed directly 
hnrk to ORe-rJn~Res, though an indirect relationship may be 
astmmod. Their activities are manifold. One prominent trait 
Ia the nttompt to keep women nnd slave~ in suhjection, a feature • 
not unintelligihle from the basic nature of a~socintions as con
ceived by Schurtz. As for the formal side of secret organiza
tions, thnt is nlso trnrenble to phenomena In the older age
rlivisions with their trylnJ( initiation solemnities. The begin
nings of an ancestral rult, snrh ns many secret societies practise, 
t~ lik('wtse di!lrovPrnble In the trihal lnitiafion rites which are 
offpn linked with rorrr~ponding notion~. The SE'cret societies ' 
hnve developed this 11erm, together with snrh special elements 
liS the wearing of mn~kR, RkulJ.won:.hip, and the use of 1aboo 
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rules for the safeguarding of property. Deriving support from 
their supposedly mystic powers, these organizations sometimes 
degenerate_ Into gangs terrorizing and robbing the uninitiated. 
Butthey are also likely to assume at least the forms of a body 
dispensing justice. They will punish the membership for 
breach of confidence or like transgressions and inflict penalties 
on outsiders for antagonizing their interests ; they may develop 
into the one body wielding political power and as such they 
have even been utilized by British colonial administrators. 
Though the potentiality for secret organizations is ever present, 
particular representatives of the type are eminently unstable 
units. For one thing, Schurtz believes that in the long run it 
is impossible to preserve the secrecy of the watchwords or 
other arcana. He considers as typical the development noted 
in Central Brazil, where one people excludes women from all 
dances, while another tribe admits them to ceremonies of lesser 
dignity; where in one region the bull-roarers must never be 
seen by a member of the female sex and are carefully con
cealed in the men's house, while in a neighboring section of the 
country they are coolly exposed to the publie gRze. Elsewhere 
the atmosphere of secrecy is dispelled and the society persists 
as a mere club, and in still other parts of the globe the secret 
organizations are transmuted into a con!=ltabulary. force serving 
the chief or into ecclesiastical orders that. mny even come to 
arlmit women. 

This brief sketch suffices to indicate the character of Schurtz's 
thinking. In comparing !lis system with Morgan's a funda
mental likeness is revealed by closer scrutiny. Schurtz envi
sages phenomena wholly ignored by Morgan, but like Morgan 
he imposes upon his data an evolutionary scheme thnt purports 
to possess general vaUdity and thus sPeks to fonnnlate socio
logical laws. It is true that schurtz has a keener sense of the 
intricacy of social arrangements, so that he makes allowance 
for a multitude of developments, from the same standard con
dition, as in" the case of. the men's house. But this does not 
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prevent him from adhering rigidly to his chronological sequence 
so far aa it relates to the main stages of evolution. He is as 
certain (Jf the uniform priority of age-classes when compared 
v.- ith clubs or secret organizations as .1\lorgan is of the necessary 
priority of matrilineal descent. To be sure, Schurtz frequently 
mukes oueisunce to the principle of transmission, but at bottom 
l1e yields to it little more tha.n lip-service; indeed, he expressly 
states that fur sociological inquiries the problem of diffusion is 
iuHigtdficunt. 

Now, us hus been previously pointed out, the question of 
diffusion is never insignificant. Though it may be conceded 
!hut the mere knowledge of how one people borrowed a given 
trait from another does not itself furnish the key to its com. 
prclJeru:~ion, proof of borrowing has a must important bearing 
on interpretation since it involves the proof that in the borrow .. 
iug Hociety the feature has not arisen spontaneously, that its 
ot:currcnce there dues not rest on the operation of a sociological 
law by which it was inevituLly bound to evolve. 01 course it 
nmy Lc contended thut it would have evolved independently, but 
that I• mere allegation. So It might be contended that the 
!lboriginul llritons would have developed the art of writing, that 
the Alaskan Eskimo would ultimately have hit upon the notion 
of dome.sticuting reindeer, by their own unaided efforts. Such 

ussrl'lions nre indeed readily made but not so readily demon
strutl'd. To apply this principle to the case under discussion, it 
is by no means a matter of slight moment whether the men·s 
hou!'lo in Assum nnd in the Danks Islands developed sepnratcly, 
or wheth<'r they and the comparable institutions of Indonesia 
all originated in o. single spot. On the funner assumption it is 
hn rd to deny some tendency on the part of human societies 
to Sf'~fC'gatO the mule population in 8. distindive Structure. 
Ou tho lntlt>r hypothL•sis the l!ltrength of that tendency shrink~ 
c:\lll!-!idL•rably nnd the question inevitably obtrudt>s itself whether 
a pht'notnl'ltun thut has traveled over so great a distanr.e may 
Htlt huye glme still further, in short, whethf"r all samples of 

u 
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the men's house, no, matter where found, are not traceable to 
one fountain-head. Were this inference established, the argu
ment on behalf of a .sociological force impelling the creatiun 
of a men's house would have not a leg to stand upon; the 
utmost that could be contended for would be a tenaency to copy 
the institution when it had once been presented for imitation. 

Schurtz blinks at these rather obvious !nets and accurdingly 
his marginal remarks on historical connection, while.indicating 
that he has heard of diffusion as an active principle in culture 
history, do not imply its efficient use by himself and cannot be 
taken to divide his method logically from that of ;\lurgan. This 
holds more especially since Morgan's own occasional rodo
montades about historical connection put to shame the most 
swashbuckling of recent diffusionists: not only has the sib in 
his opinion 8. unitary origin but for the systems of relationship 
even diffusion will not do and nothing short of racial affinity 
is made to account for a like classification of kin by the Zulu 

and Hawaiians I All of which in no way interferes with the 
essentially unilineal evolutionism o! his system. In substance, 
then, Morgan and Schurtz stand on the same plane and employ 
the same conceptual machinery; and Schurtz's distinction lies 
in having very materially expanded the field o! sociological 
inquiry rather than in the suggestion o! new methods o! cul
tivation. Pioneer husbandmen in science, to borrow Turgenev's 
telling phrase, lightly skim the surface of the virgin soil with 
the hoe, and deep-ploughing comes later. 

After these introductory comments I .will now discuss the 
more important general problems connected with associations.' 

SEX DICHOTOMY 

\Yith fulsome iteration Schurtz insists on the basic mental 
difference that leads men to aggregate in associations, while 
the unsociable females of the species r:1rely so much us timidly 
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cupy tho masculine prototypes or join in the societies of the 
uU~er .sex. (Hie ue~d hardly he u. perlervid feminist to repudiate 
Ulis sort of I'euKouiug. In order to euter a society something 
more itJ required than the wiU to membership. Considering 
that women who ~:~lwuld venture near an Australian initiation 
gruuud were nwrcHcssly killed, it is not remarkable that re
lutively lew exposed themselves to so perilous a !orrll o! black· 
IJL.tlliug. Nor is it Ly any meu.us certain that the organization 
of independent societies would always be permitted by the men; 
in some regions at least the tutal absence of women's clubs may 
Le due largely to the discountenancing attitude assumed by 
men. llut even this factor is nut required to explain the empirl
cal !acts. Tile Alluiun and Kirgiz data have already been 
cited in nnuUwr chupter but are especially illuminating in the 
pre~:wut couuectiun. The Altaian household drudge has simply t 

no lime !or suciul>ility, whether her husband would grant hls 
C•lnt:seut fur such indulgeuce or not. Given a different division 
of lahur und.hcr Kirgiz sister, laughing to scorn the abstract 
tenets o! Islam, mingles !reely in the company o! other women 
and wen, even eugaging in spirited singing contests with mcm
berH of thO other twx. \\'hutever psychological differences may 
divide tile sexes--and 1 nm not prepared to deny them-the 

I 
lcsst~r grC'gnriousness of women can hardly be reckoned an 
innate feuliuine failing so long as fairly definite alternative 
l':xplanntious suggest themselves fur her limited nssociational 
activity. 

One of the most convincing of these interpretations has been 
RHggl·~teU hy Profcssnr Karl von den Steinen and Dr. Paul 
Hudin. Tile furuu•r conceives the nakairi mysteries as an 
out~rowth of the chuse, ns hunters' festivals, from which women 
woultl naturally he barred. Similarly, Rodin remarks that a. 
~oltlit'rs' sodety would not be likely to nctmit women, nor o. 

. tH•wing C'ir('IO men. The rxclusion is in these cnscs utmost 
nutnmatir. \\'e mny odd. that the activities o! women are fre- ~ 

quonlly not nf n nulure that calls lor concerted effort In the 
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same sense as, say, a warlike enterprise. A potter can execute 
her .earthenware just as well without a crowd of fello\v-workers. 
On the other hand, Mooney found that among the Cheyenne the 
women were organized into a variety_ of guilds devoted to the 
higher reaches of the various feminine crafts, such as tent
cutting, quill embroidery, moccasin decoration and rawhide 
painting. Entrance was granted only on payment of heavy 
fees, and altogether these organizations are plausibly likened 
by their discoverer to our trade unions. Here the necessity for 
gaining expert advice and recognition in a chosen field of 
encleavour has caused an exuberance of societies that puts to 
shame the dogma of woman's unsociability. 

Indeed, the North American data amply illustrate the base
lessness of Schurtz's cardinal principle. In the Crow Tobacco 
society women figure at least as conspicuously as men and 
are commonly admitted with their husbands, a married couple 
almost representing a fixed unit. A similar notion is found 
among the Hidatsa, where the medicine bundles are usually 
transferred to a buyer through his wife, who is first expected 
to touch the fetiches with her body. The presence of distinc
tively feminine organizations in this tribe has already been 
noted, and if they are less numerous than the comparable men's 
societies they are also more sacred in charader. As Radin 
points out, the 1\Iidewiwin, the great secret society of the 
Central Algonkians, admit~ both male and female shamans. 
In a number of Omaha organizations a communication from a 
definite supernatural being, such as Thunder nr the Buffalo, 
was the prerequisite to membership, and femnle as well as 
male visionaries were el·igible.. In the Southwest men o.re 
certainly more active ceremonially than women, yet women. 
too have their separate societies ,and dances. Th~ Shosl}oneans 
of the Great Basin have nothing- that can properly be classed 
as a society but in the various dances and festivities men and 
women engage on equal te:t:ms. 

Not less instructive than the many Instances of feminine gre- · 
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garlousnc3s in North America are the 1'eported analogies to 

tho men's house or tribal SIJciety of other continents. These, as 
shown in a. previous chapter, are ·confined to the vicinity 
o! the Pnciftc coast, a circumstance ·anggesting the possibility 
of tru.nsmi~sion from a c9mmon center. \Vhat interests us 
more especially in the present connection, however, is, ~hat the 
implications of the American institutions are as a rule quite 
different from their apparent parallels in Australia and 
Melunr!iia.. In the Bunks Islands there is a genuine dual organi~ 
zution on the basis or sex, hy which all the initiated males eat, 
live, nud sleep apart from the females. The Australians do not 
curry the separation so !ar but at least make it apply to re
ligious and public life. In both arena ull the men are initinted 
and none of the women can be. Now it is precisely this baste 
\'lnw of woman's status, functions, and disabilities that strikes 
the Am~ricanist as e5sent"ia1Jy un-Indian and to which there is 
llnrdly any pnrullel in North America. 

For example, Jn the northern hulf qf Califol'nia there is a 
mrn's house ond also o. men's secret society, but the under
lying conceptions seem very different from those recorded !or 
ot.lwr continent~. In the winter the H11pa men sh~ep apart from 
the women, occupying the village swenthouse. but they eat with 
th(•ir wlvra throughout the yenr and live with them in bntsh 

•h••lters during the summer. The segregation of the men is thus 
only n parti11l one. Moreover, it does not invoh·e the exclmdon 
of women from rerC'Inonial activity: there ore female shamans 
nnd ut the time of Dr. Gnrldard'a sojourn the Brush dunce wu~ 
rondurtrd by an old woman, the only person conversant with 
tho 'mrdirine' required. In the same general rc~don the 
~h:il'lln hnve men's winter d'1rmitnriC'~ and rluhhonscs where the 
nwn S\\'('Ot., loun~e and g-nmhle. Shasta ritnnlism is almost 
wholly re.strirted to shamanistic perfnrmnnres, and here we 
nrc nRtnnishPd to find thnt shnmnni~m is largely n feminine 
profr~~ion. That is to say, in ~pite of the men's house cere .. 
mnninl activity is to n considerable extent in the honds of 
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women, which would certainly strike an Oceanian as the acme 
of topsy-turvydom. Passing on to the Maidu, we discover a some
what different condition of affairs. The large structures cor
responding outwardly to the Shasta men's house coincide only 
partly in function; they are sudatories but not so much clubs 
as ceremonial chambers. Furthermore, the women are not 
barred from these dance lodges on all occasions but actively 
participate in a number of the ceremonials; female shamans 
occur, though fewer in number than among the Shasta, and 
attend the annual shamanistic festival in tbe sweathouse. 

So far, then, the Californian data do not indicate a rigid 
separation of the sexes on Oceanian principles. Segregation 
of the men during part of the year is quite consistent with 
common meals and in a measure with common ceremonies. 
However, the Yuki, Porno and Maidu have a secret organiza
tion that at first strongly suggests the tribal society of other 
continents since there is a rigid exclusion of all women. Indeed, 
the somewhat journalistic report of Powers on the two former 
tribes invests their societies with a distinctly West African and 
Melanesian atmosphere. in its description of mummers imper
sonating evil spirits to cow women into submission and chastity. 
But in appraising the significance of the Californian phenomena 
we must not forget one all-important fact. The secret society 
was not a groUp comprising all men ; initiation was not an in
dispensable stage in the individual's life, was not a prerequisite 
to matrimonial status. This feature suffices to distinguish it 
from the tribal society of the Australians. · It may be compared 
with the Ghost organizations. of the Banks Islands, lmt such 
parallelism as exists is not significant in the present connection, 
i.e., as regards the existence of sex moieties. These cannot be 
ascribed even to the Porno bec<luse, as Dr. Barrett's ·report 
demonstrates, in most of the dailces an indefinite number _of 
both men and women might participate, while in two others the 
number of each sex was prescribed. In addition there were five 
dances in which only men took part, though at least two of these 
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were witnessed by women; and two women's dances from which, 
however, men were nut barred. Accordingly, the exclusion of 
women (together with uninitiated men) from one esoteric cere
monial cannot be subsumed under the caption or sexual dichot
(llJly, Similar considerations apply to the 1\laidu case. The 
position or the female shamans of that tribe is especially inter
eotmg when we contrast it with that of corresponding pru.cti
tionei"S in Queensland. The Australian woman doctor practises 
certain tricks, yet she must never handle or look upon the 
charms that constitute the re'l"ular physician's stock-in-trade 
und "on no account is she ostensibly allowed to join in the 
secret deliberations of the other medical practitioners." 

\\'hllt holds for California applies likewise to the Pueblo 
region. The subterranean ceremonial chambers ordinarily 
used as men's workshops and lounging~places are known to 
hnve once served also as the bn.chelors' dormitories and ns 
swcnthouRcs; hut their existence does not interfere with the 
frf'e association of both sexes in daily lire. Even the additional 
feature of a men's tribal organization hns failed to compass 
that ond or to prev~nt women from participating in .ceremonial 
activity. In the extreme north the Alaskans differ from the 
other Eskimo In having a men's, especially bachelors', dorml .. 

\ tory combining the features or a clubhouse, town hall, dancing 
pavilion, and tavern. \\ramen are indeed excluded at certain 
tirnfls, but there is no general prohibition against their admis
sion. On the contrary, they bring food to the men's house twice 
or thrC'e times a dny, sitting by their relatives during the repast, 
nnd frequently not only attend performances but tako an active 
part tn them. In the light of all these !nels Hearne's observa
tion that the Chipewyan of the Mackenzie River region excluded 
wnmf'n from nil danres and took pains to segregate even young 
hnys nnd girls with the vigilance of an English governess must 
stand. ns nnomnJnus. This point of view represents n. 'sport; 
n dt•vintinn from the typlrnl nttitnde not only of Nnrth American 
lndinns generally but of the Northern Athnbaskans as well, 
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since other members of that family, such as the Dogribs, are 
known to permit the joint participation of both sexes in dancmg. 

To sum up the North American Indians neither display that 
masculine exclusiveness which would divide a tribe into sex 
moieties, nor are their women devoid of gregariousness since 
they join men socially when they are allowed to do so and 
also by no means rarely have founded associations of their 
vwn. That these are fewer in number than the men's can be 
readily accounted for in the manner suggested above without 
recourse to the mystical absence of an instinct of sociability. 

The Afr}can ~phenomena, on the whole, fall in line with. those 
from North America. Notwithstanding the usually inferior 
status of women, there is generally free intermingling of the 
sexes in social intercourse. It i_s true that, especially on the 
\Vest Coast, there are secret societies to which women are not 
admitted but, as Radin has pointed out, the number of 
parallel women societies is considerable. Some of the men's 
organizations are charged with military and juridical functions, 
others devote themselves largely to the chastisement of adulter
ous wives, so that the exclusion of women is natural. Far 
more significant is the positive fact that the women"s societi"" 
are not only fairly numerous but of social importance. Thus the 
men's Poro society of the 1\lendi in Sierra Leone is balanced by 
the women's Bundu; and while it might be an exaggeration to 
claim equal rank for the latter, its sacred characer is acknow
ledged by the male population. "No man would under any 
consideration venture to approach the • B~ndu bush,' for the 
mystic workings of the • Bundu medicine~ upon any delinquent 
are believed to be exceedingly severe; and this belief is so firmly 
rooted in the minds of all men that Bundu girls when under 
the protection of the Bundu medicine can walk about unattended 
within bounds, knowing that they are perfectly secure· from 
the smallest l!lolestation." For a region somewhat farther soutl} 
Miss Kingsley reports that a man who should penetrate int<> the 
female mysteries would be· killed just as a woman would be 
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put to death if she encroached on the privacy of a men's secret 
gathering. The women's organizations are at least often con
nected with the initiation of girls at the age of puherty, and 
it is worth noting that the African girls' introduction to the 
status of maturity is often conducted with as mueh solemnity 
uo the equivalent rites tor the buys. This certainly does not 
hold true fur Australia nor, so far as I know, for Melanasia. 

Altogether there is no rigid separation of the sexes in Africa; • 
und while ceremonial segregation occurs, Jt differs t~to coelo 
from that reported for Australia and Melanesia since the women 
f}Q not always form an unorganized congeries of individuals but 
often constitute tribal or more restricted societies of their own, 
Considering that lor a very large portion of Asia Schurtz him- • 
8clf could diBCOVer no male tribal SOCiety nor-indeed any other 
nH~ociutinn, we must repudiate as unwarranted the doctrine of 
vlrtuully absolute unsociability as a secondary sexual trait of 
~ornnnklnd. Schurtz has mistaken a. phenomenon of restricted 
geographical dis! rihution for one of universal range; and even 
within the nrea. favorable to his view he has ignored the differ~ 
rn('O hetwef'n on institutional result and on orgR.nic disnbility . .. 
\\'hen the influence of the division of labor comhined with that 
of the male gerontocrary in Australia or of the male club in 
the Dunks Islands nre shown to be favourable or at least not 
nutn,R"onistic to the formation of women's nf\socintions, then and 
only then it will be possible to Interpret the paucity of sororities 
in direct psychological terms Implying greater or less grcgari
ousne-Hs. 

Bl'fore INlving the subject of t:~ex in relation t11 associations, 
I must briefly den! with a suhject of nppnrent triviality but of 
the utmost ethnographic inleN'st. In the sketch of Australian 
i11itlntion ritt\9 mrntinn wo~ mnlle of the ~nll·J:'OO~er, th_e buzzing 
tllu~irn~implt'mf'nt tnhooed· to wome-n. The care taken to pre
v,~nt thl" uninitint('d from learning thnt thi~ simple device lies at 
the bottom of the weird sounds heard hy them ts ~xtremely 
hulkrntH1; it npp"'ars as thouf(h the esRenre of all the myst.criee 
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centers in the production of the whirring noise, as if all the 
pother and pain of a protracted ritual came to a climax from 
the native point of view when the boys were told how to make 
a little slat boom through the air. It is sufficiently remarkable 
that the death penalty was inflicted on a woman who dis
covered the secret and on the man who divulged it. But far 
more striking is the occurrence of the same association of ideas 
in different regions of the globe. The following samples will 
suffice for illustration. 

Among the Central Australian Urabunna the uninitiated are 
taught to believe that the sound is the voice of a spirit " who 
takes the boy away, cuts out all his insides, provides him with 
a new set, and brings him back an initiated youth. The boy 
is told that he must on no account allow a woman or child to 
see the stick, or else he and his mother and sisters will tumble 
down as dead as stones." Farther north the Anula of the Gulf 
of Carpentaria tell their women that the whirring of the bull
roarer is made by a spirit who swallows and aftenvards dis
gorges the boy in the form of an initiated youth. At the initia
tion of the Bukaua, who live about Hu?n Gulf, New Guinea, the 
novices' mothers are told that the booming of the leaf-shaped 
slats is the voice of an insatiable ogre that swallny;s and then 
spews out young lads. In the Solomons and the French Islands 
the bull-roarer is likewise kept secret from women, who believe 
that the strange noise represents the voice of a spirit, and the 
Sulka of New Britain impress upon them the additional fact 
that this being occasionally devours the·uninitieted. The forE>
going illustrations are culled from the Australian and Oceanian 
literature. But what shall ·we say when similar conceptions 
appear in various parts of Africa? The Ekoi of South Nigeria 
allow no woman to see the b\lll-roarers or to know the caug~ 
of the sounds they produce, and·similar regulations are f('pnrted 
from the far-off Nandi in East Africa. Among the Yoruba" the 
women are indeed permitt_ed to view and even handle the bull
roarers, but under no condition must they see one in motiofl. 
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A joculur gesture of Dr. Frobcnius· suggesting that he was 

ubout to whirl it through the air sufficed to throw the females 
into fltA, and it is reported that in ancient timeR wo-men who ap
peared duriug a procession of the men's society when these imple
JueJJtK were fo!Wung through the air were mercilessly put to death. 
Finally must be cited a South American instance. The Bororo 
of central 13razil have mortuary riles at which bull-roarers are 
•wuug, this being the signal for all the women to run into the 
woods or hide ut home lest they die. Here the belief is shared 
hy the men that the mere sight or a bull-roarer would automati
rally cause a woman's rlcath and Dr. von den Steinen was 
cautioned to nvoid fatalities by never showing a purchased speci .. 
mcn to the women or children. 

Those re.omhlances are hardly of a character to be ignored. 
They aroused the interest of Andrew Lang, who explained them 
ns the fC\"'Ult of " similar minds, working with simple means 
tnwn.r<.ls similar ends" and expressly repudiated the "need for 
a hypothe~is of common origin, or of boJTOwing, to account for 
till• widely di!Cused sacred object." In this interpretation he 
1111~ been followed by Professor von· den Steinen, who remarks 
!hut so simple a contrivance as a board attached to a string 
f'lln hardly be regarded as so severe a tax on human ingenuity 
ns to require the hypothesis of a single invention throughoul 
the history or civilization. nut this is to miatake the problem. 
Tho question is not whether the bull-roarer has been invented 
onre or n doz~n times, nor even whether this simple toy has 
nnro or frNJUcntly entered ceremonial associations. I have my
SPit soen priests of the Hopi Flute frnternity. whirl bull-roarers 
on C'xt rrnwly sol('mn occosions, hut the thought of a connection 
wilh Au~trnlinn or African mysterie-s neveT obtruded itself 
hrrn m~e t.lwre wns no suggestion that women must be excluded 
r,-,,m the rnnge or the instrument There lies the crux of the 
inntt<'r. \Yhy do Drnzllinns and Central Austrnlinns deem it 

drath for a woman to see the bull-roarer? Why this punctilious 
iu•istcnro on kooping her in the dark on this subject in West 
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and East Africa and Oceania? I know of no psychological 
principle that would urge the Ekoi and the Bororo mind to bar 
women from knowledge about bull-roarers and until such a 

\ 

principle is brought to light I do not hesitate to accept diffusion 
from a common center as the more probable assumption. This 

· would involve historical connection between the rituals of 
initiation into the male tribal societies of Australia, New Guinea, 
Melanesia, and Africa and would still further confirm the con
clusion that sex dichotomy is not a universal phenomenou 
springing spontaneously from the demands of human nature but 
an ethnographical feature originating in a single center and 
thence transmitted to other regions.' 

AGE-CLASSES 

CoOrdinate in Schurtz's system with the doctrine of a sexual 
dirference that Jeads men to form associations and women to 
cling to kinship units is the principle that the associations 
created by male solidarity are one and all derived from 
age-classes. But the value of these two 
tenets must be very differently estimated. 

complimentary 
The former 

proved an unacceptable generalization caused by the theorist's 
submersion in a special set: of ethnographic data. On 
the other hand, the conception of society as a structure 
segmented into age.Jayers, while developed by Schurtz with 
c.ne-sided emphasis on a particular type of age-stratification, 
reveals genuine insight into sociological dynnmics. If, dis
regarding at first his special formulation of the age. factor, we 
attach ourselves solely to the general principle, its impnrtanc.e 
must be acknowledged as overwhelming. In the fami,Iy itself,, 
as Schurtz insisted, there is that opposition between the older 
and the younger generation to which Turgenev has given 
classical expression in Fathers and Sons. To transcend the 
limitations of one's yea~s requires an effort or imagination 
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ll.lmost hcyond the reach of genius. The old people piquing ...., 
themselves on their fund of experience never learn the wisdom 
of not giving advice that will not and cannot be heeded and 
remain unconscious of the fathomless boredom into which their 
futile prolixities of reminiscence plunge the tmpatient listener. 
The young, inclined to brush aside their elders as at best well
iutentioned dotards, have not the prophetic gilt to divine that 
ull need not be senility that is not grist to their mill Often 1/ 
rupture may indeed be avoided but there is ever the latent pos
sibility of discord und the manifest incompatibility of thoughts, 
tastes, and modes of living. Of course the estrangement is not 
limited to tho confines ol the· family because in essence it is not 
a personal but a class struggle. Hence any mixed assemblage 
will reveal the same cleavage, the same clash of temperaments 
that divides lathers and sons, mothers and daughters. What 
gathering might be supposed to be freer from the imperfections 
uf human frailty than a meeting of scientific men? Yet on 
such occasions it requires little penetration to sense the ill
suppressed conlctnpt the youthful knight-errant of truth enter
tains lor the old-fogyism of his elders, while the patronizing 
rynirism with which some of these flout his hi~h-fl.own notions 
is only surpassed by the supreme indirterence with which others _ 
grert suggestions not emanating from their own ranks. Now 
this grouping nnd dirterentintion is far too deeply rooted in 
human nature not to loom largely amidst all the flux of cui~ 
tural vnrintion, though the c1ass of greatest prominence will 
vnry u.s will the ideals of the nge-clusses. In Australian public "' 
life the uhsolute dominance ot the elders is the most conspfrue 
ous phenomenon ; among the warlike r.Jasai the fighting 
hudwlor bruvt:'s hold the socin..l hegemony: and in some PJ~ins 
Indinn communities there wns o. constant antagonism between 
tho young men eager to diRtinguish themselves in raids against 
hostile tribes nnd the prudent chiefs sreking to prevent a hazard
ous wnrparly. 

So far, then, Srhurtz is eminently on the right track. Where 
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he errs is in taking it for granted that this inveterate tendency 
must always be formally organized, that where it is so recog
nized it invariably goes back to a tripartite organization of soci
ety into boys, bachelors, and married men, and that this scheme 
represents the oldest form of association. This is again an un
warrantable generalization, probably founded on the picturesque 
aspects of 1\lasai and Boruro life. Approaching without pre
possession the facts concerning the graded club of Melanesia, 
we do not detect any evidence of discrimination between single 
and married men; indeed, such a distinction would be alien 
to the plan of the club. It is true that in other parts of Oceania 
the division of males is at least partly on this basis since the 
bachelors have their separate dormitory while the benedicts 
sleep with their wives. But this constitutes a very imperfect 
division of classes, because the married men often spend 
most of the day-time in the single men's dormitory and on 
special occasions even sleep there, as in Fiji. Schurtz, as was 
pointed out, holds that the dormitory was first of all a bache
lors' hall, which only secondarily assumed the additional charac
ter of a general club for males. But by what process does he 
arrive at this conclusion? If we pass in review a narrowly 
circumscribed section of New Guinea, the following variations 
of custom confront us: The Bukaua have council-chambers 
serving as bachelors' and guests' halls, but where the married 
men of the village also occasionally sleep, while the delibera
tions of all the men are conducted on the platforms of these 
public structures; the Kai have public houses only for the cir
cumcision ritual, guests being entertsined by the chief and 
each family occupying a sep;l.rate hut; farther inland there is 
complete separation of the sexes, the men living in houses of 
their own Now, what criterion is there for detennining the 
relative priority of these severa~ conditions? Considei'ing the 
undoubted tendency to sex dichotomy in this region, woulq it 
not be quite defensible to say that the last-mentioned stage was 
chronologically the first,' that married men subsequently came 
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to live with their wives, leaving the bachelors in possession of 
the dormitory which formerly had sheltered married and single 
men alike? On this assumption there would be first a dual 
division of the trilJe into initiated and uninitiated, and only fur 
the specific purpose of sleeping there would be a secondary 
Hcgmeutution of the initiated. The hypothesis is not one whit 
more u.rhitrury than Schurtz's and seems more plausible in the 
light of relevant infunnation. 

In Africa. there are peoples among whom ihe difference in 
connubial status established a basic classification. The Masai 
customs have been described and the Zulu under King Chaka 
muy l.Je cited as an additional example, sines their ruler 
srgregated his wan·iors as a. bachelors' group from the ranks 
of the nmrried. But in many other tribes the distinction pro
duces no division of society; the initiates form one class irre
Rpective of conjugal condition. 

Asiu. is admitted by Schurtz to be meagerly provided with tri
purtite schemes of organization except in the extreme south, 
thut Is, within the pule of Malaysian influences. The Andaman 
Islanders, though of Negrito race, were evidently not beyond 
tho reach of this cultural stream. It is significant that they 
segregate not only the bachelors but the spinsters as well. 
Now this double segregation has a relatively limited distribu
tion in the world. It does occur, however, among such Philip
pine tribes as the Dontoc Jgorot, also in Sumatra, among the 
Nnga of Assam and the Dravidians of southern India. That the 
Andnmnn Negrlto share so characteristic a variant of the 
institution under discussion with tribe9 so close at hand, can
not bo considered nn accident: we must assume that they bor
rowed tho custom, as they presumably borrowed other elements 
ot tlwir culture, such as the outrigger canoe, from more nd
VIUlrPd populntionB with which they cnme into cont.uct. This 
point is nn important one, for the spontaneous evolution of a. 
bnrhelors' ~troup among tho Andamnn Islanders would not only 
support Srhurtz"s theory that U•o tripartite scheme Is a natural 
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social construct, but would also go far to prop up his chronology 
since so rude a people as the Andamao Islanders might be 
expected to preserve a primeval plan of organization. 

It is, however, North America that supplies the most crushing 
refutation of Schurtz"s theory. Apart from the faint sugges
tions of a bachelors' group in the Southwest and in Alaskan 
Eskimo territory, the difference between the single and married 
men has failed to leave any impress on social structure. Even 
where bachelors' dormitories are reported there is no evidence 
that the implied grouping was fundamental. Certainly all 
initiated males irrespective of matrimonial status were united 
in the tribal society of the Zufii or Hopi, and a host of other 
bonds were quite independent of this factor. Schurtz conjec
tures that the North Californian sweathouse formed only the 
bachelors' sleeping-quarters, but this is contrary to the facts. 

However meager may be the North American evidence for 
a separation of tpe maz:ried from the single men, that for a 
formal distinction between initiated youths and uninitiated boy• 
is practically lacking except for the Pueblo phenome_oon already 
cited. In his desire to establish essentially uniform lines ot 
development for distinct regions Schurtz postulates the equiva
lence of the American boy's puberty fast and the Australian or 
African boy's initiation festival. But this is perhaps the most 
infelicitous of his conceptions, though it has unfortunately been 
adopted by Professor Webster. The initiation ritual of, say, 
the Aruntn or the l\Iasai is tribal business, is an indispensable 
stage in the individual's life since not to be initiated is not 
to marry. But whether an Hidatsa or Crow youth retires to 
the seclusion of a bald hilitop, mortifying his flesh in suppli
cation of supernatural beings, is no concern 0f the community 
at all, is a personal or at best .a family affair. If he ~ucceeds. 
in gaining a vision, so much thE! better for him; but if he fails, 
there is no communal reproach. As a matter of fact, far ftom 
all Plains Indians obtaine4 a revelation. This would exclude 
them from certain Omnha organizntions founded on particular 
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types of supernatural blessing, but in general it did not affect 
their social position, certainly it had nothing to do with their 
rnatrimouial chances. Moreover, the quest of a \ ision "'as not 
uocessurily coincident even with approximate puberty. Among 
the Arupuho, indeed, it was usually the middle-aged who at
tempted to secure guardian spirits. To be sure, this is rather 
anomalous, but the reason for courting divine favor at an 
earlier age is plain. · The ambitious young- Plains Indian 
desired distinction on the battlefield. He had before him the 
precedent of men who had fasted and perhaps tortured them
sclveA, who hod seen a vision in consequence and subsequently 
won renown, which they nscrihed to their rev~lation. Hence 
nothing was more nnturul than for the aspirant to tribal glory 
to emulate the example set by these men at a fairly early 
r.pportunity, though often rather Inter than the age of physio
logtral maturity The mortification he underwent was not com· 
l,uJsory hut voluntarily inflicted l>y himself and solely in the hope 
of nrow-1ing the commiseration of the powers of the universe. 
There wns thus no resemblance with the tortures to which an 
Arunta or Masai lad was obliged to submit. In short, the North 
American puherty fnst was not a tribnl initiation ceremony, 
led to no bnrheiors' group as distinguished from uninitiated 
bnys, and often wns not even a puberty rite. 

As though the North American data were bound to fly in the 
fnce nr Rclmrtz's ~y!'lotf>nt, thP VPry region of the globe where 
ndole.srent cfremnnirs for mn-les are remarkable for their 
rnrif.y is com~picuons for girls' pub('rty frstivals or at least for 
n definite pmredurc nt the time of the first menses. Fairly 
elaborate reiebrntions of this type took place among such 
rlivcrRo tribes ns the Apache, tho Dnkdn, and the Shasta. This, 
It is tn1e, did not loud to the org-anization of a definite social 
unit., but it remains noteworthy thnt while the exisWnce of 
lormalilies furni•hed the bnsis for a possible rlnssiflcntion of 
ft•malos, the F<enernl lark of boys' puberty riles was unfavor
able to nn equivalent grouping of males. 

)( 
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Thus, while the age factor must be recognized as a real de
terminant of social life, as will be further illustrated below, 
the particular conception of a triple classification of males based 
on the age factor as modified by the conventional usages of 
initiation and matrimony must be rejected as inadequate. 

VARIETIES O:E' ASSOCIATIONS 

It would' be possi~le to continue an analysis of Schurtzs 
system along the li~s hitherto followed, but another avenue 
of approach seems more profitable. Let us shift the center of 
interest frorri the operation of his several principles throughout 
the world to a consideration of the associati~Jnal instrumen. 
talities of a single restricted cultural province. I will select 
for this purpose the Plains area of North America. I intend 
first to summarize the ·main varieties of associations that con
front the observer there; and shall then proceed to study the 
history of that particular type already described under tho 
head of age-societies. 

As a diminutive association of altogether peculiar character 
may be cited the union of two unrelated friends pledged to 
mutual support and life-long comradeship. This Damon
Pythias relationship flourished especially among the Dakota 
and their congeners. The moral obligations involved are well 
illustrated in an AMiniboin tale, where a father disowns his 
~on for having been a disloyal comrade, while the deceived friend 
i~ so ovenvhelmed with shame that he retires into volnntary 

• exile. In the formation of these friendships the nge factor un
doubtedly played a dominant part; but the exclusiveness of thp 
bond established a type of asso.ciation very different f~om that. 
contemplated by Schurtz. There were created an indefinite 
number of friendly couples, representing so many independent 
social units without forrpi~g a. complete cross~section of society 
along lines of age cleavage. 
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Of a wholly diffcreut cast are associations based on a comnwn 
oupcrnaturul experience. This type of society might be expected 
to flourish throughout the entire area. since all the Plains 
Indians seek vh~ions and nothing seems more natural than that 
pcrt~ons with like guardian spirits should develop a sense of 
t;ocial solidurity. Yet empirically this result has been eff~cted 
ouly in the south and among such intermediate tribes as the 
J)vko1u. An unusual ertloresccnce has been recorded among 
tho Omaha, where persons with visions of the Buffalo, the 
Thunder, and so forth, congregate in shamanistic organizations, 
snmctimcs charged with surgical funcUons and of course always 
of tliRtiuc!ly religious character. These groups, os might be 
~uppo~ed, embraced persons of various ages and as a rule did 
not exclude women. They thus deviated as widely as possible 
!rom Schurtz's prime'Vnl type of association; yet their im
portance in Omnha life indicates that they represent a very old 
rulturnl pns"'cR~ion of the tribe. On the other hand, certain 
fcaKting societies of the Omaha roughly reprooentative of age
f'lnKso~ ore of hardly nny, significance. There are three of 
thf1qe, the mnture men, t.he young m£>n, and youths, each group 
mreling as a distinct sot of messmates. Schurtz does not !ail 
to imprf'!"S this fu.ct into the een·ire of his tripartite scheme nnd 
rontcndR that it represents tho relic of n primeval three-class 
A~·stom, which of course must hn,•e antedated all other forms of 

nMndotinn. What there is in Omnha history to suggest the 
priority of t.lH'RA comm(lnsnlitil"s, he does not deign to inform 
Ul'. Devoid of any serious function, they played so subordinate 
n. Jlnrt ns not ev~n to he mentirmed in Miss Fletcher's and 1\lr. 
Ln. Flnerhe·s bulky monograph. To llR the rnse is ne,•ertheles.s 
important os showing that the oge !actor !ends to assert itself 
in mn.nitnld und even trivial ways, not nec€'ssarily in o. basic 
rlm~sitlcn.tion of nn entire community. Given the restricted 
'di~trlhutinn (lr the commcn~nlities and their lnck of importance 
in Omnhll sorlety, there cnn be little doubt thot !lley represent 
an lnctdcnta.l development, later than the rcligiou& corporations 
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which rest on one of the most essential features of their culture. 
Even more suggestive is the case of two Omaha dance organi~ 

zations corresponding to the Dogs and the Foxes of northem 
tribes. Among the Omaha the former included exclusively aged 
and mature men, the latter being composed of boys. Here, then, 
there is a clear-cut age-stratification. The only question is how 
fi1r it dates back. Fortunately the history of these societies is 
known. The Omaha derived both of them in recent years from 
the Ponca, who in tum borrowed them from a Dakota band. 
!'<ow the Ponca do not grade these associations at all; indeed, 
among them the societies which for simplicity's sake I will 

• simply call the Dogs and the Foxes are rivals stealing each 
other's wives en equal terms. The Dakota likewise treat both 
or~anizations as coOrdinate yet have the genn of an age-classi
fication. Their Foxes comprised middle-aged men as well as 
young boys, while the Dogs had on the average an older mem
bership, though promising youth were not positively barred. 

The theoretical implication~ of these facts are exceedingly inter
esting. Since the Ponca organizations were not graded by age 
and at best retained in submerged form the rudiments of an 
age-classification from their Dakota prototype, the application 
of the age principle represents an independent Omaha additinn. 
That is to say, age enters at a late stage in the history of these 
societies; and from the Omaha point of view it also enters in 
recent times; moreover, not in the ancient and most character
istic organizations, but in those of demonstrably alien origin. 
This beautifully attests the vigor of the age factor, and we 
certainly cannot deny that it may have manifested itself 
sporadically at earlier periods as well. Of that, however, '"'e 
have no evidence. \Ye know only that among the Omaha it i~ 
not the basis of the old societies. and has been recently imposed . 
on bor:owed organizations. 

The Foxes and the Dogs introduce us to the category· of 
military societies so-called .. But since from the present point of 
view mode of admission is mo~e significant than function, 've-
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must subdivide them into at least two disparate types, those 
coufunning to the Crow pattern and those following the Hidatsa. 
IwJLicl The former, it will he remembered, are ungraded and 
either iuvHe members or permit joining at will; the latter are 
gro.uJcd J,y ug:c and run Le entered only on payment of a fee. 
Here, then, \ve. have oue type thut rests on a blending of age and 
vurcliase; another thut is indcpeudeut of age. But since the 
evoh1tiou uf the ungraded from the graded societies is con
ceivuiJle, u Hpecial cuu~iderutlon of this case will be given 
IJI~luw. 

However, there nrc societie~ of various functions with mem
lwrHhip unrelated with nge and dependent on payments. T~e 

Tulmrco order uf the Crow falls into this cutegury, and so do 
tile Clwycm1c women's craft guilds, which have nlready been 
dPscr·ilwd from another ungle. In the llidatsn bundle frater
nities, correlated with the most sacred cerentoniuls of the trihe, 
membership ls hereditary hut must be validated by appropriate 
fees. 

It is not necr~mnry to exhnusi the assortment of Plains Indian 
nf.l~ociatitmA, Enough has been cited by way of illu!!tration to 
show that the quulificatious for entrance vary, that nge Uppenrs 
ns one of two factors in some of the military societies, but 
simply on the fnce vnlue of the findings it is not obvious that it 
is Uw funt.lamrntal one. The tripartite scheme, moreover, 
orrurs only in the insignificant trio of Omaha. feasting groups. 
Cert:tinly it ls the heil(ht of nrbitrnriness to decree thnt n 
fcnture nf relatively restricted rang-e within the area, and 
\'irtunlly al.Hwnt in what Schurtz considers the typical form, 
llHJ.~t hnve hrcn the most nnrient, the one on which all the 
olhflrs have bPen ~uper~impnsc-d. How, it might be asked, 
could Sllt'h o. notion ns thnt of a common vif!ion n~ the basis of 
n!'{Sllriation f'\'01ve out of the quite differPnt noticm of an nge 
~rnupin~, l~'t nl,me-, n congregu1inn of bnchC'lor~ or of married 
nwn? \\'hPre is the f1"Ttium quid? And if it did not e-volve, if 
lt.R (lrigin is indt•pendent, why could it not hove antedated the 
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age factor as a formal mode of classification? These are ques
tions a disciple of Schurtz might find it difftcult to answer. And 
if we embraced in our survey the entire gloi.Je, we should of 
course encounter still other principles of solidarity, rendering a 
monistic reduction of the entire series of associations still less 
plausible. But it is more satisfactory to take the bull hy the 
horns, to examine somewhat more carefully the history of an 
ostensible age-grouping and to determine in how far it bears 
out Schurtz's position or sheds light on the general theoretical 
problems involved. The amount of material accumulated on 
the Plains Indian age-societies suggests them as the must suit
aiJle subject fur critical scrutiny. 

THE PLAINS INDIAN AGE·SOCIETIES 

The Hidatsa system of age-~ocieties has been shown to 

involve an age-classification by which the male population is 
divided into approximately ten classes ·or successively higher 
degree, each with its distinctive dance, songs, paraphernalia 
~nd privileges. At the snme time promotion to these ranks 
was not autom~tic on attainment to a certain age but had 
to be purchased by the entire class of coevals. This scheme, 
instead of being confined to the l-Iidatsa, was shared by their 
next·door neighbors, the Mandan, and three other tribes, the 
Blackfoot, the Arapaho and the Gras Ventre; hence in an histori
cal reconstruction the five variants must be considered in con· 
junction. But even this does not suffice. Though the schrme 
of organization, a blend of the age and purchase_ factors, is 
limited to the five tribes mentioned, the complexes and elements 
characteristic of the degrees are far more widely distributed. 

• For example, the Dog degree of·the I-Iidatsa, held by mature 
or even old men, has among its badges a peculiar slit sash, ·a. 

dewclaw rattle, and ~n o.wl.-feather headdress. The identical 
emblems are used by the Dog society of the Crow, which com-
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priscs men of varying ages. That the two complexes have 
AJlnJilg from one source, is incontestable, hut who b(JrruweU 
from wlwrn 'l Indeed, the case is not nearly so simple as I 
have stated it, tor the features are shared by all the five graded 
tribes and iJy several peoples having an ungraded series, such as 
the Cheyenne and Dakota. Hence on the basis solely ot the 
fuels su tar cited any one ot possibly ten tribes might have 
evolved the Dug dance and .it might have traveled back and 
forth in a grcu.t numhor of ways. Corresponding questions arise 
fur llidulsa complexes associated with other degrees, and accord
ingly specific problems develop by the score. From a broader 
poiut ot view it is ot course not the historical minutiae that 
interest us. \Ve wo.nt to know whether a given dance common , 
to the grnded and ungraded systems was origiually affiliated 
with o.n nge group or not. It not, there is a. further case in 
which Schurtz~s sequence is simply inverted: i.e., where a 
grouping first occurred on some other basis and subsequently 
he<:ume an oge-grouping. If, on the other hand, the Dog or 
Fox or Lumpwood society begun as a society of age-mates, 
Srhurtz's theory would to thut extent find corroboration. How
cvor, another question would arise. \Vhnt does the correlation t 
between age and a certain dunce signify? Does it mean that 
the latter is linked with men of a particular age, say, married 
nwn, nr young men, or men from sixty to seventy? Or does it 
mean that the particular age is irrelevant and thut it is simply 
('S.."tmtiul tor all nwmbers to be coevals? Finally, it we are 
dealing with uge-clnsses, why does the, purchase !actor obtrude • 
it::;l.elt on our notice? 

This lust feature, indeed, provides us with an entering wedge. 
It Is not morely the positive correlation of purchase and age 
thut arrests our attention but the equally important negative 
rorrelntion between purchase and the ungraded military 
~~~rlt•ties. In n real age--stratification promotion should be ... 
nutomntic. Schurtz osserts that this was originally the case 
horo but that later the ldca ot pnyment was superimposed. The 
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sequence, then, would be: first, automatic advancement with 
age; later, the introduction of some other qualification. Very 
well. Lack of the age factor and purchase would then both 
helong to the later epoch. But, if so, why do they never co
incide in military societies? The allegedly late feature of 
purchase clings tenaciously to the one postulated as the earliest 
feature of all associa~ions; and it is never found united with 
notions more or less contemporaneous on Schurtz's scheme. 
This is certainly mysterious. It rather suggests that some
thing is wrong with the hypothetical chronology, that the bland 
assumption that the age-societies of the Plains are at bottom 
genuine age-classes may be without foundation. 

Let us begin with the problem whether the complexes or 
degrees in the age series represent essentially a definite 
age or a definite rank in the series. For this purpose we can 
compare equivalent complexes in the several tribes; and also 
the same _complex at different periods in the same tribe. The 
Dog complex, widely spread and almost always linked with an 
important society, furnishes a favorable instance. In 1833 
Prin.ce Maxmilian found that the Blackfoot Dogs were decidedly 
young men, while those of the Hidatsa and Mandan were middle
aged. The latter conforms to their st:>tus in the Arapaho and· 
Gros Ventre series as determined by Professor Kroeber. Judg
ing not merely by a counting of noses but by the great im
portance of this organization throughout the Plains, we must 
certainly regard the early Blackfoot condition as atypical. 
Yet it is impossible to say categorically that the Dog dance 
belongs essentially to the middle-aged or is associated with any 
other particular age for the simple reason that its age connec
tion is known to have varied with time even within the same 
tribe The Blackfoot of forty years ago assigned to the Dogs 
a much higher rank than they hall. done in the 'thirties of the 
last century, and in Hidatsa society they represented at one. 
time the status of very old men. Other complexes suggest the 
s:une conclusion. The eqilally common Fox society was a 
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young men's company among the Hic.latsa, with the Gros Ventre 

it represented a rather older group, while among the Blackfoot 
they ranked superior to the !Jogs in 18:J3 and more recently all 
Lut. reuched the highest place in the series. The Ravens of the 
lllackfoot were middle-aged in Prince 1\.laxmilian's day, but in 
the same yeur they were recruited from the very oldest Hidatsa. 
UUviuusly, then, there was no essential connection of a certain 
complex with a speciu.l uge even fur a particular people. Since 
u. complex formed a member of an hierarchical series, it was 
inevitaLle !hut at any one point of time it must hold a definite 
ordinal rank, involving a more or less definite age association 
bccau:w ugc-mutes always made o. joint purchase: but that was 
ulJ. A shifting of position, whatever may have been the cause. 
W!LS evidently nut felt as an outrage on the eternal fitness of 
things; so long as the masters of a complex belonged to the 
same ugo-ciu•s it mattered little whether they were fi!teen or 
seventy. 

ThiR iufercnce is even more conclusively demonstrated by 
the uutuhiogrnphical statements of Indian informants. \Vith 
the breakdown of anciont llidatsa nnd Mandan custom under 
modern conditions degrees ceased to be bought. The men who 
norrnaiJy WOU)d have IJCCOIJle nu!1~ Of Rn.VPilS lacked a chanre 
to mnke the rcquiRite purchase, and so on down the entire 
srnlc. Thus, tho older men not only found it impossible to 
lmy advancement but also to dispose of their membership pre .. 
rogutives because no younger group prt-sented itself for their 
acquisition, Now the startling truth is that a man never out
~-rew the membership privileges acquired in youth, as would 
be the ruse if the age factor were the dominant one. To take a 
slugle instance, o. man named Poor~wolf considered himself at 
90 the musl<•r of a complex bought ut 7; of another obtained nt 
!W; of a third held since he was· about 27; and of a f,mrth 
purchnso at nbout 45. The principlE:\ mani(rst from the objec
tive ci!'<'umstnnces and definitely fonnuluted by the natives 
thf•JllSl'l\'f'B1 is simply thnt a man owns any and all complexes 
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he has ever bought provided he has never sold them. A man 
cannot at 90 class himself a contemporary with boys of 7 and it 
is a monstrous absurdity for any one to be counted a member 
of three or lour distinct age-classes at the same time; but he 
can very well hold property he has secured at any and all 

, preceding periods of his life. In other words, the basic notion 
connected with a degree in the series is ownership ot purchased 
property rights and the age element is wholly subsidiary. 

This conclusion is also supported by certain peculi.J.rities of 
!.he Gros Ventre scheme. Here the age-mates do not supersede 
the group immediately superior to their ,own but buy the 
coveted ceremonial privileges from a heterogeneous assemblage 
comprising men of any or all groups that at one time had 
acquired these rights. The immediate occasion for a purchase 
was always a vow by one member of the group that on recovery 
from illness or on extrication from some difficulty he would 
inaugurate the transaction. In these conditions there was 
nothing to prevent several age-classes from simultaneously 
holding the same ceremonial complex, and as a matter of fact 
the Gros Ventre had several times as many age.classes as 
dances, each dance being the property of several clnsses. It 

• was these classes that were the social units involved. There 
was no bond of union allying the three or four classes owning 
the same complex; each exercised its privileges apart from the 
rest and their distinctness was emphasized by distinct designa
tions, which, unlike their dance names, were not altered with 

1 
time but persisted through life. Thus, a· man shared with all 
his class-mates and only with them the permanent and ex
clusive designation of 'Holding-to-a-dog's-tail,' but he was a 
Dog or Fox only for a limited period and shared the title witb. 
men of his own and of several ot}1er age.classes as well. .In other 
tribes a certain complex of immat~rial rights was held exclusively 
by one corporation; the Gros Ventre permitted se\'eral tor
porations simultaneousl}: t.o exercise ownership over the sam~ 
complex, but this or course did not imply abandonment of their 
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separate identities. It was simply as though several finns, say, 
In Englund, France, and America had the prerogative of pub
lishing n certain book. In other words, while the Hidatsa 
clusses could simultaneously hold complexes of the most varying 
dC'grec, the same degree or complex was simultaneously held by 
u nuruiJer of diRtinct Gros \'entre classes. The complexes, then, 
wt~re simply negotiable commodities, which a priori 
111ight he associated with different ages or different degrees. 
Tl1e only problem i.s how they came to be graded in a series 
associated with age differences. Now this problem resolves itself 
into the problem of the ultimate origin of grades, and into B 
Aet of special questions as to how specific complexes were added 
ns such and such degrees. Schurtz is not very much concerned 
nbout the Iuter growth of the system, which as a matter o! 
courso he simJlly treata ns nn eluhorated form of the tripartite 
divhdon ot the tribes. \Ve, however, consider positive historical 
knowledge n~ to recent developments the foundation for all 
Rpeculntion nhout eurlier processes and shn11 accordingly attach 
more weight to how complexes have actually been graded within 
the historical period. 

The factor that hns clearly had the deepest influence on the 
Inter growth o! the graded system Is the imitation orpurchase • 
of foreign societies. We know that in 1833 the Mandan lacked 
the Fox Sorirty and that suhRequently they borrowed it from the 
ITI<lut~a and inrorporuted it into their own ~cheme. Similarly, 
the Ilidntsn adopted the Mandnn Crazy Dog society, and the 
Mnndnn the Hidutsa Little Dog organization. The Hidatsa 
~tone Hammers of Moximllian's time had acquired the Arikar:l. 
Hot Dnnre, by which process an ungraded complex came to 
he linked with a definite degree. It was sub•equently possible 
for the Stone Hammers Pith~r to merge the new features com
Jllt'tely in the old or to keep the two complexes digsociated and 

·R()JI thPm ind(•pPndently of ~nch other. Though the matter is 
not absolutely Cf'rtnin, the second of these contingencies wns 
nppnrently realized, and it meant that a new degree Willi added 
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to the series. The owners when approached by the next 
younger age-class would sell them either only the Hot Dance or 
only the old Stone Hammer complex. In the fonuer case the 
newly bought dance would become the lowest degree, in the 
latter the second lowest. There is not the slightest doubt tltat 
this type of process went on long before we have auy ducumen· 
tary evidence of it. For example, the Arapaho and Gras \'entre 
are closely related tribes with very similar graded schemes, and 
the Gras Ventre after their separation lived with the Blackfoot. 
One of the Grus Ventre deviations from the Arn.paho scheme is 
the possession of a Fly dance at the bottom of the series. Such 
a dance also occurs among the Blackfoot, whence it was first 
reported, and among one of the neighboring tribes of the mack· 
loot, but nowhere else. The only possible inference is that the 
Gras Ventre borrowed it from the Blackfoot and assimilated it 
to their system. Now this incorporation is bound to affect the 
other members of the series, all of which are dislocated in re
lative rank; and wherever a system has had several accretions 
of this type it is manifest that an extensive shifting of status 
must have taken place. Everything indicates that this is pre
cisely what occurred, and from this point of view the strange 
anomalies as to the rank of the same society in different tribes 
become intelligible. If the Blackfoot adopted the Dog comple~ 
at a later time than the Fox complex, then we can understand 
why with characteristically primitive fondness for antiquity 
they placed the novel acquisition farthe; down the scale. In 
other cases a newly purchased society may have been of so 
sacred a character as to be placed at the top, whereby all the 
older degrees would be correspondingly degraded. Since every 
one of the five systems has demonstrably developed piecemeal by. 
such accretions, it follows of co,rse that the several cm;nplexes 
could not have more than a haphazard connection with a 
special rank or age. 

• But diffusion was probaPlY. not the only agency in the elabora-
tion of the graded series. Given such a scheme, there would be· 
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a nulurul lcndcucy to bring other complexes of possibly native 
origin into relation with it. This is what happened in the case 
of the llirlatsa Notched-Stick rituaL So far as it is possible to 
jurlge, this was an indigenous performance standing apart 
from the age-societies. But in one of the Hidatsa villages the 
notion arose of integrating it with the popular scheme and 
uccordiugly it was added us the lowest degree. The further 
conMC£1Uenccs for the other degrees would of course be identical 
with those duo to the adoption u! an alien complex. 

So far a disciple of Schurtz might assent, turning the historl
ca~ data into so much grist for his mill. Quite so, he would say; 
tho amplification of the series must be relatively recent, for 
nriginally there could have been only the three fundamental 
UKC-clusses of boys, bachelors, and elders. That, however, he 
\\'(ltild contend, is not due to borrowing nor to any subsequent 
iutP.rnul evolution but is a primeval grouping as the result of 
nn inunut.nblo sncilll luw. \Ve, however, "shall nnt readily 
ntlrnit tltut principles which have been established for the 
lo1own prrind of history suddenly sprang into being and were 
inoperative in the period immediately preceding. And as B. 

rnn(U'r of fud, the data ore surh us to prove beyond the shadow 
uf n ~ouht that the scheme of graded societies was borrowed as 
n srhrmc front one aourcc. Comparing, say, the 1-Iidatsa and the 
Blnrkfnot series, we find the identical conception of purchase 
joinrd with the rhnrnderistic fcntnre that wive-s are cere· 
moninlly surreudered to the seller, and no fewer than four of 
fhn romplexes, the Fox, Dog, Raven, and Bull societies occur 
in hnth. Evrn tn think of independent evolution in this case 
would he mndnrss. One of the two tribes certainly borrowed 
ils systrm from the othrr or from a common source; and wh~n 
cnmpnrison Is extended to the three other peoples with graded 
Rnrif'tirs tho ohscrved res<'mblances deepen the conviction that 
th(\re wero not flvo spontaneous evolutions of a graded system 
hnt thnt n single basic scheme has been locnlly modified in so 
mnny rllstinct tribes. Even if we grant, then, that the degrees i 
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or dances originally represented the tripartite division, this 
could apply only to the one people who transmitted the scheme.· 
All the others came to possess that feature not through the 
action of an inherent law of progress but because they came 
into contact with a people who did produce that phenomenon. 
So far as they are concerned, there is no evidence that male 
society automatically groups itself into three or for that matter 
any other number of age-classes. 

In truth, the_ case against Schurtz is even stronger. For he 
has no right to assume that the people who first had graded 
societies, say, the Hidatsa, originated the societies themselves 
in addition to the notion of grading them. While only five 

\ Plains Indian tribes share the age-societies, a considerable 
number of other tribes have the same complexes without any 
age connection. It is, therefore, possible and indeed probable 
that even among the Hidatsa the grading was a secondary 
phenomenon : they copied .some ungraded organizations of their 
neighbors and somehow came to range. them in an hierarchical 
~eries. The imp~)rtance of this development is manifest. It 
strikes at the very root of Schurtz's philosophy. Not a classi
fication by age but some other socializing instrumentality under
lie-s the n1ilitary organizations of the Plains, the age factor only 
appearinl! at a relatively late period and in a specialized variant 
of these societies. 

What the original socializing agencies may have been, has 
already been partly indicated in the account of the varieties of 
as~ociational types. The influence of visions, than which no 
more fundamental cultural element occurs in the area, makes 
itself felt in several ways. There may be a grouping of persons 
according to their visions, as among the Omaha; or the. 
visionary may initiate others an~ with them organize a p.istinct 
society, as in the Tobacco dance .of the Crow; or he may drill 
a company of men to perform a ceremony he has dreamt, the 
temporary union of participants becoming fixed, as probably 
happened among the Ea~tern Dakota. An equally important· 
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trait of the cultui-e of this region is the undertaking of a. wal' 

expedition, uutl there is good evidence that among the Dakota 
the comrades in anns became permanently associated. Several 
causes were thus at work that could and doubtless did produce 
nsfwciutiuns of men long before there came into being that 
extremely localized and specialized phenomenon of grading 
v s:mciations by age. 

The urgumeut hus been of necessity somewhat complex, so 
that a brief recapitulation will not come amiss. Confronted 
with a chronological scheme that derived clubs, secret societies 
mal all other associations frorn three age-clas:;ws, we under
took to examine the hypothetical sequence in the light of data 
from a single area. A rapid survey of Plains Indian associa

tions made it appear that age-classes fanned by D9 means the 
predominant type of grouping and that in certain cases the 
rq.('o grouping is demonstrably a. secondary feature. Narrowing 
lbo diRcussion to those systems of societies that most clearly 
indieate on ogc-stru.tiflcation, we discovered a number of signi
fil'ont fact~. The suppo•ed degrees were shuffled about by the 
nntives with the utmost abandon, so that the same society which 
rcpre!_l!entcd a young men's club in one tribe WtlS composed of 
mature or even old men in another. The •nbjoctive attitude of · 
tho Indians showed that they were essentially not grading them
f'f'lvr~ hy ngc hut buying certain prized ceremonial prerogatives, 
Pin thnt nne individual could simultaneously claim several de .. 
grrr!ll, a AhePr impos!i!ibility if they reprMented difference!IJ in 
nl{c or coujugnl condition. There remained the problem of the 
hiRtorirnl growth of the graded series. Preferring to pass from 
tho known to tho unknown, wo found that in the period of which 
wo h11ve definite knowledge tlu~ ~rent factor has been diffusion, 
that tho rompiPxity of the ob!=len•ed systems is due to piecemeal 
ndditions through borrowing. Still it would be conceivable that 
·nt un curlier stugc n simpler tripartite grouping underlay the 
scheme of these societies, in which case there would be hannony 
with the supposedly basic law or social evolution expounded by 
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Schurtz. But since the five tribes undoubtedly deriYed their 
graded series from one source, that law could have found ex
pression in only one of them; in the other four tribes the hypo
thetical tripartite scheme would be the result not of any in
herent social force but of borrowing, hence the 'law' would 
not be a law at all. And even taking the people who first graded 
societies by age, it would be rash to assume that they were 
the first to originate military societies because these are far 
more commonly found in ungraded fotm. Finally, the basic 
phenomena of Plains Indian existence offer a number of means 
by which men could have been and actually were united into 
associations. Schurtz's unilinear scheme resting on the theory 
of a tripartite age-division is thus wholly inapplicable to a 
type of associations that ostensibly gives evidence of an age
grouping. In an area abounding in associations the age-classes 
appear as a local and late type, not corresponding, moreover, 
with the tripartite division. 

Yet when we have smitten Schurtz's chronology hip and thigh, 
the fact remains that age has played its part, though not as 
he imagined, in the history of the military organizations. 
AI(Iong the Crow, Dakota, and Kiowa, all of whom had 
coOrdinate societies, one genuine age-class arose in the most 
natural manner in the world, by boys imitating the organiza
t.ions of their elders. This seemingly trivial fact gh·es us a clue 
to the possible inception of grading. Let us assume that among 
the originators of degrees say, the Hidatsa, this juvenile mimi
cry was in vogue. Suppose further that there was a single 
society into which many or most of the adult men purchased 
entrance, joining in order to ·enhance their prestige, a constant 
motive in primitive conununities. All that was then requireq 
was for the boys in their eage,ness to own a renl CO!Jlplex of . 
dancing and other privileges to buy membership jointly, the 
collective character of the transaction constituting: its revolu
tionary feature since thereJ;>y the informal group of playmates 
became as definite an age-class as the Masai boys undergoing· 
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joint circumcision. The dispossessed sellers would then lack a. 
dunce but their former bond was likely to keep them together 
and at the first opportunity they would dream, that is, invent 
a new one or buy it from a. foreign tribe. The new da.nce 
would then become the next goa.! of the boys' ambition a.nd 
accordingly a. second degree. It should be noted tha.t the 
uriginul adults' group was not necessarily a. definite age-cla.ss. 
On the one hand It might have embraced a.ny man from 20 to 
80; on the other, It need not ha.ve included more than 
say, sixty per cent. of the adults. But the mimicking young. 
sters did constitute an approximate age-cla.ss, and when they 
hud once in a body bought a higher society they had set in 
motion the machinery required to found such a. system as 
wns characteristic of the Hldatsa. and the four other tribes 
with grudes. A new generation of boys would buy the lowest 
degree from the originators of the practice, the latter would 
udvunce collectively, grudually the amorphous group of original 
udults would die out, and leave behind successive groups or 
younger men approximately graded by age. The fact that 
young boys Hock together, itself an illustration of the associative 
power of age in a general way, might thus have led to that 
incidental affiliation of age-distinctions with soe.ieties described 
ubove. The age factor thus remains a reality, though it is 
uelther the only nor necessarily the predominant feature in the 
history of associations, nor yet the earliest one In the Plains 
uren.J 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

From the actual history of the Plains Indian association• 
certnln genernl conclusions can be drawn. For one thing, 
the baneful effect of catchwords has once more become manifest. 

.A division of oil male society into groups of uninitiated boys, 
bachelors, and elders Is one thing; a. division into age-classes 
on the Hlda.tsa pattern represents somethlni utterly dif!erent; 

y 
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the division of the Crow Foxes into young, middle-aged and old 
members is again a disparate phenomenon since it involves no 
tribal partition but merely a grouping within a single associa
tion out of many. We must, accordingly, be on our guard 
when other equally broad and equally vague terms are used to 
designate phenomena in disconnected areas. The probability 
is that the identity of nomenclature simulates a likeness that 
does not exisl If, for example, we compare the secret societies 
of Melanesia with those of the Pueblo Indians, there is no 
analogy whatsoever either in constitution, function or anything 
else but the exclusion of non-members. Entrance into the 
secret societies of the Banks Islands is by purchase, in the 
Southwest it is by virtue of being cured by a member or being 
received at birth by a member's wife or by heredity, never by 
payment. The Banks Islanders never admit women ; some of 
the Pueblo societies do, and some of them are even constituted 

• wholly by women. The activities of the Melanesian societies 
center in the production of a queer noise and the protection of 
members' property, together with occasional terrorizing of the 
uninitiated and wanton destruction of their belongings. To 
all this there is no parallel in the curative fraternities of the 
Zuni or the rain-making ceremonial associations of the Hopi. 

• There is thus neither an historical nor a psychological affinity 
between these organizations. 

All this has a most important bearing on the problem of unili
near evolution. An intensive consideration of the Plains 
Indian societies certainly goes far to show that as regards 
phenomena of this type history does not tend to repeat itself 
except in the most general way or for a very limited span of 

• time. It might he said that in all sorts of communities t~e 
gregarious instinct asserts itself in one way or anothe.r; and 
I have myself admitted that the. age factor ever and ru{on tends 
t'? effect a sub-grouping if not a primary grouping of individuals. 
These, however, are sociological rather than historical general
izations; they express rio 'formulation of any fixed sequence of 
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cveuts. Now let us consider the number of principles whose 
coulluence is requisite to form something comparable to the 
llidutsa age-societies. There must be the notion of dances 4 

associated with insignia, good-fellowship ~f the participants, 
military obligations, and the purchasability of such complexes; 
and the lr.u!t trait rests on the native theory ol visionary experi
ences. No wonder that with such a multiplicity of essential 
!actors, this type of association has not been duplicated. The 
Masai are as warlike as tho Hidatsa but this general similarity 
cannot produce specific resemblances in the absence of identical 
cultural traditions. With a quite different conception of cere
monialism, with no such theory of Individual visions as was 
held by the Hidatsa, the Masai could not possibly evolve a. 
corresponding system. It this is so, it follows that the search 
fur all-embracing laws of evolution on the model of Morgan's or 
Schurtz's schemes Is a wild-goose chase and that only an In
tensive ethuographlc study in each cultural province can estab
lish the actual sequence ol stages. 
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CHAPTER XII 

AS I have already pointed out, Morgan's conception of 
society was an atomistic one. Perhaps it was the tradi

tional American bias iDTa.vor of democratic institutions that 
caused him to blink at evidences of social discrimination in the 
ruder civilizations. He paid little attention to the differences 
between sibs of the same people or to those between different 
individuals of the same community; and privileged orders be 
assigned to a far later epoch of evolution. Yet, even restricting 
his survey to North America, he might have detected schemes 
of social organization in which the differentiation of upper and 
lower classes was fundamental ; and what is still more im
portant, he might have found that the absence of her:_editary 
castes by no means excludes vital distinctions on the basis of 
personal desert. Primitive man. is no imbecile; he is quick to· 
perceive and to appraise those individual differences which as 
an inevitable biological phenomenon mark every group, even 
the lowest, as Dr. Maret~ h_as rightly insisted. Primitive man 
knows that X, though a dullard at spinning a yarn, is a,crack · 
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shot with the bow and arrow ; that Y, for all his eloquence in 
the council, hao proved a poltroon In sight of the enemy; that --z is an amiable ali-round mediocrity. Imperceptibly he grades 
them, Imperceptibly their influence on hi• own deeds and 
thoughts depends on his evaluation. That In tum is not wholly 
nor largely an individual affair but a social matter, af!ected 
by the tribal standardo. The man who in one milieu is esteem
ed as o. hero will be considered no better than a ruffianly brute in 
another; mechanical skill may be rated highly by one people 
and accord no distinction whatsoever elsewhere. In our own 
civilization the stigma of effeminacy still clings to the musician, 
and the professional scholar has o. far less enviable position 
than he occupies in continental Europe. It is precisely part 
of ethnology's task to show how societies differ in their canons 
of personal appreciation. Aboriginal North America is an 
unusually fo.vorable field lor demonstrating the power of indi
vidual differences because with a few exceptions to be noted 
Inter the greater part of this continent was occupied by demo
rraticaliy-minded tribes. We may profitably begin by consider
Ing some Plains groups.• 

BRAVERY 

With the Plaln8 Indians the quest of milita~wn was 
•• hypertrophied o.a ever ho.s been the luon for gold In our 
most money-mad centers of hi~h finance. It was In order that 
he might ~nin a vision aRSnring distinction In battle that o. 
young brave lasted and drng!<ed buffalo skulls fastened to his 
punctured •boulder muscles; and to gain the coveted glory he 
would throw caution to the wind, risking life and limb In 

+ oenoele•• deeds of dPrrlng-dn. These, moreover, had to conform 
• to a. conventional po.ttem in order to count as heroic, and they 

differed In Mme meo.aure from tribe to tribe. In the normal 
rourse of Crow event. four exploits were considered honoro.ble 
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and jointly conferred on their achiever the title of chief, which 
• was usually quite devoid of political significance. In order to 

acquire such distinction it was necessary for a warrior to cut 

, 

I loose and steal a horse picketed within the hostile camp ;' to 
take an enemy'Sllow or gun in a hand-to·hand encounter ;';io 
strike a • coup,' i~tOucilan enemy with a weapon or even the 
bare hand L;tnd to lead a victorious war expedition. Naturally 
only a limited number of men ever scored on each of these 
counts; but even though he might not rank as a chief, a brave 
who had accomplished one or more of these deeds of valor acquir
ed to• that extent favorable notice in the tribe, indeed, his stand-

: ing was altogether proportionate to his war record. At all tribal 
gatherings he was privileged to recite a list of his experiences; 
he might have them painted on his robes or on the windbreak 
of his lodge; parents would come to him, requesting that he 
name their children ; ambitious youths paid him for part of 
his war medicine ; on every public occasion he would be 
selected for some post of honor, say, to act as herald; his 
father's sib-mates would chant his praises through the camp; 
and even in ceremonial life precedence would be yielded to the 
successful warrior with regard to honorific services. 

Sometimes this point of view found extravagant expression in 
rurrent songs and a~es. "It is proper to die young'' was 
the dul.ceet decorum of Crow and Hidatsa sages. " Eternal 
are the heavens and the earth; old people are bad ; be not 
afraid " is the burden of a Crow song. Hence an elder brother 
might force a younger to assume the unusual obligations of 
bravery associated with special office in a military society, not 
from malice but in order thai the youth might acquire glory. 
On the basis of this attitude we find warriors not only pledged . 
to intrepedity but deliberately. courting death in foolhardy 
ventures, e.g., by rushing single-handed against a hostile troop. 

Naturally a. coward was the object of supreme contempt, 
jeered at by his joking-relatives and compared with a men
struating woman .• The one-sided accentuation of martial valor 
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naturally led to inadequate recognition of men whose parts in 
communities with diflerePt standards would have assured them 
an '"'viable prestige. Thus, I found that one of my ablest Crow 
informants, a man remarkably well-posted in tribal lore, was 
universally poob-poohed as a nobody. It developed that he 
h!td never won distinction on the battlefield and had made 
matters worse by reciting meritorious deeds to which he had 
no claim. In other words, a highly endowed individual may 
receive no recognition in his social setting simply because the 
rigidity of the native canons renders any merit in the direction 
of his capacities irrelevant. 

Certrlin other qualities were prized by the Crow not as sub
stitutes for valor but as additional embellishments of the war
•·ior's character. Foremost among these was liberality and 
there was corresponding contempt for the miser. The estima
tion of women was just as definitely on the basis of individual 
merit, though the set of values inevitably differed. Despite the 
general looseness of morals, a chaste woman was held in high 
eetecm and for certain ceremonial offices immaCulAte virtue was 
a prerequisite. Sk111 In feminine crafts and kindliness also were 
conducive to a woman's presti~hus, It appears that in a 
relatively simple culture and In a markedly democratic com
munity lndlvldunl differences nevertheless produced enormous 
ditTerences in social rating. 

From the nature of the case warlike peoples might be. ex
pected to develop somewhat similar schemes of an aristocracy 
bnsed on Individual merit. To be sure, the Maori of New 
Zealand furnish the example of a martial people among whom 
the caste spirit was too deep-rooted to be minced with any 
Napoleonic principle of a general's baton In the recruit's knap
snck. nut more frequently the soldier's life Is in primitive con
ditions coupled with notions following the Crow pattern. In 
the bnchelors' kraal of the Masal there Is virtual equality of 
status, but those who have distinguished themselves by muni
flcenre and valor, respectively, take precedence as the Generous 
People and the Bulls, and are permitted to assume special 
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ornaments. Cowards are mocked in the presence of the girls, 
and a man who absents himself from a raid ·solemnly agreed 
upon many be slain with impunity. And as the Plains Indian 
brave might pledge himself to extravagantly reckless conduct, 
so the Masai will implant a p~n on the head of his spear, 
vowing never to remove it till he has run the point through a 
foeman's body. A similar frame of mind is evinced by the 
Bagobo of far-away Mindanao, whose chief aim in life is to 
wear the distinctive attire that rewards the man who has at 
least twice slain a human being. After the second killing he is 
permitted to don a chocolate-colored headband, the fourth en
titles him to wear blood-red trousers, and when he has scored 
six he may use a complete suit of that color and a red bag 
to boot. Every additional life taken, whUe no longer resulting 
in a change of costume, brings additional credit. Those who 
have never killed a person are nobodies, while the acknowledged 
braves fill positions of importance and are deemed under the 
special tutelage of two powerful spirits, between whom and the 
common herd they are the intermediaries. Not only the status 
but even the garments of the brave are uninheritable, and the 
latter should be buried with the owner.• 

SHAMANISM; WEALTH 

Radically different notions as to eminence occur in other 
parts of the world. TJle Northern ~~ may serve as an 
example. Here there was an elective chieftaincy based on 
wealth and generosity, but in reality the shaman, especially 
if leader of the secret society, completely -;;ve.:ghadowed the 
headman. It was indeed through_ the shaman, who reve;tled 
the will of the spirits, that the chief .was chosen ; and a similar 
communication led to his degradation. The shaman himself · 
did not inherit his office but became a professional by mysteri
ous visitations and by passi~g- a satisfactory examination im-
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poACd by the older practitioners. In other words, an aptitude 
for religious experiences was the stepping-stone to social 
prominence. To all intents and purposes, the shamanistic 
leader of the secret organization was the most eminent person 

----~ 
in the conununity. --1 He regulated the ceremonial life of his 
people, adjusted disputes, insured a good corn crop, warded 
nfl diseuse and by his magical powers inflicted condign punish
ment on the enemy; indeed, he himself often led war parties in 
person. Over and above all these things, he was the authority 
on tribal mythology and lore, and it was his duty to instruct 
the people on these lofty topics. 

In northern California a motive already discernible in minor 
degree among the Maidu gains the ascendancy: distinction is 
founded primarily on wealth. The Hupa headman was the 
man of greatest affluence ; the villagers looked to him for the 
necessaries of life in time of scarcity or for assistance with 
money in case of disputes. His power descended to his son 
provided his property also descended; but if some unusually 
able or industrious rival acquired greater wealth he won with 
it the dignity of office. Exactly the same conception prevailed 
in Shasta society. -
'·-

The place of wealth in the polity of primitive tribes generally 
Is a matter of great compllrative interest. In the pastoral stage 
a new form of property Is introduced that might result in far
reaching differences of status were it not for the leveling force 
nf natural conditions, which may debase tbe nabob of yesterday 
to the position of a pauper. Hence the basic frame of mind may 
•till be democratic. The poor Altalan asserts all the pride of 
•hrtbhy gentility In his relations with wealthier tribesmen; he 
enters the honMbnld of a rich cattle-breeder as a member of 
lhe f~tmlly, brooking no suggestion of menial servitude, and 
would rather sl.nrve than obey a peremptory command. With 
the Reindeer Chi1kchl the assistant's status is le.s favorable, 
for the mnster may abuse. and even bent his helper. Neverthe
less, thl• privilege is limited both by the native ideal, which 
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requires generous treatment, and also by the relative prowess 
of the men concerned, for a powerful assistant may turn the 
tables on an abusive master. A peculiar conception of wealth 
occurs in Melanesia. As explained in the description of the 
club of the Banks Islanders, advancement in the organization 
and consequent promotion in the social scale was dependent on 
wealth, yet it was not the hoarding of money or property that 
conferred distinction but its lavish disposal. Precisely the same 
notion is characteristic of the Indians of British Columbia, 
though there the matter is complicated by the coexistence of 
hereditary castes to be noticed presently. ~· Possession of 
wealth," writes Boas, who has graphically pictured the Kwak
iutl point of view, " is considered honorable, and it is the en
deavor of each Indian to acquire a fortune. But it is not as 
much the possession of wealth as the ability to give great 
festivals which make wealth a desirable object to the Indian." 
The more property a man distributes at these festivals or pot
latches, as they are called, the higher he rises in social esti
mation. Boys, chiefs and whole communities are pitted against 
each other in a. competition of extravagance. The challenger 
gives his opponent a. large number of blankets, which cannot 
be refused and which must be returned in the future with 100 
per ·cent. interest unless the recipient is willing to undergo the 
humiliation of insolvency. Sometimes, to show his contempt 
for pelf, a chief will wantonly destroy valuable property and in 
former times slaves were killed from sheer bravado. The 
stress placed on thi~ feature has even · in exceptional cases 
a!!ected the otherwise rigid lines of caste. Sapir notes " cases 
in which men of lower rank have by dint of reckless potlatching 
gained the ascendancy over their betters, gradually displacing 
them in one or more of the privileges belonging to th.,eir rank. 
Among the West Coast Indians; as in Europe, there is, then, 
opportunity for the unsettling activities of the parvenu." 

Thus martial valor, a. hent for mystical experiences, and in 
one way or another wealth, are all motives in primitive com-
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munities by which men otherwise equal come to be differen
tiated in position. To this we may add as a common feature . 
In the lower levels dexterity as a provider of food. Among the 
Maritime Chukchi the family that has lived in a village for the 
longest penod and gained an intimate knowledge of the economic 
conditions takes precedence; and the organizer of a sealing ex
pedition has a position of some distinction. The Yukaghir re
cognize a. specific post of chief hunter; it is an onerous one 
since he has to procure sustenance for the entire community 
1md there is little if any emolument save the honor attached 
to the office. Less formally many American Indians, such as 
the Chipewyan and the Plateau Shoshoneans, attested their 
respect for the skilful hunter.> 

CASTE 

The factors hitherto examined are based on individual differ-/ 
onces independent of rank due to pedigree. However, the 
cases are fairly numerous In which distinction, however sub
sequently affected by personal competence, is primarily a matter 
of Inheritance. Where a full-fledged caste system exists it 
generally moulds political conditions, but at present our con. 
rem is solely with the mat!e_r of social .rank. 

In Polynesia the family pride of the aboriginal blue-bloods 
rivals the superciliousness of Gilbert and Sullivan's Pooh-Bah. 
This sentiment derives its sustenance from the belief in the 
divine descent of the nobility. The chiefs are descendants, re
presentatives nnd In a sense incarnations of the gods, as Mr. 
Jlornrt has explained. Among the typical Maori social pre
cedence depended on directness of descent through primo
genit.tlre from the highest gods. Every man of distinction was 
obliged for his own sake to memorize his pedigree, partly histori .. 
cal nnd partly legendary, so that he might establish his status 
when challenged. Thus, a famous 1\faorl soldier of recent times 
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traced his lineage from Heaven and Earth through sixty-five 
intervening generations- The intricacies of native heraldry 
were labyrinthine; for both parental lines counted and the 
talance between contending rivals would have to be struck with 
not a little nicety. A chiefs children would naturally differ in 
status according to their respective mothers' families. A child 
born of a noble mother would outrank its parents because it 
united the honors of both lines; on the other band, the chiefs 
first-born by a slave wife might exercise many privileges but 
was never regarded as a full-fledged chief, nor could personal 
merit completely compensate for a flaw in the genealogy. Those 
without a single blot on the family escutcheon were naturally 
few and their preeminence might be"C-;;-;;;;!'U.ncomfortable when 
no maiden of adequate quality could be found for a suitable 
mate. Sometimes, too, the legitimate priest-chief by primo
geniture was reckoned too exalted a person actually to execute 
the dutieB of office which were accordingly delegated 
to his next younger brother. One of the prerogatives of the 
prospective lord-pontiff was admission to the sacred college, 
where he learned the legendary history of his people and ac
quired a knowledge of dread incantations. From this institu
tion of learning women were barred, but if a girl appeared as 
the first-born in the sacred line, she possessed privileges of a 
quite unusual character; she alone of all women might taste of 
human flesh and eat sacred offerings; she was permitted to learn 
something of the ancient lore ; and no person was allowed to eat 
in her company. Some of the other charactistics of lofty 
nobility will be treated under the head of Government. Next 
in rank after the sacerdotal chiefs came the chiefs of Jesser 
tribal divisions and their kin in the order of relationship. Then 
came the professional classes, to. wit, the wizards and skilled 
artisans, while the bulk of the population was made up ol 
gentlemen remotely affiliated with a chiefs house and possesS
ing little property. 

Last of all came the slaves recruited mainly from captive~~ in -
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war. Ordinarily their lot wa.s not one of material degradation, 
and owing to the superstitious dread or certain indispensable 
tasks as defiling a person of quality the slave's estate really 
formed one of the pillars of the Maori state. Menial labors, 
such as cooking or burden-bearing, might contaminate a war
rior but not the slave whose spiritual and temporal status was 
negligible. Sometimes a bond of friendship developed bstween 
the slave and his master, and abuse was rarely to be feared 
since It was reckoned inconsistent with the code or the upper 
cla.sses. It sometimes happened that a slave was permitted to 
work for some other person and to keep the payment received. 
In short, his position was tolerable and attempt was never made 
to escape because his own people would have disowned him as 
a person whose capture was proof of divine disfavor. How
ever, there was the ever present danger of execution when a 
ceremonial sacrifice was needed, say, at the erection or a build
ing, or even at a mere caprice of the owner's. The poorer men 
of the tribe often married slave women and their progeny soon 
became merged in the ranks or freemen but th~ir low origin wao 
always likely to make them the target or disdainful comment. 
Sometimes, though rarely, a man with a strain of slave blood 
might gain eminence by his valor, yet he wa.s always viewed as 
un upstart Incapable of vying with the aristocracy. It mattered 
uot that prior to captivity the enslaved ance•ter might have 
been the peer of the noblest, the mere fact of capture obliterated 
llll trace nr his blue blood and formed an lnctraceable stain on 
the escutcheon or his ltneage. 

The social fabric or the Samoans bears a generic resemblance 
tn thut or the New Zealanders, but naturally with some local 
varlutions. ' Stair distinguishes five classes of freemen-the 
chiefs, priests, landed gentry, la-rge-faridownel'!r,..llbd- com
moners, H owev<>r, the gradations of rank were far more 
numerous than this list would Imply. Chiefs were by no means 
or uniform status and the precise degree of deference to be paid 
to each of them in terms ot address or otherwise was adjusted 
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with much punctilio. Then there were the attendants of the 
great chiefs, who, while in a sense members of one of the five 
ranks mentioned, derived special kudos !rom exercising the 
functions of barber, cup-bearer, trumpeter or buffoon. Skilled 
artisans, such as- canoe-biillders, architects and Tattooers, cor-

• responded to our professional class. By their control of essen
tial industries and class conscious organization they were able 
to impose their will on the community at large, as Stair has 
vividly described. When an influential man desired to have a 
canoe built, he first amassed as much property as possible with 
the aid of his neighbors and repaired to the workmen, formally 
requesting the chief boat-wright's services in a complimentary 
speech and offering a valuable mat or axe as an inducement. 
Consent might not always be readily granted since the builders 
were greatly in demand and possibly were too busy to accept 
new orders, but if disposed to undertake the job the master 
carpenter replied in a. set speech, received the initial payment 
and made arrangements !or the beginning of his labors. On 
the day appointed the canoe-builder and all his assistants with 
the families of each and every man engaged in the work ap
peared,· it being understood as a matter of course that the 
customer must provide for their maintenance, which meant en
tertainment !or possibly three months and possibly the impover
ishment of the host. However, every effort was made to keep the 
numerous visitors in the best of humor and some important 
representative of the household daily attended to the wants of the 
laborers, who were sheltered in a special shed protected !rom 
all interference by passers-by. No definite fee was agreed 
upon, but it was customary for five ceremonious payments to 
be made at proper intervals, and if the first two or three_ 

· seemed niggardly, the workme~ coolly struck until th~ir em
ployer apologized or yielded compensation. This was, indeed, 
the only way out of the dilemma, !or no other party of builders 
would continue the work lest they be excommunicated by the 
remainder of their guild ·and deprived of their tools and their· 
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livelihood during the pleasure of this domineering trade union. 
Corrcspoudiug scenes occurred during the construction of a 
house since the architects formed om equally powerful organiza
tion. Those two guilds might of course be considered under 
the caption of associations but it seeme4 preferable to view 
them in connection with the strata of the society of which they 
formed part und in which they occupied a fairly definite place. 

·Uno ruther important difference divides Samoan from Maori 
usa10e, the absence of primogeniture in the case of the loftier 
titles. These neither descended automatically to the eldest son 
of tho chief nor was it in his power to appoint a successor. 
It was indeed his privilege to make a nomination, but this would 
have to be ratified by the influential men of the locality with 
which the title was associated and these leaders of public 
opinion were able to set his wishes at naught. There was not 
so much ceremony in the case of the title held by a. landed 
gentleman, which could Le bequeathed by the dying owner, but 
it was by no means necessarily allotted to the eldest-born son, 
unuther of better appearance or superior qualities, nay, even 
un adoptive favorite being frequently substituted. 

This sketchy description of Polynesian conditions suffices to 
indicate the importance attached to hereditary titles and other 
class distinctions, and it merely remains to add that patrician 
and plebeian were assigned to separate alter-worlds in order 
to alford some comprehension of what part thesa dil!erences of 
caste as..•mmed in the aboriginal consciousness. 

Africa, like Polynesia, is a region of marked social distinc .. 
lions, but these bear a totally dil!erent character. There are 
often potentates treated in the most reverential and indeed 
abject manner by their subjects and surrounded by a host of 
hlemrrhlcally graded functionaries that would have done honor 
to a mediaeval European court. But the dignitaries derive 
their .station not from their lorty ancestry, they are not blue
bloods with endless pedigrees conner.ting them with some tra
ditional figure, but political officials and as such usually the 
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• creatures of the king. The sovereign and his kin stand apart; 
the rest of the population are on a plane of equality. The 
example of l]ganda is typical. The ki!'g traced his lineage from 
a legendary hero ; all other officials of the state owed their 
distinction to competent and faithful conduct in the royal 
service, and every position in the realm sa\·e royalty was open 
to any tribesman. A patrician caste with its members bandying 
genealogies is an utterly un-African conception. A remarkable 
feature that may be noted in this place is the frequent pre
eminence of the queen dowager, who may reign in a court of 
her own. Amongthe Bakuba, though the king is an incarna
tion of the supreme deity, he yields precedence to his mother in 
conversation, it being her prerogative to address him first, which 
constitutes the badge of superiority according to native etiquette. 

The slaves of course occupy the status of inferiors, but here 
.some discrimination must be exercised: There were indeed 
captives enslaved in war who could be sold like cattle and 
executed at their master's will. But there was another class Pf 
native slaves pawned for debt and these enjoyed far milder 
treatment, suffering no particular loss of prestige since their 
servitude was often undergone to rescue an impoverished kin~ 
man. In Uganda a slave girl who bore children to a freeman 
became free together with her progeny, and sometimes, though 
not generally, her sons were permitted to inherit property. 

The preceding remarks apply to Negro territories. \Vhere a 
mixture of stocks occurs conditio;;;-;;:r.,-.,;-mplicated. For 
example, the cattle-breeding \Yahuma in East Africa_ occupy a 
station varying locally. In Ruanda they constitute the govern
ing caste looking down upon the horticultural Bantu, while 
elsewhere they are simply professional herdsmen in a land o_r 
tillers. 

A curious phenomenon occu~s among the Masai and their 
neighbors. Though· generally democratic, these~ tribes segre
gate as unclean pariahs the guilds or oibs of blacksmiths upon 
whom they are dejJend~ni for their weapons and whom one 
would a priori imagine to ranli: high in a warlike community. 
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Since there is no suggestion of any racial difference, the reason 
fur this attitude remains enigmatical. 

1 North America, as already noted, was largely the scene of 
buth-s-~~Tai -;;nd political democracies. This fact is thrown into 
relief when we turn from the narratives of •arly explorers ol 
our continent to the corresponding accounts of African or 
Oceanian travelers. It is not altogether unintelligible that 
Morgan should have hailed "liberty, equality, and fraternity" 
us the 11 cardinal principles" of the American sib organization 
and, accordingly from his point of view, of Indian society as 
a whole; and that he should thence have derived "that sense 
of Independence and personal dignity universally an attribute 
of Indian character." But very few ethnographical proposi
tions can be laid down without qualification, and to the 
generalization cited there are two remarkable exceptions-the 
Natchez of the lower Mississippi and the natives of the coast of 
British Columbia. 

The Natchez evidently hnd a most interesting caste system, 
hut unfortunately known to us only from the records of eigh
teenth century observers, which, however, have been carefully 
brought together by Dr. Swanton. The common herd were 
designated by the unflattering term of Stinkards and were 
sharply set art from the nobility. This was subdivided into 
the three ranks of Honored People, Noble and Suns, the ruler 
~tanding at the bead of the scale as Great Sun. Status 
deoccnded primllrily through the mother. The position of a Sun 
mnn (nnd of the nobility generally) was not wholly without 
effect on that of his deseendants but it suffered progrsssive 
d.,hnsement In succesive generations. His chlildren were only 
Nobles, his grandsons Honored People, and his great-grandsons 
Pnnk to the rnnk of commoners. This system was in some 
monoure alloyed with democratic notions Inasmuch as a Stinknrd 
might advance himself by bravery to the lowest rank of nobility, 
while an Honored man could in corresponding fashion gain the 
next higher rung. 

Whnt was perhaps the most remarkable among the corre
z 
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lated Natchez customs was the rule underlying marriage 
arrangements. \Vhile the presence of rigid class distinctions 
almost everywhere else involves endogamous laws, the Natchez 
not only permitted but prescribe<Ctb.e ;;,arriage of Suns with 
commoners, the regulation affecting both sexes. When a Sun 
woman espoused a Slinkard, the customary patriarchal 
arrangements of the tribe were suspended, the husband occupy
ing the status of a domestic not privileged to eat in his wife's 
company and being liable to execution for infidelity. The 
working of the scheme has been thus summarized by Swanton : 
The Suns comprised children of Sun mothers and Slinkard 
fathers; the Nobles were children of Noble mothers and Slin
kard fathers, or of Sun fathers and Slinkard mothers; the 
Honored People included children of Honored women and Slin
kard fathers, and of Noble fathers and Slinkard mothers; finally, 
tl>e large class of Stinkards was recruited from plebeian inter
marriages or from the unions of Sti nkard mothers and Honored 
men. 

Rather more amazing than the caste system itself are its out
ward manifestations, which are utterly un-American if judged 
from the point of view of the other Indians of the Continent and 
reveal little of that personal dignity ascribe<! to the noble Red 
man in Morgan's characterization. The descriptions of court 
etiquette by the French chroniclers rather suggest the atmos
phere surrounding an Oriental potentate than the position of 
an Indian chief. " The veneration which these savages have 
for the great chief and for his family goes so far that whether he 
speaks good or evil, they thank him by genuflections and rever
ences marked by howls." This attitude had a religious founda
tion since the Suns were reckoned descendants of the Sun, th~ 
supreme deity, and capable of .averting evil by their !nterces
sion. The Great Sun towered· above the rest of his kin in 
grandeur and was hedged about with special prohibitions. -No 
one but his wife might .ea,t with him and when he gave the 
leavings to his own brothers he would push the dishes toward 
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them with his feet. The Stinkards were treated as so much dirt, 
and on the death of a Sun his servants were obliged to die with 
him. The intennediate grades were clearly of some conse
quence, especially did a council of the older warriors serve o.s 
a check on the authority of the sovereign. 

Thanks to the labors of Boas, Swanton, Sapir, Barbeau, and 
others, our data on the Northwest Coast suffice to afford a clear 
idea of their caste system. Both as to its existence and as to 
the intensity of the correlated sentiments there is no doubt; 
endogamy was strongly fostered; and even a few years ago 
Bar_l]euu was able to observe the object servility with which 
th; plebeian children at a Government school treated the royal 
bratlings. Three classes are recognized-the nobles, the com
moners, and the slaves. The last.mentioned group may be 
"briefly dismissed. It was recruited from captives, who after 
the Maori fashion were not Ill-treated but were at any time 
linh!e to be put to death, whether as a ritualistic sacrifice or to 
gratify a mere whim of their master's. For example, at one 
of· those public festivals where each .grand seignior sought to 
excel his peers In his magnificent scorn of property a slave would 
be killed to enhance his master's display of magnificence; and 
nn Indignity, even from natural causes, could be properly wiped 
out only by the slaying of n slave. The commoners are a group 
of lowly freemen or of very remote and hence unprivileged kins
men and In a way retainers of the nobles. 

Among the slaves and the commoners there are no further 
gradations of rank; not so in the nobility, whore notions of 
precedence are developed with all the nicety of the Polynesians. 
~latus depends mainly on the ownership of those principally 
incorporeal forms of property <lutllned In a previous chapter. 
Its clearest outward manifestation is in the seating arrange
ment at public celebrations, where the seats are ·carefully 
grndt"d O!' to rnnk. nut owing to the variety of privilegPs there 
is not necps.qnrtly any one noble who is reckoned preeminent in 
nn absolute sense. One will rank above the other in seating 
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and yield the priority to another when the order of being invited 
to a feast is at stake, and so on. However, a correlation does 
obtain, so that usually many high prerogatives are linked under 
the ownership of the same person. 

The theoretical independence of multiple prerogatives is at 
least partly connected, as Sapir suggests, with the strong senti
ment that each privilege originated in a definite locality uf 
which the memory is retained long after place and prerogative 
have become dissociated. Thus it may come about that an 
individual has inherited rights associated with distinct villages, 
and in that case he may split his patrimony, transmitting one 
set to an .elder son and another to a younger one, who may 
be established in the proper community under his father's tute
lage. This form of succession would of course hold only for the 
patrilineal tribes; the Coastal tribes farther north have matri
lineal descent and by the avunculate transmit privileges to the 
sister's sons. 

Sapir strong-ly emphMizes the !act that in spite of the stress
ing of rank it is the lineage, the group rather than the indi
vidual, that counts. "Among the Nootka Indians, for instance, 
an old man, his oldest son say; the oldest son of the son, and, 
finally, the infant child of the latter, say a daughter, form, to 
all intents and purposes, a single sociolo~ical !'~?_I_!ality. Titu- ' 
larly the highest rank is accorded, among the N ootka, to the 
little child, for it is always the last generation that in theory 
bears the highest honors. In practice, of course, the oldest 
members of the group get the real credit and do the business, 
as it were, of the inherited patriinony ; but it would be difficult 
in such a case to say where ·the great grandfather's privileges 
and standing are marked off against those of his son, or grand; 
son, or great-granddaughter.". This is, of course, .a point. 
already illustrated with respect to other social phenomena, viz., 
the tendency of primitive man to merge the individual in the 
group, as in the arrangem~nt of matrimonial unions. 

It cannot be denied that there is something about the caste 
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(Jrgunization of the Northwest Indians that suggests Polynesian 
arrangements. Nootka primogeniture furnishes a parallel to 
Mauri usage; the slaying of a slave at the erection of a house 
represents a rather specific resemblance; and above all the 

,;atypical nature, from an American point of view, of any caste 
system, Joined to its occurrence on the Pacific side of the con
tiuent might arouse suspicions of an Oceanian origin. How
ever, these circumstances are hardly to be Judged conclusive. 
The Natchez furnish an example of an interior tribe that has 
developed a radically different scheme of hereditary class dis
tinctions, showing that such divisions may arise spontaneously. 
Further, the Polynesian and the Columbian systems have, after 
all, a different character: The Indians lack the exuberant sense 
fur genealogy, while the Polynesians evince no taste for that 
type of privileges which serves to distinguish the nobles of the 
Northwest Cuust. \\'e may, therefore, assume an independent 
evolution of castes in these two regions.• 

CONCLUSION 

The foregoiug summary of American, African and Oceanian 
conditions conclusively refutes the view tha't primitive -society 
was uniformly averse to the aristocratic spirit. Slavery did not 
commence, us Morgan fancied, in communities conversant with 
the smelting of iron, the domestication of cattle, or the use of 
irrlgntion and stone architecture. It occurs in the far ruder 
sfu!'e represented by the Neolithic Polynesians and the non
ugrlcultural Nootkn, as does the segmentation of society into 
castes and gradations of rank. But even in genuinely demo

. rrntic communities where children n.re sociologically equal at 
birth their psychological differences produce inevitable ditrer
cnces In stlciul estimation that make of society an o.ggreg.ate 
of individuals rather than an agglomeration of undifferentiated 
automata. 
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Still another point merits attention. How tar do the facts 
cited harmonize with that economic interpretation of history 
which we have had occasion to scrutinize once before? It 
must be confessed, very indifferently. When a Tsimshian chief 
murders a slave to retrieve the prestige his daughter has lost 
by a wound or when a Kwakiutl in a paroxysm of vainglory 
confounds a social rival by destroying a canoe and breaking 
a copper plate valued at a thousand blankets, the motive is 
manifestly as far removed from the economic as it can well be. 
So the Plains Indian fought not for territorial aggrandizement 
nor for the victor's spoils, but above all because fighting was 
a game worth while because of the social recognition it brought 
when played according to the rules. True, the stealing of 
horses was one of the principal !actors in warfare. But why 
did a Crow risk his neck to cut loose a picketed horse in the 
midst of the hostile camp when he could easily have driven of! 
a whole herd from the outskirts? And what was the point in 
granting distinction not to the warrior who had killed or 
wounded the foeman but to him who, however lightly, touched 
his body? Why, finally, that Polynesian punctilio about pre
cedence? Were it a matter of setting of! the dominant from 
a subject people, a utilitarian reason might be given. But 
that was not the case. Between the blue-blood and the plebeian 
bickering as to priority was inconceivable ; it was solely a ques
tion of superiority among the patricians, and of a kind of 
superiority linked with no temporal advantage but constituting 
its own reward. Thus, the utilitarian ·doctrine completely 
breaks down in tho interpretation of aboriginal consciousness. 

~Prim.i!.i_y~-l!l~n is not a miser hor a sage nor a beast of prey 
~ut, in Tarde's happy phrase, a peacock. - -
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CHAPTER XIII 

GOVERN!C&NT 

COMPARED to the effort expended on the elucidation of the 
family and sib organization, the theoretical work devoted 

to the political institutions of primitive tribes has been aimost 
negligible in quantity. Indeed, as we shall see later, there has 
been a rather persistent attempt to deny the very existence of 
such a thing as political organization properly so called in the 
ruder cultures. That is, of course, a point of primary im· 

portance, to which we must revert. For the present, however, 
it will be best to view the facts without theoretical preposses
sion of any sort and to inquire merely what governmental 
agencies exist in different areas and how they are correlated 
wnn features of aboriginal life already sketched in previous 
chapters. Though I shall employ the word ' political' for con
venience' sake, for the present I do so merely to denote legisla
tive, executive and judicial functions and its use in no way 
prejudges the question to be broached after a survey of the. 
concrete data. These several fUllctions, as has sometimes been 
pointed out, are often merged. "The Australian council issues 
ordinances, directs their execution, and passes judgment On 
criminal offences, and the. same is true of corresponding govern .. 
ing agencies elsewhere. But it.should be noted that the legis-
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lutive function in most primitive conununii.ies seems strangely 
curtuil•d when compared with that exercised in the more 
complex civilizations. All the exigencies of normal social inter
course are covered by customary law, and the business of such 
govermnent.al machinery as exists is rather to exact obedience 
to traditional usage than to create new precedents. Under the 
despotic rule of some of the African or Oceanian autocrats this 
principle naturally does not hold to nearly the same degree. A 
Zulu monarch was able to abrogate the time-honored usage of 
circumcision by a royal edict and the decrees of a Hawaiian 
sovereign could absolve men from obedience to established law. 
N everthuless, it is probable that even in such extreme cases the 
transactions of sociul intercourse were regulated in a far greater 
measu •·e by the time-honored usages of antiquity than by the 
sum-tutu! of these autocratic ukases. 

In the present chapter we are more particularly concerned 
with the question of the existence and character of a central 
governing agency; for practical reasons the administration of 
justice will be treated separately in the one following. 

AUSTRALIA 

The sulieut feature of Australian public life is the dominance 
of the aged men. There are local dil'!erences as to the powers 
of tho elders' class ns a whole, but almost everywhere the 
wumeu ure rigidly excluded from political activity and every
where young men are reckoned of little if· any importance in 
the trllml deliberations. Nevertheless within the limits of this 
grron~~y, to use Dr. Rivers' apt term for the ntle of elders, 
interesting dirterences have arisen. 

The Dierl fun1ish a lavoruble example of one of the varieties 
fnunJ. The assembly of full-fleged men, i.e., of men who have 
passed through the Initiation ceremony officially conferring the 
status of maturity, constituted practically a secret society, for 
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to divulge the acts of this parliament was to court death. The 
I subjects discussed included cases of murder by magic, trans

gression of the incest rules, and ceremonial arrangements. It 

was this body that dispatched an armed party to kill a mur
derous aorcerer and re-allotted concubines on festive occasions. 
Apparently no vote was taken: " If all were agreed to some 
course the council separated, if not, then it met at some future 
time." So far we are dealing merely with the elders as a whole. 
llut their proceedings were directed by the principal headman, 
who gave instructions for the summoning of the council and 
led the discussion. In the 'sixties of the last century the chief
taincy belonged to one Jalina-piramurana, who had inherite.d 
the position from his father. He is described as " a man uf 
persuasive eloquence, a skilful and brave fighting-man, and 
a powerful IUedicine-man." He was universally reverenced and 
received presents from various local groups, which he gener
ously distributed among his friends. He was able to prevent 
lighting, his decisions being accepted without murmuring. 
None of the elders, including his own brothers, dared interfere 
with his decrees. In short, we here have a case of extraOrdinary 
authority due to an unusual personality. Jalina-piramurana 
eclipsed his father and doubtless was not equaled in importance 
by his successor. The fact is, however, noteworthy that in this 
section of Australia there is a frequent tendency toward the 
evolution of preeminent headmen whose office descended from 
father to son. 

Rather different are the conditions in the central area in
habited by such peoples as the Arunta and the Warramunga. 
Here there is no single indfviduality that could be considered 
the tribal chief; but neither is there anything in the nature Qf 
a genera! elders'· council. What happens is that each local. 
totem group has a headman whose office descends from father 
to son, and that from these headmen, whose functions· are 
mainly if not wholly ceremonial, are recruited the members ol 
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a govcrnjng board. This is a close corporation of a very few 
of the most lmpurtunt elders. Their number is not fixed, but 
hovers about 11ve i ten or twelve is mentioned as most unusual. 
This couucil meets quite informally and without any regular 
speeches. All its members are headmen, and if s01ne other head
man hu!i couuuendcd himself to them through his ability and 
puulic spirit they will some day reward him by an invitation to 
join their deliberations. The oligarchs are implicitly obeyed 
by the whole tribe and completely control every matter of public 
ctJncern. On the other hand, the younger men, even though 
or mature years, are of no importance whatsoever and pay the 
utuw~t homage to the leading elders. 

The aborigines of North Queensland do not conform strictly 
to either the Arunta or the Dlerl pattern In their camp council. 
It Is evideutly a ruther larger body than that or the Central 
Amitraliuns, tor it includes all the older men of some conse
quence. But among these there iS" no single one that rises to a 
•lntuo of supremacy. What gradations of power there are 
d•~pend on personal fuctors: a man who has passed through 
the vurlous stageo lending to an elder's status, or one of fighting 
quality, or with a lurge following acquired by plural marriage, 
Is likely to exercise more than usual Influence. The nature 
of tho discussions closely resembles that noted for the Dleri. 
Questions or pence nnd war, the reception of strangers, the 
•hitting or the camp, the punishment of Incest, and the preven
tion of brawls within the settlement all fall within the province 
of tho eiders' assembly, while such acts as Infanticide or the 
maiming of an adulterous wife are deemed purely private 
mutters with which the council does not Interfere.• 

POLYNESIA AND MICRONESIA 

That excessive regard to dil!erences of pedigree which is so 
cunspicuous a feature of the Polynesians does not necessarily 
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involve the political ascendancy of the noblest patricians. This 
is most clearly demonstrated by the example of New Zealand 
and Samoa, though it is probable that the condition there found 
represents a later development, as will be indicated below. 

It is not easy to define briefly and with precision the polity of 
the New Zealanders. That there was nowhere a vast realm 
governed by a supreme liege lord, is clear. But it is not so 
easy to determine the constitutional powers of those chiefs of 
exalted lineage but restricted territory who presided over the 
numerous tribes engaged in constant warfare with one another. 
On the one hand, we learn that though primogeniture might 
confer the purple with the mitre, only the latter was an inalien
able appendage of birth. The landed gentry who constituted 
the backbone of the nation could depose an heir-apparent whose 
cowardice, avarice or incapacity had estranged the people; and 
they would elect in his place a worthier representative of the 
kin, say, an uncle or brother. In a sense, then, the prince was 
only the first gentleman of the tribe. On the other hand, his 
religious character, if not degraded by especially grievou• 
faults, invested him with an atmosphere of awe that evidently 
bestowed not a little authority in all the phases of life. Thus, 
he acted not merely as an intercessor with the gods, consecrat· 
ing warriors before the fray, blessing the crops and regulating 
the ritual, but also served ·as a judge in property disputes, 
conducted horticultural operations and was entitled to the 
first-fruits, to wrecked canoes, and to cetaceans caught ashore. 

Indissolubly bound up with the temporal powers of a prince 
or noble was the characteristically Polynesian prerogative of 
imposing a taboo, which probably attained as high a develop. 
ment in New Zealand as anywhere throughout the region .. It 
is impossible to follow the native concept through all its lab~
rinthine ramifications since we are here concerned only with 
its political import. This was sufficiently simple in principle, 
though most far-reaching in practical results. The noble or 
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chief, partaking of the divine essence of which he was the 
incarnation, was able to communicate his contagious holiness 
"" !hut the objects in question could not be appropriated by 
uny one but a superior in rank. He might stop traffic on a 
river or cause great inconvenience to his people by tabooing 
a forest. This wus generally done by putting up a pole with a 
hunch of rags or leaves or by erecting some corresponding 
notice-board. Infringement of a. taboo was not merely a crime 
but spiritual iniquity calling down the wrath of the gods, who 
would vi•it the offender with disease or death. Even outside of 
Polynesia the Oceanians practise the taboo custom in diluted 
lurm. The method followed by the Melanesian Ghost societies 
lor safeguarding personal property (p. 2G6) falls in this category, 
and though in the Banks Islands it is the offended organiza
tion \hut inflicts condign chastisement Dr. Hivers shows that 
in tho Solomons corresponding transgressiuns are supposed to 
be autom~ttically punished by the ghosts, a belief that serves 
us u connecting link between the Melanesian and the Poly. 
ncsian uotinn of taboo. llow tremendous a power the taboo 
pr·crogntlve conferred on its possessor when linked with the 
nffire of chief, hardly requires expo~·lition, and it is rather re· 
murknble thut in spite of its development in !'\ew Zealand the 
chief wns nevertheless subject to loss of secular ascendancy. 

On the essontiala of the Snmonn constitution the information 
is cleurer. There wns a nominal ruler of the whole group-the 
lord who hud secured all the five regal titles from the electoral 
districts privileged to dispose of them. But to a very consider· 
uble e-xtent each district was autonomous, as appears from the 
nrultiplirity of internecine wars and the jealous protection of 
loclll boundaries. Within ench district there was a dominant 
~wt.t1rnwnt, which summoned the locul parliament. This met 
in executive ses~don in an open square tabooed for the time 

· hHing to al_l outsiders, whose intrusion was punished with 
death. The provincial chief, the rustic aristocracy, and the 
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lesser landowners had access to this assembly, which combined 
legislative and judicial authority. Village chiefs might take the 
floor, but usually each was represented by a speaker, one of 
the gentry, who acted as his mouthpiece. The right to address 
the assembly was highly prized, and in consequence all those 
entitled to deliver a speech would rise simultaneously and con
tend for the honor of the l!rst oration, frittering away much ......... .,~·--. 
time before the point of precedence was settled. The orator 
permitted to speak was again confronted with a matter of 
etiquette, being obliged to recite first of all the various honorific 
designations of all the Samoan districts, the omission of any 
one of which was regarded as an affront. As he proceeded, 
his party prompted him, refreshing his memory or urging a 
choice of topics, and if bored by his eloquence they had the 
right to bid him be seated. From other groups he suffered no 
interruption till a moot-question was touched upon, when the 
orator of another party might take the floor and launch a de
bate. Refreshments supplied by the surrounding villages 
were handed about during the minor speeches, and throughout 
the day the members not actually addressing the assembly were 
busy plaiting sinnet from cocoanut fiber. 

When matters affecting several districts were at stake, the 
dominant settlement of the district ·which tonk the initiative 
dispatched messengers informing each of the other districts 
as to the topic for deliberation. Each district then had a 
separate assembly and came prepared to what may be styled 
the provincial parliament. Sometimes the principal men of the 
first settlement would make the rounds of the other districts 
canvassing the members so· as to gain their point ultimately 
in the formal council. Owing to the absence of a sense fgr 
centralized government, ther~ was little coOperatiOI\ and nq 
power to enforce the decisions ·outside the minor groups. 

Generally speaking, it was the assembly of country squires 
that had the whip-han\~, .and among them the speakers stood 
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preemineut. Their influence could award the district chlef
taincy to a particular individual among those qualified by 
virtue of pedigree, and though unusually gifted chiefs exercised 
great powers the generality were unable to dominate the 
8peakers when these were supported by the other heads or 
familiPs. Accordingly, unpopular chiefs were not only exiled 
bnt beaten and sometimes even killed by their subjects. Their 
hereditary sacredness, which rendered them taboo like the 
Mnori priest-chiefs, formed an obstacle to such summary treat
ment, but Samoan ingenuity rose equal to the task. lly sprink
ling a chiefs body with cocoanut water they rendered him 
profane, formally diVested him of the title they had once 
conferred, and were then at liberty to hack him into pieces if 
they sa chose. 

The polity of the Maori and the Samoans may thus be likened 
to a state of harems granting precedence to the ruler of their 
choice hut without allegiance and reserving to themselves the 
ultimate voice in matters of government. This differs utterly 
from the conditions prevalent in Hawaii and the Marshall 
Islands, where the bulk of the population were not landowning 
gentlemen but degraded serfs cringing before the select class 
of the uppl'r Four Hundred. In Hawaii there was even a. 
distinct tendency toward monarchical despotism, though there 
Is evidence thnt the patrician caste was not without influence 
on Important decisions. The social stratification of the Marshall 
J~lnndA has nlrPIHly been denlt with in connectkm with property 
frnm both tho middle-class and the common herd. The middle
rlusa comprises the expert navigators and other professional• 
whose servlros ore prized in this region of the globe; and 
though their utterances have no legal validity, they enjoy the 
respect of the nobility and may hold land ns feudal tenants. 
Tho nobility Is subdivided Into a higher and lower caste, but 
both are In nn equally absolute sense owners of their hereditary 
soil, and though the lesser chief Is tributary to the greator, his 
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allegiance is voluntary and in case of serious misunderstand
ing complete independence ensues. \\'ith reference to either 
class of patricians the commoners are a body of pariahs culti
vating the chiefs' lands and rendering all manner of menial 
services. The chiefs are not only supported by their subjects, 
but have access to their wives and daughters, and could once 
wantonly destroy the lives of the plebeians. This relationship, 
doubtless fostered for ages, engendered a servile frame of mind 
en the part of the oppressed caste, which survived the 
pressure of necessity. As late as 1905 Father Erdland found 
commoners willingly jeopardizing their lives to prop up the 
hurrican.,.shaken walls of a princely hut. In the same year 
an aged fisherman sunk in indigence through a natural catas
trophe borrowed money from the missionary to fill the well
stocked coffers of his lord with the customary annual tribute. 
Though the colonial administration would doubtless have pro
tected the supplicant and though Erdland offered to plead with 
the chief and have him remit the payment, the commoner's 
mind was not set at rest till his tears had won the loan, in 
return for which he vowed to furnish his benefactor with 
fish as long as he lived. It does not readily occur to man to 
adapt himself to modified social conditions. The Marshall 
Islander's psychology does not differ notably from that of im
poverished gentlemen in our own civilization who anacbronisti~ 
cally remain class-conscious membe:rs of their natal caste 
instead of joyously throwing in their lot with their new 
associates. 

The social and political conceptions diffused with many local 
variations over the whole ·of Polynesia and Micronesia.' must 
have had an intricate history, which it will require the efforts 
of many specialists to unravel in detail; but the general course 
of development has been most plausibly traced by Waitz and 
Gerland. Observations by the earliest travellers and legendary 
aboriginal accounts of early society suggest that several cen
turies ago the conditio.ns more recently noted in Hawaii were 
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prclvalent o\er the entire region. This is a conclusion that, 
moreover, flows logically from the divine descent of the no
bility, which is naturally converted into a divine right to 
rule. From this point of view the punctilio of Maori and 
Samoans in matters of etiquetto and genealogy are relics of 
uu earlier stage ut which differences in rank were not nearly 
so largely questions of academic interest but Involved differ
ences in political authority. That so rigid an insistence on 
caste distinctions, so hypertrophied an elaboration of the theory 
of taboo, necessitates a very long course of development pre· 
ceding it, is evident; but what may have preceded the aristo
cratic and thcocrutic conception of Polynesian philosophers 
and statesmen eludes historical scrutiny. We can only sur
mi•c that the antecedent condition savored of the simplicity 
now current in the remainder of Oceania.• 

MELANESIA AND NEW GtJINEA 

Those parts of Mclo.nesia exposed to Polynesian influences, 
notahly New Caledonia and sections of Fiji, share the theory 
of divJne princes; elsewhere the chief's status is of far more 
nwde8t rhnrnctcr. Among the Daining of the Gazelle Penin
Aula, indeed, there nre no chiefs. A brave warrior gains dis. 
tinrtion nnd the tit.le ot • hero,' forming a nucleus for groups ot 
men so long as his prowess is maintnined. In the Banks Islands, 
t.on, no real chlefs orcur, for there the title that might be so trnns
lqlrd ls insepnrnhle from membership in the hlghrst grnde of 
the .men's club. Attainment to thnt degree wns seen to be 
d~pl"ndl"nt on wenlth, nnd in that sense we might speak of a 
plutnrrntic ~tnvernment. But it Is clear thnt there was no one 
dominant rulinp: body, thnt the men of the hi~thest grade were 
not so murh pntl"ntates ns pPrsons hi~hly rsteemed by the 
rommunlty, nnd that not a little power was wielded by the 
•evernl Ghost socletlos. 

AA 
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Rather more complicated arrangements occur in Buin, Solo
mon Islands. Here three grades of chiefs are recognized, the 
lesser chiefs, the hundred chiefs, and the great chiefs. The 
lesser chiefs are hardly more than influential heads of families. 
Any one possessed of sufficient shell-money to erect a hall with 
several wooden drums and to organize entertainments in it can 
become a lesser chief. The ' hundred chiefs • are not neces
sarily the leaders of fully a hundred followers; indeed, the 
number sometimes sinks to but sixty, including servants. The 
great chiefs are recruited from certain prominent families and 
are always leagued with the hundred chiefs and Jesser chiefs 
of several districts. It is in fact on these alliances that their 
power rests. All tbree grades of the chieftaincy are inheritable, 
bnt the title is validated only when the claimant has built the 
assembly hall and entertained his neighbors, whose acceptance 
of the invitation is equivalent to an acknowledgment of his 
superiority. Thus, a distinctly timocratic element is associated 
with the hereditary principle. The assembly hall is a men's 
clubhouse, council-chamber and ceremonial chapel, from which 
women are ordinarily excluded. 

Alliances are ratified by a solemnity united with a boy's 
initiation into the tribe. The boy's father pledges his support 
of a certain chief or boasts of his past deeds on the chief's behalf, 
urging him in return to protect the novice. There is an ex· 
change of gifts and it is possible to extend the circle of allies 
by dispatching presents to other chiefs. All those leagued 
together in this fashion assume the obligation of the blood-feud, 
but this bond is a purely personal one, that is, it cannot be 
inherited by the children of the allies, who wonld have to under· 
go a similar ceremony in order to perpetuate the relationshii?. 
Though a great chief by virtue of his numerons allies can . . . 
play an important part in warfare, he has no authority beyond 
that due t~ his personality. He does not interfere with· the 
privacy of family life and he cannot force one of his followers 
to obey a command It "orie of them takes umbrage and absents. 
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hilnNcll from the hall, the chief will try to conciliate him with 

prcBents. A pouting brave might otherwise desert his district 
and join another chief, thereby diminishing the forces of his 
native settlement. On the other hand, a miscreant who trans
grcs~t:s trilml law may be sent into exile. 

In New Guinea tile chiefs rOle 1s un Cl!Ually modest une. 
Among the Kai he hus the largest field but then his is the 
o!Jligution or entertaining all guests and his 0\\-'ll people to 
hoot. lie is the weulthiel:!t of the villagers, and is expected to 
supply his helpers liberally with tobacco and betel-nuts, to 
slaughter pigs for them uud regale them with other delicacies. 
BP.you<.l his genl'rul clnim on their support, he has little 
authority. Every tr·iLesman acts as he sees fit, and the chief 
hns no means of coercion. Similar conditions ol>tain among the 
Jahiru. Every one helps the chief to build a house or plant hls 
Held, but it is understood that a lavish entertainment will cum
pcnsute them for the work. There is no popular assembly, 
hut on iiiiP"ll'tant occa~ilons there are sessions with a few 
prominent men, ut whit'h deliberations a're conducted in a very 
low tnne of \'oice. There is no debate pro and con, and as 
t-i~l'llll" the univcr~: . .d ru~tt~m of the ruder peoples no vote is taken. 
A common formulu of submitting to the will of otherR is:" Thou 
hn~t t'pukrn, und thus it shall be." J 

AFRICA 

The political institutions of Africa are of pPculinr interest. 
C:ert.nin diN~renres between the rhararter of th~ social grada
tions found there and thnt of corrPsponding features in Poly
JH'sin WPre pointed out in a previous chnpter. Politically 
C"qually noh)wurthy differences must be not~d in spite of the 
'occ-urrence of d<'~potic monarchs In both Afric-a and at least 

nnclt•nt Pnlrnosln. For one thing, the Negro rulers often 
t>Xf.PtHI('d thrir dominion ovf'r an enormous area, so that in 
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comparison the exalted sovereigns of Hawaii or Tahiti appear 
as petty princelings. This cannot be explained !Jy geographical 
considerations, for the Polyn.esians were admirable navigators 
and could easily have established something of a maritime em
pire. ·Yet the strength of centrifugal tendencies prevented any 
such development. It is especially remarkable that in !\ ew 
Zealand, where the geographical barrier is wholly lacking, 
there is no evidence of a powerful f?OVereign uniting dozens of 
tribes under his scepter. Secondly, the course of political 
history in Africa seems to have been far more fluctuating and 
capricious than in Oceania. In Polynesia, 1f \Yuitz n.nd Ger
Iand's theory is accepted, there was a general tendency for the 
large body of landowning gentlemen to possess thems-elves nf 
an increasing measure of political power. Among the Negroes 
an inveterate disposition to monarchical rule, though qualified 
by the influence of elders or other officials, has again and 
again made it possible for forceful personalities to convert them~ 
selves into absolute tyrants; but the structure reared by their 
individual efforts utterly collapsed under lesser guardians or 
degenerated into a mere mockery of autocracy with vartous 
functionaries representing the real power behind the throne. 

The Thonga and Zulu jointly furnish an especially illuminat
ing sample of African political history and accordingly merit a 
place of honor in our descriptive account. 

The territory of the Tbonga is split up into a considerable 
number of petty principalities politically independent of one 
another, though united by virtual community of speech and 
custom. In each of these diminutive realms there reigns an 
hereditary monarch, the eldest son of the preceding ruler's 
queen (not necessarily the first wife, but the first after ~is 
accession). His office is invested with an atmosphere ~f sacred: 
ness; he alone is entitled to the-honorific salutation" Bayete! "; 
his name is taboo except in oaths ; he takes precedence in the 
rites of the first-fruits, ,af_which he partakes after an offering to 
the spirits; and above ail he is in possession of a powerful chartn. 
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that mugiculJy insures the invincibility of the country. The 
king exacts tribute in kind; he receives a basket of food from 
each kraal u t harvest time and part of the game animals killed 
in tho chase. His subjects must till the royal fields, clean his 
puLlic square, build and repair his huts. Finally, he appro
priates a !urge portion of the fines imposed by him in court, !or 
legislutive, judicial and executive functions are merged in his 
rwr~on und from his judgment there is no appeal. 

Although the king thus enjoys grt!at prerogatives nnd wields 
conRideruhlc authority, he cannot be described as an absolute 
autocrat. It his actions run counter to received standards of 
propriety, he is severely criticised by the people and may even 
JJC deposed. Secondly, his nctuu.l powers are divid~d with mem
hera of hi~ family. By the established system of government 
lhc 1\.ing's kinsmen-sons or brothers--are set up to rule over 
llle provincf!s of the slote. On his accession to the throne a 
1ww monnrl'h muy find these relatives reluctant to acknow~ 

lrdge hls suzerainty, und it has repeatedly happened that they 
h11ve estu1Jlishec1 inc.lepcnc.lent principalities. Finn11y, the king 
lri surrounded by a group of councill~Jrs, mostly mature men 
r,.om his own fumiJy. who muy gain great influence over him, 
even to the e"xtcnt of detennining his decrees. Muny de~ 

ciHions are made by this assmubly, fnr the kin(l, though pre~ 
siding nt !he meeting, will frequently tal<e no part in the debate; 
nwrely noUUing his u8sent. 

Family disputes are fostered not only by the method of ruling 
provinces but nlso by the law of succession, which attempts 
to reconcile two quite distinct principles, primogPniture and 
frnternnl inheritance. The eldest son of the queen is indeed 
the theoretiral hcir-nppnrent, but he can only ascend the 
throno rLftcr the regency of all his fnther"s younger brothers. 
TIH'se nrc naturally ln et!ect kings und one of them is often 
Jonth to surrender the sovereignty to the elder line, attempting 
to bequeath it to his own son. In thls fashion bitter family 
reudo arioe, and men plot to rid themselves of closely related 
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potential rivals with all the callousness of a Borgia. This 
condition of affairs, however, may tend to throw some authority 
into the hands of the populace, since a rival needs the support 
of the warriors in order to gain his ends. 

There is little ostentation about Thonga kings as compared 
with other African rulers. They do not differ in their attire 
from the subjects, sometimes occupy kraals no larger than those 
of commoners, and may indulge in so modest an occupation 
as scaring sparrows from a plantation. Nevertheless each 
sovereign is surrounded by a court of dignitaries with a charac
teristically African formality of procedure. 

The councilors have already been referred to. In addition 
to the cabinet composed of the king's kinsmen, there are the 
leaders of the army; the diplomatic staff, each of whom has 
one of the adjoining principalities for his special subject; and 
the minor district magistrates. Another group o! courtiers is 
composed of the king's personal friends and age-mates, his 

companions in feasts and games, who usually live in a bache
lor's house near the royal dwelling. While these favorites are 
without specific functions, the herald enjoys a peculiar official 
status. His duty it is to appear before the king's door every 
morning and to exalt the exploits of the ruler's ancestors, which 
is followed by vigorous disparagement of the present incum
bent. Eloquence seems tQ be the sole qualification for this 
office and what is its nature here may be gathered from a few 
characteristic sentences in a long rhapsody by a distinguished 
herald: 

" Muhlaba Shiluvane (the king's father), you are like the 
rhinoceros who seizes a ma.n, bites him through and through, 
rolls him over and cuts him in two I You are like the crocodile 
which lives in water; it bites a man! You are like its clawS; 
it seizes a man by his anns ·~nd legs, it drags him' into thE! 
deep pool to eat him at sunset; it watches over the entran<;-e to 
prevent other crocodiles from taking its prey. . _ -

"Why do you govern them so mildly! Look at them with 
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terrible eyes I You are a coward J • • • Act with bravery 
and de! end yourself I " 

At least equally remarkable is another licensed character, the 
"public vituperator" or court jester, who rnay hurl the most 
offensive insults at anyone in the country, from the king down. 
He may wantonly accuse his countrymen of incest and snatch 
rood !rom the hands of the king himself. 

The precision uf court etiquette is well illustrated by the 
cuBtoms incident to the visit of a stranger. The visitor seats 
himself outside the central square of the capital and announces 
to some native that he desires to see the chief. At once the 
diplomat in charge of relations with the stranger's principality 
greets him and announces his arrival to the king, who arranges 
!or his entertainment. If the matter to be brought before his 
majesty is of some moment, the visitor expounds it to the dipJo. 
mut dealing with the relevant part of foreign affairs. This 
olllcinl repents the speech, sentence by sentence, to one of the 
king's councilors and he in turn recounts the whole tale as if 
his lord had not heard It all before. As Junod points out, this 
procedure is not without merit among people devoid of written 
records. 

Tho Zulu nre a closely related people living to the south of 
the Thonga. From a mnss of ethnographical material it is 
clear thut their condition, say, a century and a halt ago was 
strikingly similar to that of their northern fellow-Bantu. About 
the beginning of the nineteenth century they came under the 
swny of a neighboring ruler, Dingiswnyo, who hnd organized 
a standing army and' by its aid not only conquered various 
nutive trihes but also established himself as an autocrat with 
powers tar trnnscending those of his predecessors. However, 
he wus outdone by a Zulu king, Chnko.. Building upon the 
military suggestion!'~ offered by Dingiswnyo's system, Chaka 
dP\'f!lnped it into nn even more erfective engine of rnilitnrism nnd 
hy his Car-rearhlng conquests earned the title of the ·• Napoleon 
of South A!rlca," while the disturbances onused by hio career 
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extended n.s fo.r north as Lake Tanganyika. Two fundamental 
innovations were introduced by Chaka. For one thing, be 
substituted for the reed javelins hitherto in vogue a thrusting
spear to be used at close quarters, with the result that the 
shock tactics thus originated proved quite irresistible. 
Secondly, he organized subjugated tribes so that they 
strengthened his own forces. More especially when the con
quered people were not immediate neighbors, all but the boys 
and marriageable girls were put to death, while the survivors 
were placed on the same level with his former subjects-the 
girls entering his seraglio, the boys his army. 

In this fashion Chaka succeeded in maintaining a standing 
army of from 12,000 to 15,000 warriors. Each regiment of from 
600 to 1,000 men occupied a kraal or barracks of its own. Ado
lescent boys would volunteer for enlistment so that new kraals 
were formed every year. The novices were distinguished by 
their black shields, those of the veterans being white. As soon 
as the young warriors had distinguished themselves in battle, 
their heads were shaved by the king's orders and they assumed 
the official status of ' men.' But this did not yet entitle them 
to settle down in marriage. Soldiers were bachelors so far as 
legitimate matrimony was concerned, though nothing prevented 
indulgence in love affairs with women of nearby civil kraals. 
It required a special dispensation of the king for the warriors 
to marry, and this was granted individually or wholesale to 
an entire regiment only for special service or when the dis
abilities of age had become evident. The· married men ranked 
as socially inferior and formed the reserves of the royal host. 
The soldiers were maintained at the king's expense; as many 
as twelve head of cattle might be supplied daily to a single. 
barracks. Freedom from econ01.nic necessity, participation in 
the spoils, and the social distinction of warriorhood compen~ 
sated the soldiers for the rigors of a system that was mouldt:d 
and wielded with an iron i)a';ld. For the life of the Zulu military 
was not one of ease. Obedience was exacted to the most extrava-
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gaut commands; pain must be borne without flinching; and re

treat in !ace Hf the enemy was punished with death, nay, from a 
Jlolicy of terrorism after every battle the officers were obliged 
tu mark out for slaughter 'cowards,' whether there had been 
such or JIIJt, 

\\' ith such a Ioree ready to do his !Jidding, Chaka evolved 11 

tlespoU:m1 l.Jesida which that of Dingiswuyo paled fnto insignifi
cance. His suLject.s were to all intents and purposes his slaves, 
whuru he might put to deuth at the nod of his· head. They 
were uut permitted to render services to any one else and he 
reserved for himself the monopoly of trade with the whites. 
Chaka ltud fur his advisers two principal ministers superin
tending his own kraal and a gr-oup of twenty lesser councilors; 
hut there Is little doubt that at the height of his power the 
monarch could override their opposition. Yet the type or 
autocracy founded by Chuka bears within itself the germ of 
disintegration. In order to be successful it requires o. Virile, 
nay, ferocious, personality. The fonn of government itself 
furnished no stability, nnd as it makes a difference whether o. 
Peter the Great or o. Nicholas is Autocrat of Russia, so in South 
Africa it was not the same whether Chaka or Dingaan held the 
rein~, uud mu.ler a weuker succe~sor the royal rmwer rnimbled. 
\\"hlle Chuka had ntlcd his army, the warriors ruled Dingaan, 
who rnme to preserve the outwo.rd appearance rather than the 
subHtnncc of rC'gal authority. 

The llislory of Zulu go\'ernment within the brief space of less 
thnn u century thus presents a typical picture of African con· 
ditious. In the modest confines of o. petty state organized on 
the prlneiple of n. benevolent monarch's role, not without checks 
and Lulances, there rises nn imperious ruler who organizes the 
military, terrorizes nnd subjects to his sway adjoining populn
titms und mnkes himself an absolute despot, But the realm 
~routed by his energy cannot be held together by the eplgonol 
n nd It spllto once more Into smaller units presided over by 
the palri•u·chnl sovereigns of the earlier type. 
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A comparison of the Ewe polity with that of the related 
inhabitants of Dahomi shows practically the same sequence of 
Pvents among the Sudanese iS"egroes as we have just traced 
among the southeastern Bantu. 

The rulers of the Ho-Ewe are even farther removed from the 
status of autocracy than the Thonga kings. Though the ele. 
ment of inheritance enters into the arrangement of successiou, 
the king is chosen from a number of possible candidates. The 
aspirant to the throne attempts to conciliate influential electors 
by gifts, but his donations are not all-important since the candi
date's character is duly considered. The chiefs nominate the 
man of their choice for king and the populace ratify the nomi
nation. There follows a formal inauguration in the presence 
of the chiefs and a limited body representing the commoners, 
for the rank and file must never view the throne nor some 

' of the other regailia. As the king is elected, so he may be 
deposed, but such action is n10st exceptional, being resorted 
to only when the sovereign has seriously injured the tribal 
welfare. An ideal king is affable and hospitably entertains his 
subjects; in court he tempers with kindly phrase the bitterness 
of an adverse judgment; in private life he is an industrious 
horticulturist and weaver.· 

The core of the governing body is formed by the king and 
two local chiefs, assisted by a speaker and his deputies. Added 
to these is a group of councilors recruited from the heads of 
the largest families. But opposed to this more or less aristo
cratic body are the rank and file of the village community 
presided over by a headman and his speaker. This headman 
is the lender in war and acts as intermediary behveen the 
populace and the chiefs. The people have the right to protest 
against the decrees of the ruling body and their objections a:ie 
transmitted through the headman to the council, whose mem~ 
hers are careful to give due consideration to the wishes of. the 
subjects. In unusual times of stress the king summona a. 
popular assembly. 
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Though the king is thus very much limited in power, he is 
n"t without the outward trappings of royalty. The throne, 
which Is preserved from the sight of vulgar eyes, has already 
heen mentioned. More important is the institution of personal 
attemlnntR, sometimes to the number of twenty-four. Some of 
them are heudtes who summon people to court, others carry the 
king in a special basketry frame. When acting officially they 
are privileged to whip anyone in their way and may kill and 
eut any sheep or gonts they encounter. They receive no regular 
puy but appropriate as their perquisites o. large part of the 
court lees. Accordingly it is to their interest to have large 
flnos imposed and this obviously may become an ample source 
of nlmses, 

The laws which enjoy the greatest respect and of which 
tho trunsgre:-;sions are most severely punished nre not the special 
decrees of the king's council but those rules of customary law 
which have been in vogue from time immemorial-the laws 
against murder and theft, for exnmple. In the main the 
lt•gislutive C(IUncll merely odds ordinances of minor significance. 

These decrees aro first discussed by the chief's council, then 
submitted to the villnge assemblies, whose members debate 
nmong themselves before jointly deliberating on the matter with 
tuo rhit•f!'\, Only when bnth bodies have come to nn agreement 
or·e the luw• duly rntifled nnd they must then he heralded to 
the people. 

The Cuustnl Ewe differed from their Ho rongeners in that 
the commoners hod no voice in the government but in the lJmJta
tionM of royal powPr by n council of rhiefs they conform closely 
to the Ho pu ttern. A lundnmentully different condition Is en
countered nmnng the linguistically and culturally related 
population of Dnhomi. Here 1he ruler appears as an all but 
absolute monarch: theoretically he was sole owner of nil land 
mHJ othor prnp(>rty, which wns held in practice only through 
his tolernnre; and the greatest officials were little better than 
Iris slaves, obliged to grovel In abject deference before him. 
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There \Vas, of course, no hereditary aristocracy: the king 
appoiuttd l.h.Jth the provincial chiefs und. the great ministers of 
state, and of these only one, combining the duties of police com
missioner and lord high executioner, rnigbt not be beheaded 
at his master's will. The power over life and death was a dis
ti-nctive attribute of royalty, for the provincial chiefs were only 
privileged to irnprison and fine, though they could legally 
compass the death of their subjects by indirect mettwds, such 
as starvation in jail. 

The great national officials were seven in number. Foremost. 
stood the lord high executioner and the superintendent of 
public festivals, who also united in his person the functions of 
a revenueMcoUector and an intermediary between the sovereign 
and the people. These two officers between them appointed a. 
successor to th~ throne from among the king's sons, for though 
primogeniture was favored they had the power of setting aside 
the customary rule. They also judged criminal cases and 
were in a preeminent sense the king's advisers. Next in order 
of rank came the governor of the coastal town of Whydah, 
then the chief of the palace interior, a eunuch who was executed 
on the death of his sovereign. The fifth and sixth officers were 
the chief military commander and his assistant, both of whom 
resided nea.r the principal ga.te of Agbomi, the capital. Finally 
came the superintendent of the plantations supplying the 
monarch's household; in addition he served as an assistant to 
the lord high executioner. These seven great officials were 
greeted by all inferiors with marked tokens ol respect. This 
organization of male officials was exactly duplicated by a series 
of female dignitaries in the ·palace interior, and though their 
authority did not extend beyond the palace they formally too~ 
precedence of the corresponding male officP-rs because of the 
legal fiction that all women a·ttached to the court ,;ere the 
king's wives. 

Of lesser rank than the national dignitaries were the civilian 
captains; next came the royal attendants; below them the 
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military officers; then the pro,·incial chiefs and officials; and 
fiuully the traders. The rest of the population were practically 
the sla\·cs of their superiors. 

All the higher officials were distinguished by insignia of 
rank, such as a. wooden stool, an umbrella canopy, a. pipe and 
tohncco pouch, and ivory clubs. A king's or chief's messenger 
iuvuriuhly bure a stick of office, which served as a safe-conduct 
nrul wus received. with tire same esteem as the sender. Any 
di:;reRpect to this badge was reckoned a serious crime. 

Ellis presents a sufficiently lurid picture of conditions in 
Du hnmi-conuuoncrs plundered and browbeaten by the local 
nuthorilicR, chiefs and ministers in ahject subjection to a 
dPspollc ruler, an espionage system that threatened the life 
of <~very suhjcrt, ceremonial sacrifices in honor of deceased 
Jllonurchs ut which hundreds of people were slaughtered to con
Yry messages from the ruler to his ancestors. Tyranny was 
rcrtuinly rampant in Duhomi, yet human nature is such that a 
really absolute df~spoUsm proves insupportable •and a close 
rruding of the evidence shows that even the Dahomi despot wa8 
not governed solely hy his whims. Theoretically omnipotent, 
he was in practice obliged to act with some degreP of rircum
flpcrtion. A sovcrcip:n of the early _pnrt of the nineteenth cen .. 
tury who wallowed in blood nnd orgnnized gangs of men to 
pluuder his own people flnnlly precipitated a rebellion that led 
to his dethronement. anrl dcalh. And though the king might 
ro11drmn to exC'cution individual chiefs nnd officers, he was 
generally careful to avoid defying nt the eame time the priests, 
the rhiefs, and popular prejudice. His exercise of authority 
wns undoubtedly arbitrary in the extreme; but in his confisca
tion of property nnd infliction of cnpitnl punishmt"nt he did 
not oppenl so mnch to the powf'rs theoretirnlly vestee! in him 
ns he B011Rht to lt1 nd a semblance of justice to hig"h·hnnderl pro
<'Nlure. In a. concrete case the individual peasant or chid was 
pilln~ed not on the basis of an abstract right of royalty but 
Jwrnnse he hnd disobeyed on orbitl·ary ordinance or hod been 
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accused of plotting against his lord. In all this Dahomi auto

cracy differed little from the despotic governments of more 
highly civilized nations. 

A comparative survey of the several tribes of the Ewe family 
leaves little doubt as to the course of political development in 
this area. l:nderlying the systems of all these peoples we have 
that differentiation of rank w~ich is so highly developed among 
both Bantu and Sudanese Negroes. In the Ho territory this 
characteristic condition remained perfectly compatible with a 
far-reaching influence not only of official circles but even of the 
rauk and file. Among the Dahomi, on the other hand, the 
organization of a relatively large standing army maintained 
b}' the king gave him a preponderance over the whole remainder 
uf s"JCi~ty, which '.\'as checked only in cases of exceptional abuse. 
Nevertheless the precise power of a particular ruler inevitably 
depended on his personal qualities. 

A somewhat diffet·ent condition of affui1·s characterizes certain 

uther Negro populations, e.g., the Bakuba of the southwestern 
Co11go. Here political institutions seem to have enjoyei a 
certain stability. The sovereign, an incarnation of the deity, is 
theoretically an absolute monarch and is surrounded by a 
magnificent court comprising male and female dignitaries by 

th,e score. He is treated with extreme reverence on public 
occasions, even his enemies resenting a slight offered to his 
station. This does not prevent hi~ six ministers from arrogating 
practically all authority and virtually enslaving him by exact~ 
ing fastidious observance of traditional court etiquette. Though 
it is not altogether impossible for an unusually gifted king to 
assert his theoretical prerogatives, the.re seems less chance of 
such nn occurrence among the Bakuha than in most countrie:; 
of Africa. The grandees trea~ him with great independence, 
since they enjoy a safe tenur~ of office, and while the sovereign 
theoretically may fill any vacancy his c-hoire is. practic~lly 

determined by the force pf public opinion. He dare not appoint 
his greatest favorites in the face of staunch opposition and is 
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aorn~limes olJligcd to yield a. lofty position to persons he 

heartily diMiikcs. 
In Yorl1balaJHl, too, there is merely the shadow of royalty. A 

king deriving his title from divine descent is treated with all 
the rJutwur<.l marks of respect but is 0: mere puppet in the hands 
of liil:l cu!Jinet. Outside of his capital there is complete local 
autunumy, and l1e is obliged to content himself with a purely 
nominal recognition of his soYcrcignty over a hfJSt of city
Htatcs. Tile actual govermneut of these communities, some of 
which have a pnpuJation of over 100,000, is highly interesting 
hecnuRc it illust.rutcs once more the necessity of correlating the 
several aspects of a culture. \Vest Africa is eminently a region 
of scr1·ct organizations, and in Yorubaland it is on association 
11f old men railed. the Ogboni that has usurped the supreme 
power. They form, for one thing, an electoral college that 
elevul!~8 u suitahlc trilJesman to the office of burgomaster or 
f.!:n\'Cl·uor IJ[ the tr1wn, who Hllrronnds himself with nn impres

sive nrrny of onlciuls, part.ly appointed by himself and partly 
rhosrn hy the people. During his term of office the governor 
is entitled to assistance from his subjects and may add to his 
Jln~H<'.'~aions by punitive expeditio11s nguinHt the uitruly. But he 
is wholly depl'nrlent on the support of the Ogboni. As soon 
us hil-l nets are rontrnry to their interests, they prove by a 
casting of Jots that the deity is unfavorably disposed to his 
C'ontinunnc~ ln oflire and efff'ctively remove him by clandes~ 

tincly admini~tering a poisonous potion. The reign of the 
governor is said to have avE'raged only two yenrs. It is by their 
munipulntion of the divinatnry nrt that the Oghoni terrorize 

the entire population. An upstart with a limited circle or ree 
tnin('rs who:-;e wealth nrousrs the cupidity of the members ls 
IH'rust~d of some crime and summoned to nn ordeal. The dice 
are of rourse Jondrd agninst him, he is convicted and sume 
mnrlly l'XC'Cutctl, nod his fortune is divided among the Ogboni 
and the burgomaster. 

nl'r,nrdlrss of variations in time nnd space, it is justifiable to 
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p.ay that the Negroes evince an inveterate proclivity for nt least 
the forms of monarchical government. Apparently this repre
sents essentially an old cultural heritage of both the Bantu and 
the Sudanese. The fact cannot be impressed into the service of 
that geographical mysticism which is once more raising its 
head, because stocks possessing a different set of traditions 
depart widely from the Negro norm even though they may Jive 
surrounded by Negro tribes, that is, in the identical geographi
cal environment. This is demonstrated m·Jst clearly by the 
case of the tt.Iasai, which is likewise instructive from another 
point of view. A priori one would certainly be inclined to con
jecture that the head of ~o martial a people must be some 
warrior of renown, but this assumption for all its reasonable
ness does not even approach the truth. Such central power as 
exists is vested in an hereditary seer who is not so much as 
permitted to accompany a war expedition, but is expected to 
prepare a medicine insuring the '\"arriors' success and to fore
tell future events. He is also empowered to appoint by divina
tion the headmen of the several districts. But though he enjoys 
the respect due to a holy man, the character of his office is far 
removed from that of a typical Negro autocrat. He is more 
of a national saint than a ruler, does not dispose of life and 
death, indeed, rarely acts as judge at all, and never basks in the 
splendor of a court. Naturally a man of unusual force like 
Mbatian, who died in 1890, may exercise great authority, but 
even then there is nothing approximating the autocracies, real 
or formal, so common in other sections 9f the continent.• 

NORTH AMERICA 

As has already been pointed '9ut, the Indian• of North Amerlrl> 
generaBy incline to democracy and thus contras-t sharply. with 
the Negroes of Africa. Departures from this norm might be 
most readily expected among the tribes with a clearly defined 
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caotc system, yet only among the Natchez do we lind a een
trulization of authority corresponding to the powers of -an 
Alricnn despot. The Natchez ruler was not merely treated 
reverentially but served with humility. His least wish was 
bliudly obeyed, so that whenever the French required rowers 
or huutcrs they merely needed to bribe the chief into requisition
ing the services of an adequate number of subjects, who received 
uu cumpeusution fur their lubor. He had power over life and 
death, and when he himself died his attendants and others as 
well deemed it an honour to accompany him to the hereafter. 
Needless to say, all the best products of the chase, fishing or 
horticulture were yielded as a tribute. The sovereign, whose 
prerogatives were in some measure shared by his closest re
Ju.tives, appointed his ministers, more particularly two war 
chiefs, two temple officio.ls, and officers regulating peace treaties 
uud the performance of festivals. Though the contemporaneous 
sources cited by Swanton agree in exalting the chief into an 
ui.Jsolntely autocratic ruler, incidental remarks suggest that at 
times a council n.nd the abler village chiefs, presumably all 
of the noble caste, could materially restrict his freedom of 
action. Nevertheless, the Natchez institutions remain the most 
remarkable example of monarchy north of l\lexico. 

On the Northwest Coast, in spite of the rigidity of clas• dis
tinctions, the strictly political powers of n chief were dispro
portionately small when compared with his social eminence. 
\\'ith the Tlingit he merely presided over collective delibera
tions; in general the head of every family could net ns he 
rhose so !nr as he did not collide with customary law. A 
Tsimshinn chic! possibly wielded greater power: he decided 
when the trihe was to move or when fishing operations were 
to bo~iu nnd he wns entitled to a certain tribute. He took pre
<'t.'dt>nre nt nH dances and rommnnded over messengers and 
nttf'ndnnts. However, he wns not an irresponsible ruler. As 
lt•ntlt•r in wnr, he hnd to nnRwer for the losses sustained and 
to Cllmpcnsute the bereaved kindred. Mattera of importance 

58 
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were decided in council, and without its members' consent uo 
chief could announce a potlatch feast. 

The democratic individualism not wholly suppressed even in 
Northwest Coast society gains almost complete ascendancy 
throughout the remainder of the immense territory under con
sideration. 'This is by no means due to the breal<down of 
ancient chieftaincies through contact with Caucasian civiliza
tion. On the contrary, everything goes to show that white 
officialdom tended to enhance the powers of the native chiefs. 
There is indeed incontrovertible evidence from early travelers, 
reporting observations in the most widely separated regions. 
The great Chipewyan chief Matonabbee, whom Hearne glorifies 
In an amusing panegyric that would do more than justice to a 
Lincoln or Pitt, did not have sufficient authority to pre,·ent a 
muscular Indian from abducting one of his wives. \Yriting of 
the Algonkians of eastern Canada in 1612, a Jesuit father says: 
" . . . each man is his own master and his own protector. 
They have Sagamores, that is, leaders in war; but their 
authority is most precarious, if, indeed, that tuay be called 
authority to which obedience is in no wise obligatory." And 
James Adair, who had an intimate knowledge of the Muskog
hean Indians of our Southeastern states in the first half of 
the eighteenth century declares: " The power of their chiefs 
is an empty sound. They can only persuade or dissuade the 
people, either by the force of good-nature and clear reasoning 
or coloring things, so as to suit their prevailing passions ... 
That the Crow ' chiefs ' were for the most part simply warriors 
who had achieved conventionally acknowledged deeds of valor, 
has already been explail)ed. 

Certain qualifications will be made presently; but in general 
the absence of central authority is one of the most impressive 
features of North American seciety. It might be imagined that 
a chaotic condition was inevitable under these circumstances. 
But that would be leaving out of account· the tremendous, not 
to say terrific, force of established custom and public opinion. 
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To meet w.ilh universal repl'oha.tion on the part of one's neigh
b(JJ'S; to have derisive songs suug in mockery of one's trans~ 
gre••ions; to be publicly twitted with disgraceful conduct by 
joking-relatives-these were eventualities to which no Indian 
lightly exposed himself. They made it possible to dispense 
largely with a powerful executive and with penal Institutions; 
while the customary law sufllced, rendering 11ew Jeg1stauon 
UJillCCC!:iSUI"y. 

Yet while covering a very considerahle portion of the pheno
mena, this statement does not do justice to all the facts. Cir~ 

cumstances uffcctiug the weul and woe of the ·community re .. 
QUired more concentration of power than was commonly vouch
•uled to a more or le•s honored llgurehead. This is lllustrated 
by the Plains lndinn police organizations at the time of a 
communal buf!ulo hunt, when a single false step might have 
scared off the entire herd and jeopardized the food supply of 
tho entire cump. Hence the utmost rigor temporarily sup
planted the extreme individualism of normal times. Women 
wero not allowed to chop trees

1 
men were not permitted to go 

hunting hy themsel\'es lest their premature efforts should imperil 
tho. success of the co-ope-rative enterprise. The police not only 
confiscated an offender's gume, but severely beat him, broke 
up his wen pons, nnc.l destroyed his tent. ·It he offered resistance, 
he was lii<"IY to be killed on the spnt. The constabulary had 
other functions, though Jess con~picuous ones. Tbey would re
strain wur parties from setting out nt nn inopportune moment, 
und it wus their duty to errcct a reconciliation between tribes
men whose personal hostility might lead to a feud. The con
stitution of this pollee force varied in di!Terent tribes. Among 
the Crow one of the titular chiefs would act as camp-chief 
during the pleasure of the people, that is, so long as they pro
tlpt'r(ld umlt•r his ~uidunce. His function then was to direct 
~ho mnvcml'nh of the cnmp nnd to dcl~gate polire authority to 
one of the military organizations, which took turns, though by 
no flxe-d rule-, in policing the camp each for one season. The 
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Hidatsa had a corresponding village chief responsible for the 
welfare of the people, but the police power was permanently 
associated with the Black-Mouth society, which occupied a 
rather high but by no means the highest degree in the series 
of graded organizations. 

Given the slight authority that usually accompanied the 
chief's office, it is natural that important decisions, e.g., as to 
war and peace, were not made by him on his personal authority 
but only in consultation with a council of mature men. This 
senate or cabinet was sometimes indeterminate as among the 
Northern Maidu, where the conference was attended in a 
general way by the· older members of the secret society. Else
where there was a fixed number of councilors. The Cheyenne 
had a board of forty-four elective chiefs, four of whom ranked 
as superior and chose a supreme representative of the tribe 
from their own number. Among the Omaha, too, there was a 
fixed council of seven chiefs with a life-long tenure of office, 
based on the achievement of meritorious deeds. Two of them 
ranked as preeminent by virtue of their record, and the rest 
were graded on the same principle. There was no popular 
assembly, so that the Omaha senate seems to partake of tho 
nature of an oligarchy. However, as explained, thei~ status 
rested wholly on individual merit and the scope of their do
liberations was restricted so that it did not interfere with 
personal liberty in the affairs of ordinary life. They made 
peace, determined the time of the annual hunt, and appointed 
the leader of the hunt; during the hunt itself they were sub
ordinate to the man chosen. A peculiar feature that charac-

' terized the discussions not only of the Omaha but apparently 
all similar Indian assemblies is the absence of majority rule: 
every decision required the unanimous consent of the.debaters, 

Indian individualism has itS corollary on a larger scale in a 
strongly developed separatism. The 2,000 Hopi are sprihkled 

over seven or eight completely autonomous villages;, even t.he 
tiny hamlet of Shipaulovi, with barely 150 inhabitants, main-
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tnins a ceremonial chief and celebrates the whole set of Hopi 
ceremonials independently of its neighbors. This attitude, {18 

l'rulcssor Kroeber has trenchantly demonstrated,· is hyper
trophied on the Pacific coast. The word 'tribe' there loses all 
political significance, no unit being recognized beyond the 
single encampment or village. Maidu villages sometimes united 
for un attack on a common enemy, but the league was of the 
frailest, must ephemeral character, and that jealous safeguard
ing of communally owned land described under another head 
was directed with equal severity against the neighboring Maidu 
village and against the intruder of alien speech. The Shasta 
were somewhat less particularistic, for they grouped their 
Bdtlernents into four main divisions, each embracing a num~ 
her of communities under a common headman; yet these units 
were of diminutive size considering that the total population 
ul the Shasta at the time of their discovery is set at only 
2,000. Fu.rtl1er east the tendency to disruption into petty 
groups is less glaring but sutllciently pronounced. The Dakota 
represent anything but a single political aggregate; the Crow 
not only remained distinct from the closely rel"ted Hidatsa 
hut split into at least two, or possibly even three, independent 
lof•nl divisions; and everything goes to show that the several 
IJiilutsa and l\lundnn ''illngcs were wholly autonomous units. 

Nevertheless alliances between distinct tribes, that is, be
tween groups of diverse speech did occur, though generally 
without any attempt at integration. Only the Creek in tho 
Southeast and the Iroquois of New York Stute founded some
thing after a more pretentious pattern, and the League of the 
Iroquois in particular merits closer consideratiOn. It com
pri~t'd primarily five trilws speuking distinct but mutually intel· 
li~iblc Jnngungl~s. EaC'h presen·ed complete sovereignty srJ 

far as its lornl ntruirs were concerned, which were governed by 
n hnnrtl nf chid.!=!. Tlwre wns no one supreme executive mngis
trnto nf tho lengue but a fedcrnl council of forty-eight sachems, 

lht1 Mnhowk and Ouoidu having nino, the Onondaga fourteen, 
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the Cayuga. ten and the Seneca eight delegates. This uneven 
distribution did not involve tribal hegemony since there was 
no individual balloting, the principle of unanimity being applied 
so that every tribe had a single expression of opinion. Further
more, complete concurrence of all the tribal representatives was 
necessary to give validity to a decision; if this proved impractic
able, the whole matter was laid aside as incapable of effective 
treatment. The federal council was summoned at the initiative 
of any of the tribal councils; its forum was open for orations by 
any member of the league, but only the forty-eight senators had 
the right to render a decision. These councilors represented 
their respective sibs, though not every sib had a representative. 
Each was chosen from a single section of the sib on nomination 
of the women of the sib, but this proposal had to be ratified 
first by the tribal and then by the federal senate. In corre
sponding fashion an unworthy incumbent might be deposed. 
There was thus a blending of the elective and hereditary 
principle. The investiture of a new sachem on the death or 
resignation of his predecessor was one of the principal occasions 
for the summoning of the council. In addition the reception of 
embassies from other tribes, the ratification of peace and de
claration of war fell within its jurisdiction. The development 
of this confederation doubtless contributed largely to the 
a .. cendancy of the Iroquois among the tribes of the northern 
Atlantic seaboard.s 

DEMOCRACY AND PRIMITIVE ORGANIZATIONS 

Having briefly examined some of the salient ethnograph~c 

data, we are now prepared to wrestle with some of the general 
problems growing out of them: And first of ~ll we must pay 
our respects to Morgan's view thnt primitive institutions" are 

in't·ariably bound up with democratic government. l\Ionarchr, 
he holds, iii incompatible with the sib, which it must be re-· 
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membered he r~gards as a well-nigh universal feature; " it was 
impossible in the Lower, in the Middle, or in the Upper Status 
ol barbarism lor a kingdom to arise by natural growth in any 
part of the earth " under a sib organization. Such an evolution 
belongs to the later period of civilization, to the epoch of 
phonetic writing and literary records. Even differences of 
(aste, Including slavery did not arise before the upper status 
of harbnriRm. i.e., before the manufacture of iron. 

It mny be said categorically that even at his worst Morgan 
never perpetrated more palpable nonsense, and that is saying a 
f.!ood deal. The African Negroes, being convP.r@nnt with the 
iron technique but without a phonetic alphabet, would fall into 
Morgan's upper status of barbarism; and no feature is more 
con: .. lnnt umong them than a monarchical constitution. On the 
coast ol British Columbia the natives are Ignorant ol pottery 
nnd uccurdingly represent the upper status of savagery in 
Morgan's clussificntion, yet this did not prevrnt them from 
recognizing fixed castes of noblemen, commoners and slaves. 
Tho Polynesians, who rnnlt still lower in his strange scheme, 
hu\"e been found to possess a corresponding clns~ification. As 
lor the alleged inchmpntibility of sibs with monarchy or aris
tocracy, tho Northwest Coast Indians und many of the Negro 
trihcs ore organized Into slhs. 

In tills connection still another point merits notice· as bearing 
on the atomistic theory of primitive society. l\lorgnn assumes 
that all tho sibs in a tribe are on n plane of equality. But this 
Is by no means always borne out by the records. In Uganda, 
P.~., cert.nin sibs were regarded as of lower rnnk than the rrst, 
Hthers were nt lenst di~qunlifted from pre!'enting a prince 
ns n cnndidato for royalty, thnt is, the sons of the king 
by women of th£~se sihs were never heirs to the throne. Such 
discrimlnntlons mif':ht p'erhnps be expected jn a powerful 
kin~dnm, hut they occur nlso nmong the generally democrntic 
Mn~ai, whe-re the sihs of the hlnrksmiths nre view<'d with a 
•trnnr,c nhhnrrcnce and debarred from marrying into any other 
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t~ibs. Even in the distinctly democratic areas of North America 
~!orne sibs take precedence over others, as in the Southeast, and 
in more than one tribe the chieftaincy, such as it is, is confined 
to a particular sib. In short, the mutual exclusiveness of a sib 
organization and distinctions of rank is an untenable proposi
tion based on a restricted range of information. 

TRIBAL AND TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION 

According to Morgan's atomistic theory, primitive society 
differed fundamentally from civilized society in that it lacked 
political organization founded upon territorial c0ntiguity. 
Primitive tribes, he contended, deal with an individual as a 
member of a sib, i.e., of a kinship group, and accordingly 
through his personal relations; the civilized state deals with 
him through his territorial relations, as a member of a town
ship, county or larger spatial unit. This political organization 
in the narrower sense is, according to Morgan, a relatively 
recent development at a very high cultural level. He denies 
that it was achieved by the Aztec of Mexico and his follower 
Cunow denies its existence in ancient Peru. Primitive tribes 
might have combinations of sibs into major ~ibs, they might 
even organize confederacies of the Iroquois pattern, yet the 
duties of the individual remained bound up with his kinship 
status. This was the original condition of ancient Greece, in
cluding Athens, until Cleisthenes about 509 B.C. divided Attica 
into a hundred demes or townships. Thereafter every citizen 
was registered as a member. of a local unit; he voted and was 
taxed not as a member of such and such a sib but of such and 
•uch a township; and together with his fellow-demotae, ndt 
with his sib-mates, he elected ~epresentative officials. · Similar' 
in principle were the larger unit.s, ten demes being unjted 
into a district, and ten districts into the Athenian state. 

Sixteen years before Morgan interwove the ronceptual differ-
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cntiation outlined above with his scheme of social evolution, Sir 
Henry Maine had expressed similar views: "The history of 
J1olitica I idr~as hegius . . . with the assumption that kinship 
in blood Js tlw sole possible ground of community in political 
functionr.J, uor nre there any of those subversions of feeling which 

wo term emphatically revolutions, so startling and so complete 
ns the change which is accomplished when some other principle 
--finch os that, for instance of local contiguity-established 
itself for the first time as the basis of common political action. 
It may be affirmed then of early commonwealths that their citi
zens considered all the groups in which they claimed member
ship to he founded on common lineage., 6 

The soundness of Moine's and Morgan's position in drawing 
a sharp distinction between kinship (tribal) and territorial 
!political) organization is beyond cavil. The question is to what 
extent it is coterminous with the distinction between rude and 
udvunccd cultures. It mny nt once he admitted thr.t there are 
primitive tribes which conform admirably to the theory that 
kinship Is the one factor in all governmental relations. An 
irl<•ul exnmple is furnished by the Ifugno of northern Luzon. 
I!PI'C nil tho customary law revolves about the kin group as 
the pivotal unit, and there is absolutely no central authority 
to nnder drc-isions binding on diffcr!'!nt kins The group is col
lt>ctivrly re!_:!ponsihle to nnothC'r group for a member's misdeeds; 

every memhcr supports his fellow-mprnbers with zeal 
proportioned to his proximity in kin~hip, and there is no pos
Rihility of onf'l kinsman proceeding ngainst another; land and 

nrtirlrs of value nre held in trust by indi\'iduals but cannot be 
dispn~Pd of except with the cons('nt of the family. And except 
in so far ns nn intnngihle puhlic opinion is conrerned, practi
cnlly nn nhJiqnt.ion in the mn.tter of a Riven territory. "One 

owes no ohlig-atinn in the molter or prnrPdure to onother mf'rely 
bCC'U\1~0 he is R CO-\'illnger or fuhnbitant or fh{" same distrirt." 

)n l'/lSl'S nf di~puto hetwe('n groups there iS in<if'ed n p,'O-hf'twrcn 
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to adjust the difficulty but he is chosen ad hoc and his authority 
is nil. 

It should be noted that the Ifugao unit is not a sib but a 
bilateral group but it corresponds sufficiently well to the general 
concept of a kinship group as the governmental organism. The 
question is as to the frequency of an arrangement that excludes 
the territorial factor in what are commonly viewed as political 
relations. It is certainly conceivable that human society even 
in its ruder manifestations may as a rule be more con1plex than 
hlaine and Morgan assume, and that it need not be dtlter based 
on personal or on spatial relations but may rest on both. There 
need not even be divided allegiance; kinship may involve one 
set of obligations, territorial rei ations another, very much after 
the fashion of our Church and State. To be sure, the abstract 
possibility of a clash cannot be denied, but there may be such 
separation of jurisdiction that conflicts are out of the normal 
course of events. 

The point to be examined first of all, then, is whether in a 
fair number of instances there is a territorial grouping of indi
\'iduals over and above any coexisting kinship classification. 
A recapitulation of facts already cited in other connections 
suffices to yield an affirmative answer but some discrimmination 
must be exercised. In Australia Kariera. groups are each indis
solubly linked with a definite locality by mystical ties, and it is 
the local group that wages war against other local groups of the 
same tribe. But we should not be justified in holding this up 
!lS an example of a territorial organization because the fellow
inhabitants and co-owners of a tract are kim~men in the paternal 
line.. Hence their cohesion can be plausibly explained as the 
result of consanguinity rather than of spatial contiguity. n'ut 
in Australia there are regions \yhere whole tribes are as closelY 
united with their habitat as the Kariera sibs are with their 
respective localities, where such a thing, e.g., as divestin~ a 
defeated tribe of its ancestral land is not even conceived as ·a 
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pussibility. Here, accordingly the entire tribe, uniting many 
kin groups, functions as a territorial unit, as among the Arunta. 
and their congeners. It is, however, the Dieri who present the 
most favorable case. Here descent is matrilineal, but marriage 
is patrilocal, consequently the men united in one locality are 
not members of the snme totem sib. While each sib has a 
headman, to wit, the oldest male totemite, the local group also 
has a headman who may or may not he likewise the head of a 
totem group The ranking totemite will not hold the office of 
headman in the locality unless he exhibits special merit. Here, 
then, the terrnoriul unit coexists with and is independent of 
the kinship unit. Further, it has been shown that among the 
Dicri there is what the Kariera. completely lack, a. paramount 
head of the entire tribe, embracing under his leadership all the 
people encamped on Dieri territory. 

As an Instance In some respects parallel to the Dierl illustra
tion may be cited the disparity between the Melanesian rules 
o! descent and of polttical organization. The patrilocal natives 
o! Buln derive their sib antliation from their mothers, so that 
the settlement embraces members of various maternal kin 
:rroups. But !rom a p:o\·ernmental point of view it is the terri
t-orial group that is of importance, e.g., in warlike undertakings i 
nnd, significantly enough, the office of chief descends not in the 
oih but from father to son, i.e., within the territorial unit as 
fixed by the rule of residence. 

Extreme jealousy regr.rding territorial rights has heen noted 
o~ characteristic of various tribes, some of them in a. very rude 
fltnte of culture, such n.s the Veddn, the Maidu, 8hnsta, and 
Thompson nivcr Indinna, nnd it occurs on a higher level 
nmnng the Snmnans. In earh of these cases the !oral group 
e•ists ns a unit Independently of kinship bonds. Similarly, 
nmong the Maritime Chukchi the village " is founded, not on 
family ronnertinn, but on territorial contiguity," and it is the 
villnge ns well as the kinship group that functions in the blood-
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feud. Even when the sentiment for a definite stretch of terri. 
tory is far vaguer than in any of the instances hitherto cited, 
the geographical location may exert an influenc-e on political 
status. The two main bands of the Crow spoke the same 
language, intermingled freely and included members of the 
tiame sibs, but when a man had settled in one divis}on his lot 
was for certain purposes cast with that group, irrespective of 
any other. affiliations. 

The point here is not to ascertain whether the kinship or the 
local group is ·more fundamental in its influence on life; or 
whether the latter is merely a derivative uf the fol'mcr. What 
matters is that even in very humble cultural levels local con
tiguity is IJ.lLC.. of the factors determining social solidarity in~ 

itependently of blood-relationship. Now I hav£: designated as 
associations those social units not based on kinship, and the 
territorial group may verit~b1y he cgnceived as a specialized 
form of association. Its nu"'mbers, or many of them, are in 
snme instances more passive than in clubs or secret societies, 
but they are none the less united by community of interest. 

It is indeed one of Schurtz's most signal services to have ex~ 
plained the early origin of political society in Morgan's sense 
without recourse to any deliberate lP.gal enactment. A Buin 
chief who erects a council~house and gathers about him the 
men of his settlement in a men's club, is in so far forth dis
rupting the ties of the family or sib, or rather is creating a 
new bond which by its very existence restricts the dominion of 
the kinship motive. The nature of that bond is territorial since 
il unites men of the same locality and of different lineage; and 
it is invested with political significance as soon as the n.ssem~ 
blage of fellow~villagers no longer contents itself with commo.n 
festivities but undertakes joint. expeditions against a 11eighbor-. 
ing encampment. As already hinted, it is not necessary that 
all inmates of the settlement should actively participate in· the 
association. The wom~n1 of course, are often excluded, and 
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uuder the Australian gcrontocracy solely a. few elders or at best 
the ago-class of elders act us the managing board. .Nevertheless 
tl1e womcu and tile younger men of the district, though sub
missive spectators, are associated with their elders in u. 

manner altogether different from possible relations with the 
elders of u.nother locality and in so far forth are members, 
though impotent ones, of a territorial association. The same 
would, of course, apply to the conditions effected by the secret 
Og!Juni of Yurubalund. That is to say, the several types of 
associations discussed by Schurtz are po~entiul agencies for 
the creation of a state !Jy uniting the population within a cir
cumscribed area Into an aggregate that functions as a definite 
unit irrespective or any other social affiliations or the inhabi
tants. When, therefore, a philosophically minded historian, 
, Professor Teggart, complains that Maine and Morgan have 
defined the difference between kindred and political organiza
tion without clearing up the transitional processes, his com .. 
plaint is warranted against these students, but it leaves out of 
account Schurtz's memorable contribution. Even at a very 
early time and in a very lowly environment there wn..s no 
necessity tor disrupting the ties of kinship in order to found a 
polilicnl state. For concomitantly with the family nnd the sib 
there have existed for untold centuries such associations as the 
men's clubs, age-classes and secret organizations, all of them 
lrdepondent of kinship, moving as it were in a quite diiTerent 
sphere from tho kindred groups, and all of them capable of 
rMdily acquiring politirnl rhnracter if not invested with it 
from their 1ncPption.7 
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CHAPTER XIV 

JUSTICE 

P 
RIMlTlVE t:ulmioistratiuo of justice furnishes especially 

Illuminating examples of the relation of the kinship 
fuctur to motives of another character. Given the complete 
n!Jsencc of central authority as among the lfugao, the kinship 
!':roup becomes tho judicial body-one that confronts aifllke 
bodies in the tribe us--000 sovereign state confronts the rest. 
But that is an extreme case; far more commonly there is a 
central power that Intervenes-not to be sure in all cases that 
would demand governmental Interference with us, but in those 
eire tmstances which from the native point of view are of col
lective interest. 

In this connection reference may be made to Maine's corn
pnrison of rude and mature jurisprudence. The fanner, be 
points out, is ··;-nark~d-bY -a strange preponderance of criminal 
over civil law; .. the more archaic the cod~thetuiier and 
minuter Is Its penal legislation." This had been explained by 
enrJier writers us due to the supposed turbulence of barbarmn 
life. \\'lth his usual acumen Maine dues not rest content with 
this fnclle Interpretation, but shows that the disproportionately 
smnll body of ciYII luw in nnciont times is due to the fuct that 
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there was little occasion for that part of jurisprudence to come 
into being under archaic conditions. The regulation of personal 
relations by the status of the individuals, the administration 
and inheritance of property within the family according to 
customary law, and the absence of contracts between indi
viduals, adequately account for the diminutive part played by 
civil jurisprudence as compared with penal law .. even if it be 
hazardous to pronounce that the childhood of nations is always 
a period of ungoverned violence." 

The last remark is emphatically an understatement of the 
case. It cannot he too often explained that the extreme in
dividualism often found in primitive conununities is very far 
from favoring universal anarchy or anything approaching it. 
Generally speaking, the unwritten la~s of custon:_~.ry usage are 
obeyed far more willingly than our written codes, or rather 
they are obeyed spontaneously. Among the Crow personal 
brawls are looked upon with contempt, and a man will not 
readily imperil his social position and invite lh~ public derision 
or his joking-relatives by engaging in fisticuffs with a fellow
tribesman. '•-'•To become the laughing-stock of his daily associates 
for minor misdemeanors and to be completely ostracized for 
graver offenses are terrific punishments for the native and they 
have a deterrent force of which the infliction of penalties in our 
sense is often quite devoid. To this should he added the relig
ious motive. Certain crimes are reckoned as sins, they are 
offenses against the unseen powers of the universe and invite 
condign punishment regardless of any ·secular agency. That, 
e.g., was the conception underlying Polynesian observance of 
the taboo rules. In short; even in the more individualistic 

I 
societies of the ruder peoples there are adequate motives for the 
mamtenn.nce of order, though the r.onception of OTder wilt 
naturally vary in different places and will sometimes d!ffer 
widely from ours. 
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After accounting for the predominance of criminal law in 
early society, Maine qualifies his conception by pointing out 
that at bottom "the penal law of ancient communities is not 
the law of Crimes; It Is the law_ of Wrongs. or, to use the 
English technical word, of. :!:£!:!~·" This brings us to the very 
core ot our problem, for what Alaine means is that in archaic 
jurisprudence it is not the state that Is regarded as the aggrieved 
party, but the Individual sufferer and his kindred. In other 
wordij,(this is the old question of pe~al VC!,~S territorial re
lations. J I have already indicated that in the generality of 
instances primitive man recognizes both torts and crimes, but 
before adducing some of the evidence I must refer to certain 
widespread principles o! primitive law. These may be dis-
patched with great brevity in view o! Professor Hobhouse's 
lucid exposition in a generally available work.• 

COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

Given the conception that the Individual is merged in his 
group, it follows logically that his f;llo~:membe..S are col
lectively responsible lor his misdeeds. Though this Is an 
nrrhnic notion, It persists to the present day in the warfare 
o! civilized notions, which summarily shelves the practice o! 
dcttmninlng individual guilt or innocence. It should be noted 
!hut the !nets coming under this head cannot be perverted into 
evidence in support of the sib dogma, because the group con
cerned is frequently not the sib but the family, the nssociutinn, 
nr the tribe. The sibless Hupa were content to kill any member 
of n mHrdC'rer's family In order to punish the crime; among the 
Crow If a Fox hnd disgraced himself and his society by taking 
l~nt'k nn nhdnch1d wife, the rival Lumpwoods had the right to 
rnt np the bhlllkets o! nil the Foxes; and in the same tribe the 

cc 
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grief of parents mourning the death of a son slain by the 
Dakota was at once assuaged when vengeance had been wreaked 
on any member of the hostile·people. 

As a corollary from this principle, an offense of one group 
against another resembl_es. an encroachment of one state on 
another's sovereigntyion -th;;othe-;. hand; ac!'ime-committed by 
one flldividUB:ragafnst a fellow-member concerns no one outside 
their group. This latter point is constantly demonstrated in 
Ifugao practice. Thus, two cases of parricide went unpunished 
because as interl}al_ family affairs they were nobody else's 
business and the kindred concerned regarded the murder as 
jUstified since the old man had wrongfully pawned his son's 
field and thereby imperiled his family's livelihood. These 
people do not proceed against a fellow-member even for more 
heinous offenses. Thus, if a rather had incestuOus relations 
with his daughter, he might be punished by the girl's mother's 
family on the ground that he had committed a crime against 
them, but his own kin would take no measures agQinst him. 

From the supreme law of. gr?UP l!O!i1arity it follows that when 
an individual has injured a member of another group, his own 
group shield him while the opposing group support the injured 
man's claims for compensation or revenge. Thence there may 
develop bloodcfell<l.s and civiJ .... wars. The stubbornness with 
which these are waged varies in different regions. The Chukchi 
generally make peace after the first act of retribution, but among 
the ltugao the struggle may go on almost interminably till at 
last an inter-marriage re-establishes friendly intercourse. An 
interesting example of how different practices may spring from 
the same principle is furnished by the two tribes mentioned. 
While the ltugao tend to protect a kinsman under almost all 
circumstances, the Chukchi often avert a feud by ·killing a. 
member or the family whose spitefulness is likely to embroil 
them with other kins. 
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A strange variant of the underlying theory occurs among 
the Australian Dieri, who deliberately inflict the death penalty 
on the criminal's elder brother rather than on the o!!ender 
himself. 

CIIIMINAL 1\IOTJVE 

As might be inferred from the satisfaction of justice by the 
puuhduuout of uny meml~r of the offender's group, cr~m~~~..: 
tcut fJiuys not nearly the same part in primitive law as it does in 
our own jurisprudence. A Hupa incid'ent narrated by Goddard 
serves as a classical example. " A child was burned to death 
in 11. fire a woman had built for heating wash-water out of 
doors. Although the woman was in no way at fault, the lile 
of her son was sought as 11. recompense." Yet this must not be 
regarded as a universally recognized postulate. The lfugao are 
especially remarkable for the care with which they discrimin
ate between \'Oiuntury and involuntary deeds, and between 
those pursly__Jlr,~)<fer•tl11 and th.;se resulting from~l~~s!!ess. 
II a mun's knife flies out of his hand andput8oui another's eye, 
no dnmnges nre demanded. In the scrimmage over sacrificed 
carabaos many men o.re injured and some are killed, yet even in 
the latter event no payment is assessed by the kin. On the 
other hund, u man killing a child running in the way while 
throwing Bpears at a target must pay half the fine for man
slaughter because he has not taken adequate. prec.nutions; and 
on even heavier fine is imposed on a man who slays a neighbor 
whom he mi;tukesror an enemy, since the intent to kill is held 
to nRgravnte the charge of carelessne-ss. There is one notable 
t'XrPptlon to the gen~ral Hugno nile: nt sumptuous feasts the 
host noll the offictuting priest are jointly held responsible for 
any ncC'idents thut muy happen-the host because if he had not 
{i'in•n the fpn~t thPre would ha\'e bt•en no brawl; the priest 
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because of his inferred remissness in the execution of religious 
functions. The Southeastern Bantu draw a highly interesting 
distinction between accidental manslaughter and accidental 
injury to property. All homicide is criminal since it deprives 
the ruler of a subject and must be atoned by a compensation 
paid to the chief irrespective of criminal intent. But injury to 
another man's fields or other possessions is a tort, and il the 
harm is done without premeditation no indemnities are paid. 

These three exampie."--illUstrate the-danger of premature 
~.,.generalization; but after all qualifications are made it remains 

. .,.t~, true that the ethical motive of an act is more frequently re
,_fi-• .Pl ifl" garded as irrelevant in the ruder cultures than in our courts of 
•1.--~· · justice. 
1, ,V 

WEREGILn 

Feuds between the offender's and the sufferer's group are 
often av~J;>y_ ~omposition, that is, by the payment of were
gild in compenS.tliiODfOrtlie injury sustained. In many cases 
there is a traditional tariff schedule defining the payment to 
be made for any and all possible injuries. It is important to 
remember, however, that societies differ as to the range of 
otfenses for which payment may be accepted. The Ifugao have 
a complicated scheme of fines for ihe adjustment of all sorts of 
difficulties, but wilful murder can be expiated only by blood. 
Less rigorous is the practice of the Chukchi, nevertheless they 
are far more likely to accept weregild .in lieu of inflicting per
sonal chastisement for minor transgressions than in cases of 
murder. But in many regions even felonies are compounded 1n 

the interests of the pub1ic peace. A few concrete illustrations 
will serve to render the spirit of the conventional tariffs 
clearer. 

Ifugao custOmary la.w recognizes a threewclass divisi0n of 
society on the basis of wealth, fines varying with the financial 
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elntue of the parties concerned. Thus, for adultery after the 
•ecolld marriage ceremony but before the final one the 
wealthy man pays a fine of ten articles estimated in value at 
47 pesos; a middle-class individual an equal number appraised 
at only 24.20 pesos; and a. poor man only six articles worth 
nltogether about 12 pesos. For those cases of homicide which 
do not require a shedding of blood in return the rich slayer 
muot provide elaborate feasts a.nd supply a variety of articles 
to be distributed among the dead man's heirs, tho total ex
pense sometimes running up to 975 pesos. This, however, de
pend• somewhat on the rank of the slain individual and would 
!Je rntl•er Jess If he were a member of the middle-class, let alone 
nf the caste of the poverty stricken. On the other hand, if t.he 
slayer were of the two lower grades, his line would not be 
materially commuted; he would be saddled with it for the 
remainder of his lite and his children would have to pay the 
bulunce after his decease. 

The ancient l~!!l.l_iz likewise recognized class distinctions in 
t11c lrnpo~ition of fines. For a freeman's deB.th the slayer was 
mulcted 7,~;- k,;·n-, -I.e., 100 horses or 1,000 sheep, but a noble
man's kindred were entitled to a sevenfold amount, while com
position for a woman or slave was el'lected with half a kun 
plus nine bend of sundry domesticated animals, and a third of 
a kun paid for 11 child, For the loss of an eye or of the right 
nrm a man claime<Yhnlt a kun, a woman one-fourth of a kun. 
A broken upper arm, the loss of the left hand or of one foot 
are each compensated with three times nine bend of cattle, ror 
a broken thumb nine \lend are paid. In case or a broken tooth 
or flngt~r or o. wound in the head the sufferer receives from 
the culprit one horse and a coat. Thelt is punished with a 
nne of three times nine hend, one camel being reckoned 
l"'tJnh·uh•nt to three horses or thirty sheep. If o.n enceinte 
wonutn if' knocked down nod in congequence bears a fltill-born 
child, the assnultcr must pny a horse for each month if the 
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mother is in her filth month, but if she has been pregnant fur 
A",...r. a longer period a camel has to be paid tor each month. 

• ..,..-;0::,, These regulations are evidently very circumstantial but in 
-Y'-::1'.-, )"\ many cases the principle of composition was acknowledged ",..I, v 
\ ~"-"' 
•.,~~ ,:-. 
lr 

without fixed stipulation as to the amount to be paid. Thus, 
among the Pla~~!.'~:ns a varying number of horses seem 
to have been presented to a slain man's kin, and other offenses 
were blotted out by equally undefined offerings of gifts. A 
curious substitute tor compensation was fairly popular in this 
region. Instead of awaiting weregild or forcibly seizing some 
of the culprit's belongings, the injured individual might 
d;_stroy_ one or more of his enemy's horses, or other valuables. 
This practice was especially common in cases of adultery. 

The Shasta methods of adjustment depart to some extent 
from the norm. Blood-money must always be accepted if 
offered, but it revenge is taken previously on any one but the 
actual murderer the regular compensation must be offered to 
the kin of the second person slain, so that their liability for 
the first killing is largely or wholly wiped out. Adjustment is 
very simple in this tribe because every individual has a fixed 
value determined by the bride-price paid for his mother in 
marriage. Perhaps the most curious feature among these 
people is the part played by the chief, who not merely tries to 
rffect an agreement between contending parties, but advances or 
pays outright the requisite property if the oggresRor proves in-
solvent. 

, Finally may be cited the Samoan treatment of murder and 
, / adultery. F'requently the criminaT~ould- not onJYtender 
, I -·---
' valu-able mats and other 'property but would eat humble-pie 

by bringing likewise firewood, stones and leaves to the wronged 
party, thus symbolically indicating that they might. kill, cof!k, 
and eat him, and thereby thrust himself upon their generosity. 
Generally this combination of gifts and self-degradation did not 
fail to conciliate the. w.rath of the aggrieved. The low-born 
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did not undergo this symbolical self-mortification but merely 
offered payment, which, however, might be declined. 

EVIDENCE 

As Professor llobhouse has pointed out, archaic procedure 
frequently revolves not! so much about the exact determination ~~-''
of guilt or Innocence as about the p~on of internecine!:..--;....- t' 
8lrile. Nevertheless even in the ruder cultures methods are 
employed to ascertain the truth of an accusation or the merit 
of a dispute, but usually the means used are· shot through with 
the mnglco-religlous notions prevalent among the people. Under -· ,.,-
this head two sets of usages demand attention, oaths and rr-41-1 r ,. 
ordeals. - J v-J., · 
·-Among the Plains Indians oaths were sworn primarily to 
establish a disputed title to war honors. Thus, It happened 
among the Crow that two men laid a claim to having first 
touched the prostrate body of an enemy. In that case solemn 
nnths were recited before an assemblage of warriors. Two 
methods were popular. One was for each of the litigants in 
turn to take a knife, put it In his mouth, point it nt the sun, 
nnd recite a formula calling upon the sun as a witness ann 
Invoking death on the false claimant. In the other case an 
n rrow piercing a slice of meat was laid on a dry buf!alo skull, 
then cnch contestant would raise the arrow, tnste of the meat, 
and recite a similar formula. Of course no immediate decision 
could be rendered; but if either of the rivals soon after met with 
n serious accident or was afflicted I~ some other manner, the 
judgment of the tribe was that he had perjured himself and 
that the other mnn was entitled to the di,puted distinction. In 
<•thcr parts of the world the oath is administered for the general 
purpose of determining guilt. The Samoyed or Ostyak defen-
dant Is made to swear over a bear's nose. While cutting it up 
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with a knife, he declares, .. May the bear devour me if I com
mit perjury! " There is a general belief that the perjuror will 
be punished, hence any one undergoing the oath is held inno
cent. But if he should subsequently be killed by a bear or 
perish in an accident, this is attributed to his having perjured 
himself. The Kirgiz have the curious rule of not having the 
defendant take the oath but some other man of known probity 

, who thereby assumes the criminal's sin. (On the whole, oath• 
l.are eminently characteristic of the Old World, though as 
:pointed out they are by no means lacking in a restricted manner 
among the natives of America. 

The .(lrdeal is likewise an £l.!JY2!1.!Li.nstitution. It assumes 
Protean forms. Among the Chukchi differences are sometimes 
Bettled by a wrestling-match, there being a firm conviction 
that a wronged man will be victorious. The same means is 
used by the I!ugao to ascertain disputed rice-field boundaries, 
while various methods serve in other forms of litigation. Thus, 
In cases of adultery the adversaries hurl eggs at each other, 
while in settling other disagreements each litigant slowly 
thrusts his band into a pot of boiling hot water to extract a 
pebble, undue haste or a severe scalding being interpreted as 
a sign of guilt. Additional illustrations will be cited below in 

J; . dealing with the African data . 
.,...,..,.&,.o)~"" ) · Mag!_:_?.:r!_!!_£~.?~9 means are of course employed in a variety 

' ./' ' of ways to determine guilt, but without necessarily possessing 
-"' ' juridical character. Thus, when an Ifugao divines a thief by 

balancing an egg on a spear blade, the egg standing on end 
at the mention of the culprit, the intellectu a! process may be 
of the same order as that characterizing the ordeal, but legally 
the two phenomena are distinct. The divinatory act has pure!Y 
personal significance. It merely encourages the robbed person . . . 
to challenge the suspected criminal to a trial that has juridical 
standing.• 

Having now rapidly t?uched upon some of the features par-
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ticularly characteristic of primitive juri~prudence, we had better 
examine connectedly the juridical culture of several selected 
peoples, mainly though not wholly in order to ascertain to what 
extent society takes note of transgressions of customary law. 

AUSTRALIA 

The Austmliuns furnish an admirable example of people very 
low in the scale of material advancement yet with a. definite 
central authority for dealing with crime. It is true that some 
rleeds ranking as felonious in our law are not regarded as falling 
within the jurisdiction of anyone beyond the family circle im
mediately involved. A Queenslander may maim or even kill 
his wile so fur ns the tribe is concerned, though in the 1;;\ier 
case ~her kindred may call him to account; and a mother may 
lawfully kill her child within a lew hours alter birth. It Is 
also true that even fur certain transgressions of the nntive code 
the punishment is none other than general ridicule and repro
bation, though this Is often felt far more keenly In primitive 
communities than one would imagine. Finally, other misdeeds 
ure believed to be punished automatically by magicul means; 
thus, a mnn"s hair will turn prematurely gray if he speaks to 
his wife's mother. But when nil deductions are mnde, there 
remains n group of offenses which are neither settled by privo.te 
nrro.ng~ment nor nllowed to meet with mere mockery or im
personlll punishment but where the state in the form of the 
trlhnl council intervenes. 

Let m1 first consider typkal instances Or the privnte adminis
tration of justice. As already indicated, 11. Queenslunder has 
almost complete control over his wife, and for infidelity he may 
•trike her with a boomerang, spear her in the thigh, or heap 
hot ashes upon her stomach. Similarly, a luther may chastise 
nn uninitiated son in ony woy he chooses without being in the 
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slightest degree amenable to outside interference. In cases of 
trespass on individually owned patches of land the proprietor 
may merely vituperate the poacher or he may spear him in the 
leg provided he is of the same tribe, hut an alien is liable to be 
killed. 

Since collective responsibility is recognized, the murder of a 
man may lead to a v~but by one of the most remarkable 
of aboriginal institutions this is often averted through the sun
stitution of a legalized encounter in which the criminal, armed 
with a shield, confronts the kin or local group of the slain. 
These hurl spears at him, which he parries as best he can, until 
his blood flows, which normally closes the proceedings and puts 
an end to all hostility. These expiatory combats have been 
styled ordeals but they are obviously nothing of the sort, since 
they do nut determine the defendant's guilt, which is assumed 
from the start. Such combats also take place in the case of 
lesser offenses, and then the defendant may be actively aided by 
some of his kinsmen and permitted not only to protect himself 
but to throw missiles at his opponents. Formal e>piation is in 
vogue for various misdeeds but seems to have a restricted range 
of distribution. It is very popular in the Southeast and also 
in Queensland, where a thief will express contrition and offer 
his head lor a .blow, while a gossip will allow his mouth to be 
struck by the slandered person. In Central Australia atone
ment of this type does not seem to be customary to the same 
extent, though alter an elopement the abductor may have to 
submit to maltreatment by the offended husband so as to prc
\'ent a fight between the members of the local groups concerned. 
In this region a death ascribed to evil magic is avenged by an 
organized party dispatched by the tribal council. 

There is doubtless some local variation in the con.ception qf 
what constitutes a crime aga-inst society but throughout the 
continent a breach of the incest laws would fall under this heRd. 
Thus, at a tribal councjl of the Dieri a young man was charged 
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with mating within the forbidden degrees. The elders examined 
the matter, sustained the accusation, and almost killed the con
vict, who escaped death only through the appeal made by an 
influential tribesman that he was an imbecile. Very different 
was the adjustment of, say, an elopement of a girl promised in 
marriage with another man. This was a matter for her kin to 
deal with. The aggrieved brothers would engage in a fight with 
the abductor until blood flowed, and the girl was severely 
beaten by her mother and sisters. But so long as the elopers 
stood to each other in the potential relationship of mates as 
recognized by the tribe, this net fell without the jurisdiction of 
the elders' senate. 

Other crimes generally penalized by this governing body are 
rlivulgence or the secrets revealed at initiation and murder by· 
evilnui:gfc:-1\eganiiilg other-forms or homicide usage probably 
varied locally. In northern Queensland the settlement of 
ordinary disputes was o.'personal matter, but any serious injury 
to a member of the local group was avenged by the tribal 
council unless the assault was considered justified by some 
flngrnnt provorntion. 

To sum up, Australian does not differ from advanced juris
prudenre in on exclusive recognition of torts but in regarding 
rerfn.in mi~dr>cds as torts which we consider crimes, reserving 
for the Iotter category a relatively omall number or transgres
Aions.3 

IPUGAO 

HnJ:(no law prrscmts nn extraordinary combination of traits. 
A Rnrirty rnnld hnrdly f'Xist where the separatist tendencies of 
<listincl kins ha.ve been carried to a greater extent than among 
these natives of Luzon, The individual owes allegiance to the 
kin nnd the kin owes protection to Ita members against other 
kins; no obligation devolves on either in a matter concerning 
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other kins of the. same village or district; and there is accord
ingly no functionary acting as arbitrator by virtue of any 
authority vested in him. When kins are arrayed against each 
other, a go-between unrelated to both parties is chosen by com
mon consent but his sole power is that of personal persuasive
ness. Theoretically, then, disintegration might reach the point 
where a community would break up into completely dissociated 
kins. On the other hand, it would be difficult to find a primi
tive tribe where customary law has settled with greater particu
larity what course is proper In any one of a host of possible 
contingencies. This means that what is Jacking in formal 
cohesion is partly made up by the force of a public opinion 
covering the main incidents of social intercourse. Thus when 
an adulterer taken in delicto is slain by the irate husband, 
the kin may indeed prepare to wreak vengeance but in ao 
doing they do not condone the act of adultery; they merely 
take the stand that the offended mate should have demanded 
the customary fine, "that if this had not been immediately 
forthcoming, no one would have questioned the propriety of 
the killing." In other words, grievances are not solely re
garded from the angle of kinship but are appraised according 
to canons accepted throughout the community, which, of course, 
would cease to be one if such were not the ca!e. It remains a 
otrange phenomenon, however, that the Ifugao with all their 
accentuation of the kinship factor have gone so far in standard
izing what might be likened to international procedure. To be 
aure, there are deviations from the norm precisely as in the 
relations of nations; the strong kin is able to browbeat a poorer 
or less numerous group. Nevertheless, the overriding of justice 
seems to be restricted within certain limits. The wealthy 
adulterer may refuse to pay the high-grade indemnity d.emanded. 
hy an indigent plaintiff, but he throws a sop to morality by 
offering the lowest possible fine In such a case, thnt paid when 
both litigants are of the. ~overly-stricken caste. l\!oreo>er, it 
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happens thut the poor sufferer, reckless becauoe he. has nothing 
to lose but his misery, assumes so menacing an attitude that the 
culvrit, counseled to be prudent by his terrified relatives, con
sents to pay the exorbitant fine. The general acceptance of 
certain modes of conduct as proper is also strikingly illustrated 
by the law of seizure. When a debtor refuses to pay the custom
ary fine fur some misdeed, the creditor may furtively or by 
n ruse remove a gong or some other valuable !rom his oppo
nent's dwelling. Provided the confiscator leaves his knife or 
some other article identifying him, his act has legal validity, 
!hut is, Is acknowledged as just, otherwise it constitutes a form 
of larceny. 

The anarchy that on abstract principles follows from the 
cot>xistence uf a series of eovereign groupe in the same locality 
Is thus seen to be mitigated by common standards, to ·which at 
least approx irnate conformity Is yielded by the entire com
munity, Indeed, it may safely be stated that Itugoo society for 
ull its centrifugal character is not lacking in germs that might 
under favorable conditions develop into a political organiza
tion. The very existence of the go-between's office must be 
viewed In this light. True, he has no authority in the strict 
Bense of the tenn; but he mny acquire a reputation for pence
making that becomes both a. source of income and of personal 
prestige. To maintain his standing he will go to considerable 
lengths: he wlll follow the unconciliatory plaintiff or ths 
obdurate culprit, war-knife In hnnd, and compel him to listen. 
Secondly, In spite of the neutrality of all klns not immediately 
ronrerned there is by no means general indifference ns to a 
qnnrrel. "Neighbors and co-villagers do not want to see their 
nei!<hhnrhood torn by Internal dissension and thus weakened as 
to the conduct of warfare against enemies." That is to say, the 
territorinl motive, completely overshadowed as it is hy the kin
ship tit>s, neverthele•• exists in embryo. At a.n actnnl feud 
skirmish tho onlookers shouted: "What kind of wny is this for 
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co-villagers to settle a dispute? Go back home and beget 
sume children, and marry them to each other, giving them the 
t.wo fields, and then it will n1ake no difference where the division 
line is I " Scattered remarks in Mr. Barton"s essay show that 
this sentiment crops up in various ways. We learn of a tacit 
understanding that an lfugao shall so behave a" to avoid in
'Wlving his neighbors in difficulties with natives of inimical or 
semi-inimical districts. It is also important to note that while 
collective responsibilty applies mainly to the kin it may also 
extend to the district. A creditor will seize property belonging 
to the wealthy kinsman of a tardy debtor, but when occasion 
arises he is also likely to confiscate the carabao of his debtors 
fellow-villager. Finally may be cited the distinction drawn 
between an alien and a fellow-villager as regards punishment: 
the foreigner caught stealing is almost certain to be slain, the 
neighbor of another kin merely pays the regular fine. It 
cannot, accordingly, be denied that a sentiment based on loca 1 
contiguity exists among the Ifugao, however faint when com. 
pared with the rival sentinrent of blood-relationship. 

The main features of Ifugao jurisprudence, kin solidarity, the 
functions of the intermediary, the influence of caste, and the 
arrangement of ordeals have been briefly referred to in thi• 
and preceding sections. It remains to point out specifically one 
feature as to the nature of penalties, and another as to pro. 
cedure. All punishment falls into either of two categories-the 
imposition of fines and the infliction of death. Flogging or any 
other form of personal chastisement such as we encounter in 
Australia is not in vogue; nor is imprisonment reported as a 
possible penalty. In procedure it is a noteworthy fact that 
plaintiff and defendant never confront each other. As soon as 
the controversy is formally la\).nched, there is complete sever-. 
ance of diplomatic relations, all business being conducted by 
the go-between, who hears the testimony of each litigant sepa
rately and reports the stro!lg points to his opponent. Naturally 
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this principle becomes inoperative when ordeals are resorted 

to.• 

ESKIMO 

Slmrply defined as the Eskimo are, both racially and linguistl
cully, there ls not the slightest political cohesion among even 
neigh!Joring districts. "The inhabitants of a settlement," says 
llulm, " often form a society apart, and indeed are often at 
vuriance with the veople livin~ in another settlement. Thus the 
lnha!Jitants of the lower part of the Angmagsalik fjord and those 
of the upper part abused each other roundly. Similar amenities 
existed between the inhabitants of the three fjords." Among 
the Central Eskimo also there is a deep distrust of neighboring 
Eskimo tribes, preventing frequent intercourse. A stranger is 
nlten challenged to a contest of strength or endurance and if 
vanquished forfeits his life. In Greenland no one may settle in 
a winter hamlet without the general consent of the inhabitants. 

These facts, of course, tend to show that there is a feeling 
bused on t_erritoriul community within a. very restricteJ area 
l'Uthcr than that such a feeling is lacking. But since there is no 
dominnnt governing agency in an Eskimo settlement, the ad .. 
jn,tment of grievances Is mainly a matter for the individuals or 
kins rather than for the community at large. In this respect, 
then, the Eskimo resemble the J!u~ao. But the Eskimo repr.,. 
sent a much ruder state of society, and accordingly there Is 
none of that precision so characteristic of the l!ugao. The com
munistic trend of Eskimo thought alone suffices to render their 
jurisprudence of a simpler nature since it minimizes property 
law and Is hardly conducive to an elaborate scale of fines. 
Indeed, we hear nothing concerning such penalties. 

On the whole, the Eskimo are not a quarrelsome people and 
the method of o.djudico.ting a personal difficulty in Greenland 
I• typlral of their general spirit. A Greenlnnder who has 
suffered som.t Injury, whether by theft, destruction of property 
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or the abduction of his wife, will compose a s::tirical_song_in 
mockery of the culprit and challenge him to a public singing 
contest ...... ·n~·~i~g·"~~Dd ·ch·a~rltiD·g, he-tfirG ... vs his enemy's mis

deeds into his teeth, exaggerating and deriding them and even 
rattling the family skeletons as well. The accused person re
ceives the mockery with feigned composure and at the close 
of the challenger's charge returns in kind. Apart from the 
period of singing, no hostility whatsoever is displayed. The 
spectators follow proceedings with the greatest interest,_!l'gi_n_~ 1 

on the performers to their utmost efforts. Such contests need 
not be settled in one evening but may be continued for a 
number of years, the litigants taking turns at inviting ench 
other. 
Ca~es _oLmurd."E_ are naturally viewed in a different light, 

but here, too, there is usually no pretence at a public adminis
tration of justice. The nearest relative of the slain person 
wreaks vengeance on the slayer or one ot his kinsmen, 
through the principle of collective responsibility the quarrel may 
be handed down to the following generation, and a number of 
innocent people will suffer death before a formal reconciliation 
is effected. In connection with the carrying out of the feud 
curious usages are reported from widely separated .eectione of 
the Eskimo habitat. Years may pass before punishment for 
the misdeed is attempted, and in the meantime the murderer 
may visit his victim's family, be welcomed and entertained by 
them, and live in peace for the longest period. Then he may 
suddenly be dispatched by his companions on a hunting party 
or challenged to a wrestling match and put to d~ath i! 
\·anquished. 

There are instances, however, where a murderer or some 
other offender has made himself obnoxious to the entire com~ 
munity. In such a case he may be killed by anyone si!flPIY 
as a matter of justice. The· man who intends to take revenge 
on him must ask his oountrymen singly if each agrees in the 
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()pinion that the of(ender is a bad man deserving death. If all 
answer in the afllrmative, he may kill the man thus condemned 
and no one is allowed to uvenge the murder. Summary pun
isluuent is also meted out to people accused of witchcraft sup
posed to have caused the death of a relative; but then the slay
Ing of the sorcerer may precipitate a feud of the usual character. 

There Is another category of delinquencies coming under the 
head of sina:·-It ·is a · ci!rdinurleneCoCEskimo religion that 
the trangression of any one of a legion of taboos endangers the 
food supply: all efforts to hunt seals prove fruitless and the 
settlement is on the verge of starvation. Only confession by 
the transgressor will ward off the penalty in"'ilicted -bftbe 
supernatural powers. Hence a. shaman is invoked to discover 
the cause of the calamity. It the criminal confesses, all is· 
well; "but if he obstinately maintains his innocence, his death 
ulono will soothe the wrath of the offended deity." 

It uppen.rs accordingly that the community is not uniformly 
Indifferent as to the acts of its members, but that like other 
Aocieti{'s it interprets in a manner sui gr.neris the conditions 
under which collective interference by the territorial unit is 
desirable.• 

PLAINS INDIANS 

As mi~ht he expected from the prevalently individualistic 
rhamrter of Plains Indian culture, most difficulties were settled 
hy individuals and by their kindred. Thus, a~111te.ry was ~t 
nn ntrnir of puhlic concern, and if an indignant husband cruelly 
bent or mnimed his unfaithful wife he was not answerable to 
nny cummunnl authority. Even in CMPS of homicide the fami
lies or eihs of the murderer Rnd 1he slnin person we-re primarily 
involv•d, but In such Instances there was generally a definite 
nttempt by the chiefs or other officials to avert a feud. This 
was often done by thrusting a pipe into the principal mourner's 

DD 
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mouth, which morally obliged him to accept such composition 
for the felony as the slayer and his relatives were only too glad 
to offer. I Peace·making was generally the duty ot the~ 
stabulary superintending the buffalo hunt. It has already 
been pointed out how large the powers of these policemen were 
at the time of this coOperative enterprise. Indeed, disobedience 
to their orders on that occasion and consequent imperilment of 
the food supply may be regarded as the one crime against 
society recognized by all the Plains tribes. The severe punish
ment meted out to the culprit has already been described. The 
police society also restrained men from inopportune raids, pre
served order on the march or on ceremonial occasions, and in 
general exercised authority when the success of collective 
undertakings was at stake. 

The Omaha present typical Plains characteristics in their 
administration of law, but· with some additional traits. The 
Council of Seven had the power to order the killing of an unruly 
and rebellious tribesman. The decree was executed by some 
trustworthy man with the aid of a poisoned staff. Usually it 
was customary to give the criminal fair warning by first de
stroying his horses; but if he failed to pay heed to this ad
monition, he himself would suffer the extreme penalty. The 
councilors also took note of deliberate murders, which were 
punished with a four years' banishment. During this period 
the murderer wa11 obliged to remain on the edge of the camp 
and hold no intercourse with anyone but his immediate family, 
who might seek him out and furnish him with provisions. The 
duration of the penalty was in a measure dependent on the 
sentiments of the mourning kin, for as soon as they relented 
the exile was allowed to return. That is to say, homieide 
despite tribal interference ranked after all as a tort' it was not 
the tribe that exacted punishment but the suffering family, and 
the council intervened not to Inflict a condign penalty but to 
satisfy the private feeling of revenge and prevent civil dissen· 
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sion with consequent weakening of the community. The crimes 
of Omaha law were apparently only twofold-setting at naught 
the authority of the seven chiefs and premature hunting in the 
communal chase. o 

POLYNESIA 

The parliamentary body that governed the Samoan settle
ments and districts combined judicial functions with legislative 
and executive powers, but it is not altogether clear to what 
extent personal wrongs were redressed by the council. That 
in some instances private arrangements for composition were 
made, has ai ready been shown, but where the line of demarca
tion wus drawn, what type of offences were reserved !or public 
vengeance, is a matter of some doubt. Thus homicide was 
evidently at times compounded, but in the case of a particularly 
~trocious multiple murder reported by Stair the perpetrator 
was !ornmlly thed and executed. 

A strange feature o! Samoan customary law was the organl
zution of a plundering expedition against the culprit by tho 
lora.l R8scmbly. As soon as a decision had been reached, the 
leaders of the community proceeded to the household of the 
orrcndcr, formally pronounced sentence, -and began to ring a 
breadfruit-tree on the estate, at which signal their followers 
nt once stripped the taro patches, killed the livestock, set the 
house on flre, and drove the whnle family into exile. Primi
tive raids of this type were not confined to Samoa but flourished 
in other parts of Polynesia. Thus, if a Maori hnd accidentally 
destroyod cnllective properly by a flre or deprived his tribe 
of (nod through an n.ct of cnrelessnrss, his neighbors would come 
In n. body and freely appropriate his belongings, possibly 
_thrashing him in addition. 

Other penalties display great refinement of cruelty. For 
theft, for aiTronling travelers, and lor some other forms of 
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misdemeanor the assembly might order the defendant to beat 
his head and chest with a rock till his blood flowed freely. He 
was sometimes forced to bite a poisonous root that would cause 
his mouth to swell, inflicting intense pain lor some time to come. 
Another favorite torture lor thieves was to bind their hands and 
reet and expose them to the broiling sun. 

Hawaiian jurisprudence acknowledged the absolute primacy 
of the king, whose will was law and could absolve from obedi
ence to traditional laws. Though the lesser lords had similar 
powers over the inhabitants of their domain, it was possible lor 
a subject to appeal from a decision of his chief to the supreme 
court of the king. In spite of monarchical and feudal institu
tions, however, some characteristic Polynesian customs con. 
linued to obtain in ordinary relations., For example, plunder
ing expeditions were recognized as legal in retaliation for 
1helt, and the malefactor would submit even if commanding a 
~trong force lest the man power of the entire district be hurled 
against him. A curious ordeal was in vogue -in Hawaii. Plain· 
tilT and defendant were ordered to hold their hands above a 
calabash filled with water, which was supposed to tremble 
and thus reveal the guilty party. 

Evidently the Polynesians must be reckoned among those 
peoples who, irrespective of their law of torts, also punished 
as crimes offences against the community or the ruler.7 

AFRICA 

Among the Negroes of Africa primitive jurisprudence attains 
its highest development. I,; precision and scope their code 
rivals that of the Ilugao, but unlike the Ilugao Uie Negroes 
have almost everywhere an orderly method of procedure llefore 
constituted tribunals. They display a remarkable taste lor 
juridical casuistry and' a·keen enjoyment of forensic eloquence. 
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The notion of collective and consequently vicarious responsi~ 

uility is by no means lacking, but such is the authority of the 
courts tho.t vendettas are rare nnd in the fullest sense ot the 
term probably unknown. \\'hen an Ewe had committed 
IIIIIJ'dt~r, the victim's kin sometimes kidnapped members of the 
crillliuo.l's househohJ or destroyed their fields and houses, but 
that seems ns fur u.s the feud went nnd even in this diluted form 
it was ruther exceptional. There is no one source that ade
quately describes African jurisprudence; accordingly, it will be 
well to summarize the mutually complementary data from 
sever·ul areas. 

In contemplating the legal institutions of the Ewe, and indeed 
of nll the Negro peoples, we are again reminded of the intimate 
bund connecting departments of primitive culture that are 
largely though not wholly separated in our own. Ewe juris
prudence is unintelligible without some knowledge of Ewe 
i'hilosophy of the universe. More particularly are we concerned 
with two basic conceptions, the belief in sorcery and the belief 
in ordeals for the ascertainment of guilt. Opposed to. the 
benevolent mngiciun who cures disease is the evil sorcerer who 
furtively strews poison on his victim's bowl or furniture, afflict
ing him with suffering or death. \\'hen a man is accused of be
witching a tribesman he attempts to clear himself by under
going one of the prescribed tests of innocence. These are in 
ehurge of a speclul guild, each member of which has acquired 
his knowledge by purchase and adoption into the fraternity. 

First of all, the test-owner subjects the defendant to a cross
examination. He asks whether the accused has ever bewitched 
nny one or hns previously been condemned by an ordeal, which 
of course is vigorously denied. Next comes the choice of the 
particular test to be applied. For example, a grain of snit 
mny be east Into a bowl of bolling pnlm-oil: If It splits in two, 
this Is tuken as a sign of guilt; if it remains whole, it indicates 
the accused man's innocence. This proof is supplemented by 
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another. Boiling oil is poured into the defendant's hand; if he 
holds it without signs or distress, his innocence is established, 
otherwise the charge is sustained. The outcome naturally lies 
In the manipulator's hand; if he favors the defendant, he will 
merely feign pouring hot oil and substitute oil that is rela
tively cool. In another test the eyes of the guilty are blinded 
by a poisono~s juice, while those of the innocent reniain un
scathed. 

These, then, are typical methods for the determination of 
the sorcerer's guilt. If he stands convicted, he may yet escape 
the extreme penalty provided his supposed victim is still alive. 
A hoe or pickaxe and a basket are placed before him, and he 
is himself presented with a chance to select his fate. Pickaxe 
and hoe symbolize the grave to be dug for him unless he chooses 
the basket, which signifies merely a heavy fine. But if the 
sorcerer is guilty of murder, he is bound with a rope, led out 
of town by several executioners and interred alive or beaten 
to death. 

It is difficult from our modern point of view to regard with 
anything but abhorrence what seems a farrago of savage 
brutality and ignorance. Yet the cruelties proceed solely from 
the notion that the sorcerer is actually or by intention a ftendish 
murderer; and as for this misconception it remains a fact thet 
even In western Europe a witch was legally executed as late as 
1782. 

The ordeal is not applied solely to cases of sorcery: the test
owner is also invoked to detect a thief. A man may appeal 
from the verdict, but If the chiefs decline further examination 
he bas no redress. On the ·other hand, with the chiefs' consent 
be is permitted to seek a new trial at the hands of anotner 
tester; but since all testers f9rm a brotherhood and. keep on.e 
another informed as to matters of professional Interest, the 
privilege is of only academic signiftcance. The tester's lees are 
paid by the guilty party ~nd his kin ; they are generally s•t at 
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a very high figure and reduced only at the earnest solicitation of 
the unfortunate convict. A certain amount of cowrie-shell 
money, lour chickens, a goat and lour bottles u! whiskey con
stitute a typical honorarium. 

OLviuusly by no means all legal action requires or admits of 
the machinery or the onleul. Under ordinary circumstances 
suits ure simply tried by the council of chiefs vernacularly 
d"signuted as "the old woman." Plaintil'! and defendant in 
turn take the floor, the witnesses of both are examined, and at 
lust the judges withdraw and announce their verdict to the 
speaker. The Iutter proclllims the decision, rubbing white earth 
em the arm of the person who has won the case. The loser is 
obliged to pay all costs and frequently in addition must otter 
compensation to his opponent. Judges are indemnified for their 
lnbors out of the court tees, but the older chiefs receive a. dis
proportionately large share of the proceeds. To convey an 
idea o! the spirit of these court sessions is hardly possible with
out reproducing in detail the transactions themselves. Both 
the style of the pleading and of the procedure are remarkable. 
The utterances of every witness are repeated by th~ official 
speaker, through whom alone the judges are apparently ex
pected to take cognizance of testimony. Judgments, as in the 
case of the ordeals, are not inexorable, so that a line may on 
petition be commuted to one-half of the amourit originally set. 
In the deliverances of the witnesses and litigants wise saws, 
long-drn.wn-out similes, and parables abound. " Listen l" the 
speaker exhorts his audience, 11 we need not quarrel in to~day's 
o"ernhly. It we calmly discuss one point alter the other, we 
Rhu.ll discover who is to blame and shall know what to do In ths 
rase. If little birds nre swnm1ing together and a stone is cae~ 
nmong them, usually none is struck; but if a particular one 
I• nimed at, It Is sure to be hit. . . " o\ chief complains of 
heini'C involved In frequent litigation hy his opponent In these 
word•: " The mouse boxed the eat's ears; but when ths cat 
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was about to box the mouse's ears, the mouse said that the cat 
was seeking a quarrel." Indeed, whole folk-tales are recited in 
illustration of a point. 

One peculiar feature of Ewe jurispruU.enre is the character of 
the oath. There are private, tribal, royal and religious oaths. 
By swearing them the aggrieved person affim1s his innOcence 
and compels an official investigation of the case. Odrlly enough, 
the formula is commonly derived from a calamitous event. 
Thus, the tribal oath consists of the words, " I swear by the 
eve of the Ho," the references being to a sort of Bartholomew's 
night terminating a hostile assault by the AsantP. When the 
king has officially designated some such catastrophic occurrence 
as the subject of an oath, it must not thereafter be mentioned 
for any other purpose. Private oaths refer in corresponding 
fashion to hardships encounter~d by a private iudividual. 

Turning from Togoland to the Limpopo region, we meet with 
the same essentials of African jurisprudence. The notion of 
collective responsibility survives in both areas: as a Ho may 
have his fields destroyed because his brother has committed 
murder, so a Thonga is liable for his kinsmen's debts. In bot!J 
tribes an authoritative tribunal renders decisions, in both witch
craft and the ordeal play a strangely conspicuous part. Only 
in minor particulars are ther~ interesting variations. Thus, 
among the Thonga there is a confirmed belief in divination by 
means of magical bones and shells; hence the diviner casts lots 
in what may be called the preliminary investigation of a death 
by evil magic. If the same sorcerer is twice designated by this 
test, the accusation becomes official and is brought before the 
tribunal, whereupon the divin~r undertakes a new examination 
by questioning, working himself into a trance-like condition. 
If the earlier suggestions are still corroborated and the de- · 
fendant asserts his innocence, he is tried by an ordeal; being 
obliged to swallow an intoxicating draught. If he falls und~r 
Its sways, his guilt is certain and under nhoriginal law he is 
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condemned to death by hanging, impalement or drowning. In 
,.ll this there Is no new principle involved, and the same applies 
to civil cases. But details are naturally moulded by specific 
cultural feo.tur~a. Since Thunga social life largely centers in 
the conceptions of the marriage contract, niuety per cent. of 
the civil auils revolve about the bride-price and are decided in 
uccordu.nce with its traditional interpretation. \Vhen a woman 
has definitely left her husband, her relatives must restore the 
amount paid for her, while the children revert to the mother. 

Hegarding the law of the Kallr tribes to the south of the 
Thong a much valuable information has been. made accessible. 
Among the Amuxusa und their neighbors a fundamental distinc~ 
tiou is drawn between criminal uud civil cases. The former 
include political offenses, Borce•·y, and crimes against the per
sons of tribesmen; they are prosecuted by the chiefs and the 
tines belong to them by Inalienable right. All other cases are 
prosecuted by the plaintirfs and the chiefs have no claim to the 
nwurd mnde, though the plainti!Ys must pay the sheriffs for 
execution of the court's sentence, the amount generally consum
Ing one-third the value o! the fine. It the case is thrown out 
of court, there are no expenses to be paid. Civil cases may be 
""ltled hy agreement before any councilor, hut either party may 
nppenl from the decision to the chief. Sometimes a councilor 
mulcls a subject lor assault and retains the fine, but this Is an 
act of usurp11tion and the chief can at any time demand lhe 
amount pocketed by his subordinate. 

i{aflr criminal law rests primarily on the principle that the 
persons o! individuals belong to the chief. Accordingly, he 
must he compensated for the loss of a snhject. The penalty Is 
Rt>ven head of cattle tor a mnle ~nd ten head for a female; this 
dirlt•rence Is due to the dowry obtoined at marriage. Compen
Blltion for all kinds of homicide Is exacted reg-ardless of the 
rircum"tanceo. II a sorcerer diea under torture or Is killed 
without the chief's explicit sanction, the chief is entitled to 
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compensation though he sometimes renounces his prerogative. 
In the case of a general brawl the fine for each person slain 
is imposed on all those engaged in the fight collectively. Pre
vious to about 1820 a husband might with impunity kill an 
adulterer taken In the act; but the chief Galka abrogated this 
law and placed such cases on the same plane with other forms 
of manslaughter. For assault and battery the fine ranges from 
one to five head of cattle ; generally both parties are fined a• 
nothing is considered to warrant one man in striking another, 
even in self-defense. For abortion the woman and her accom
plices are mulcted four or five head of cattle, and a similar fine 
was imposed in the solitary case of sodomy that came to Mr. 
Warner's notice during a residence of twenty-five years. 

Adultery is a civil case. The fine ranges from one to four 
head according to the husband's station in society and is raised 
to from seven to ten head if pregnancy has demonstrably re
sulted. The child belongs to the husband, who is obliged to 
provide for it. A wife cannot proceed against her husband or 
his paramours for adultery. For the seduction of virgins no 
fine Is imposed, but if pregnancy ensues the father must pay 
one head of cattle and may subsequently claim his offspring by 
an additional payment of two or three head to reimburse the 
mother's kin for the trouble of rearing the child. Without such 
indemnification it remains in their custody. Theft occurs 
mainly in the form of stock-raiding. When the property is not 
recovered, a tenfold compensation was anciently deemed 
proper; otherwise no fine was imposed .. As already set forth in 
another connection, wilful Injury to property calls for complete 
Indemnification, but for accidental injury no damages are 
granted. 

Fines thus con.stitute the only normal penalty recognized by 
Kaflr law. Only when a su'Qject defies the authority of th'e 
·ruler, the chief will clandestinely gather an armed force, 
descend upon the rebelliouo household, seize all the livestock, 
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and if resistance is made have the outlaws killed without cere
nwny. 

The kingdom of Uganda represents the most highly organized 
of aboriginal states and its legal institutions naturally display 
aorue additional ft!atures. Here there was a series of hierarch!~ 
cully graded courts. Even petty chiefs acted as magistrates for 
their •uLjects, but these had the privilege of appealing to suc
cessively higher authorities until they got to the grandee com
Liuiug the functions of a prime n1inister with those of a chief 
Justice. In his court most appeals ended, hut exceptional cases 
were brought before the king himself.. The chief Justice had a 
deputy fur trying the less important cases, hut expected a 
report from his assistant and himself rendeNd judgment 
accordingly. In each ol the lower tribunals the plaintitt paid a 
ft·e of twenty cowrie-sheJIB when stating his case and a supple
mentary fee o! a gout and a barkcloth before the defendant 
was summoned; the latter also made an initial payment of a 
goat and a harkdoth. It the defendant was convicted, he had 
to puy the pluintitl two goats and a harkcloth over and above 
the award. In appealing to the prime minister's court the 
plalnlltl was obliged to pay ten goats and five harkcloths as the 
Initial fee. The minister, besides this fee, received one-fourth of 
the fine Imposed, and the loser had to refund all the court fees. 

In addition to features common to African tribes such as the 
nrdeul and collective composition for crime Uganda law recog
nized torture for the purpose ol extracting information and as 
n penally confinement In the stocks, the culprit usually having 
his foot thrust Into the hole cut through a heavy log. A rope 
tied to the leg enabled the prisoner to lift it and walk, hut the 
constant rubbing of the wood against his foot and the use o! 
guards made escape Impracticable. Sometimes both nrms and 
one leg were put Into the storks. Uganda usage certainly de-

. monstrates once more how little connection there is between 
Plnborntion and refinement of social life.• 
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CONCLUSION 

It has now been demonstrated to satiety that the majol'ity 
of primitive communities recognize --not mercly wrongs inflicted 
by individuals upon individuals and precipitating a dispute 
between their respective kins, but that over and above the law 
of torts there is generally a law of crimes, of outrages resented, 
not by a restricted group of relatives but by the entire com
munity or its directors. The conclusion reacts upnn and 
strengthens the argument of the preceeding chapter, for it 
shows the reality of the territorial unit for certain specJ!Ic 
social aims. Naturally the relative strength of the kinship and 
the territorial sentiment varies with the tribe; or better, their 
spheres of dominance differ in different parts of the globe. But 
even in so exaggerated an instance of discrete kins as that of 
the Ifugao a latent neighborliness comes to light when the 
mutual re-actions of co-villagers are contrasted with the senti
ments evoked by an outsider. The territorial bond must then 
be considered as one of the social ties occurring concomitantly ------ -· - - -- ----
with others in the simpler stages of civilization. 
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CHAPTER XV 

CONCLUSION 

PRIMITIVE society wears a character rather differont !rom 
that popularized by Morgan's school. Instead of dull 

uniformity, there is II!_O_ttl~d diversity; instead of the single aib 
pattern multiplied in fulsome profusion we detect a variety ol 
social units, now associated with the sib, now taking its place. 
Let us visualize the actual aspect of primitive conditions by a 
concrete example from a by no means unusually complical<!d 
social environment. 

In the !\fountain Crow band, some eighty years ago, a. woman 
of the Thick-lodge sib gives birth to a boy. Her husband 
summons a renowned warrior of his sib, the Badleggings, who 
dubs the child Strikes-three-men in memory of one of his own 
exploits. As Strikes-three-men grows up, he learns how to 
net towards the rel;ttives on either side of his family and what 
conduct to expect in return. The female Thick-lodges make !or 
him beaded shirts and moccasins, on the male members he can 
rely for aid in any difficulty, His father he comes to regard as 
the natural provider· and protector of the immediate family 
circle; to all the other men of the Bad-leggings sib .he gives. 
presents when he can and treats them with respect. On their 
part they become his official eulogists as soon as he distinguishes 
himelf by skill as a hunter or by bravery in battle; and the 
bond between him and them is so close that when one of then\ 
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commits an offense against tribal etiquette an apppropriate 
nickname is attached to his own person. With the children of 
his ' fathers' a curious reciprocal relationship unites him. 
They are his mentors und he is theirs. They throw in his teeth 
his foibles and misdemeanors, and he retaliates in kind. To 
these various relations based on family and sib ties associational 
unea ure suon addeil. He enters a league of playmates mimic
king the warrior societies and tries to gain glory by striking deer 
und buffalo as the older braves count coup on Dakota or Cheyenne 
(oemcn. As he grows older, Albino-bull, one of his companions, 
becomes a bosom friend. Together they go courting and share 
euch other's mistresses j together they set out on war parties, 
each shielding the other at the risk of his own life; together 
they join the Fox society to which Albino-bull has been invited; 
and together they leave it when the rival Lumpwoods, impressed 
hy (he young men's war record, bribe them into their !old. Now 
o novel sot of relutiona ensues. StrikeS-three-men aids his 
ft'llow-Lumpwoods as he aids his sib-mates; he and his comrade 
participate In all of the society's feasts and dances; and they 
while away leisure hours lounging and smoking in the tents of 
their new associates and singing Lumpwood songs. When 
Strikes.three-men buys a. wife, still another unit Is added to 
his social groups; added rather than substituted for the old 
family group because the tie that links him with his brothers 
and sisters remains not only unsnapped but in full force. About 
this time o. fanC'Y may seize our hero to cast in his lot with the 
band hunting about the Yellowstone confluence. Henceforth ite 
politirnl relations become his. With his new fellows he pays 
visits to the friendly Vlllnge trihes of the upper Missouri, with 
them he pur.ues a ga.ng of Dakota raider!!, and when the Moun· 
lain Crow decline to join a punitive war party against the 
hereditory enemy he is ns vociferous as any River Crow In 
denounolng the pusillrmimlty of the band of his nativity. From 
the start he has been no stranger in the strange land: there are 
Thirk·lodgrs on the Yellowstone who greet him as a brother, 
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and he mingles without formality with the Lumpwoods there 
resident. The illness of one of his children may evoke a vow: 
on its recovery he pledges him.self to seek admission into the 
Tobacco order. Four-bears, of the Weasel chapter, is willing to 
initiate him, and so Strikes-three-men and his wife become 
members, privileged to join in the annual planting of the sacred 
weed and in all other ceremonial activities of their branch. A 
special bond of intimacy unites them henceforth with their 
sponsor Four~bears, from whom an occasional horse may be 
expected as a token of paternal affection. 

Thus our Crow comes to be a member of some half-a-dozen 
well-defined groups. By birth he belongs to a sib, a family 
and a band. Later a life-long friendship couples him with 
Albino-bull; he joins the Fox and subsequently the Lumpwod 
organization ; and is finally admitted to the religious Tobacco 
order. As a mature man he is simultaneously a Thick-lodge, 
Albino-bulls's partner, a Lumpwood, a River Crow, a \\'easel, 
besides forming the center of an individual household. Mani
fold as are his affiliations, they are hardly above the average in 
number and complexity. Under special circumstances a variety 
of others could be added. Through distinguished valor he 
may become a chief; the purchase of one medicine would estab
lish a ceremonial tie between him and the seller; by buying 
another he would come to join still another definite organiza. 
tion, the Horse Dancers. On the whole, there is remarkably 
little collision of interests through this varied allegiance; and 
an extension of sentimental attachment takes place rather 
than a clash of emotions associated with diverse groups. Doubt· 
Jess some obligations sit more lightly than others. If one 
of two comrades were affronted by their military society, 
both would leave it and seek entrance into another. It is also· 
saf• to infer that regard for one's wife would be readily sacri
ficed either to one's blood kin or to one's club. Not in the 
real life of the Crow bourgeois, but by that swash·buckling. 
standard of honour to which he is content to make public 
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oboioance, a. woman is only a. woman and to show overmuch 
solicitude on her account would mean a loss of face. But the 
occasions for such demonstrations are not over-numerous and 
the average tribesman does not sul'ler much distress from the 
variety of his memberships. 

The multiplicity of social relations could be as strikingly 
illustrated by other examples. In the sibless Andamans we 
should have to reckon with status as determined by dietary 
restrictions, conjugal and parental position. A Banks Islander 
would be found to belong at once to a sib, a grade in the club, 
and hull a dozen Ghost societies. Among the Vedda territorial 
grouping would figure prominently, and in Polynesia distinc
tions of caste would come to the foreground. In each and 
E'lvcry case, however, diverse coexisting units would have to 
be considered. 

Multiplicity by itself would not be fatal to a generalized 
scheme of social evolution, for abstractly it is conceivable that 
ot a certain definite stage in the history of the· sib organization 
status groups would supervene, at another age-classes, and 
so forth. But empirically it turns out that the several types of 
social unit are combined in a purely capricious fashion. In one 
region we find secret societies with sibs; in another, sibs but 
no secret societies; in a third, a secret society without sibs; a 
fourth tribe has either or both features in combination with all 
sorts of associations; a fifth lacks both. Upon what principles 
run he fixed the chronological order of the observed combina
tions? >ihall we say that Andamenese siblessness plus 
status grouping Is anterior to Maidu siblessness and lack of 
stntus grouping plus a secret organization? And is the Mela. 
neslan union of mother-sibs, sex dichotomy with graded clubs, 
and Ghost societies, earlier or Inter than the Hidutsa complex of 
mother-sibs, military age organizations and bundle societies? 
An attempt to embody the exuberant variety of phenomena in a 
single chronological sequence seems hopeless. Probably even 
adherents of unilinear evolution would admit that the totality 

EE 
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of social manifestations cannot be dealt with in this fashion 
and would be content with maintaining that only each distinct 
type of social unit or phenomenon taken by itself tends to de
velop through a fixed series of stages. 

But this contention has been proved erroneous for practically 
every department of social organization. Its fallacy becomes 
patent as soon as we place side by side the institutions of tribes 
in distinct areas but on the same general level of cultural ad
,·ancement. The aboriginal Australians were economically 
hunters and seed-gatherers, and that was tile condition of the 
Paviotso of Nevada, both representing technologically the Neo
lithic stage of European archaeologists. Yet, whatever branch 
of their social life we compare, there is complete dissimilarity. 
The Australians have sibs, moieties, totemism, classes ; among 
the Paviotso not even the faintest germ of these institutions is 
to be detected so that there is no reason to assume that they 
ever would have risen or fallen to a similar form of organiza
tion. Politically, too, there is no suggestion of resemblance: 
there is no Paviotso body with powers comparable to those of 
the Australian gerontocracy; on the other hand, there is nothing 
in Australia comparable to a director of the rabbit-hunt, in 
whom is vested what meager central authority exists in Nevada. 
Australians and Plateau Shoshoneans prove not only different 
but incommensurable; they represent not one line of develop
ment but two separate lines. If it be suggested that these are 
arbitrarily selected cases, let others be substituted. The 
Andamanese represent the same stage. of general advancement 
and they are sibless like the Paviotso. But to their division 
into married couples, bachelors and spinsters there is no 
parallel among the Nevada people; and though the segregation 
of bachelors occurs in Australia, this partial resemblance _;,as 
found to be probably the result of historical conne.ction wiih 
the same peoples rather than of independent, spontaneous 
evolution. 

There is no loop-hoie for the specious plea that general cui-
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tural advancement and. social advancement may proceed in 
mutual Independence of each other. That argument. bas al
ready been examined in another context and its worthlessness 
"ppears when peoples are grouped precisely according to the 
complexity of their social institutions. From that angle, the 
Negroes and the Polynesians, who would occupy quite different 
rungs technologically, may be regarded as roughly equivalent. 
Yet to compare Uganda and Hawaii is to pass from one cultural 
universe to another: the Africans are devoid of the Polynesian 
caste system founded on divine lineage ; and throughout Poly
nesia not a trace appears of that complicated jurisprudence that 
is so marked a trait of Negro Africa. If the assumed laws of 
social evolution operate neither among peoples of like general 
condition nor among peoples of generally like complexity of 
social organization, where can they possibly be conceived to 
operate? 

But what of the resemblances that undoubtedly do occur in 
widely separated areas? Is it not an inherent law that pro
duces polyandry in Eskimo and Toda communities or sib• 
among the Pueblo and the Gros Ventre Indians? At this pomt 
It Is desirable to discriminate more sharply than has hitherto 
been done between the theory of Independent development, 
which I have a~ain and again advocated, and a belief in laws 
regulating the Independent reproduction of the same series of 
stages which I now at the close of my investigation formally 
abjure. Undoubtedly there are certain conditions that may 
recur in different areas and produce similar results. Scarcity 
of women and polyandry were seen to be thus causally linked, 
but ns I have already shown In the appropriate place the paral
lelism is of strictly limited scope. The common cause of poly
andry Is female Infanticide, but the cause of infanticide was 
seen to vary, while the Implications of polyandry again show 
divergen<"e in the two regions after the brief span of likeness. 
Generally speaking, the duplication of conditions may indeed 
produce the duplication of one sequence Jmt there the matter 
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ends. For the course of cultural evolution depends not on that 
single element of similarity but on the whole complex of 
associated features as well, and since these are not alike nor 
indeed well can be alike in peoples with a distinct body of 
cultural traditions, the effect is almost inevitablY. divergence 
so far as any advancement occurs at nil. But it should be 
noted that often enough such advancement is not observed ; 
development terminates in a blind alley with no possibility of 
further parallelism. When we have recognized how a like 
social point of view can produce a similar term of opprobrium 
among Australian blacks and Crow Indians (p. 11), that is as 
far as we can go. There is no further social result flowing 
from the use of similar vituperative epithets, nor can any 
further consequence therefrom be readily imagined. At this 
juncture it is well to revert to the linguistic analogy of the 
introductory chapter. When the Shoshoni and the Greeks 
independently evolve a dual number, this is the result of similar 
classificatory processes, but what is the general import of the 
isolated resemblance? Precisely nil. It has not inaugurated 
a series of morphological changes making both languages con
form to a common linguistic pattern. To be sure, it is conceiv
able that a classification of the type mentioned might be cor
related with certain other features that are descriptively dis
tinct though psychologically linked. The total resemblance in 
structure would nevertheless remain remarkably slight. Now 
this example illustrates my conception of the independent de
velopment of sociological or cultural traits. Independent de
velopment occurs; but its products have a negligible influence 
on the total course of events in their respective series, which 
remain essentially distinct. 

The occurrence of conve~gent evolution-of lil~e results 
achieved through different channel&-might be cited as evidence 
of Jaws consummating predestined ends. But in by far the 
greater number of lns\~ces the likeness dissolves on closer 
scrutiny into a su.llerficial or only partial resemblance. Thu~ 
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teknonymy appeared as a possible result of a system of status 
designations, of feminine inferiority, or of a paucity of kinship 
terms. Evidently the import of the custom is quite different in 
these cases; or rather there are three customs which it is some-
limes convenient to call by a common name. In the same 
way we find it convenient to group together as democracies the 
politics of ancient Athens and of the United States. This sets 
t.hem opart for certain purposes from certain other constitutions 
hut implies no recognition of either genetic or psychological 
affinity. But even where genuine likeness has been achieved 
we find divergence setting in after convergence, as in the case 
of polyandry. 

Thus neither the examples of independent evolution from 
like causes nor those of convergent evolution from unlike causes 
establish an innate law of social progress. Or.e fact, however, 
encountered at every stage and in every phase of society, by 
it.self lays the axe to the root of any theory of historical laws-
the extensive occurrence of ditrusion. C:reating nothing, this 
factor nevel'theless makes nil other agencies taper almost into 
nothingness beside it In its effect on the total growth of human 
civilization. An explnnation of the ultimate origin of the 
Omaha sib would accm,mt for one sib organization; transmis-
Rion accounts for that organization among a dozen tribes or 
morn. Ditrusion not merely extends the range of a feature, 
but in so doing it Is nble to level the ditrerences of race, geo· 
graphical environment, and economic status that are popularly 
n-.umed as potent Instrumentalities in cultural evolution. 
Through dif!usion the Chinese come to share Western notions of 
government; through diffu~ion the Southern Plains Indians 
rome to •hnre with the Iroquois of the Woodlands a type of 
•ib that distinguishes them from their fellow-Siouans living 
nnd(lr t.he snme geographical rnndit.ions: thr'lH~h diffusion 
fl::-h<·rmPn, reindPer nomnrls, nnd tillers of the soil come to 
rnff'rtnin the Jndf:lnticnl concf'ption of feminine disabiliti~~. 

Any !'Onreivnhle tendency of human society to pursue a fixed 
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sequence of stages must be completely veiled by tbe incessant 
tendency to borrowing and thus becomes an unknowable 
noumenon that is scientifically worthless. Strangely enough, 
it was a jurist who clearly recognized this fact at a time when 
anthropologists were still chasing the will-o'-the-wisp of histori
cal laws; and Maitland's memorable words in Domesday Book 
and Beyond may well be quoted in full: " Even had our an
thropologists at their command material that would justify 
them in prescribing that every independent portion of mankind 
must, if it is to move at all, move through one fated series of 
•tages which may be designated as Stage A, Stage B, Stage C, 
and so forth, we still should have to face the fact that the 
rapidly progressive groups have been just those which have not 
been independent, which have not worked out their own salva
tion, but have appropriated alien ideas and have thus been 
enabled, for anything that we can tell, to leap from Stage A 
to Stage X without passing through any intermediate stages. 
Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors did not arrive at the alphabet or 
at the Nicene Creed, by traversing a long series of 'stages'; 
they leapt to the one and to the other." Present ethnographical 
knowledge warrants us in extending Maitland's argument; we 
know that the relatively stationary no less than the relatively 
progressive peoples have evolved their culture through contact 
with alien ideas, and that accordingly the conditions for the 
operation of social laws among independent peoples nowhere 
exist. By all means let us register such sequences as may be 
found to recur in separated regions, but let us not dignify these 
strictly limited and sometjmes trivial relations, such as that 
between polyandry and a paucity of women, by the pretentious 
title of historical laws. 

To recognize the complexity and singularity of cultural 
phenomena, mainly as a consequence of diffusion, is th.en to 
abandon that quest of short-hand fonnulas prescrihed by Pro~ 
lessor :pearson, and it' will be abandoned not from any foolish 
disdain for a simplification <Jf facts but because we prefer tc 
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have the facts unsimplifled than a simple statement that fails 
to correspond with them: The evolutionary views until recently 
current among anthropologists are of the category of those 
• laws' denounced by Sir Henry Maine when in 1861 he wrote 

. as follows: " Theories, plausible and comprehensive, but abso· 
lutely unverified, . . . enjoy a. universal preference over 
sober research into the primitive history of society and law." 
The period has come tor eschewing the all-embracing and 
ba,eless theories of yore and to settle down to that sober histori
cal research Involved in the intensive study of specific regions. 

Must we, then, resign all hope of rising from a contemplation 
of unique series of events to an interpretation? By no means. 
First of all the renunciation of historical lawB does not imply 
the renunciation of uniformities Independent of the time 
factor and veritably inherent in the essence of social 
existence. The universality of borrowing is itself a generaliza. 
tion ()f this type, as is the implied aversion from or inability 
for creative etlort, which in turn is correlated with the per
sistence of cultural features once established. Secondly, it is 
prrc!sely the singular combination of traits forming the con
text or past history of a given feature that, in conjunction with 
such several sociological principles aB these, furnishes 
nn interpretation of its meaning, as nothing else whatsoever 
ran. An example from Maine, that champion of sane historical 
methods, will elucidate the point. Maine was confronted with 
the fact that the later Roman republic dispensed with the 
•loath pennlty, a filet which had led to explanations based on 
the supposed psychology of the Romans. But Maine discovered 
tlmt at the time in question permanent judicial bodies were 
rommissions holding a delegated authority from the legislative 
ns•embly, which itself lacked power of Inflicting cnpital punish
ment, honce could not delegate such authority to one of its 
creatures. The Interpretation completely claritles the' problem, 
carries Immediate conviction, and at once exposes the specious~ 
nosa of any type of explanation not founded on similar prin-
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ciples. When we desire to understand Masai age·classes or 
Hidatsa age-societies, we shall do well to follow not Morgan or 
Schurtz, but Maine; to saturate ourselves with the spirit ~<ud 
history of Masai and Hidatsa culture, respectively, and with 
that or their neighbors, rather than to fly for aid to a chimeri
cal law of social evolution. 

The principles that underlie the growth of social organization 
do not differ from the principles operative in culture generally. 
It was once believed that the stages which archaeological re
search reveals" in western Europe must be stages mankind have 
everywhere been obliged to traverse. But the case of African 
technology suffices to disprove the assumption: the Africans 
did not pass from a Stone Age to an Age of Copper and Bronze 
and then to an Iron Age; whether through autochthonous 
advancement or through borrowing from Asiatic sources, they 
passed directly from the manufacture of stone tools to the 
manufacture of iron tools. In another phase of material civili
zation the American natives, except in Peru, completely failed 
to domesticate animals for economic use, clearly proving that, 
as in Yucatan and Mexico, a fairly complex cultural structure 
can be reared without resting on domestication as one of its 
supports. In the absence of an inherent law of evolution, then, 
social history merely conforms to the facts of culture history 
generally. 

There is nevertheless an important difference not so much 
objectively as from the point of view of the appraising observer 
between the history of material culture· and that of social 
organization. In the former there are periods of retrogres
sion or stagnation alternating with eras of advancement, and 
the very use of these words implies criteria for judging pro
gress. Nor is it difficult to fathom their foundation. Tocils are 
contrivances for definite practicai purposes ; if these are a<.
complished more expeditiously and efficiently by one set of 
tools, then that set is better.· He~ce it is a purely objective 
judgmo"lt that metal axes are superior to those of stone. So 
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economic activity has for its object the sustenance of human 
existence, and when the possibilities for supporting life are 
enlarged as by the domestication of an eatable and milkable 
f.pccies, we are justified in speaking of a progreBSive change. 
But in the sphere of social life there is no objective criterion 
fur grading cultural phenomena. The foremost philosophers 
are not agreed as to the ultimate ideals to be sought through 
sociul existence. Within a century Western thought and 
action have swung from one pole to the other, from the ex
tremes of Manchesterian individualism to the extremes of state 
flocialism; and the students, evaluation of, say, the com
munistic bias of Eskimo society will not be the same if he is a 
disciple of Herbert Spencer as it would be if he were a disciple 
of Prince Kropotkin. Democracy has become a slogan .of 
modern times, bu~ It has also roused the impassioned protests 
of men of genius and of reactionary biologists, some of whom 
doubtless cast wistful glances in the direction of Micronesia., 
lamenting the decay of that spirit of loyalty to superior rank 
so nobly preserved in the Marshall Islands. Again the un
qualified emancipation of woman may be the only goal con
sistent with strict individualism, but what if individualistic 
aspirations are subordinated to others, say, to the perpetuation 
of traditional family Ideals or to eugenic aims? Here, too, 
judgment of primitive conceptions must depend on one's subjec
tive reaction to moot-problems of modern speculation. Even 
where the verdict of modern society tends to unanimity, the 
critical Investigator cannot accept it as absolutely valid. It is 
not obvious that obligatory monogamy is in an absolute sense 
the most preferable form of marriage, least of all when It is 
tempered with a system of libertinage producing something 
not wholly different from the system of the Massi. 
· In short, the appraisal of sociological features is wholly 

diiTercnt from that of technological features of culture. The 
Inlier may be rated according to the closeness with which they 
accomplish known ends ; the former have unknown ends or 
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ends whose value is a matter of philosophic doubt, hence they 
can be graded only on subjective grounds and must scientifically 
be treated as incommensurable. 

Of course it is true that social organizations differ in com
plexity, but that difference fails to provide a criterion of pro
gress. When the Andamenese evolved or borrowed the notion 
of segregating bachelors from spinsters, and both from married 
couples, their social culture gained in complexity, but it is not 
easy to prove that it experienced either improvement or de
terioration. If our enlightened communities coped as success
fully with, say, the problem of maintaining order as ruder 
peoples in a simpler environment then it might be conceded 
that our complex administrative machinery represents an in
tellectual advance. But the condition is contrary to fact, and 
our cumbersome method of preserving the peace and the more 
elegant solution of the same problem in simpler c-ircumstances 
remain incommensurable. 

When from definite customs and institutions we tum to the 
dynamics of social history, the result is again the impossibility 
of grading cultures, but for a different reason. Institutions are 
generally different and not comparable ; processes are not only 
romparable hut identical in the simpler and the !>igher civili
zations. Thus we find the co-operative motive and the need for 
congenial companionsh,ip incarnated in a variety of forms 
among primitive peoples and at times even simulating the sem
blance of quite modern institutions, as in the case of the 
Samoan trade unions. As an invariab.le cnmponent of primi
t-ive life we further encount.er the eternal striving for prestige, 
which is thus clearly a characteristic of all social aggregates. 
The peacock theory of primitive man does away with that 
shopworn commonplace that -primitive society wholly merges 
the individual in his group. It· is true that at bottom it despises 
individuality, for it prizes variation only in a direction it has 
predetermined and con"formity to its standards is the price 
exacted for recognition. But in this respect primitive and· 
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civilized society coincide in principle, however they may differ 
In detail. History records a transfer of power from one mysti
cally sanctified source o! authority to another, !rom a church to 
a book, !rom a book to a state, or to an intangible public 
opinion. But with unfailing tenacity every society from the 
simplest to the most complex has adhered to the principle that 
the one unpardonable sin consists in setting up one"s private 
judgment against the recognized social authority, in perpetrat
ing an infraction o! tribal taboos. When, therefore, Sir Henry 
Maine points out the growing importance of contractual in
stead o! status relations in modem society, his argument is o! 
formal rather than of substantial significance !or the history o! 
iudividual freedom. In the disposal of his property an Ewe is 
not so free as an American, in other regards he is freer; and 
both are hedged about by a set of conventions whose breach 
may subject them to indignity, ostracism, and death. Neither 
morphologically nor dynamically can social life be said to have 
progressed from a stage of savagery to a stage of enlighten
ment. 

The belie! in social progress was a natural accompani
ment of the belie! in historiral Jaws, especially when tinged 
with the evolutionary optimism of the 'seventies of the nine. 
teenth century. II inherent necessity Urges all societies along 
a fixed path, metaphysicians may still dispute whether the 
underlying force be divine or diabolic, hut there can at least 
be no doubt as to which community is retarded and which 
accelerRted in Its movement towards the appointed goal. But 
no such necessity or design appears from the. study of culture 
history. Cultures develop mainly through the borrowings due 
to chance contact. ·our own civilization Is even more largely 
than the rest a complex of borrowed traits. The singular order 
o! events by which It has come Into being provides no •chedule 
lor the Itinerary of alien cultures. Hence the specious plea 
thnt a given people must pass through such or such a otage 
In our history before attaining this or that destination can no 
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longer be sustained. The student who has mastered Maitland's 
argument will recognize the historical and ethnologic absur
dity of this solemn nonsense. In prescribing for other peoples 
a social programme we must always act on subjective grounds; 
but at least we can act unfettered by the pusillanimous fear 
of transgressing a mock-law of social evolution. 

Nor are the facts of culture history without bearing on the 
adjustment of our own future. To that planless hodgepodge, 
that thing of shreds and patches called civilization, its his
torian can no longer yield superstitious reverence. He will 
realize better than others the obstacles to infusing design into 
the amorphous product; but in thought at least he will not 
grovel before it in fatalistic acquiescence but dream of a rational 
ocheme to supplant the chaotic jumble. 
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Adolescent ceremonies, for girls, 
305· 

Adoption, Andaman Islands and 
Torres Straits, 158; of children, 
74; part played in Sib member
ship, roC)- I ro. 

Adultery, punishment for, 401-402, 
410· 

Age-classes, 30o-3o6, and four 
class system, 256 ; Cunow on, 
245; Hidatsa, 280, 281 ; Masai, 
259, 26o·261 0 261-263, 28o-z81 ; 
Omaha, 308 ; Plains Indian, 32o-
321 ; in Schurtz's scheme, 285-
287, 289, 30I-Jo6; secondary, 
308-309, 315, 318. 

Age, factor, in African and Ameri
can tribes, JOI-Jo2: factor in 
Australian organization, 252,303; 
factor, Dakota Comrades, 306 ; 
factor, within the family, 301 ; 
factor Plains military societies, 
309; grading by, Andaman 
Islands, 247; purchase and rank, 
in l'la.ins Indian societies, JII-
315· 

Age-grades, Australian class system, 
256-258; Hidatsa, 278. 

Age-groupings, plains societies, 31o-
312. 

Age-societies, Plains Indian, 3 1o
J2I ; interpreted 320 f. See also 
Age-clo.sscs. 

Agriculture and horticulture, 184, 
185, 187-188; division of labor 
in, 71 ; woman's share in, 152, 
169, 174-175. 208. 

Alliances, betwc..-en North American 
tribes, 373-374· 

Animnl nwnes for Sibs, Admiralty 
Islands, 114: Buin, 114. 130a 
131; Iroquois, 135-136; Winnea 
bago, ll2; Northwest Coast 
moieties, n I. 

Aristocracy, basis among Plains 
lnilia.ns, 32c:t-327; basis, New 

Zealand, 326 ; in primitive, 
society, 340. See Caste. 

Associations, 245-321, 379-81 ; in 
Andamans, 247 seq.; co-existing 
with Sibs among Crow, 412 seq.; 
defined, 245 ; historical survey 
of, 245-247; rarity in Asia, 297; 
relation to political organization, 
380 f. ; relation to Sibs, 245, 
250; theory of, 284-323; varie
ties of, 306-310; women's 
Hidatsa, 281-282 ; women's, in 
North America, 292. 

Autocracy, African rulers, 361, 
362; Natchez, 368. 

Avoidance, Frazer's interpretation 
of rules of, 86, 88, 9r2 ; parcnta 
in-law, Tyler's interpietation of, 
89-92 ; psychoanalytc motivaa 
tion in parent-inalaw taboo, 86-
89, 

Avunculate, 237; defined, 77-So; 
and cross-cousin marriage, 163; 
examples of usages connected 
with, 78-79: and matrilineal and 
patrilineal descent, 162-164; in 
Oceania, 169; and privileged 
familiarity, 9.5· 

Bachelor's Kraals, Masai, 26o-261. 
Bachelors segregated, Andamans, 

247, 302 f. ; Australia, 2.52; 
Bororo, 47; Masa.i, 47. 259; 
North America, 304 ; Zulu, 303, 
30o. 

Baden-Powell, on joint ownership 
of land in India, 221 f. 

Bandelier, on Mexican land tenure, 
208 f. 

Betrothals, infant, 17, 49· 
Bilateral family, universality of, 

14· 
Bilateral kin group, 61-64, 
Blood feuds, 354, 386, 390, 400. 
Blood-~n, prohibition against 

ma.rnage of, 14-15. 
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Blood-money, 390. 
Boas, on totemism, 132, 137; on 

Tripartite organization of North~ 
west Coast tribes, 129-130. 

Borough-English. See Junior· 
right. 

Bra:very, influence on prestige, 
Bagobo, 328 ; Masai, 327-328 ; 
New Zealand, 327 ; Plains Indian, 
32 5· 

Bride-price, and dowry, in North 
America, 19-21 ; Kai, 19; in
fluence of patrilocal and matri
local residence, 68--Jo; influence 
of practice of polygamy, 40; 
Thonga, x 9-20. 

Bride-purchase in Siberia, I68-x6g. 
Brother-in-law and sister-in-law, 

privileged familiarity between, 
95. 96. 

Brother-sister marriage, 14. 
Brown, on Australian family, 63-

64 ; on Australian kinship usages, 
76-77 ; on Australian four--class 
system, 256. 

Bull-roarer, 253-254, 298-299; its 
equivalent, 267. 

Bundles, ceremonial, Hidatsa, 282, 
292. 

Burial customs, influence on rules 
of inheritance, 233. 

Caste, 331-341; affects prestige, 
327, 331 seq., 338 seq., 34&-353; 
afl.ects property rights, 223; 
system, Marshall ~?lands, 216, 
351-352. 

Caste, system~ 331-341 ; affects 
prestige, 327, 331 seq., 353 seq., 
341>-353 ; affects property rights, 
223 ; Africa, 335-339 ; Maori, 
331-333; Marshall Islands, 217, 
351-352; Natchez, 337-339; 
New Zealand, 327 ; Northwest 
Coast, 339-341; Polynesia, 331; 
Samoa, 333-335. 

Ceremonial chambers, Pueblo, 295; 
functions of Sibs, II3-II4, 120; 
life, Hidatsa, parental kin in, 62 ; 
objects, ownership and transfer 
of, 228 ; organisations, Zuiii, 269-
270 ; paraphernalia, 260, 2·66; 
277 ; privileges, individual owner· 

ship of, 226-227; privileges, 
transfer and ownership of, 228-
232. 

Ceremonies, for absolution from 
taboos, Adamans, 248-249 ; 
women's position in, 187-tBB. 

Chattels, laws relating to, 222-224. 
Chiefs, Africa, 21~2n, 336, 356 

seq., 409, 410; Algonkian, 370; 
Australia, 346 ; California, 328-
329, 390; Crow, 37~371 ; 
Dieri, 248; Marshall Islands, 
351-352; Melanesia, 353; 
Natchez, 337-339, 368-369; New 
Guinea, 355; New Zealand, 217, 
331-332, 341>-350; North 
America, 37~373; Northwest 
Coast of North America, 339, 
368-369; Oceania, 214-218, 331 
seq., 348 seq.; Plains Indian, 
325; Polynesia, 214, 331 ; 
Samoa, 333, 349-351; Solomon 
Islands, 354-355. 

Chieftaincy, succession ot, Buin, 
us. 

Children, adoption of, 74: ind.ivid~ 
ual ownership of property, 222-
223 ; relations with maternal 
uncle, 78-79 ; relations with 
paternal kin, 79-80 ; status, in 
matrilocal household, 67, 68; 
status, in matrilocal and patri
local residence, 150; status in 
patrilocal household, 67, 68; 
tendency to stabilize marriage, 
66. 

Chronology, family and Sib, 139-
142, 157; levirate, sororate and 
sib, 155-166; matrilineal and 
patrilineal. stages of culture, 
16o-174· 

Civil law, Kafir, 408-410; paucity 
of, 383. 

Circumcision, Masai initiation, 259-
261. 

Clans, defined, 105. See Mother
.Sibs. 

Classes, distinction of, by primitive 
man, 324 ; social, Africa, 335-: 
337; New Zealand, 332-333; 
Northwest Coast, 339-354; 
Samoa, 333-335. 

Class system, Australia, 254-258. 
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Clubs, graded, Banks Islands, 263-
265: graded, Oceania, 303; 
military, Crow, 275-278; in 
Schurtz's scheme, 287; secular, 
Crow, 274--275. See also Men's 
Clubs, Secret Societies, Men's 
Tribal Society. 

Collateral inheritance, 238 f., 357· 
Collective ownership, of property, 

Hidatsa, :zo8. 
Collective responsibility, for crime, 

385-386; Africa, 404, 408; in 
Australia, 393 ; lfugao, 397-399. 

Communal hunting, Plains Indians, 
37o-371. 

Communism, primitive, 195-200 ; 
based on communal solidarity, 
198; co-existent with individual· 
ism, 199 f., 206, 222; connected 
with food, zoo ; distinguished 
from joint ownership, 196; dis
tinguished from hospitality and 
mural obligations, 197; as to 
land, 218-222. 

Compensation, for crimes, 389-390, 
409. 

Composition. See weregild. 
Comrades, Dakota, a form of 

association, 306. 
Consanguine family, 53-SS· 
Convergence, 420 f.; junior right, 

a case of, 242. 
Convergent evolution, 242 ; Siber· 

ian parent-in-law taboo, 98-99 : 
in teknonymy, 103; in totemism, 
133· 

Council, governing, Africa, 358, 
362 f. ; America, 372 f. ; Austra
lia, 343, 344 f. ; Central Australia, 
345-346 ; as Court, 407 : Dieri, 
344-345; Ewe, 363: Iroquois, 
373; Natchez, 368; Northwest 
Coast, 309 ; Omaha, 402 ; Samoa 
349; Tbonga, 358-359. 

Court etiquette, Ewe, 363: pro
C<'dure, 406 seq, : Tbonga, 359· 

Courts, Uganda, 411. 
Cousins, classitication into parallel 

or cro~. 127. 
Cousin-marriage, 14-17. 
Couvade, 165-166. 
C~sts, Northwest Coast tribes, J:u

na. 

Crimes, Australiau methods of 
dealing with, 393-395 ; collect
ive responsibility for, 385-387; 
expiation for, 393-394 ; recog
nized, in Australia, 394-395 ; 
recognized by Omaha, 402 ; and 
torts, 384, 387 seq., 408; volun
tary and involuntary, 387-388. 

Criminal law, Kafir, 408-410; 
motive, 387-388. 

Cross-cousin, defmed, 24; marriage, 
distribution, 24-27; marriage, 
discussion of origin of, 26-29 ; 
marriage, and the avunculate, 
163; marriage, influence on 
classifi.cabon of kinship, 29-30 ; 
marriage, and sib exogamy, 140; 
privileged familiarity between, 
94· 

Cunow, on age-classes, 245, 25 4 ; 
on Australlan class system, 255-
258 ; on Hawaiian kinship 
systems, 55-56. 

Dance organizations, Omaha, 308. 
Democracy, East African, 265; 

Masai, 336 ; in North America, 
20~10, 324-325, 337. 368, 370; 
and primitive society, 374-376. 

Descent, Khasi, 18x ; Maori, 331-
332 ; matrilineal influence on 
position of women, 18o ; matri
lineal and patrilineal, 157-175; 
Melanesian, 379-380 ; Plains 
Indians, u8-u9; rules of, 168; 
rules of, influence on inheritance, 
164, 236; rules of, sib systems 
east of the Mississippi, 116-117; 
rules of, and transmission of 
property, 158-159. 

Despotism, Africa, 213, 356, 359• 
363 seq.; Hawaii and Marshall 
Islands, 216, 351 f. 

Difiusion, 421 f.: age-societies, 
315; and the avunculate, 162-
163; of culture, explanation of 
theory of, 8-12; of resemblances 
in sib systems east of Mississippi, 
116-117: importance in all 
problems, 289 ; influence on 
cultured traits, 167; influence on 
elaboration of graded series of 
societies, 315-319; junior-right 
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usage, 242 ; levirate, sororate, 
and sib, 155-I56; parent-in
law taboos, So-83, 84-87, 8S... 
89; and Schurtz's scheme, 389 ; 
of teknonymy, 102. 

Devination, 392, 408. 
Divorce, I8, 65, 66, 67. 
Domestication of animals, a mascu-

line achievement, ?I, I74-I75, 
185. 

Dual organization, and Dakota 
kinship terminology, I2], 128; 
defined, IU ; simplest conceiv
able, I28; Southwestern sib 
system, uo. 

Economic, basis of marriage, 6I-
63 : conditions, mfluence on 
matrilocal or patrilocal residence, 
68, 69; interpretation, of woman's 
position, I84-I9I; interpretation 
criticised, 341. 

Elder's class, Australia, rule of, 345· 
Endogamy, defined; tribes having, 

IS-16, I52. 
Endogamous, groups, 28 ; moieties, 

12S-I26, I29. 
Environment, examples of adapt

ation to, 7-8. 
Ethics, and law, differences between, 

Plains Indians, I97-198. 
Evidence, 388, 39I-393· 
Evolutionary doctrine, influence on 

theories of social phenomena, 
52-53. 

Exogamy, effect on marriage 
customs, I 40 ; Blackfoot, I I 9-
uo; Crow, I07; defined, IS; 
and endogamy, not mutually 
exclusive, examples, 16 0 Gros 
Ventre, II9; Hupa, 106; 
Iroquois, I07 ; law of, Io7-108 ; 
and lesser and greater sibs, 125 ; 
Melanesia, 100 : Miwok, 107 ; 
and the sib system, 108 : in sibs 
east of Mississippi, u6; and 
totemism, 133-I34; Zufii sibs, 
120. 

Exogamous groups, Northwest 
Coast tribes, I:23: quarters, 
Northwest Coast tribes, 122. 

Expiatory combat, 393-394, 

Familiarity, privileged, 93-94· 
Family, the, 6o-73: bilateral char

acter of, 6o-6I, 105, I39; indi
vidual, a social unit, 63 ; influence 
of avunculate on, q8-79 ; life, 
influence of kinship usages on, 
77 ; polygynous, .. p-42 : priority 
of the, 139-148; and sib, dis
tinction between, I06-107; unit, 
looseness of, 64-65. 

Fatherhood, determination of, in 
fraternal polyandry, 44-45. 

Father-sibs, defined. Io6 ; develop
ment of, in Siberia, I69; exo
gamous, liZ, 114, 129, 167. 

Father's sister, social relations with 
nephew, 79· 

Feasting societies, Omaha, 308. 
Feuds, Eskimo, 400; Ifugao, 397· 
Fines, 395 seq., 387-388, 409, 4Io. 
Four-class system, Australia, 255. 
Fraternities, Zuiii and Hopi, Z]o-

273. 322. 
Frazer, on the levirate, 58; on 

rules of avoidance, 86, 88, 92 ; 
on social behaviour of relatives 
by blood and marriage, 95-96 ; 
on teknonymy, I02 ; on totem
ism, I3J-I35· 

Friere-Marreco, on Pueblo family 
life, 67. 

Freud, on psycho-analytic motiva
tion of parent-in-law taboos, 
86-89. 

Fruit trees, special ownership law 
in Africa, 2I3; in Oceania, 2I5. 

Genealogies, Polynesian, 332. 
Gentes, defined, 105. See father-

sibs. 
Gerontocracy, Australia, 345-346. 
Ghost-organizations, Banks Islands, 
. 265, 294-295· 349· 
Gifford, on Miwok Cross-cousin 

marriage, 26, 28-29 ; Miwok 
kinship terms, 38; on sib ,sys
t~m.s of California, 121. 

Goldenweiser, on totemism, I32-
'34· 135· 

Government, Africa, 3Ss-J68 ; 
Australia, 345-34 7 ; democracy 
and primitive organizations, 374 
seq.; Melanesia and New Guinea, 
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353-355 ; North America, 368-
3 7 4 : Polynesia and Micronesia, 
347-353· 

Grades, of age-series explained, 
315 seq.; of Ma.sa.i men, 259; 
of Melanesian club, 263 seq.; 
Melanesia. and Hidatsa com
pared, 278 f. Sec also age
classes. 

Group, marriage, 38, 46, 51, 57-
59; ownersh-ip of property, Jg6. 

Guilds, Cheyenne women's, 292. 

Harthind, on priority of ma.trony
mic system, 162, 

Headman, California tribes, 328, 
329. 

Historical method, in ethnology, 
4-7· 

Hobhouse, on bride-buying peoples, 
24 ; on maternal-paternal des
cent, 171-173: on pastoral life 
and woman's status, 184. 

Hollis, on East African sibs, IJO. 
House ownership, Hopi women, 

:zo6-2o7. 
Hunting territories, joint and indi

vidual ownership of, 201-205 ; 
owned by Hopi sibs, III. 

In-Breeding, primitive repugnance 
for, 14-1.5. 

Incest, crime in Australia, 394-395 ; 
fundamental social law preclud
ing, 99-100 : result of sophisti
cated civilization, 55 ; umversal 
taboo against, 14-16, 

Incorporeal property, 224, 232 ; 
Andamans, :us ; hereditary and 
non-hereditary, 227, 228 f.; and 
individual ownership, 231 ; 
Koryak, 225: Nootlm, 227; 
Plains Indians, 2.27 seq.; Torres 
Straits, 225. 

lnde'!pendcnt development, 341, 
419; Blackfoot-Gros Ventre sib 
scheme, 119 ; castes in Polynesia 
and tho Northwest Coast, 340-
341 ; cross-cousin marriage, 28-
29 ; examples of, in various 
phrases of culture, 9-12 : name 
taboo, 84 ; theory explained, 
8-1:1. 

Individual ownership, of chattels, 
222-223 ; in general, 195--200, 
222, 224, 232 ; Hottentot, 205; 
in~rporeal prope~y,. 224 seq, ; in 
India, 221 f. ; Kugtz, 206 ; of 
land, Africa, 21o-211; Australia, 
204; Fiji, 215-216; Northeast 
Algonkians, 200 ; Torres Straits, 
215--216; Vedda, 204; Zufii, 207. 

Industrial occupation, sexual divis· 
ion of labor in, 71. 

Infanticide, female, 44, 45-46; 
infiuence on polyandry, 44, 45· 

Inheritance, 23z-244 ; ceremonial 
privileges, 111; chieftancy, 
Solomon Islands, 354 ; collateral, 
238-239; conjugal, 234; and 
descent, 158-16o, 239 ; fraternal, 
Arapaho, 339; fraternal, Thonga, 
357-358; hereditary and acquired 
property, 232; Hida.tsa., 232-
233; Hopi, 207; hunting 
grounds, Algonkians, 203 ; in· 
corporeal property, 226--228, 231; 
influence on marriage customs, 
234; influence of sib on rules of, 
234-236; land in Melanesia, 214-
216; Kai, 232, 233; multiple, 
235 f., 239; Northwest Coast, 
340; in Oceania, 17o-I71 ; 
Ostyak, 190-191, 234; primo· 
geoiture, 237 f.; property, Ewe 
women, 19; reindeer herds, 234; 
rules, Chukchi and Koryak, 168; 
rules, cross-cousin marriage a 
result of, 28-29 ; rules, Eskimo, 
241-242 ; sib, 2 34 f. : Torres 
Straits Islands, 217, 232; by 
women, 233· 

Initiation rites, Andamans, 247-
249 : Arunta, 304 ; Australia, 
252--254; Banks Islands, 263, 
266-268 ; boys, Solomon Islands, 
256 ; and bull-roarer, 297-300 ; 
Crow Tobacco societies, 273-
275; diffusion of, 300: Masai, 
25cr263, 305 : Melanesia, 263, 
353; not tribal in North America, 
304 ; zuru. z6g. 

Instability of family unit, 64~6. 

Joint ownership, of property, 196. 
Joking-relatives, 37o-371. 
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Joking-relationship, Crow and 
Hidatsa, 95, 96. 

Junior levirate, distribution, 3o-
31 ; parallel to, in the sororate, 
34-35 ; taboos connected with, 
97, 98, 99; theory of origin, 33· 

Junior-right, 239-243; and con
vergence, 243 ; with primo
geniture, 239 f. 

Justice, Africa, 304-411; Australia, 
393-395 ; Eskimo, 399-401 ; 
lfugao, 395-399 ; Plains Indians, 
401-403 ;. Polynesia, 403-404. 

Kin, alignment, in matrilocal resi· 
dence, 67~; 182-184; in 
patrilocal residence, 66-67 ; 
mother's and father's, 77-So. 

Kings, 335, 351, 356 seq.; Africa, 
336; Dahomi, 366-367 ; Ewe, 
362-363, 364; Hawaiian, 403; 
powers of, 345; supreme judge, 
403, 410; Thonga, 357-358; 
Yoruhaland, 367; Zulu, 359-361. 

Kinship, avunculate a definite type 
of, I63-164; basis of the sib, 
105 ; classification, influence on 
cross-cousin marriage, 30 ; group, 
as judicial body, 383; Hidatsa, 
62, So; and law, lfugao, 377-
378, 395-399; organization, see 
sib; and political organization, 
381 ; among siblings, 108 ; 
systems, distinguishing lineal and 
collateral kin, 147; Hawaiian, 
ss-s6; influence of sib organiz~ 
ation upon, 154; terminology, 
Australian, 257; Dakota, 57, 
58, to8-Io9 ; Dakota and the 
sib, 127, 153, I57; Crow, 57; 
Crow sib-mates, I 1 I ; as evidence 
of universality of the family 
unit, 61 ; factor in marriage pro~ 
hibitions, 15; Hawaiian, 54, 
I44-I45; Hidatsa, 57; infiuenc~ 
ed by levirate and sororate, 35-
36 ; influence of sib, I07 ; Miwok 
Paviotso, IS ; Siberian, 98 ; 
Yahi, 34-35 ; Wishram, 34 ; 
reciprocal, 258; Thonga, 61 ; 
Torres Straits Islanders, 62; 
usages, 76-104. · · 

Kohler, on group marriage, 57· 

Kroeber, analysis of Southwe~tem 
sib system, 120; on Pacific Coast 
separations, 372-373; on Pueblo 
ceremonial organization, 270, 
269-73; on Pueblo matrilocal 
units, 70 ; on sibs and societies, 
270 seq. 

Labor, sexual division of, 63, 70-
71, 152-153, 178-179, 189, 192-
193 ; Andamans, 250 ; import~ 
ance in social history of mankind, 
174; Kirgiz, 73; Thonga, 73; 
Toda, 73· 

Land, African tribes, ownership 
of, 2II-215; Australian attitude 
toward ownership, 203-204 ; com~ 
munal ownership of, 196, 220 ; 
division of conquered, New 
Zealand, 217-218; hereditary, 
214-215; joint ownership of, 
218-219, 220, 221 ; joint owner
ship, Ifugao, 218; ownership, in 
ancient Mexico, 2oHo9 ; owner~ 
ship by sib denied, 206--207 : 
ownership in South America. 
Z.Og--210; tenure, 201-222; 
tenure, Africa, 211-215; tenure 
in America, 206--210; tenure, 
feudal, 214, 217; tenure among 
hunting tribes, 201-205; tenure, 
Ifugao, 218-22o; tenure, 
India, 220-222 ; tenure, indi· 
vidual or communal, 201 seq., 
218-222 ; tenure, among pastoral 
peoples, 205 f., tenure in 
Oceania, 215-218 ; tenure, 
among tillers, 206-222 ; transfer, 
in Africa generally, 2II ; trans~ 
fer, among Ewe, 213; transfer, 
Fiji, 216; transfer, Ifuga.o, 219-
220 ; transfer, impossible in 
Mexico, 209. 

Laufer, on primitive ceramics, 71-
72 ; on Chinese family life, 72. 

Laws, civil, 383; criminal,• 383-
385 ; Ewe, 363 ; fundamental, 
precluding incest, IOo ; socio-. 
logical and historical, see unilinear 
evolution ; underlying civiliza· 
tion, 4--6. 

~ague of the Iroquois, 373-374. 
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Legends, local, proprietorship of, 
225· 

Legislative functions, primitive 
communities~ 343· 

Levirate, 148, 165; Crow, 97; 
defined, 18; distribution of, 
3o-34; Frazer interprets as a 
r<"lic of group marriage, 58 ; 
Htdatsa, 20; influence on 
Dakota terminology, 108 ; in~ 
flucnce on kinship classifications, 
57. 154-156; influence of 
marriage by purchase, 32 ; in~ 
tlucncc on social relations, 77· 

Lineage, importance in the North~ 
wc!it Coast, 339-341. 

Licensed wife stealing, 64-65. 
Live stock, property rights in con~ 

ncction with, 223-224. 
Magic formulas, individual 

ownership of. :us. 

Majority vote, absence of, 355, 372. 
Maine, comparison of rude and 

mature jurisprudence: Crimes 
and torts, 383 seq. ; on collective 
ownership, 196; historical 
method, 423 ; on inheritance of 
land, 232 ; on joint ownership, 
especially of land, 196, :zzo; on 
political organization of society, 
37,_377· 

Ma.itland, on diflu:rion and socio· 
logical laws, 422. 

Marriage, 13-36; on the Amazon, 
15b-157; Australian, :zs4-256; 
by capture, 22-23 ; economic 
basis of, 61-64; by exchange, 
16; form of, Dicri, 49-5l; 
Hupa, b<>-68; individual, not 
influenced by sexual communism, 
47, 48, 49; Kai, 78; Kariera, 
103; Koryak, 21 ; Makonde, 
7H ~ by mutual consent, 22:-a3 ; 
Natchez, 338; prohibitions, 14-
J6; by purchase, 16, 18--w, 
22:-23 ; Ostyak, 190-191 ; Rein .. 
dccr Chukcl1i, 190; regulations, 
Australian, 100; regulations, 
Melanesia., 100; regulations for 
r<"latiVt•s, by So--92:; Thonga, 
78 ; Tibetan, 44 ; transfer of 
property in, 95 ; Zulu, J6o ; 

Masked Dancer Society, Zudi, 
Z()g-2]0. 

Mate, means of acquiring, 16-24. 
Maternal uncle, relations with 

nephew, 7S-79. 
Mating, preferential, 24-36. 
Matriarchate, , the, xSo-182: 

Iroquois, 181 ; among Khasi, 
18o, 181; not consequence of 
mother~sibs, 18o f.; Pueblo, 
181. 

Matrilineal descent, influence of 
property rights upon, lSI ; Hopi, 
167; Northwest Coast tribes, 
121 ; Zuiti, 120. 

Matrilineal groups, 159· 
Matrilineal kinship group, influence 

of matrilocal residence on, lSD
lSI. 

Matrilocal marriage, influence on 
parent-in-law taboos, 89, 91. 

Matrilocal residence, 150 ; causal 
connection with teknonymy, 102, 
103; Eskimo, 69; Hidatsa, 68; 
Hopi, 40, IS5; influence on 
kinship system, 155: influence 
on practice of polygyny, 40; 
Kai, 97 ; Kbasi, 68 ; Ovambo, 
68; Pueblo, 183; and woman's 
position, 182-183; Yukaghir, 
68-69, •69. 183. 

Matrilocal tri bcs, 66-68. 
Matronymic groups, 61-62. 
McLennan, on Hawaiian kinship 

system, s6. 
Men's clubs, Crow, 274: Melanesia, 

263-264 ; see also military 
societies, Associations, secret 
societies. 

Men's clubhouse, Banks Islands, 
263-264 ; genetic connection 
with bachelor's donnitory, 245. 

Men's house, 187-t88, 286, 293, 
294, 295, JOI-JOJ, 304, -354; 
in Schurtz's scheme, :z86. 

Men's tribal society, in Australia, 
251 ; Melanesia, 263: Pueblo 
Indians, 26c}. 

Menstruation, primitive horror of. 
193· 

Merker, on African sibs, 130. 
M.tlitary associations, Crow, 275-

278: Hidatsa, 279-28a; clubs, 
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Hidatsa, 230 ; · organisations, 
Hidatsa., 278-279; renown, quest 
for, Bagobo, 327; Masai, 328; 
New Zealand, 327; Plains 
Indians, 325, 327; societies, 
Crow, 275. 278; societies, 
Hidatsa, 279 seq., 328 seq. 

Moieties, Australian, 254-255 ; and 
Dakota type of kinship nomen
clature, 127; defined, 112; 
Eastern North America, and 
plains sibs, 1 x8-II9; exogamous 
patrilineal, Miwok, I 13 ; exo
gamous and non-exogamous, 125-
126 ; group, sibs east of the 
Mississippi, I 16-1 I 7 ; Iroquois, 
125; Northwest Coast tribes, 
129-IJO; theory of origin of, 
xz8-IJO; VV~ebago, 112. 

Monarchical government, Africa, 
355-356; Congo, Ewe, 362-
366; Thonga, 35&--359; Yoruha
land, 367-368 ; Zulu, 353-355. 

Monarchy, and land law, zn, 214. 
See Kings, Despotism, Chiefs. 

Monogamy, Andamans, 158; 
Eskimo, 39 ; Hopi, 40 ; Kai, 40; 
Kikuyu, , 39 ; Kirgiz, 40 ; 
Yukaghir, 40 ; Zuiii, 40. 

Morgan, atomistic theory of society, 
245· 324, 376. 4'4; cf. with 
Schurtz, 288 seq. ; criticism of his 
theories on the family and the 
sib, 139-143; on democracy, 
341, 374; on descent and trans
mission of property, 16o; on 
development of human marriage, 
52-59 ; on development of lesser 
and greater sibs, 123-124; on the 
exogamic sib, 139-140; on group 
marriage, 57-58; inadequacy of 
his scheme of organisation of 
primitive society, 245 ; on the · 
levirate, 58 ; on marriage, 52-
58 ; on origin of sib organisation, 
u6; on primitive democracy, 
324, 33&--337. 374-375; on primi
tive political organisation, 376, 
377; on priority of matrilineal 
descent, 157; on stability of 
kinship terms, 147. 

Mother-sibs, defined, 105, 106; 
development of Hidatsa, 151 ; 

exogamous, Crow, 1 xo ; and 
father-sibs, 157-175; Hopi, no, 
1 II ; relative priority of, in 
Oceania, I 70. 

Motive, criminal, 387 f. 
Murder, not always a crime, 394 ; 

in the Plains, 401 ; punishment 
for, 391, 400-401, 402, 403. 

Names, animals, for sibs, IJD-131 ; 
avoidance of ase of, of those 
under taboo, 81-84; Eastern 
North American sibs, 118; indi
vidual ownership of, 129, I 30 ; 
individual and personal, Iroquois 
sibs, 135-136; Miwok moieties, 
II3 ; Mohegan sibs, 124 ; per
sonal, Miwok, 113; sibs, Crow, 
124; sibs, Hopi, III; sibs, east 
of the Mississippi, 116, II]; 
taboos, 85-86, 1oo-xox ; Winne
bago father-sibs, II2-IIJ. 

Naming customs, 79, So, IIJ. 
Nicknames for social units, 1 to, I 19. 

Oaths, 391, 392; Ewe, 407-408. 
OrdeaJs, 391, 392, 398, 404, 405, 

408; Australian initiation, 253; 
Banks Islands, 268, z69; Ewe, 
405-406; Hawaii, 404; Masai, 
404 ; Masai, 259 ; Thonga, 408. 

Orphans, status among primitive 
peoples, xo-u. 

Parallel cousins, 27; defined, 24: 
marriage tabooed between, 157· 

Parellelism. See Independent 
development. 

Parent-in-law taboos, occurrence 
in different regions, Sx-82, 83, 
84, 88-89, 98-99, 10Q-IOI. 

Parsons, rejects Frazer's theory of 
social taboos, 99; on teknonymy, 
250. 

Pastoral life, women's status in, 
•. 184, t86, 189. 

Paternal kin, usages connected 
with, 77o 79-8o. 

Paternal sibs, Siberia, 168--t69. 
Patrilineal. groups, 159. 1~3; s~gre

gation of kin, Algonkian tnbes, 
151-152; tribes, 162. 
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Patrilocal, groups, ·of women, 151-
1.53 ; residence, 67-70 ; residence 
on the Amazon, 156; residence, 
among the Australians, 15z.-153; 
residence, Eskimo, 69 ; residence, 
Hupa, 106, 148-150; residence, 
Koryak, 68-69 ; residence, in
fluence on parent-in-law taboo, 
9<>--91 ; residence, among matri
lineal people, I 50 ; residence, in 
Oceania., 171 ; residence, Siberia, 
169; tribes, 67-68. 

Patronymic groups, 6o-61, 62. 
Pawning, of land, 219; of person, 

22J-Z.Z4. 
Jlcarson, on sociological laws, 4, 

423. 
Pt'naltics, exacted {or crimes, 386-

87, 40J. 
Philbrick, on the sib, 105. 
Plundering expeditions, against 

criminal, 403-404. 
Police organization, Plains Indians, 

371-:nz. 401 f. 
Political functions, Ostyak sibs, 1 13-

114; Winnebago, sibs, 112, 114-
JJS. 

Political organizations, 344 ; 
Afrkn, 21o-215, 355-368; 
America, 210; and associations, 
38o f.; Australia, 345-347 ; 
llakuha., 36&--367; co-existence 
with sibs, 378 seq.: Da.homi, 
Jli5-J66: defined, 344-345 ; Ewe 
3b2-3ll4; lack of, amon~ lfugao, 
.'\7'->-377; Maine's and Morgan's 
tlwory of, 375, 376; Mclant'sia. 
and New Guinea, 3.53-355: 
Natchez, 3l">9 ; New Zealand, 
348-349, 351 : Northwest Coast, 
30tr37o; in Oceania, 21; Samoa, 
218, 34l.r3.'1)3 : Thonga, J.Sb-
3.'i9; Yoruba.lrmd, 367; Zulu, 
.UQ-J6J. 

Political socirty, Schurtz on origin 
of, 38o-38:Z. 

Pol~·atHiry, 43-46, IQ6; Chukchi, 
.'iO; distribution of, 43 ; econ
omic influt>m~e on, 43-44; fra
tt>rnal vnril•ty, 44-46; Toda, 47. 
I.'i8. 

Poln::1\nty. 38-5q, 195; defined, 
38 ; infiut•tu .. ~cd by biological and 

GG 

economic conditions, 38, 40, 43· 
Polygyny, 195; analysis among 

Reindeer Koryak, ofl-42 ; defined 
38; distribution, 38-39, •41. 42, 
46 ; economic conditions in· 
fluenced, 41-42; limitation by 
matrilocal residence, 68-69; 
motives for, 40-42. 

Population, proportion of male and 
female, Eskimo, 38-39; Toda, 
44-45· 

Potential mates, licensed familiarity 
between, 97. 

Preferential mating, distribution~ 
16-17. 

Primogeniture, 237-244; Maori, 
331 ; New Zealand, 330, 348; 
Nootka, 340, 341 ; Samoa, 335; 
Tbonga, 357-358. 

Privileged familiarity, 94-96, 98. 
Progress, 424 seq. 
Prohibitions, marriage, 14-16. 
Property, 195-244; collective 

ownership of, 196; concepts, 
basis of levirate, 32-33 ; con~ 
vcyance, by Ewe, 213 ; and 
cross-cousin marriage, 29; Crow, 
t 59 ; Hida.tsa, 159 ; and the 
Hopi sib, 1 n ; individual owner· 
ship of, 198: inheritance of, t8o. 
181 ; influence on rank on North· 
west Coast, 340; Navaho, 159: 
ownership by woman, 152, 153: 
ownership, Yucbi, 207 ; owner· 
ship, Zut\i, 207; rights, Banks 
Island Club, 264-265; rights, 
intluence on establishment of 
unilateral lines of kin, 156-157: 
rights, influence of sib organiza~ 
tion, 234-237; rigbts, New 
Zealand, 217-218: rights of 
women, I9:Z; sale of, Ewe, 213: 
transmission of, means of estab
lishing unilatt•ral descent, 148-t 51, 
158; transmission of Morgan's 
theories, on, 157: transmission, 
among patrilineal and matri
lineal tribes, 158-159. 

Psychological interpretation for 
cultural data, 8~8<}. 

Puberty, in North America, 304· 
305 ; coincident with initiation, 
249, 297. See Initiation. 
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Public opinion, in primitive society, 
force of, 37D-37'· 384, 393, 395, 
seq. 

Punishment for crimes, Ifugao, 
399; Uganda, 4I1. 

Purchase, ceremonial privileges, 
plains age-societies, 314; con
cept, in marriage, 2o-21, 22; 
of foreign societies, influence on 
graded systems in the plains, 
315-317; importance in entrance 
to Hida.tsa military organisations, 
2]8-2]9. 28o; membership in 
club, 2JI, 264, 2]J, Z]S--2.]9, 
28], JIO. 

Rank, 334-342. 
Reciprocal services, between 

moieties, n.6--127. 
Relations, social, relatives by blood 

and marriage, ]6-]]. 
Religious functions, Ostyak sibs, 

IIJ-114. 
Ritualism, Hopi, influence on sib 

system, I 1 I. ; importance of 
Iroquois woman in, I8]-I88; 
T oda women excluded from, 1 78. 

Rituals, individual ownership of, 
226. 

Rivalry, Crow military associations, 
•n-•78. 

Rivers, on Dakota. type of kinship 
terminology and the sib system, 
108 ; on kinship usages, 77, 79; 
on Polynesian and Melanesian 
sib systems, 146; theory of 
origin of cross-cousin marriage, 
28; on Toda exogamous mar
riages, 129. 

Royalty, Africa, 335 f.; in North 
America, 337 f. ; and ownership 
of lands, 21o-zn, 213-214; 
Polynesia, 332-333. 

Sapir, on influence of sororate 
and levirate on kinship, 34-35. 

Scburtz, on associations, 245 ; com
pared with Morgan as to method, 
288 seq.; criticised, 291 seq.; 
his scheme expounded, 284 seq. ; 
on political organisation, jSo-
381. 

Segregation of unmarried, 72-73· 

Sex dichotomy, 187, 188, 251, 263, 
290-300, 303; in Australia, 
246 ; Banks Islands, 263. 

Sexes, segregation of, 292--293, 
294 ; Africa, 297 : Andaman 
Islands, 247, 303-304; Australia, 
zsr. 297; CaWornia, 294; Chip
ewyan, 295 ; Masai, 259; 
Melanesia, 297. 

Sexual communism, 47-52; Aua~ 
tralia, 49-52; Bororo, 47, 48; 
Chukchi, 48-49, 52; hypo~ 
thetical, 52-59; Ma.sai, 47-78; 
Toda, 51. 

Shamanism, 328-331 ; in Australia, 
395; in North America, 394-
395· 

Sibs, 105-138; Australia, 148, 378-
379; Crow, 123 ; and Dakota 
terminology, 153-157; defined, 
tos-to6, 149; and democracy 
in primitive organisations, 374-
376; diffusion in Australia, 144; 
diffusion in North America, II5-
12J, 142, 144, 167; distribution 
of, 140; distribution in Asia, 
143; diversity of functions of, 
ns-n6; exogamous matrilineal, 
Buin, II4; exogamous, Morgan's 
theories concerning, 139-140; 
exogamous patrilineal, II4-115; 
fundamental units of Crow social 
organisations, 124; of higher 
order, 123-130; history of the, 
139-175; inferior. 336-337, 375-
376; Iroquois, 135, 373-374; 
Kariera, association with plants 
and animals, 131 ; linked, 120, 
123, 124; Masai, z58--259; mem
bership in·, influence of marriage 
on, 109 ; organisation, Blackfoot,. 
n8; organisation, California, 
121 ; organisation, Gras Ventre, 
18; organisation, influence on 
transmission of property, 196 ; 

. organisation, lacking .among 
,Fuegians, 143; organisation 
Masai, 258-259, 263 ; organisa· 
tion, in North America., II5-II7'; 
organisation, and kinship systems, 
154 ; origin of lesser organization, 
tripartite, Mohegan, 124; organ
isation, relation to Pueblo fratern-
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nities, 27o-272; organisation, 
S1 be ria, 264-266 ; organisation, 
types of, 1 to- I 15 ; organisation, 
unity or diversity of origin, JJ s-
123; patrilineal, California, 121 ; 
and greater units, 123-125, 148-
153; as proprietary unit, 206 
t.ttt_.; 213, 234; restricted dis
tnbution of unilateral, 139; 
and m~crct societies, 270; surviv
al after contract with Caucasians, 
1·15· 

Sib system, Admiralty Islands, J 14-
ns ; alleged effects on marriage 
system, 140; Blackfoot, II9-
J :ow ; Duin, 1 13-1 r 4 ; California, 
14.5-146; correlation with 
Dakota type of kinship termi
nology, 142; Crow, IIo-I 11; 
distnbution in Africa, 143-144; 
diversity in North America, 119; 
t"ast of the Mississippi, u6-n7; 
Gros Ventre, history of, r 18-119; 
Hopi, 1 I 1 ; independent develop
ment throughout the world, 122 ; 
J{ariua, J 14-115; lacking in the 
Andamu.n Isla.nds, 143; Melan
esia, J I 3-1 14 ; northwestern 
plains of North America, IJ?
II 8 ; northwest Coast of North 
Am(•rica., I2J-I22; in the South
wt·Ht, I :.zo; Winnebago, J u; 
Zufti, 120. 

Siblin~s, df•fincd, 24-25 ; restriction 
of intimacy bctwt•cn, 97; usages 
conn('ctcd with fnther's, So. 

Sin~ing contests, Eskimo, 399· 
Sms, nml crimf'S, 38.5, 400. 
Sish•r:q, exchan~e oi, in mating, 17. 
SlaV«'')', 332 f., 336, 339, 342 ; 

Afrka, :.~u, 3.19; Maori, 333; 
Northwf'st Coast, 339· 

Smith, G. Elliot, tht:'ory of origin 
ot totemism, 131. 

Sociod, f{rouping, Banks Islands, 
2bJ-:lb4; Masa.i, 2_5Q. 

Social intercourse, restrictions in, 
Q:.l-94· 

Social orlo!:anjs.,tion, Andaman 
lsland:q, 24b, 247-2.50; Australia, 
:2_c;o-l58; H.'\nks Islands, 2bJ-
2h8; Crow, 273-278; evolution 
compared with that o{ material 

culture, .424 SUJ.; Hidatsa, 278-
282 ; inter-relations of various 
aspects of, 13 ; intricate, found 
with rude cultures, 14 J ; Masai, 
258-263 ; Pueblo Indians, 269-
274. 

Social progress, distinguishing 
stages of, in Australia, 252. 

Social relations, influence of kinship 
usages on, 76-77. 

Social restrictions, connection with 
sexual restrictions, 97· 

Social status, stages of, Masai, 
definite usages linked with, 2.59-
26o. 

Social usages, importance of mater
nal and paternal kin in, 62. 

Social and sexual taboos, psycho
logical interpretation of, 99, 100. 

Societies, graded, Plains, 312-318; 
women's, Africa, 296-297. 

Societies, secret, Africa, 296, 367, 
405-406; Banks Islands, 265-
268 ; California, 393, 394- ; 
Central Algonkian, 292; Hidatsa, 
282; Melanesia, 265 seq., 322; 
Omaha, 306 ; Puc blo, 269 ; in 
Schurtz's scheme, 287. 

Society membership, form of 
property, 229, 230 f. 

Songs, individual ownership of, 
224-225. 

Sorcery, Ewe, 40.5-406; Thonga, 408. 
Sornrate, Crow, 97; dcfinC"d, 17; 

distribution of, JG-35; Hidatsa, 
41-42; influence on Dakota 
type of terminology, to8; in
fluence on kinship terminology 
and classification, .57-58, 154-
J 55 ; influeuce on -social relations, 
77 ; Kariera, J 7 ; Morgan inter
prets as a relic of group marriage, 
ss. 

Speck on individually owned hunt
ing grounds, 1.50, 153, 201 f. 

Spinsters segregated, Andamans, 
247· 

Spouses, status of, in matrilocal 
and patrilocal residence, b6-(q, 
68-6<). 

Status terms, in Andamans, 247, 
2.50 ; in Australia, 252 ; Ma.sai, 
259· 
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Suitor's test, Arawa.k, 21-22; 
Korya.k, 22-23. 

Supernatural experiences, common 
associations based on, Plains 
Indians, J06-JO]. 

Swanton, on cross-cousin marriage, 
29 ; on the sib, in North America, 
11-2. 

Taboos, barring social intercourse, 
92-94; food, Australian, zsz-
253; food, Toda, 71 ; against 
incest, universal, 14; connected . 
with initiation in the Andamans, 
248, 249 ; against killing or eating 
totem animals, 132; kinship, 
92-93 ; and license, g6-xoz ; 
New Zealand, 348-349 ; Oceania 
generally, 349; parent-in-law, 
8~z. xoz ; Polynesian chief's 
prerogative, 348 f. ; protection 
of property, z66-267, 349; social 
and sexual, correlation between, 
99 ; transgression of, punishment 
for, 400. 

Teggart, on political organisation, 
379-380. 

Teknonymy, defined, 102; examples 
of practice, 102-104 ; explana
tion of, 250 ; and status terms, 
250. 

Territorial organisation, Australia, 
378--379; Melanesia, 378--379. 
See Political Organisation. 

Territorial rights, jealousy regard
ing. 397-38o. 

Theft, punishment for, 410. 
Three-class division of society, 

lfugao. 388. 
Thumwald, on Buin sib system, 

114. 
Tobacco, planting, Crow, ownership 

and transfer of privilege, 229-
231 ; society, 273; society, 
women's place in, 292. 

Torts, 384 seq. 
Totemism, 130-138, 252; Arunta, 

131 ; British Columbia, 132; 
Central Australian type of, 132-
133; diffusion of, 131 ; Golden
weiser on, 132-133; Iroquois,. 
135-136; theories of origin of, 
131-132; and the sib, 134. 

Trade unions, Cheyenne. 292 : 
Samoan, 334· 

Tribal organisation. See Political 
organisation, sib, 376-381 ; 
Ifugao. 377-378. 

Tripartite division of society, 246, 
247. 249-250, 28;5. 

Tylor, on cross-cousin marriage, 
27-28 ; on Dakota type of kin
ship terminology and sib system, 
108 ; interpretations of parent
in-law avoidance, 89-92 ; on the 
levirate, 30, 31-32, 33-34; matri
lineal and patrilineal stages of 
culture, 16o, 175; on mati-ilocal 
residence, 15D-15I ; on primitive 
marriage, 33; on teknonymy, 
102-104. 

Unilateral, descent, most effective 
means of establishing, 148-149; 
reckoning of kinship, 152-153· 

Unilinear evolution, 288 seq., 320, 
322 f., 417 f. 

Vision, importance of influence on 
plains societies, 3 r8 ; ownership 
of privileges secured through, 
227; quest of, an individual 
affair in the Plains, 304-305. 

Visionary experiences, individual 
character of proprietary rights, 
2JI. 

Wealth, 328--33r; conception of, 
among various peoples, 329-330; 
determines penalties, 388 ; in
fluence on prestige, 264, 329, 
354· 

Webster, on associations, 245· 
Weregild, 388-391. 
Wife-stealing, licensed, Crow, 65. 
·witchcraft and justice, 400, 405 f. 
Wives, abduction of, Crow, 277-

278 ; exchange of. 48-49 ; sur
render of. 4 7. 

WOman, exclY.ded from activities of 
r:D.en, 70, 71. 72; excluded from 
mysteries, 251, 266-267; Von· 
den Steinen's and Ra.din"s expla.n· 
ation, 291 ; as herd owner, 192-
193; as house owner, 181, 206, 

· 235 ; individual ownership of 
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prnp~rty by, 222-224; inferiority 
of, differences in character among 
Chukchi, Ostyak, and Oceanians, 
187 ; as inheritor, 192, 234 ; 
isolation of, Banks Islands, 7 3 ; 
as land owner, 204, 208, 214; 
as owner of chattels, 222, 234; 
and property rights in Africa, 
214-215; segregation of, t88; 
scgre~a.tion during menstruation, 
I<)J-194· 

Woman, position of, 7o-72, 173-
194; Andamans, 178-179, 184, 
1q2; Australia, 18o, 193, 251 ; 
Africa, 18o; Bantu, 192: Central 
A~ia., 178, 192; Chinese, 179, 
192; Ewe, 18; influence of 
economic conditions, 184 seq.; 

influence of maternal sibs, t8o 
seq. ; influence of matrilocal 
residence, 182 ; influence of 
pastoral life, 184-186; influence 
of stage of civilisation, 192-194; 
influence on teknonymy, 103 ; 
Iroquois, 192; Kai, 19; Kirgiz, 
18 ; legal and real statu5 of, 
177-178, 179; maritime and 
Reindeer Chukchi, 190--191 ; 
Ostyak, 191 ; and property 
rights, 192-193; in social organi
zation, 290-300; Siberia, 178-
179; Thonga, 19; Toda, 178; 
Vedda, 184, 192. 

Women's societies, African, 296; 
Cheyenne, 292 ; Hidatsa, 281-
282 ; Pueblo, 292. 


